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14 JUL 1947

HHDOBSHMgHT on
IF 68 conf. ltr CTF 68/
A9/rdk Serial 0284 of
10 June 1947

Amu
Tot

Flu

Commander in Chief, United States Atlantic Fleet.
Chief of HavaQ. Operations.
Officer-in-Charge , Antarotio Developments Projeot, 1947.

3object i Report of Antarctic Developments Project, 1947, (Operation
HXQHJUMP)

.

1. Forwarded*

2. the Coaaander in Chief, U.S. Atlantic Fleet considers that all
reasonable naasurea were taken, la the relatively short period available, to
adequately prepare the unite assigned to the Task Foros for the subject
operation.

3. It is sated that all major objectives were accomplished except
the construction, Little Anerioa, of a Batted (aareton oat) airstrip.
The construction of such an airstrip was intended to provide the means for
dateraining the feasibility of Maintaining and operating wheel type aircraft
thereon. The existing unusually severe ioe conditions precluded acoonpliah-
ing this project. However, considerable experimental work was oooducted sod
the fask Force Commander believes that an acceptable technique was developed
for constructing such :ci airstrip on snow (neve) covered glacial lee per-
mitting the operation thereon of aircraft using conventional wheal type
landing gear.

4. Due to the assignment of suah a relatively large task force,
the Havy sow has available a 1/rge reservoir of polar-conditioned personnel.
In view of the increasing strategic importance of the Arctic, this compara-
tively large number of cold-weather-trained officers and nan might, at some
future date, prove most valuable to the naval service.

5. The Commander In Chief, U.3. Atlantic Fleet conoure with the

Task Force Commander In the conviction that very real and definite advantages
have aocrued to the United States end to the naval service as a result of the

conduct of subject operation. It is roco»»rx‘.ed that a definite program of
navel operations be carried out annually in either the Arctic or the Antarotio
regions. The Arctlo region would bo preferable in view of tha modi shorter
distance from U.S. ports.
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10 June 1947.

Promt

To s

Officer-in-Charge, tutorotio Developments Projeot,
1947.
Chief of Naval Operations.

Subject: Report of Antarctio Developments Project, 1947,
(Operation H10HJTOP).

1. Forwarded.

2.
should be a

It is thought that the next large Antarctic Expedition
joint Army and Navy Project, and it is so recommended.

A
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10 Jana 1947

Trow Commander in Chief, United States Atlantic Fleet.
Tot Chief of Naval Operations.
Vlat Offloer-ln-Charge, Antarctic Developoonta Project, 1947.

Snbjeett Report of Antarctic Devolopaanta Project, 1947, (Operation
HIGHJUUP),

1. Forwarded.

2. The Commander in Chief, U.S. Atlastio Fleet considers that all
reasonable measures were taken, In the relatively short period available, to
adeqoately prepare the unite assigned to the Task Foroe for the subject
operation.

3. It is noted that all major objectives were accomplished except
the construction, at Little America, of a matted (aareton oat) airstrip.
The construction of ouch an airstrip was Intended to provide the means for
determining the feasibility of maintaining and operating wheel typo aircraft
thereon. The existing unusually severe ice conditions precluded accomplish-
ing this project. However, considerable experimental work was conducted and
the Task Force Commander believes that an acceptable technique was developed
for constructing such an airstrip on snow (neve) oovered gleoial ice per-
mitting the operation thereon of aircraft using conventional wheel type
landing gear.

4. Due to the assignment of such a relatively large task force,
the Navy now has available a large reservoir of polsi^conditioned personnel.
In view of the increasing strategic importance of the Arctic, this compara-
tively large somber of oold-weather-trained officers and non might, at aone
fvture date, prove most valuable to the naval eorvioo.

5. The Commander In Chief, U.S. Atlantic Fleet concurs with the

Task Force Commander In the conviction that very real and definite advantages

have aoerued to the United States and to the naval service as a result of the

conduct of subject operation. It is reooaetended that a definite program of
naval operations be carried out annually In either the Arctic or the Antarotio
regions. The Arctic region would be preferable In view of the much shorter

distance from UJ3. ports.

Copy tot
CTF 68

W. H. P. BLANDY/
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A9/rdk Serial 0184 of
10 June 1947.

From:

To <

Subjeoti

1.

2 .

should be a

Officer-in-Charge, Antarotio Developments Project,
1947.
Chief of Naval Operations.

Report of Antarotio Developments Project, 1947,
(Operation HIOHJOUP).

Forwarded.

It is thought that the next large Antarotio Expedition
joint Aray and Navy Project, and it is so recommended.

1
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14 JUL 1947

OUHioo
rt 68 oonf. ltr CTF 68/
A9/rdk Serial 0184 of
10 June 1947

Front Comander In Chief, United States Atlantic Fleet.
Toi Chief of Naval Operations.
Vlai Officer-ln-Charge, Antarctic Devolopuenta Project, 1947.

Snbjeott Beport of Antarctic Developaenta Project, 1947, (Operation
HIGBJUMP)

.

1. Forwarded.

2. The Commander is Chief, U»S. Atlantio Fleet considers that all
reasonable mastuwe were taken, in the relatively short period available, to
adequately prepare the units assigned to the Task Force for the subject
operation.

3. It la noted that all major objectives were aeooapilshed except
the construction, at Little America, of a matted (marston mat) airstrip.
The construction of such an airstrip was intended to provide the means for
determining the feasibility of maintaining and operating wheel type aircraft
thereon. The existing unusually severe loe conditions precluded accomplish-
ing this project. However, considerable experimental work was conducted and
the Task Force Comander believes that an acceptable technique was developed
for constructing such an airstrip on snow (nave) covered glacial ice per-
mitting the operation thereon of aircraft using conventional wheel type
landing gear.

4* Due to the assignment of such a relatively large task foree,
the Navy now has available a large reservoir of polar-conditioned personnel.
In view of the increasing strategic Importance of the Arctic, this compara-
tively large number of cold-weathor-trained officers and men might, at some
future date, prove most valuable to the naval service.

5. The Commander in Chief, U«S<> Atlantio Fleet concurs with the

Task Foroe Comander in the conviction that vary reel and definite advantages
have accrued to the United States and to the naval service as a result of the
oonduct of subject operation. It is reeomended that a definite program of
naval operations be carried out annually in either the Arctic or the Antarotio
regions. The Arctio region would be preferable in view of the much shorter
distance Aram U.S. ports.

Copy tot
CTF 68

faffi
W. H. P. BLANDY,
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SECOND EMDORSaSENT on
IP 68 tonf. ltr tflfr 68/
A9/rdk Serial 0184 of
10 June 1947*

From:

To :

Subject:

1.

2 .

should be a

Offioer-ln-Charge, Antarotlo Developments Projeot,
1947.
Chief of Naval Operations.

Report of Antarctio Developments Projeot. 1947,
(Operation HIGHJIMP).

Forwarded.

It is thought that the next large Antarotlo Expedition

Joint Army and Navy Project, and it is so recommended.
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IF 68 oonf . ltr CTF 68/
19/zrUc Serial 0184 of
10 Jana 1947

From Cosnaador is Chief, United States Atlantic Fleet.
To i Chief of Naval Operations.
Viai Offioer-in-Charge, Antarctic Developments Project, 1947.

Subjecti Report of Antarctic Developmente Project, 1947, (Operation
HZGEJUUP)

.

1. Forwarded.

2. The Coooander in Chief, UJ3. Atlantio Fleet consider* that ell
reasonable measures ware taken, in the relatively short period available, to
adequately prepare the units assigned to the Task Foros for the subject
operation.

3. It is noted that all major objectives were accomplished except
the construction, at Little America, of a matted (marston mat) airstrip.
The construction of such an airstrip was Intended to provide the means for
determining the feasibility of maintaining and operating wheel type aircraft
thereon. The existing unusually severe ice conditions precluded accomplish-
ing this project. However, considerable experimental work was conducted and
the Task Force Comaander believes that an acceptable technique was developed
for constructing such an airstrip on snow (neve) covered glacial ice per*
Bitting the operation thereon of aircraft using conventional wheel type
landing gear.

4. Due to the assignment of such a relatively large task force,
the Navy now has available a large reservoir of polar-conditioned personnel.
In view of the increasing strategic Importance of the Arctic, this compara-
tively large Dumber of cold-weather-trained officers and men might, at some
future date, prove moat valuable to the naval service.

5. The Coooander In Chief, U.3. Atlantic Fleet conoure with the

Task Force Commander in the conviction that very real and definite advantages
have accrued to the United Statea and to the naval service as a result of the
conduct of subject operation. It is recommended that a definite program of
naval operations be carried out animal1y in either the Aretio or the Antarctic
regions. The Aretio region would be preferable in view of the much shorter
distance from U.S. ports.

Ccpy toi
CTF 68

W- H. P. BLANDY,
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SECOND ENDORSHfENT on
TP 66 ConTritr 68/
A9/rdlc Serial 0184 of
10 June 1947,

Promt

To 1

Subjeot:

1.

2.

should be a

Offioer-in-Charge, Antarotio Developments Project,
1947.
Chief of Naval Operations.

Report of Antarotio Developments Project, 1947,
(Operation HTGHJDUP).

Forwarded.

It is thought that the next large Antarotio Expedition
joint Amy and Navy Project, and it is so recommended.
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TASK FORCE SIXTY EIGHT
CTF68/A9/rdk U. S. Atlantic Floet
Serial 01% 1C June 191:7

CONFIDENTIAL

Commander Task Force SIXTY EIGHT.From:
w\ To : Chief of Naval Operations.

Via : Commander-In-Chief, U. S. Atlantic Fleet.n Officer-in-Charge, Antarctic Developments Project, 19U7*

Subject: Report of Antarctic Developments Project, 19U7, (Opera-
tion HIGHJUUP).

jflmm
*>

Reference: (a) C.T.F. 66 Op-plan 2-1*6 dated 20 Nov. 191*6.

Enclosure: (A) CNO conf. serial 065P33 dated 26 August 191*6.

(B) CinCLantFlt conf. sorial 0568 dated 15 October 191*6 •

1. The Antarctic Developments Project, 19U7* identified by
the codeword “"fJHJUMP*, was established by the Chief of Naval Operations
by Diclosure («.; dated 26 August 191*6. This directive charged the
Commander-in-chief, U. S. Atlantic Rest with the operational and
administrative control of the project. Technical control was retained
by the Chief of Naval Operations and was exercised with the assistance
of Rear Admiral Richard £. Byrd, U.S.N. (Retired), who was designated
as Officer-in-Charge of the Project and who locally exercised technical
control while present in the Antarctic.

2. Operational and administrative instructions for the
conduct of the Project were issued to the Task Force Commander by the
Commander in Chief, U. S. Atlantio Fleet in a letter of instructions

dated 1$ October, 191*6, Enclosure (B).

3. Prior to the departure of Task Force SIXTY EIGHT for the
conduct of "Operation NAN00K" in the Arctic, July-September 191*6, the
Task Force Commander was informed that preliminary discussions were
being held regarding an operation to be held in the Antarctic during
the forthcoming winter. As a result some preliminary planning was
done by the staff during the operational period of "NAN00K" and, during
the latter part of the operation some of the key members of the staff
were returned by air to augment the planning staff which was being
assembled with the Rear Echelon at the Navy Department. However, full
scale planning did not begin until the latter part of September, upon
the return of the Task Force from the Arctic.

1*. As eventually organized the Task Force consisted of 13
ships; 7 ships from the Atlantic Fleet plus the U.S. Coast Guard ice
breaker NORTHWIND on loan from the Coast Guard, and 5 ships from the
Pacific Fleet. Aircraft assigned were: - 6 FBM, 6 Rl*D, 2 J2F, 2 SOC,



CTF66/A9/rdk
Serial OI8 J 1

CONFID»iTIAL

Subject: Report of Antarctic Developments Project, 191*7* (Opera-

tion KIGHJUliP).

1 JA plus li H03S-1 and 2 HOS helicopters. Total naval and marine

personnel participating was slightly in excess of U70O officers and

men. In addition 8 U.S.Ar^y observers, 25 civilian observers from
various agencies of the U. S. Government and 11 radio and preaa corre-
spondents participated in the operation.

5. The short period available for planning and preparation
required strenuous work on the part of all. Many of the ships were in
an inactive statue and all were below peace time complements. All air-
craft required winterisation and some alterations. Little time was
available for the training and indoctrination of the hastily assembled
crews of the slips and aircraft. Much specialised equipment had to be
assembled and modified for the special conditions to be encountered*
especially that for the base at Little America. The departure date of

2 December l?lj6 could not have been met except for the splendid coopera-
tion of the various Bureaus and agencies of the Navy Department and of
numerous commands afloat and ashore.

6. The objectives of the operation as specified by the
Commander -in -Chief* U. S. Atlantic Fleet were:

(a) Training personnel and testing equipment in frigid
senes.

(b) Consolidating and extending United States sovereignty
over the largest practicable area of the Antarctic
continent.

(c) Determining the feasibility of establishing, maintaining
and utilizing bases in the Antarctic and investigating
possible base sites.

(d) Developing techniques for establishing, maintaining
and utilising air bases on ice* with particular atten-
tion to later applicability of such techniques to
operations in Interior Greenland where conditions are
comparable to those in the Antarctic.

(e) Amplifying existing stores of knowledge of hydrographic*
geographic* geological* meteorological and electro-mag-
netic propagation conditions In the area.

(f) Supplementary objectives of the 191*6 NAN00E Operation.
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CONFIDENTIAL

Subject: Report of Antarctic Developments Project, 19L7,
(Operation tflGHJUUP).

7. To accomplish these objectives the Task Force was
organized and tasks assigned as follows:

(a) TG 68.1 Central Group, Rear Admiral Cruzen.
ifoWiT" OLYMPUS (IFF) 1 AOC
NORTHWIND (USCO) 1 WAG
BURTON ISLAND 1 AG
YANCEY, HERRICK 2 AKA
SENNET 1 SS

TASK: To establish a temporary base and airstrip
in the vicinity of Little America, Antarctica,
transporting and landing required material and
personnel. To conduct systematic long range air
exploration and associated operations, and to

carry out assigned projects for training naval
personnel, testing materials and amplifying
existing scientific knowledge of the Antarctic.

(b) TG 68.2 Western Group, Captain Bond.

CACAPON
HENDERSON

TASK: To conduct systematic air exploration of
assigned areas of Antarctica, stressing delinea-
tion of unknown or improperly charted portions of
the coast line, with ships remaining outside of
the continental ice pack. To initiate opera-
tions in the vicinity of the Balleny Islands, and
to continue operations to westward along the conti-

nental perimeter.

(c) TG 68.3 Eastern Grout

CANISTED
BRGVNSCN

i, Captain Dnfek.
TGF)

TASK: Same as for the Eastern Group, except to

Initiate operations in the vicinity of Peter I

Island and to continue operations to eastward
along the continental perimeter.

- 3 -
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Subject,: Report of Antarctic Developments Project, 19li7,

(Operation HIGHJUVr).

(d) TG 66. lj Carrier Group, Captain Cornwell.
PHILIPPINE SEA 1 CV

TASK: To transport 6 Rl*D airplanes to a position
north of Little America and to northward of the
main continental ice pack and to launch these air-
craft for flight to little America.

(e) TG 6d.S Base Group, Commander Campbell.
Air Unit, Commander Hawkes
Temporary Construction Unit, Commander Reinhardt
Emergency Base Unit, Lieutenant Vagner*

TASK: To establish and maintain during the Antarctic
summer a temporary base for approximately U00 person-
nel, and an airstrip on the Ross Shelf Ice in the
vicinity of Little America. To conduct systematic
outward radial air exploration of assigned areas
of the Antarctic.conMnent* To establish an emer-
gency winter camp to acconraodate 35 personnel for
a period of fifteen months, for the conduct of res-
cue operations for aviation personnel forced down
in the interior of the continent after evacuation
of the temporary base end withdrawal of all ships.
(Note:- Thia emergency camp was constructed and
equipped, but not activated)

The operational phase began on 2 December 191*6, with
the departure of the majority of the ships from ports on the East
and West coasts of the United States, and was considered terminated
with the return of the Task Force flagship to Washington, D. C. on
lb April 191:7 * Details of operations are contained in the narratives
of the Task Group Comnanders and of the Commanding Officers of the
ships participating, annexed hereto.

9. Had circumstances permitted, a departure date approxi-
mately two weeks earlier would have been advantage: us, particularly
for the Eastern and 'Western Groups. This would have permitted them
to profit by the comparatively favorable flying conditions that pre-
vail in the Antarctic during the latter half of December* Under the
unusually severe ice conditions existing this year in the Ross Sea
it is doubtful if the ships of the Central Group could have reached
Little America at a materially earlier date. However, had the icebreaker

- b -
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CONFIDENTIAL

Subject: Report of Artarctic Developments Project, 19L7,
(Operation HIOKJUMP).

started a reconnaissance of the passage into the Ross Sea some two
weeks earlier it is quite probable that the passage of the unprotected
ships through the pack ice to the Bay of Whales would have been facili-
tated.

10. Operations of the Eastern and Western Groups in the
Antarctic were continued as long as practicable. They were termi-
nated at approxina tely the date anticipated by the approach of the
"inter season, with accompanying bad weather and shorter periods of
daylight. The Central Group was forced to withdraw from the base
at Little America two to three weeks earlier than anticipated, due to

the unusually heavy pack ice in the Ross Sea, with the consequent
danger of the ships being beset by consolidation of the icc floes
during an early freeze of the Ross Sea.

11. All ships of the Central Group suffered damage of
varying degree to hulls and propellers, none of which was serious
except for the loss of the MERRICK' a rudder. This accident occurred
while the MERRICK was manoeuverlng in heavy pack ice with a wind of
approximately UO knots and while withdrawing from the Ross Sea. The
FIRE ISLAND'S propeller was damaged by ice and was replaced by an on-
board spare upon return to Panama* One FBU Seaplane and two B03S-1
helicopters crashed and were lost. In addition one PBM seaplane
was lost overboard from the flight deck of the CURRITUCK during heavy
weather.

12. There were seven deaths during the operation. Three
members of the crew of the PBM seaplane which crashed and burned on
EIGHT'S Peninsula were killed. In addition one of the survivors of
this accident had both legs amputated below the knee as the result
of injuries during the crash and subsequent frostbite. One man from
the IANCE2 was killed as the result of an unloading accident at the

Bay of Whales. Two men from the Western Group were killed in an
automobile accident while on liberty in Sydney, Australia, and one
man from the MOUNT OLYMPUS was drowned in Panama. This latter man
was ovsrlaave and was attempting to avoid detection by swimming
back to the ship.

13. With one exception, the major objectives of the opera-
tion were accomplished. Initial plans contemplated construction, at
Little America, of a matted air strip (marston mat) for use by air-
craft on wheels. This project was not initiated due to the delay in
reaching Little America and early realization that the severe ice
conditions encountered in the Ross Sea would require evacuation of all

personnel and ships fro® Little America at a considerably earlier date

- 5 -
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Subject: Report of Antarctic Developments Project, l?t»7

,

(Operation HIGHJUUP).

than originally hoped. However, considerable experimental work was

done along this lino and it is believed that an acceptable technique

has been developed for the construction of on airstrip on anow (neve)

covered glacial ice, for the use of aircraft on wheels.

lit. Much information of value to the naval service and of
scientific interest was obtained. Details of observations and results
are contained in various annexes to this report and in separate reports
made directly to the various Bureaus and agencies of the Navy Depart-
ment and connands afloat. All data relative to geographical discoveries
and mapping, together with certain scientific data, have been turned

over to the Hydrographic Office, Washington, D. C., for evaluation
and processing* It is estimated two years will be required to complete
this wo.'k and until this ie dono it is not possible to assess accurately
the results or extent of this work. It is presently estimated that
1.500.000 square miles of the Antarctic continent were sighted, about
700.000 square miles of which were previously unexplored. Much of
this area was covered by aerial photographs. These figures are approxi-
mate only and are subject to revision upon completion of the work now
in progress in the Hydrographic Office. Ships 1 track charts and flight
tracks of aircraft from the various Task Groups are contained in annexes
to this report and give the general location of the areas covered.

15. Strictly speaking this was not a cold weather operation
for severe temperatures were not encountered. The lowest temperature
recorded aboard ship was minus 2 degrees Fahrenheit; at the base at
Little America minus 23 degrees Fahrenheit; and by aircraft in flight
minus hO degrees Fahrenheit. However the ability of naval forces,
with only limited special preparation, to operate in the polar regions
was demonstrated, and much information was obtained and recorded regard-
ing that type of operations. The scientific program was curtailed due
to the short period available in the Antarctic plus the fact that, of
necessity, priority had to be given to operational requirements. How-
ever, this was recognized prior to departure and tbe scientific programs
ware adjusted accordingly.

16. The Task Force Comaander le convinced that very real and
definite advantages have accrued to tbe United States and to tbe naval
service from this operation. However many of these advantages will be
lost If there is no follow-up. It is recoumanded that a definite pro-
gram of s'.avul operations be carried out yearly in the Antarctic.

- 6 -
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CONFIDENTIAL

Subject: Report of Antarctic Developments Project, 191*7,

(Operation HIGHJUMP).

The alaa of the force employed and the scope of operations, of necessity,
must depend upon many factors, both naval and national. A snail opera-
tion next year employing only the available ice breaker and possibly
utilising soma by the facilities which vers left at the base at Little
America mould be profitable and relatively inexpensive*

17* The strategic importance of the Arctic is today generally
recognized, and naval forces oust be prepared to operate in the Arctic*
The capabilities and limitations of operations in the Arctic, of fcross,
ashore and afloat,must be determined by actual operations in polar
areas. The Antarctic is not now, and probably will not be in the
near future, strategically important. However, it does provide a
valuable testing ground where naval operations may be carried out
with a minimum of international complications .

18. fhe Task Force Commander wishes to express his apprecia-
tion of the outatanding work of the U. S. Coast Guard Cutter NORTHWIND,
and the fine service and loyal cooperation of the U. S. Marine Corps
flight crews and other llarine Corps personnel participating in the

operation. It is also desired to thank the observers from the U. 5.

Army, U. S. Geological Survey, U. S. Weather Bureau, U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service and the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Service for their
splendid cooperation and help*

The recommended distribution list for this report is

R. H. CRUZEN
U

19.
attached.
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CONFIDENTIAL 26 August 191*6

Subject:

Chief of Naval Operations.
Conniandor-in-Chief , U. S. Atlantic Fleet.
Commander-In-Chief, U. S. Pacific Fleet.

Antarctic Developments Project, 191*7.

1. An Antarctic Developments Project, to be carried out
during the Antarctic summer (January to March) of 191*7 is hereby
established. This project will be identified by the code word,
"HIGIUUMP".

2. The Antarctic continent covers an estimated area of
6,000,000 square sales. Geological opinion is that this area coot-

prises a vast reservoir of natural resources.

3. Purposes of the Antarctic Developments Project, 19t*7»

supplement those of the 191*6 Arctic Project, and include*

(a) Training personnel and testing material in the frigid
zones.

(b) Consolidating and extending United States sovereignty
over the largest practicable area of the Antarctic
continent.

(c) Determining feasibility of establishing, maintaining
and utilizing bases in the Antarctic, and investi-
gating possible base sites.

(d) Developing techniques for establishing, maintaining
and utilizing air bases on ice, with particular atten-
tion to later applicability of such techniques to opera-
tions in interior Greenland where conditions are con-
parable to those in the Antarctic.

(e) Amplifying existing stores of knowledge of hydrographic,
geographic, geological, meteorological and electro-
magnetic propagation conditions in the area.

(*. Tentative plans for the project contemplate the establish-
ment of a base on the Ross Sea Shelf Ice in the vicinity of Little
America earliest practicable after navigation opens, the systematic
outward radial expansion of air exploration from this bace, and in-

ward radial air exploration by ship based aircraft from ships opera-
ting around the continental perimeter . Preliminary estimates indi-
cate that three task groups will be required, one composed of 1 AG
(Ice Breaker , "Wind" class), 2 AK or AKA, 1 AN and two groups of 1 AV
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Subject: Antarctic Developments Project, 19UV.

(witn rBil winterized aircraft) 1 DD and 1 AG. It will be necessary
that a part of the above be supplied by each the Atlantic and Pacific
Fleet. For planning purposes consider that tne AG and AN will be
provided by the Atlantic Fleet, one half remainder by each fleet. The
first group will be required in position on 180th meridian at the
Antarctic Circle by about 1 January, 19U7; other two groups about
two weeks later. Coordination with cold weather operations of other
fleet units is also a possibility.

5. Technical control of this project will be retained by
the Chief of Naval Operations and will be exercised with the assistance
of Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd, U.S.N. (Retired), who will be designated
as officer-in-charge of the Project. The actual expedition will comprise
a task force of the U.S. Atlantic Fleet under the command of Captain
Richard H. Cruzen, now com&nding Task Force 68 ir the Arctic. The
Offiner-in-Charge of the Project may participate in the actual expedi-
tion and locally exercise technical control, but tactical command will
continue to be vested in the Task Force Commander.

6. Corauanders-in—Chief ,
Atlantic and Pacific Fleet ore re-

quested to submit earliest practicable comment and specific recommendar-

tions for any coordination desired with fleet cold weather operations.

7* Coamands addressed in the distribution list submit by
15 September 19U6, list of technical and scientific projects desired
to be undertaken, giving:

(a) Character and scope of project.
(b) Personnel to be accommodated on board snip and at base.
(c) Height and space requirements for special equipment to

be Installed on board ship.
(d) Height and space requirements of material to be trans-

ported to base.
(e> Priority.

3. Action addressees and distribution list axe directed to
implement detailed plans as later promulgated.

9. The Chief of Naval Operations only will d*=2 wit 1
-, trer

governmental agencies. Direct dealing betweon subordinate -.aval or.. r~

nonta is authorized. No diplomatic negotiations are required. :c

foreign observers will be accepted.

Enel. (A)
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Subject: Antarctic Developments Project, 19ii7«

10. Available inforoation indicates that one U.S.S.R.
governaent sponsored expedition is being organized for work in the
sub-Antarctic during the 19U7 season and that one or more civilian
sponsored expeditions of other nationalities may also be present.

11. This project as a whole is classified C0NFIDQJT1AL,
but sub-projects will bo more highly classified if substance warrants.
Special precautions are enjoined to the end that knowledge of purpose,
scope and destination is Hadted to naval distribution and within
naval Jurisdiction to those who need to know.

/a/ D. C. RAMSEY
Tice Chief of Naval Operations

&tcl. (a)
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From:
To :

Subject:

Reference:

1.

Care F.F.Q., New York, N.

15 October 19U6

Commander-in—Chief , United Statea Atlantic Fleet,
Captain R. H. CRUZEN, U.S.N., Commander HIGHJUUP
Force (CTF-68).

Instructions for Operation HIGHJUUP,

(a) CNO conf, ltr. serial 065P33 of 26 August 191:6,

(b) CBO restr, ltr. serial ltItltP33 of 21: April 191:6,

Under tho technical control of CNO, plan and conduct
operations of Antarctic Development Project, 191:?, identified by the
codeword HIGHJUUP".

2. Hie objectives of Operation HIGHJUUP are:

(a) Training personnel and testing equipment in frigid zonae.

(b) Consolidating and extending United States sovereignty
over the largest practicable area of the Antarctic
continent.

(c) Determining the feasibility of establishing, maintaining
and utilising bases in the Antarctic and Investigating
possible base site3.

(d) Developing techniques for establishing, maintaining and
utilizing air bases on ice, with particular attention
to later applicability of such techniques to operations
in interior Greenland where conditions ore comparable
to those in the Antarctic,

(e) Amplifying existing stores of knowledge of hydrographic,
geographic, geological, meteorological and electro-mag-
netic propagation conditions in the area.

(f) Supplementing objectives of the 19U6 HANOOK operation.

3. Upon activation of the HIGHJUUP Tank Force or at an
appropriate time, ships designated to participate will be ordered to

report to you for operational control. Release Pacific Fleet ships
to CinCPac and Atlantic Fleet ships to appropriate Atlantic Fleet
Type Commanders when no longer required or when directed by me. You
are authorised to deal directly with CinCPac regarding matters con-
cerning ships from the Pacific Fleet designated to participate in the

Enel. (B)
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Subject! Instructions for Operation HIGHJ’JMP.

operations) keeping CinCLant informed.

(4 . Uake dates of departure and return such as to take maxi-
mum advantage of the navigable season in the Antarctic. Operations are

to be terminated when weather and ice conditions render further opera-
tions unprofitable. It is not intended that any ship or aircraft re-
main in the Antarctic during the winter months*

5. Utilise personnel, vessels, aircraft and equipment
placed at your disposal to best advantage and as directed by CinCLant
or CNO.

6. Consistent with facilities available and the general
conduct of operations, it is desired that you afford the maximum
opportunity to Naval, and other government agencies as may be approved
by CNO, for carrying out approved projects which will be of immediate
or potential value to the naval operating forces.

7. CinCLant desires that the exploration of the Antarctic
be pursued aggressively, having due regard for the safety of personnel.

6 . Logistic support as required will be furnished primarily

by CooServLant. Additional support may bo requested from CouServrac.

9. No diplomatic arrangements are required. No foreign
observers will be accepted.

10. Keep CinCLant informed of the general progress of opera-
tions and of any unusual conditions encountered. Submit your final
report to CNO via CinCLant, together with a recommended distribution.

11. Ibis project as a whole is classified CONFIDENTIAL, but
subjects will be more highly classified as substance warrants. Special
precautions are enjoined to the end that knowledge of the purpose,
scope and destination is limited to Naval distribution and within
Naval Jurisdiction to those who need to know.

Copy tot

CNO ComSsrvLast
ComAirL&nt ComOpDevFor
ComServPac CoaDssLant
ComSatCruLant ComSubLant

UAftC A. MITSCHER

CoaMinLant
ComTraComdLant
ComFhibLant
CinCPac
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Elements of the Central and Eastern Groups of Task Force Sixty-
Eight departed Norfolk, Virginia In company on the afternoon of the 2nd
of December 191*6. This force consisted of the following ships:

CENTRAL GROUP

USS MOUNT OLYMPUS (AGC-8) - Task Force Flag (Hear Admiral H. b. Cruxon,

USN)
IISCGC NORTHWIND (WAG-282) - U. S. Coast OuArd Ice Breaker

EASTERN GROUP

USS PINE ISLAND (AV-12) - T.G. 68.3 Flag (Captain G. J. Dufek, USN)

USS BROWNSON (DD-S68)

The trip to Panama was uneventful except for an unusually high
cuober of breakdowns enroute, nearly all of which wore due to inexperi-
enced engineering personnel. Upon reaching Colon, Canal Zone, on 7

December 191*6, the ships passed through the Canal and remained in Balboa,
Canal Zone for two days In order to provide a laet liberty for all hands.
At Balboa the USS CANISTEO (AO-99) and the USS SENNET (SS-I*08) joined
the Eastern and Central Groups, respectively.

All ships departed Balboa 10 December 191*6, and course was set
for Antarctica. The following day the ships were deployed in line,
distance 50 miles, in order to obtain soundings along the aavHmu»

number of tracks.

Upon arrival at the 100th meridian west longitude on the 17th
of December both groups, with the exception of the NORTHWIND, fueled
from the CANISTEO. After fueling, the Eastern Group was detached and
directed to proceed to the vicinity of Peter I Island to comence
operations in accordance with the operation plan. The CANISTEO,
although part of the Eastern Group, remained with the Central Group
and continued with this group to Scott Island. The sane afternoon
that the Eastern Group loft for Peter I Island, the SENNET and the
NORTHWIND discovered and developed a previously unreported bonk having
a least depth of approximately 167 fathoms. This bank waa centered
in position Latitude 25° 10' S., Longitude 100° 50' W.

the Central Group continued on to Scott Island, fueling from
the CANISTEO onto again while enroute. The first iceberg was sighted
the day after Christmas in position Latitude 62° 15' S., Longitude 11*1°

22* «, and for the next two days the group passed through an area of
many icebergs. Scott Island waa sighted, on the 30th of December and
a rendezvous was made with the IAXCET and the MERRICK. These two ships
had departed from the vest coast of the United States in company with
the Western Group. They had been detached by CTG 682 two weeks
previously and directed to proceed to Soott Island independently to
rendesrous with the Central Group. Qjroute they passed through the

- 1 -Annex I-(a)



reported position of the Nimrod Islands (Latitude 56° 30* S., Longitude
153° 30' TT.) in excellent weather. There was no evidence that these
islands existed in or near their reported position.

JLfter the rendesvous on the 30th, both the TANCET and the
MERRICK were fueled from the CANISTBO. While the fueling was in
progrosc, the HORTHWIND proceeded southward independently to rocon-
coiter the ice pack. The HORTHWIND, ballasted down, stood south
along the 160th neridian, passed through approximately 100 miles
of moderate, broken ice pack and then snouted 30 additional miles
by helicopter. Two well defined leads to the southward ware dis-
covered. These extended as far to the southward as the eye could see.

As a result of this reconnaissance and due to the fact that
erideaoe from all previous successful passages through the pack
indicated the most advantageous position to enter the pack was along
the lBOth meridian or a little to the westward, it was decided to

follow the route indicated by the N0RTH9IND 1 e reconnaissance.

Upon completion of fueling, the Task Force Cosunder trans-
ferred to the HORTHWIND, and the Central Qroup headed south into the

ice pack. The CANISTEO was ordered to join the Eastern Qroup. About
20 miles south of Scott Island, the first pack ice was encountered on
the 31st of December 1?1*6, in position, Latitude 67° U?' S., Longitude
180°, At that time the formation mas in column in the following
orders HORTHWIND, MERRICK, YANCKI, MOUNT 0UMPU8, and SENNET. All
that "night* and the following day this group continued its passage
southward with the peck ice getting steadily heavier. The ice changed
froa loose, scattered pack about two feet thick and free of bergs to
close, heavy pack ranging from six to ten feet thick and containing
large piocos of shelf ice; through all this a winding, twisting course
had to be chosen. Large tabular icebergs were passed with increasing
frequency. The speed of the group was reduced to about three knots
and the unprotected ships suffered some damage. The MOUNT OLXMHJS
bent 10 frames (forward, on the starboard aids), sprang a leak in the
bow, and bent two blades of her propeller. The leak was soon itopned
and the frames shored. The MERRICK opened a seam which let in 120
gallons of water per minute but the leak was soon brought under control.
The XANCET sustained minor damage.

The second of January, 19U7 found the N0RTI9IMD, MERRICK,
XANCET, MOUNT OLYMPUS and SHfflET lying to in a pool of water formed
by surrounding ice in position. Latitude 69° 18' S«, Longitude 179°
1>9' W. A conference of all Commanding Officers was called aboard
the HORTHWIND. It mas decided to push ahead into the pack ratoer
than wait for a possible lead to open in tbs ice ahead, as the posi-
tion of the ships was precarious due to the presence of large berga
in the imeodiate vicinity. As soon as the conference rua terminated,
the ships got underway on a southerly course and headed into the ice
pack. It was impossible to steer a steady course; only a general
direction could be maintained. Finally, about midnight, a small pool
was reached where the ships remained until the next morning, when a

Annex I-(a) 2
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generally southerly course was resumed,

Progreso during the morning of the 3rd of January was diffi-
cult, the ships frequently became stuck in the pack and had to be
broken out by the NORTHWIND. Ice began drifting up on the deck of
the SENNET and it became apparent that to continue further south-
ward with her, would seriously handicap progress of the large snipe.
It was therefore decided to return her to the north of the pack. The
NORTHWIND took the SENNET in tow, returned her to tho pool of open
water that had harbored the formation the previous day', and proceeded
to rejoin the remainder of the ships to escort them to a safe position
where they could be left while the NORTHWIND was escorting the SENNET
northward clear of the pack.

Upon Joining the large ships it was found that they were fast
in the ice. Considerable time was required to break them out and
reform the column. The formation had not proceeded far southward
when word was received from the SENNET that the pool in which she
was lying was closing rapidly and that she required assistance.
The NORTHBIND left the formation and rejoined the SENNET. After
extricating her from the ice, the SENNET waa taken in tow and course
set to northward.

As the reat of the ships eseaad to be in a comparatively good
position with some open water and no icebergs in their immediate

vicinity, it was decided to continue northward with the SENNET to

open water.

Some twelve hours later, on the morning of 1* January, word
was received from the administrative staff aboard the MOUNT OLYMPUS

that the wind had increased to twenty knots, that the open water was

closing, and that two icebergs had drifted into the immediate vicinity

of the Bhips. However, there was no open water in which the SENNET

could be safely left, so the NORTiMIND continued northward with the

SC.NET in tow. Messages concerning the seriousness of the situation

of the other ships continued to arrive. By 1000 a pool of open water

was reached which would afford at least temporary shelter for the

SENNET. She was cast loose and the NORTHUND set course to rejoin

the other ships at best speed.

NORTHWIND made contact with the ships late on the afternoon of

U January, All ships were fast in the ice and unmaneuverable, with

the XANCEI and MERRICK in an uncomfortable and potentially dangerous

position. Considerable difficulty was encountered in extricating the

three ships and reforming the column, but by midnight all ships ware

enroute southward and escorted to an area free of icebergs and heavy

ice floes in Latitude 69° Oh' S., Longitude 179° U6* W.

The NORTHWIND again headed north to rejoin the submarine SENNET.

Shortly before noon, the SENNET was sighted and again taken in tow.

Soon thereafter the pack become loose enough for her to proceed inde-

pendently ostarn of the icebreaker end she was cast loose. The NORTHWIND

/?!' *
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escorted the SENNET as far north as 67° 30* S. where the SENNET was
detached, that ores being clear of all pack. Upon being detached,
the SENNET was ordered to remain in the vicinity of Scott Island to

carry out her tests and await further orders. The NORTHUND then
headed south at best speed to rejoin the other ships.

On the 6th of January 191*7, at 0200 (XRAX) the NORTHUND
rejoined the other three ships and an hour later the formation got

underway and beaded southwest. At 0600 a clear area or pool (Lati-

tude 70” 11' S., Longitude 178° 23* W.) was reached and it was

decided that the NORTHUND would proceed southward for futher recon-

naissance. The NORTHUND departed alone, leaving the other ships in

the pool. She Bade her way to the southeast through heavy pack at

best speed, 6 knots. During the remainder of the day and following

night, six reconnaissance flights were made by helicopter. Later that

night, the NORTHUND rejoined the other three ships and the formation
headed southward.

The NORTUUND continued steaming south with HERRICK, MOUNT
OLYMPUS and TANCKY. At 01*05 on the 7th the pack became quite heavy
with evidence of considerable pressure building up between the floes,

so course was reversed to the north. Shortly thereafter the MERRICK
became stock in the ice. Th>: NORTHWIND soon broke her out and the
force continued northward. At 0620 the MOUNT OLXMPUS was stopped by
the heavy lee and again the NORTUUND came to the rescue. Finally,
at 0801 the largo lake ( 70-113, 178-23 V) that the formation had
left the previous day was reached and It was decided to wait there
until further air reconnaissance could be undertaken.

That afternoon the J2F, a single engine Qrumaan Amphibian,
was hoisted out and a reconnaissance flight was made to the south-
east with Captain Thomas, Commanding Officer of the USCGC NORTUUND,
as observer.

At this point. Task Qroup 68.2 was ordered to steam eastward
and make long range reconnaissance flights in order to find out the
best possible way for Task Group 68.1 to continue southward.

The next morning, two more flights were mads with the J2F, one
to tbs southeast and one to the southwest. Both of these flight*
extended over one hundred miles to the southward and failed to dis-
close any leads.

The NORTHUND headed southward indepoudeatly, to test ice
conditions. After proceeding 17 miles end making one helicopter
reconnaissance flight it was obvious that the formation could not
proceed southward, and tho NORTHUND returned to the lake arriving
there about 1130, January 9, 191*7.

In the meantime, CTO 68.2 wus having little or no luck in
getting off e reconnaissance flight. His position was to the north—
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west of Scott Island and the weather had been unfavorable for flying.
Since the NORTHWIND had found the weather around Scott Island to be
good a few days before, CTG 66.2 wan ordered to close Scott Island and
try to get his flights off from there. The SENNET was ordered to take

station 200 miles east of Scott Island and act as a weather station
and alternate airdrome for the PBU’s of TO 68.2.

Later that afternoon, the pool in which the formation was lying
to, started to close in. It was necessary to find a new pool so the

NORTHWIND got underway about 1800 and steamed five miles to the south

where a new pool was found. It was intended to move the formation to

the now pool but the MOUNT OLBfRJS was unable to get underway. She
atill had two leaks to repair and this could not be accomplished in
less than 12 hours. As a result of this, the formation remained in
the old pool until the following morning.

it 0300 on the 10th of January 19L7, the USCGC NORTHWIND
got underway. During the night the ice had closed in around the

formation to such an extent that it was necessary to break the ships
out. By 0930 this had been accomplished end course was set for the
south to the pool that the NORTHWIND had found the day before. Hie
going was difficult and it was not until 1300 that all ships were
safely in the new pool - an average speed of less than l£ knots had
been made.

That afternoon, the NORTHWIND made another reconnaissance trip
to the southward, leaving the rest of the formation in the pool. The
going was vary difficult and by the time the NORTHWIND had proceeded
10 miles to the south the weather had taken a turn for the worse so
course was reversed to head back for the formation. When the NORTHWIND
rejoined the formation there were two FBI! aircraft from Task Group 68.2
circling overhead. The weather grew steadily worse. The ceiling closed
in to about bOO feet and it started to snow. Both planes reported
icing and were dispatched for home, the USS CURRITUCK. It 2030 word
was received of their safe arrival.

On 9 January, the USS PHILIPPINE SEA. flying the flag of Rear
Admiral R. E. Byrd, USN (.Retired) Officer-in-Charge, Antarctic Develop-
ment Project, departed from Balboa and reported to the Commander Task
Force 66 for duty.

At 0600, January 11th, the NORTHWIND got underway and headed
south leaving the other ships in the formation in order to find the
best route southward. The going had Improved since the previous day
and by 0830 a distance of 18 miles bad been made good. It was then
decided to return to the other ships and bring them south.

Task Group 68.1 continued steaming southward until the Uith.
Each succeeding day found the going a little easier. By the morning
of the lbth there were large strips of open water in which a fairly
good speed could be made. Unfortunately, the speed had to be kept
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below 13 knots due to the MOUNT OLYMPUS' beat propeller.

At 1J00 on the llith of January 19U7, the Task Force Coisander
shifted his flag from the NORTHWIND to the MOUNT OLYMPUS. The NORTHiYIND

roaained guide but the order of the column was changed to NORTHWIND,

MOUNT OLYMPUS, MERRICK and YANCEY. The course of the formation was
changed from due south to UtO° T, heading for the Bay of Whales.
Occasional patches of ice were encountered and also an occasional
iceberg. That evening, about 2200, Captain Thomas, USCOC NORTHWDfD,
mads a helicopter flight and sighted the barrier ice bearing liiO° T,

distance 20 miles from the formation.

Shortly after midnight, the NQRTHWIKD and the MOUNT OLYMPUS

were off Discovery Inlet; the YANCEY and the MERRICK were ordered
to remain where they ware and await the return of the ether two ships.
After a brief reconnaissance of Discovery Inlet, the NORTHWIND and
MOUNT OLYMPUS returned and the formation steamed eastward along the
northern edge of the Barrier. At 0615 Lindbergh Inlet was passed
abeam to starboard and shortly thereafter the entrance to the Bay of
bales was reached. The entrance to the Bay of Rhales bad changed
from l£ miles wide, es found b7 the last expedition, to about 300
yards. From the outside it aearned to be clogged with unbroken bay
ice. At 1000, the Task Force Commander shifted his flag to the NORTH-
WIND and proceeded Into the Bay of Whales itself, the rest of the ships
regaining outside. Once inside, it was found that the Bey of Whales
itself had grown considerably smaller and that ice conditions there
were bed. In its present state, the AXA's would not be able to enter
and unload. It was necessary to have the NORTHWIND break the bay lee
in the bay. The force would have to wait for a southerly wind to
empty the loose broken ice into the Ross Sea. A conference was called
of all Commanding Officers and they were informed as to the conditions
in the Bay of Whales.

While all this was taking placs, back in San Diego the USS
BURTON ISLAND was getting underway for Antarctica. Construction had
been speeded up so ahe waa ready about two weeks ahead of schedule.
As she was urgently needed, it was necessary that she forego her
shakedown cruise and depart at once for Little America. It was ex-
pected that she would join Task Qroup 68.1 in the Bay of Whales
about 9 February.

On the 16th of Jnuary, the Commandera of Task Groups 68.2
and 68.3 were ordered to direct the destroyer BROWNSON and the
tanker CACAPON to proceed in time to rendezvous with the PHILIPPINE
SEA prior to 1300 (XRAI) on the 25th. Upon arrival they were to
report for duty, transfer mail and supplies and the CACAPON ns to
fuel the ships at tha rendezvous. All day the 16th and the 17th,
the NORTHWIND proceeded to break ice in the Bay of Whales. At 01k5
on the ldth of January the YANCEY proceeded inside the Bay of Whales
and tied up to the ice. By 03L5, ahe waa secured and had corcanced
to unload her cargo.

I
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The entrance to the Bay of Shales in January 191*7 was a narrow
opening In the barrier Ice about 300 yards wide. The barrier ice on
aithir side of the opening varied between approximately 70 and 100 feet
high* About two hundred yards inside the entrance, the western shore
line of the barrier receded sharply for a distance of about a nlle. The
eastern shore line continued in almost a straight llns to the very south-
ern extremity of the Bay. After receding about & mile, the barrier Ice
gave way to the bay ice which commenced to cloae the eastern shore line
in a gentle curve, giving the entire Bay the fora of a lopsided ellipse
about a mile wide and a nlle and a half long. Ships were moored at the
southern end of the bay. This ice continued southward for about 2 miles
where It gave way to barrier ice, which to the layman resembled rolling
foothills of snow. Between this shelf ice and the barrier were a series
of pressure ridges that had to be crossed before getting onto the barrier.
The party that had gone ashore on the 16th of January had laid out the

site of the new camp and the route that would have to be followed to get
to it. The new caap site was on the barrier ice, about lj miles from
the water and to the southeast of the bay. The route to it had been
chosen over that part of the pressure ridges that was easiest to cross.
In order to cross the main pressure ridge, it was necessary for the sea-
beea to build a bridge capable of bearing the weight of the heavy equip-
ment of the expedition. This bridge was completed by the morning of the
17th and by the time it was completed, the TANCEY had most of its trans-
portation equipment on the shelf ice.

At 1930 on the 19th of January, the MERRICK headed Into the Bay
of lhales, and by 2200 was moored alongside the ice, astern of the
YANCEY. Unloading operations ware started immediately. The following
day, the 20th, the NORTHNIND departed from the Bay of Whaloo enroute to
rendezvous with the carrier PHILIPPINE SEA In the vicinity of aoott
Island. The PHILIPPINE SEA which had left Panama on the 9th of January
was due at the rendezvous point on the 26th.

While the YANCEY and HERRICK were unloading and the MOUNT OLYMPUS
was lying to outside, the construction detail under Ccanander Reinhardt
(CEC), USN, was busy laying cut the temporary tent coop and surveying
for the airstrip.

On 22 January the MOUNT OLYMPUS entered the Bay of Whales and
moored. The Norseman airplane was unloaded onto the bay ice and towed
to the Base Camp. That day and the next, all three ships continued to
unload as quickly as possible. The morning of the 22nd, Vance Woodall,
S2, of Louisville, Kentucky, age 17, was killed while engaged in the
unloading suppliea for the air atrip. He was riding on the yoke by
which a sheepefoot roller waa pulled, when the roller lurched due to the
rough surface and threw his hand against one of the teeth. He was pull-
ed In between the roller and yoke and crushed. Memorial services were
held at 11*00 on Thursday the 23rd.

To the northward, both the NORTHNIND and SENNET were steadily
8teaming toward the rendezvous position In Latitude 67S, Longitude 175W.

1
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About the time that the MERRICK was tying up In the Bay of Whales, the
NORTHWIND and the SENNET arrived at the rendezvous. Three hours later,
the destroyer BROWNSON which had been proceeding from the Eastern Group,
joined then and at two o’clock in the noruing the CACAPON from the West-
ern Group, cane over the horizon. As soon as the CACAPON Joined the other
ships, she commenced fueling ti>e SENNET. While in the midst of fueling
operations, the carrier PHILIPPINE SEA, flying the flag of Rear Admiral
R. B. Byrd (Ret.) USN, arrived. All ships were now at the rendezvous
position as planned. The weather which had forced the PHILIPPINE SEA
to slow from her previous 20 knots t.. > days prior to the rendezvous, had
not improved and it was impossible to launch the six RED aircraft that

day. While waiting for the weather to improve, all ships with the ex-
ception of the PHILIPPINE SEA were fueled from the CACAPON. The SENNET
waa dispatched to scout the northern limits of the ice pack between 16£°
W. and 175° W., and provisions and mail were transferred between ships.

Suddenly, during the morning watch on the 27th of January, the
ice in the Bay of Whales started to crack. During the night the wind
had increased to 20 knots from the east south east. By 0700 there were
occasional gusts up to L5 knots and snow started to fall. The recall
signal was sounded and once again the ships put out to sea. While
getting underway, the wind forced the 1BUNT 0LU1FUS against the bay ice
with such force that she sheered two rivets and opened a seam, star-
board side frame #86, letting in about 200 gallons of water per minute.
This was soon brought under control. Once outside they steamed slowly
into the driving snow, maintaining position off the entrance to the Bay
of Whales.

On the 28th of Jamary the weather abated somewhat, enough so

that the IANCEX was able to stand into the Bay of Whales. Once inside,
the IANCE7 found that conditions were not favorable so she hove to in
the bay to transfer sen and supplies to the Base Camp. As soon as thie

was done, she again stood out to sea. The following day, weather
conditions Improved still more and the HERRICK was ordered into the bay,
to moor to the ice, which she did at midnight, Meanwhile, the Command-
ing Officer of the Base Camp reported that conditions on the airstrip
were suitable for landing aircraft. To the north, the PHILIPPINE SEA
had been lying to in the vicinity of Scott Ialmd waiting for favor-
able conditions to launch the BUD 1 a. At 2330 (KRAI) on 29 January 19U7,
the first two RUD's took off from the carrier bound for little America.
Not only waa it the first time that a plane as largo as an RUD hod taken
off from a carrier but it was the first time that any airplane had ever
taken off from a carrier with a combination wheel-aid. arrangement. In
the first plane, the Officer*-ln-Charge of the Antarctic Development
Project, Rear Admiral R. E. Byrd, USN (Ret.) was flying as observer.
The take-offa of the first two planes were successful and for five and
a half hours they continued their way southward. They passed over the
ice breaker NORTHWIND which had been stationed at the midpoint of the
flight. Strong head winds were encountered all the way down. Finally
at 0500 on January 30th, they were sighted from Little America at
0528 the first plane landed.
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As soon aa the news of the success of the first flight stag

received aboard the carrier, preparations were made to launch the

regaining four planes. The firat plane of this group took off at
OfiOO and shortly thereafter all the remaining three were airborne.
The same strong headwinds were encountered enroute. About 200 miles
from Little America, the last plane ran Into trouble. First its

gyro failed and it had to rely on its magnetic compass. The weather
had started to close in and the sun was no longer visible so the astrc

compass was of no use. A short while later its radio stopped function-
ing and many anxious moments were spent by those listening both at
Little America and in the PHILIPPINE SEA. At about 1332, the first
three planes of this group landed on the snow strip at little America.

The fourth plane still had not been heard from. It was a great relief
when a few minutes after the second plane had landed, radio contact
with the fourth plane was made. They had been set to the west, and
the radar in the MOUNT OLYMPUS picked them up to the westward, and at

lii06 they landed.

While the planes were enroute to Little America, the MOUNT
OLYMPUS stood into the Bay of Whaleo and moored to the ice. As the
last plane landed, the barometer was dropping rapidly. By 1600 the
visibility had changed from unlimited, an hour before, to a thousand
yards with intermittent snow. At l6f>0 the MOUNT OLYMPUS sounded the
recall and an hour later once more put to sea. It was necessary to
leave the MERRICK inside to weather out the storm as best she could
as she was in the midst of unloading. By the time the MOUNT OLYMPUS
cleared the entrance to the Bay of Whales, the barometer had dropped
to 28530.

The atorm died down almost as quickly as it came up. Later
that evening the YANCEY was ordered to re-enter the bay, moor and
continue unloading. The next day, the 31at of January, the MOUNT
OLYMPUS entered the Bay of Whales to transfer personnel, and stood
out again. All that day and the next, she lay to outside and finally
about noon on the 2nd of February she re-entered and moored along
the portslde of the MiiRRICK. From the 2nd of February until the 6th
the shipa of the Central Qroup stayed moored to the ice in the Bay
of Whales.

On the 6th of February it was agreed that the time had
arrived for the ships of the Central Qroup to start their way back
through the ice pack. If the departure were delayed longer, it
might mean that the entire Central Qroup would be caught in the
ice and have to winter over, which they were not prepared to do.

All day on the 6th, laat minute transfers of personnel and material
were made. At 1700 the Task Force Commander shifted his flag to the
NORTHWIND and shortly thereafter. Admiral Byrd loft the MOUNT OLYMPUS
and took up his quarters at the Base Camp at Little America. There
he stayed, taking part in the exploration flights and aasumlng active
charge of base operations. At 1930 the ships of the Central Qroup,
NORTHWIND (Flag), MOUNT OLYMPUS, YANCEY and MERRICK got underway and



stood out of the Bay of Shales. After clearing the entrance, the

formation headed for Scott Island.

To the north, the USS BURTON ISLAND was s leaning steadily
southward to Join the Central Group. The evening of the 6th in
Latitude 66° 36' S., Longitude 175° 30* W., she had her first baptism
of ice. There she continued to the southwest encountering loose pack.
The pack did not change much on the following day but on the dth in
Latitude 69° Lb 1 S., Longitude 178° 17* £., she encountered solid pack
ice. From there until clear of the pack to the south the going was
difficult.

The Central Group, steaming northward, found conditions in the
Ross Sea considerably Improved, but with much new ice forming. Progress,
however, was not difficult. Rendezvous with the BURTON ISLAND was made
at 0005 (XRAY) on the 10th, in Latitude 70° lit* S., Longitude 179° 02*

E. After the BURTON ISLAND joined, the Central Group entered heavy
pack, still on a northerly course with the two icebreakers in the lead
dealing the way. For the next three days. Task Group 68.1 made steady
progress through close but well broken heavy pack. There were occasional
pools of open water but very few open leads. The weather during this
period was generally bad, with frequent snow fall and low to very low
visibility.

On 12th of February, when almost within sight of open water.
Task Group 68.1 suffered its worst ship casualty. That morning found
the group lying to in a small pool of open water, while the NORTHWIND
and BURTON ISLAND scouted for leads. By late afternoon, both ice
breakers had returned and all ships proceeded through a well defined
lead, first to southwest and than to northwest. The wind increased
to about 30 knotw with gusts up to US knots, bile proceeding through
the pack, the MERRICK was forced to shear out of column to avoid some
heavy ice in the channel. By this maneuver the ships astern were also
forced out of column and became stuck in the ice. While manoeuvering
to free the ships from this position, a strong gust forced the MERRICK 1 s
stern down upon a heavy floe, breaking her rudder stock. She was
taken in tow by the NORTHWIND. With no steering control in the ice
and high wind, she became unmanageable and was cast off. IXiring the
night the MERRICK drifted northward with the wind, while the NORTHWIND,
operating to leeward, cleared the ice from her path. In the morning
the wind abated and she was again taken in tow. The MOUNT OLYMPUS and
YANCEY after being extricated from the ice, continued northward with
the BURTON ISLAND In the lead. These three vessels arrived in clear
water on the morning of the 12th, at which time the BURTON ISLAND
reversed course to rejoin the NORTHWIND and MERRICK.

By 1100 the following morning, all ships of the Cental Group
were clear of the pack.
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As soon as the Chief of Ntrval Operations received the report
of the loss of the MERRICK* a rudder, the fleet tug CHOHAROC was ordered

to proceed Iron Pago Pago, Somoa to the Antarctic and report to CTF 6b.

By 20 February, it was apparent that this vessel could not intercept

the NORTrfflfIND and MERRICK before these ships would arrive in New Zealand.

Consequently, the CH0WAN0C was ordered by CTF 68 to return to Pago Pago.

From this time on, the Central Group ceased to act as a con-

certed group* The NORTHRIND towed the MERRICK to Port Chalmers, New
Zealand, accompanied by the XANCEX. EnrouUb, a storm with winds of 70

knot velocity and very heavy seas was encountered. Further damage and

possible disaster was averted only by the superior seamanship of the

Conmanding Officers of the NORTHWIND and MERRICK. Finally on the 22nd

of February 19U7, the three vessels arrived at Port Chalmers, where

installation of a temporary rudder on the MERRICK'S old rudder stock

was undertaken. Repairs were completed on the 21st of March, 19147

,

at which time she departed for San Diego, California. The MERRICK

arrived in San Diego and reported to her type commander on 12 April
19i»7.

The MOUNT OLXMPUS remained in the vicinity of Scott Island

while the BURTON ISLAND, with the Conaander Task Force 68 on board,

steamed southward to UcMurdo Sound. Drygalski Ice Tongue was reached

the morning of the 16th of February and UcUurdo Sound entered that

night. Once in the Sound, the weather became unfavorable and the ice-

breaker was forced to lie to for two days until it moderated. On the

20th, the BURTON ISLAND'S helicopter made a flight to Cape Arad.tags

and landed near the hut that Scott had built there in 1901. The hut
was in remarkably good condition and after spending a short time there,

the helicopter returned to the BURTON ISLAND. That afternoon, a second
flight was made to photograph Scott's camp site. Hhlle making a 1aiding
near the hut, the tail rotor of the helicopter was damaged and the plane
was unable to take off again. The crew of the helicopter found in the

hut a sledge that Scott had used some US years before. The eledge was
still in good condition. Using it, the crew returned* to the BURTON
ISLAND over ten miles of ico, obtained the parts necessary to repair
the tail rotor, and returned. Once back at the hut, the repairs were
made, and the helicopter flown back to the BURTON ISLAND. That same
afternoon, the J2F aircraft took off and an ice reconnaissance flight
of approximately 100 wiles was made. The BURTON ISLAND departed
McMnrdo Sound for Little America on 20 February.

The morning of 22 February 19U7 the BURTON ISLAND arrived at
the Bay of Whales and coansnced evacuating personnel of the base
camp. The evacuation was completed and departure taken for Scott
Island on 23 February 19U7. The pack was cleared on the 25th, and
on the 26th rendesvous wu made with the MOUNT GLTMRJS which had
remained in ths isaediate area since clearing the pack on the 13th
of February. The Officer^in-Charge, Antarctic Developments Project,
the Task Farce Cownder and the majority of base ssmp personnel,
transferred to the MOUNT OLXUPUS. The BURTON ISLAND then headed for
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Wellington via Port Chalmers, Nor Zealand, and the MOUNT OLYMPUS for
Wellington direct.

On the 5th of March, the MOUNT OLYMPUS was joined by the
NORTHWIND. This veasel had been engaged in the collection of
oceanographic data since her departure from Port Chalmers, is
many stations as possible were occupied and a survey of the Antipodes
Islands was made. Later on the 5th, the BURTON ISLAND got under-
way at Port Chalmers and joined the formation the next day. The
three ships arrived in Wellington on the 7th of March, 1917.

The MOUNT OLYMPUS, NORTHWIND, and BURTON ISLAND departed
Wellington, New Zealand, on lit March, 19U7. The MOUNT OLYMPUS sailed
direct to Panama and than to Washington, D. C. She arrived in Washington
on the littta of April. The NORTHWIND and BURTON ISLAND proceeded in

company as far as Pago Pago, -Samoa. From there, the NORTHWIND sailed
to Seattle, Washington, by way of Pearl Harbor, arriving in Seattle
on 6 April. The BURTON ISLAND sailed direct to San Pedro and reported
to her type commander on 31 March.

The YANCEY left Port Chalmers, New Zealand on 5 March, 191*7

and arrived at Pago Pago, Samoa on the 11th of March, where aha picked
up cargo and a tow. She departed Pago Pago towing the YTL-153 on the
27th and arrived in Pearl Harbor on lb April. At Pearl Harbor, she
discharged her tow and her cargo and sailed for rort Bueneoe, Calif.,
arriving there 2 May, 191*7 and reporting to her type commander on 15
May 19U7*

i
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RESTRICTED

INTRODUCTION :

This narrative la quite long. It rs taken from a da-ailed
diary which tried to cover every form of operation as it affected
the command. It is intended especially to show the importance of
weather in such operations - in any naval operation, and perhaps aid
the reader to understand a little more clearly, some of the intricacies
involved in carrying out tnis most interesting assignment.

Task Group 66.2 started to take shape in late November 191*6

on the West Coast, when U.S.S. CURRITUCK (AV 7) and U.S.S. HENDERSON
(DD 795) reported for duty in San Diego, and the U.S.S. CACAPON (AO 52)
reported in San Pedro, all on the 20th. I reported on board CURRIFJCK
on 27 November. The ships were busy over a holiday period getting gear
on board and trying until the last moment to fill the ships complement.
Personnel were obtained much in the fashion of more ancient sailing ship
days, although the crews were not recruited from grog shops and jails,
but on bended knee in staff personnel offices. The only Incident occur-
red when the H03S helicopter almost cracked up when landing on board.
The pilot slid the plane off the edge of the platform. Fortunately
the wheel caught in the netting. The netting paid 200£ dividend in 30
seconds.

We all cleared harbor independently on 2 December, between fog
banks. Our group also included U.S.S. YANCEY (AKA 93) which sailed
from Port Hueneme. The U.S.S. MERRICK (AKA 97) was delayed until 5
December to load more pierced plank matting for the air strip. All
vessels proceeded expeditiously to their assigned tracks, $0 miles
apart on the great circle course to the Marquesas Islands and did not

sight each other until that rendezvous. Enroute all vessels were to

sound the ocean bottom to increase our hydrographic knowledge of little
known areas. The MERRICK and YANCEY could sound only to a depth of 250
fathoms. This was a definite limitation and emphasizes the necessity
for equipping such ships properly and sailing them on separate routes
if we are ever to properly chart unfrequented water areas and elimin-
ate many "existence or position aoubtful" notes now on hydrographic
charts.

On 3 December received a dispatch from VX-3, advising against

Installing skis on helicopters. The ski was prompted oy imagining
what would happen if a 2£ ton helicopter were to sit down, with its

small wheels, on a bit of inaccessible shelf ice and have a wheel go

through, cant the plane, ana wreck a rotor blade. *e decided to make
plywood boards to place under the wheels if a landing was attempted
on the shelf ice. The rotors would be kept swinging until these
boards were placed by one of the crew*
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Khan opportunity presented we flew the i»3Sj the pilots' skill
improved with each landing. Whan we want through the TUAMOTUS, it flew
for four hours, the pilot watching for coral reefs in the relatively
unknown area. This, scouting gave a comfortable feeling to the navi-
gators and was of great aid.

On U December CACAFON wiped a main shaft bearing and slowed to

h knots, but was able to regain position by the time we reached the
Marquesas. Worked out an operation plan for this group. The bathyther-
mographs in CACAFON and HEHDERSCW were doing well. On 8 December the

CURRITUCKS' starboard main circulator bearing wiped, and slowed the

ship to 9b knots for several hours until it was repaired. Also Davy
Jones came up the port haoree pipe and initiated croasing-the-line
ceremonies, and goings-on commenced. Crossed the equator at O8I1O,

9 December. Straightened out communication problems with the flagship.

On 11 December HENDERSON fueled from CACAFON.

The advent of electronics haa changed atoll navigation consider-
ably. Four ships all equipped with radars, a helicopter pilot talking
reassuringly, fathometers and sound gear, made it look easy. We picked
up the Marquesas ' high mountains maty miles at sea. The flat atolle of
the Tuamotue were a little closer before the radars bounced their waves
off the coconuts. It took the sonar equipment of the DD to pick up reefs
and beaches which were visually indicated only by green water when
uncomfortably close, nth electronic gear these islands are navigable
at night or in thick weather. The minimum depth through the Tuaootus
was 630 fathoms. Oxtering the Marquesas we raised a sea-mountain
"hogback" heretofore undiscovered, whose soundings rose from 1800 to
36O fathoms in a half hour and than gradually want down to 1800 fathoms.

On 12 December all four ships randesvoused and passed through
the Tuamotus in fine weather. We noted an obvious seven mile error in
local charts and passed the information to MQiRICK now 2 days behind
us. That afternoon we held tactical drills. The results were net too
impressive, but not bad considering green crews and different type ships.
Detached XANCEX to join MERRICK, and TO 68.2 fanned out once more on
separate tracks to continue soundings. CURRITUCK and CACAFON remained
together during the night and fueled in driving rain and rough seas
next morning.

On lit December picked up Tubuai Island 26 miles away on radar.
Somewhat to the navigator's surprise he was right in position even after
no eights for two days. On IS December our barometer readings of 30.IS
indicated that we ware in the south Pacific high. Temperatures started
to drop, the days got longer, and wa started to prepare for the roaring
forties. Received dispatches from TFC advising that more survival gear
(including skis) was coming to us, and establishing limiting ranges of
operations for our utility aircraft.
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By 17 December we were at 1*0° south, sunrise was at QUlO, the
barometer 30.lj0, and temperature 6l°F, The tender and destroyer fueled
from the tanker* The tanker was then released to fuel MERRICK and
YANCEY* The CURRITUCK and HENDERSON once more fanned out on assigned
tracks and bravely entered the fearsome forties. The weather, however,
continued most agreeable. The barometer gradually dropped; there was
rain and fog; the wind shifted to west; all temperatures continued
downward, Ve began to realise tnat the Australian and South African
weather reports would mean a lot more to us than bad believed probable.

Data were quite good and very extensive. We regretted we couldn't
help then with our weather reports (orders from CNO). Incidentally, we
had good weather maps all the way across the Pacific.

On 19 December CACAPON was released by ME3UUCK to us. Task
Force Commander directed that all operational reports were to be
classified. When his attention was invited to the fact that If this
included aircraft It would hamper their operations considerably, he
later altered his original despatch to allow faster conminications
and yet preserve security.

On 20 December CURRITUCK'S steering compass took off, going
on a rampage for one hour, then settled down again. This was the first

sign of magnetic pole UjOO miles southwest. We crossed the date line
and skipped 21 December. The barometer was 29.55* temperature 1i7°F,

more fog occurred but no gales. The next day (the 22nd) the glass
dropped from 29.50 to 29.00 and we couldn't help steeling ourselves
for a heavy blow. The weather continued nice, and the aerologists were
tearing their hair out. Apparently we went through a front that moved
at 1*5 knots. This isn't aerological cricket where we come from. They
shortly developed into U5 knot aerologists and the relative motion was
zero, ie., they licked the weather.

On the 23rd, more strange weather - and here in the Antarctic,
weather is everything - weather and ice. The wind suddenly whipped
around from 16 knots out of the West to ItO knots from SSE, and as

suddenly died down. The barometer rose from 29 to 29.70 but with
hardly any other climatic changes. Meanwhile the temperature hit

freezing and the injection dropped from 1*0° to 30°F. The magnetic

compasses were now almost useless. They were not calibrated properly

in the first place and wouldn't help too much anyway ttOO miles from

the pole. The HENDERSON rendezvoused and the tender checked her RDF -

and found it almost useless. (Several days later we learned an old

lesson all over again; our scientists had rigged a wire closed-loop

hoisting arrangement from the foreyard to the upper deck; when this

was replaced w? th lanyard, tne RDF behaved once more - and became
invaluable.) At 1330 we sighted our fir6t iceoerg. From then until
early March, they were our constant companions. I don’t believe the
radar screen was ever perfectly free of these "silent sentinels of
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of the snowy south". They were as much a part of the scenery as sky
and water. Held a TBS conversation with CO of OD before parting to
take up stations; talked on the subject of good operating areas; how
to scout the pacic; fuel, etc. (1 wish we could have maae a wire
recording of that conversation between a couple of Antarctic tender-
feet, Just before meeting the pack. Not a person in the entire task
group had ever been in the Antarctic before, and very few of us had
ever seen an iceberg or pack ice - and then only from a distance.

)

It no longer became dark at "night". The sun set at 2211 and stayed
Just under the horizon. That meant no more star sights for many a
moon. Meanwhile the CACAPON had to slow down in Joining us because
of a blown boiler gasket.

The sun rose soon after midnight. Not much sleep this night;
it was all too interesting and spectacular - actually I believe this
was the most interesting period on the entire trip. It was calm and
clear. The red sunlight striking the chalk-like tabular icebergs,
with their green ana blue caves ana waterlines, made a color display
that was beyond description. He were to learn that this weather was
the exception and not the rule; we had beginner's luck. At 0100 we
"met the pack”; the situation looked like duck soup. We were hardly
rolling. We could throw the barometer over the side as any relation
between it and weather was a coincidence. No roaring of the forties,
nor screaming of the fifties end sixties, and now sunlight all day,

and perfect calml It was too good to be true. We detached the
destroyer to proceed to station 300 miles west and scout the pack
enroute. Then we headed west ourselves, as we were still far from the
Balleny Islands, and the peck was further north than we'd been led to
believe it would be.

At 0730 the day before Christmas we commenced our first opera-
tion. It was like taking candy from a baby; but we had no weather
stations to our westward yet and so we made no grandiose plans. It
was a pretty rusty Job - getting that first plane over the side. A
little practice on the way south would have helped considerably. It

took until 1215 to get our first plane into the air. By this time It.

was getting overcast ana we sent the plane to the Northwest to investi-
gate this weather. In an hour he ran into icing, enow and low celling,
and returned to the ship. On the way he photographed an iceberg with
a lake on top, in which floated soma "little" icebergs. The ship

rolled 2° while hoisting in the plane which was almost catastrophic
to a beginner. By March this condition would be considered almost
ideal* Our pilot tested his equipment and we learned that the Sperry
electric gyro, upon which we depended ao heavily for our navigation,
was processing badly. In the afternoon, to our surprise, along came
the HENDERSON from the east. She had been caught in a cul-do-eac- and
we had passed her during the morning. She now, almost sheepishly,
continued westward. We also flew our K03S this first day. As the over-
cast moved in we got our first view of the iceblink over the pack
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(without low cloud layer there is no iceblink). By supper tine, all
hands were somewhat exhausted; it had been a long and exciting day.
Now it was Christmas Eve, and we rigged trees, arranged presents, and
the Chaplain held divine services in a very cold hangar. At 223& the

sun set; there was a low overcast; whales spouted all about U3 ; there
were many silent snowy petrels flying about. Thus ended our first day
in the Antarctic.

On Christmas Day the barometer dropped from 29.50 to 29.10.
Snow, fog, and low ceilings closed in. We spoke a Jap whalechaser,
FUMI MARU #3> who came silently out of the fog from the west. This
was our first contact for quite a while. Site was about 1*00 tons,
wooden, and flying the "MacArthur flag", something new on the high
seas. Shortly thereafter we intercepted a weather report on 500 Kcs,
and learned it was from the Jap whale factory; from then on we inter-
cepted and forwarded these reports to the Task Force. They proved to be
quite accurate and invaluable aids to ua. The fog formed clear ice on
our rigging. The destroyer xs getting a little worried about her fuel -

she is down to 112000 gallons. I believe she feels rather lonesome.

The CACAFOV reported her port pinion gear bearing wiped, and is

making 6 mots. We had a bit of a scare with our H03S today when we
were ahruuded by a heavy fog bank shortly after he had taken off. We

recovered him, but we learned ( 1 ) you can't spot a helicopter over the
icepack on radar, (therefore we decided to Install IFF in it) (2) It
is not an instrument flyer (3) It should have an astral, compass (1*) It
cannot land on these ice floes - they aren't large enough; (an iceberg
might be used, but none were in sight Just then). Therefore, the
"eggbeater0 should be used only in contact weather.

We put the other FBM over for test flight in 26 December; rendez-
voused with the CACAPON, and started to repair her radar which was
broken down. The PBM rehearsed the controlled approach system. The

hoisting operations wore greatly improved. Herb day, continued fog

and low overcast. Ahe tanker's radar and bearings were repaired.

Meanwhile I had called the destroyer in, and had a bad time finally
making the rendezvous. The RDF had to be used and soon became most
endeared to ua. Navigation, with a moving ico pack, unknown currents,
low overcasts and fog, is a guessing game. We started using bubble
octants with some success. We learned that in case of a rendezvous,

establishing it at the edge of tbs ice pack eliminated such guess-

work. We used the HOI RDF's on the fantail to check the ship's RDF -

and they were quite accurate* At this time we discovered the afore-

mentioned closed loop on the foreyard, and its removal restored normal

RDF operations. To make sure, the A7 compensated her RDF on the DD

as it cane over the horizon, through the solid fog, checking against

the radar* The DD finally arrived in our vicinity in the late after-

noon with whistles blowing. She was ordered by TBS to fuel from the AO.
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This was done entirely by electronics, as she did not sight the tanker
until she was several hundred vvrdc nssy. Fueling was accomplished by
the alongside method. We tracked this entire display of electronic
seamanship by radar. The only trick is to be able to distinguish a
tanker from an iceberg. I ordered the DD to lend an ETM to the AO for
a month, and a. good thing it was.

On 28 Decembor led the CACAFOM in toward the pack for fueling.
About this time we calculated our needs for fuel. Informed TFC that
it would be a close call as our oiler would have to fuel the PHILIPPINE
SEA later. Our radar can now pick up the pack at bOOO yards, and
improving. By this time we realised the tremendous importance of radar

-

All radars - end sufficient expert men to keep them running. We were
beginning to learn all manners of things about our planes. I wrote up
a new air annex to my Op Plan, to agree with TFC' a Instructions on
operating PBU'a over the continent. Our weather ships (the DD and AO)
were sending in nice weather reports every 3 hours; things were shaping
up*

We learned that the pack was receding, and that it changes its
outline continually while moving westward because of SE prevailing wind
and current.

One question pusxled us; how ouch light is necessary for
photography? In other words, how low amy the sun get before we must
turn off the cameras, i'his governs the time of planes taking off and
staying on station. At present we weren't worried at the ship, for
we could operate 2!U hours a day.

Sent a dispatch to my group with pointers on "boating in the
Antarctic": how to equip boat if a danger exists of separation in fog
or storm; course to steer to reach ice pack; recall signals; radio;
duties of the boat officer, etc.

The fog persisted from the first beautiful day of our arrival
for the rest of 19li6. At first we thought this was general weather
for that area; later we learned that we were located all. this time in

a very large ice bay - we were surrounded on three 3ides by ice pack,
and the fog was advected over the water after being formed by cooling
of the air over the icepack. Had we moved north, east, or west some
20 miles we'd have found much better weather and probably been able to

fly.

By this time we had learned that our operations were limited
by: (a) icebergs and pack ice (b) brash ice (c) swells (d) wind chop
(e) visibility (f) ice-forming precipitation. Our means of getting a
plane home from a flight were (a) RDF bearings (b) ADF in the planes
(c) radar (d) TC/YG (e) visual sighting of edge of pack and following
east or west until meeting ship. If there is a high overcast, the sun
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(or astral) compass is useless; if there is a very low undercast or
fog, drift cannot be taken and the Ice pack may be missed, unless
spotted by plane'3 radar, nith our Sperry gyro coupasses precessing
badly and the marnetic compasses useless the situation was none too

good. Our plans tried to anticipate every emergency, and a3 a la3t
resort, in case planes returned in bad weather, they could (a) land
by CCA (controlled approach) (b)land in the clear near to ship as
possible and 3 hip steam toward plane (c) land at alternate airdromes
(destroyer or tanker, both of which were equipped to fuel, care for,

and tow PBU's). If the water became very rough, it was plan ted that
the plaie (a) land in lee of ice pack or large berg (b) land in a
slick prepared by tne tender steaming at 16 knots (c) use alternate
airdrome*

Other questions to decide were: wnetlier the PBU's should fly-

above or below the overcast, and what to do about icing on the planes.
We learned quickly that it was best to go right up through the clouds,
which are usually relatively thin layers, accept the icing - for which
the plane is equipped - and get on top where the accumulated ice
evaporates and the astral compass can be used.

The ship is covered with ice, all over the rigging, lines and
antenna. It has to be broken off the helicopter rotor blades and the
PBU's. As the old year closed out we got news that the Eastern Group
had lost George One.

The new year found us in latitude 6U-17S, 161-lhE. Here we
really got our first operational flight into the air. Our first "wedge"
of cold air moved in on us, between lows. At 1100 decided to move
east, where it looked better. The ceiling lifted. We sounded flight
quarters, and at 1317 hove to and began launching operations. The
first plane got off but the second plane was rammed by boat ana nad
to be hoisted back on board. We then again moved east. This was our
first lesson on how to find good weather - move east with it when it
cooes. The communications with tne plane were very poor - it was
still required to encode weather roports and positions. The plane
was tracked out 120 miles on 5K radar. Also our RDF tracked to with-
in 1°. At about 19li5 we met snow flurries, then light scud at 300' -

liOO'. Since toe sun was getting too low for good photography, the plane
was recalled. At 20j0 hove to and received plane. The plane reported
heavy precessing of all directional gyros. Found the Balleny's half
exposed and photographed them and almost reached the continent before
it was recalled. This flight helped restore pilots' confidence, which
had been shaken by the loss of George One.

A new angle to weather reporting; the aerologists reported that

the New Zealand and almost all Australian stations shut down weather
reports apparently as a result - or in anticipation of New Year's
celebration. They simply said "We.' re shutting down" and that was all.
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Launched the HC3S l'or a flight of several hours to Investigate
the pack. He reported great difficulty seeing us from 900' while we
saw him plainly at all times.

CACAPON sent in a careless weather report and omitted another
report. This threw our aerologists into a spin. He informed him of
the necessity for accurate reports. From then on they were fine.

We flew the next day. Both planes got into the air. The
first one tried to go in under the overcast, and had to return. He waa
going to land, but 1 ordered him through the overcast. Once both planes
finally went up through, (after some coaching) the situation straighten-
ed out. and everyone felt much happier. Both planes flew to the Ballenya
and fron there they proceeded to the coastline. The coast was souped
over and no photos of value were taken. The instruments are still not
doing too well; so no flying waa done inland. Many new mountains were
eeen and the boys are beginning to gat the spirit of exploration. I

sent a dispatch to HENDERSON to reduce fuel expenditures as far aa
possible without discomfort. He answered that he would cut out another
boiler and steam on just one at three knots when not too near the ice
pack.

When the pilots saw the photos they got over the Ballenya. their
enthusiasm picked up still more, and they took a great deal more interest
in their job.

On the 3rd. HENDERSON reported an acute appendicitis case and
r.tarted for the CACAPON which also started toward the DD. Each ship
was Ignorant of the other's position and had to do a little conmninica-
ting to find this out. Hereafter all' posits were made info of the
rest of the task group. The two ships met during the night in foggy
calm and transferred the patient. Then the DD refueled from the
tanker, and returned to her station.

We noticed some strange light effects about us. Under certain
conditions Icebergs look exactly like land. This occurs not only when
the berg is silhouetted but also under certain conditions of overcast
and direction of the light. The caves look precisely like earth. Time
and again whale apouts were reported by lookouts as black smoke.

We decided to keep the time on minus twelve tone; thus as we
move west this should keep sunrise just about right for hoisting out
aircraft.

At various times we were surprised to find penguins many miles
from the ice pack. Several times we aaw them on bergs apparently
floating to the northward, and our hearts bled for the little beasts
which, we figured, would eventually be reduced to fighting for parking
area on a piece of ice the siie of an orange orate somewhere well to

the north. We learned later that these remar(cable creatures can exist
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happily hundreds of miles from the closest piece of "dry" ice, or land.
T.-.ey are truly more fish than fowl.

The electric gyros aro even more disturbing. On a bench test
one precessed 32° in one hour. Examination revealed that the leads
were apparently reversed. A check with the same gyros on the SGC's
wiring disclosed that they functioned perfectly. The leads were
corrected on the bench tests and the gyros ran properly, iliis handy
bit of information was sent to the Eastern Croup, all our leads were
corrected, and our troubles ended. BuAar was informed of this mistake
which was apparently made at A&R Norfolk.

Another bubble of polar air overtook us on the afternoon of the
iith, and we launched planes. Another lesson was learned at this time -

if there is a chance of flying the planes should be kept "wanned up.
When we finally decided to fly, it took two hours after flight quarters
were sounded to get the first plane warmed up and over the side. This
time it was souped up over the Ballenys and the planes went directly
to the continent, and started mapping in earnest. On this trip we
started the reference point system of position reporting. A point was
selected on the map as point "Y" or "Z" and the plane simply sent in his
bearing and distance from this point along with his course and speed.
This.was very simple and rapid, was easy to plot and convert to lati-
tude and longitude, and transmit in code to the rest of the Task Force.

The planes reported some new troubles on this flight. For one
thing the altitude was giving them trouble. Even with oxygen, flying
at 13000' is very uncomfortable. The PhoM' a are all thumbs in changing
magazines. The pilots seemed to be more than ordinarily fatigued.
Conraunications were poor-apparently the assignee frequencies are not
good. The frequent posits and weather reports seem to take all the
attention of one pilot. The navigators are unhappy about the gyros
which are still uncorrected and give them trouble thus requiring
frequent astral sights to compensate for the Sperry. But we're down
here partly to find out these very things.

On the 5th 1 decided to make the flight with Lt. Comdr. Bunger.

Every item I carried on that trip, from flying boots to parka and hood,

was government issue - even including bridge work. Everything was good

stuff. The flight was a routine affair outwardly, out it was hard to

forget the tremendous strides between the Wilkes expedition of a
hundred years ago and this comfortable flight with all the enjoyments

of home. The acme of the experience came when I bit off a piece of
nicely cooked steak, looked over the side, and discovered a brand new
glacier, never before sighted by man.

Along the Continent we noticed an "inland waterway" extending

as far as the eye could see. Sometimes it was a few hundred feet
wide, sometimes several miles wide. This suggested an easy looking
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eeana of surveying the coast by icebreaker. It was most difficult to
tell where land began and sea ice endec. Soaetimes a tidal crack
would show up some distance inside of where the coast was thought
to run. The radar altimeter was not able to differentiate the rise
of terrain under us too well> cue to its small scale reading and
because of change of barometer affecting the pressure altimeter, as
we get away from the ship. I'm afraid it will be a difficult task
to determine the position of this coast line with any accuracy less
than several miles it beat, A magnetometer survey may eventually, oe
necessary, as well as close-in coastal survey by ship.

Hie charts furnished on this trip were practically useless
for navigation. They were used only as plotting charts. All flights
were plotted only by positions determined by dead reckoning from the
ship and by occasional celestial lines of position in flight. In
some cases when the ship was close to the coastline, the ship's radar
tracked planes over the coastline a limited distance and thus deter-
mined their positions somewliat mors accurately. Benchmarks along the
coast of Antarctica are vary few and far oetween.

The visibility hare is phenomenal. It was usual to see one
hundred miles of "coast" in each direction, and with glasses we
could see mountain ranges 200 or 300 miles away. let as a whole, the
terrain was featureless; to seaward was the loose pack, water ana ice,
with occasional large in-ice lakes; the amount of ice thickened aa it
approached the continent, until it reached the "inland waterway"; then
large fields of solid ice occurred; then perhaps some tidal cracks;

old icebergs scattered over the sea area, surrounded by various types
of pack ice; than tha doubtful area where the surface rose gradually.
Not until a nunatak or mountain was sighted ware you aure it was actually
land. The ice cap rose gradually, and we never were able to determine
where or if it stopped rising. We penetrated to places where the
altitude of the icecap was 9500' and still rising.

With such a landscape, it was difficult to determine where one
had flown on the reverse track along the coast; we were supposed to fly
on tracks 20 miles apart, but it was virtually Impossible to tell when
one was 20 miles from either the coast or the previous track. In fact,

it was hard to tell where we first started our coastal mapping flight.

On this flight, it was merely a matter of dead reckoning navigation
and noting a certain distinctive grounded Iceberg obstructing part of
the inland waterway, noticed several hoWrs previously, near the
commencement.

The wind shifts were not apparent and were somewhat unexpected;

these threw off our navigation a bit. The effects of katabatic winds
were noticed on the surface as rolling puffs of snow, and soon the

surface began to become quite indistinct as the wind built up, and anow
began to fly far below us. Then it got a little turbulent aloft, and
a drift sight indicated a big change in drift.
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All hands were very busy in tne plane; no place l'or duds in
this business. There was hardly time to eat or cook. To add to the

excitement, the relief tube froze up for one crew number, in the very
middle of its use. This was not funny.

Upon return the Ballenys seemed pretty clear. Although the

sun's elevation was only 3 degrees we decided to photograph the
islands. By the time we'd completed the last island (we shot only
half of the group) the sun wa3 a bit lower, and some of the shots
were directly into the sun. The pictures all came out beautifully,
with plenty good long shadows. The moon was just above the horizon
to the north at this time.

At the ship the plans descended through a layer of icing cloud
and landed in the relative darkness beneath, at 25 minutes past mid-
night. ife had now mapped the coast from Smith Inlet to within sight
of Parson's explorations near INHIS glacier.

The conmunications problems are approaching solution, especially
since CTF 68 in a dispatch, allowed us to use some better frequencies.

Here TFC ordered us not to proceed westward, as we had planned,
as he might require us to scout the ice pack for his group, which was
locked in the Ross Sea Ice pack. Also he told us to conduct operations
with greater fuel economy. We had recently instituted these measures,
and fuel expenditures henceforth dropped rapidly. We lay to, awaiting
further instructions.

At 0830 6 January we headed eastward at 10 knots to be avail-
able in case TFC needs us. At this time we started giving thought
to the possibility of a ?BU losing an engine while over the icecap
well inland. This was discussed with pilots, and it was decided that
the best procedure would be: (1) to keep plane's chart narked with
mountain passes, glaciers and other low areas, so as to be able to
avoid flying over mountains on return; (2) note open water near coast
for emergency landings; then if in trouble, pilots can head for nearest
water; (3) keep high altitude over the ice cap, to give plenty time for
jettisoning, feathering, dumping gas, and thus get over coastal mountain
ranges; (li) dump just enough gas to reach coast, if necessary, and land
in open water; (5) use radar to locate water, if there is an undercast;

(6) if landing in coastal waters taxy up to large solid floe, facing
east to get lee from prevailing winds, pad tne bow well, get lines out
to dead men on ice; drain oil and keep warm; watch out for drifting
ice; rig engine warmers (if available); locate engine trouble and radio

base so as to effect repairs; set up antenna on ice for communications.

A rescue plane could land and secure to same floe; repair engine if

possible; load JATO's; transfer gasoline by handy-billy; bring a boat
if necessary for work, and bring also engine heaters.
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Each plane carried single engine performance curves, and a
Jettison bill was made up and kept posted, so crew would know what
to dump, and In wnat order.

Pilots were instructed to study glaciers as they flew over
them to ascertain if their crevasses would indicate the direction
of flow - in case plane had to follow the glacier down to the aea in
low visibility.

As our aircraft radarmen pick up proficiency, they get some
fine results with their sets. They are able to pick up not only land
as distinguished from ice pack, but open water lakes and large leads.
Later they were able to discern the edge of the ice pack, and finally
to distinguish ships from icebergs. They were also able, to a certain
degree, to tell if a water area were free from growlers.

At 1355 on 7 January we crossed the Antarctic circle at 171°E
steaming southeast at 10 knots, still awaiting orders to assist central
group. Made all preparations for tills work. Both tanker and destroyer
were left on their previous stations, well to westward, to conserve
fuel. Just when it was too late to fly that day we received a dispatch
from TFC to launch planes to determine depth of ice pack along 180th
meridian, make summary of ice conditions, locate open leads, and if
possible look at Bay of Whales. Upon receipt of this message we raised
speed to 15 knots. The aerologist estimated a cold front to lie to
southward of us, and advised that we cross this front before launching.
Requested weather from MOUNT OLXMPUS and SENNET, and Stated "We will
launch earliest". TFC stated no urgency for recco, bo sure conditions
were favorable. We stayed to westward of SENNET ao as to spread our
weather stations apart and have an alternate seadrome. The SENNET's
weather reports wa -e initially unsatisfactory. Their importance to
us was pointed out and from then on their reports were perfect, much
better than we expected a submarine could do.

By now we had learned that best aircraft communications were
obtained by using Lilli kes out to 350 miles, then shifting to 6L30.
After this system was adopted we rarely lost touch with planes.

We received a dispatch from BuAer which corroborated our find-
ings that the Sperry gyro leads were reversed. The gyro3 had been turn-
ing backward all this time. A very heartening "well done" was received
from Admiral Byrd, for surveying coastline. This was passed on to
Task Group. No sunset tonight.

Comments on requirements for future meteorological aids to
flying here: (a) complete weather service from Australia, New Zealand,
etc. to track incoming lows and fronts (b) local ships' weather reports
used to maximum Including whalers (c) In-flight weather reports from
aircraft (d) Steaming toward good, or away from bad,weather - usually
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eastward (e) Weather recco plane In direction of oncoming weather -

usually to the northwest.

About 1500 tt January, things looked up. Good weather was
reported over central (^oup. It was decided to launch planes. The
first plane made a recco flight to NW. he very quickly ran into
lowering ceilings and scud. The wind shifted to north. B-l remained
in the vicinity for a further look at the weather. Meanwhile B-3
popped an oil seal as a result of starting up too cold. and threw oil
over everything. It took j hour to replace this oil seal. This caused
a revision in our warming up process which resulted in smoother work
in the future. The SOC was launched to act as weather recco plane in
case PBJtt’s were sent ove the ice pack. All equipment including gyros
is now working well and pilot confidence mounting.

The CURRITUCK was able to talk with MOUNT 0LB4RJS at times on
3265 voice, over 200 miles of ice pack. The decision to keep the PBU
near the ship was fortunate. Hoisted him on board at 2015 and very
shortly the ceiling was almost on the water. The pilot reported that
the magnetic compass was behaving quite normally since we had moved
away from the mages tic pole a few hundred miles.

The weather continued foul all day Thursday with a solid soup
from 200 feet to 100U0 and plenty of ice therein. The front is hanging
right over or near us. We received a dispatch from TFC aggressively
to reconnoitre the ice pack, as prudence dictates, between 170 £ and
170 W, to establish North and South lintto of the pack, and to investi-
gate a possible route for his group. Flans to comply with these
instructions required one flight of IO85 miles and another of 1150
miles. Equipped planes to take high altitude tzimetrogon pictures
with very little overlap and to use radar photography in case of fog
or very low undercast.

Meanwhile the HEJT3ERS0N had her weekly medical case and started
a dash for the CACAF0N. He was ordered to fuel once more, and return
at most economical speed.

We received a dispatch from BuOrd that our JATO's are not to
be used for cold weather operation. Since this would simply mean no
more operations, I sent back a dispatch explaining our position, our
care in mounting JATO's and requested permission to continue their
use - and meanwhile continued using them.

It was noted that boats In the water cause some interference
with radio. They need spark suppressors. Radio sonde is also on the
same frequency as TBS and causes interference. Incidentally, we used
radio sonae to determine the thickness of cloud layers above us so as
to know how much icing our aviators could expect in climbing through.
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Lt. Coadr. Clarke, the bull aerologist, mentioned a Jap device that
measure e light intensity. Cloud layers and thickness are thus deter-
mined more accurately than they can be by using radio sonde. Several
of our radio sondes froee up on us, reaching a low maximum altitude.
The boats also interfered with radio sonde.

TFC advised that we acre over to Scott Island, some 150 miles
to eastward if we were having weather difficulties. This we did. It
now became apparent that the situation for his group was becoming
urgent. The weather is still bed - fog, rain, low visibility and
ceilings. The SENNET was in the clear, more or lass. I requested TFC
to move SENNET 200 miles eastward for weather reporting and to serve as

an alternate seadrome. This was done. All arrangements were made for
weather reports by MOUNT OLYMPUS, for manning CIC, and for a local
emergency landing in a large lake near TG 68.1, etc. The weather
continued bad all day of 10 January.

At OkGO of the 11th sounded flight quarters. Patchy fog sur-
rounded the CURRITUCK.and SBWET was clear. Locally it looked worse
than on the three previous days but bow we were ready to use the

slightest excuse to fly. At 0602 the first plane was off. The only
JATO failure of entire trip occurred on this take off. Next plane
took off at 0707 between fogbonks. At 08Lt5 TFC ordered the planes to
return to base. The CURRITUCK headed north in low visibility and light
anew. Both planes were aboard by 1130. It had been quite a thrilling
show. B-3 came in over the flagship, on top, but got bad weather dope,
and found bad icing and low ceilings over the pack. The MOUNT OLYMPUS
gave out an erroneous snip's heading, whicn put our planes some 15° off
course when returning to base. Cooaunications were good, and the planes
were on ship's radar from beginning to end.

Ve had on board with us Ensign HURD, USNR, who has bean trained
to get accurate positions ashore, as well as take magnetic observations.
The problem was, how to use hiB capacities. We certainly needed some
ground control along that coast to anchor our aerial surveys. It was
decided to use the H03S to laid him on ice tongues or shore when - and
if - we got close enough. (We never didi). 1 had him drill In embark-
ing in H03S with all equipment, and then practice, for speed, in dis-
embarking and setting up equipment, while K03S kept rotors turning or
even returned to the ship. We estimated the weight and planned the

storage of survival gear he should have with him. He would also have
to train an assistant. Another projected method for establishing
ground control was to land a PBU in the inland waterway and t ake reason-
ably good sights with sextant while sitting on the water. If there
were large inland bays this method would be fine. They were rather
scarce however, and there was also the thought "what to do If the FBM
couldn't take off again? is it wirth taking the chance?" Not knowing
what the future held we planned for all eventualities.
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In a talk with the aerologists I learned they are sinply fore-
casting "contact" or "Closed" conditions - no "instrument". I pointod
out that we can start flying under instrument conditions, as our planes

and pilots are now well qualified for it. Vie had to learn to combat
icing and low ceilings, use alternate airdromes, etc. The pilots, I

learned, are still reeling the effects of the PINE ISLAND lost plane,

and it affects their wortc directly, even though they may not notice it
themselves.

BuOrd concurred in our request for continued use of JATO and

recommended continuance of present method of use.

TPC sent dispatch requiring data after each flight to be sent
him in a prescribed form for uniformity, record, and photogrammetry

.

This standardization was sorely needed and is a great improvement.

I requested MOUNT OLYMPUS to manufacture for us some serological

maps of greater scope than the present ones since those issued to us

did not extend far enough north.

Baker 3 used one roll of tri-aet film in scouting the ice pack
ahead of MOUNT OLYMPUS. However, it was from very low altitudes, some-
times 1*00', and was primarily interesting in showing that this method
of scouting is possible, as there was very little blurring. The pilot
intended to drop the exposed film on MOUNT OLYMPUS by parachute, but
they (wisely) wouldn't let him os it might foul their complicated
rigging or necessitate sending men off over the pack ice - and the
ships were then underway.

TFC answered my dispatch on low fuel situation. Ke ordered us
to use diesel, of which there were some 16,000 barrels in CACArON. I
hadn't realized this could be done. TFC assumed we'd remain on station
until 15 March and that the ships would arrive in Sydney with reserve
fuel on board, and that CURRITUCK would bum diesel. The present
average dally fuel consumption is: CACAF0N 5260 gallons; CURRITUCK
10,000 gallons; HENDERSON 6700 gallons; total 22,060 gallons. The
CACATON has a total of 66,000 bbls. cargo on board.

On Sunday, 12 January, sounded flight quarters at 0900. At
the same time we received the wonderful news of the finding of George
One and 6 survivors. After weather report from MOUNT OLYMPUS showed
improving weather we put the plane9 over the side. Both were in air
at 121*0 after a small engine casualty. Followed planes for 90 miles
on radar. Flew H03S for l£ hours to obtain low altitude tenpera-
turea and humidity readings for our two scientists. Also flaw SOC to
scout ice pack and weather to westward.

The planes returned by 1837, with another slightly wild tale.
The ceiling over MOUNT OLYMPUS was supposed to be 2000'; it turned
out to be 500*. They flew south ten miles apart to 73° S, ran into
loose ice and practically open sea, out overcast forced them almost

/ •
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to water and heavy icing began. They turned back and asked TFC if they
were to also scout east and west. He ordered them to return to base.
TG 6d.l nad 60 miles of tough pack to traverse yet. The Sperry gyros
are now almost perfect. The SOC Sperry processes somewhat, as it was
never calibrated for extreme southern latitudes.

At OHIO on the 13th TFC radioed "No further need for ice recco,
return to station and carry out primary mission.* We immediately start-
ed to westward somewhat slowed up by bad visibility, a course dear of
ice pack to make greater speed and avoid fog area and growlers. Radioed
DD and AO to take new stations at most economical speed and advised them
that we were heading west to commence operations. They were instructed
to start burning diesel oil instead or black. In the afternoon the sun
came out for the first time in a long while, and we saw many whales
spouting. That night we had our first sunset since 6 January.

In the evening of 15 January we passed a huge dead whale. It
was green and smooth. The seas breaking over it made it look precisely
like a mass of rocks. If it hadn't been for the fathometer we'd have
gotten the jitters; passed it 500 yards abeam.

We received a dispatch from Admiral Byrd that the following
cold weather trail items were in the PHILIPPINE SEA, for ust skis

(complete with gear), 15 sleds, 30 sleeping bags and covers, alttena,
mukluks, insoles, socks, crampons, parkas, pants, tents, and a quantity
of Byrd cloth. He recommended using rubberized tents. We began to
realize we had inadequately outfitted our pine crews.

We received a negative from MOUNT OLYMPUS on our request to make
new aerological charts so requested them from PHILIPPINE SEA. They in
turn said their press was too anail and suggested that we try the MOUNT
OLYMPUS. We replied that we had already been turned down and requested
them to make us the map in two pieces. This was dona, and proved
most beneficial to us.

Soma pertinent notes on operating off the ice pockt (a) a souther-
ly. or straight-off ice pack wind gives best weather and calmest sea
(b) operations too close to ice pack may give danger of brash ice (c)

a high wind orf the ice pack seems to paok the brash Ice close to pack
and gives a sharper edge, although the reason for this is not clear
(d) when winds leaves pack at a small angle fog is frequently found
2 to 5 miles from xce, then the ceiling lifts and possible snow showers
occur beyond ten miles (e) large Icebergs don't give much lee unless
one is dangerously close to them,if then (f) lea bays may calm the seas

down somewhat, but large ones are liable to produce fog or snow (g)
weather shipa should remain 5 to 10 mU.es off the pack and not in an
ice bay, in order to give more representative weather reports.
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We reached our new operating area on the morning of 16 January.
Bad weather continued all day - with fog, drizzle, snow, heavy swell,

and low ceilings. The magnetic compasses are all AWQL as the south
magnetic pole la only a short distance to the southwest. Our noon
position waa 6h°-5h 1 S, li»8°-3h'B.

CACAPON bad another engineering casualty. This time it is

apparently to the steering engine, as she is steering with her main
engines.

1 wrote a letter to the Naval Attache, Melbourne, Australia,

regarding our prospective visit to that country, and gave some facta
on our Task Group to help us both in our planning.

A radio blackout existed all day due to ionospheric disturbance.
We can only hear the Japs and our Task Group, but are able to copy NSS

continuously on 18 Kcs.

We are only 88 miles from HERTZ Glacier.

While lying to in fog and broadside to wind, we noted that the
ship's heat dried the fog and left an outline of the ship in the fog
to leeward for as much as a mile. An albatross landed on our fantail
for a blew.

Next day waa a heartbreaker. The fog broke up about 0600, for
no reason at all. Then it became evident that a wedge that had broken
out from the continent had become a "bubble* or small high. It became
a beautiful day, but bad swells from NW made operations too risky. We
noticed a heavy concentration of shrimps about tbs ship. We'd drifted
down upon a great mess of then. They turned the water reddish brown,
and were packed almost solidly. They averaged 1£” long,were reddish
and transparent,with 2 beady black little eyes. This apparently is

the staple whale food. We noticed great schools of shrimp all over
the surface.

Instructions issued to the oiler on fueling the Group, collecting
mail, etc., preparatory to rendezvousing with the PHILIPPINE SEA.

TFC ordered us to increase PB1£ crew rations from the 30 days we
are now carrying to 2 months' supply. Re also directed planes to
return to the ship when low visibility over the target area obviated
the possibility of a successful mission.

By 2100 17 January, coanunications were returning to normal,
and traffic was getting cleared.

We scouted the pack to eastward in search of an ice bay, but
none was sighted.
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At this tine sunset was at 0026 next morning, and sunrise OI436.

The weather continued bad all of the 18th and 19th. Our current
ie setting us 21t0° at l.b knots, as determined by radar fixes on ice-
bergs inside the ice pack. However, we don't know what the icebergs
are doing. They are apparently affected by a different force titan the
one that sets ice floes and ships. The weather reports gave the faint-
est indication of a dredge" (of good weather) forming to westward.

TG 68*3 lost their helicopter. We shall be even more careful
to. fly only in contact weather, and pay lots of attention to carburetor
air heat, which may hare been the cause of their accident.

CACAFON started toward DD on first leg to Scott Island.

TFC suggested we move west to break weather jinx. We believed
this area to be the best area for hundreds of miles in either direction,
both from past performance (there were U perfect days just before we
arrived here, as determined by destroyer and Jap weather) and because
it is the nearest point to a large stretch of uncharted coast. I'd
hate to miss this piece of coastline. Also, there is no reason why
this should be a continually bad area; it is not one of those "catch-
basins'1 for the lows, such as the Ross and Bellingshausen Sea areas.

However, we moved west at 13 knots to find that wedge which was
definitely taking shape, and then we planned to move east with it.

The swells were still bad here, although both the other ships reported
calm seas. The ship was covered with ice and icicles, and this caused
our anemometers to read 10 knots low. Already our course was 30 to

UO miles inside of the position of the pack as reported by the DD a
week ago. Either someone's navigation is way out, or the pack is
melting very rapidly. The planes were heated and of ice was removed*
At 1700 the swell was still prohibitive and a strong SE wind was kicking
up, so flying was cancelled for the day. The "wedge" arrived, and it
was merely a question of whether the swell would die down so that we
could use the good weather.

On 21 January the destroyer fueled 300 miles to westward, and
the tanker headed toward us. We made all preparations for early hoist-
ing. There was some swell but it was not too bad. Things looked good.
Then, after getting a boat in the water preparatory to hoisting out,

the port craae broke down. We couldn't hoist out any more so we hoist-
ed in the other boat* We started eastward to stay with the good

weather. Instead of one hour, it took three hours to repair the crane*
By tnat time, s string wind from ESE had sprung up and in addition, the
swell began to build up again. As the wind was almost parallel to

the edge of the pack, we had to tuck in close to the ice to get a lee,
but there we found bad brash ice. We couldn't outguess the weather
again. At 1112 we headed north to see if the wind would abate; it
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got worse. Meanwhile, when we came about at 1225 to head south, and

bucked a L|0 knot relative wind, a rotor-tip boot and securing line
chafed through and allowed one helicopter blade to flip up to a

position past vertical. This broke a couple of brackets, bent some
other part3, and caused possible unseen damage to the internal gear
box. Our #1 eggbeater was out of commission for a long while.

The wind kept up strong all afternoon and at 1600 we finally
gave up all thought of flying. Apparently the pack was breaking up
rapidly for we were far south of the edge of the pack reported by the
HENDERSON 10 days ago and there was brash ice for several miles from
the main pack. The storm must have broken up the pack pretty much,
and the wind blown it north for rapid melting.

The HENDERSON was instructed to relocate herself 300 miles
bearing 300° from us while the CACAP0N was gone, instead of remaining
west of us, along the pack; and to be prepared to make 15 knots on

£ hours' notice during flight operations.

TFC told us to get the CACAF0N to rendezvous 2U hours early
if practicable as PHILIPPINE SEA was arriving early. We issued orders
to CACAP0W information of interested parties, for proceeding to this
most important of rendezvouses - for it brings us malll

Next morning TFC sent us a very encouraging dispatch, that it
wa3 a good thing that the crane busted down yesterday. We hadn't
looked at it that way, and just then realized what a blessing it was
that we were prevented from flying, V it would have been a bloody
mess if we'd have tried to recover a plane in that rough open sea.

What a lot of good a well-worded dispatch can do - especially when
one was trying hard to deliver the goods, as our boys were doing.

Things looked up today, light winds from ESE, smooth sea,

nice flying weather; we even saw some blue sky once. Flight quarters
were sounded at 0519. All planes were in the air at 0615. The first
plane took off with 160G gallons of gasoline in a fairly rough sea.

This take off was so rapid and smooth that the next plane took 1&0Q

gallons and took off in an incredibly short run. The CACAPON came
into sight at 0530 and transfers of mail and passengers were effected.

At 0930 with all boats on board, CURHITUCK got underway due north at
3 knots and fueled from the CACAPON, taking Ui5,000 gallons of diesel
oil. At 1005, changed course to due west while fueling. Then, as with
other fuelings from this ship, the weather turned bad and wc experienced
heavy snowfall. 'We recalled the planes, as the weather seemed to be
generally deteriorating. By 1300 fueling had been completed and
CACAPON proceeded eastwards at 15 knots for rendezvous. In a conversa-
tion with C.O., I asked him to see if he could swipe some fresh vege-
tables from the PHILIPPEfE SEA (he got one stalk of celery, and ate
that himself). He said he'd been blown 80 miles off station without
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knowing it, due to nis light draft, heavy wxnds and no sights. This
accounted for several strange weather reports from her that seemed
inexplicable to our meteorologists.

By 1330 we were again lying to off the pack, and by 1600 all
planes were aboard. One plane was slightly damaged when one of the
crew dropped a wing line which allowed the plane to swing into the
sliip. It was touch and go, as a northerly swell had set in $ hour
before hoisting and the wind had picked up from the east. There was
also some brash ice.

I noted that all operations between tender and tanker were
slow, but safe. At this distance from the nearest friendly navy yard,

it was very probably the smartest way to handle things.

Many penguins were sighted swimming around the ship, and the

first seal was sighted.

Our planes had encountered icing going through cloud layers,
and were forced up to 11000'. There were also severe and unknown wind
shifts. Baker 3 had headed due south from the ship. The radar tracked

him out on a course 160°T, thus showing the value of CIC's radar acting
as a drift sight. Several hundred miles or coast were mapped by this
plane, but it was most difficult to tell where the coastline was, as
it was flat with no mountains and only ice cliffs and some water. The
gas consumption rose aa the temperature dropped and the interior of

the plane was coated with frost (the heater didn't work in this plane;

it will if 1 have to ride in itl). The other plane flew 3d0 miles in-

land through much cloud. His radar altimeter was out, and he was too

low over the ice cap for both safety and photography (?500' by the low
radio altimeter). I issued orders that no planes snould hereafter go

inland more than 50 miles over an undercast. One plane took a sunsight
and got an intercept of 120 miles but didn't believe it. Later it was

found to be right on. Planes were set well to westward.

iTe removed a lot of extra gear from planes, including bomb
bay tanks - which we'll reinstall later when they are needed for
really long flights. Ihe gear removed from the plane more than
compensated for the 53k pounds of added survival food we were ordered
to carry.

CACAPON reported to CT3 63.k (PHILIPPINE BEA) for duty. TFC
ordered quick releasing safety belts for helicopters. I sent a dis-
patch to 3uAer describing our K03S mishap and asked for advice on how
to handle it, as our helicopter unit was relatively inexperienced.

On the morning of the 23rd we were engaged in trying to find
a lee so that it would be possible to shift planes, thus repairing *he
damaged wing tip on B-3. About 1150 it shoaled rapidly to US fathoms -
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and wa discovered "2UhnirUCK shoal". The Captain stopped quickly;

ordered the nand lead to verify the fathoneter and get a bottom
sample. This was quite a surprise after our long time at sea with
average soundings over 1000 fathoms. It took some time to man the

chains. By that time tne leadsman found 55 fathom and recovered a

small bottom sample of mud and sand. It was strange that there were
no grounded icebergs in the vicinity. It took a little time to

recover from the surprise as we had just come to assume that the last
thing to worry about off the ice pack is running aground. We followed
the 100 fathom curve at 5 knots in eastward, for some time, looking for
a lee. The icepack was certainly breaking up rapidly now. The wind
stayed pretty high all day, east 18 to 29 knots.

At 0900 on the 2iith we passed a small Jap whaler, perhaps 85*

long, 150 tons, harpoon gun and all, with MacArthur flag flying. At
0955 we passed two Jap whale factories. Had I known then that there
were several United nations representatives on board keeping the Japs
in line (they were notoriously rotten whalers) I'd have sent a cheery
message - which they'd probably have needed. As it was I maintained
a properly stand-offish silence. The factory ship had a stern ramp
and twin stacks - an ugly affair. The other seemed to be a fleet
oiler type, and was probably the oiler for the group as well as the
whale oil storage ship.

BuAer passed all cm questions on the K03S right on to BAR
Stratford, and there our pitiful wail seemed to die a natural death.

1 sent a dispatch to TFC complaining about poor raobs and
rawins from Central Group as only 7 observations were received out of
the kO required.

The weather tept slowly building up. By night the wind was
33 knots from ESE and the barometer was down to 29*10, the sea was
getting pretty rough. At 2015 we turned west once more. We are still
crippled by that one plane having a crushed wingtip and tom-up deicer
boot. The plagued wingtip sticks 20 feet or so over the eide where
we can't work on it, although we tried many rigs.

Learned that the PHILIPPINE SEA lost her H03S.

The Captain of the CURRITUCK offered a prise to the enlisted
man giving information leading to the taking of the best photograph
of the cruise. He set a continuous daylight photographer's mate watch
to be sure we didn't miss anything.

Cn the 25th, being well fed up with this weather (the wind
was now hi knots from ESE) 1 decided to move westward to 130°E, and
abandon plans for magnetic and navigational surveys near the magnetic
pole. We would try to complete mapping the coast from 138 to 151 East
from the new location.
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I requested information from the PHILIFFIKL SEA as to the
cause of her H03S crash and data on the rescue. I also requested all
helicopter spares she brought down which were not needed by other units.

CACAPCfi made her rendezvous on time.

He received another congratulatory dispatch from Admiral Byrd
on our last two flights.

The rough weather continues all day. We headed toward the ice
pack to be sure we don't miss any large ice bays while moving west.
Our track took us as far south as any ship has ever sailed without
entering the ice pack itsolf. That afternoon at 2215 we located a
likely looking bay, in which the swells decreased remarkably after
going through a mile of pack ice. The remaining swell came around the
comer. It looked so nice we decided to stay there in case things
looked better in the morning. Our position was 65°-09 1 N 137°-05E.
There was a great collection of large and weather beaten bergs just
south of us. ThJ wind was now 16 knots from ESE, and the sea was
considerably smoother.

Next day, Sunday, things looked good and we put out our boats
and made all ready to fly. We steamed into our bay (we'd laid to off
the entrance during night) to find it had largely broken up, and filled
with brash, and the swell was again too high. Here we noticed a strange
thing. The ship lay broadside to a 17 knot breeze a little ways west
of the edge of the pack -but instead of drifting away from the pack, the

pack caught up with us. In other words, the pack was drifting before
the wind faster than we were. Last night at sundown a peculiarly
shaped berg was located several miles west of us, outside the pack;
by breakfast tine this morning it had smacked through our ice bay and
was now buried in the pack a mile south of us. The large concentration
of bergs which were south of us last night had moved to the southeast.
In other words, we ware rapidly drifting westward, as sights later
proved. This explains the straight clean-cut edge of pack on the west-
ward edge. Here we bad noticed a seal sleeping on an ice floe a
hundred yards from the edge, and several killer whales cruising slowly
around looking for breakfast.

At 0715 we headed west once more. The wind died down consider-
ably. iVo touched the 100 fathom curve several times. The sea bottom
shelves from 100 to ?00 fathom very sharply.

Our mistake of the preceeding night was in not staying inside
the bay, or observing Its breakup on radar, so as to be able to make
westing as soon as the breakup was apparent. However, we didn't know
these bays broke up so rapidly.
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Water eky well inside the pack indicated the presence cf
large inland, or "in-ice", lakes that would make wonderful operating
areas - if we had an icebreaker to get us in and out. These lakes
were later confirmed by cur planes flying over them. The water sky
versus ice blink also indicated, in certain instances, the presence
of ice bays, 10 or 12 miles away. Tftiile I was still pondering this
interpretation, we ran right into an excellent ice bay, at 1600, and
sounded flight quarters. Baker one was in the air by 1758 and we
quickly relocated our other plane to work on that blasted wingtip.
(I've never realized one man dropping a line could cause so much
trouble!)

.

Baker one made a fairly good flight clear to Commonwealth Bay,
where he got some excellent shots of high winds (katabatic) blowing
snow well out to seaward over Mawuon 1 a old camp site. The plane was
back on board by 0021.

V/hat was supposed to be a minor repair job on Baker One's
wingtip took us until 0500 Monday morning. This indicates how repair
work drags out in cold wea-cher. Cold weather slows everything down
except optimism. A jury rig hangar of wood and canvas along with good
hot air would have speeded up the work.

Monday morning found our old ice bay breaking up and a new
one forming slightly to eastward. We got some interesting radar
pictures of this. Flight quarters were sounded at 0500, all planes
were airborne at 0t)26 (delay caused by having to respot one plane
after repairs).

Upon viewing planes' radar-scope photographs, I learned that

they had not been handling the scope for best hydrographic purposes.
1 directed planes to change range scale, log picture times, etc; in
this way we hoped to fill in missing sections of coast when the trimets
are shooting through clouds. They may also help to distinguish land,
water, and ice, even when photographed* I also saw some radar pictures
taken of a FDM scope while the plane was sitting on the water. The
picture showed icebergs 5 miles away.

By 1630 our ice bay had so filled with brash that we had to
move into the open sea to recover Baker One in a two degree roll. One
plane had scouted 100 miles westward looking for a suitable lee, but
found none. At 1730 decided to move west anyway as there was no lee
locally. As a low was moving in on us from the west and the local area
was pretty well napped, we'd have to forego connecting our recco to

Cosaomrealth Bay with Cook Hay which was our furthest westward flight
from near the Ballenys.

After investigating "single engine performance on inland flights"
we decided to send pilots in at high altitudes to a position where they
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could clear a 7500' ice cap, (this would allow a 500' clearance for wives
and children) while on single engine, after Jettisoning all gear men-
tioned previously. In other words, I proposed sending planes in at
12000' -15000' and have them proceed 50 sales or so beyond the 7500*
contour. This will get them back to open water. After arriving at
the coast, they would have to decide whether to land in a lake or
inland waterway, or Jettison more food, etc, and make a run for the
ship. 1 requested approval (in condensed form) of this policy by
TFC.

Baker three's flight inland was a little disappointing. The
pilot took a literal interpretation of my instructions and turned back
at the 7500' contour, which was only 110 miles from the coast, When
he arrived at the coast again - after going 60 miles westward, he
attempted to photograph west of Porpoise Bay but encountered a dense
haze, our first one. He could see the ground -(or what passes for
"ground" in these parts) in a narrow cone directly under him. This
was much like our typical southern California hazes, but he couldn't
see a mile ahead, and went completely on instruments. Since it was
no use trying to photograph, he flaw out to seaward and scouted the
ice pack 100 miles to westward of the ship. He 3aw occasional large
collections of icebergs, which were probably grounded, and lakes in
the pack, about 3 X 15 miles in size. The pack was 60 miles wide.
The plane was back on board at 1330.

Baker One's flight was not much more successful. This flight
got to 68°-l8'S, at which position the elevation of the ice cap was
8500* . He came out to the coast near Comonwealth Bay. Since it was
CAVU, he started taking pictures to eastward. While he was getting
the cameras set, it closed in completely within 10 minutes. He did
photograph the coast to Uertz glacier, which showed up dimly in his
radar pictures. Pilot stated that it was hard to see the horizon
although tne weather was CAVU. Baker One was hoisted on board at
1730 in a 2° roll. Underway soon to westward, looking for a better
operating area.

Celestial sights indicated that we, ice bay and all, had been
drifting on course 290 at .8 knot. We were not sure what the icebergs
were doing.

Admiral Byrd aaked us how we navigated in the vicinity of the
magnetic pole on flight 9. I used this as an opportunity to elaborate
on all lessons we had learned so far, for the benefit of pilots just
arriving in Central Qroup. The main points discussed were: magnetic
compasses were not used; used Sperry electrical directional gyro with
Hark II astral compass for navigation and vacuum directional gyro for
auto pilots; utilized ship's radar and rarely RIF near ship; computed
frequent sun lines and occasional moon sight. We expected the flux-
gate compass to behave soon. We stressed over - the - top flying so
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as to use the sun, determining drift occasionally by dropping under the
clouds. The clouds were never too high but icing could be expected in
them. We emphasized the importance of checking the course carefully
before leaving the ship.

The nights are getting longer. Sunset tonight is 0055 and
sunrise is 0628 on Tuesday 28 January. Our noon position was

0
6h°-58'S

12li°-5l’E that date. Temperature dropped a little more to 27 F. The
weather was beautiful all day although overcast at 2000*. This is

apparently another polar wedge which is strangely moving westward. The
sun is shining from rare blue skies and there's a cold 15 to 20 knot

breeze from off the pack. We raised our speed to find an lcebay as it
was too rough to operate in the open sea. And at litOO we found a fair
loe, but with much brash. Goth planes were airborne at 1631, each with
1800 gallons gas. The SOC was launched at 171*5 to scout the ice pack
to westward.

Both helicopters are now out of commission. The HOS starter
broke, meshing teeth with engine. This requires an engine change. I

ordered all speed to repair the H03S.

This morning we sighted the "appearance of land" as stated in
BA Chart 3172. Our plane, in flying over this area yesterday, found
a dense collection of apparently grounded and domed icebergs, and the
ship's radar corroborated this. It surely did look like land and was
a perfect deception.

The aerologist) explanation of "haze" seen yesterday by Baker
3 is that it was actually haze, thought to be formed by condensation
or sublimation, on salt particles, at relative humidity of 60-702
which caused scattering of light when one looked toward the sun (west,

in this case). It could have been penetrated somewhat by using amber
filters in cameras and Polaroid or amber glasses for the pilot. The
visibility was much better, looking away from the sun.

Tracked the planes today by ship's radar while they flew along
coastline. We were thus able to plot in the coastline to an accuracy
of 3 miles. The aircraft radar pictures of l»ertz glacier, taken
yesterday, show the outlines of ice tongue only where an ice tongue
cliff or barrier faced the plane, as the ice tongue is completely
surrounded by heavy sea-ice and old icebergs. Apparently our airborne
radar pictures discern, the coastline, distinguishing ground from
water, although this is indistinguishable from plane. This can only
be definitely confirmed after a rather painful and thankless study
by the photograoaetrists.

The SOC landed and was hoisted on board at 2009. This plane
has received practically a complete overhaul since being received on
board, and is now fairly safe. But nobody loves it any more. In
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heavy winter flying clothes only sstallish people can be shoe-homed
into its cockpit.

The navigator got his first star sight today since ? January.
Our drift was 2LiCrat 1.1 knot. The sunset was beautiful tonight; a
solid overcast left a few degrees of open sky to southward over the

ice pack and the sun, very red, turned everything else red along with
it.

By now we are getting used to have the sun to the ncrth at
noon, and having the lows and highs circulating in the "wrong" direc-
tions.

Both PBU's landed and were aboard by 0005. Baker 3 covered
the coast fron 122° 130° E and got an inland segment to 6fl°-25 1 S
where he turned back as his gas was getting low. He experienced our
first camera trouble of consequence, which caused much useless circling
for repair. The Gremlin camera (which photographs pressure altitude,
time, and turn and bank for each exposure of tri-oet) had to be repair*-

ed. One tri-met camera had to be replaced. The radar camera didn't
work all day. Ice cap maximum altitude was 6500* when the p? ane was
only a moderate distance inland* (68-25S at 125°E. ) The plane exper-
ienced a "white out"; although the weather was CAVU there was no
horizon and the ice cap under the plane was absolutely featureless*
It seems like a terrible waste of film photographing featureless sections
of this ice cap, however, I suppose one day someone may want to know
what this surface looked like. It was hard to distinguish the coast*
No mountains were sighted; just some ice cliff.

Baker One's flight was excellent; it covered the coast from
112° to 125°E. This flight observed radical changes In this coast,
2 new glaciers and a deep new bay never before seen by man. Budd Coast
was open for 15 miles to seaward, which was as far as the pilot could
see. The magnetic compasses settled down somewhat on this trip. Part
of engine cowling was lost after takeoff but he continued his flight
anyway. Our pilots are getting enthusiastic. This plane now goes
into cneck. That sounds as though we're flying .

The lovely weather continued on the 2?th, but the winds
continued too high for operations, ESE 1? to 21 knots, finally dying
down to 12 knots. There was brash ice everywhere. We lay to, awaiting
more favorable conditions.

I viewed some photos taken over the ice cap by the tri-mots
using an amber filter. These pictures show the surface jn great detail
although the pilots reported seeing absolutely nothing, even with

Polaroid and all other types of Navy glasses. Since the surface must
be seen in case of forced landing, this phenomenon would bear a little
research.

^!:pn\
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By 1600, secured from flight condition III - planes had been
warned up by heaters enough to consideraoiy shorten the ware up period .

This has been our finest day, plenty of sunshine - and plenty swells
and brash Ice, ho could hare accomplished wonders from an aircraft
carrier.

Our photographers rigged their cameras at sunset (010U) to
get a picture of the “green flash", that phenomenon of the setting
sun in a clear atmosphere. There was a brief green flash, but it
didn't show up in the colored stills; perhaps it was caught in the
movies.

Next morning the fine weather continued, although a big low
was passing to the north of us. We hare moved slowly westward along
the pack; now we are moving at 10 knots, as the weatherman says the
swell will drop and good weather continue. The storm is moving
rapidly eastward. I told HENDERSON to move weat, that we expect to
operate from 115°E tomorrow.

A school of whales - at least U - got on a collision course
from starboard and finally passed, Just ahead of the ship, moving
slowly from starboard to port, about 100 yards ahead of us. No wonder
they're easy to knock off. We could easily see their spout mechanism
working; quite noisy, too.

The 0800 cloud report vas symbolized by a blank circle, which
means that there wasn't a cloud in the aky. ileanwhile the wind came
around to the south, the temperature dropped to 2lt°, and the baro-
meter took a plunge from 29.10 to 28.35 by midnight* The weather
remained perfect, with only scattered good weather cumuli clouds even
at midnight. The very tight low is to the east of us now, the Japs
reported force 8 winds. The air, ordinarily moisture laden, had been
swept over the high and cold continent, then pushed out to sea and
dried in the descent.

Sounded flight quarters at 131C. The ship was dead in the
water, and plane B-3 was almost in the water, when brash ice was
noticed moving in quite rapidly from astern. The CURRITUCK hoisted
in the plane and moved further from the pack. The behavior of this

ice waa at times a little too unpredictable for us. Baker three
finally got into the air with 2000 gallons at 1520. Baker One is
still in 120 hour check. By 2000 we found a nice turn in the ice
pack to Northwest which gave us an excellent lee from SW winds. The
swell was down now; we lay to.

Flight 15, Baker 3» covered the coast from 115° to 12?°E to
rephotograph coastal areas missed due to faulty tri-met camera opera-
tions of the previous run. He also made a run Inland along 115°E to
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68° south, where the ice cap rose to an elevation of 1*500'. At. this
point he received orders from me to go in on 110°E. Be started over
but mot clouds and returned to the ship. (This indicates once more
the fallacy of changing orders in the air - in thie case the apparent
need for a change was due to a garble In his position report). He
reported that while proceeding inland along 115°£ the ice cap to the
west of him rose to a considerable height and that he seamed to be in
a valley or at the foot of a elope. This was corroborated by flights
to the westward later, although we couldn't explore this area as wall
as I wanted to. The pilot stated that an icebreaker could have reached
the coast at any point, as the pack was very loose. I instructed pilots
to get pictures of the pack on the way in and out. There were few
bergs in the pack. Magnetic compasses were Improving. The pilot saw
the edge of the ice pack when it was 100 miles away and sighted the

CURRITUCK 60 miles away with the naked eye.

The barometer dropped like a rock and by midnight levelled
off at 28830, there were scattered tropical-appearing good weather
cumuli at 1000 feet, wind was 15 knots from WSW, temperature was 25°,

humidity was 75$ and a rippled sea from NW. Incidentally I don't know
how much to trust this humidity business, for with the temperature at
25°F I don’t see how there is such & thing as a "wet bulb". It seemed
that the air was much drier at times than 60%, which is our lowest
recorded humidity. The humidity In the ship is low enough to start
a fire by rubbing two toothpicks together, due to the heaters raising
the temperature of the cold air from 25° to 75°F.

On the 31st, after auen a previous auspicious day, the weather
again acted strangely in a reverse direction and we lay to all day
without flying. The barometer rose to normal during the day (29.20).
The wind shifted to NW 12 knots, it became warmer, and the fog should
have come in - but didn't. The snow-makers prescribed heavy cloud
over the continent, especially the coast-line. Although we had another
cloudless sky early in the morning, and it remained calm all d^r, a
good solid overcast gradually formed, and we even had a touch of snow
around midday.

Yesterday's peculiar weather still had the weather -wise
talking. The combination of very low barometer and actraordinarily
fine weather, they say, can occur only here in Antarctica and west
of Greenland when a low is positional over that great ice cap of the
north. We estimate the pressure at the center of this low to be
28803. In the west Pacific we wouldn't ask questions, just dive for
the bilges or cellar, as the case may be.

First two planes from CV U7 arrived at Little America. We
were greatly cheered (1) to see the Central Group get started (2) to
know that soon our mall would start this way. Later we heard that
all six planes had arrived at L. A.
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On yesterday's flight the pilot testea out everything we had X-:

over the ice cap to see if he could pick up details of the surface
better. He found smoked glasses plus Wratten filters "A-25 red" the /%
best, and "K-l filter #6 yellow* the next best. I sent dispatches to .

other groups with this information and asked for any data they might
have.

CACAPON reported for duty, rejoining us. I

The C.O. and I discussed the CURRITUCK' s compass situation;

he had quite a battle to get his small additional ship's gyro put in,

(not even hooked up with ship's repeaters). We were thinking what a

"sad sack" it would be now to have an. overcast (and no sun) with ship'

s

magnetic compasses useless, and now the ship's main gyro broken down.
The only thing on board to indicate any accurate direction is that

auxiliary gyro in the I. C. room.

Still lying to off our ice cove, on 1 February in latitude
6ii°-5?'S, 119°-52 ' E, with southeast breezes. We had flight 16 air-
borne at 0807, but at 0935 the same piece of engine cowling blew off
and Baker One returned. He didn't want to stretch his horse shoe too
far. This time we didn't just replace the cowling by dzus fittings;
we bolted or welded it on, I forget which. He had been unable to fly
his assigned mission due to solid "undercast* (a phrase I believe we
coined, as we never heard it before), and the pilot started an inland
segment further to westward when the cowling blew off. Meanwhile a
swell had started up from the northwest. By the time Baker One was
hoisted on board at 1130 it was bad enough so that be was damaged in
hoisting,so that he was decommissioned for the rest of the day. The
swell stayed with us. I'm afraid we're pretty fortunate l The pilot
also said he had clouds all over the landscape and the pictures
wouldn't have been good. The other plane was still In 120 hour
check. The maintenance crews are taking a pretty good licking, pairing

their checks and knoclang off each time we hoist out or in - for they
all have duplicate jobs.

Today the A7 sent a recreation party Into the pack to get
some seals. The sen got a tremendous kick out of it and brought back
a dead seal and live one (probably crab-eaters). The dead one left
a little blood dribbling over the stern and the men stated a killer
whale followed them back to the ship. Had they known of this beast's
habit of diving, then smashing up under a thick ice floe on which a
seal is basking, shattering the floe and practically catching the seal
on the rebound - I'm sure they'd have been a little more cautious in
flirting with these scoundrels. This dead seal was cut up and served.

Captain Clark seemed to enjoy some of the liver.

u
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The live seal brought a good deal more interest to the crev.
It wa3 brought aboard in the cargo net, lay about on deck for the crew
to examine and be photographed with. When faced with the problem of
feeding it, it was decided to return it to the "beach".

At 151*5 underway to westward at 10 knots to avoid the swell and
prepare for 2-plana operations. rte had pretty well examined this area
anyway. CACAPON ran into bad weather and lay to - with our mail on
board.

Finally got an answer from BuAer to our dispatch of the 22nd
on the H03S and its repair.

Continued steaming westward all night. Sunset was at 0123
and sunrise was at 0739* Sunrise was getting pretty late, so we
changed from time zone ( —)12 to (-)ll today.

the swell da creased gradually. We're getting closer to the
coast all the time • list about as close as free ships have ever gotten.
Every once in a while we stopped and tested the swell, but it was too
much. Meanwhile we hod entered the very center of a "bubble0 , which
in local parlance is a "wedge" that finally broke off from the main
Antarctic high ana is now on its way northward. This is one of the
main ways in which this polar air gets detached and gets itself into
circulation, to eventually form a high. A front had formed to south
of us, over the coast, clouding it op. Anything could happen. Ihe

sea was calm but there was much brash ice. It was clearing to north-
ward. One of the very rare occasions when it was dsad calm,was noted
today.

CACAPON enlivened things by suggesting he turn around and go
directly to BUHTOH ISLAND, to get a shaft bearing sent down by ServPac.
In other words, being half way baca to us, be wanted to turn around
and go back to Scott Island. This started a series of dispatches, some
explosive, which cleared the atmosphere, brought a coaaanl cation garble
to light, and kept the CACAPON coming westward. He was able to avoid

giving the PHILIPPINE SEA any oil. This was most fortunate, as will be

seen later.

At 151*0 it was decided that me could fly, the wind shifting to

south. With some swell and no wind the g&a load would have to be light.
Both planes were airborne at 1723. Then a fog bank appeared to the

west, approaching very slowly. Beaded east at 10 knots.

Baker Three didn't do so well. Be flew over almost solid
undercast and obtained very few photos. However, be recorded some
interesting altitudes of the ice cap.. This plane confirmed the

existence of the valley in the ice cap noted in a previous flight.
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The pilots also noted the looseness and navigability of the ice pack.

The plane wan talked down in a power landing on a glassy sea by
another pilot on the ship's bridge. After recovery at 20i*8 the ship

got underway to eastward again, keeping ahead of the fog bank. B-l
landed in a clear area and was aboard at 2310. Baker One sapped the
coast from Hit0 to 105°E although he was forced down to iiOOO' at the
westward end of his flight. This new coast, never before sighted and
up until today just a dotted line on the sap was very different from
what had been expected. Four new glaciers were found. The most
spectacular and larger one had a Jagged ice tongue and a 1000' sheer
drop. It was on a large, open, and glassy cals bay, with many skerries
or rocky islets. The pilot also found new nunataks, and land out-
croppings. Apparently this land formed dust that discolored the glacier
and icebergs in the vicinity* The pilot found what he considered an
excellent landing field site on the shore of this open bay. He came
down to 1000* and thoroughly photographed the area. The results were
Borne of our most spectacular and amazing photographs. He stated that
this area would bo easily accessible to sbipa once they were through
the ice pack. He also confirmed the large dome - shape of Budd Land
promontory. I consider this as one of our most successful flights,
and I proposed that this large and beautiful bay be named Kreitzer Bay
after the pilot who discovered it and immediately recognized Its
potentiality. On his return to the ship, this plane experienced
"reciprocal bearing trouble" with his ADF until near the ship. Why
a direction finder should act so cantankerous in the Antarctic is some-
thing I can't understand.

We lay to, and at 0300, Uonday morning, 3 February, the fog
caught up to us. We expected it to last three days.

By now we were far enough to westward of the Japs so we
couldn't intercept their 500 Kce weather reports which we missed
greatly. I ordered CACAP0N to Intercept them aa beat she could and
forward them to CTF 63, who could use them more than we could.

This morning in the fog we got heavy hoar-frost all over the
rigging to windward. By the time the fog had drifted across the ship
a few feet it had become so heated and dried that it left no frost.
The hoar-frost grew in spikes a good half inch long. It was crystaline,
brittle and light,and powdered easily.

Since this was non-flying weather, the CACAP0N was stopped by
similar weather, and the HENDERSON running low on fuel, I ordered the
latter to rendezvous the CURRITUCK for provisioning.

I believe a special rule could be used in the Antarctic where-
by only vessels underway and mnirfng an appreciable speed would be
required to sound fog signals. The CURRITUCK, lying to in fog near

— V
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the pack, lias not been sounding the international signal for "underway
and no way on". This would allow no sleep for some of ua. With radar
going 2U hours a day a growler moving 300 feet would be detec ted^you
might say, and we're positive we're the only ship within 300 miles, sc
all this noise seemed rather superficial.

At 13U0 headed NW to clear the local east-west frontal area
for better rendezvous weather in which t~> meet the HENDERSON.

Another little local phenomenon of the local so-called "fog",
was observed. The water Is 32°F. The air temperature 3 feet above
water is 26°F, 100* up it is 2?°F, and at 1100' it is 1*3°F. This
means that a radical inversion exists commencing at 100' . These
temperatures were provided by our two scientists. Doctors Hopkins and
Gibbs, who were out in all kinds of weather getting temperatures and
other data, they used wire-sonde, with an aerologlcal balloon. The
wire became covered with ice crystals and they had intermittent static
discharge from the lower end of the wire. Accurate humidity whs
unobtainable. There was an extremely large-crystal-type light snow-
fall, which indicated a high super-saturation (relative ice). In
other words, this wasn't real fog; but was cumulus cloud resting on
the surface of the ocean and being held down by the inversion.

CURRITUCK learned a simple lesson in cold weather fueling
when the Chief Engineer was notified at 1700 that he was to fuel the
HENDERSON tomorrow. He notified the Captain that he needed 2b hours
to heat the oil before fueling.

We are sending reports to CTF delineating the new coastline.
Didn’t realize how interesting it was to the boss to get first hand
information on brand-new geography - unrolling the last secret of the
world's coastlines.

By 1900 we were lying to in good local weather, although the
continent was still souped over. The H03S was back in commission but
not yet flight tested, as the new brackets, which were being made out
of steel, were not ready yet. The H03S was ready Tor emergency use
on the old rewelded brackets. That crew had been working on straight
shifts to get this Job done, in all but the roughest weather. These
kids can take it.

Tuesday b February, lying to awaiting rendezvous with the DD.
The CACAPON had been slowed down more by running into heavy streamers
of pack ice reaching north to 63°-15’. (The position reports of Jap
whalers indicate that they are located well south of him. He's headed
right for a tight low.

There are two operations which I hope to accomplish sometime
soon while lying to (1) investigate operations in the lee of a large
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iceberg (2) check the possibility of making slicks ir. rough water for
PBil's - i.e. - similar to cruiser's cast recovery. Vie planned to use

tho helicopter to fly around a berg to check underwater projections.
I wish that we had more data on what happens when a big chunk of tabular
berg decides to set up business for himself. I can't blame the ship's
captain for not wanting to get too close to the berg, especially when
reading that calving makes a noise simulating the sound of gunfire; that
sounds rather dangerous to us. Today we put a boat over to take lead
soundings around a medium berg; no bottom at 30 fathoms anywhere.

HENDERSON came into sight at 1U30 and we were soon loading
personnel and supplies. They have had no fresh vegetables or fruits
for 30 days and had been rolling heavily, steaming at 3 knots to keep
frees broaching. He reported that he had rolled 25° continuously for
one week. He reported excellent sonar results - apparently better
than radar for detecting small ice. He took this occasion to send
over a "liberty party" - or rather, a visiting party.

At 2008 CURRITUCK comeneed fueling her on course 125°at 6
knots, swell from ahead, 20 knot wind from U0°T, and very coafortable.
At 0025 completed fueling and set course back to the pack at 5 knots,
until darkness made it prudent to lie to for a wnile. It is now dark
enough to make growlers dangerous in a seaway. This factor of dark-
ness versus growlers should be considered carefully in planning ship
operations in ice areas*

At 1050 Wednesday the 5th we found a nice ice bay and lay to.
The weather was net good. Wind up to 28 knots from ESE. At 1230 the
wind decreased to 1U knots. We started flight operations but hesitated
due to lack of good weather stations (HENDERSON too close), and still
a little too much roll. Shortly thereafter the wind picked up and held
at 20 knots.

Currant 275°, drift .8 knot.

Our lessons on "How to fly in the Antarctic" can be summarized,
and some of the limitations set down as follows:

(a) Winds over 17 knots make hoisting hazardous due to wind
getting under roil wings.

(b) Swells cause the ship to roll and pitch ; (sonatinas the

latter is more dangerous); this causes the plane to start swinging
and hit the ship or other planes.

(c) A bad chop or wind swell will put a bad strain on tne

hoisting sling, as well as making boating alongside the PBU hazardous.
(d) Poor coabinations of swell and wind makes take-off Hazard-

ous for loaded F311.

(e) Brash ice, growlers, or pack in line of take-off la a con-
stant danger.
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(f) Heavy icing, low ceiling, or other weather phenomena are
limiting factors.

(g) Night3 are getting longer, and it become? colder, slowing
up operations and limiting times of takeoff.

(h) After all the above, the mapping areas may be clouded
over, even ttiough all other conditions good.

Outside of this, flying is easy down here.

Another observation: There should be some definite research
done in the way of producing an icebreaker for naval purposes; one*
large, broad, and powerful enough to break the toughest ice we may
expect to operate in, capable of arctic camouflage, armed and armored.
Perhaps an OBB could be converted along this line. It should be able
to take a CV right through all this stuff with ease.

Thursday morning we went to f light condition II, but a 29 knot
wind changed our plana. Our aerologists - not waiting for prompting
any longer - advised us to run west for lower winds. We did, at 15
knots.

There was a "double sun" at sunrise today, although the mock
sun was not very clear cut.

1325 sighted Norwegian whale chasers headed westward making
heavy weather into seas. At HOC the wind abated, as per forecast,
but heavy swells remained. tfet 6 whalechasere altogether. Every
now and then we'd hear their harpoon guns booming. At idOO found an

ice bay; lay to, heavy swell still running. At 2200 we met the NORHVAL,
Norwegian whale factory, a twin stacker, (athwartships). He asked us
for whale information and Information on japs. We answered only that
Japs broadcast their position and weather on 500 Kcs. Asked him for
his weatner broadcasts, which he said he would furnish on 500 Kcs if
requested. Told him there were more whales here than seen elsewhere -

they were in sight in all directions.

One thing strikes us clearly: If we were a CV operating a
few RhD's from our deck (obviously impossible at present) and could
move from west to east, with the weather, we could easily map the
entire Antarctic coastline and much interior in one season, by starting
in December from the Weddell Sea. Juat find soma good "wedges" and
move east with them.

seas.

ship.

The CACAPON reported a 50 knot wind, gusts to 60 and increasing

New ice is forming in the glassy water in the shadow of the
The temperature went down to 2U°F, the seawater is 30°F.
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Friday the 7th was a fine day. At 0700 we sounded flight
condition I, put the boats over; then suddenly the ship rolled U and
5°. This was a new one. For ten minutes the maximum roll was 2° -

then suddenly a whopper, and no way to see it coming. It was most
puzzling. We cnecked trim, draft, and all, but could not explain it.

It probably was simply that the fast moving low to the north of us
produced swells from several directions, ana occasionally they got
into phase; so woula the CURRITUCK, and away she went.

New ice formed in little transparent cakes, even as one
watched the calm water. The temperature dropped to 23°. At 1600
secured from flight quarters. Current 255°> 3/U knot - ice pack,

ice bay, and all.

CACAFON was having more trouble; her teleaotor line broke,
and she shifted to trick wheal. All this occurred in "mountainous
waves which ship rode like surfboard..... no damage. "

Our weather men say they see signs of "autumn" setting in -

more lows and mors intense ones, further north, and the air getting
colder. The swells go right through the pack, rolling us frequently
as much as 7°. We hope this beautiful weather will last another day.
There is plenty of sunshine today.

Saturday morning we found our ice bay considerably decomposed.
The swells were still wicked and we began to wonder if we were Just
sitting in an area where the swells are just a built-in part of the
landscape. Perhaps they were reflected by a shoal to the SE.

At 0800 we gave up all thoughts of flying and headed eastward
at 13 knots to rendezvous CACAPON, to expedite fueling. CURRITUCK is

down to 50£ fuel.

The HENDERSON rolled U$° last night (we learned this by opera-
tor’s signals); advised his to move south toward pack for calmer water,
but he explained later we were too late as it later calmed down all by
itself.

We sighted the CACAPON at 12lj0 after some difficulty rendez-
vousing due to navigation; fueled on course 275°, speed 8 knots, with
wind and swell almost dead astern. The wind built up to 30-35 knots

from astern; the ships handled fine, no yawing. It was a pretty

sight to see our mail coming aboard. At 2023 fueling was completed

and CACAPON headed west to fuel HENDERSON. Told him to try to inter-
cept South African weather on his teletype, as he'll be U00 miles
closer to Africa than we will - and we have no teletype in the

CURRITUCK. Incidentally, it would have been a blessing to have had
one, so as to be able to get orders to officers and sore press.
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it 2100 came east at 5 to 7 knots! barely making headway in
high winds. We will remain in this area for one more good weather
period then move west, regardless of results, in order to do some work.

Sunday morning, sunrise at 0730, found us riding out a US knot
gale, and very comfortable. CACAPON preparing to fuel HENDERSON to

westward. The barometer has dropped from 29920 yesterday to 2(3985 and
is now rising again slowly.

Our weather wizards put together the reports and stated that
a large wedge of good weather was breaking out well to the west of the
Shackleton Shelf Ice and moving east behind the low. It was now even
clearer that the ideal situation would be to move east with the weather.
Instead of this we had to "surfboard11 with a wedge, then back-track
through two or three lows tc the westward, then scoot eastward again
with the next wedge. This used oil. By now we’re getting wise to the

way of the Antarctic. We’re getting very little benefit from Australian
weather because (1) the information is garbled due to distance (2) their
weather is getting more past than future. To the northwest we have only
a big open chunk of Indian Ocean, with very incomplete data upon which
to guess what is happening. In other words, we were now just about
completely on our own for this vitally important stuff.

Monday 10 February we were still battling the ESE gale. At
0720 we headed west, running for good weather. At 1650 we headed
south to close the pack and soon sighted iceblink. We also met a nest
of 8 to 10 whalechasers and the British whale factory BALEANA; noted
two totally flensed whales on the BALEANA, complete in outline, and
all bright red and white. These whale factories are ugly ships, but
very efficient looking. There was a great structure near the stern
which resembled nothing so much as a complete cement factory. Steam
was issuing from odd places. As the ship passed we noted the stem
ramp, and above it a respectable appearing aircraft hangar. We’ve
sighted no whaling aircraft. I couldn’t help feeling sorry for whales
after seeing this floating abattoir.

We turned westward upon sighting pack shortly afterward, look-
ing for an operating area* Planes are all equipped now with skis,

boots, crampons, mukluks, sleeping bags, tents, etc., received from
PHILIPPINE SEA. The question came up - How. to teach naval aviators to
use skis? The aviators simply briefed themselves on all this new
equipment from our library of books by Antarctic explorers, plus a
few Army Training publications. But one thing was brought out: anyone
flying in the Arctic, to be thoroughly prepared for it, must have not
only food and equipment, but the know-how to use them. I would
recommend that a course of pre-instruction include the use of a large
enclosed space, in more temperate and accessible climes, which could
reproduce every feature of the rawest Arctic weather, including bitter
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cold ind wind, from darkness to blinding glare. Then throw these
aviators in there for a straight 2h hour stretch with this equipment
and let them light their way throurh - the comfortable and safe way.

Now that our pilots are well briefed, I instructed them, (on
the basis of what we've seen and read of the ice-cap), to start for
the coast at the earliest opportunity after a forced landing, if high
on the ice cap, leaving definite signs and direction of their depar-
ture at the wreck. My reasons for tliis are: (1) The Central Croup is

too far away to assist in rescue operations from here to the west (2)

They would have to trek to the coast anyway, and the sooner the hotter

(3) Winter is approaching (L) If they had a forced landing it might
be weeks before they would be found, and they might as well keep
moving and make it easier to find then, being nearer the coast. The
only disadvantage in this procedure is the difficulty of finding a
party on the ice cap, but if they were to head due north from the
crash, they’d be relatively easy to find. They have recognition equip-
ment and radio - and their morale would be goodl

The next day was much better, a beautiful day, just scattered
clouds, and we found an excellent and large ice bay at 0700. Both

planes were in the air by 1000, each with 2200 gallons of gas. Wind
was VfSW all day, 12 to 20 knots; temperature dropped to 2li°.

CURRITUCK compensated her compasses during the day, and tested
her 5" battery, including successful 7 gun salute to no one in particu-
lar, but in preparation for our liberty port a month hence. HS.’DERSGN
ropertea excellent ice bays to the westward of us. She fueled to the
hilt from CACARCH, who is now almost on weather station. HENDERSON is
on one engine, because of a condenser leak. They passed the British
whaler ARISTOPHANES during the night, headed east.

Received dispatch from TFC indicating his great interest in
the landing field site, discovered b7 Lt, Kreitzer at 109°E, ana wants
all possible data. He can't send us an icebreaker now to get in there,
but might be able to after Little America ie evacuated. If future
operations are desired now would be the best time to investigate it.

I ordered HENDERSON to send her position, course, and speed
when notified of impending flight operations so that planes could use
her position for homing or positioning.

Some confusion cropped up between the ship and the planes
today. Each day of flying I issue missions for one plane or for two,

specifying the priority of importance of missions. Usually planes are
ordered primarily to nap the coast, and if unable to do that, to get
certain inland sectors up to tne 5000' contour, with flight lines 60
miles apart (3°of longitude in this area). Today Baker One was to

map the coast to maximum westward with an inland segment as alternate.
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Baker 3 had a email coastal sector plus an inland one* He weathered
up and requested permission to change mission. I gave him a new
sector and part of Baker One's coast to map, and then ordered Baker
One to trace the northern limits of the Shacideton Shelf Ice on return-
ing from the west. It was all finally accomplished with sooo duplication.
There happened to be so much of interest to shoot that any duplication
won't hurt. This again illustrates the difficulty of changing missions
in the air.

By I8I18 both planes were on deck. It was just too late to
send out a third plane, considering the large area covered today and
weather over the continent. Baker One followed the east cliff of the
Shelf Ice in to the coast, discovered a 20 mile square area of brown
conical hills, with little ice; large lakes of pea green, dark blue,
chocolate, and light green water. Since no smoke was sighted all this
is apparently caused by hot springs. They got some good colored
photographs. B-l also flew west and found Mt, Oauss right in position
but most of the coaat between the Shelf and this mountain is shown
considerably out of position. A new glacier was discovered at 88°B.
The Davis Sea was open but loose pack blocked the entrance. They
saw an iceberg estimated 10 miles long. The pilot talked to the
HENDERSON by VHF and used ADF on her. Colder temperatures are gradually
increasing gaa consumption. Pilots experienced some large wind shifts.

Baker 3 found DENMAN Glacier area quite different from that
on the chart; found new nunataks east of there along the coast; went
inland 75 miles to ice cap altitude of 6000'; found some 5000' mountains
near the coast, and delineated new coastline to the east of the Shelf
Ice.

I received a dispatch from the flagship asking for more informa-
tion on our PB11 flights. The flights have aroused keen public Interest.
So, getting publicity minded we dug up a young enlisted news correspon-
dent who heretofore had carefully kept his light under a bushel. He
began to interrogate the crews and brought the results in to me (at

0330) for release. From then on we had one eye glued onto our new
public and moved into the fourth estate. (Upon completion of the

expedition, I was much surprised to learn that our doings were of
interest to anyone besides CTP 68. iTe got very little from the daily
press news).

The ARISTOPHANES passed us to northward, headed east, in the
late afternoon.

{PS*

This has been a fine day.

Underway at 0000 Wednesday 12 February at IS knots, moving
west for the next area. Decreased visibility slowed us down at times.
The sea was fine, but we ran into fog, and the coiling dropped to the
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masthead. Apparently we were under some influence of the Shelf Ice,

Just to south of us. HMNDERSO'.1 reported bad weather, fog, and snow,

but water smooth as a min pond. No flying today but prospects looked
good for tomorrow.

Several bubbles of Cp (Polar continental) air broke off during
the last few days in this locale. This caused some weird looking
weather maps and gave our rain-prophets some bad times. There was
no new low in sight to the westward. In fact, we're beginning to think
this is a fine flying area, We passed one beautiful ice bay after
another.

I told the AO and DD to move west at speeds, up to 12 knots
and to keep station on us. I have stationed the AO UOO miles north-
west of us now, the DD is remaining 300 miles west. The Task group
w*3 instructed to keep whatever local time desired.

I sent a dispatch to TFC today giving a general plan for
future operations. I plan to move westward at a good clip to 50°E,
arriving there by 17 February. The primary mission will be to map
the coast, getting the interior only if really good conditions exist
and not t-o delay our movement. Then I shall return eastward at 15>0

miles per day to obtain continental penetration, re-photograph poorly
mapped coastal regions, investigate Kreltzer Bay at 10?°E, and arrive
at l£0°E by 7 March at wltich time depart for Australia. This plan
offered the advantage of moving east with good weather, and allowed
better judgment for departure from Antarctica. I also laid out my
ideas on penetration of the continent.

This dispatch crossed an information dispatch from TFC men-
tioning a date for discontinuance of operations of 1 March, at which
time this group was estimated to be at 50°E. We were instructed to

conduct operations primarily to get the coastline; conserve fuel to

maximum so as to reduce buying It in foreign ports; reduce number of
fuelings to give the longest possible interval. TFC recommended that

we arrive Sydney, Australia, on Hi March for 6 days visit.

By now the CACAPO'I was riding high, as she'd gotten rid of

much cargo. Her present load consisted of 36136 barrels of black
and 66h6 of diesel. According to my best computations, we would
burn U2000 gallons a day for 30 days and arrive in Sydney with ju3t
about reserve fuel, without burning the diesel oil.

Thursday the 13th: At 0700 we found an excellent operating
area. The fog was patchy, but the aerologists said It would lift.

The other two ships were in the clear. A "bubble" had broken off

and was north of us. At CQ1*5 Baker 3 was airborne, myself as pas-
senger,with 2h00 gallons. We flew into fog patches almost immediately
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upon take-off. iVe flew right up through fog layer, Ju3t after take
off and then learned that the vacuum driven instruments were not
functioning properly! We flew north for $0 miles to check our weather.
It got clearer, as forecast. At 1030 Baker 1 which was waiting for
our weather recco report, was airborne.

Baker 3 attempted to map the coast from 88°E to the westward,
however, the coast was souped in and we headed south along 86°E pas-
sing yt. Gauss close aboard. We photographed inland to the 8000* con-
tour, at 69°-l6'S, then headed west to 85

6
E, then north to the coast,

swinging in to investigate and photograph a large nunatak 800* high
somewhat between oajrtwo tracks. This nunatak was dark red and looked
like sandstone or granite. It was picked up on the radar 20 miles
away, and as we got cldser the radaroan noted two other blips near-
by. When we got there we found what appeared to be rough spots in the
otherwise smooth ice cap. From this we surmise there was some ground
just under the surface. This indicated the value and future possibili-
ties of radar in searching similar surfaces, in conjunction with magne-
tometer surveys.

My l.cpression of the leu cap from an airplane is not startling,
but it may be interesting. The surface is apparently quite smooth,
but closer inspection indicates the ubiquitous sastrugl or long railing
snowdrifts in a SE-NYf direction, which can make travel across them so

miserablo. Nearer the coast the cap is broken up into faintly discern-
ible crevasses and ice falls, and the radar altimeter indicated broad
and shallow valleys, or steps, over the entire surface. Around the

nunatak* 8 northeast corner was a large and deep pocket cut into the

ice, caused by winds eddying around the rock slope above it. The
horizon was relatively clear today but it was still hard to discern,
as the aky appears yellowish-white as it approaches the ice cap. The
sky itself was a simple matter-of-fact blue, without a cloud in it.
The entire scene, you might say, was one of absolute and complete
desolation - blue above, white below - period. The vastness of it all
approaches the beauty of a desert or an open expanse of sea. My only
thought was "May I never have to take a walk down there". 'While we
can't say we photographed all this area, its' a cinch nothing impor-
tant escaped U3 for 30 miles in any direction, as we ran our cameras
about half the time. The return to the ship was uneventful; the coast
was still covered.

Asked HQJDERS0N for straight information, from official
sources, as to his "minimum fuel" situation and reasons therefore,
in order to estimate properly his fuel situation. He replied that
85000 gallons was his minimum for safe operations, and this included
ballasting all possible tanks. This is his lowest except in "extreme"
emergency, when he then sacrifices his stability. He already ballasts
tanka as emptied, as a routine procedure. It seems strange that a

man-of-war can't go under U0 per cent of his fuel without running into
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extreme danger, even with ballasting.

I sent a dispatch to Hydro asking for information on how we
could get weather broadcasts of Prince Edward, Kerguelen, and St.
Paul's Islands, ail in the South Indian Ocean; also frequency aid
time of schedules betweoi these islands and the major broadcasting
station. “It is urgently required for current operations".

Baker One, flight 21, flew over Drygalski Iolaid (which
souped up but was detected by radar altimeter under the clouds). He
photographed south along 91°E to 69°S (the 8300' contour) then east
to 9U°E, and north to coaat. lie then flew eastward to get a strip of
coast previously missed, m d on this flight saw mountains on the
southern horizon - probably 100 miles south. He then flew to what the
flagship called "Hungers 1 Oasis" and, (as he later said) was "coaxed"
into landing on one of the lakes by his crew. This event started quite
a disturbance in the publicity line. Ve could not yet discern its news
value - aa d scientific importance. More photographs were obtained, on
the water and in the air. The rest is well known. By the tins the
furore over this simple piece of real estate had built up, 1 was rather
glad that we had gotten as little information on It as we did. Now
nany people will be able to dream up all manner of ideas and schemes
in connection with it, without having to be disappointed to learn later
that there ware no palm trees, Dorothy Lamours, and hungry fish within
its boundaries. It formed a sort of release from all the other pessimis-
tic world reports. All planes were aboard by 2CCO.

Clocks were set back one hour today to zone time (-)9>

At 2015 we were underway to the westward at 15 knots.

From operations to date, it is apparent that if the Navy is
to operate extensively in Arctic regions, new terms will have to enter
the vocabulary of the naval officer. An H0138 for arctic naval opera-
tions is necessary. The General Signal Book will have to take ice
into account. Tactical publications must be reviewed in this new
light. The simple subject "effect of pack ice and icebergs on naval
strategy and tactics* would be a neat little project in itself.

The aerologists 1 crystal ball said "no flying for 36 hours."
and we commenced our fast run to the west as planned. A low was
beginning to take shape ahead of us. We're now in new frontiers. Not
too much is known of meteorology in this area. "Is the UacKenzle Sea
another low-collector like the Ross Sea?" is our biggeBt question among
many others.

Friday li» February, we steamed westward at 15 knots, when
conditions would permit. CACAFON sent a dispatch in the middle of the
night, worrying about hitting bergy bits in the dark, and wanting to
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know if he should maintain hla present latitude. (I had pulled him
south la yesterday's operations because I wanted cy auxiliary sea-
drome closer considering the fog patches, "pulling in the ends"). I

answered - in the night also - instructing him to take station 1*00

miles northwest of me, and to make up distance lost when visibility
improved* that safety came first. I then issued Instructions to both
ships on how to move west, with the CURRITUCK as a guide. Our "fleet"
really covered a lot of ocean area.

We ran into fog patches in the morning, but it cleared nicely
in the afternoon. After dinner tonight we encountered the heaviest
concentration of icebergs thus far j they simply covered the SO scope.
There was a slight "corridor" on bearing 315°T, and that was where the
wind was from. We then ran right into our densest fog. We eased along
at 5 knots. Then we got an RDF on an unknown ship (I believe on $00
Kcs) behind us to the east and later picked It up on the radar, out of
the innumerable bergs, so the CURRITUCK connanced fog signals. I felt
sorry for whoever it was in this mass without radar. These bergs were
much more weathered than previous ones and were breaking up into bergy
bits. No large tabular bergs were seen. Some were very streaked with
dirt and old ice* and most of them had capsized. We made 5 to 10 knots
all night on southwesterly courses dodging bergs. HENDERSON reported
crossing the Antarctic circle (entering the UacKenzle Sea) and that
their morale was up 100£. There should be more and easier circles
to cross. I waa surprised that the pack was open that for south. It
begins to make operations in that area begin to appear more feasible -

weather permitting.

On Saturday the color of the water had changed to a distinct
green, and it remained green with all sorts of light conditions and
weather. We made 15 knots most of tho day, even with occasional fog,
snow and rain. The HENDERSON was in heavy fog, and I warned her not
to get caught in the ice again - in that fog. The cause of this fog
was not quite understood. We did know that the "old" low that might
have given us good flying in this area had disappeared, and a new one
had appeared without warning out of the. northwest.

Hydro answered our plea for help on South African weather
giving us no assistance, and suggested we contact Capetown. However,

CNO has told us not to contact shore stations regarding weather. TFC
asked for more information on "Bunger Oasis" and we exhausted every
last drop of information we had on it, just remaining within the realm
of truth.

Radio communications with TFC were out for 18 hours, apparently
due to interference, distance, and much land (ice cap) between us, -

not an ionospheric storm.

I told the destroyer that heavy weather was .headed this way;

and instructed her to get out of that ice pack and low visibility and to
prspire for a gale. An hour later came the reply that she was riding
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out a heavy sea.

Meanwhile ire had been making much preparation to send a size-
able expedition over to Bunger Oasis upon our return eastward. We had
scouted the task group for any person with geological experience, for
flora and fauna experts, etc. We were getting the entire scheme
shaped up to explore the several lakes using rubber boats with out-
board motors, a rock sampler, a portable fathometer. Emergency recall
signals, leaders, etc., bad been designated. We were getting a bit
interested ourselves, nor.

Clocks were net back to minus 8 zone time on 15 February.

CTG 68.3 was dunked again, transferring between ships. It indi-
cates that exposure suits should be used for transfer operations and
all work over the side in very cold water areas. The CURRITUCK'S crew
has been well sermoned on falling overboard) I'm glad to see the stout
lifelines on this vessel.

Sent a dispatch to BuAar describing our two helicopters'
repairs, and asking for consents, if any, before sending these pi roes
on distant missions. Our inexperience along these lines, and the
price of carelessness, made us forget our pride in self-sufficiency.

The seas are getting rougher by the hour. The wind reached

35 knots from WE, the barometer dropped from 29T65 to 28 ,U6 orri the
temperature rose from 33 to 3&°F. The ship rolled 19° once, with a
staccato of broken china. However, it was still quite comfortable.
We were on a collision course with the center of the gale, but strangely
enough, as our glass dropped precipitately and we were right in front
of the center, the winds were much less than those experienced by the
DD and 10 who were 200 to 300 miles further out than we. Since there
was a slight chance of flying tomorrow afternoon, I ordered the
CURRITUCK to close the pack by noon tomorrow, making nMdwm westing
meantime. If we can lick the swell....

By noon Sunday 16 February we were at 65°-09'S 67°-I3'R. We
had passed right through the eye of the storm and out of the western
side of it. We encountered low winds, but a confused sea, caused
some uncomfortable rolls. Moanwhile tbs speed of HENDERSON had been
held down to 9 knots while we barrelled along at 15 and we had passed
her, 60 miles to northward. CtCAFON was fighting a force 7 to 8 wind
and heavy seas, and also fell well behind her position. Her value
as a weather station had fallen off considerably, (Ho fault of her own
as in her latitude it was much rougher than in ours). The low had
stalled and was filling up, and we could not fly under the existing
conditions.
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Held a conference of senior pilots, photographic and aero-
logical officers on coming operations. Explained the priority of
operations with the coast coming first,and trying to learn the char-
acter of the interior at least 100 miles inland. We had expended
only $1% of our tri-met film. Therefore, we could afford to be a
little extravagant and change film magazines at more opportune times
during flight instead of waiting for the aid of the magazine, and thus
avoid breaking up good photographic runs at the wrong time. It was
also decided that planes would carry extra film and rewind magazines
in the air, as we had Insufficient magazines to properly outfit two
planes at once. Also directed pilots to start using and relying
more upon magnetic compasses, since we were quite distant from the

south magnetic pole - just in case they're caught under an overcast,

and need magnetic courses.

At 121$, flying was impossible locally, so we changed course
due west to clear the ice pack off Cape Borley on the Keep Coast.
Clocks ware set back one hour to zone time (-)7.

At 1638 our CQM figured we were exactly 180° from the turn-
stile on the nickel ferry in San Diego.

I told the DD to be prepared to fuel from ua tomorrow as

she was now quite rl"»e to us and this would not delay operations.
It would also save a. other fueling later from the CACAPON.

At this point there arose some confusion in communications
with the Flag. The original dispatch outlining our present scheme to
run west to 50°E longitude had been inadvertently filed by the ISOUN?
OLTUFUS, while TFC had shifted his flag (but not administration) to

the BURTON ISLAND. As a result, hs was ignorant of this plan, its

changes, and its sweeping movements until an attendant matter was
brought to his attention. At this point our plan was "un fait accompli?.
While he did not approve this deviation from the original plan, he
nevertheless released us from any culpability and praised our past
work. We realized that this had better be a darned good ideal

By nightfall the wind had settled down to 25 knots from east,

and we were definitely west of the low. We decided to shop around for
a good operating area and find some nice cold fresh air, right off the
continent. We kept running westward. The barometer was 26.60 and
rising.

TFC told TF 68 to be sure that no one got caught in the ice
pack during the remainder of the operations. We echoed his thought
on the matter. Some good bull sessions were used up wondering what
we'd do if we were faced with the prospect of a winter lr. the pack.
For instance, we would throw overboard all ammunition and other
spare gear, carefully fill all winf tanks with water (also the bottom
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tanks and perhaps magazines) and allow them to freeze, thereby strength-
ening the ship against ice pressure to prevent rupturing the hull.

That would mean the elimination of extensive heat in the boiler and
engine spaces. We'd evacuate all the excess crew by helicopter or
what not, and keep just enough to fight the ice and get out in the
"spring thaw".

The MERRICK, with no rudder, and NORTiltfTMD are fighting out
an 60 mile gale.

At 1100 Monday 17 February we had our first glimpse of the
Antarctic continent, when we sighted Proclamation Island, and the

ice cap and mountain ranges of Kemp Coast, from over some bO miles
of heaving pack. This is the first land sighted visually since we
passed through the Tuamotus in mid-December,

The wind continued from SE; a solid overcast came down to
700' by midnight. The weathermen said the present 30 knot wind would
decrease on the other side of Kemp Coast promontory; that this head-
land acted as a funnel to the prevailing easterly wind. So we continued
the fast westerly run all day. Sure enough, at 1300 the wind abated and
was down to 15 knots by 1500, But now the brash ice - and occasional
floes - extended well out to sea. There was also a NE swell, plus one
from Nff, plus wind chop from SE. A few testing lay-tos disclosed an
occasional 3&° roll. Finally any thoughts of operations were given
up today.

out.

Passed a large ice floe which was almost pitch black thro.-.gh-

At 1330 picked up HENDERSON on radar, astern of us, and sonn
she was alongside and fueling from the CURRITUCK. Issued instructions
to the C.O. by fueling telephone for operations in the immediate future.

1 learned that he had encountered no ice pack during bis meanderings

In the UacKenzie Sea. It was really openl Fueled on course 320°T
(down-wind) at 6 knots; completed at uOUl and sent the destroyer on

mission assigned. Sunset was at 231*7 and sunrise 075b; the nights are

steadily getting longer and blacker.

On Tuesday morning the CACAFON reported having fine weather -

the first in a long while. She's had a rough "summer" of it.

It™.

I

We kept heading Sff at 5 knots, rounding Cape Ann, remaining

near the pack, ready to operate at dawn. It looked good, but the

remainder of the day was spent in trying to lick the swells, brash,

snow, etc. It was very disheartening. Our view of the continent

yesterday whetted our appetites for further exploration. Open sun-

shine over the pack towards the shore still showed under the overcast.

At 1700 we secured from a continuous flight condition II; the "wedge"

J
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had 3neaked past us somehow and was now to the east. It passed us
unr.otic id, due to local weather effects. This seems to happen when-
ever we are near the lee of a large promontory; it happened at Dudd
Land; now funny things are happening here too... and now, fair.t signs
of another low coming from the west.

In addition, we note with misgivings that 110 138 mentions the
heavy N or NE swell all along this section of coast, but we did'nt
take it too seriously, for there's no reason for more swell here than
elsewhere.

In the afternoon we lay to near 65-2;3S and L9E, in a slight
ice bay, rolling 3°, In good visibility and a solid overcast; we
should have been flying. About 2200 the weather map showed the
possibility of the wedge stopping to the east of us. We got under-
way at best speed to chase it.

Next morning we were steaming NE to round Cape Ann,100king for
thi3 wedge. At sunrise we saw that the weather was not good. Lay to,

scratching cur heads. Later, eased slowly south to look for a lee. By
sunset - back where we started from. The steady Km swell prohibits
hoisting; otherwise, it is excellent flying weather.

Kemp Coast is on the radar; determined current here at 222°,

i knot.

By sunset first signs of the low appeared locally; barometer
steady, but getting snowfall, and visibility deteriorating.

TFC orders us to map coast to westward to limit of safe opera-
tions before moving eastward, than fill in gaps coming east. He said
the oasis investigation is merely incidental, not to interfere with
coastal mapping; its use is for a possible future base of operations;
termination of operations depended upon operating conditions; and that
we are not committed to a date for visiting Australia.

Proceeding slowly westward along the pack, looking for a lee.

At 0630 Thursday morning we headed north, at 15 knots, to see
if swells might possibly decrease further from the pack. It was another
beautiful day for flying. Both of the other ships reported slight seas
and calms, The on-coming low doesn't seem to be doing much to us so

far unless it causes the NTT swells.

We rolled just as much 100 miles north of the pack as anywhere
else. So we decided to head SB to 35°E, where HO 136 hints at a large
collection of bergs and a sharp turn of the pack - which might give us

a lee. I sent a dispatch to TFC explaining the swell situation - as
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much asking for nelp as trying to alibi for recent lack of flying

results.

It remained good weather all day. We are north of the east-
nest Antarctic front (the boundary between the polar air mass and tne

relatively “warm" maritime air mass). Haraly a sign of a broeze all

day.

In the afternoon C'JRRITUCK tested the H03S with 3 hovers for
each pilot, witn crash boat standing by in the water. Some bugs came
to light; by tomorrow should have final test flight.

At 2200 cloud formations to southward were noted - the Antarctic
front. It looked just like a tropical front, even to great vertical
developments of cumulus, anvil and all. Took pictures of it, just to

prove it.

Friday 21 February we steamed on course 230 all day at 15 knots,
looking for that lee to eastward of Gunnerus Bank. At 1258 we crossed
the Antarctic circle for the second time, at 37-53°E. Set docks back
one hour to (-)6 zone time.

TFC says if sea conditions don't improve within 2U hours, to

move east.

At this time the necessity of weather information from South
Africa, which was now getting to the northward of us, was forcibly
brought to our attention. We accidentally intercepted weather reports
from some sort of "Antarctic Weather Service" from a South African station
Apparently forecasts were made for tne benefit of Norwegian and British
wnalers* from the whalers' reports. This forecast gave dally positions
of lows passing through our area from as far west as Greenwich meridian,
and gave their rate of movement. We found this data of some use in
calculating chances of operating. No small bit of information is too
unimportant down here. We often wished our weather service were more
complete, our maps sore extensive in area, and that we could exchange
all manner of meteorological data with the several whalers in the
Antarctic with us. I'm sure they would have willingly allowed us in

on their circuit, as we had more to give than they did, and we were not
competing with them - i.e. - no American whalers are operating in the
Antarctic.

I asked the Scripps Institute oceanographers in the CACAPON
for their opinion of this swell - where does it come from, why, etc.

In reply they didn't feel they could hazard more than a guess, and

thought them possibly caused by monsoons, and/or prevailing westerlies.
Tnere is also the matter of resonance. Again and again we would stop
to test the swell; it would steady down... and suddenly a 5° roll, just
when we were about to erder "flight quarters".
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At 1800 sightea ice blink, touch further south then expected.
Worked westward, found a big streamer of pack ice stretching to ncr tfa-

eastward, which gave some protection from northwest. If the wind
would shift so as to hold our stern or bow into the swell, we might
be able to launch. At 2300, moved several miles NE and lay to. We
were in the "lee of Qunnerua Bank", and there was some protection.

Washington's Birthday was jackpot day in the Antarctic. Our
position was 67-U2S, 3b-15E. Variable light winds from SSW, SE, E,

and ENE. Scattered and broken clouds, and excellent visibility. At
0700 we moved in toward the pack. At 08U5 Baker Three ' s APU (auxiliary
power unit) failed and had to be repaired before flight. 0955 Baker
One airborne with 2600 gallons, flying to westward.

The temperature dropped suddenly from 28° to 19°F, and stayed
there most of the day. The boats started having strainer trouble.
Eventually all boats except the crash boat froze up; they were hoisted
on board for melting. The ice is very hard. At IOU4 launched the Hu3S
for a 1 hour test flight.

We probably place too such stress on the swell in this report.
It would scarcely affect carrier operations, but it may, on the other
hand, affect amphibious operations. The knowledge of cause, effect,
and siaes of swell could stand sene research. There aren't very good
methods of measuring it, either. Our station, ships report calm and
smooth, when we get 3 or U° rolls, several hundred miles down-swell
from them. These swells are hardly perceptible to the eye. As they
come from several directions at once, they probably do get into phase,
build up momentarily and cause the 5° rolls.

By 1220 Baker 3 was airborne, flying to eastward. The H03S
got another hour in the air in the afternoon and is now in full com-
mission. Current is north, .7 knot, rounding Qunnerua Bank, and may
explain the large ice pack streamer, miles thick, reaching to WE.

A boating party went well into the pack and captured 3 Adell

e

penguins, which were crated on the CURRITUCK'S fentail. A wood and
canvas swiaaning pool was built for them adjoining the crate.

At 1500 Baker One radioed "Surrounded by high mountains.
Having wonderful time. Wish you were here, CAVU WX" (Perfect Weather).
He was really doing some discovery workl

A new low was picked up to westward by the CACAPON. We are
now between two lows - the first one passed well to the north of us,

giving us little else than swells. Meanwhile the swell was beginning
tc pick up almost imperceptibly here. The sky became overcast. The

surfaceof the sea began forming new ice whan the water became calm,

and under the overcast, or in the ship's shadow.
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At 2112 Baker Une was on board, having mapped the coast iron
31: to 15°E. He discovered tnat '.what has been taken for coast all this

time la actually the edge of a great shelf ice, probably larger than the
Shackleton Shelf Ice in area. The actual coast Is 30 to hS miles 3outh
of the present plotted position. Its presence was verified by radar
altimeter. The true coast was marked by ice falls and a gradual rise

in elevation. He also discovered a 13000' mountain range, with the

ice cap piled up behind it, and glaciers spilling out to seaward through
its passes. Another lower mountain range was discovered, and several
nunataks. The weather was CAVU the entire trip. He expended 6 tri-
met magazines. Water froze on the plane on takeoff and landing.

At 21t»2 Baker 3 was on board. He had mapped the coast in
general between 3U and 50E; some bad weather was encountered. He made
a single flight line just inland from the coast between U0 and 50°E
without seeing the coast line itself because of clouds, but getting
radar pictures of it. At Amundsen Bay he oho tographed the western
and southern shores and the mountains lining the edges of this bay,
but the east coast and White Island (if existent) were obscured. :;e

encountered heavy icing, climbed on top, and returned to the ship.
He also discovered several new glaciers. Returned to the vicinity
of the ship, he then mapped Prince Harold coast from 39 to 3li°E,

although again not sighting tne coast line very much due to clouds.
By strange coincidence the magnetic compasses on this flight remained
within 2° of the grid course for the entire trip - in other words, the
magnetic variation equalled the longitude.

As the success of these flight began to shape up, I ordered
the DD and AO to steam eastward at 7 knots.

At 2215 we were underway to the HE, along the pack, at 13 knots.
Thus, we will gain position on the other ships, who are somewhat to the
east of their station. We hope to gain Kemp Coast by Tuesday morning,
then reach back and photograph Amundsen Bey and intervening coast.

In hoisting a FBM on board tonight, we took a 3° roll at the
critical time of lowering the plane onto the deck. The PBIL's wing tip
float swung well in between the wings of the SOC - and didn't touch
a thing.

On Sunday the visibility dropped steadily during the day,
and snow set in. We left the pack, heading for Cape Ann. 5y 2000 the
wind was L5 knots from dead ahead, and we slowed to 10 knots. The

glass hardly moved frera 29 ,.'C0 all day. We are now in a "trough" as

a result of the low to the NW, plus the antarctic wedge to the south,

k'uch of the ship became coated with ice from spray and snow. V.e are
in an area of "lightened gradients" - hence the high winds. These
winds gradually loosenea and wrecked the port aileron of the after
rSM - and of course on the wing that projects over the side. Again
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wo aust dot* the place Inboard to repair this casualty with an Bati-
nated tine of U hours.

Uonday morning the wind noderated to 30 knots, but it atill
made rough ateasing for us at 10 knots. The other two ships gained
position on us doe to our slowing dcrwn far the storm* This narrowed
down our weather information, and illustrated the v&xue ol‘ the "art”
of stationing and using weather ships.

By 1630 we were headed east. There were signs of our passing
through the front.

Leatned that Little America had bean evacuated.

Tuesday morning we steamed eastward at 7 knots into fairly
rough seas. The HEMDSRSOH was ordered to slow down as the was closing
too much to be of value to us. How that we wars more or less home-
ward bound, she was more "eager bearer" than "reluctant dragon". In
fact, we all were, somewhat.

Soon it calmed don a great deal; we sighted ice blink and
dosed the pack to the SE at 1230. Shortly thereafter Proclamation
Island, the black mountains, and the lot cap of fcderby Land were in
view once more, and the CURRITUCK commune ed plotting in mountains by
visual and radar, to verify the chart. A new method of surveying land
over 1*0 kLLwc of icepackj

By mid afternoon the weather became perfect. The NW swell
died don, but atill getting a prohibitive NS one. By sunset this
was gone too - and ao was the sunlight. Kept steaming eastward along
the pack at beat apeed; in the meantime stopped the DD and slowed the
AO. The Kowp Coast - or a mirage of it - was in sight at sunset into
the setting sun, out of radar range. At 2320 lay to off the ice pack.

During the night a large iceberg came over the horizon and
passed within 7 miles of CURRITUCK without slightest indications on
SG radar scope, which was otherwise functioning perfectly. This was
one of our major mysteries.

At 07^0 Wednesday, Baker 3 was airborne in fine weather.
However, all 3 boats froze up within $ minutes of being water-borne
- the temperature dropped to lii°F. It was necessary to use blow
torches to keep the boats going. As soon as Baker 3 was gone. Baker
1 was shifted forward and athwartshlps to repair the aileron. 'With

a great sigh of relief we learned that there was no internal damage,
and repair would be simple. At 0932 wo were steaming eastward at

15 knots to keep ahead of a low which seemed to be chasing us from
the west.
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Again I had to call KE51DERS0N, for moving eastward at 5 knots
all night after having been ordered to lie to.

Tho penguins ' salt water swimming pool on the fantail completely
frovie over; we broke up the icc and they hopped right in, got good and

wot, then sat around the edge looking miserable*

There was much sunshine today through broken clouds.

Baker 3 was on t:>e radar screen a good bit of the time and we
were able to plot in much of the coast within 100 miles of the ship.
Re went west to 56°E where clouds stopped him, reversed course and
mapped the coast to 70°E where he was again stopped by cloud. He
used all his film. The plane took on an estimated 300-U00 # of Ice
on takeoff, "making the plane sluggish". He also iced up his static
tube which affected instruments for 3 hours.or so. The plane was on
board at 1610. Nothing startling was accomplished on this trip, as
the coast is relatively well known - i.e. - several control points
had already been establiahed.

At I6I4O again making 15 knots to eastward. All day we'd been
keeping "in the Wedge" and ahead of a line of low clouds to the west-
ward. It caught up to us while hoisting B-3 and stayed with us as we
moved. However, there was a chance we could keep in good weather.

All planes on board CURRITUCK were now in commission.

At 1600, while lying to, a group of icebergs were noted to be
aground exactly where 79 Fathom Shoal is indicated in the British
Admiralty chart. These are excellent charts, by the way.

All ships were ordered to move eastward. By now I knew that
the only way to keep the AO and DD in the proper weather station was
to order than to move at certain speeds and in certain directions,
otherwise they'd pass us going east in the rush to reach pert. (While
this was not the actual case, it seemed so at times to the aerologists,
who would have liked them 500 miles out had they had their wayl ).

Thursday brought continued fine weather, easterly and southerly
light winds, temperature from 25 to 20°F, and a smooth sea. It was
now 30OO miles to Sydney.

The TFC was back in MOUNT OLTNPUS and heading for Mew Zealand.

Steamed eastward at 10 knots all last night, at dawn, 15 knots,

except in snow. He started chasing good weather as seen from the ship

and by 112U decided the wedge was south of us, stationary, and we
headed for it. At 1*30 we met the pack, with streamers of new pancake
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ice; the wind was 19-20 knots with no swell. We were on or near Fran
Bank, in 2(30 fathoms, and again within the Antarctic circle; our posi-
tion was 66-iiOS, 71-27E. the data is Thursday 27 February.

At 11j33 Baker One was airborne and by 1516 Baker Three was
also in the air. hot too much was accomplished. No coast was mapped.
Baker 3 went well inland of his area (southwest shore of the Mackenzie
Sea) more than 60 miles from the coast, over solid undercast; the ice
cap was found there to be 8000 1

, a new mountain range was discovered
as well as another group of small mountains. The tri-met magazines
kept breaking down and the static tube froze up on takeoff. The pilot
used radar over the ice cap to plot the mountain ranges. The other
plane (Baker One) sightea no land at all, but learned that a small or
secondary low was located to the east, which caused the eastern shore
line of the UacKenzie Sea (hia assigned area) to be souped over.

The boats froze up again - but not the crewn; they surely
can take itl

Flans were issued to AO and DD to rendezvous each other for
provisioning, after which the oiler will fuel the tender.

Sighted our largest iceberg today - (7a miles east-west alone,
by radar) well to the southward. The area is full of magnificent bergs,
probably stranded on From Bank.

The big low was passing to the north of as; we were under the
protection of the Antarctic front to our north. We were indeed happy
that this l&cXenzie Sea area was not a "low collector" like the Hoss

Sea at this particular moment. Do not understand why we didn't get
swells from this low.

Kept moving eastward, stopping only to recover aircraft, which
were all aboard by 213'i. Sunset was at 20U7 and sunrise at 0525 (-6).
Tonight we lay to. At 0630 the next morning we Btarted moving eastward,
but the wind rose to 23 knots. Still no swell. We estimated that
coasts would be socked in until late afternoon.

About 1100 CURTtlfUCK stopped in the lee of an iceberg to test
operating conditions. The berg didn't help too much - just wasn't
large enough. The wind rolled over the top of the berg and caused
all kinds of variable winds and eddies ^to judge by the surface.
However, it helped smooth down the chop. At 1650 lay to for the
day, north of the pack. Many bergs were around us, the sky was clearing
up and things looked good for tomorrow.

TFC ordered us to continue our high speed run to eastward,
filling in gaps of coastline if weather permits; at 110°£ to discontinue
operations then proceed to Sydney via Bass Strait.
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CACAftD.1 reported arriving at her rendezvous - bat no HENDERSON.

Two hours later they met and started fueling. Another case for the RDF.
Later the AD reported her gyro failed while fueling the destroyer, but
fueling was completed. CACAPO:; proceeded eastward to meet us; HENDERSON
remained 300 miles to NW.

About 2300 a brilliant display of Aurora Australis commenced
in a cloudless sty. It stowed as a long brilliant streamer, like a
scarf of very gauzy material, from a northeasterly direction clear across
the zenith to the other horizon, and changing shape every two or three
minutes. At tho same time I saw the clearest and brightest shooting
star I've ever seen.

We were ready to go at the crack of dawn (Saturday 1 March).
And as the dawn cracked, the wind unaccountably whipped up to 20 knots
and the sty clouded over after a perfectly clear night. At Ohio headed
west at 15 knots; the wind went up to 23 or 2U knots. At 0930 the
wind was down to 17 knots and re headed for the pack for operations.
Baker 3 was airborne at 1150. Baker One developed a defective gasoline
puap and could not yet be hoisted over.

The helicopter was launched for a one hour flight in th9
morning and was flown again in the afternoon.

At 1255 underway to eastward at 13 knots. Shortly after.

Baker 3 reported "discovering" another oasis, not as spectacular as

Bunger Oasis, but along the same order. However, this was determined,
as suspected, to be the Vestfold mountains, already delineated in
H013U; it was the first time it was properly photographed, however.

The plane got low level photos, but did not land.

By 1310 Baker One was repaired, and at 1507 he was airborne;
however, he developed a serious gasoline leak. Jettisoned gas, and
came back aboard. Then we proceeded eastward again to meet Baker 3.

By now we began to get Just a little concerned about him. Sunset was

at 201*0 and he was a long ways off. The aerologists dug up a new one

for me - a "precip shield" was moving down from the HW quite rapidly,

which would give us 1/& mile visibility. At 1735 ordered the plane

to be back by 1930, and at 1805 told him to return now . Frankly, I

believe it was a case where we'd gotten to the end of the season

without ary big mistakes and we all wanted to keep the record clear.

We were beginning to be pursued by the spectre of "what would you do

if you had a forced landing away off toward the continent NOW* 1

Sent a "well done" to HENDERSON for her aerological personnel
who took a rawin in heavy 3now, seas, and wind - a difficult task and
one which gave very valuable data.
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Baker 3’ 9 flight was quite productive; the coast was mapped
between 70 and 80°E. The "land" between THORSHAVN and SANDEFJORD Bays
was actually a 60 X 120 mile shelf ice, and the true coast was at a
range of mountains near where the previous flight discovered a new
mountain range. The entire flight was in CAVU weather. The S0RSDA1
glacier was found to be much larger than charted. There is much open
water in the south M&cKenxio Sea. The coast from 80 to 88°E was all
souped over, and the weather was closing in. Baker 3 landed at 1922,
on board by 19li3.

At 1900 sent the group "Heads up, tails over the dash board,
homeward bound". Told the DD to move eastward. We headed north,
securing for heavy weather. This was no place to run into a bad gale.
We had used up a lot of bright shiny good fortune in the UacKenzie Sea.

During the night we met the "precip shield". It snowed
heavily and we had some pretty good winds.

Sunday morning 2 March headed northeast. Began meeting much
brash ice and growlers. At 1908 sighted CACAfON, who fell in astern.
Issued the plan for our run to Australia. Roughly the scheme was for
the CACAFON to take station well to NW; A7 and DD to proceed eastward
together to 105°E where AV would top off DD's fuel, then DD would
continue east at 15 knots. When ordered, all ships would head on
great circle courae for Bass Strait. The purpose was for the heavy
ships to form a weather screen for the destroyer, who would be pre-
pared for a high speed crossing between gales.

The icebergs were pretty thick now and they were breaking up
into bergy bits. Barometer dropped to 26650. Temperature rose from
23 to 35°F. We apparently crossed several currents, as the injection
jumped 1»°«

Monday, 3 March, steamed east to avoid bergs and brash ice.
At 0330 picked up HENDERSON on radar; used searchlight to help her
locate us among icebergs. All three ships are now in company.

CTG 68.3 announced he had discontinued operations and was
retiring. We still had a slight chance to map the only missing section
of coast we could possibly get - from 80 to 88&E. This has been a tough
nut to crack.

0800 CURRITUCK comaanced fueling from CACAPON on course 11C°T,
speed 8 knots, dodging bergs and bergy bJ ts. Fog and high winds had
been forecast; actually it was perfect. The tender took U01217 gallons
of black oil, the highest amount so far. Completed fueling at 1325.

At 101*5 RDF'd Norwegian ships to southeastward. I an sold on
keeping RDF in our ships.
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HENDERSON wants to fuel again; can lake S'OOCO gallons. ..e

had dumped a lot of "contaminated fuel" overboard. CAf.AJrOi! called

him - why not use settling tanks or give "poor fuel" back to CACAKvJ

on next fueling? At any rate; KE.'!-.'ERSb:i fueled again from CACAPuK,

who then departed for her position to northward for the crossing.

X

X
/n4i^

At 2000 changed course to southeast to close pack, in case

weather allows us to fly tomorrow. KLNDLftSoh got a condenser leak;

steamed on 1 engine; repaired in I. nours.

Tuesday, U March, and in a bad growler area. These babies

are something to give pause. They're hard to see and can't be picked
up on radar, especially in a rough sea. Searchlights help some if

there is no precipitation in the air. To get punched by a growler
or a floe at 15 knots is no Joke; it probably means a hole, maybe a
big one, forward* They give the ship a distant jar at 5 knots. Trying
to make any speed at night, especially in darkened 3hip, is practically
impossible. Slightly amusing is the fact that the stewards' nates

living compartment is on the waterline, and when we first rar. into
heavy brash or pack, it made such a racket in their compartment that
they made an almost dangerous exit for topside.

At G1:3C with snow, swell, and signs of a low in the MacKen2ie
Sea decided against flying today; headed east at 13 knots. Our noon
position was 62-U1S, 9U-19E.

Tie now have another ionospheric storm, with no corramicatior.s
with TFC but receiving Washington Fox.

The 1600 weather map showed almost ideal conditions for
ccnaencing the run for 5ass Strait, although we were still west cf
the longitude at which we were ordered to cease operations. Orcerec!

AV and DD (ir. company) to commence run at 16* knots, came to course
080°; ordered CACAPO:.' to moke 17 knots. Requested permission from TFC
to cease operation now, giving circumstances.

Tfhile desirous of making best speeds, day and night, to c lean
the Antarctic, the ships are dogged by having to slow down at night
because of growlers. It was suggested that a powerful searchlight,
located in the very stem of the ship, might be best used to illuminate
the ship's path without blinding tr.e bridge watch and lookouts. Some
research along this line is indicated for th's problem, so peculiar
to Arctic areas.

Our course o; C72cT is taking us out of the Antarctic ail too
slowly; however, the -ACA-t'*; is almost out of the ice belt and sr.ouid

be naking good speeds day and .night soon.
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GoOTjrdcato'4 plant to Tasx Group for titivating sidp and
makinc respectable entry into Sydney. Hope to anchor in Bass Strait
to accomplish this. Ordered HEHUERbO!. to proceed independently at
maximum steed of 22 knots to latitude 50°o, on great circle course
to bass Strait, then await me inside the Strait. Discontinued
weather reports to TFC. Issued a movement, report "from Antarctica to
Sydney"

.

The weather remained excellent; no "screeching sixties" so
far. There is not a slight indication of a low to the northwest;
it couldn't look better for a fast crossing.

Sent a dispatch to Aiusna Melbourne on our movements, with
ETA at Sydney. Learned later that this dispatch apparently went
from us to MOUNT OLYUPUS (in New Zealand), who sent it to Samoa, who
cabled it back to Aiusna New Zealand (in same port with MOUNT OLYMPUS)
where it died a natural death end was never received in Melbourne.

On Thursday 6 March set clocks ahead one hour to minus 8 zone
time. .7e nad some moonlight last night; this allowed us to make 10
knots during the night. Received approval from TFC for our dash across
roaring forties; dispatch delayed by ionospheric storm.

CURRITUCK made a successful full power run, claiming 19.3 knots.
Sighted our last ice berg this morning at 0500. At 1300 we were on
course 056°T; a great circle course changes rapidly in these parts.

TFC requested complete information on our fuel situation, as
I was somewhat apprehensive on this matter; I had requested permission
either to fuel at Sydney or stop at Samoa enroute U.S., to make sure
of sufficient fuel, without having to bum more expensive diesel.

On Friday morning 7 March, after maintaining a good speed all
nieht due to full moon, we encountered a strong north wind blowing ir.

toward a low that had whistled in from the west and passed to the south

of us. We felt its effects a very short time, and the wind was soon
down again to lh knots from HNW. Barometer was now ^9? 20, temperature

L5°F. It was now so "warm" that our Adelie penguins were gasping for
breath (seemingly); they were placed in an unlighted chill box below
decks and seemed much happier. The Antarctic winter had Bet in sudden-
ly for them.

CACAPDN reported her boilers to be in bad shape, and wanted to

reduce speed to allow boiler repair and overhaul, and to proceed Inde-
pendently, meeting us outside Sydney. Warned him of approaching storm,
now detected to KW; told him to hold his speed until tomorrow, ether
tw> ships will maintain high speeds.

Computed our fuel situation as follows: There was just enough
fuel left to get the CURRITUCK to Panama at 15 knots and the other two

I
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aliips to San Diego at 12 knots, and be just a little under reserve.

Conveyed this data to TFC. This used the diesel oil.

on Saturday set clocks ahead one nour to minus 9 time.

The low picked up to the we3t is approaching us at US knots.

This ie "unfair to Antarctic Explorers*. No storm should move that
; ast. ‘Hie wind was freshening from tno north by noon. We crossed
tae trough and the wind backed to MV., and by sunset we were rolling
under a UO knot breeze, but still steaming at 15 knots. Hie low
rapidly passed to southward of us and we are now on course 0U1°T, to

get away from the center as fast as possible.

At 1720 we picked up the CACAPoN on radar, dead ahead; she
crossed to starboard on course 090°, riding along with the storm.
We sent her the CURRirdCK's course and speed. CACArOE! interpreted
thi3 as an order to follow us, and at 1?00, on course 035°T, she
reported she was taking too much water over the bow, and later that
she had lost her forward starboard life raft. Told her she was not
ordered to follow us; to pursue a safe course.

By midnight we had slowed to ten knot3. There was a full
noon again. It was beginning to blow harder all the time. CACAPjI!

decided not to slow down for a while, for boiler work, but to get
out of this weather first.

At 0630 Sunday morning a cold front passed us from If.V, with
gusts to 70 knots. The front was distinctly tracked on the radar as
a remarkably solid mass, a band 5000 yards thick, moving across the
radar scope at UO knots. It was accompanied by torrential rain, and
the seas increased thereafter. Notified AO and DD of phenomenon.

Mow we knew we were in a gale. The winds weren't too high -

UO to Up Knots, but they had a terrific fetch. This storm was
thousands of miles across. Strangely, these gale3 are not of high
intensity at the center with diminished winds at the edge; almost the
entire area had the same winds. If anything, as we learned previously
the winds might be lighter in the area just outside the eye. These
wares we were experiencing, had 1500 mile3 of straight open sea, with
an almost unvarying wind direction to build tnea up.

Fortunately, the destroyer was (relative!;;) comfortable the
entire time; his winds were consistently 8 to 10 toots lower than ours,
due to his comfortable distance ahead of us. She, as well as CACAPJM,
was able to maintain 15 knots all the time, filth cur planes on the
fantail we had to select a course to reduce roll, keep seas off tne
faitail, and yet get out of this blow - and the next one. It was
too tig an order. The CUBJUTMCK rode comfortably at first but s:.e

began to roll, and soon rolled just enougi... at 1UU1 she took a 23°
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roll to starboard that loosened the spare PBU on the very stern and
rolled it lightly into Baker Three's nose, doing minor damage. Then
the ship rolled 32°to port, and over the side went the H3M, leaving
the beaching gears, all bent and crystallized, useless, and well
tied down, on deck. The deck stayed dry. A few minutes before, 2
youngsters had been in the plane, helping to secure it even more. They
were fortunate; the plane disappeared in 20 seconds. The spare SOC
float was also wrecked in the ruckus. Most of this was caught by a
movie camera held by Marine Warrant Officer Chapel.

By lltitS we were on course 010°T, at 9 knots, and gradually
came around to 3J0°T. This steadied the ship down enough to replace
worn out rocking blocks under the beaching gear.

About 2000 we rolled 35° again; slowed down to 7$ knots.
It was wonderful to see those waves come in. The ones that did tbe
heavy work formed up before one's very eyes; there was no watching
then come over the horizon. They sesned to combine from two different
directions and form a scries of three or four very high, steep, and
short waves, that would fora for a matter of a minute or so, then
decrease once more, to normal size. They were larger waves than ones
I've seen in typhoons in the western Pacific in much higher wind
velocities.

Early next morning, more damage was received by one of our
other H3M' s when the tail beaching gear fittings crystallized and

P®* parted. A Jury rig saved the plane from further damage. Also the
cables secured from the engine mounts to the deck had pulled 3 out

p** of h engines out of line. This left us with only one flyable PBH.

It seems that the lesson is to be able to cradle PBM's on deck for
long and rough voyages.

By 0900 Monday 10 March, the low causing us all our misery
had started moving SE again, and winds and seas began to abate, by
n-jw we were on course 055° at 16£ knots.

The destroyer rounded King Island and this evening anchored
in the lee, in Bass Strait. Ordered the AO and DD to rendezvous and
fuel, move east and await us. A storm warning of another low moving
toward us was issued from BERTH. A'e're getting out just in t'.me.

Our barometer is steady at 29.60 and the temperature is 60°F.

As a passing observation, it is believed that more study and

research should be put into automatic weather reporting stations. They

must be made simpler, more complete and more reliable. It's trie only

way we'll ever really learn the weather in the Antarctic - the easy way.

On Tuesday 11 March, changed to zone time -10. Excellent
weather today; heavy swell from port quarter, but riding comfortably.
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At 1135 the CK radar ricked up King island at dO miles. titered Hass
Strait about sunset. lii_'JU£HSGK fueled this corning. Received a dis-
patch froa Alusna Melbourne wanting to know our ETA at Sydney, indi-
cating he never received our dispatch of the 5th. Sent a tracer on this.

On iVednesday at 01*53 tne entire group was fomed in column, and
early in the coming sortied east from Bass Strait, proceeded north,

and anchored on a bank several miles off the Australian coast, to clean
shin. '.Yhiie doing this a cold front caught up to us and we had to knock
off titivating. Held a conference of GO'S on board to discuss our 3tay
in Sydney. Underway snortly for that port.

Thursday evening passed British cruiser and 3 destroyers
holding gunnery practice, and exchanged pleasantries.

0800 Fridaylli March entered Sydney harbor, firing 21 gun
national salute. Later fired 13 gun salute to RAdm Farncomb, KAit, in
KMA3 HOUAKT. (Our saluting charges, I learned later, were guaranteed
20% misfires. The salutes were pretty ragged, but we got away with it.

Yfe used 5" blank charges, with ouch burning cork and not too much noise).

All 3 ships moored in Woolloomooloo Bay; we sort of moored
accident-ally, as there were no line handling parties ashore; had to
land our own men to help a few itinerant dock loafers do their work.

Moored at 0915. Alusnas Melbourne, Captain Tompkins and
Connander Moynahan came aboard. The fun began immediately. By sunset
I had called on Admiral Farncomb, RAN (also know as SACAS - Senior
Admiral Commanding Australian Squadron); then RAdra. G. D. Moore, RAN,
FOIC (Flag Officer in Charge) ashore at Naval Base Headquarters.
Shortly thereafter both calls were returned. At 1U00 called on Consul-
General, Mr. Neilson; then the Lord Mayor; then Lieutenant-General
Berryman at Victoria Barracks; then Air Commodore Lacnal at Bradfield
?ar<v; then the premier of New South Wales, Mr. KcGirr. At 1700 a

large cocktail party was held in Hotel Australia by the naval attache.
At this time I learned that the American Ambassador would call officially
on Wednesday, and stay for lunch, with some guests.

Here it is sad to note that two splendid young men of the

CURRITUCK'S helicopter crew met instantaneous death this evaiing
in a motor accident, &ortly after going ashore.

Next day, Saturday 15 March, I received an official call
from Consul-General Neilson. Then we both called officially on the
Governor, Lieutenant-General Northcutt. Also today our aviators

received briefing on local flying from Squadron Commander Kingsford -

Smith. (We requested permission to fly; the British said to just go
ahead and fly without asking, so they'll never be embarrassed if

someone else were to ask and they'd have to refuse permission, I

could not quite follow the logic.).

i
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Received 3allies orders from TFC or. 16 March.

Monday 17 March received official calls from Lieut. -General
Berryman and Hr Commodore L&chal. Lieut-General Berryman remained
for lunch.

Tuesday the H03S took off, flew to Bradfield Park and flew
the Air Commodore and several of his officers in it. The PBM made
a JATO takeoff in the harbor. At 0930 received an informal call from
Lt. Com. Smith, Royal Netherlands Navy. At 1000 Lt. Com. Powers and

li officers of the RAN came aboard to get data on how to prepare ships
for Antarctic work. Several CURRITUCK officers gave them data of non-
classified nature and suggested they request more detailed data from
the Navy Department via official channels. 1130 RAdm Moore gave
cocktail party to 20 American officers at his mess; at 2000 he gave
a dinner at his home for the coonending officers.

Wednesday, I told both Admirals of my intention to get under-
way tomorrow. HENDERSON fueled from CACAFON (alongside each other).
At 1000 all CO 'a called on the American Ambassador, Mr. Butler, at
Consulate-General. At 1130 the Ambassador called on us officially.
We had quite a time about the gun salutes which were greatly desired;
fortunately permission was denied by the port authorities, as it would
have broken many windows of the warehouse alongside, and probably set
fire to the stores inside. All went well, apparently, and a luncheon
for lb, held after an inspection of the ship and viewing of photographs,
went down successfully. At 1700 a cocktail party was held for us by
the Governor, at Government House. The helicopter flew again today.

Thursday 20 March PBM flew again in the morning and was hoisted
aboard. 1000 received official visit by Hon. C. R. Bvatt, representing
the premier, Ur. UcGirr. H03S flew again for the Aussies and finally
landed on board while we were proceeding down the harbor channel.
13b5 the destroyer was underway, followed by the tanker, and tender
at 150C. Many messages went back and forth. When clear of harbor
formed column and set courso to clear north tip of New Zealand. Two
negro steward) mates were left behind AOL.

We were unable to fuel next day because of high seas; besides,
the tender shouldn't fuel until the latest practicable date, due to
her long trip to Panama. In the evening CACAPON complained of "heavy
seas breaking over ship, taking green water over bridge", in danger
of losing 2 cadavers overboard (in caskets). I suggested he deballast

and move caskets to a safe area. This he did and was able to remain
in company. At 2220 changed course to bisect course between Panama
and San Diego, as this rough weather may continue and prohibit fueling
for some time, and I didn't want to take tne AQ and CD too far out
of their way. Nor did I wish to reverse course for fueling.
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Fueled CURRITUCK fron CACAPO.'f consencing 1022 Sunday 23 March.
'.'pun completion, detached CACAPON’ and SILN’TOSC.’! to proceed in company
to West Coast.

TFC recommended we try to get to Panama a day early, that is,
on 9 April. This will be pushing pretty hard, but CURftIT'JCK will try.

Crossed the date line at 23US and repeated Monday 2k March
12 minutes later, which is pretty close timing. Early in the noruing
of this second date we passed through the KLRJ1ADEC5, spotting these
lonesome rocks on radar. Ran into a thick fog bank for several miles
this afternoon.

Here are some thoughts on "the Ideal Composition of the Uext
Antarctic Expedition":

Composition: 1 CVE, with TBM's tri-net configured, and 2 RljD's,

knocked down, for rescue purposes over ice cap. These planes would
accurately map the coastline, being always on the radar of either CVE
or icebreaker*

1 A7, equipped for passage through ice pack, including steel
propellors and protected (anti-ice) belt, with 3 PBM's carrying MAD far
long range interior recco; to operate in water inside ice pack.

1 Icebreaker, with 2 helicopters, to accurately benchmark
coastline, sound coastal waters; for air sea rescue; horizontal coastal
photography; soil samples, etc - and to get AV in and out of ice.

1 Tanker, for fuel, and weather reporting,

1 Heet tug, for tow in case of damage, and for weather report-
ing.

And if necessary, 1 plane guard for CVE if she is unable to

carry large enough boats for this purpose. Travel of this force
should be from west to east.

On 25 March we raised our speed a knot, feeling pretty
secure or. fuel now. CURRITUCK instituted some very sound fuel economy
measures, forgotten since engineering competition was eliminated.
CACAROll offered to take passengers or mail from Samoa to U.S., but

this was not required by ComKavBase. Our great circle course was

now C36°7. ErDEHSC!' fueled from CACAiOU. Excellent weather continues.

At 0020 on Sunday 30 March CURRITUCK picked up Cacran Island
cn radar, 12 miles. This island is very low; no altitude of the land
is given in chart or sailing directions.

men ,
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Sighted L-ANG.V'.i.VA Island visually, distance ho miles. f.adar

contact on only strar;;;c snip of voyage this iwrni:: , lo ni’es north.

Monday 31 baren !iIl.'i/£ Sui: proceeded to San Diego independ-

ently after a last fueling from CACAH;;.', whose bunkers are now dry.

The CUiulfjCK was thoroucnly engaged in preparing to exchange person-

nel aid material with FlJih ISLAND at Balboa, writing up reports on
HICHJ'JkP, and preparing 3hip for inactivation in Naval base, Phila-

delphia.

On 5 April corrected movement report to arrive Balboa 9

April instead of 10 April. I received orders for proceeding to Wash-
ington from Panama by air. Next day, radar contact on Galapagos Is-
lands t07/ard evening and passed them to southward during night. Cross-

ed equator at 92-30 .V. HENOEHSOf! arrived San Diego and reported Com-
DesPac

.

On 5 April launched Baker Three in open sea, with all 3

flight crews, to et in flight time and have plaie off the ship for
transit of canal. This was our last flight. It was rather strange
to see a seaplane tender stop and launch a PBK in a very casual man-
ner in the middle of the Pacific Ocean. It was perfect hoisting
weather and the whole operation was "duck soup." The plane flew in
to NAS Coco Solo. At 1715* "land hoi" the new way: Pt. Uariato,

73 miles away by radar. CACAFON reported for duty to ComServPac,
having arrived San Pedro.

CilRillTUCK arrived Balboa 0800 9 April and berthed at Bal-
boa just outboard of the big drydock where PDIfc ISIAND was changing
her propeller. Oversaw exchange of personnel and material widen was
completed that night, at which time I hauled down my burgee command
pennant, making a movement report to that effect, and proceeded to
Washington, D. C., via NATS on 11 April.

Another corsaent on this operatic;.. It was proved many times
that information on ships of the group was 1 jC'i.ig to this command.
This had to oe either called for or assumptions made. A complete and
up to date characteristic card was necessary, and procured after some
delay. It is suggested that a card system be promulgated by which
individual ships send out abbreviated cards on which is depicted the
current military status of the ship as to her battery, electronics,
en ineerin:;, etc. This would allow each command to have listed in
its card index enough knowledge of each snip, at all tines, to plan
and conduct operations, even when unexpectedly thrown toother rdth
unfamiliar vessels.
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Task Group 68.3 was composed as follows:

Commander Task Group 06.3
Captain George J. Dufek, U.S. Navy, 59616

U.S.S. PINE ISLAND (AV-12), Flagship
Captain Henry Howard Caldwell, U.S. Navy, 61115

U.S.S. CANISTEO (AG-99)

Captain Edward K. Walker, U.S. tlavy, 59561

U.S.S. BRCWNSON (ED-868)
Commander Harry U. S. Gimber, Jr., U.S. Navy, 70077

Task Group 68.3, less CANISTEO, departed Norfolk, Virginia, in
company with Task Group 68.1 on 2 December 19U6.

The U.S.S. PINE ISLAND was equipped with the following aircraft:

(1) Three completely winterized PBM type aircraft on after deck.
Two airplanes were completely assembled and ready to fly, while
one PEU, carried as a spare, had its outer wing panels removed
for stowage in the hangar,

PBM's were equipped with trl-oetrogon camera installations.

Planes were stowed and equipped with two months supply
survival equipment, as outlined in detail in U.S.S. PINE ISLAND
Report of Operation HIGHJUMP.

The mission of these planes was to operate from the PINE
ISIAND, stationed outBlde the Antarctic Ice Belt, and to fly in
to the Antarctic Continent to discover and photograph the Ant-
arctic coastline and continent.

The PBM's were chosen for this work rather than the PHY type,
because of superior camera installation, greater load with long
range capacity, and superior pilot position for take-off and
landing. Their disadvantage lay in their size and weight, which
made launching in a sea way with the tender rolling more than
three degrees difficult and hazardous.

(2) Two Helicopters.

(a) One H03S-1 (Sikorsky) four place helicopter with maximum
range, U00 nautical miles; specially equipped with ZB (ARTi-2)

homing radio and ARC 1 VHF voice radio equipment; equipped as laod
plane; not winterized and not equipped v/lth other special equip-
ment. Stowed on forward platform.

- 1 -Annex I-(c)
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(b) One HOS-1 (Sikorsky) two place helicopter with maximum

range, 180 nautical miles; specially equipped with ZB (A.RH-2)

honing radio equipment; equipped as land plane; not winterized
and not equipped with other special equipment. Stowed in hangar.

(c) The PINE ISLAND had a special platform rigged on her
bow for landing and take-off.

(d) The helicopters were intended for:

(1) Ice reconnaissance which would enable the tender to
enter sheltered waters for launching PBU's.

(2) Effecting landings on othsrwise Inaccessible islands
and land areas.

(3) Air-Sea rescue.

(3) One SOC (Float Type).

This type plane was Intended for ice reconnaissance and local
exploration flights. It was used to advantage in the Arctic, but
it had the disadvantage of poor navigational and radio equipment.
Thus, her value in the Antarctic, where there are few or no known
land masses in the intended operating area, indicates further re-
duction of her operational value.

The PINE ISLAND and BRGNKSOH arrived Cristobal, Canal Zone, 7

December 19U6. As the PINE ISLAND could not transit the Canal with her
PBli's aboard due to the extension of the wings over the side, she anchored
and hoisted two airplanes over the side. These PBH's were tended by the

Naval Air Station, Coco Solo, during the visit of the Task Force in the
Canal Zone.

Task Oroupa 68.1 and 68,3 transited the Panama Canal on 7 December,

and then berthed on the Balboa side for a three day period of leave and
liberty, which would be their last before they received another—sore than
three months hence.

10 December 19U6 Task Groups 68.1 and 68.3 got underway for the
Antarctic Continent. The PINE ISIAND and BRCNINSON stopped to recover the
two PBM's that had been flown over from Coco Solo* The H03S and SOC were
flight tested and found to be in good operating condition, as were the
two PBH'e.

launching and recovery operations were ragged. Due to the rapid
demobilization of the Navy after the war, and the short period in which to
prepare for Operation HIGHJUMP, there were many inexperienced hands in the
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PIKE ISLAND. It was with a feeling of "Hold your hats, boys, here we
go again", that we rejoined formation and continued on the voyage, knowing
full well that as in Operation NANOOK, the crew would have to be trained
under the worst of operating conditions. There was a date to be set with
the weather during the Antarctic summer, and we could not delay longer
for training under favorable conditions.

The Group crossed the Equator at Longitude 82° U7' West on
December lkth. The usual ceremonies and activities had been held, re-
stricted somewhat by a deck load of aircraft and below deck spaces crowd-
ed with stores and equipment.

On the 17th of December the CAHISTEO fueled the PINE ISLAND and
BROmCSON, then set course to Join Task Qroup 68.1. The PINE ISLAND and
BRCWNSON set course for PETER I Island to inaugurate operations in
accordance with Connander Task Force 68 Operation Plan No. 2-U6, PINE
ISLAND and BRCWNSON wars designated Task Qroup 68.3.

Task Qroup 68.3 crossed the both parcl*. at approximately 1100
on December 20th. Instead of the anticipated unoarlng Forties", the
ships proceeded through smooth seas, clear skies, and fair weather. Mov-
ing pictures and lectures of past Antarctic Expeditions were frequently
held for officers and men to build up their enthusiasm to the key pitch
necessary to conduct successfully the difficult operations ahead. Foul
weather clothing was issued, and demonstrations of proper method of
dressing for inclement weather were conducted, as well as drills in the
use of survival equipment.

(Notat Hereinafter unless otherwise indicated all times will
be local zone time.)

As the $0th parallel was passed, much interest was displayed in
sighting the first icebergs. A fruit cake was offered as a prize to the
first man sighting one. Indicative of modern improvements in Polar ex-
ploration, the first iceberg was picked up by radar at a range of UO.OOO
yards. This was on the 2Uth of December in Latitude 62° Ul* S. , Long-
itude 99° 30’ W. This was our first indication that perhaps this was
not a normal ice year, as ordinarily in this area in December, bergs
say be met as far north as b5° South, while south of tho 50th parallel
the bergs should be vary numerous.

Further, on this day PINE ISLAND fueled the BROHNSON during our
first snowfall. BRCWNSON was then ordered to take station 200 miles
west of PINE ISLAND to act as weather reporting station, emergency sea-
drome, and to report ice conditions. During the next few days icebergs
became more numerous and were gradually accepted as a part of the Antarctic
panorama.
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During the evening before Chriotans, Divine Services were held
In the hangar deck, followed by a program 01 community singing.

The Antarctic Circle was crossed at Longitude 100° 35' West at
0500, 25 December 191(6. Continuing on course 190° True the open pack
wae met at Lat. 66° 97' S., Long. 101° 13' W. The helicopter (H03S-1)
was launched at 1100 for ice reconnaissance and landed on deck at 1200.
It was determined that by moving the PINE ISLARD a few miles to the
westward into an ice bay and in the lee of a large iceberg, launching
of the PWa would be feasible. Preparations were made for launching
aircraft the morning of 26 December.

The first PBM was launched on the morning of 26 December. The
wind Increased to 17 knots, picking up a choppy sea. One of the boats
tending the plane bumped into the port wing tip float, thereby ruptur-
ing it. The plane was hoisted aboard and the wing tip float repaired.
The weather continued unfavorable for launching, and further flight
operations for the day were cancelled.

The weather during 27 and 28 December continued bad with low
ceiling and frequent snowstorms.

On Sunday, 29 December, the weather cleared, and at 0900
flight quarters” were sounded- The first aircraft was hoisted over
the side, and just as it was water-borne, a snowstorm began so that
the airplane was taken back aboard.

The weather cleared in the late morning, and at noon No. 1
was again hoisted over the side. At 133$ Marine* George One was air-
borne, and after flight testing, at lli35 departed for the Antarctic
Continent on the first exploration and photographic flight. This
flight was highly successful, the plane making initial contact with
the coast and mountain tops first discovered by the D.S.S. BEAR'S
airplane on 29 February 191(0. The coastline was developed to the west-
ward, and successful photographic runs mads. The plane returned and
landed at the ship et 2315—time of flight, 10 hours. Plane was re-
fueled for the next flight.

Plane No. 2 departed from PINE ISLAND for the Antarctic
Continent on the same day at 1633 • This plane made contact with the
same part of the coastline as No. 1, and continued development of the
area. This plane returned and landed at the PINE ISXAND at 0933, 30
December, and was hoisted aboard. Time of flight was 13 hours.

Plane No. 1. refueled, departed for the Antarctic Continent
with flight crew number three and the Commanding Officer, PINE ISLAND,
at 0300. Estimated time of flight, tan hours. This was the ill-fated

flight that crashed on the Neville Mountain Range of the Antarctic
Continent.
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CRASHED PUta

On the Doming of 30 December 19b6, the weather began to deter-

iorate. The l~3t weather report from Mariner Oeorge One in flight was

at 301225Z, and is quoted, "CEILING 600 TO 1000 FEET SKY COMPLETELY
OVERCAST OBJECTS NOT VISIBIE TWO HUES SNOW OR SLEET 29.32 INCHES WIND
SOUTH 11 to 16 KNOTS".

The last radio transmission made by Mariner George One at

301310Z waB, "TRACK REPORT NUMBER SEVEN TRUE COURSE 180 GROUND SPEED

118 KNOTS AIR SPEED 130 KNOTS DRIFT ZERO DEGREES".

Aa time passed and continued efforts to gat into communication
with the plane proved unsuccessful, the concern for the safety of the

plane increased. It was hoped that the plane's radio had completely
failed, a remote possibility, and that the plane would return on time.

Finally, when the plane's estimated time in flight had expired,
the following message was sent to the Task Force Commander *

"PUNE NUMBER ONE CST AND VOICE CALL GEORGE ONE CAPTAIN CALDWELL
AND FLIGHT CREW NUMBER THREE OVERDUE SINCE 30191:52 X ACCORD-
ANCE RESCUE DOCTRINE HAVE MADE PREPARATIONS FOR SEARCH AND
RESCUE AS FOLLOWS X PUNE NUMBER TWO STANDING BT FOR FLIGHT
SOON AS WEATHER PERMITS X PREPARATIONS UNDERRAT TO ASSEMBLE
SPARE PBM BT

Then case a period of watchful waiting for the weather. The
weather was bad. Snowstorms, high winds and poor visibility. If the
ceiling lifted to 600 feet and visibility to four miles, a plane would
be put over the side in hopes that when it was ready to take-off the
weather would be sufficiently good for a try at a rescue flight.

In the meantime we tried to analyze the missing plane's situa-
tion, and what led to it. The weather was bed in her vicinity when the
radio was last heard. The last message had been sent completely, and
then the radio was never heard again. The plane's position was well
fixed at the time of last transmission, Lat. 71® 22' S., Long. 99°
30' W., which was near the Antarctic coast. Open water safe for land-
ing in this area had been observed on the first flight, and this was
confirmed by photographs. Also, rising from the coast were mountain
ranges 1800 feet high with wide open spaces of neve.

We reasoned that:

(1) The plane encountered bad flying weather and chose to land
in the open water along the coast and wait for the weather
to improve.



The plane attempted to climb up over the weather, iced
up, went out of control and crashed.
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(3) The plane, flying over the continent, began icing, the
ceiling kept lowering, and the plane made a forced land-
ing on the neve. The occupants in this event could very
well be alive, and the radio understandably damaged be-
yond use.

The first case seemed unlikely, as it would be possible to
continue communications. We refused to consider the secoixi case, and
pinned all our hopes on the third. Events later disclosed that this
was pretty close to what happened.

Extra survival equipment attached to cargo parachutes were
stcmed in the rescue planes. Messages of encouragement were broadcast
hourly to the missing crew. Homing signals were sent for the first
five minutes of every fifteen. We continued to wait for an improve-
ment in the weather.

On 5 January, the first rescue flight went out in search of
Mariner George One* Forty five minutes from the ship the plane was
forced back by impossible flying wsathsrr.

On 6 January, Mariner George Three took off for search and
reocue of the missing plane and succeeded In reaching the coast. The
fog was down to the bottom on the coast and It was impossible to fly
over land. The sea area of the search plan was covered, which had the
advantage of eliminating the larger unlikely area from the search plan.
During this flight of 11 hours, an area of 11,000 square miles was
searched. It is Interesting to note that this plane passed within
fifteen Biles of the crashed Mariner George One* Incidental to this
search, one hundred more miles of unknown coastline were discovered
and photographed.

(Note: From Captain Caldwell's diary, "Monday 6 January (8th

day). The sky ia down on us today. The ice and snow background merge
into the fog and overcast without distinction. This is not flying
weather. The breeze is from the WNN blowing the fog in from the sea
and over us. For breakfast we had a half slice of bread covered thick
with peanut butter. We ground the emergency radio like mad for a full
half hour and then for the moat part Just sat around and talked.")

On the morning of 7 January, flight quarters were sounded, but
before the first plane was waterborne, a anew blizzard set in. Flight
operations were cancelled.

(Note: From Captain Caldwell's diary, "Tuesday ^ Jan (9th
day) . There is no flying on such a day as this so we have very little
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to look forward to. Such dayB really drag out interminably. ")

On 7 January, CANISTEO had rejoined from the Central Qroup and
now formed a part of Task Qroup 68.3* BROWNSON had been called in from
her station and CANISTSO fueled both ships* CANISTEO was then position-
ed 200 miles west of PUB ISLAND for weather reporting and emergency
seadrome. HROWNSON proceeded south into the open pack about 95 miles to
facilitate aircraft navigation and communication, and to report weather.

During the afternoon of the seventh, both planes were put over
the side for test flights . Weather again prevented flights to the

Continent, Flight operations secured.

The officers and men had been working around the clock continu-
ously since the day Mariner George One was lost. It could be seen that
they were getting jumpy and irritable. Standby status was secured and
movies held the evening of 7 January.

As the weather on the 8th of January (Wednesday) was net favor-
able for flying, holiday routine was declared at 0900. At 1335 flight
quarters were sounded and preparations made for another search flight.
At UiU5 George Three was airborne. An hour later the plane returned,
fareed back again by bad weather,

(Note: From Captain Caldwell's diary, "Wed 8 Jan (10th day).
The weather is still down on us. It is completely overcast with light
snow. The air is light from the NW and visibility Is 500 yards. We
have put in our morning 30 minutes on the emergency radio. It does our
morale good just to hear the grinder turning. We had our usual break-
fast of a half slice of bread covered with peanut butter. This won't
last much longer as ws now are in our last loaf of bread. To date we
have feasted on the plane flight rations. They are nearly used up and
at that time we will be on peamican alone. Not a very pleasing out-
look.

"Kearns and he Blanc are still improving. Kearns can move hie
right arm now and he has started sitting outside with the rest of us.
He is coming along fast. Le Blanc seems to have passed the delirious
stage now. He has full control of his senses and is improving steadily.")

The weather on the 9th started out favorably, and preparations
for flight operations began at 0530. At 0900 Kariner Oeorge Two was
airborne, but landed shortly thereafter due to bad weather, returned

to the ship and was hoisted aboard. All during the afternoon it snar-

ed heavily, and we wondered what sort of weather was holding in the
area of the lost plane same 350 miles to the south of us.

(Note: From Captain Caldwell's diary, "Thursday, 9 Jan (11th
day). Good day today. Visibility excellent, low broken clouds—much
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blue slqr, The only aountalna viaible to date are off to the west.
It la good flying weather here; if only it could be good weather at
the ship's position. McCarty and I took a short walk this Doming
and now we are positive that If we get rescued it will be from this
spot. None of us are in condition for any long hike.

"Le Blanc is taking a turn for the worse. We really could not
endure ouch good weather such as this without something happening.
Our spirits improve with the weather and this condition will continue
until it is proved that good weathsr here will bring no AID. The wind
has picked up to 15-18 knots .from the west and we have the emergency
radio antenna kite flying. I just finished 10 minutes on the grinder.
Our best weather is in the morning. It clouds over and turns definitely
much colder after 1700.")

On the morning of 10 January, hoping to break the Jinx of this
damnable weather, the PINE ISIAND was moved to the westward, to position
Lat. 66° 30 1 S., Long, 10i»° 30* W. In the late afternoon the helicopter
was launched for ice reconnaissance. This flight made it possible to
position the ship for launching PBU's. It also determined that this was
as far south as it was possible to get the PINE ISIAND at this time be-
cause of the pack ice. Weather to the south was unfavorable for flight
operations.

(Note: From Captain Caldwell's diary, "Friday 10 Jan. (12th day).
What a dayl I was the first one up and didn't say a word when asked the
state of the weather. It was completely overcast, almost; off to the
south horizon I saw a very thin rift of blue, I kept watching this blue,
called all the others, and within two hours the SE wind had driven off
all the clouds and we had CAW.

"For breakfast we used our last bit of bread with peanut butter.
We used the emergency radio and tapped out signals . Found and worked on
the putt-putt but without success. Tried to rig a radio receiver with
the emergency radio transmitter, but also without success.

"The five of us spent most of the day around our hull opening
hangout Ju3t enthusing all over about our good prospects aad the perfect
weather.

"Robbins and Warr took a hike south and the result was additional
information that pointed to our being on the north end of Fletcher Island,

"Supper—we had our usual stew but with beets rather than with
beans tonight. Everyone ate heartily and between 7 and 8 turned in with
the highest spirits to date.")

Early morning of 11 January brought fair weather. No time was
lost in launching Mariner Qsorge Two, and she was airborne at 0661.
Mariner Ceorge Two with f.P.C. Lt.(jg) J. L, Ball, USN, departed PINE
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ISLAND on search and rescue mission at 0700. This was the first flight
in the last five days not to be turned back by bad weather. Upon
reaching the coast the plane was to take up the search plan as left off
by Mariner George Three.

At 1116 the following message was received from Mariner George
Twos

"MARINER GEORGE ONE BURNT WRECKAGE AND ALIVE MEN AT 71-03
SOUTH *8-1:7 TOST",

then a few minutes later: "FIVE MS7J ALIVE BY OUR COUNT."

This was followed by: "LOPEZ HENDERSIN WILLIAMS DEAD. SIX
OTHER MEN ALIVE AND ON FEET. PLANE DISINTEGRATED AND BURNED."

Mariner Qeorge Two then reported that the survivors were ten
miles south of the coast and that along the coast there was sufficient
open water to land and tek e off a PBM. Emergency survival gear was
parachuted to the survivors. The trail from the crash to open water
was marked, and additional survival gear dropped along this trail. The
survivors were instructed to follow the trail to the coast.

Inmedlately upon receipt of the sighting despatch preparations
were made to launch Mariner George Three. Mariner George Three with
P.P.C. Lt. Coodr. John D. Howell, USN, was airborne at 1357 and departed
for the scene of the crashed {dans.

George Two due to low gas supply departed froa the area of the
survivors at 1620, and at 1750 Oeorge Three reported it had sighted the
survivors, was dropping supplies and again marking the trail to the coast
The survivors had progressed about one quarter of the distance from the
crash to open water on the coast. Georgs Three requested permission to
land in the area of the open water near the coastline, which was granted.

At 1835 George Two was over the ship, landed, and was hoisted
aboard. The flight crew was interviewed and from the information gained,
the following despatches were sent to Commander Task Force 681

"MARINER GEORGE ONE FIRST SIGHTED BY LONG W.A. CPHM MONROE
NCAROLINA ON THIRD LEO OF SEARCH X SIX MEN TORE FIRST SIGHTED
STANDING AROUND FIRE WAVING FUGS AND RUBBER LIFE RAFT X ON
3TED WING TOP WAS PAINTED IN YELLOW yUOTE LOPEZ HENDERSIN
WILLIAMS DEAD UNQUOTE X SURVIVORS WERE INFORMED WATER FOR SEA-
PLANE UNDING EIGHT MILES NORTH AND PUNE WOULD MARK THE TRAIL
AND IF MESSAGE UNDERSTOOD TO JOIN HANDS X MEN JOINED HANDS
DANCED AND STOOD ON THEIR HEADS TO INDICATE THEY UNDERSTOOD X
OPINION OF PUNE CRBT NO APPARENT SERIOUS INJURY TO SURVIVORS
ALTHOUGH ON TREK TO COAST FIVE MEN WALKED AND ONE RODE ON SLED X
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WHEN MARINER GEORGE TWO DEPARTED AT 1122202 SURVIVORS HAD

MADE ONE QUARTER DISTANCE TO COAST BT 120135Z

"MORE ON GBORGE TWO BRIEFING I GEDRCE ONE CRASHED AND BURNED

PARTIALLY I PORT ENGINE 1$ FT AHEAD FUSELAGE I STBD ENGINE

IN SNOW AHEAD OF PLANE X WINGS OFF X PUSELAffi BROKEN IN TWO

NEAR FTO BUNK ROOM X FUSELAGE 60 PBICENT BURNED AMIDSHIPS X
TtTT. SECTION CRUMPLED X WING TIP FLOATS AND STRUTS SCATTERED

OVEH RADIUS 1$0 IDS X SURVIVORS APPARENTLY LIVING IN FWD

OOMPT OF FUSEUGE USING PARACHUTE SILK FOR ADDITIONAL TENT-

ACE X APPEARANCE OF SLED AND PAINTS INDICATES FOOD HAS SALV-

AGED X MANY OBLIQUE PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN UNDER EXCELLENT CONDIT-

IONS X RADIOMEN BELIEVE NO RADIO EQUIPMENT SALVAGED THAT COUID

BE UTILIZED TO TRANSMIT OR RECEIVE MESSAfflS BT 120Ui9Z

"THIS IS IAST OF GBORGE TWO BRIEFING X GEORGE ONE CRASHED ON

BARRIER 07 RlOffS PENINSULA AT ALTITUDE OF 1000 FEET ON APPROX

COURSE 130 TRUE MOUNTAIN TOPS SIGHTED ABOUT 25 MUSS SOUTH 07

CRASH X CRASHED PUNE WAS VERT DIFFICULT TO SEE AND SIGHTING

WAS GREATLY ENHANCED BT SMOKE OF SURVIVORS FIRE BT. ... 12020^2"

At 1920 George Three reported she ns on the eater, and Lt. Coadr.

Howell and PHGM1 R. R. Conger were rowing toward the ice barrier in a
rubber raft with sled, aurvival equipment, and food. Upon landing the
aurvlvore were sighted four idles away. The parties net, and then *nde

their way with greet difficulty over nigged terrain to the coast follow-

ing the tracks left by the rescuers. In the neantine a heavy fog set

in, lasting throughout the night, rendering it impossible to eabark in

the plane. Weather at the FINE ISLAND continued excellent.

Early the nornlng of 12 January the weather cleared along the

Ice Barrier, All were enbarked in tne plane and at 0819 the plane took
off and headed for the PINE ISIAND. At 1035 George Three landed and at

1120 was hoisted aboard. Medical aid was administered to those needing
1 need late attention. Those suffering ainor injuries were interviewed,
and the substance of their story waa contained in the following despatch
to CTF 68:

•THIS PART ONE OF CAPTAIN CALDWELL AND FLIOfT CREW NUMBER THREE
BRIEFINO X IAST WEATHER REPORT FROM MARINER GBORGE ONE IB
FLIGHT AT 301225Z QUOTE CEILING 500 TO 1000 FEET SKY COMPLETKLI
OVERCAST OBJECTS NOT VISIBLE TWO MTTJ5 SHOW OR SLEET 29.32
INCHES WIND SOUTH 11 TO 16 KNOTS UNQUOTE IAST RADIO MESSAGE
RECEIVED FROM MARIHER ffiOROE ONE AT 3013lOZ QUOTE TRACK REPORT
NUMBER SEVEN TRUE COURSE 180 GROUND SPEED 118 KNOTS AIR SPEED
130 ZERO DEGREES DRIFT X ETA MARINER GEORGE THREE 121615Z BT”

"IMMEDIATELY UPON DISEMBARKING FROM RESCUE PIANE EACH SURVIVOR
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WILL BE MET WITH A WRITER AND DISPATCH PAD AND AFFORDED
OPPORTUNITY TO SEND MESSAGE TO HIS FAMILY BT"

m
rm.

"THIS IS PART THREE X DRAWING OUT INFORMATION PIECEMEAL X
WILL SEND SOMETHING SOON"

"THIS IS PART FOUR X REPORT OF EVENTS LEADING TO CRASH X LTJG
KFARNS AT CONTROLS STATED X IMMEDIATELY AFTER NUMBER SEVEN
TRACK REPORT CAPE DART SIGHTED ONE POINT ON PORT BOW DISTANCE
ABOUT TWELVE MHES X RADAR UNRELIABLE X AFTER SIGHTING UND
CHANGED COURSE FROM 180 TO 160 X ALTITUDE PLANE INCREASED
FROM 600 TO 1000 FEET X AT THIS POINT SIGHTED UND DEAD AHEAD
A)© ON STBD BOW WITH CEILING DOWN ON MOUNTAIN TOPS X FLYING
IN NUMEROUS SNOW SQUALLS X TO AVOID FLYING INTO MOUNTAINS CHANGED
COURSE TO 090 X ON HEADING EAST NO DISTINGUISHABLE HORIZON X
SNOW BLENDED UP INTO OVERCAST X MORE FOLLOWS"

"THIS 15 PART FIVE X ON COURSE 090 IT APPEARED AS THOUGH FLANE
WERE FLYING INTO CLOUDS X PUNE WAS PUT INTO A SHALLOW LEFT
TURN AND SUDDENLY STRUCK A SNCW RIDGE X PUNE BOUNCED IN AIR
AND FULL POWER WAS APPLIED TO ENGINES X PUNE WAS THEN FLYING
AND UNDER CONTROL X PLANE WAS PUT INTO A FURTHER LEFT TURN TO
SET COURSE FOR PINE ISUND WHEN SUDDENLY PUNE EXPLODED IN AIR
X TIME ELEMENT BETWEEN STRIKING RIDGE AND EXPLOSION ABOUT THREE
SECONDS X BELIEVE FRICTION OF BOTTOM OF HULL TANK IGNITED GAS-
OLINE IN HULL TANK X PUNE DISINTEGRATED IN THE AIR AS FOLLOWS
X ABLE X BOTH WINGS CONNECTED TOGETHER WERE SEPARATED FROM THE
FUSEUGE IN THE AIR FOLLOWING THE EXPLOSION OF THE HULL TANKS X
BAKER X FUSEUGE WAS BLOWN APART IN THE AIR AND SEPARATED AFT
OF APU DECK X AFTER SECTION HEADED SOUTH X FWD SECTION HEADED
NORTH liO FEET WEST OF AFTER SECTION X CHARLIE X WINGS STILL
HELD TOGETHER UNDID 80 FEET WEST OF AFTER FUSEUGE IN A NE-SW
DIRECTION X DOG X PORT ENGINE LANDED 16 FEET AHEAD OF AFTER
SECTION FUSEUGE X EASY X STBD ENGINE UNDID 18 FEET WEST OF
WINGS X WING TIP FLOATS AND STRUTS SCATTERED ABOUT WINGS X
VARIOUS PARTS PLANE AND EQUIPMENT SCATTERED OVER AREA 100 YDS
DIAMETER X MORE FOLLOWS BT 121&5Z"

"THIS IS PART SIX X FOX GASOLINE FIRE ABOUT FWD SECTION BURNED
FOR ABOUT AN HOUR X WING TANKS BURNED X BOMB BAY TANKS SCORCHED
BUT DID NOT BURN X ABOUT SIX HUNDRED GALLONS GAS IN BOMB BAY
AVAILABLE AND UTER USED FOR COOKING BT 1215U5Z"

"THIS IS PART SEVEN X REPORT OF INJURIES TO PERSONNEL X LT (JG)

R P LEBUNC USNR CRITICAL X MINOR INJURIES TO OTHER PERSONNEL
BT 1215U5Z"

"THIS IS PART EIGHT X LT (JG) KEARNS COMMA MCCARTY AND WARR
DESCRIBED POSITIONS OF MEN IN PUNE AND WHAT HAPPENED TO THEM
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WHEN PUNE CRASHED AS FOLLOWS X ABLE X CAPTAIN CALDWELL IN
BOW WAS THROWN BACKWARD BY THE IMPACT AND THEN THROWN CLEAR
OF PUNE X BAKER X LT (JO) LEBLANC WAS STRAPPED INTO SEAT AND
WAS RENDERED UNCONSCIOUS BT STRIKING HEAD AGAINST THROTTLES X
HE REMAINS) IN BURNING COCKPIT UNTIL REMOVED BY LT (JO) KEARNS
COMMA ROBBIJB AND WARR X LT LBBUNCS CLOTHING WAS ON FIRE AT
THIS TIME X ENTIRE PILOTS COCKPIT IN FLAMES X LT (JO) KEARNS
UNFASTENED LT UfflUHCS SAFETY BELT AND ROBBINS AND WARR DRAGG-
ED LT LEBLANC FROM THE BURNING PUNE X CHARLIE X IT (JO)

KEARNS IN CO-PILOTS SEAT AND IN CONTROL OF AIRCRAFT DID NOT
HAVE SAFETY BELT SECURED AND WAS THROWN CLEAR OF COCKPIT
THROUGH WINDSHIELD X DOG X ROBBINS ARM2 AT HIS POSITION BT
RADAR WAS THROWN CLEAR OF PLANE X EASY X ENS LOPEZ AT NAVIGAT-
ORS TABLE KILLED INSTANTLY X FOX X HENDERSIN AHH1 AT RADIO
PANEL KILLED INSTANTLY AND THROWN CLEAR OF PURE X GEORGE X
WILLIAMS AVMl STANDING AT FLIGHT ENGINEERS PANEL WAS THROWN
CLEAR BUT DIED FROM MULTIPLE INJURIES APPROXIMATELY TWO HOURS
LATER X HOW X WARR AMXAC2 WAS AT THE FLIGHT ENGINEERS CONTROL
PANEL COMMA SAFETY BELT NOT SECURED AND WAS THROWN CLEAR OF
PUNE X ITEM X MCCARTY CPHOM AT HIS STATION IN TUNNEL OF PUNE
WAS RENDERED SEMI CONSCIOUS BBT RECOVERED SUFFICIENTLY TO DRAG
HIMSELF FROM TUNNEL TO THE WAIST COMPARTMENT AFTER CRASH X
BRIEFING HAS JUST DISCLOSED THAT TOP OF FORWARD FUSELAGE
SECTION WAS BLOWN OFF BT 121515Z"

"THIS IS PART NINE X GEAR LEFT AFTER CRASH X CAPTAIN CALDWELL
STATED THAT EVERY PART OF THE AIRCRAFT AND EVERYTHING IN IT
WAS UTILIZED DURING THEIR DAILY EXISTENCE ON THE ANTARCTIC
CONTINENT X CAPTAIN CALDWELL CARRIED THE NARRATIVE ASSISTFD
BY ROBBINS FILLING IN X DURING THE FIRST TWO DAYS WEATHER
CONDITIONS WERE VERY BAD WITH SNOW STORMS AND HltH WINDS FROM
THE SOUTH X VISIBILITY ZERO ZERO X ALL SURVIVORS LIVED IN THE
TUNNEL SECTION OF THE AFTER FUSSUGB SECTION X THIS WAS THE
ONLY PROTECTED COMPARTMENT AT THE TINE X ALL MEN WERE INJURED
OR SUFFERING FROM SHOCK X ALL THAT THE MEN WANTED WAS TO SLEEP
OR REST X NO EFFORT WAS HADE TO BREAK OUT SLEEPING BAGS WHICH
WERE NOT USED UNTIL THE THIRD DAI X NO ONE ATE ANYTHING FOR A
DAY AND A HALF X MEN JUST UY AROUND TN A DAZE DURING THAT
PERIOD X PASSAGE OF TINE WAS NOT REALIZED X CORRECT TINE AND
DATE WAS UTEH DETERMINED BY ElffiT DAY CLOCK ON PILOTS INSTRU-
MENT PANEL X ABOUT 312IOOZ ROBBINS STARTED MOVING AROUND AND
AROUSED WARR X THE TWO MEN HEADED FOR THE GALLET IN THE FOR-
WARD SECTION OF THE FUSEUGE LOOKING FOR SOMETHING TO SAT X
FIRST FOOD FOUND WAS SOME CANNED UOODS X CAN CONTAINING
APHIOOTS THAT WERE NOT FROZEN WAS OPENED AND TAKEN TO TUNNEL
SECTION AND SHARED WITH ALL RBUININO SURVIVORS X EACH MAN
HAD ? AND $ APRICOTS X NOTHING EISE WAS EATEN THAT DAY OR
N3OTT X AT THIS TINE CAPTAIN CAIDWELL ESTABLISHED RATION 2
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MEALS A DAY X ALL HANDS RESTED AND SLEPT THAT NIGHT UNTIL
FOLLOWING MORNING WHICH WAS NEW YEARS DAI X ON NEW YEARS DAY
EVERYONE EXCEPT LT (JG) LEBLANC AND KEARNS AND MCCARTY GOT

UP AND MOVED ABOUT X EACH MAN HAD A CUP OF HOT SPINACH SOUP X
NEW YEARS DAY SUPPER CONSISTED OF 1 CUP HOT CHICKEN SOUP 1

SLICE BREAD AND PEANUT BUTTER PER MAN X MEN CONTINUED ON RE-
DUCED RATIONS X FIRST FIVE DAYS WERE PASSED JUST RESTING SLEEP-
ING EATING AND SEARCHING FOR MORE FOOD THAT WAS SCATTERED
THROUGHOUT THE AREA AND TAKING INVENTORY OP SURVIVAL GEAR X 90

PERCENT OF THE FOOD INITIALLY ABOARD WAS FOUND AND ALL USABLE
X DURING TWO WEEKS MEN SUBSISTED ENTIRELY ON CANNED GOODS
FRESH MEATS AND BREAD THAT WERE CARRIED IN THE PLANE X 180 IDS
PEMMICAN AND 350 CANS LIFE RAFT RATIONS WERE HEU) IN RESERVB
AND USED ONLY EXPERIMENTALLY X MEN LIKED PEMMICAN WHEN MIXED
AS A HOT SOUP X MEATS POTATOES AND PEMMICAN WERE COOKED AS A
STEW AND PRONOUNCED EXCELLENT X EVERYTHING IN Lire RAFT RATIONS
WAS LIKED X CIGARETTES AND CANDY IN PERSONAL BAGS CONSIDERED
A TREAT X ON THE SIXTH DAY (COUNTING 30 DEC FIRST DAY) TWO 2

MAN TENTS WERE ERECTED BETWEEN THE TWO SECTIONS OF THE FUSE-
LAGE X ROBBINS AND WARR SHARED ONE TENT X CAPTAIN CALDWELL
AND MCCARTY SHARED THE OTHER X LT KEARNS AND LT LEBLANC CON-
TINUED LIVING IN THE TUNNEL COMMA KEARNS ADMINISTERED TO THE
NEEDS OF LT LEBLANC WHO WAS NOT ABLE TO GET ABOUT X CONTINUED
IN PART TEN BT 121$U$Z*

"THIS IS BART TEN X THE DEAD WERE BURIED UNDER THE SOUTH QMS
OF THE WING ON THE SEVENTH DAY CUA AND AN AMERICA!: FUG WAS
ERECTED TO HONOR THEM X APPROPRIATE CEREMONIES LED BY CAPTAIN
CALDWELL WStE HELD WITH ALL SURVIVORS PRESENT X PARA X WATER
WAS OBTAINED BY MELTING ICE WHICH HAD FORMED ALONG THE FUSE-
LACS X ICE WAS MELTED WHEN MEALS WERE COOKED X CANS OF SHOW
IN TENTS MELTED INTO WATER DURING THE DAY X EFFICIENCY OF
MELTING SHOT MUCH LESS THAN MELTING ICE X NO ONE SUFFERED FOR
LACK OF WATER OR POOD BT 1215U5Z"

"THIS IS PART ELEVEN X THIS PART ON COMMUNICATIONS X THE
GIBSON GIRL RADIO WAS PUT IN OPERATION WITHIN ONE HOUR AFTER
THE CRASH BY BOBBINS ARM2 ASSISTED BY CAPTAIN CALDWELL X THE
ANTENilA WAS ERECTED BY USING THE BOX KITS A PART OF THE RADIO
ASSEMBLY X THIS KITE WAS BLOWN AWAY DURING THE FIRST NIOHT BY
HIGH WINDS CMA IT HAVING BEEN IZFT FLYING LARGELY DUE TO THE
INABILITY OF THE MEN TO HAUL THE KITE IN X A NEW ANTENNA WAS
FASHIONED AND ERECTED BY ROBBIIG AND STRETCHED BETWEEN THE
VERTICAL STABLIZER OF THE EMPENNAGE SECTION OF THE IFF STAB
ANTENNA ON THE STARBOARD WIND AND OPERATION OF THE GIBSON GIRL
CONTINUED X CAPTAIN CALDWELL REPEATEDLY OPERATED THE RADIO FOR
MORE THAN ONE HALF HOUR SEVERAL TIMES X TOO RAX TYPE RADIO
RECEIVERS WERE LOCATED IN THE CRASH AREA X ROBBINS CMA BY
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cannabalizing onb of the mo receivers caw. succeeded in
PLACING THE OTHER IN AN OPERATINO CONDITION BUT DUE TO IN-
SUFFICIENT VOLTA® FROM THE AIRCRAFT STORA® BATTERIES THIS
PROJECT MAS DOOMED AT LEAST FOR THE PRESENT I WHEN THE MEN
WKHE LOCATED CMA ROBBINS AND TOUR HAD FOUND A QUANTITY OP
PUSH LIGHT BATTERIES AND MERE PHEPARINO TO ADD THESE TO THE
STORA® BATTERIES IN ORDER TO GET THE ONE RECEIVER ON THE AIR
I ALL OTHER RADIO AND RADAR EQUIPMENT MAS ENTIRELY DESTROYED
X THE AUXILIARY POWER UNIT MAS DANA(ZD TO THE EXTENT THAT IN
SPITE OF THE BEST EFFORTS OF ROBBINS AND MARK IT COtJID NOT
BE USED X NO COMMUNICATIONS OTHBl THAN VISUAL MERE EVER
ESTABLISHED X VISUAL SIGNALS MERE SENT FROM PLANE TO SURVIVORS
BY ALOIS LAMP WITH WHITE LIGHT WHICH MAS EFFICIENT X ALOIS
LAMP WITH RED LIGHT MAS INEFFICIENT X DROPPING MESSAGES MAS
EFFICIENT X BLINKER CJN WITH SUN REFLECTOR MAS NOT USED BY
SURVIVORS PROBABLY DUB TO EXCITEMENT AND REDUCED MENTAL AND
PHYSICAL CAPABILITIES X COMMUNICATIONS MERE ESTABLISHED BY
PLANE SBNDINO A MESSA® REQUESTING AN ANSWBl YES OR NO BY
ACTIONS TO BE PERFORMED BY SURVIVORS X RADAR REFLECTORS MBS
GENEROUSLY UID OUT AND THESE COUPLED WITH SURFACE OF PLANE
GAVE HI® HOPES OF BEING PICKED UP BY PLANE AT SEVENTY MILES
X THE HIGH HOPES MESS GOOD FOR MORALE BUT FACT REMAINS THAT
WITH BACKGROUND OF SNOW AND LAND ANT INDICATION OF RETURN
PROBABLY MOUID BE NEGLIGIBLE. ATTENTION OF RESCUE PUNE MAS
ATTRACTED BY FILLING RUBBER LIFE RAFT WITH PAPER CARTONS CMA
PIECES OF MANIU LINE CMA PIECES OF PARACHUTES CMA SMALL PIECES
OF WOOD AND GASOLINE AND THEN SETTING IT AFIRE X THIS MADE
EFFICIENT PILLAR OF BUCK SMOKE CMA THAT WITH NO MIND CONDITION
CMA REACHED A KBKHfT OF 300 FEET X LT(JO) BALL CMA PILOT OP
RESCUE PUNE WHICH FIRST SIGHTED MISSINO PUNE CMA STATED PUNE
YOUID HOT HAVE BEEN SIGHTED OH THAT SEARCH IF SMOKE SIGNAL HAD
NOT BEEN MADE BT 1215U5Z"

PART TWELVE X PREPARED BY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT X ABLE X WHEN
PLANK CRASHED NO MEDICAL SUPPLIES OOUID BE FOUND AT THE TIME
X SE7KH DAIS UTER SULFADIAZINE TABLETS AND SULFANILAMIDE
CRYSTALS WEIS FOUND X LTJG LEBLANC MAS THEN GIVEN ONE SULFA-
DIAZINE TABLET EVERY FOUR HOURS FOR THE REMAINING TIME X
MCCARTY AND MARK MERE TREATED BY PUTTINO SULFANILAMIDE CRYSTALS
ON THEIR UCERATIONS X BAKER X THERE MAS NO SEVERE LOSS OF
BLOOD FROM UCSATIOKS AS BLOOD COAOUUTED RAPIDLY IN LOW
TEMPERATURES X CHARLIE X ENOUGH FOOD MAS AVAILABLE TO AFFORD
A SUFFICIENT DIET X AVAILABLE RATIONS INCLUDE) CANNED HAM
COMMA CANNED PEACHES COMMA SPAM COMMA PEANUT BUTTER AND CANDY
X BREAD LASTED FOR ELEVEN DAIS X I® AND SNOW MERE MELTED FOR
DRINKING MATER X DOG X RESCUE PLANES DROPPED ADDITIONAL FOOD
X EASY X THE MAJOR PART OP THE MEDICAL SUPPLIES MSB DESTROYS)
DT THE FIRE X THE NORMAL AMOUNT OF MEDICAL SUPPLIES AND EQ'JIP-
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mrt CARRIED IN THE PLANES ARE CONSIDERED ADEQUATE BT"

"THIS IS PART THIRTEEN X NARRATIVE AND MORALE HI LIEUT EVERETT

J LE COMPTE (CHC) FORMEhLT PASTOR OF CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH JOLIET ILLINOIS X DIARIES OF THE DAYS PASSED ON THE ICE

WERE KEPT BY CAPTAIN CALOTELL AND BY CPHOM OWEN MCCARTY X PAPA

X AFTER THB SHOCK OF THE CRASH WHICH LEFT ALL DAZED FOR FROM
THIRTY SIX TO FORTY ElCOT HOURS THEY BEQAN TO TAKE STOCK OF
THEIR SITUATION X MUCH OF THEIR TIME AT FIRST WAS PASSED SLEEP-
ING OR JUST SITTING X ROBBINS WAS THE FIRST TO BECOME ACTIVE
AND IATER WAS HELPED BY WAKR WHO RECOVERED NEXT X ROBBINS BE-

GAN TO RUMMAGE AROUND THE WRECKAGE FOR FOOD X THE PLANE HAD
DISINTEGRATED to SUCH AN EXTENT THAT MOST OF THE FOOD SUPPLY

HAD FORTUNATELY BEEN THROWN CLEAR OF THB PLANE BEFORE IT BURST
INTO FLAMES X BY ABOUT TWO OCLOCK ON DECEMBER 31ST HE HAD

FOUND CANS OF APRICOTS WHICH HE SERVED ALL HANDS X ON NEW YEARS
EVE HE SERVED EACH MAN A CUP OF HOT SPINACH SOUP WHICH WAS THEIR
FIRST HOT MEAL X AFTER EATING ALL SKMW) TO FEEL BETTER AND
THEIR SPIRITS BEGAN TO RISE X HOWEVER KEARNS LEBLANC AND MCCARTY
WERE NOT ABLE TO GET UP X PARA X FOR THREE DAYS PARTLY BECAUSE
OF RAD WEATHER AND PARTLY BBCAUSB OF SHOCK THEY STAYED IN THB
TUNNEL WHERE ALL EXCEPT KEARNS AND LEBLANC WHO HAD SLEEPING
BAGS SHIVERED WITH THE COLD X GRADUALLY SLEEPING BAGS WERE RE-
TRIEVED FOR THE OTHERS PARA X AS THB DAYS WENT BY THB NECESSARY
WORK PROVIDED ANY WHO COULD GET ABOUT WITH ALL THE EXERCISE
THEY DESIRED X SOON IT BECAME NECESSARY TO PROVIDE SOME FORM
OF DIVERSION FOR THE LONG HOURS OF WAKEFUL WAITINO X THIS WAS
NOT EAST X THERE WERE NO BOOKS NO RADIO NO CARDS NO GAMES X
PASTIMES HAD TO BE INVENTED X CHECKERS WERE MADE OUT OF CANDY
CHARMS FOR WHITE MEN AND MALT DISCS FOR BUCK MSN X WHEN THIS
PROVED TO BE ONESIDED CAPTAIN CALDWELL AND WAHR TAUGHT THE OTHERS
HOW TO PUT SALVO AND MANY HOURS WERE WHILED AWAT IN AN ENJOYABLE
MANNER X PARA X MOST OF THE MEX CONFESSED THAT DOWN DEEP IN THEIR
HEARTS THEY CONSIDERED THEIR SITUATION QUITE HOPELESS BUT THAT
CAPTAIN CALDWELL HELD UP THEIR SPIRITS X PARA X THB INSTANTANEOUS
DEATHS OF ENSIGN LOPEZ HENDERSIN AKU1 AND THE DEATH ABOUT TWO
AND A HALF HOURS AFTER THE CRASH OF WILLIAMS AMML TOGETHER WITH
THEIR BUMFS AND BRUISES CONTRIBUTED TO THEIR LOW SPIRITS X THE
SITUATION WAS BETTERED SOMEWHAT ON SUNDAY WHEN THEY WERE ABLE TO
DIG A GRAVE IN THE ICE IN WHICH THEY BURIED THEIR DEAD AND PUNT-
ED A FUG AFTER BRIEF FUNERAL SERVICES X PARA X THE SEARCH FOR
FOOD BECAME A HOBBY ALTHOUGH AT FIRST THE MEN ODULD NOT SPEND
OVER A HALF HOUR AT A TIME OUTSIDE THEIR CRAMPED SHELTER IN THB
AFTER SECTION OF THE PUNE X ITEMS OF FOOD WERE STILL FOUND UP
TO THE DAY BEFORE THEY WERE SICOTED X PARA X IT WAS DECIDED THAT
THEIR MEALS WOOD BE TWO A DAY COMMA BREAKFAST AT EIGHT OCLOCK
AND DINNER AT SIX OCLOCK AFTEHWHICH ALL WOULD TURN IN X PARA X
THEY IMPROVED THEIR SITUATION FURTHER BY SETTING UP TWO TENTS
NEAR THE PLANE COMMA ONE FOR CAPTAIN CALDWELL AND MCCARTY THE
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OTHER TOR ROBBINS AND KARR X KEARNS REMAINED IN THE PUNE
AID IN SPITS OF A BROKEN ARM AND OTHER INJURIES LOOKED AFTER
THE BADLY BURNED IEBUNC X PARA X ALL REALIZED THAT THERE WAS
NO HOPE OF RESCUE AS LONG AS THE HEATHER CONTINUED BAD X THE

FIRST THURSDAT COMMA FRIDAT AND SATURDAY WERE BEAUTIFUL DAIS
IN WEATHER OVER THE AREA WHERE THE PUNE CRASHED AND THEIR
PRAYERS WERE THAT IT WOULD MOVE OUT TO SEA WHERE THE PINE
ISUND WAS WAITING BEYOND THE ICE FLOES X DESPITE THE FAC?

THAT THE WEATHER CONTINUED BAD OVER THE SHIP THEY NEVER GAVE
UP HOPE THAT A RESCUE PUNE WOUID BE SENT X PARA X CAPTAIN
CALDWELL SEEMED NEVER TO SLEEP BUT AIJIAIS HAD AN EAR COCKED
LISTENING FOR THE FIRST SOUND OF A PUNE X YET WHEN THE
RESCUE PUNE DID FLY ALMOST OVER THEM THEY WERE ALL INSIDE X

THEY RUSHS) OUT ONLY TO FIND IT DISAPPEARING FAST WITH NO
SIGN OF RECOGNITION X THERE WAS GREAT GLOOM IN THE CAMP BECAUSE
THEY HAD BEEN VERY CONFIDENT THEY COULD BE EASILY SPOTTED AND
NCXT THEIR HOPES FELL X THEY WERE REASSURED BY CAPTAIN CALDWELL
THAT THE PLANE WOULD BE BACK AND DURING THE HOURS THEY WAITED
THEY MADE READY A SMOKE SIGNAL USING A RUBBER RAFT VOUCH THEY
SATURATED WITH GASOLINE AND LIGHTED WHEN THE PLANE RETURNED X
ANXIOUSLY THEY WATCHED WHILE THEY WAVED ANYTHING THEY COULD
FIND X ALMOST IMMEDIATELY THEY SAW THE PUNE TURN AND HEAD
STRAIGHT FOP. THEM X IN THEIR JOY THEY DANCED AND CHEERED X
PARA X NOW ALL ANXIETY LEFT THEM AND WITH THE KNOWLEDGE THAT
THEY HAD BEEN SIGHTED AFTER 13 DAYS ALL CARE LEFT THEM AND
THEY KNOT THEY OOUID WAIT ANOTHER THIRTY DAYS IP NECESSARY
WERE IT NOT FOR THE INJURED LEBLANC X PARA X THEY HAD NOT
KNOWN THE PRESENCE OF CLEAR WATER ABOUT TEN MILES NORTH OF
THEM X WHEN THE PUNE ASKED THEM IF THEY COULD MAKE THE JOUR-
NEY NORTH THEY HELD A CONFERENCE AND ANSWERED YES BY FORMING
A CIRCLE AND JOINING HANDS ALTHOUGH KEARNS HAD ONLY BEEN ABLE
TO LEAVE HIS SHELTER THE DAY BEFORE X PARA X LEBLANC WAS PUCED
ON THE SLED ALONG WITH CONSIDERABLE STORES AND EQUIPMENT FOR
THEY WANTED TO INSURE AGAINST MISHAP ALONO THE JOURNEY OVER
UNKNOWN TERRAIN X DRAGGING THE HEAVY SLED AND HAMPERED WITH
ROUGH GOING THRDUQH THREE FOOT DRIFTS AND CREVASSES TWO TO THREE
FEET WIDE THEY PRESSED NORTHWARD X MANY TIMES THEY WERE FORCED
TO TURN BACK BY IMPASSABLE BREAKS AND CLIFFS BEFORE THEY QUOTE
MIRACULOUSLY UNQUOTE AS CAPTAIN CALDWELL SAID COMMA FOUND A WAY
DOWN TO THE LOWER ICE SHELF X PARA X NOW WITH THE GOAL ALMOST
IN SIGHT A HEAVY FOG SET IN AND THEIR HOPES FELL AGAIN OF EVER
BEING ABLE TO FIND THE PATH LAID OUT BY THE PLANS WITH MARKER
FUGS X PARA X IT WAS AT THIS POINT THEY WERE SPOTTED BY LT
OOMDR HOWELL AND PH0M1 CONGER WHO HAD LEFT THE PUNE BY RAFT
COMMA LANDED ON THE SHELF ICE AND WERE ADVANCING TOWARD THEM
X THEY HEARD THE SHOUT OF GREETING BY THESE ANTARCTIC LIVINGSTONS
AND PRESENTLY SAW THEM STANDING A LITTLE WAY OFF AS THEY THOUGHT
X IT HADNT OCCURRED TO THEM HOW FAR SOUND TRAVELS OVER THE QUIET
ICE WASTES X THEIR JOY GAVE WAY TO GRUMBLING QUOTE THATS RIGHT
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MAKE YOURSELVES COMFORTABLE AND WAIT FOR IB UNQUOTE X THE
SURVIVORS WERE ALL SET TO GIVE THEIR RESCUERS A GOOD RAWLB’G
OUT BUT FOUND WHEN THEY REACHED TKE2I THEY HAD BEEN MOVING ALL
THE WHITE X BY NOT THE FOG WAS SO THICK THEY WOUID LIKELY
HAVE HEEN UNABLE TO GO ANY FURTHER HAD IT NOT BEEN FOR THE

TRACKS LEFT BY THE SLED HOWELL AND CONGER HAD PULLED BEHIND
THEM X PARA X AS SOON AS THE FOG LIFTED ENOUGH THEY STEPPED
OFF THE ICE INTO THE RAFT AND SOON WERE ON THE PLANE X ON THE
WAY DOWN SOME OF THEM HAD BEEN WORRIH) ABOUT HOW THE EDGE OF
THE ICE MIGHT BE AND IF THEY WOULD HAVE TO SLOSH THROUGH MUSHY
ICE X WHEN BACK ON THE SHIP THEY STILL MARVELLED THAT THEY RAD
GOTTEN OFF WITHOUT GETTING A FOOT WET X PARA X QUOTE TO BE
SIGHTED FINALLY WAS GOOD ENOUGH BUT TO BE RESCUED AND BACK ON
THE SHIP THE NEXT DAY SEEMS ALMOST TOO MUCH TO BEAR UNQUOTE
MCCARTY REMARKED AND WHILE HZ WAS EATIHO FRENCH FRIES AND
STEAK TOPFH) OFF BY ICE CREAM IN TILE COMMODORES CABIN HE SAID
QUOTE CAPTAIN CALDWELL PROMISED HE ALL THIS WHEN WE GOT BACK
BUT I NEVER THOUGHT WE WOUID BE EATING IT SO SOON X GOLLY HOW
I LON(2D FOR SOME GOOD ICE CREAM WHILE WE WERE ON THAT ICE UN-
QUOTE X PARA X LKBIANC TOLD THE CHAPIAIN AFTER THE SHIPS
DOCTOR HAD MADE HIM COMFORTABLE QUOTE CHAPIAIN DURING THIS
EXPERIENCE IVE MET THE FINEST MAN IVE EVER KNOWN COMMA CAPTAIN
CALDWELL UNQUOTE X THEY ALL REFERRED TO HIM AS THE IRON MAN
AND MOST WONDERFUL LEADER X PARA X THEY HAD THEIR LITTLE JOKE
AT THE CAPTAINS EXPENSE X WHEN THEY STOPPED TO FAT FOOD WHICH
HAD BEEN DROPPED BY THE PLANE TWO AND ONE HALF HOURS OUT ON
THEIR TFN HOUR MARCH COMMA THE CAPTAIfl a*ID QUOTE NOW MEN DOST
GORGE YOURSELVES UNQUOTE AND THEN ATE A MOLE CAN OF SPAM HIM-
SELF X PARA X AND KEARNS WHO IN SPITE OF HIS BROKEN ARM AND
BRUISED SHOULDER AND SIDE RUSHED BACK TO THE PUNE TO RELEASE
LEBLANCS SAFETY BELT THUS VMONG HIS RESCUE POSSIBLE SAID CP
ROBBINS AND WAHR QUOTE I CANT SAY ENOUGH FOR THEIR COURAGE X
THEIR SPIRIT AND INGENUITY WERE AMAZING UNQUOTE X PARA X ANOTHER
SAID QUOTE WHAT WOUID WE HAVE DONE WITH A CAMERA IF YOU WOUID
HAVE DROPPED IT X JUST LET IT LIE WHERE IT FELL X WE WERE
WORRYING HOW WE WOUID OET OUR SLED DOWN OFF THE ICE SHELF AND
A CAMERA WOUID HAVE BEEN NO HELP X THE SAME WAS TRUE OF A LOT
OF THINGS YOU DROPPED X WE DO APPRECIATE YOUR THOUGHTFULNESS
COMMA HOWEVER UNQUOTE X PARA X THE CONVERSATION THEN RETURNED
TO CAPTAIN CALDWELL AGAIN AND HE SAID QUOTE IT WAS QUITE A
WHILE BEFORE CAPTAIN CAIDWELL RECOVERED HIS DIGNITY X YOU SIS
COMMA HE LOST HIS TROUSERS AND UNDERWEAR WHEN WE CRASHED COMMA
TORN OFF HIM X IT WAS TWO OR THREE DAYS BEFORE KB FOUND SOME
UNDERSIZED REPLACEMENTS IN THE WRECKAGE X OH COMMA YES COMMA
WE WERE AIWAYS HAVINO OUR JOKES X AFTER FOUR OR FIVE DAYS SOME-
BODY FOUND A MIRROR AND WE ALL SAW OURSELVES FOR THE FIRST TIME
X THAT DAY WE DECIDED TO GROW BEARDS COMMA WE HAD NO RAZORS ANY-
WAY UNQUOTE X PARA X HARR SAID QUOTE WHEN I SAW THE PINE ISLAND
IT WAS ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL SIGHTS I HAVE EVER SEEN X BY
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THE HAT COMMA I WOULD LIKE TO LOOK THIS SHIP OVER FOR THE
NEXT THREE WEEKS X AND DONT ANYBODY SAT ANYTHING ABOUT FLY-
ING UNTIL THAT THREE WEEKS IS UP UWJUOTE X PARA X AS LONG
AS THEY FOUND THEMSELVES ON THE CONTINENT THEY HERE THRILLED
AT ITS AWEINSPIRING SCENERY AND BLEAKNESS AT THE HAUGHTY AND
MAGNIFICENT EMPEROR PENGUINS AND HERE THEY SASSY TOO X AFRAID
OF NOTHING X THEY TORE THRIUfD TOO AT THEIR FIRST SIGHT OF
TOE MOON AS THEY WERE LEAVING THE ICE X BUT THRILLED MOST OF
ALL TO BE BACK SAFE ABOARD X AMID THEIR SHIPMATES WHO THROUGH
LONG DAYS AND MANY ST.ERPT.RSS NIGHTS HAD DONE EVERYTING POSSI-
BLE BY PRAYER AND HUMAN EFFORT TO EFFECT THEIR RESCUE BT
1305112"

"THIS IS PART FOURTEEN X FLORA AND FAUNA X PRACTICALLY NIL X
ONLY FIVE UNIDENTIFIED BIRDS SEEN AT CAMP FOR PERIOD OF THREE
DAYS X ABOUT TWENTY EMPEROR PENGUINS ON THE COAST X ADELE
PENGUINS SIGHTED IN WATER AND ON FLOES X NO VEGETATION X ONLY
EXPOSED UND SIGHTED HAS THE MOUNTAIN TOPS IN THE DISTANCE BT....

1215U5Z".

Shortly after the rescue plana was hoisted aboard, the weather
caae down like a wet blanket*

Taking stock of the situation to date we found that part of the
coastline assigned the Group had been delineated. We were left with
only two FBM's and two flight cmra. CTF 68 Operation Plan originally
intended we should continue to the eastward, but Admiral Byrd had ex-
pressed the desire, which was approved by CTF 68, for this group to
delineate the coast line as far west as Mount Ruth Sipie which previous-
ly had been sighted fraa the westward at a distance and plotted at Iat.
73° 15* 3., Long* 123° 00* V* We made our plana accordingly, and proceed-

ed with the attempt to discover the Antarctic coastline between Cape Dart
and Mount Ruth Siple.

For the next ten days due to adverse weather it was impossible
to get a plane in the air. Snow, fog, low ceilings, poor visibility,
nixed with high winds and rough seas, plagued our operations. During
this period, sixty hour maintenance checks were made on the two PBM'a.

On 18 January, BROHNSON cane alongside for provisions and re-
ceived PINE ISLAND'S stateside nail* BROHNSON had been ordered to re-
port to the PHILIPPINE SEA to act as plane guard during the launching
and flight of the six RhD's to little America. The survivors of the
crashed plane, less Captain Caldwell who remained as Conaanding Officer,
U.S.S. PINE ISLAND, were transferred to the BROHNSON for further trans-
fer to the PHILIPPINE SEA and return to the United States. Enroute to
the PHILIPPINE SEA, BROHNSON was fueled by the CANISTBO at her station
200 miles west of the PINE ISLAND.
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During all these operations, CANISTEO and BKC5TNSON were doing
their work quietly and efficiently. On station their weather reporting
was of great value. They were equipped and trained to act as emergency
seadromes which was a great morale booster to the flight crews. Their
excellent reporting of ice conditions enabled the PING ISLAND to change
position rapidly by avoiding the annoying loss of time attendant to be-
coming caught in ice tongues and bays. Their wide range of activity
afforded the scientists and observers aboard excellent onportunities to
collect and record the data necessary for their projects. They were in
there pitching all the time, always in the right spot. They 'contributed
greatly to the successful accomplishments of the group.

On the afternoon of 1? January the sun became visible for the
first time in several days, and we had a glimpse of blue sky. The
helicopter (HC3S-1) was launched for ice reconnaissance. Purpose of the
flight was to locate a suitable operating area for launching PBM air-
craft. Drift ice, in which it was not possiblo to take off or land
PBM' a, extended twenty miles north of the open pack. North of the drift
ice the water was too rough to hoist planeB over the side. We searched
for a sheltered area of ice-free water. We found none and decided to
return to the ship and move the PINE ISLAND westward.

During the 55 minutes absence of the helicopter from the ehip,
low celling and fog closed in about the PINE ISIAND, causing severe
icing conditions. The pilot became aware that the rotor blades had
commenced to ice up, so he made a deliberate high landing approach to the
tender platform. The helicopter began to settle rapidly, and in order
to prevent flying into the ship, the pilot turned the aircraft and craeh-
ed in the water uO yards off the port beam of the PINE ISLAND. Equipped
with wheel type landing gear, the helicopter began to sink and the cabin
fill rapidly with water, temperature 30° F. Difficulty waa experienced
by both pilot and observer in unfastening the transport type safety belts.
With safety belts finally unbuckled the oabin was almost completely sub-
merged. To open the doors would destroy the airpocket, so the pilot
butted out the plexiglass cabin door top with his head and emerged,

followed closely by the observer. The rescue boat stationed dose by
hauled the two occupants out of the water in less than one minute, and
both were eoon in the PINE ISLAND under medical care. Neither suffered
injuries or ill effects from the incident. The helicopter was a total
loss. It is believed that if it had been equipped with floats it might
have been saved.

A despatch was received from CTF 68 suggested that if we moved

west to Longitude 120° West, we might find improved weather.

The PINE ISIAND set a westerly course to 120° West. Bad weather
continued and we were forced to the north by the pack ice. At 1900 on
21 January we reached Lat. 66° 57’ S. , Long. 120° W., and changed course
to the south. From early morning of the 22nd and throughout most of the
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d*y» the winds were high (26 knots) and the seas rough. The ice pack
was encountered at let. 6?° 15' S. , Long. 120° W. As conditions appear-
ed to be better eastward, we proceeded in that direction, skirting the
pack ice in search of a suitable operating area. Many icebergs were
seen along the course and a count of then at one tins caste to 103, the
najorlty of whioh were large tabular bergs.

The norning of 23 January gave indications of improved weather,
the high winds and choppy seas tapered off. We were still hampered hr
a ten alio strip of drift ice north of the pack. Clear of the drift
lee the seas were too rough to launch aircraft. The flying weather was
inprowlngj it was imperative we find sheltered water clear of ice for
hoisting out the planes.

In aaneuverlng for position we sighted a huge iceberg midway in
the drift ice belt. Through the glasses it appeared that in its waks
was an area free of drift ice. PHE ISIAND proceeded to that position,
and to the immense satisfaction of all hands we found we had the answer
to our problen. The lea of this iceberg provided saooth water for
launching, and an ice free water area for take off. Position, Lat. 66°

13' 3., Long. 119° 31* W.

Plight quarters were sounded on the afternoon of 23 January, and
at 1919 Mariner Qeorge Three departed PUB TSUlXD for the Antarctic
Continent, Mieoiont to pick up the coastline south of our position and
to develop it westward as far as Mount Rath Siple.

At 2022 Mariner Qeorge Two departed PUS ISIAND for the Continent.
Missioni to pick up the coastline south of our position and develop it
eastward as far as practicable.

Both flights were extremely successful. Major mountain ranges
were discovered, as was the coastline between Longitudes 127° 30' Test
and 110° 00* Test. This was perhaps the most productive flight of the
entire operation. The coastline was much farther south than bad been
eatin&ted. It was necessary to fly over 3&> alias of pack ice to reach
the coast, and the planes flew as far south as latitude 7U° 15' South
to develop the area.

The planes returned above the overcast to the ship the next
day, the morning of January 2Uth. During their absence the weather
had closed in. The celling was down to 600 feet with solid overcast
up to 8,000 feet. The tender was forced to move clear of the iceberg
so that if the celling became aero the planes could make a radio control
let down and landing without danger of flying into the icebergs*
Fortunately, the ceiling held at 600 feet. The planes made instrument
let downs from 6,000 feet, then circled belcwr the overcast until the
tender returned to open water to recover then. Oeorge Three landed at
03U2 and Oeorge Two landed at 0500 on 2h January.
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With the plar.es safely aboard, the PINE ISLAND proceeded east-
ward to attain a suitable position for the next flights. Our next
attempt was to fill in the gap between Cape Dart and the eastern limit
of the last flights.

With the tender in a favorable position, preparations for
flight operations were made early Sunday morning, 26 January, it

05$0 Mariner George Two departed for ths continent, followed an hour
later by George Three. These planes were highly successful in complet-
ing the delineation of the coastline between Cape Dart and Longitude
107° 30* West. The Antarctic coastline to date had been discovered and
photographed from Longitude 95° 30* W. to Longitude 127° 30* V.

Oeorge Two and Three landed at 1330 and lli30, respectively, 26
January, and were hoisted aboard.

It is interesting to nots at this point that these flights on
26 January 19U7 were the last flights which were successful In penetrat-
ing the unknown areas of the Antarctic Continent. Weather prevented
anything but local flights or flights over previously discovered land
masses.

For the next three weeks repeated attempts to penetrate the
coastline proved unsuccessful.

On 27 January the PINE ISLAND rendezvoused with CANISTBO for re-
fueling at sea. Upon the conclusion of this operation, with these two
vessels in company, course was set to the eastward toward the vicinity
of Peter I Island for the conduct of flight operations and hydrographic
survey.

The CAiriSTEO was directed on 28 January to proceed independently
to 102° West Longitude along the ice pack to act as a weather station and
emergency seadrome while the PINS ISIAND continued her attempts to reach
Peter I Island.

On 30 January the PINE ISLAND was 85 miles north of Peter I
Island and on the edge of the icepack. The weather was poor; however,
at 1700 the helicopter with pilot and observer left the PINE T.STANn

for two ice reconnaissance flights of short duration.

High winds and bad weather continued until 8 February when the
weather cleared sufficiently to warrant launching aircraft. The two
Mariners were launched and by 1000 both aircraft were airborne. George
Three remained in the vicinity of the PINE TSTAHn for flight testing
while George Two proceeded eastward to Charcot Island, abcut sixty miles
distant. However, bad weather developed so rapidly the aircraft were
recalled and hoisted aboard at 1330.
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^ February the BROVNSON rendezvoused with PINE ISLAND. Tne
weather had cleared sufficiently meanwhile so that at 0500 both Mariners
were launched for flights lit and 15, and after they were airborne, nail

and provisions were transferred from BROVNSON to PINE ISIAND by boat.

At about 1620 both aircraft landed during light snow flurries

in the ice-studded water after having cover d a considerable area of
coastline, George Two had flown over the Douglas Mountains, the south
portion of Marguerite Bay, Alexander I and Charcot Islands, while George

Three had photographed the coastline from 78° 15* West Longitude to 70°

15* Vest Longitude, including the entire west coast of Alexander I Island
and the northern and eastern coasts of Charcot Island.

Monday, 10 Pabruary, a conference of commanding officers was held
at which time plans were wade for future operations as follows:

The P1ME ISLAND was to lie to aid continue attempts to launch
aircraft for further reconnaissance near the Palmer Peninsula, while the
CANISTBO was stationed to the westward as a weather station and the
BROnOOH was to attempt to reach Charoot Inland to send a landing party
ashore to oaks observations.

Equipment and personnel required for the operation were trans-
ferred to the U.S.3. BROVNSON. The Task Group Camaander transferred his
flag to the BROVNSON that earns afternoon and the BROVNSON set course for
Charcot Island, while the CANISTBO remained on station to report weather.

The BROVNSON was successful In reaching within 500 yards of
Charcot Island by snail boat, where heavy ice with rough seas stopped
further progress. The successful reconnaissance of Charcot Island and
Alexander I Island is contained in the BROVNSON’ s report.

PINE ISLAND was ordered to proceed to Marguerite Bay on 11
February. .Course was set to the northeast through high seas and wind,
and at 08U0 on 12 February, the northern coast of Alexander I Island was
sighted, distant 1*0 miles. At 2215 on the same date this vessel reported
sighting five small islands in Latitude 68° 115* S., Longitude 72° 13’ W.,
which from their appearance and location were believed to be the Johansen
islands.

PINE ISLAND and SRCRHSON rendezvoused in the morning of 13 Feb-
ruary, both cruising off the southwest coast of Adelaide Island awaiting
a favorable change in weather to enter Marguerite Bay.

PINE TSTAnn fueled BROVNSON on lit February during which operation
preparations were made to transfer the Task Group Conander to PINE ISLAND
by breaches buoy. While attempting the transfer, with the Task Group
Commander at mid-span between the vessels, an out of phase roll parted the
spaa between the ships and dropped the Task Group Coemnder in the water.
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By skillful maneuvering the BROWNSON retrieved the Task Group Commander
within eight minutes. He was given medical treatment aboard the BROTN-
SON while the vessels continued the fueling operation.

On lit February, the Task Orcup was ordered to rendezvous and
proceed in company to the Weddell Sea for operations in that area,
Enroute, on 17 February, the Task Group Commander and his staff trans-
ferred to the PINE ISIAND by small boat.

Refueling of the BRCWNSON and PIHB ISIAND was carried out by
CANISTBO from 19 to 21 February, and during the following days lncleoent
weather and heavy pack ice prevented flight operations.

Russian whaling vessels consisting of S.S. SIAVA, factory ship,
and three steam catcher vesaele of about 150 tons displacement were en-
countered on 26 February. These vessels when asked about ice condltiona
and weather to the eastward failed to reply with other than their call
letters.

On 2? February, the PINE ISLAND and BRCWNSON crossed the inter-
section of the Greenwich Meridian and the Antarctic Circle.

In view of the prospect of suitable weather for flight operations
the following day, flight crews were briefed in the afternoon February
28th, and on 1 March at about 1230, when the weather cleared after heavy
snow squalls, both aircraft were launched. Weather was extremely bad
over the continent with clouds extending from the surface to 15,000 feet,
which prevented any exploration over land and restricted flight operations
to reconnaissance of ice conditions about 10 miles off the estimated
position of the coastline.

Again on 2 March at 0300, preparations were made for flight
operations) however, the weather soon oloeed in forcing cancellation of
the proposed flights.

On 3 March the Task Group was ordered to withdraw from the Ant-
arctic and proceed towards Brasil. At the time there was uncertainty
ao to whether the Group was to visit Rio de Janeiro or some other port
In Brasil, in view of objections posed by the Naval Attache at Rio,
This problem was resolved in favor of Rio de Janeiro by the sixth of
March.

PIHE ISIAND provisioned BRCWNSON on 11 March. During the follow-
ing night the wind velocity increased with heavy seas and gusts to forty
knots.

BROWNSON fueled from PINE ISLAND during the morning of lit March,
afterwhioh the Task Group lay to for five hours to prepare the vessela
for entering port. A conference of cosnandlng officers was held on board
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to discuss honors and ceraasonloo during the period In port. All command-
ing officers were directed to bring to the attention of their crews the
provision of Atlantic Fleet Letter 28L-li6 , and to take positive measures
to assure good behavior on the part of their crews as representatives of
their country in Braell.

During daylight hours on 1$, 16 and 17 March the Task Group lay
to completing preparations for entering port, and on 18 March the Task
Group entered the harbor of Rio de Janeiro at 1100Z after firing the
Rational Salute to Brasil and a 13-gun salute to Rear Admiral Raul de
San-Tiago Dantas, Commander, Destroyer Force. By 12ljOZ the Group tos
moored in Bala de Quanabana.

A shore patrol was established, official visits made and re-
ceived for the following six days.

On Monday, 2U March, the Task Group got underway and stood out

of the harbor.

BRGNNSON and PINE ISUND fueled at sea from CANISTEO on 25 March,
following which 3ROWNSON and CANISTEO were ordered to report to type
commanders, with BRWKSOH taking departure for Norfolk, Virginia, and
CANISTEO for Ascension Island. PINE ISLAND proceeded to Cristobal, Canal
Zone, at 13.5 knots.

On 6 April, the PINE ISIAND entered the Cristobal breakwater,
and proceeded to moor alongside Pier U, Naval Operating Base, Coco Solo,
C.Z., after discharging her two Martin Mariner seaplanes. Tho ship was
underway on 7 April to transit the Panama Canal, and was moored at Berth
it, Balboa, C.Z. PINE ISIAND was drydocked on 8 April for replacement of
a damaged port screw and for bottom painting.

PINE ISLAND was undocted on 11 April, and on lit April reported
to Commander Air Force, Pacific Fleet, got underway, and stood out ere-

route to Sam Diego, California.

Commander Task Group 68.3 proceeded from Coco Solo, Canal Zone,
to Washington, D.C. via Naval Air Transport Service, and reported to
Commander Task Force 68 for duty.

The specific accomplishments of the Task Group are covered in
detail in the individual ships 1 reports of Operation HIGHJUMP which have
been submitted to the Task Force Commander.
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1. Orders lor the PHILIPPINE ScA to participate in Operation

HIGKJliMP were received while the ship was undergoing snakedown oper-

ations at Guantanairc Day, Cuba. Shakedown was cut short and the ship

proceeded to Soutr. Boston Annex, Naval Shipyards, Boston, Mass., for

a one month period of preparation. During this tine, urgent items of

repair and alterations were accomplished as would non .ally have teen

done during post-shakedown availability. Certain preparations for tr-

ansit of tne Panama Canal were also made. Disassembled parts for twenty

sleds were received from KSY, Boston, and were assembled and made ready

for use by ship's personnel. Several bolts of Syrd cloth were receiv-

ed for the construction of various items of cold weather clothing and

equipment. The sidp left the yard on 27 December, 19k6, for Norfolk.

2. The ship arrived and docked at JOB, Norfolk, on 2? December*

Here were loaded the six RljD airplanes with the major portion of their

spare parts and special equipment including the skis. One H03S1
helicopter was flown aboard while at the dock. In addition, the ship

received on board spare crews and spare parts for Operation SEABISCUIT.
Approximately 100 tons of miscellaneous equipment for other ships of
the Task Farce waa loaded which had not been on hand when these ships

departed from the United States. Two OY-1 planes were received for
transfer to the base camp at Little America. Rear Admiral Richard E.

Byrd, USN (Ret.) and the crews cf the RUD's came aboard.

3. Departure from Norfolk was taken on 2 January 19k 7, arriving
Colon, C. Z. on 7 January. The ship made the transit of the Canal on

8 January. During transit of Gatum Locks, one electric mule had a power
failure which resulted in the ship striking the retaining wall, damag-

ing two kOUU quad gun mounts In the port forward gun tub and putting

a large hole (k* X 3') in the gun tub. Also during the transit, a pro-
jecting part of one of the forward winches caught on the side wall,
damaging the winch beyond insnediate repair. The ship reported to Com-
mander, Task Ftorce 68 when transit of the canal was completed. After
docking at Balboa, the ship was fueled to capacity and repairs to the
gun tub made. A winch was requisitioned and mounted to replace the
damaged one. Departure from Balboa was taken on 10 January.

U. After passing Cape Mala a great circle course was set for
Lat 60° south. Long 160° West with the idea of thus by-passing the
major portion of the expected Northern limit of ice bergs and then
steaming direct for the rendezvous point. Permission was requested and
received to proceed at 20 knots since it was probable the base camp
would be prepared to receive the planes at the earlier launching date
thus made possible. During the passage from Norfolk to the rendezvous
point relatively good weather prevailed and advantage was taken of this
good sailing to put everything in complete readiness for the launching
operations and for off-loading of the cargo. Plane crews checked planes
and engines, and loaded the planes for take-off. Loading and equip-
ment carried is given in detail in Annex D, Sec. 7d. The ship's air
department mn’inted the skis on all planes and adjusted them for carrier
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take-off (skis were set to ride 3 inches from the deck with tires

normally inflated). The two OY-l's were fi .-*.! with ekis in lieu of

wheels and were partially disassembled. Viings and tail surfaces were

crated. The cargo, which had been put aboard hurriedly, was segregat-

ed, marked, and in some cases repacked to facilitate transfer. The

sail loft manufactured tents, sled sail3, engine covers, and various
items of cold weather equipment (see Annex D, Sec. 2b). The navigators
of the RiiD' s received intensive training and practical work in naviga-
tion during the trip, a vital necessity since the pilots selected were
almost totally untrained in celestial navigation.

The helicopter was not used for the greater portion of the trip
down since it was not desired to impede speed of advance by maneuvering
to achieve suitable wind conditions and since any flights made oould

achieve no useful purpose and might produce seme accident which would
deny its use when really needed. It was wormed up periodically and iapt

in condition for flight on short notice. On 22 January in Lat Ij6' S.

Long. 156° Olt' West, it was assumed ice bergs could be encountered dur-

ing the day and the helicopter was scheduled for ice patrol. The plane
was spotted forward, just aft of "-onber one elevator. The pilot, when
ready, started a normal take-ofi, hovering a moment Just off the deck
to determine the amount of pitch and roll to be expected when landing,

then without gaining altitude started forward across the port bow. As
soon as the plane had cleared the edge of the flight deck, it stopped
and started to turn and lose altitude. Apparently the down wash over
the port side (wind was on the starboard bow) and the loss of cushion-
ing effect of the deck caused a down motion greater than was expected
or could be countered and the plane sank rapidly to near water level,

paused there momentarily, then dropped into the water on the port side

abreast the island structure. The crew, alerted for this emergency,
abandoned ship promptly and inflated their life jackets. The ship turn-
ed, stopped, and lowered a life boat which picked up the men in about
eight minutes. The plane remained partially afloat for 12 minutes be-
fore sinking. The crew suffered only exposure and shock (water tempera-
ture tiO° F. ). There was no evidence of mechanical failure, therefore
100£ pilot error was assigned, due to error in judgment and to inexperi-
ence.

Ice bergs were first encountered on 2U January. No small bergs
or growlers had been sighted and it was not known whether radar recep-
tion would give sufficient warning. Therefore during the periods of
heavy fog which were subsequently encountered, speed of advance was mat-
erially reduced by lying to waiting for visibility to improve.

5. The CACAPON was sighted on the morning of 25 January also pro-
ceeding to the designated rendesvous point and was directed to join.
An hour later, at QLOO, (+ 12), the NORTKWIND and SEKKET were sighted

Annex 1 (d). - 2 -
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lying to and all ships joined. A conference of commanding officers

was called on boo*-i the PHILIPPINE SEA to outline procedures and to

acquaint all ships with the work to be done, in addition to launch-
ing the planes. This involved refueling of all ships from CACAPON
and the transfer of cargo and mail to the other ships from PHILIPPINE

SEA* A number of personnel transfers were also required including

the transfer of survivors of the PEM crash from BROWNSOK and other
patients for return to the United States. It was first decided that

SENNET, which required only fueling, would go alongside CACAPON while

lying to, but this proved lmpracticaole due to rolling of both ships

in the long swell which was running. Therefore the entire group got

underway, steaming to the northward with SENNET fueling from CACAFON,
and PHILIPPINE SEA transferring cargo to KORTHWIND. SENNET was de-
tached upon completion of fueling with orders to return to the vicin-
ity of Soott Island. These orders were later modified to include a

sweep to the east in an attempt to determine the southward limit of
free water satisfactory for launching operations. This sweep was not
productive of any satisfactory information due to errors in naviga-

tion and the submarine's inability to proceed safely thru the brash
encountered. loading of NORTHWIKD continued throughout the day. The
Burtoning method of transfer was used end proved satisfactory in spite
of heavy rolling by NORTHWIND- However, it was decided that conditions
ware such that transfer of personnel and of the OY-1 airplanes and
several other heavy or bulky items of cargo would involve undue haz-
ard at this time. Therefore at 0025 (412) 26 January cast off trans-
fer lines and and went alongside CACAFON to fuel. BROWNSOK, who had
just joined, camo alongside PHILIPPINE SEA to transfer survivors.
These two operations were completed by 023d and course was reversed.
No further operations were attempted during the remainder of 26 Jan-
uary. At 0700, 27 January, sea conditions had improved somewhat, so

KORTHWIND cane alongside and received personnel and remainder of cargo.
This was completed by 09h5 and NORTHWIKD was detached to proceed to Bay
of Whales, scouting the pack enxoute for best suitable launching area
and then taking station on track of planes to Little America as rescue
vessel in case of forced landing in the pack. At 1300 BROWKSON came
alongside for transfer of cargo and personnel. This was accomplished
in a very smart and expeditious manner, mainly due to the energetic and
enthusiastic efforts of the crew of BROWNSON. The Burtoning method was
not practicable, so all cargo was passed by personnel carrier lines,
three of which were rigged. BFJWNSON cast off at 1600 and the group
then proceeded in company to the Southeastward to the area indicated
by NOHTHWIND as most suitable. The following day, 28 January, was spent
proceeding to and in the area selected for launching. BROWNSON scouted
ahead JO miles to determine the actual position of the bay in the oack
reported by NORXHWIND. CACAFON transferred a patient to PHILIPPINE SEA.

2oo
rt
e^
ay

' 2? January, was spent lying to in approximate position
k°' West, awaiting favorable weather con-
Oonditiona in launching area were satisfact-

ditions at Little America.
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ory with overcast to broken clouds, a large area of clear water and light

variable winds. It had been decided that two places would be launched
first and remainder would wait until these had landed and reported wea-
ther and field conditions. 'Teather at Little America appeared to be im-
proving throughout the day and planes were kept ready for launching on
short notice. Little America reported "open for flight operations" in
the late evening. The first plane, with Rear Admiral Byrd aboard, was
launched at 221b with the second following at 2231. Thirty knots speed
thru the water was required to achieve Ul knots of wind over the deck.
The first two planes landed safely and reported sat’ ^factory conditions,
so it was decided to launch the remainder as one group, but to proceed
in pairs after launching. Planes were launched at O633, O6I18, 0705,
0718. The same wind ovor the deck for the second launch was obtained
with only eighteen knots speed thru the water. All launches were normal
with actual deck runs being very close to those prealcted. JATO units
worked satisfactorily, skis did not interfere with take-off or with re-
tracting landing gear, no plane experiences difficulty with swerving on
take-off, nor was any unforeseen difficulty encountered. Two circum-
stances were very fortunate a relatively large area of ice-free water
was found comparatively far south which permitted the ship to maintain
oourse and speed for each launching operation, and secondly, suitable
weather at ship and base and along the flight route was encountered
without an undue delay. If the second launch had been delayed for even
on hour, weather at the ship would have prevented take-off and several
days wait would have been required before suitable conditions again ex-
isted.

The three ships remained in the launching position until all
planes were in sight of base in case a water landing would be roquired.
?hen a report was received that all planes had arrived, course was sot
to the Northward ana transfer of cargo and personnel to CACAPON started.
BROKNSON was kept In position astern during this operation as life guard
vessel. This operation had been left until the la3t in order that fuel
requirements of PHILIPPINE SEA for return trip could be more accurately
determined. A possible shortage of fuel for the Task Force existed,
with the result that PHILIPPINE SEA was ordered to return without re—
fueling, although the reserve for this trip wes not as great as was de-
sired. Transfer to CACAPON was effected in a normal manner using the
Burtoning method. Operations were complicated, however, by extr«nsly
low visibility and the presence of numerous icebergs. During the 3^
hours taken by this operation several course changes up to thirty de-
grees were required. Radar showed free lanes satisfactorily and all
course changes were made at the rate of about one degree per minute
with both ships turning simultaneously on voice signal. At 1630, 30
January, the operation was completed, BR0WNS0N and CACAPON were releas-
ed and course set for return to Panama, following closely the track of
the outbound trip.
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6. The return trip to Panama was completely uneventful. The

ship conducted routine training enroute, expending 2U of the 25 TDD

drones carried on this cruise for gunnery training. Performance of

the drones was good ami great benefit to all batteries was derived

from this type of exercise. The ship arrived Balboa, C. Z. cr 18

February 19)i7. All survivors except Lt. J.eBlanc, who could not be

moved, were 9ent to the United States by air. PHILIPPINE SEA reported

to CoraAirLant: duty with Task Force 68 completed. Transit of the Canal

and return to Quonset was routine and normal.

7. It is felt by PHILIPPINE SEA that its participation in Opera-
tion HIGHJUHP was in practically all respects a normal, routine opera-
tion. Navigation in areas where ice bergs are present requires cau-
tion when low visibility is also encountered since radar performance
is not all that could be desired, particularly as regards detection of
growlers and small ice. Suitable weather would be the determining
factor in any carrier operations in the areas involved whether for trans-
port of planes as in this case or for operation of normal carrier types.

Temperatures encountered throughout were much milder than those exist-
ing at the time in the normal operating area of this ship, i.e., the
Nawport-Quonset Roint area, therefore no assessment from the point of
view of cold weather operations could be made. No difficulties were
encountered in loading, handling, or launching RliD type planes. These
planes could undoubtedly be launched from a carrier without the use
of JATO, but it does provide a desirable safety feature.
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ANNEX ONE (e)

NARRATIVE

TASK GROUP 68.?

Objectives of Base Group (Task Group 68.5)
Organization of the Base Group
Narrative of the Base Group (TG 68.5) 16 January

to 23 February 19U7.
Summary of Base Group Accomplishments and
Recommendations
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I. Objectives of Base Group (Task Group 6h.5)

The objectives of the Base Group. (TG 66.?) were as follows:

(a) To establish and maintain during the Antarctic summer a
temporary base for approximately 300 personnel, including a matted air
strip for the operation of aircraft on wheels, on the Ross Shelf Ice
in the vicinity of Little America, Antarctica,

(b) Conduct systematic outward radial air exploration of
assigned area of the Antarctic continent.

(c) Be prepared to carry out rescue operations for aviation
personnel forced down in the interior of the continent, including the
establishment of an emergency winter camp at Little America to accommo-
date thirty-five personnel (to be activated only upon orders).

(d) Carry out assigned projects for training naval personnel,
testing material, and amplifying scientific knowledge of the Antarctic,

II. Organization of the Base Group

The Base Group (TG 68.5) was activated upon arrival of the
ships of the Central Group (TG 68.1) at the Bay of Whales. The number
of personnel involved varied from day to day due to the necessity for
the ships to move out of the bay when sea and wind conditions became
unfavorable. All records, pay accounts, etc., were retained on the
ships to which the personnel were attached and as many men as practic-
able lived aboard the ships tied up to the ice when not engaged In
their work ashore. After the departure of the shipB on 6 February, a

total of 197 officers, civilians and enlisted men were based ashore.

The Base Group was divided into the following units for
administration under the Task Group Comoander (CTG 68.5), Commander
C. U. Campbell, USNi

(a) Aviation Unit (Comdr. W, U. Hawkes, USN, CTU 68.5.1)
20 officers, 52 enlisted men.

(b) Construction Unit (Comdr. C. o. Reinhardt, CEC, USN, CTU

68.5.2) 1 officer, 27 enlisted men.

(c) Communications and GPH Crew (Lt. U. M. Hershey, USN)

5 officers, 17 enlisted men.

(d) Aerology, scientific and observer Unit (Capt. G. F,

Kosco, USN) 11 observers, 6 scientists, li news
correspondents and 5 enlisted men.

j<!ps
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(e) Photo Unit (Lt. C. C. Shirley, USN)
1 officer, 10 enlisted men,

(f) Comnlssary, supply and palley Unit (Lt.(Jg) L.D. Wilson
(SC), USN). 21 enlisted men.

(g) Ground rescue and transportation Unit (Capt. V. D. Boyd,

USKC). 2 officers, 5 enlisted teen.

(h) Medical Unit (Lt.(Jg) H. R. Richardson (UC), USN)
1 enlisted man.

Ill Narrative of the Base Group (TG 68.5) 16 January, 191x7 to 23
February, 19U7.

On the 16th and 17th of January, 19U7 while the ships of the
Central Group lay to off the entrance to the Bay of Whales small parties
of officers and observers, including CTG 68.5 and Dr, Paul Siple, went
ashore to investigate sites for the Base Camp. The site of Little
America IV was selected and the route over which it would be necessary
to haul supplies from the ships to the camp was laid out and marked with
trail flags. The old camp (Little America III) used on the ^^'Ul ex-

pedition, was visited to ascertain whether it would be usable as an
emergency base camp in case the emergency base was activated to remain
over the winter night. It was found to be intact with all the buildings
and equipment in good condition.

At 031(5 R on 18 January the U.3.S. YANCEY consnenced discharging
cargo onto the bay ice. The first items unloaded were the tractors,
trucks and other vehicles needed for transportation. It was found
necess-ry to bridge a pressure ridge and an open crack in the Bay ice.
The construction detail was divided into two twelve hour shifts so that
the work could proceed as fast as possible.

The JA aircraft on skis was unloaded from the U.S.S. MOUNT
OLYMPUS on 21 January and tented to the air strip. On 22 January a local
photo flight was made with the JA and thereafter frequent flights were made
to make a progressive photographic record of the progress made in build-
ing the Base Camp.

A temporary transportation headquarters was established at the
foot of the barrier on the Bay ice with fueling and repair facilities
for all vehicles. Wooden extension tracks had been built on all tractors

to be used on the barrier; tractors without extensions were used for
hauling loads on the bay ice from the ships sides to the foot of the
barrier. A cableway was rigged on the barrier slope to haul sleds up and
down the slope over the crevassed area to speed operations and reduce
tractor traffic.
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Uescin? facilities were set up and the first m»al served ashore
on 23 January. The total personnel living ashore varied frcm day to
day between a low of 30 and a hinh of 2li8 reached riurinc a period when
all ships v;ere forced to leave the ice suddenly due to bad weather.
!!pon the final departure of all ships the number of men hased ashore
stabilized at 197. This figure was arrived at as the maximum number
of personnel that could be evacuated by the icebreaker ir. one trip.
The decision to take the ships of CT'l 68. 1 out through the ice pack
departing the Bay of Vihales about 6 February caused a considerable change
in plans for the Base "roup. The communication facilities planned for
the 3ase had to be greatly increased, all material for the emergency base
had to be quickly unloaded and installed at Little America III, work on
the projected Marston Mat airstrip had to be discontinued and all fuel
and other supplies for the Base Camp had to be unloaded prior to the pro-
jected departure of the vessels of CTG 68.1.

It was decided to only unload enough Mara ton mat for an experi-
mental strip 590 feet long by 150 feet wide. In the meanwhile, the
Commander of the Base Group reported that conditions on the airstrip were
suitable for landing HUD'S on skis. To the North, the PHILIPPINE SFA
had been lying to in the vicinity of Scott Island waiting for a favor-
able moment to launch the RUD's. At 2330 (X) 29 January, 19U7 the first
two RUD's took off from the carrier, bound for Little America. Not only
was it the first time that a plane as large as an HUD had taken off from
a carrier but it was the first time that any airplane had ever taken off
from a carrier with a combination wheel-ski arrangement. In the first
plane, the Officer in Charge of the Antarctic Development Project, Hear
Admiral R. E, Byrd, U.S.H. (Ret) was flying as observer. The take-off
of the first two planes was successful and for five and a half hours
they continued winging their way southward. They passed over the ice

breaker N0F.T!EVI?(D, which had been stationed at the mid-point of the

flight, slightly behind schedule. Strong head winds were encountered
all the way down. Finally at 0500 (X) they were sighted from Little
Anerica and at 0520 the first plane landed. When it slid to a stop.
Admiral Byrd was the first one to disembark. His first words of greet-
ing were, "77ell, it's rood to be 'Home'."

As soon as the news of the success of the first flight was
received abcard the carrier, preparations were at once made to launch
the remaining four planes. In these, besides their crews, were two

correspondents, kr. K. Nichols and Ur. R. Reuben. The first plane of
this group took off at 0800 (X) and shortly thereafter the remaining
three were airborne. The same strong headwinds were encountered enroute.
About 200 miles from Little America, the last plane ran into trouble.

First its tc'ro went out and it had to rely on its magnetic compass. The
weather had started to close in and the sun was no longer visible so its
Astro compass was of no use. A short while later its radio went out

and many anxious moments were spent by those listening both at Little
Ajwrica and on the L'.S.S. PHILIPPINE SEA. At 1332, the first plane of
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this group landed on the snow atrip at Little America, followed short-

ly thereafter by two more. But one did not land - it was kept airborne

to help the fourth plane. The fourth plane still had not been heard

from. It was a great relief when a few minutes after the third plane

had landed, radio contact with the fourth plane was made. The plane

reported that it was uncertain of its position and was flying east along

the Barrier. They had evidently been set to the west for the radar on

the MOUNT OLYMPUS picked them up almost immediately and at 11|06 they

landed. It was none too soon. The last plane had no sooner landed when

the weather for which the Antarctic has long been famous, closed in.

Thus another chapter had been written in the History of the Antarctic

and in the History of Aviation.

During the next week work at the Base Camp proceeded at a rapid

pace, making use of working parties from the ships present to augment
the manpower available ashore, to complete the preparations necessary
for the camp to operate entirely on its own upon the departure of all
the ships. TeBts were completed and preparations made for the RitD air-
plane reconnaissance flights that were going to be made over the interior
of the Antarctic Continent. As stated previously the planes were equipp-

ed with ski-wheel landing gear. After they arrived at Little America,
the wheels were removed and a strip of dural placed over the wheel slot
of the first two planna leaving the other four with open slots* During
the remaining few days until the ships all departed on 6 February numer-
ous flights with various loads were made, not only to familiarize the
pilots with aid. landings and take-offa, but also to determine the largest
pay loads that could be taken off with safety from the snow surface of
Little America,

Two disassembled Stinson OT-1 airplanes equipped with skis had
been shipped in from the PHILIPPINE SEA via the U.S.C.O.C. NORTIWIND for
use as general utility and short range rescue planes. One of these was
assembled and made a number of local flights during the next three weeks*

After the departure of the ships on the 6th of February, all
efforts were concentrated on preparing the planes for flight so that
full advantage could be taken of any break in the weather. On the 9th
of February two planes, V-l and V-^ took off on operational flights to
the southeast with Rear Admiral Byrd aboard V-l. The planes ran into
bad weather with light icing and being unable to climb on top of the
solid overcast, turned back from a point about two hundred miles south-
east of Little America and photographed the local area between Discovery
Inlet and Hainan Bay before landing at base. On the 10th of February two
planes, V-3 and V-5, took off on an operational flight to the southwest
with CTG 69.5 aboard V-3. While flying at 9000 feet altitude about two
hundred and forty miles from Little America, V-5 began having engine
trouble with low oil pressure on one engine and the other cutting out
periodically. Both planes returned to base via Discovery Inlet flying
through snow and sleet between Discovery Inlet and the Bay of Whales,
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On the first operational flight V-l and V-2 had 1200 gallons of gasoline
aboard and used four Jato bottles apiece. On the second operational
flight V-3 and V-5 had 11100 ballons of gasoline aboard and used four Jato
bottles apiece. The wheel openings in the skis of these last two planes
wera left open and seemed to work better than the filled ones of V-l and
V-2 aa much less power was required to taxi over the snow surface of the
field. On the remainder of the flights, loada up to 1600 gallons of
gasoline were taken off without Jato although the usual loading was llj00
gallons and two Jato bottles.

On Ui February V-l and V-2, with Admiral Byrd in V-l, flew south-
east to the vicinity of the Horlick Mountains and the Thorne Glacier,
discovering a new range of mountains and photographing considerable un-
known area. V-6 and V-3 were launched as soon as the first pair were on
their way back to base and their track carried them well to the east of
the first pair covering much unknown territory. A solid undercast pre-
vented extending the track of this pair further than five hundred miles.
V-l and V-2 were gassed upon return from the first flight and sent out to
the southwest over Hade and Beardmore Glaciers and out into the unexplored
area to the southwest of Mount Markham covering the sector out to almost
700 miles from Little America.

Early on 15 February V-3 and V-5 were launched to the eastward
where they reached the area south of Mount Walker and discovered and
photographed several new mountains in that area.

Late that evening the phenomenal weather still holding, it was
decided to send a pair of planes to the South Pole and the area beyond
and to the west of the pole. V-l with Admiral Byrd aboard and V-6 with
CTG 69.5 aboard flew to the Wade Glacier, up the 180th Meridian to the
Pole, made a wide circle over the pole, went north on the 0° meridian
for over sixty miles, then west over sixty miles, and returned to base
passing through the area between Wade and Beardmore glaciers. A large
amount of polar plateau was explored and several new mountains sighted
along the south west slopes of the known range of mountains next to the

Ross Shelf Ice.

On 17 February four planes were launched singly to cover the
sectors to the southwest in the area south of McMurdo Sound. Engine
trouble turned back V-6 and V-l before getting over the mountains.
Weather stopped V-3 but V-2 was able to climb over the range and photo-
graph and discover new mountains on the southwest side of the range and
northward toward McMurdo Sound. On his return V-2 sighted many new bays
and cracks along the north edge of the Ross Shelf lee between McMurdo
Sound and Discovery Inlet. Being out of film, he requested another
plane to be sent out to complete the photography. V-5 was launched but
had to turn back before much was accomplished due to lowering visibility
west of Discovery Inlet.
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On 19 February, V-l made a local Hagnetometer flight with
Interesting results. The following day two planes, V-3 and V-5, were
again launched to cover the southwest sectors but again ran into solid
overcast on the Polar Plateau and were forced to turn north where they
were able to photograph considerable areas to the north of McMurdo Sound
along the mountain range, later that day, V-l made a magnetometer flight.

On 21 February, Plane V-3 made an ice reconnaissance hop to the
northwest but bad weather limited the range to about one hundred twenty
miles. Plane V-6 made an experimental altitude flight locally to try
and determine what effects oxygen lack would have on crews in this
latitude compared to the effects in temperate zones. Plane V-l made
another magnetometer flight through the Rockefeller Mountains and over
Roosevelt Island with very good results*

On 22 February, planes V-2 and V-3 were launched to try and tie
in previous discoveries in the southeast sector toward the Horllck
Mountains. Bad weather turned both planes back after having covered
about 500 miles of the track out. Plane V-l was launched for a magneto-
meter flight but experienced a complete engine failure when about eighty

miles east of the base and it returned on one engine. The BURTON ISIAND
which had completed a survey of the HcHurdo Sound area had arrived early
that morning and a conference was held between Rear Admiral Byrd and the
Task Force Commander. It was decided to cancel further flight operations
and evacuate the base.

The planes were secured, headed into the prevailing wind with
fabric control surfaces removed and stewed inside the fuselage. Class-
ified communications gear was removed and either destroyed or evacuated
on the BURTON ISIAND along with camera gear, essential scientific equip-

ment and tha personal baggage of the camp inhabitants. All caches of
supplies and other equipment, was marked by tall poles and a sketch locat-

ing the caches was posted inside the two permanent quonset huts.

All personnel were taken aboard the BURTON ISLAND and a last
inspection of the base made by CTG 66.5. The colors were left flying
at the mast-head of the flag-pole at the corner of the galley and mess
hall and the BURTON ISLAND departed for Wellington, New Zealand at 2300

R 23 February, 191*7, with all members of the Base Group safely aboard.

Besides the long range air operations which are completely

covered in the Aviation annex of HlfflJUMP report, a great many other

things had been accomplished. An experimental airstrip had been laid,

an RtiD on wheels had taxied on it, an OT-1 on wheels had taken off and
landed on it successfully, and other weight supporting and drop teats

had been made. Numerous scientific experiments had been conducted such
as magnetometer teats, measurement of the velocity of sound through snow
and ice, Geiger counter recordings of cosmic rays, etc. These were
carried out by representatives and scientists of other government agencies.

Annex I - (e) - 6 -
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Tests of a more Immediate practical nature, such as operation of
different types of standard construction and transportation equipment,
tests of medical supplies and various types of clothing, and the problem
of maintaining a camp of approximately 200 men on the ice for a period
of one month with only temporary shelter and no outside help, were also
made. Complete accounts of tests made and experiments conducted can be
found in the annexes of the KIC-HJUUP report,

IV. Summary of Base Group Accomplishments and Recommendations.

The Base Group accomplished the following tasks during the
thirty-six days ashorp on the Ross Ice Shelf at the Bay of Whales:

(a) Unloaded and transported to the camp area a total of 1,600
tons of provisions, fuel, and equipment.

(b) Constructed and put in operation a galley and mess hall
from which over 21,000 hot palatable rations were served.

(c) Constructed an insulated 96' by 20' communication quonset
hut at Little America III with an interconnecting passageway to the buried
buildings of the old camp. Set up long range communication with Washing-
ton, D. C. direct by means of rhombic antennae mounted on forty-foot poles.
Stored below, in the food caches, food for thirty-five men for fourteen
months. Stored just outside the quonset hut 50,000 gallons of diesel fuel
for the generators.

(d) Constructed at Little America IV fifty-four pyramidal tents
with wooden decks, and three prefabricated wannigans for living quarters
equipped with diesel oil stores, folding cots with mattresses and sleep-
ing bags. Constructed eleven other tents of various sizes for outdoor
toilets, aerology, photographic stowage and aviation supply purposes.

(e) Constructed a U6' X 20' quonset hut for aviation maintenance
and aircraft communications.

(f) Transported a complete GCA equipment including a power
supply truck to the Air strip, set up and tested the equipment, dis-
assembled it and returned it to its stowage aboard ship prior to the de-
parture of the AKA 1 e on 6 February.

(g) Transported and eet up a (3*)] unit with power supply truck
at the airstrip. Disassembled and transported it for loading aboard the
BURTON ISIAND during evacuation.

(h) Established a sled dog village adjacent to camp area from
which three dog teams were trained. They made trips to the bay ice area
daily to bring back Wedell seals killed for dog food.

r

*
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(i) Operated the eight aircraft of the air unit a total of
300 flying hours doing all maintenance work on then in the open in temp-
eratures that ranged as low as -23° C.

(j) Constructed three hard surface snow runways for ski planes
totaling 13,000 feet in length.

(k) Constructed a Marsten Mat landing strip on the snow surface
835' long and varying from 150* to hO f wide for experimental purposes.

(l) Conducted the scientific program ashore as completely as
limited time allowed.

(m) Carried out the numerous technical and military projects
requested by Bureaus of the Navy and other governmental agencies.

The details of the above accomplishments are contained in
appropriate annexes of the Operation HIGHJUMP Report.

Recommendations

The two most Important shortcomings of the Base Group were
internal communications and personnel transportation. Short range
radio voice sets were used of the SCR-610 series but proved inadequate
for the purpose due to number of operating personnel needed and mainten-
ance difficulties with the sets. It is recommended that a field tele-
phone set be used in similar future operations. Weasels towing one ton
sleds were used for personnel transportation and would have sufficed if

there had been about twenty-four available Instead of eight. However,

it is recommended that for future operations on similar type sneer surface,

a new weasel be designed to be a little more rugged, eliminate excess
weight by removing the amphibious parts and design a light sled with a

covered body so that personnel will be protected from the snow thrown by
the rubber tracks of the weasel.
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NARRATIVE OF PARTICIPATION

1. The WOUNT OLYVPUS was assigned to Operation MIGItJUi-’-P in
early October, after a oeriod of six weeks in the New Ytrk Navy Yard
preparing the ship for inactivation ir. the SIXTEENTH Fleet. During
the Period of reactivation such was accomplished. Stores were put
aboard, spare parts obtained and a partial overhaul completed and the
ship reported to Commander Task Force SIXTY-ETGHT at Norfolk, Va. on
November lb, 1916. During the ensuing two weeks, additional stores
and equipment were loaded and by sailing time on December 2, I5I6 , the
ship was ready to sail.

2. The voyage from Norfolk to Scott Island via the Panama Canal
was uneventful and provided a shakedown cruise for the more than 90%
new personnel on board. After arriving at Scott Island on December 30,

19lj6, the remaining ships of the group refueled while the Coast Guard
Cutter NOKTHKIND scouted the pack to the southward.

3. At 1530 on the afternoon of December 31* 1916, under a bright
sun and calm seas the Central Group of Task Force SIXTY-EIGHT entered
the Ross Sea Ice Pack and cor.maenced 15 days of the arduous end hazardous
task of navigating the pack. The northern edge of the pack was loose
and easily navigable, but by the New Year, the pack was becoming closer
and tore difficult to negotiate. During the afternoon of January 1,

1917, the group reached a pool of open water in the vicinity of numerous
icebergs and very heavy bay ice and lay to while the NORTH'.TIND scouted
for a lead to the south. During the first 21 hours, the MOUNT OLIMPUS
had sustained damage to several frames forward and two blades of the
propeller were bent. Succeeding days were a repetition of the first
day, sometimes laying to in pools and sometimes making fair progress to
the southward through the pack. Finally or. 11 January 19U7, the pack
gradually loosened up as southward progress was made and late in the
evening of January 11, 1917, the Central Group finally broke through
to the open waters of the Ross Sea. At this time additional francs for-
ward h8d been damaged and all blades of the propelior were bent maximum
sustained speed being reduced to 10 knots.

!• At midnight 11 January 1917, the Ross Sea Ice Barrier was
sighted dead ahead and after investigating Discovery Inlet, the group
proceeded to the 3ay of Whales arriving at 0813, 15 January. The
N0RTK7IIND comnenced breaking the ice out of the Bay which was frozen
over and by 18 January, the Bay was sufficiently clear for the U.S.S.
YANCEY to enter and eoaaenee unloading.On 22 January, the MOUNT GLYMPUS
finally entered the Say of nhales for the first time and commenced un-
loading on a 21 hour basis.

5« On 23 January, a northerly wine blew a small iceberg through
the entrance to the Bay ar.d all ships had to get underway as the berg
was bearing down on the moorir.gs. The Bay was entered again on Jan-
uary 21th and unloading operations continued. 3y the 27th, the MCllT
0IYVPU5 was almost oerp-etely unloaded but & strong northerly wind
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with heavy snow again forced ail ships to get underway and stand out

of the Bay. During this storm sections of bay ice broke off. The

ship again entered the Bay of Whales on the morning of January 30th

and again soured to the bay ice. During the day, Rear Admiral Richard

B. Byrd flew in from the PHILIPPINE SEA and case on board. During

the afternoon, unfavorable conditions again forced us to leave the

bay. on February 2nd the MOUNT OLYMPUS again entered the Bay and moored

port side to the U.S.S. ME1RICK. We remained moored to the MERRICK

until our final departure from the Bay of uhales on February 6th.

During this period, unloading was completed and working parties were

furnished for the base camp.

6. At 18U8 on February 6th, the MOUNT OLYMPIB got underway and
stood out of the Bay of Whales for the last time and departed for Scott

Inland in company with the YANCEY, MERRICK, and NORTHWIND. The pass-

age out through the pack was uneventful except that on 11 February, the

U.S.S. MERRICK lost her rudder in heavy ice and a high wind. The

NORTHYUND stood by the MERRICK and the BURTON ISLAND which had Joined

us on 9 February, escorted the U.S.S. YANCEY and MOUNT OLYMPUS and at

092U on February 12th, we cleared the pack. The NORTHWIND took the

MERRICK in tow and with the U.S.S. YANCEY in company departed for New

Zealand on February 13th.

7. The MOUNT OLYMPUS proceeded to Scott Island and acted as a
weathsr reporting station until February 27th when the BURTON ISLAND
rejoined. After the Task Force Commander and his staff together with
all Base Caup Personnel had transferred to the MOUNT OLYMPUS, we pro-
ceeded to Wellington, New Zealand, arriving on 7 March. After a pleas-
ant stay in Wellington, the MOUNT OLYMPUS departed March Di, 19U7, for
the United States via the Panama Canal arriving in Washington, D.C.
April lh, 19li7

.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. All ships operating in Arctic and Antarctic regions be pro-
vided with sufficient boat capacity for all personnel carried, as life

Jackets, floater nets and navy type life rafts are almost worthless
unless personnel can be rescued within a few minutes.

2. Ships of type similar to MOUNT OLYMPUS expecting to oper-
ate in ice pack should be prepared for such operations bv taking the
following minimum measures:

(a) Install steel propeller designed for use in ice.

(b) The stem to be reinforced with ooncrete.
(c) InstaLl voids or tanks to provide additional water-

tight protection for engine rooms and evaporator room.

(d) Double plate the curvature of the bow from the water-
line to the turn of the bilge.

(e) provide a collision net

Annex I - (f)
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3, If ships are to be designed for this type of operation, the
following are desirable characteristics in addition to incorporating
the above.

(a) As small a turning circle as possible.
(b) Screw to be submerged as deeply as possible.
(c) low free board and reduce superstructure to

minimus as wind has a very great effect at the
low speeds required in ice operations.

U. In future operations in ice pack planes should ba avail-
able to thoroughly scout pack in order that easiest route may be
picked and the extent of the pack determined.

ilMTIS
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16 Hot* Moored at H.O.B., Not foil, Virginia.

In accordance with cinolant'a diapatah of October 3* 1946

U.S.S. W07HT OLYMPUS (AGC-8) reported at N.O.B., Norfolk, Virginia,
to Camaandor Task Force 68 for duty.

15 Hot* - 2 Dee. Moored at H.O.B., Norfolk, Virginia.

Moored portsida to Pier 3, Norfolk, Virginia. Loading
equipment, auppllea, store* and embarking oivilian obaerrera and
poraonnel of CTF-68.

Beplaoad boat ohooka on forward dook with ateel podsatal for

Horaeaan aki plane and ohooka for two plane reameat boata*

Roplaoad grating on fantail for twanty-iavea aled doga.

31 Hot. Moored at O.O.B., Norfolk, Virginia.

Tranafarrod 27 alad doga from UBCO HORIEHZHD to thla Taaaal.

2 Deo. Underway from K.O.B., Norfolk, Virginia.

0946 Boar Admiral R.B. BIRD, Officer in Charge JLntarotio

DeTwlopaant projeot, came aboard on offleial oall. 1300 Roar
Admiral BIRD left the ahip. 1316 Underway from pier three (3).
H.O.B., Norfolk, Virginia, for Balboa, Canal Zone, with Rear
Admiral CHUZSV, CTF-68, OTC, and staff aboard thie reaael, in
oompaqy with U.6.S. PIKE ISLAND (AV-12), U.S.S. BR0NH80N (DD-868)
and USCG NORTEJTTHP.

3 Deo. 1200 Poe. 32 11.6 v n. Let., 76 0SUT. Lon.

Steaming on aouthorly eourse in oolugn with U.S.S. MOULT
OLYMPUS guide, in oompany with U.S.S. PINE ISLAND, U.S.8. BRONNSOH,
and USCO NOBTHRTND.

4 Deo. 1200 Poe. 26°36»H.Lat., 74°61»». Lon.

Steaming as before. USCO NORTHHIND having trouble main-
taining apeed of guide, ordered to prooeed independently to Balboa,
Canal Zone.

6 Deo. 1200 poe. 20°10'N. Ut., 74°06*H. Lon.

Steaming as before. 0667 U.S.S. PINE ISLAND (AV-12) detached,
ordered to prooeed to Balboa, Canal Zone independently.

6 Deo. 1200 Poe. Standing out of Canal Zone.

2133 U.S.S. BROWNSON (DD-368) detached, ordered to prooeed
to Balboa, Canal Zone independently

,
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Dec, 1200 Poe. Pa.se lag through panama Canal

1108 Arrived at Colon breakwater and started through Canal
astern of the U.S.S. PINE ISLAND (AV-12). 1244 Entered Gatun
Looks. 1702 Entered Pedro Uiquol Locke. 180S Entered Ulra-
flores Locks. 1945 Moored starboard side to pier 18. Balboa.
Canal Zone.

8

Dec. Moored at Balboa. Canal Zone.

Moored starboard side to pier 18, Balboa, Canal Zone. Receiving
stores and equipment aboard.

9

Deo. Moored at Balboa, Canal Zone.
Moored starboard side to pier 18, Balboa, Canal Zone.

10

Deo. 1200 pos. 08°45«H. Lat.,79
o
03TT. Ion.

1011 underway from pier 16, Balboa, Canal Zone enroute to

Little America, Antarctica, with CTF68 and staff aboard this

ship in conpany with U.S.S. PINE ISLAND (A7-12), U.S.S.
SENNET (SB-408), U.S.S. BMUNSON (DD-888) and USCO NORTH*END.

11 Deo. 1200 pos. 0S°69»N. Lat., 81°57.8Tr. Ion.
Steaming as before. 0800 Rxoouted formation •oboe" of CTF68
Operation Plan Bo.2-46. U.S.S. MOUNT OLYMPUS in oompany with
U.S.S. SENNET steaming along assigned track in acoordance
with CTP68 dispatch. 1100 Sighted Mapelo Island (3°69 , 07*N.

,

81°54 ,27H bearing 151°T«, distance 19 nlles. 1900 Retarded
olooke one hour to tone plus 6 time.

12 Deo. 1200 Poe. 00°26«s. Lat., 86°04*K Lon.
0750 Crossed the equator at longitude 84®39»W. Traditional
equator oroesing oelebration held and all "pollywoge"
initiated ae "shellbacks*.

15 Dec. 1200 pot. 04°39.2<S.Lat. ( 88°40*W.Loa.
Steaming as before, U.S.S. SENNET conducting trim dives.

14 Dec. 1200 Pos.09°17<S.Ut., 91°23.5'W.Lon.
Steaming as before.

16 Deo. 1200 Pos. 14°04.2*S.Lat.,93°44.6'K.Lon.
Steaming as before.

16 Dec. 1200 Pos.l6°58.2<S.Lat., 96°32TT. Lon.
Steaming te before. 1900 Retarded all olooke one hour to sone
plus 7 time. 1925 Sounded Fire Quarters, small fire in star-
board boat deck life raft at frame 100. 1936 Scoured Quarters.
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17 Dec. 1200 Poe. 23°63.5'S., 99°26'W.Lon£.

Steaming as before. 2130 Consienoed talcing soundings
beginning at 346 fathoms and decreasing slowly until 2143
when sounding was 165 fathoms . From 2153 until 2217 soundings
increased slowly from 165 fathoms to 462 fathoms. 2230
Fathometer indicated no bottom. Chart indicated no bank of
suoh depth in this position. 2130 position 26°49 , 60"S» 100°

39'20"W. 2153 Position 26°54'10"S., 100°41* 40" W.. 2217

position 26°01*6O"S., 100°45'30"W..

18 Deo. 1200 Poe. 28°46'S. L»t., 102°22.8*H.Lon.
Steaming as before.

19 Dee. 1200 Pos. 33°30'S.Lat., 105°39'ir.Lon.
Steaming as beforo.

20 Deo. 1200 Pos. 36°14.2»S.Lat.,109°08*ir.Lon
Steaming as before.

21 Deo. 1200 Pot. 42°16.2*S.Lat.,112°44.2'W.

0447 D.S.S. CAHISTEO (A099) Joined the formation and took sta-
tion in preparation for fueling exeroiee. 0826 Commenced
making approach on CAHISTEO for fueling exorcise. 0934
Commenced fueling. 1123 Completed fueling. 1166 took station
astern of CANISTEO whilo SEHKET fueled. 1736 SENNET comple-
ted fueling. CAHISTEO returning to her station fifty miles
on port beam of this -vessel.

22 Deo. 1200 Poo. 46°30'S.Lat., 116°48.6'lf.Long.

Steaming as before.

23 Deo. 1200 Pos. 49°28.7»S Lat., iai°31«w Long.

Steaming as before.

24 Deo. 1200 Pos. 63°29.1'S.Lat..l27°10.4 lN.Long.

Steaming as before.

26 Deo. 1200 pos. 56°69.4»S.Lat.,133°07.2»ir.Long,

Steaming as before. 1900 Retarded all clocks one hour to tone

plus 9 time.

L==^
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26 Deo. 1200 Poa. 61°10.6*s. Ut., lS9°49.0nr. Lon.

Steaming me before. 1036 O.S.S. CANISTSO Joined formation.
1800 Sighted first loeberg bearing 166°!., diatanoe 18 nilee, position
141°22«W., 62°16'S..

27 Deo. 1200 Poe. 63°61»40"S. Ut., 146°01»30*W. Lon.

Steaming as before. 0436 USCG NORTHWISD Joined formation.
1630 Opened diatanoe in formation to 1000 yards. 1900 Restarted olooka
one hour to tone plus 10 time.

28 Deo. 1200 Poa. 86°41.9'S. Ut., 169°3S'W. Lon.

Steaming as before, in eolum open order, guide in this
reoacl in oaapany with U.S.S. CANISTEO (AO-99), O.S.S. SEHNET (SS-408)
and OSCC HORTHFIHD. 1146 Cosmneed getting numerous radar eontaeta
on loaberga of various altos. Steasilng at various oouraeo to avoid
ioehergt. 1900 Betarded oloeks one hour to tone plus 11 time.

29 Deo. 1200 Poa. 66°46.4*8.Uta, 170°61.9'V. Ion.

8toaalng as beforo. U.S.S. CANISTEO (AO-99) fueled USCG
B0RTHW1HD and U.S.S. SEHREI (S8-408). Crossed the Antaretlo Cirole.

SO Deo. 1200 Poa. 67°24<8elat., 179°48*W. Lon.

Steaming as before, 1044 Sighted Soott Island bearing 244°T.
diatanea 16 miles. 1200 U.S.S. MERRICK (AK-97) Joined formation.
1202 USCG HORTEWIHD loft formation on reeonnalsanoe around Soott Island.
1303 U.S.S. CAPISISO oonmenoed fueling U.S.S. YABCET, U.S.S. MERRICK,
and the U.S.S. SEBPET. 1569 Sighted paok ioe all around the horlson
ahead of this ship. 1422 Commenoed steering at various eourees and
adjusting apeed to maintain approximate position 67°46'S., 179°24.2 rw..
Upon oompletion of fueling exerelae U.S.S. CAPISTEO detached and ordered
to proceed to rendetvous with Eastern Group.

31 Deo. 1200 Poe. 67°49 »8. Ut., 180°00'W. Lon.

Hove to approximately 12 miles Horth of paok ioe in company
withO.S.S. MBHRICK, U.S.S. YANCEY, U.S.S. SEHKBT, and USCG NORTHKTIND.

1026 underway entering into the outer liadta of ice pack. 1066 Hove

to. Conference of all Conaanding Officers of the Central Group aboard

U.S.S. MOUHT OLTMPUS. 1327 Rear Admiral CBUZEH, CTF-C6 and part of hit

staff transferred to the USCG HORTHTflHD for the passags through the

ieo peek. Underway in column with USCG KOETHPIKD guide, U.S.S, BERRICE

, U.S.S. TAKCET, and U.S.S. MOUHT OLYMPUS raapeetively. Entered ioe

pack, steering at various courses and apssde to maintain position in

column.
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Jan. 1200 P08 . 69°17.6'S. Lat., 179°44.7’E. Lea,

Underway proceeding through medium peck loo with USCG NOHTHWIND

guide in oompany with U.S.S. MEKB ICE (IK-97), U.S.S. YANCEY (AI-93 )

,

end U.S.S. SENNET (SS-408). Steering various courses end speed* to

maintain position. Stopped numerous time* by peck ioe. 1636 Fomention

lying to while USCO NOHTHIflHD reconnoitors to the Southward. 1766

Underway shifting to now position in the ice. 1917 lying to in oleer

water using various course * and speeds to keep oleer of ice.

2 Jan. 1200 Pos. 69°17.6'S. Let., 179°49.6>E. Lon.

Lying to maintaining position in oleer water. 1836 Chief

of Staff end Captain MOORE, Cosnanding U.S.S. MOUNT OLYMPUS, left the

ship to attend conference of Cosnanding Officers with CTF-68 aboard

the USCC NORXHEIND. 2035 Chief of Staff and Captain MOORE returned to

the ship. 2230 Underway in ooluan in the fallowing order# USCO NORTH

-

WIND GUIDE, Q.S.8. MERRICK (AK-97), U.S.S. VOUNT OLYMPUS (AGC-8),

U.S.S. YANCEY (AK-93), end U.S.S. 8ENRET (SS-408).

3 Jen. 1200 Pos. 69°17.5*6. Let., 179°27.8*g. Lon.

0400 Forward progress of formation stopped by heavy pack ioe.

USCG NOItPHJriHD maneuvering to take U.S.S. SENNET (SS-408) in tow,

taking her to the northward to dear water. 1946 Shifted position in
ice, lying to.

4

Jan. 1200 Poe. 89°18.0»S. Lat., 179°60,3»E. Lon.

Attempting to shift out position in heavy pack ioe.

0800 Situation in vloinity of U.S.S. MERRICK, U.S.S. YANCEY rapidly
moving to a orltical stage. Two large icebergs moving with the

ourrent into the face of the wind. Heavy paok ioe moving with the

wind opposite the general direction in which the icebergs are moving,
piling up pressure ioe ahead of the ioebergs. U.S.S. MERRICK and
U.S.S. YANCEY froaen in solid in the path of the icebergs. U.S.S.
' OUNT OLYMPUS present position not in any iawwdiato danger. USCG
NORTH*IND requested to return to this vloinity as soon as possible.
1246 put three experienced men, Er. Paul Siple, Capt. Boyd, USMC,
and Mr. Perkins (Fish & Wild Life representative) on the ice to

study ice conditions in view of possibility of moving men on foot

over the ioe, 1330 USCG NORTH*IND sighted returning to our assistance.

1402 Ioe party returned. 1135 USCG NCBTHWIND broke U.S.S. YANCEY out

of the ioe into dear water astern of the ioebergs. 1727 USCG
N9RTHWIND breaking ice around U.S.S. MERRICK#

4
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6

Jo-i. 1200 pos. 69°04'S. Let., 179°4S.5'K. Lon..

0045 Underway to form oolusm USCG NORTHWIND breaking ioo ahead.
0113 Formed ooluam with USCG NORTHWIND guide, U.S.S. MERRICK, U.S.S.
YANCEY, and U.S.S. MOUNT OLYMPUS respectively. 0328 Hove to with bow
In ioe while USCG NORTHWIND proceeds to the North to tow u.i.S. SENNET
(SS-408) baok to vicinity of Soott Island.

6 Jan. 1200 Poa. 69°41.8»S. Let., 179°43.5'E. Lon.

0157 USCG NORTHWIND returned, all ships underway In oolumn
as follows i USCG NORTHWIND guide, U.S.S. MERRICK, U.S.S. MOUNT OLYMPUS
and U.S.S. YANCEY. Underway throughout the day.

7 Jan. 1200 Pos. 70°16.2*8. Lat., 178°18.0'W. Lon..

0400 Reversed base oourae to return to olear water pool to
Northward. Hull at frame 35 starboard leaking at rate of 1 gallon per
minute. 0825 Lying to in olear water*

8 Jan. 1200 Poe. 70°13.0'S. Lat.. 178°19,2*W. Lon.

luring to. 1942 Chief of Staff and Dr. Paul Siple left the
ship for a conference aboard the USCG NORTHWIND with CTF-68. 2052
Chief of Staff and Dr. Siple returned aboard. 2100 USCG NORTHWIND
left group for reoonnaisance of ioe paok to the Southwest. Commanding
Offioer of U.S.S. MBRRICK, O.T.C. Of remaining ehlpa.

9 Jan. 1200 Pos. 70°13.0'S. Lat.. 178°19.2'H. Lon.

Lying to. 1130 USCG NORTHWIND returned. 1900 USCG NORTHWIND
left group to scout ioe paok. 2056 USCG NORTHWIND returned.

10 Ja*. 1200 poa. 70°18.6'S# Lat., 178°17.8»W. Lon.

Lying to 0858 Underway in column with USCG HORTHWIHD
guide, and U.S.S. MERRICK, U.S.S. YANCEY, and U.S.S, MOUNT OLYMPUS in

that order. 1517 Lying to with bow in ice.

11 Jan. 1200 pos. 70°28,4'S. Lat., 178°32.B»W. Lon.

Lying to, 0915 Underway to form oolumn 1a the following

orden USCG NORTHWIND guide, U.S.S. MERRICK, U.S.S. YANCEY, and

U.S.S. MOUNT OLYMPUS. Underway rest of the day.



CONFIDENTIAL

13 Jan. 1200 Poe. 73°58.5'S.Lat.,179
0
4l'W.Long.

Underway, steaming as before through lea pack.

14 Jan. 1200 Poa. 76°46>S.,Lat., 178°52'W.Long.

Underway, eteamlng as before through Ice pack. 1300
Formation stopped. U.S.S. MOUNT OLYMPUS took position astern

of USCG NORTHWIND. New order in formation as follows* USCC

NORTHWIND guide, U.S.S. MOUNT OLYMPUS, U.S.S. MERRICK, and

U.S.S. YANCEY. 1345 Rear Admiral CHUZBN, CTF-68 returned

aboard U.S.S. MOUNT OLYMPUS. 1352 Proceeded underway in new
column order, standard distance 700 yards, standard speed
13 knots. 2130 Entered Ross Sea (Poe. 77®37»S., 173°16'W.).

15 Jan. 1200 Pos. 78°23'S.Lat., 164°00«W.Long.

Underway steaming as before through Ross Sea. 0005 Sighted
Ross Sea Ic** Barrier ahead, bearing 136°T. 0040 USCG NORTH-
WIND anc ti; s vessel left formation to explore Discovery Bay.

0110 Reversed oourse, reformed oolumn and prooeeded on East*
erly course along Ross Sea loe Barrier, distance one mile.

0615 passed Lindberg Inlet on otarboard beam, distance one

mile, 0826 Approaohing entrance to Bay of Whales. All ships
proveeding independently. 0843 Hove to off entrance to Bay
of Whales. 0930 Rear Admiral CRUZES,CTF-68 and part of hie
staff transferred to USCG NORTHWIND. USCG NORTHWIND pro-
ceeding into Bay of Whales. Commenced to clear bay of iee.
134S Helicopter from the USCG SORTHWINC dropped film on fan-
tail of this ship. 1744 USCG NORTHWIND standing out of
Bay of Whales.

16 Jan. 1200 Pos. 78°22'S.Lat.,164°15 'W.Long.

Lying to off entrance to Bay of Whales in oompany with
U.S.S. MERRICK and U.S.S. YANCEY. USCG NORTHWIND in Bay
of Whales. 0120 Underway, steaming on oourse 315°T. for
purpose of establishing communications with Task Unit
north of ice pack. 0400 Reversed oourse to 145°T., return-
ing to former position off entrance to Bay of Whales. 0800
Members of Staff and party left ship for USCG NORTHWIND which
is standing out of Bay of Whales. 0842 USCG NORTHWIND
standing into Bay of Whales. 1718 Cosaaanding Offioar of
USCG NORTHWIND oame aboard. 1905 commanding Officers of
YANCEY and MERRICK oame aboard. }943 CTF-68 and Commanding
Offioers of MOUNT OLYMPUS, YANCEY, MERRICK left ship to
go aboard USCG NORTHWIND to observe ice conditions in Bay
of Whales. 2058 USCG NORTHWIND standing out of the Bay of
Whales. 2119 Captain returned aboard. Commanding Officer
of MERRICK and YANCEY returning to their respective ships.
Lying to for rest of day.
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17 Jan. 1200 pos. 78°23'S.Lnt. ,164°20«W.Loag.

Lying to as bo fora off ontranoo to Bay of Whale*. 2306 Trans-

ferred Staff officers and men to the U.S.S. YANCEY (AKA-9S).

16 Jan. 1200 Po*. 78°24'S.Lat.,164°03«W.Long.

Lying to as before off ontranoo to Bay of Whales. 0046 U.S.S.

YANCEY proooeded into Bay of Whales in company with USCG

NORTHWIND and noored to the Bay ioe.

19 Jan. 1200 Pos. 78
o
27'S.Lat.,164°00«W.Long.

Lying to a* before off ontranoe to Bay of Whales. 0826 Trans-

ferred Captain QUACKENBUSH, Chief of Staff, TF-68 and various

observer personnel to Base Canp. 1608 Captain QUACKENBUSH
returned aboard.

20 Jan. 1200 Pos. 78°27»S.Lat.,164°W.Long.
Lying to as before off eatranoe to Bay of Whales. 1323 Resu*

Admiral CRUZEH, Captain HOORB and Captain QUACKENBUSH left
ship to go aboard U.S.S. YANCEY for oonferenoe. 1830 Rear
Admiral CRUZEN, Captain MOORE, and Captain QUACKENBUSH
returned aboard. 1628 USCO NORTHWIND standing out of Bay
of Whales proceeding to northerly direotlon for rendecvous
with U.S.S. PHILIPPINE SEA (CV-47) north of ioe paelc.

21 Jan. 1200 Pos. 78°27 *S«Lat., 164°10'W.Long»
Lying to as before off entrance to Bay of Whales.

22 Jan. 1200 Pos. Lying to off Bay of Whales.
Lying to as before off entrance to Bay of Whales. 1217
Using various courses and speeds to enter Bay of Whales.
1280 Entered Bay of Whales. 1332 Moored starboard side to

ioe in Bay of Whales, maintaining regular sea watoh in prep-
aration for getting underway. 1600 Commenoed unloading ship.

23 Jan. 1200 pos. Moored in Bay of Whales.

Moored as before in 3ay of Whales. Ioeberg approaohing
ships through Bay entrance, 22 64 Using various oourses and
speeds to get clear of Bay ioe. 2310 passed towing
hawser over ioe to U.S.S. YANCEY to assist that ship in
getting free from Bay ice. U.S.S. YANCEY free without our
assistance. Hauled towing hawser back aboard. Standing
by to assist U.S.S. MERRICK if necessary.

fWA-.-y
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24 Jan, 1200 pcs. Lying to off Bay of Whales.

0000 Standing out of Pay of Shales. 0330 All ships out of
day of VVhaloa. Lying to off entrance to Bay of 'Shales.

1551 U.S.S. YANCEY re-entored Bay of nhales. 1950 Entered
Bay of Shales. 1537 Moore J starboard side to Ice shelf.
This ship, VERRICK, and YAVCEY now moored to ice shelf, as
before

,

25 Jan. 1200 Pos. Moored in Bay of Whales.
Moored as before:

26 Jan. 1200 ?os. Moored in Bay of Whales.

Moored as before.

27 Jan. 1200 Pos. Lying to off Bay of Whales.

Moored as before. 0630 Heavy snow storm set in with 25
knots of wind* 0700 Observed Bay ico beginning to crack.
Our mooring lines insecure. 0740 Underway, using various
courses and speeds to stand out of Bay of Whales. 0810
Damage reported in evaporator room starboard side, taking
water at water-line through cracked seaa. 0815 By orders
of Commanding Officer ship listed 2° to port. 0825 Lying
to as before off entrance to Bay of Whales. 0909 U.S.S.
YANCEY standing out of Bay of Whales. 0923 U.S.S. 13ERRICK
standing out of Bay of Whales. 0923 U.S.S. MERRICK standing
out of Bay of Whalea.

28 Jan. 1200 Pos. Lying to off Bay of Whales.

Lying to as before off Ross Sea Ice Barrier. 1030 Corrected
2° list of ship to port) ship now on even keel.

29 Jan. 1200 pos. Lying to off Bay of Whales

Lying to as before off Ross Sea loe Barrier. 2050 Standing
in toward Bay of Whalea. 2121 U.S.S. VERRICK standing into

Bay of Whales. 2324 Using various courses and speeds to re-
enter Bay of Whales.

30 Jan. 1200 Pos. Moored in Bay of whales.

Lying to as before off entrance to Bay of Whales. Underway
steaming on various courses and speeds to stand into Bay of
Whales. 1353 Passed through entrance to Bay of Whales. 1357

Hove to inside Bay of Whales. 1600 Conmandlng Officers,
YANCEY, MERRICK came aboard for conference. 1720 Commanding
Officers, YANCEY, and MERRICK left ship. 1725 Standing out of
Bay of Whales. 1736 Lying to off Rose sea Ice Barrier. 1916
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Sighted USCG SO HTHAT NT) Soaring 2S3
2013 Standing into Hay of Wr-aies.
first .rail free TITS'. N'Sr TTYINT to
from Balboa, Cancl Zone.

T., distance 13 } miles.
2052 Domer.ced trar.sferr

tr.is ship since departure

1 FEB. 1200 pos. Lying to off Bay of Whales.

Lying to off entrance to Bay of Whales. U.S.S. MERRICK
(AK-97), U.S.S. YANCEY (AX-93), and USCG KCRTEKIKD am moored to ice

in Bay of Whales. 1301 Transferred personnel to Base Camp. 1346
Stood out of Bay of Whales. 1400 Lying to off entrance to Bay of Whales.

2 Feb. 1200 Pos, Lying to off Bay of Whales.

Lying to as before off entrance to Bay of Whales. 1230 ;

Using various speeds and ooursee to stand into Bay of Whalee. 1322

Moored port 6ide to U.S.S. MERRICK (AK-97 ) in Bay of Whales.

3 Feb. 1200 pos. Moored in Bay of Whales.

Moored as before, to U.S.S. MERRICK (AK-97).

4 Feb. 1200 Pos. Moored in Bay of Whalee.

Moorod as before to U.S.S. MEEP.ICK. 1010 Stationed
epeoisl sea detail aa precautionary measure, while U.S.S. MERRICK

was in process of moving stern oloser to ioe. 1322 underwater Demoli-
tion T«sm fi In charge of Lt* (Jg) IVERSON connenced swimming testa,
using special rubber suits, along the starboard side. 1604 UDT-4
secured from swimming test with successful results.

6 Feb. 1200 Pos. Moored in Bay of Whales.

Moored as before.

6 peb. 1200 pos. Moored la Bay of Whales.

Moored as before. 1700 Rear Admiral R.E. CKUZSK. CTF-66
and part of his staff of TF-d8 left ship to board USCG NOSTHWISD.
1646 Rear Admiral E.E, EYED loft the ship for Base Camp. 1646

Underway for Scott Island. USCG HOETEWIKD assisting this ship in

getting clear of U.S.S. MERRICK and Bay ioe* 1940 U.S.S. MERRICK
(AK-97) and U.S.S. YAKCET, and U.S.S. MOUNT OLYMPUS following in that

order. Speed 10 knots, oourse 301°T. 2132 Cleared local pack around

entrance to Bay of Whales.

7 Feb. 1200 Pos. 77°29»S. Lat., 174°40'W. Lon.

Steaming as befors. 0926 Entered area of Treating water.

1200 passing through area of media and large tabular icebergs.

2130 Base course now 340°T, 2165 Commenced taking Fathometer readings.

Depths indicated 152 • 214 fathoms.
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8 Feb. 1200 Poe. 74°S6.5«S. Lat., 178°3e»E. Loa.

Steaming as before. 0030 Commenced taking soundings with
fathometer) fathometer indicated depths of 205 - 240 fathoms. Passing
through areas of olear water with ocoasional large tabular icebergs.
1600 Fathometer indicated depths of 132 - 160 fathoms. 1600 Fathometer
indicated depths of 195 - 213 fathoms. 2318 Sighted U.S.S, BURTON
ISLAND bearing 020°T. , distance 12 miles. 2330 Hove to awaiting arrival

of U.S.S. BURTON ISLAND.

9 Feb. 1200 Pos. 71°38*S. Let., 178°S8*E. Lon.

Lying to at southern boundary of Ross Sea Ice pack awaiting
arrival of U.S.S. BURTON ISLAND (AO-88). 0010 U.S.S. BURTON ISLAND
Joined task group. 0025 Received U.S. Kail from BURTON ISLAND. 0208
Underway on course 000°T. through fairly heavy but loose paok loo.

0353 Entered open water with scattered growlers. 0630 Entered ioe pack.

1130 Entered thiok ioe paok.

10 FeL. 1200 pos. 70d23*S. Let., 177°67»E. Lon.

Steaming as befor* through Roae Sea Ioe Pack* 0117 All
ships lying to while USCG NORTHWIHD freed U.SCS. NSRRXCX from ice,
0215 Resumed formation. 0236 Lying to while NORTHJflHD and BURTON
ISLAND attest to locate lead through the ice pack. 0725 BURTON
ISLAND breaking ue clear. 0825 BURTON ISLAND resumed position in

formation. 0830 Roaumod position in column, 1200 Formation oourse
changed to North. 1614 Lying to in open water while USCG NORTHWINB
soouted the ioe pack. 1639 NORTFiTIND returned to position in formation
going ahead on various courses and spesds in largely open water, with
some growlers. 1730 USCG '.'ORTHNIND left formation to soout ice pack.

Increasing winds and enow storm decreased visibility greatly. 1800

Visibility reduced to 1000 yards because of heavy enow. 2010 Steering
engine airbound unable to move rudder. Lying to. 2017 Raking all
preparation* for being towed by USCG NORTHWIHD. Repairing steering
engine. 2033 Steering by hand, 2205 Steering control shifted back to

pilot-house. 2206 Gaining position to put bow into ioe pack headed
into wind. 234S Bow into ioe approximately 450 yards to starboard of

U.S.S. YAKCET (AK-03).

11 Feb. 1200 Pos, 70°01.5'S. Lat., 177°49'E. Lon,

Steaming as before through Ross sea ioe pack, presently

lying to with bow into ioe ridiag out billiard and slset storm, visi-

bility 400 yards. 0045 Visibility increased to 5 miles. 0800 Visi-

bility reduced to one mile. Ib20 U.S.S. BURTON ISLAND proceeding South-

west on aooutlng mission. USCO NOP.TBNIND proceeding Northward on
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SosutlAg Bits ion. 1652 Horing ship to cow position 3000 yards
to port of U.S.S. MERRICK. U.S.S. TAJCTJT Moving to now position
700 yards on our port bow. 1827 Formation underway proceeding
on northerly course, U.S.S. BUSIOH ISIAND guide, U.S.S. MERRICK,
U.S.3. YANCEY, sad U.S.S. MOUSY OLYMPUS . 1902 Sighted USCO
NBRTHJTIND bearing 008°T.. 1918 U8CG HORTHR IKl) oamo alongside port
quarter to transfer nail and Admiral CEOZBH's personal effeots.
1932 USCG SOHTHWTHD assumed position as guide. 1994 Steaming
through light ieo paok. 2116 U.S.S. MERRICK lost use of rudder as
iee sheared pin holding rudder to rudder post. 2164 This ship
ordered to proceed on northerly course in oompany with U.8.S.
YARCET and U.S.S. BURTOH IBLARD. USCO HORTHWISD preparing to take

U.S.S. MERRICK in tow. peek ioe thinning.

12

Feb. 1200 Pos. 67°48'8. Let., 177°61.6'X. Lon.

/STOV

r

Steaming as before through lee paok. 0146 Steaming through
largely clear water with nosy small and medium slsed growlers and oo nat-
ional large tabular ioebargs. passed through main part of ioe paok.
0924 Entered open water with soattered small growlers. 1044 U.S.S.
BURTON ISLA5D left formation and prooeeded southward to meet U8CG
NORTHimiD and U.S.S. MERRICK. 1146 ReTersed course, took position

2600 yards on port beam of U.S.S. YARCET. 1816 Hova to, off edge of
growler* field awaiting arrival of U.S.S. BURTOS ISLAND. 1960 Under-
way at warioue course* and speeds to shift position olsar of ioebergs.
2000 Sighted U.S.S. BURIOV ISLAKD. 201$ lfeMUrorlng to allow boat
from U.S.S. BURTON ISLAND to ooaa alongside, to transfer personnel
to this ship.

13

Fob. 1200 Pos. 6B°02.6'S. Let., 17«°63»*. Lon.

Steaming an various courses and speeds as neeessary to main-
tain position outside of ioe pack in area of soattered tabular ioebergs.

2C09 Sighted Soott island bearing 062°T., distance 7 miles. 2047 passed
Scott loland abeam to starboard distance 2000 yards. 2117 Stopped,
lying to 6 miles Northeast of Soott Island.

14

Feb. 1200 Pos. 87°18»S. Let., 179°51.SW. Lon.

Lying to as before off Boott island. Awaiting return of

U.S.S. BURTOH ISLAND fron Little America . 0656 Lowered small boat to

soout Soott Island for possible landings. Lt.Condr. MEAGHER in obarge
of landing party, whioh consist* of fmnr officers, three civilians,

and two enlisted men. 102B Landing party returned. Xo landing* made

on Soott Island. Lying to rest of the day.
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Feb. 1200 Pos. 6T°21»S. Lot,, lT9°SSnr. L6n«

Lying to as before off Boott Island. 1616 Heavy snow
atom, visibility daaroaaod to l«aa than one mile. 1720 Visibility
now about 10 miles. 1B00 Heavy anow atom with wind up to thirty
knots, lying to rest of day using various courses and speeds to

remain headed into wind.

16 Feb, 1200 pos. 67°18'8. Let., 179°33'F. Lon,

Lying to as before off Scott island. Using various oourses
and speeds to remain headed into wind) wind about 10 knots. Lying to

rest of day,

17 pob. 1200 Pos. 67°1S'S, Let., 179°69'K. Lon,

8toanlag as bafore in rlolalty of 8oott Island. 1421

Fired 150 rounds of 50 oaliber ammunition for test purposes. 2005
Entered moderate snow storm, visibility reduced to about 3 alias.

2030 Visibility dooreesed to about 100 yards. 2056 Emerged from snow
otora. Visibility opanod to about 10 miles.

18 Feb. 1200 Pos. 67°23*S. Lat., 179°57*W. Lon.

Steaming as before in violnity of Seott Island. 0904 All
engines stopped and hove to for repairs in the engine roam to the
steam throttle valve. Repairs eoapleted, engines now in normal
running condition. 1300 Exeroised at general drills. 1400 8teaming
around Seott loland, distance J mile to oonduet soundings of adjaoent
waters. 1439 Making run on looberg for 50 oaliber machine gun drill,
expending 600 rounds.

19 pob. 1200 Pos. 67°23»S. Lat., 1T9°51»B. Lon.

Steaming as before in violnity of Boott Island, 1300
Exeroised at omergonoy drills. 1325 Sooured from all emergency drills*

20 Fob. 1200 poa. 67°21<S. Lot., 179°46«E. Lon.

Steaming aa before in violnity of Soott loland. 1300

Exeroised at General Quarters. Comenoed run on ioeborg. 1360

Sooured from General Quarters.

21 Feb. 1200 pos. 67°23*S. Let., 179°49’S. Lon.

Steaming as before in vicinity of Soott Island. 0130 Heavy
fog set in, visibility reduced to 2^ miles. 0200 Steaming through heavy
snow flurrios. Steaming in fog rest of day.

h
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22 Feb. 1200 pos. 67°23»S. Lat., 179°S2'K. Lon.

Stowaine as before in vicinity of Soott Island. 1904
Stopped, lying to 9f nils* northoaat of Soott Island.

23 F«b. 1200 Pos. 67°30'S. Lat,, 179°69'E. Lon.

Lying to as before off Soott island. 0000 Underway on various
oourses and speeds to naIntain position 4 - 12 miles from Soott Island.
0010 Heavy snow flurries set in, visibility reduoed to 60 yards. 1102
Steaming toward northern edge of Hoss Sea Ioe Pack for purposes of
sooutlng paok ioe conditions, in oanplianoo with CTP-68 dispatch T-A-
¥618 2320462 of February 1947. Steaming through aroas of poor visibility
with oeeasional hoavy fog.

24 Feb. 1200 pos. 69°19'S. Lat. 176°COTI. Lon.

Steaming as before. 0326 Entered Ross Sea Ioe Paok for
scouting purposes. 1118 Left ioe paok on oourse 060°T. and entered area
of water free from ioe. Resumed steaming in order to soout edges of ioe
paok, 1340 Steaming through field of tabular ioebergs, moderate to large.
1646 Steaming through area of loose paok, heavy paok one mile to port.
1669 Retarded all ships olooks one hour to plus 12 sons time.

26 Feb. 1200 Pos. 68°30.7»s. Let., 179°63'E. Lon.

Steaming as before. Running through dear water with reduced
visibility, encountered heavy fog and oeeaeional rain squalle.0647
Entered area of freeling water and numerous scattered pieoes of ioe.

0722 Sighted ioo paok dead ahead, distanoe 6 miles. 1200 Advanoed date
to Vednesday, February 26, 1947. 1300 Exercised at General Quarters.
2223 Frooeeding on northerly oourse to Join U.S.S. BURTON ISLAND with

CTF-68 embarked, in aooordanee with CTP-68 dispatoh 260741Z of February
1947.

27 February. 1200 Pot. 68°39'8 Lat.,177°27.S'E. Lon.

Steaming as before to rendesvout with U.S.S. BURTON ISLAND.
0700 Steaming through area of numerous large growlers. 0733 U.S.S.
BURTON ISLAND reported bearing 167°T., distanoe 4770 yards by radar.

0740 Sighted U.S.S. BURTON ISLAND bearing 138°T. and 6400 yards distanoe.

0745 U.S.S. BURTON ISLAND standing in on starboard beam ole sing distanoe
to 700 yards. 0601 U.S.S. BURTON ISLAND aesumed position 600 yards
astern guide. Steaming through area of numerous growlers and reduoed

visibility. 0860 Forced draft blower on No. 2 boiler out of coamiaalon.

Repairs being made. 0369 Engine room reported unable to ruintain speed
of 10 knots. Stopped engines, lying to in acoordanoe with verbal orders
of CTF-68. 0930 U.S.S. BURTON ISLAND scouting arem to northeast. 0905
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Engine room reported ability to eteam at 9.6 knot*, 60 RPM. 0914
Using engine* and rudder as neoeseary to Baintala steerageway.
0916 All repairs completed. No. 2 boiler baok on the line. 0920
Using various courses and speeds to gain position astern of U.S.S.
BURTON ISLAND' Visibility now about 1000 yards, Formation heading
northward to olear water in order to facilitate transfer of personnel
from U.S.S. BURTON ISLAND to U,S.8. MOUNT OLYMPUS. 1000 Visibility
closing to about 300 Tarda, U.S.S. BURTON ISLAND trained searohlight
aft to faoilitate our following her. 1330 Lying to, to transfer
personnel from BURTON ISLAND to this ship* 1146 Rear Admiral r.e.

BIRD, Officer in Charge Antarotic Development projoot and Rear Admiral
R.3. CRUZSK, CTP-68 returned on board. O.T.C. aboard this ship. 1146
to 1600 transferred various personnel of CTP-68 and observers to this
ship. 1760 Engines ahead 2/s, 10 knots, 53 RPV, steaming on oourse
3S7”t. underway for Wellington, New Zealand. 1930 Steaming through
clear water paesing many moderate-sised tabular ioeberge.

28 Feb. 1200 Pos. 66°39«8. Let,, 177°27,5'B. Lon.

Steaming as before, passing through areas of snow squalls and oooasional
icebergs.

1 March 1200 Pos. 62°3S'S. Lat., 177°40,2»E. Lon.

Steaming as before. 0800 Ship beginning to roll heavily.
Taking rolls from 16° to 32° to port and starboard. 0802 Changed oourse
to Northeast putting stern into seas. 0944 Changed course to Northwest
headed bow into seas. 1406 Changed oourse to 310°?. Wind abating and
seas beooming much calmer. 1436 Reduoed speed to 10 knots beoause of
exoessire vibration in propellor shaft when sorew oozes out of water*

2 March 1200 pos. 69°36*S. Let., 176°44.6*E. Lon.

Steaming as before, 1600 Entered dense fog risibility 400
yards. 1730 Fog lifted, risibility 8 miles. Running through moderately
rough aeas.

3 Uaroh 1200 pot. 66°14,6'S. Lat., 176°20'E. Lon.

Steaming aa before. Sea* beooming gradually calmer,

4 March 1200 Poa. 61°46'S. Lat., 176°43«E. Lon.

Steaming as before.
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Marah 1200 Poa. 47°08.5»S. Lat., 175°4S'E. Lon.

Steaming as before. 0947 Sighted USCG NORTHWIND bearing

ieO°T. distance 12.5 miles. 0955 Daing various increasing apeeda to

teat effect of vibration* on shaft alley and hull. 1053 Completed

teat on shaft vibration of alley and hull. 1245 OSCG NORTHWIHD took

position in colwn 700 yards astern of this ship (guide). 1415

OSCG NORTHWIHD dropped aatern to obtain oeeanographio data. 1852 USCG

HORTHWIND reauaed position in formation.

6 March 1200 Poa. 43°53<S. Let., 176°16'E. Lon.

Steaming as before. 0921 USCG NORTHWIHD left formation to

take oore samples. 1454 Sighted U.S.S. BURTON ISLARD bearing S06°T«,

distance 10.6 miles. 1636 U.S.S. BURTON ISLAND took position in oolumn

700 yards astern this ship (guide). 2126 USCG HORTHWIND rejoined
formation and took position 700 yards astern U.S.S. BURTON ISLAND.

7 March 1200 Pos. Moored at Wellington, Kow Zealand

Steaming as before. 0218 Sighted Cape palliser Light bearing

037°T.» distance 26 miles. 0307 Sighted Baring Bead Light bearing 363.5°

T.,distanoe 6 miles. 0621 Using various courses and speeds to oonforn
to dredged channel. 0658 Stopped, levered starboard gangway to take

aboard pilot. Captain P.S. F8TZBS0N, BKZS. 0710 passed Holswell Point
Light abeam, distance 460 yards, pilot at conn. 0729 Moored ports lde

to Aotea Quay, Wellington, Rsrw Zealand with six manila hawsers end one
wire hawser, all lines tripled. 0752 Seoured main engines. 0764
Saoured No.l boiler, Ko.2 boiler in use for auxiliary purposes. 0766

Pilot left ship. 0835 m accordance with CTF-68 dispatch 016054Z of
March 1947 all enlisted men from U.S.S. YANCEY going to the East Coast
of the United states were transferred to this vessel. 0902 Received
on board fresh provisions. Moored as before rest of day with regular
in port watch set. Receiving fresh water and telephone service from
the dock.

8 Maroh 1200 Pos. Moored at Wellington, Kew Zealand.

Moored as before. 1740 Lighted off boiler No.l. 1946
secured boiler No. 2.

9 March 1200 Pos. Moored at Wellington^ Pew Zealand.

Moored as before.

10

March 1200 Pos. Moored at Wellington, New Zealand

Moored as before#
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11 Hmroh 1200 poe. Moored at Wellington. H<nr Zealand.

Moo rod aa before*

12 Iferoh 1200 Poe. Moored at Wellington, How Zealand*

Moored aa before*

13 March 1200 poa. Moored at ffollington, Hew Zealand*

Moored aa before*

14 Maroh 1200 Poe. Moored at Wellington, Hew Zealand,

Moored ae before. 1640 Mr, PHASES, Prise Mlniater of Hew

Zealand, pane on board for an offioial visit. 1800 Mr* PHASER

left the ahip* Made all proparationa for getting underway.

1603 Tag along aide to aeaiat ahip in getting away froa dock,

pilot. Captain P.S. PETERSOI, AHZH, oame aboard. 1637 Underway

for Balboa, Canal Zone in aooordanoe with CTP»88 diepatoh 122200Z

of Maroh 1947. pilot at the oonn* steaming at various eoureea

and apeeda to oonforn to dredged ohannel* 1646 rorated oolvmn, this

ahlp guide, OSCO KORTHHIHD and U.S.8. BUBIOH ISLAND in that order*

1661 Pilot left the ahip. 1947 With Cape palliaer Light abeam to

port bearing 016°T*, diatanoo 4*3 miloa, took departure on initial

great oirole oouraa of 094°T., speed 14 knots, 77 Km. 2038

D.6.S. BURTON ISLAND and USCG KORTHHIHD left formation to prooeed
on assigned duty.

16 Maroh 1200 Poa. 41°40»S. Lat., 173°37'W. Lon.

Steaming ae before. 1033 Shifted steering control to auto-
m&tlo gyro pilot. 2400 Changed date to 16 Maroh, 1947 to conform
to plus 12 sons description.

16 Maroh 1200 Poa. 41°12.6'S. Lat., 167°46'W. Lon.

Steaming as before. 0100 Advanoed ship's olooka one hour
to oonform to plus eleven time.

17 Maroh 1200 poe. 40
#
43.6'S. Ut., 161°49nr. Lon*

Steaming as before through heavy fog areas, visibility one
mile.

IS Marsh 1200 Poe. 39°32'S. Let., 166 27»W. Lon.

Steaming as before, passing through alternate fog and heavy

rain squalls. 1145 Changed from gyro pilot to hand telenotor.
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steerage. 1527 Casualty in steering engine room due to extraction
of wrong connecting pin; veered off oouree northward. 152’j Shifted steer-

ing to triok wheel in steering engine room and reduced speed to l/S

ahead. 1535 Resujud steering oontrol in pilot house and changed speed
to ahead standard.

19 Kerch 1200 Poe. 3e°32'S. Ut., 160°38 ,W. Lon.

Steaming as before through low overcast and rain squalls
and winds froa 20 - 25 knots*

20 Karoh 1200 Pos* 37°07'S. Ut.. 145°16* V. Lon.

Steaming as before through low overcast and rain squalls.

21 Karoh 1200 pos, 36°10'8. Ut.. 1S9°16»?|. Lon.

Steaming as before through lew overcast and rain squalls.

22 March 1200 Poe. 32°46'S. Ut., 133°2»nF. Lon.

Steaming as before through low overcast and rain squalls*

23 Karsh 1200 poa* 30°24'S. Ut*. 127°46»W. Lon.

Steaming as befors. Sky becoming olear, velooity of wind
increasing.

24 Karoh 1200 Poa. 27°26.3»S. Ut.* 122°47.5'W. Lon.

Steaming as before* Through oalm teas and clear weather.

25 Karoh 1200 poe. 24°0E'S. Ut., 117°57T. Lon.

Steaming as before.

26 Karoh 1200 Poe. 20°48<S. Ut., 11S°19*V. Lon,

Steaming as before. Passing through light rain squalls.

1300 Bzerelsed at emergency drills. 1349 Secured from all emergency drills..

27 Uereh 1200 poe. 17°33«8. Ut., 108°S3»W. Lon.

Steaming as befors. 0100 Adranoed ship's clocks one hour
to oonfora to plus 7 sons time.

28 Kerch 1200 Pos. 14°05'S. Ut., 104°00'W. Lon,

Steaming as before through intermittent light rain squalls.
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29 March 1200 Poo. 10°2Z'S. L*t., 99°34'W.Long.

Steaming as before. 0900 Commander Task Force 6B and Staff
held personnel and material inspection. 1130 Secured from
Admiral's inspeotlon.

30 Maroh 1200 Poa. 6°64'S.Lat., 95°34'W.Long.

Steaming au before. 0100 Advanced ship's olooke one hour
to conform to plus 6 zone time.

31 Maroh 1200 poa. 3°16'S.Lat., 91°09.6'7T.Long.
Steaming as before through intermittent rain squalls.

1 April 1200 Pos. 0°10'S.Ut.. 87°33'W.Long.

Steaming as before, 0001 Made radar oontaot with San Cris-
tobal (Chatham) Island, of the Oalapagos, bearing 336°T.,
distance 64 miles. 0136 Passed San Criatobal Island abeam
to port, diat&noe 48 miles. 2028 Eleotrioal fire caused by
a short elroult started in passageway B-0301LC. 2036 Fire
extinguished.

2 April 1200 Pos. 3°0O'H.Lat., 84°04.6'W.Long.

Steaming as befors.

3 April 1200 Pos. 6°46'N,Lat. , 81°17.6«*.Long.

Steaming as before. 0100 Advanced ship's clocks one hour to

conform with pluo 6 sons time. 1466 Made radar contact with

punt* Marlato, Panama (3300 ft) bearing 002°T., distance

77 miles. 2237 Slghtsd Cape Mala light bearing 362°T.,

distance 20 miles.

4 April 1200 pos. Moored at Balboa, Canal Zone.

Steaming as before. 0716 Passed Tobogullls Light abeam to

port. 0720 Stationed epeolal sea detail. 0732 Took pilot

on board. 0765 Entered galboa entrance ohannel and oomeonced

steaming at varioue courses and speeds to conform to dredged

channel. 0839 With assistance of yard tugs moored starboard

to berth 16, Balboa, Canal Zone. 0860 Secured special sea

detail. 0855 Pilo-t left the ship.

5 April 1200 Pos. Moored at Balboa, Canal Zone.

Moored as before.
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S April 1200 Pus-. Moored at Balboa, Canal Zone.

Moored as before . 0140 SURRATT, T.TT.
,
CVS, USH, was drowned

forward of the ship while swimming from boat landing between
piers. Resoue party reooversd body at 0346 by use of grappling
hooks

.

7 April 1200 ?oa. Passing through panama Comal.

Moored as before. 0500 Hade all preparations for^ptting under-
way. 0630 Stationed speoial sea detail. 0664 Pilot oame aboard.
0614 Underway to transit the Panama Canal in aooordenoe with the
verbal orders of Compandor Ta*k Poroe 68. 0714 gnterod Vlraflores
Looks. 0766 Left look and entered Hiraflores Lake. 0812 Entered
Pedro Uiquel Looks, and entered Fariso Reaoh. 1116 Exohanged
passing honors with U.8.S. PUS ISLAND (AY-12) whioh passed
abeam to port in Pena Blanea Reaoh. 1233 Anchored in Anoherage
Basin, Oatun Lake to await southward transit of four ships through
the Catun Looks. 1746 Underway to oomplete transit of Canal. 17S6
Entered Gatnn Looks. 1918 Left Oatun Looks and entered Catun app-
roach. 20 IS With Toro Point Light abeam to starboard, bearing
091°T., set first oourso enroute Cristobal, Canal Zone to Washington
3.C.. 2202 passed Isla Grande Light abeam to starboard.

8 April 1200 poa. 12°21'». Ut., 78°23'W. Lon.

Steaming as before.

9 April 1200 Poe. 17°00.6'N. Lat., 76°69‘Tf. Lon.

Steaming as before. 1901 Paesed Navasso Teland abeam to port.

10 April 1200 Poe. 22°09.6'H.Ut., 74°41»ir. Lon.

Steaming aa before. 0407 passed Cape Uaipl Light abeam to port.
1160 passed Costle Island abeam to starboard. 1354 passed Fortune
Island abeam to starboard. 1446 passed Crooked Island to starboard.
1945 passed San Salvador abeam to port. Passed various southbound
merchant vessels all during the day and night*

11 April 1200 Pos. 27°66'N. Ut., 74°41'W. Lon.

Steaming as before.

12 April 1200 Pos. 33°48»I. Ut., 76°23'W. Lon.

Steaming as before. 1700 passed Diamond Shoals Light abeam to port.

2140 Steaming through moderate fog.
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IS April 1200 poo, Steaming up the Chesapeake Bay.

Steaming as before. 0236 p&aaed Cape Henry Light abeam
to port* Entered inland water* j a teasing at various courses and

speed* to ocnfora to dredged channel* 0332 Anchored in Merchant
anohorago in Chesapeake Bay* 0656 undomay, steaming up

Chesapeake Bay to Washington, D.C.«
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C.S.S. MERRICK (AKA 97)

Chronological Order of Events.
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1-8 November 1 9U6 - Upkeep at. San Diego, California. During this period

all personnel whose enlistments would expire prior to completion of the

scheduled operation were transferred. Replacement personnel were received

as necessary to br.ni> the personnel strength up tc full authorized allow-
ance, plus some additional engineer force ratings. All officers and men
were given special physical and dental exanirations, including che3t x-ray.

All excess boats were turned in an necessary requisitions submitted to

bring all ship's stores, provisions, spare parts, and equipment up to the

level of estimated rrauirenents.

9 Nov. - 5 December 191*6 - Departed San Diego on 9 November and arrived
Port Hueneme on same date. Reported to CTF 68 for duty on 10 November.

Corirenced loading cargo, provisions, stores and spare parts and install-

in:; foul weather protection on bridre wings and lookout stations. In-
stalled six 675-cu.ft. reefers on naln deck and one diesel powered motor
generator unit to provide AC power for their operation. Received one
lCI!-5 equipped with keel heat exchanger in exchange for a standard LRI--3.

U.S.S. YANCEY departed for Operation HIGHJUKP on 2 December but this vessel
was delayed pendin' receipt of certa.n items of cargo. Completed load-
ing cargo on 5 December, having received 3,351* long tons. Received all

rr?F 60 passengers, including "B detachment, Uarlne LVT Unit, several in-
dividual observers and ratings on board. Departed Port Hueneme, Calif-
ornia, for Scott Island at 1000 , 5 December 191*6.

6-13 December 19u6 - Steaming independently enroute Scott Island, con-
ducting individual ship exercises. Crossed Equator on 11 December and
conducted appropriate "Neptune" ceremonies.

ll*~21 December 191*6 - Enroute Scott Island. On 18 December rendezvoused
with YANCEY and CACAPON in Iat. 37°-57'-S, Long. 157°-W. Received
165,300 gallons of fuel oil from CACAPON and transferred mail, stores,
movies and two enlisted photographer's nates to CACAPON via breeches buoy.
Fueling from CACAPON was conducted without incident. Tne weather was
clear and the sea calm. A speed of 10 knots was maintained throughout
the operation. Upon completion of fueling, CACAPON departed to Join
the Vestem Task Group and lEHRICK and YANCEY proceeded in company as
Task Unit 68,1.2. Sighted the Irst snail piece of floating ice In
Lat. l*9°-li0'~6, Long. 158°-50'-Yf on 21 December 191*6.

22-28 December 191*5 - Enroute Scott Island in company with YANCEY. On
23 Decenber arrived in reported position of Nimrod Islands and conducted
search for sane w? th YANCEY deployed 20 niles on port beam. Although
visibility was excellent, no land was sighted, no radar contacts or
soundings were recorded i limit of fathometer was 250 fathoms). Resumed
course to Scott Island. On 27 December commenced encountering numerous
icebergs, large and small. The operation of the surface search (SG-1)
radar was extremely satisfactory. All bergs produced a distinct image and
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contacts were nude at ranges up to 1*0,000 yards. At one time a total
of 78 separate contacts w»re clearly visible on the radar screen. At
1830 on 2b December arrived off Scott Island but were unable to see

the islands due to fog. Radar contact was unreliable due to the

large number of Icebergs present. At 2010 on 2b December encountered
northom edge of Ice pack. YANCEY was deployed to eastward and MERRICK
to westward to scout edge of pack for passible open water channels and
to observe the general characteristics of the ice. To the West of
Scott Island the pack contained heavy concentrations of large tabular
bergs and no open water. From Lat. 56°-S to the Scott Islands the sea
remained calm with only a slight to moderate swell, but the weather
was consistently foggy with only short intervals of fair visibility.
Without the aid of radar it is considered that the navigation of
these waters would have been extremely hazardous and much time
would have been lost.

29 December 191*6 - 16 January 191*7 - YANCEY and MERRICK continued
scouting northern edge of ice pack until 0100 on 30 December, at
which time departure was made for Scott Island to rendezvous with
CTF 6b and the ships of the Central Oroup. Sighted Scott Island at
1000 and joined with MOUNT OLYMPUS, NORTHWIND, CANISTED and SENNET.
Comoenced fueling from CANISTEO at I63O and completed receiving 56,000
gallons of fuel oil at 181*5 without incident. The sea was calm and
visibility good. A speed of 5 knots was maintained throughout the
operation. Entered Rosa Sea ice pack in Lat. 670~J*3'-S, Long. 179°

-57 1 -E at 11*1*1*, 31 December. MERRICK second ship in column astern of
NORTHWIND, followed by YANCEY, MOUNT OLYMPUS and SENNET. Light pack
encountered with much open water. About midnight encountered heavy
close pack and encountered difficulty due to channel closing in astern
of the icebreaker causing stops by individual diips and necessitating
assistance from NORTHWIND. About 1200 on 1 January 191*7 sustained
minor damage to hull at water line, pott Bide, frame 32, caused by
striking edge of heavy pack. Ice pack continued very heavy resulting
in many stops for aerial reconnoitaring and waiting for wind and cur-
rents to looses the pack or create open channels through which the
ships could pass. On 3 January it was decided that it was unsafe
for the submarine SENNET to attempt to proceed further and the
NORTHWIND departed to escort her back to the open sea In the vicinity
of Scott Island. The three remaining ships were left lying to in
what appeared to be a safe position. At midnight the ship was beset
in ice. A large tabular iceberg was observed to be drifting toward
the ship contrary to tho movement of the ice pack. Our position
steadily became worse and attempts to move the ship were made by
alternately dropping the bow anchors to break the ice at the stem
and by dropping heavy camels suspended from the forward booms over
each side. A few rounds were fired into the ice from forward 1*0 mm
guns but were too far forward to be of any help. As a result of the
above efforts the ship was moved ahead a distance of approximately
160 yards which improved our position to some extent. The timely
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return of the NORTiiYiTCND enabled the slilp to break out of the lee into

a large open pool in the lee of the berg and eliminate a grave situa-

tion. This incident was the only serious condition encountered during

transit of the ice pack. The ice pack varied from open pack of thin

rotted ice to close pack of solid ice up to 15 ft. thick. On 13

January cleared southern limits of pack and entered open water only

sparsely dotted with small bergs and drift ice. Arrived off entrance

to Bay of Whales at 0900 on 15 January and commenced lying to while
NORTHWIND reconnoitered the Bay, breaking up bay ice and shearing
off shelf ice to facilitate mooring of remaining ships.

17 January - 6 February - Entered Bay of Whales at 2000, 19 January
and moored port side to shelf ice, using four 8-inch manila lines

secured to "deadman" which had been planted in the ice approximately
60 yards from the edge by our advance line handling party who were
landed by boat. On 22 January comnanced discharging cargo from
ship directly to ice shelf and continued operations on 2U-hour
schedule until departure on 6 February. Twice during this period
it became necessary for the ships to get underway and clear the bay
due to weather and ice drifting into the bay from the sea. Upon
return the ship moored in the same position each time, using the
same "deadman" as previously. The ice shelf remained Intact through-
out the entire period. Considerable melting of the ice shelf in the

immediate vicinity of the overboard discharge from main condenser
necessitated warping the ship ahead a few feet in order to discharge
cargo from #3 hold.

6-22 February - Departed Bay of Whales on 6 February enroute to Scott
Island accompanied by MOUNT OLYMFUS, YANCEY and NORTHWIND. Joined
with BURTON ISLAND off southern edge o' ice pack at midnight 8 February
in Lat. 72°-ii2'-S, Long. 179°-OU'-E and entered loose pack preceded by
NORTHWIND and BURTON ISLAND and followed by MOUNT OLYMPUS and YANCEY,
About 1600 on 10 February encountered heavy pack and proceeded with
difficulty. At 2116 on 11 February a large piece of heavy ice drifted
into rudder shearing the stock above the rudder and rendering its
further use impossible. Taken in tow by NORTHWIND but cast off due
to heavy weather. During the night the rudder carried completely
away and was lost. The ship drifted with the current until 2000 on
12 February in open pack at which time NORTHWIND resumed tow. While
being towed through ice it was necessary for NORTHWIND to proceed
with extreme caution. BURTON ISLAND maintained continuous reconnai-
sance in order to utilize most advantageous route. Cleared northern
limits of ice pack on the morning of 13 February and continued toward
Wellington, New Zealand in tow of NORTHWIND. On 16 February heavy
weather was encountered and at OliOO on the 17tb the towing cable
parted. Drifted in heavy eeas until 2000, 18 February when we were
again taken in tow by NORTHWIND. Our destination was changed from
Wellington to Port Chalmers, New Zealand and we arrived there on the
afternoon of 22 February. Work of fabricating and installing a tempor-
ary rudder was coscnenced on 25 February and completed 21 March,
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The following is a summary of events from time of departure from
Norfolk, Virginia on October 21, 196b to time of departure from Port
Huenerae, California on December 2, lvljo.

Departed Norfolk, Virginia, October 21, 196b.
Arrived Cristobal, C.2., October 2o, I960; discharged cargo.
Departed Cristobal, C.Z., October 26, 1914b.

Arrived San Pedro, Calif., November 5, 191i6; discharged cargo.
Departed San Pedro, Calif., November 9, 196o.
Arrived Port Hueneme, Calif, and reported to OTr-68 for duty

November 9, 191*6; discharged cargo November 12 to 15; loaded
cargo November 18 to December 1.

Departed Port Hueneme, Calif., December 2, 1966 at U4COI!.

Joined CTO-68.2 at 0500U December 3, 1966.

During the time from tentative assianment to TF68 in early October
to tine of departure fron West Coast, this vessel accomplished following
major items of maintenance and repair.

All weatherdecks chipped and repainted two coats tine chromate and
two coats blue deck.

Holds completely cleaned. Hold drainage system tested.

All P-500 pumps and submersible pumps overhauled and tested.

Painted side one coat haze grey.

Inspected and cleaned out all fre3h water tanks.

Cleaned vent systems as practicable.

Sealed evaporators.

Cleaned firesides and watersides of both boilers. Took bridge

gauge readin-s of all bearings. Overhauled instruments of Hayden

Soard. Procured spare brushes for all motors at Terminal Island

Conducted general cleaning and adjustment Oyro Compass.
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Conducted complete electronics check with the assistance of Naval
Shipyard, Terminal Island and lt.A. n .D., Port Huenene.

Completely overhauled and rebalanced boiler fan .’.'o. 1 with assis-
tance of Naval Shipyard, Terminal Island.

Completely overhauled main exhaust blower for engine room.

Completely overiiaul“d one boat engine.

Proke out tawing gear and with assistance Naval Shipyard, Terminal
Island modified tawing cable to bring up to drawing specifications.
Changes have been covered in a letter to the Bureau of Ships.

There were many small items of general maintenance work accom-
plished in addition to the foregoing. It can be stated that as much
ship's force work was accomplished during aforementioned period as

during an ordinary two months yard overhaul period. The ship left
Port Hueneme in very good material condition and in a good state of
preservation to undergo the stormy weather and ri gorous operating
conditions in the higher southern latitudes.

During this period, the general supply level was brought up to

eight months. The principal deficiency in spare part3 at time of

departure was bearings for the main generators. Only one set of spare
bearings for three generators were on board at time of departure.
Additional bearings were received via U.S.S. BARTON ISU1ND arriving
in early February.

During this period a medical and dental examination of all officers
and men was conducted with the assistance of the Dental Clinic at ‘.'aval

Station, Port Hueneme. Some ninety-six officers and men received the

necessary corrective dental attention at the Clinic. One man had to be

transferred thereto for extensive dental work as he had to be dis-
qualified medically for Antarctic operations due to poor condition of his

mouth. Some ten men were transferred to the U. S. Naval Hospital, Long
Beach for treatment or because of medical disqualification for this duty.

None of these men could be returned to the ship. With the exception of
one man, all of these sen were received during October when the crew res
au^aer.ted for the Operation.

At the time of departure from Port Huenene th^rc were on board the

below listed personnel:

^HTV\
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Officers
Officers
Enlisted "er. Ship's Company
Enlisted Ken CTF68 Flat; Complement
Enlisted Ken CTF68 Seabees
Enlisted Ken FFT MT. OIAVPUS

TOTAL

lli (Ship’s Company)
It (Staff TF-oO;

223

13
91

__U
3lt9

At time of departure from United States, the only deficiency in
Billeted men was one Chief Pharmacist's Kate, who Joined at sea on
Drceuber 19 from U.S.S. .VE'tKICK. This vessel was not supplied with
engineer ratings to bring complement up to 125*! of postwar allowance as
recommended by the Task Force Commander. Some of the men transferred
to this vessel from 16th Fleet and other Atlantic activities could
not have been as a general rule the best available.

The Bureau of Naval Personnel provided a Medical Officer ar.d Radio
Electrician in a temporary duty status upon my request and the backing
of the Task Force Commander, In addition, there were three officers,
one Chief Pay Clerk and two Ensigns Deck Limited, in excess of the
regular postwar allowance of nine officers. This complement of four-
teen officers was six or seven below that of the ”.S.S. MEM-JCK. The
discrepancy comes as result of fleet assifrcient of the two vessels.
An Amphibious Force AKA has over two times as rany officers as a Service
Force AKA. The above augmentation cate only as result of much represen-
tation - officially and unofficially - on my part to the Bureau of
Naval Personnel. With the exception of the Executive Officers and the
Commanding Officer, no officer on board was fully qualified to handle the
ship in ice berg waters, in Restricted Waters, and in the Antarctic Ice
Pack. This fact, in addition to the fact that th*. Executive Officer is
also the Navigating Officer, worked considerable hardship on both these
officers.

The enthusiasm of the men and officers for the High jump Operation
initially was very hi.’h. With the arrival of many ratin-rrs from the

Sixteenth Fleet and elsewhere, with early departure from the Atlantic,
and with the subsequent unexpected reassi Tur.ent of this vessel to th*

Pacific Fleet on November 9, 19li6, I noted a marked decline in enthusiasm.

Only a few of the men who were transferred at Port Kueneme seeried to repret

the fact that they could not make the trip. On departure from Port Hueneme
two men missed the ship. One of these men was considered to be temper-
amentally unsuiteri for this operation. I was lelieved not to have him
along. After departure, I saw a notable improvement in enthusiasm. One
man told r.e that he thou -ht everyone wanted to make the trip, but about

half of the crew disliked leavine the United States. I noted splendid
manlv attitude and enthusiasm of Seabees or. reporting cn board on December

2, 19L6.
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The recreational facilities of the ship were augmented considerably by
direct purchases from Recration Fund, by surplus supplies obtained from
Terminal island, and by rifts of past issues of magazines and periodicals.
Over seven-hundred books were added to the Library. One of the troop
officers state rooms was converted to a reading room and library. Several
hundred new phonograph records and recordings along with three playing
devices were obtained. Twenty-eight movie programs were provided. Several
sets of 'JCAFI publications were provided by Terminal Island and bureau of
Naval Personnel. Materials and tools for hobbycrafts, such as carpentry,
metal work, square knot work, splicing and rigging, leathercraft, photography
were obtained. Some second-hand musical instruments for forming a "hill-
billy" band were obtained from Surplus stocks at Terminal Island. A sum of
four-hundred and sixty-one dollars ($It61.) was expended from Recreation
Fund in November for Recreation materials for the operation.

The loading at Port Hueneme was performed entirely by civilian steve-
dores. Some opportunity, nevertheless, was available for training ship's
personnel. At time of departure, the state of training was considered to be
only fair but as good as possible to obtain in the short time available.

This vessel made all preparations for the operation without benefit
of additional funds with exception of one thousand ($1000,) provided by
Commander Service Force, U.S. Atlantic Fleet for voyage repairs at
Terminal Island.

2. DAILY NARRATIVE

Monday, December 2, 19it6.

Underway at UtOO SCA 1? knots direct route to Join TG-68,2 and to inter-
cept Second Track from West on Sheet it of TF Track Charts.

Tuesday, December 3. 19it6.

At 0500U intercepted track line, exchanged calls with ''.S.S. Ci’rRir CK,

changed course to 219°(T) and speed to lit knots. At 180CU changed course
to 207°(T).

Monday. December 9, 19lt6.

Couse 205°(T), speed lit knots. At 0itlt3 crossed the equator at long-
itude 135-10 W,

Tuesday, December 10, 19L6

At O63O changed course to 17d°(T). At 1130 changed course to 20!t°(T)

and speed to 15.2 kno‘9. At 21it5 changed course to 225°iT). Commenced
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transit of the passage between HIVA OA and HUA POU of the Marquesas
Group.

Wednesday, Decanter 11, 19lt6.

Course 225°(T), speed 15.2 knots. At 0230 changed course to 213°(T).
In view of CTF-66 110232Z December and Alcorn Ui5> each person on board
had opportunity to send out a Holiday Message. Some 150 messages were
sent to the U.S.S. CURRITUCK for transmission to a shore station.

At 2025 changed course to 215°(T), speed 12.5 knots because of delay
in time for rendezvous north of Tuamctus with TG-68,2.

Thursday, December 12, 19U6.

Course 2l5°(T), speed 12.5 knot3. At 0610 took position in column astern

U.S.S. HENDERSON - order from Van to rear CURRITUCK, CACAPOIf, HENDERSON,
YANCEY - and changed speed to 16,5 knots. At 0933 changed speed to 12
knots and casmenced using changes of course transiting passage between
UAKQJO and KADIU Islands. Between 1500-1700 engaged in tactical maneuvers.

At 1700 set course 231°(T), speed 11 knots. At 2000 ordered detached from

TG-68.2 and directed proceed independently along fourth track free West;
reported to CTU-68.1.2 (CO, U.S.S. MERRICK) and set SOA 10 knots to
permit MERRICK to overtake prior reaching U0°S. At 2200 changed course to
190°(T).

Friday, December 13, 191*6.

Course 190°(T), speed 10 knots on fourth T.F. track from West. At

1800 changed course to 205°(T).

Wednesday, December 18, 19^6.

Course l80°(T), speed 9 knots. At 0300 changed course to 270°(T).
At 0710 sighted U.S.S. MERRICK. At 0730 commenced using changes of

course and speed falling in with MERRICK. At 0615, took course 206°(T),
speed 15 knots following MERRICK. At Hli2 set fueling course 21ii°(T),

speed 10 knots; MERRICK alongside U.S.S. CACAPON first. At 1708 commenced
fueling, completing at 1925 (Zone -/10). At 1911 (Zone -/-ll) set course

213°(T), 8 knots to intercept former track line.

Thursday, December 19, l?li6

Course 213°(T), speed 8 knots. At 1300 changed course to 152°(T) and

speed 15 knots. Joining MERRICK. At 1807 sighted MERRICK bearing 172°(T),
distance 15 miles and changed course to 175°(T). At 2030 took position
on port beam MERRICK and set course 180°(T), speed 9 knots.

u,

t
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Thursday, December 19, 19U6 (continued)

Informed that unit had been ordered to proceed through position 56-20 S.,
156-30 W. in order to disprove or verify existence of MIMROD Group of
Islands.

Friday, December 20. 191*6

A most unusual display of phosphorence was noted after dark, there
being many streamers two or more feet in length,

Monday, December 23, 191*6.

At 0800 stationed aloft lookouts to search for Nimrod Group of
Islands. At 1200 commenced using changes of course and speed circum-
navi gating the supposed location of Nimrod Island to the eastward. li*00

Results negative. Course 262°(T) t speed D* knots rejoining MERRICK. At
1830 rejoined MEHRICK and set course 258°(T) > speed 10 knots.

Thursday, December 26, 191*6.

Course 258°(T), SQA 9 knots. At 1100 changed course to 190°(T). At
1200 changed speed to 15 knots to expedite arrival at Pack Ice. At
1900 slowed to 7 knots due to heavy fog.

Friday, December 27, 191*6

Course 190° (T), speed 7 knots in dense fog. At 0U*5 changed speed to

15 knots as result improved visibility. At 0625 sighted first ice - a

small bergy bit - distance 12000 yards by radar. At 0900 changed course
to 185°(T). Used changes of course and speed variously throughout day
due to menaces to navigation - ice bergs growlers, and fog.

Saturday, December 28, 191*6.

At 2000 sighted pack ice. There were all the conditions of the pack
ice of all types, the Antarctic and Snowy Petrels, drop in injection to 31°,

smoothening of sea, etc. Later entered pack ice to determine its nature;

concluded conditions not favorable for investigation under low visibility
conditions prex'ailing. After penetrating about six miles, turned about
at 21*00 and retired to Northward,

Sunday, December 29, 19U6.

Departing from Pack Ice and investigating conditions. Retired at 0000
due low visibility. Conditions found much like those described in HO 138.
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At 0500 sighted Scott Island to Northward. Proceeding to eastward
along ed,'e of pack Ice. At 1100 dense fog set in. Resumed operations
at 2300.

Monday, December 30. 19U6.

Continuing search to eastward for leads to southward through Pack Ice.

During afternoon fueled from U.5.S. CANISTEO and joined CTF-68 in MOUNT
OLYMPUS, MERRICK, and SENNET. Making preparations to proceed to Little
America.

Tuesday, December 31. 19lt6.

Lying to 25 miles south Scott Island in company CTF-68 (Also CTF-68. 1)

with TG-6B.1 (USCOC NORTHfllND, L'SS MOUNT OLYMPUS (F), MERRICK, YANCEY,

SENNET). TF Commander held conference of Commanding Officers and later

shifted his flag to NORTHWIND. At ltjOO commenced transit of ice pack
in column in order NORTHTOiD, MERRICK, YANCEY, MOUNT OLYMPUS, and SENNET.

Wednesday, January 1, 19U7.

Traversing ice pack as before. In early afternoon necessary to heave to
in "lake0 pending improvement in weather conditions and reconnaissance
of pack to southward.

Thursday, January 2, 19U7.

Maneuvering as before. 0900 TFC in NOHTHWIND departed for reconnaissance
to the Southward. At 1900 CTF-68 helf conference at which it was decided
to move all ships to south westward to a safer position. At 2100 under-
way.

Friday, January 3. 191*7.

Hove to and blocked in ice. Conditions unfavorable for movement. At
0200 set Damage Control watch (1 officer, 1 CPO, 8 men).

Saturday, January It, 191*7.

Hove to as before. Ice and weather conditions steaaily growing worse
after 0600, Between 0800 and 0930 sent several messages reporting that

our condition growing serious due to near approach to ice berg. At Hj30
NORTHSIS© broke path to open water where ship attempted to maneuver under
extremely unfavorable conditions - gusts to ItO knots, large drift ice,

small sea room, pool closing in under 5W winds. At 1620 went alongside

ice due inability to maneuver. Requested assistance. At 1725 NORTHMIND

came alongside to take in tow. 1820 Underway with NORTHWIND towing. At
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2100 cast off tewing due Inability of NORTHWIND to make progress to the
Southward in heavy ice. Ry using speeds up to 12 tacts and by accepting
hazards attendant to navigation la very heavy and solid ice, the ship
•was able to reach a email pool where she hove to at 0020, January 5,
19k7. Inspected propeller and found small bend in each of two blades
occurring as result this experience*

Sunday, January j>, 19k7

Hove to in Small Pool awaiting NORTHWIND and MOUNT OLYMPUS to rejoin after
latter is broken out of ice* Those vessels rejoined at 0130 at which time
TG-68.1 less SENNET continued progress to Southward toward little America.
At OkOO TFC directed MERRICK, MOUNT OLIMPUS, and YANCET to Heave To. The
TFC departed In NORTHWIND to rejoin SENNET. At OSOO went alongside large
ice floe.

Monday, January 6, 19U7

Hove to in company with MERRICK (SQPA) and MOUNT OLYMPUS awaiting return
TFC in NORTHWIND. 0200 CTF-68 In NORTHWIND Joined. 0330, Underway to
Southward in column in order NORTHWIND, MERRICK, MOUNT OLYMPUS, YANCEY.
Used speeds up to 10 tacts in traversing Close Pack (rotten ice). Progress
represents best to date.

Tuesday, January 7, 19U7

Traversing ice pack as before. At 0k20 Reversed course and returned to pool
of open water to await improva&ent in conditions. No leads to Southward
could be seen. The condition is consolidated pack with hummocks. A number
of ice bergs were noted in the area.

Wednesday, January 8, 19k7

Hove to as before. Late in day NORTHWIND departed on extended reconnais-

sance of the ice pack to the Southward.

Thursday, January 9 , 19k7

Hove to as before. At 1120 NORTHWIND returned. It was decided to remain
in pool until tomorrow.

Friday, January 10, 19U7

Hove toss before. At 0800 all ships underway in order NORTHWIND, MERRICK,

YANCEY, MOUNT OLYMPUS on base course lii5°(T) at k knots. Two PBM's from

TG-68.2 flew over group on air reconnaissance of ice pack to southward. At
IkOO hove to due to unfavorable conditions of ice pack as result of increas-
ing pressure between floes. At 173C secured No. 2 boiler to repair leaky
economiser header gaskets.
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Saturday-, January 11, 19U7

Have to aa before. 0615 Completed repairs on boiler No. 2 and put it or.

the line. At 0915 underway in column NORTKWIND, MERRICK.- YANCEY, MOUNT
OLYMPUS, on southerly courses; progress slow due to consolidated pack. At
1800 ice conditions 3eemed to improve slightly with close pack some rctten
Ice. By 2300 constant improvement in Ice conditions noted. Ice now is
close pack pancake rotten ice.

Sunday, January 12, 1?U

Traversing ice pack as before. At 0300 ran in open pool southern peri-
phery of ihich surrounded by thick bay ice; headed east in order to reach
pack ice again. Radar picked up shelf (U ft, high) at 1700 yards. At
1100 indications were that pack conditions improving constantly - now close
pack rotten ice pancakes, 20 to 30£ open water. At 1800 entered close
pack apparently as result strong southerly winds blowing during early
afternoon. At 2000 ice and conditions again improved. At 2200 encountered
close pack pancake ice and progress thereby retarded again. During ths
day made turns as high as for 9 knots which was considered too high a
speed for safe navigation. The ship was subjected to hesy vibrations.

Monday, January 13, 1967

Traversing ice pack as before. 0015 Secured No. 1 boiler to repair
leaky economizer header. 0030 Pack deteriorating rapidly now in open pack
with much clear water. 0330 Entering very loose pack or drift ice. 0li20

Heavy fog set in. *0630 Visibility increased to five miles. *1015 Fog
set in. 1128 Fog lifted. Uit5 Cut No. 1 boiler back in on the lice. 1200

The ship now entered a large area "f sea ice differing materially freo that
encountered over the past twenty-four hours. This ice is best characterized

by its hetarogenity - loose pack, close pack, drift ice, ice bergs, bergy
bits, shelf ice. There were nan;." large pools of water. Generally speaking

the ice was loose pack with open water 30 to 80J. At 1630 recorded fatho-

meter sounding of 165 fathoms.

Tuesday, January lk, 1967

Traversing ice pock as before. Conditions of ice are 3sme as described

for yesterday except pools are much larger in extent and there is more

drift ice in the pack. At 1220 cleared the pack. At 1300 ships lying to

for CTF-68 to shift flag to MOUNT OLYMPUS. At 1600 underway, standard

speed 13 knots, course liiO°(T) in order UORTWEND, MOUNT OLYMPUS, MERRICK,

YANCEY - clear water ahead. At I8u0 entered heavily packed floe and cleared

at 1930. it 2000 entered floe of loose pack ice and cleared at 2119, at

which time took speed 12 knots. 2200 Entered open pack ice and cleared et

2300, at which time resumed standard speed.
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Wednesday, January 15, 19U7

Enroute Bjy of Whale a in column in order HORTHWIND, MOUNT OLYMPUS
(CTF-63), MERRICK, YANCEY on course generally ll»5°(T), speed 12 knots
slowing as required while traversing areas of open pack ice. At 0030
sighted shelf ice or barrier at 20,000 yards bearing 150°(T) believed
to be Discover/ Inlet (Picked up by 3A & SG Radars at la,000 yards).
DR position checked within U miles of navigational fix at OOU6. At
OOUO directed to lie to while CTF-68 in MOUNT OLYMPUS investigates
inlet. 01U2 Again formed column and proceeded on easterly course at
12 knots for entrance to Bay of Whales. At 0830 sighted entrance to
Bay of Whales. At 0900 directed by CTF-60 to lie to while NORTHWIND
investigates condition inside Bey.

Thursday, January 16, 19U7

lying to as before off entrance to Bay of Whales. Commanding Officer
visited Bay of Whales in NORT-fWIND and considered conditions therein
unfavorable for operating this vessel at that time.

Friday, January 17, 19lt7

lying to as before. At 2130 directed to make preparations to enter
Bay of Whales. Receiving personnel free MOUNT OLYMOUS and MERRICK
up to midnight.

Saturday, January 18, 19U7

Standing by to entor Bay of Whales. At 0015 following NORTHWIND into

Bay of Whales. At 0108 due to sudden sharp right turn and to restricted
sea roam damaged two propeller blades while backing full speed to avoid
collision with large bergy bit. 0120 Went alongside shelf ice. 03UO
Commenced discharge of cargo as directed by CTF-68 Staff representatives.
7essel lying nicely alongside ice even with winds up to 20 knots.

Sunday, January 19, 19U7

Doored to shelf ice Bay of Tihales discharging cargo. At 1200 records

indicate liOO tons of cargo out. Transportation of cargo from dock side

to dumps is a difficult problen due to softness of snow and no tendency
to compact. Under the circumstances the progress is good. 2055 U.S.S.

MERRICK stood in and moored to shelf ice to westward.

Monday, January 20, 19ii7

Moored to shelf ice Bay of Whales, discharging cargo from two hatches.

At 0300 gusts up to 20 knots free North. All appearances are that shelf

ice will deteriorate under these conditions if they persist ror any length
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Monday, January 20, 19k

7

( c ontinued

)

cf time. At 0330 under continued sire11 conditions shelf broke off for
an area to eastward 500 ft. x 100 ft. - shelf ice still satisfactory for
nooring. At 1200 records indicate 1*75 tons of cargo discharged. 11*00

The Task Force Commander cane aboard for conference id th members of his
staff attached tsnporarily to this ship and commanding officers. 1500 The
Task Force Germander left the ship. 1630 NORTHWIND departed for rendezvous
with PHILIPPINE SEA North of the Pack.

Tuesday , January 21, 191*7

Di scharglnt, cargo in Bay of Shale? as before. 0515 Vance TOCO/LL, seaman
second class, U.S. Navy, met accidental death while handling cargo on shelf
ice d ongside No. 1 hatch. At 1200 estimate 590 ton3 cargo discharged to
date.

Wednesday, January 22, 19U7

Discharging cargo in Bay of Whales as before. At 0900 Board met in
connection with Investigation of accidental death of Vance (n) Y/OODALL,
aeanan second class, U.S. Navy. At 1200, 727 tons cargo discharged tc
date. At 11*30 Chaplain KEISTER from U.S.S. MOUNT OLYMPUS conducted
Divine Service in memory of the late Vance WOODALI, It is my under-
standing that this was the first Mass Service of Adoration on record
on the Antarctic continent.

Thursday, January 23, 191*7

Discharging cargo In Bay of Whales as before. At 1200 - 372 tons cargo
discharged to date. At 2000 The Board of Investigation convened because
of death of Vance WOODALL, seaman second class, adjourned, investigation
completed. During day Dr. SIPLE and Navigating Officer determined width
of Narrows between East and West Capes to be 675 feet by use of Sextant
Angles and other observations. At 2335 Task Force Commander ordered this
ship to proceed out of Bay due to ice berg drifting through entrance en-
dangering all vessels.

Frida;,-, January 21*, 191*7

Making preparations to clear shelf ice. 0210 Cleared pack ice *urround-
ing the ship and headed for entrance of Bay of Whales. 023C Passed through
the Narrows between West and East Capes heading seaward. 0300 Conducted
test to determine vibrational effect of bent propeller blades. Excessive
vibration set in at 65 RFMs ahead. There was no appreciable vibration at

50 Ra*s astern. 0330 MERRICK and MOUNT OLfMPUS stood out of Eay of Whales.

All ships lying to off entrance. 11.00 U.S.S. MERRICK returned *.0 moorings
in Bay of Whales. 1530 Proceeding into Bay of Whales. 1655 Moored star-
board side to shelf ice. 131*5 U.S.S. MOUNT OIYMPUS stood in and moored.

"""I
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Saturday, January 25, 1917

Moored to shelf ice Bay of Whales; Base Caap personnel not unloading cargo
from this ship. The crew generously donated ninety-seven dollars and forty
five cents ($97 .U5) to “March of Dimas'1

.

Sunday, January 26, 19lt7

Moored to shelf ice, Bay of Whales; Base Camp personnel not unloading
cargo iron thin ship. Perfect morning - cloudless sky, flat calm bay,
balmy winter weather. Holiday routine enjoyed by all. 1800 Commenced
discharge U.D.T. ammunition

Monday, January 27, 19h7

Moored to shelf ice in Bay of Whales discharging ammunition. 0300
Stopped discharge ammunition due to snow storm (approximately liO tons
off loaded and delivered to Ammo Cache). Total cargo discharged to date
970 tons. 0730 All ships making preparations to clear Bay of Whales
due to increasing Northerly Kinds, this rendering Bay untenable. 0350
Underway following MOUNT OLQffUS. 0909 Cleared the Narrows of Bay of
Whales. 1000 MOUNT OLXUPJS, MERRICK, YANCET, maneuvering in open formation
on northerly and southerly courses off entrance to B^ of Whales. Fresh
winds and snow storm continued throughout day. Visibility at tines 1000
yards.

Tuesday, January 28, 19b7

Maneuvering off entrance Bay of Whales as before. No notable moderation
of weather until 2100. At 21UQ sent 1£U in to Bay of Whales with supplies
and personnel for tent camp. 2330 LCU returned.

Wednesday, January 29, 19li7

n lying to off entrance of Bay of Whales as before. Weather moderating
slowly; light snow intermittently during forenoon; afternoon beautiful

' winter day.

Thursday, January 30, 19U7

lying to as before off entrance to Bay of Whales. 0500 sighted first wave

of two RiiD airplanes over little America. 07b0 Sent in LCM to Bay of Whales
with personnel and supplies for Base Camp. 1950 Stood in to Bay of Whales
and moored to shelf ice at 20lt0.
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Friday, January 31, 19lt7

Moored to shelf ice in Bay of Whales; U.S.S. MERRICK also present. 1350
U.S.S. MOUNT OLYMPUS stood into Eay and commenced lying to. 1500 Commenced
reloading material not required at Base. 1600 The TFC held conference of
Commanding Officers and Officers of his Staff, after tfiich flagship stood
out. 19U0 USCGC NQRTHWIND stood in and moored to shelf ice.

Saturday, February 1, 19U7

Moored to shelf ice in Bay of Whales reloading vehicles as Base Camp
sends then to ship's aide. With constantly falling barometer the weather
began to worsen; by 2000 wind velocity was IiO knots with gusts to 60 knots;
lowest temperature recorded 10°F.

Sunday, February 2, 19U7

Moored to shelf ice in Bay of Whales. Early morning winds of over UO
knots from S.E. experienced. With 8 lines out and strain carefully equalized,
no difficulty was experienced staying alongside. Fortunately, the wind
direction was such as to minimize break-up of shelf ice. With high wind
and low visibility it would have been touchy getting out of the Bay of
Whales. At 0500 with barometer rising weather began to moderate. Loading
and unloading cargo intermittently throughout the day. At 1300 U.S.S.
MOUNT OIYMFU3 stood in and moored alongside U.S.S. MERRICK.

Monday, February 3, 19U7

Moored in Bay of Whales as before standing by to reload cargo.

Tuesday, February U, 19h7

Moored in Bay of Whales as before reloading cargo as it becomes available.

Wednesday, February 5, 19U7

Moored in Bay of Whales as before reloading cargo as it becomes available.

Thursday, February 6, 19U7

Moored in Bay of Whales as before reloading cargo as it becomes available.

During past few days have furnished approximately IDO man days assistance to

Temporary Camp in form of working parties (Ul man days yesterday). 1300

Completed reloading equipment mostly trucks, tractors, sleds, spare air-

plane engines and propellers, airplane jacks, etc. 1900 Ships getting

underway in following order for Scott Island, NORTHWIKD (CTF-68 temporary

flagship), MOUNT 0LU1HJS, YANCEY, MERRICK. 2005 This ship cleared Bey of

f
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Whales. 20h5 Formed column in order Van to rear NORTHWIND, MERRICK, YANCEY,
MOUNT OLYMPUS, speed 7 knots using various courses between West and’ffest
Northwest. Encountered heavy ice off entrance to Day of Whales. At 2215
Changed standard speed to 10 knots.

Friday, February 7, 19U7

Enroute Scott Island as before. Standard speed .10 knots, course generally
West to West Northwest. At 1630 changed course to 310°(G). Durine day
passed a number of Ice bergs and bergy bits; sea otherwise partically free
of ice. At 2130 changed course to 3U0°(G). At 2300 changed course to
000°(G).

Saturday, February 8, 19l>7

Enroute Scott Island aa before. At 1000 changed course to 015°(G).
Observations indicate Gyro error at high latitudes (75-75 S) approximately
3°W on U-6 headings and 12°W on E.W headings. Beautiful weather today.
lbOO Changed course to 020°(G). At 19ii0 changed course to 3l»5°(G). 2320
Sighted U.S.S. BURTON ISLAND 10 miles to Northward; stopped, cccsaenced
lying to In order to transfer mail and supplies from BURTON ISLAND.

Sunday, February 9, 19L7

lying to as before. 0250 Formed column in order Van to rear NORTHWIND,
BURTON ISLAND, HERRICK, IaNCEY, MOUNT OLYMPUS and went ahead on northerly
course at 5 knots. 0317 Entered close pack ice 6 to 8 feet thick. 03L1
Entered open water speed 5 to 10 knots; many bergy bits in area. 061*0

Entered loose pack ice. 0915 Rosary Service conducted by LTJO Victor C.

SZCZEPKOHSKI, USNR. 1000 Protestant Lay Service conducted by Chief Machinist
Edwin F. STEINFELD, USN. 1200 Entered area of close pack Bay ice 5 to 6
feet thick, 10-20$ open water. 1700 Entered open pack mostly open water.
2000 Entered area close pack. 2330 Entered area of consolidated pack and
heavy bey ice; necessary lie to while NORTHWIND investigated conditions.

Monday, February 10, 191*7

lying to as before. 0300 Directed by Task Force Commander to clear
area to Southward. 0800 Entered area of close pack 3 to 8 feet thick

rotten lr*. 1000 Entered area of loose pack Ice 1 to 3 feet thick. 1600

Entered large pool. 1630 All ships lying to while NORTIiHIND investigated

area of consolidated pack to Northward. 1000 Barometer dropped .09" in past
hour, ilnd Increased to 26 knots and idnd veered from N.E. E.; blizzard
suddenly in progress; all ships ordered to be prepared heave to. 2050 Bow

came against large floe in the pack, course 90°; hove to turning over 20-25 rpm
during night; winds up to 35 knots with gusts to US knots.
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Tuesday, February 11, 19U7

Hove to as before. 0300 with wind velocity rapidly decreasing and with

rate of fall of baroneter decreasing weather commenced to moderate. 2005

Formed column order NORTHWIND, BURTON ISLAND, UERRICK, YANCEY, MOW

7

OLYMPUS

preparing to head Northward; strong winds from Southward. 2020 MERRICK

become fouled in heavy ice and subsequently damaged rudder necessitating her

being taken in tow. 2250 CTF-68 directed this vessel totake charge of U.S.S.

BURTON ISLAND and MOUNT OLYMPUS and proceed out of pack; formed column order

BURTON ISLAND, YANCEY, MOUNT OLYMPUS and proceeded at six knots on generally

northerly course; during night experienced winds of u5 knots with gusts to

55 knots.

Wednesday, February 12, 191*7

Proceeding through pack ice with wide leads on northerly course. 0930
Cleared pack ice at 63-07 S. - 177-12 E. 10U0 Directed BURTON ISLAND join
CTF-68; MOUNT OLYMPUS and this vassal lying to and maneuvering on northern
extremity of peck. 2030 BURTON ISLAND rejoined for purpose transfer per-
sonnel to MOUNT OLYMPUS and upon couple tion returned to join NORTHWIND and
MERRICK.

Thursday, February 13 , 19lt7

lying to as before with MOUNT OLYMPUS in company. 1100 Towing group
cleared the pack* 1230 Reported to Captain THOMAS. U5C0C NORTHWIND as
CTU-6B.1.2 in accordance CIF-68 despatch 132223Z. 1350 Formed column
in order YANCEY, NORTHWIND, MERRICK (in tow), beading for Wellington,
New Zealand. Hi20 Set course 35?°(T); building speed up slowly ; at loi*Q

speed 8.3 knots. Beautiful weather today. Task Force Commander shifted
Fl-ag to BURTON ISLAND) MOUNT OLYMPUS headed for Scott Island. Except for
few bergs water clear of ice* 1900 Retarded clocks one hour. 2215 In-
creased speed to 11 knots.

Saturday, February 15, 19U7

There was no Friday this week as date advanced one day. Enroute to
Wellington, New Zealand on course 359°(T), speed 11 knots, as part of
IU-68.1.2 (YANCEY, N0RTH7IND, UERRICK in tow). 09U0 Changed course to

356°(T). 1100 Conducted vibration test; made 15 knots 82 turns without
difficulty and with tolerable vibration; maximum sustained speed reported
as 13 knots. 2210 Ccrcianced snowing. 2256 Reduced speed of formation
to 10 knots due to heavy load on towing gear of NORTHWIND.

Sunday, February 16, 19U7

Enroute Wellington, New Zealand as before, course 356°(T), speed 10
knots in low visibility due to snow Later becoming drizzle. 0355 Reduced
soeed to 8 knets due to sea conditions becoming less favorable as result
westerly k) nds about 20 knots. 0915 Catholic Rosary Services conducted
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by LTJG Victor C. SZCZEPKOV.SKI
, USlffi. 1000 Protestant Service conducted

by ESisign Gordon U. COLEMAN, OSNR. 1035 increased interval on NORTHWIND
to 2,000 yards and commenced laying oil aLick; sea conditions worsening.
2021 Base course changed to 3Uli°(T); ship rolling heavily; changing speed
and course as required to keep station.

Monday, February 17, 19U7

Enroute Wellington, New Zealand as before. Course 3Ui°(T) using various
courses and speeds to keep station on NORTHWIND. 0025 Reported to CTU-68.1.2
that this vessel was rolling violently (h$°) and suggested that we head up
into wind; changed course to 315°(T). 0120 Changed course to 270°(T); winds
60 knots, seas rough and confused; at about 0200 tanline parted and MERRICK
adrift. 0510 Made turn to port rolling up to ii5° with sea astern and headed
for MERRICK to lay oil slick. 0652 Reported to CTU-68.1.2 that even pumping
to stopl hove to for remainder of day keeping in visual contact with MERRICK.

Tuesday, February 18, 19li7

Hove to as before with TU-68.1.2 using various courses and speeds to keep
in visual contact of MERRICK which is adrift. During afternoon weather began
moderating slowly. 2000 MERRICK in tow; formed column normal order; course
337°(T) building up speed.

Wednesday, February 19, 19U7

Underway as before in canpany TU-68.1.2 in order YANCEY, NORTHWIND, MERRICK
in tow, course 337°(T), speed 0-10 knots. During early morning wind shifting
through North to East of North and barometer commenced to fall very slowly.
0900 LTJG Victor C. SZCZEPKOWSKI, USNR, conducted Catholic Service (Ash
Wednesday). 09b3 Changed course to 015°(T) to head into slight sea, that is
forming as result new storm estimated to be located between position and
Campbell Island. 1200 Changed course to 030°(T). 1700 Fog set in. 1900
Changed course to 350°(T). 2210 Fog lifted.

Thursday, February 20, 19U7

Underway as before in coapany with TJ-68.1.2 enroute Port Chalmers,
New Zealand in order YANCEY, NORTHWIND, MERRICK in tow at speed 10 knots
on course 350°(T). 1050 Increased speed to 12.2 knots. 2)i00 Changed
course to 319°(T).

Friday, February 21., 19U7

Underway as before in company with TJ-68.1.2 enroute Port Chalmers, Ken

Zealand in order YANCEY, NORTHuIND, MERRICK in tow at speed 12 -f- knots, course

319°(T). 0915 Reduced speed to 10.5 knots due to heavy strain on NORTHWIN'D's

towing cable. 1722 Increased speed to 12 knots. 201*5 Changed course to

311°(T).
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Saturday, February 22, 19u7

4

TO'

Underway as before in carpany TV-69. 1.2 course 311°(T), speed 12 -J-

kr.ots. 0321 Changed course tc 319°(T)* 0931: Changed speed to 13 knots.

1500 Coninenced using changes of course and speed preparatory to taking on
pilot and entering port. 1705 Doored starboard side to south side George
Street Wharf, Port Chalmers, New Zealand.

Sunday, February 23 to Friday, February 23, 19U7

At Port Chalmers in the Otago District of South Island, New Zealand in
company U.S.S. DERRICK.

The following is synopsis of principal events during period in the
Antarctic:

December 27, 191:6

December 23, 1?U6

December 29-30, lOUb

December 31, 191:6

January 16, 19u7

January 15j 19u7
January 15, 151:7

January 13, 19a7

rebruary — , .7^7

February 0 , 15-7

February 5, 1?1.7

February 12, 15,7

ANTARCTIC SYNOPSIS

- Sighted first ice at 0625 0 at latitude 62-30 S.,
173-23 W. - a small bergy bit.

- Sighted Pack at 2000 U at position (DP.) 67-37 S.,
179-23 E.

- Investigating conditions of ice pack by radar
and by observation frcr crow’s nest to east-
ward from longitude 179-30 E. to vicinity of
the 176° 71. meridian. Afternoon December 30,
fueled from U.S.S. CiNISTSO after rendezvous
with Task Force Coamonder.

- At 11:00 Xray entered pack at 67-1:7 S., 179-

53 w»
- At*1200 Iray left pack at 76-12 S., 177-1:0 W.

Width of pack 550 miles.
- At 0030 Xray sighted Discovery Inlet.

- At 0330 Iray sighted Bay of Whales. Distance
steamed from Port Hueneme to Bay of Whales

8309 miles.
- Entered Bay of 7ftales and commenced discharge

of cargo. Served as headquarters diip for 17-63

personnel connected with erection temporary

caap until January 23, 1917.
- CoErcenced reloading equipment net required at

Temporary Camp.
- Completed reloading. Departed Bay of Whales for

operating area to North of the Ice Pack.

- altered Pack Ice at 0317 Iray at 72-35 S.,

173-57 E.
- Departed Pack Ice at 1530 Xray at 6o-C7 5.,

177-12 S. Width of pack 275 miles.
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February 13*

February lU,

February 15,

February 17,

February 22,

n 9ii7 - Formed toning unit, TU-66.1.2, Captain THO.IAS

in NORTHWIND senior and at 1350 Iray set course

for Wellington, New Zealand in column in ord-T

YABCKf >
N0RTH7/IND, MERRICK (in tow). Perfect

weather.

19U7 - Friday was skipped.

19U7 - Sighted last ice berg latitude oU-cil 5.,

Longitude 175-52 E.

13, 19U7 - Hiding out stora. U.S.S. MERRICK adrift. 2000

U February 18 set course for Port ^halaers.

New Zealand as destination changed.

19U7 - arrived Port Chalmers, New Zealand.

Miles steamed since 2 December 19k6 - 10o20 miles.

RS uU?2ne. 2 December 19U6 - {^O gallons.

Fresh water used since 2 December - '^820 gallons.

Fresh water distilled since 2 December - 721U20

gallons

.
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Saturday March 1 to Tuesday March 1, IVa?

At Port Chalmers, New Zealand.

Vfednesday, March 5 , 1917

At Port Chalmers, N.Z. 0700 Got underway for Pago Pago, Smoa. 0306
Cioared entrance and set course 0l6°(T), speed 13 knots. 1911 Changed
course to OlO°(T).

Friday, March 7, 1917

Undarway as before. 0000 Changed course to 023°(T). 2100 Retarded date
one day having crossed 180th meridian during early afternoon.

Friday, March 7, 1?17

This is a repeat day having shifted to Zone -/• 12 time. Underway as
before. 0330 Reduced speed to ID knots to permit securing bailer No. 2
for repairs. 2200 Completed boiler repairs. 2300 Increased speed to 13
knots.

Saturly, Marc.; 3, 191?

Underway as before. 0000 Advanced clock's one (1) hour to Zone -/U tine.

Tuesday, March 11, 1917

Underway as before. uSJQ Changed course to 012°(T). 1100 Arrived Pago
Pago, Sasoa (distance frcn Port Chalmers 2126 Miles).

Wednesday, March 12 to Wednesday, larch 26, 1917

At Pago Pago, Saaoa loading general cargo. Completed loading at 1600

Iray liarch 2oth, having taken on board approximately 1100 tons OSX surplus

material destined for Pearl Harbor. Ship's force engaged in loading
operations furnishing dockside and Ranch details.

Thursday, March 27, 1917

Departed Pago Pago, Samoa at 0330, Xray with TTL-153 in tow, SOA 10 knots.

Friday, March 28, 191?

Snroute Pearl Harbor as before course 020° (T).
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Saturday, Starch 29, 19h7

Undonray as before except SOA 9.3 knots. At 1130 reduced speed to 7.3
knots In view of receipt of dispatch from ComServPac stating that he con-
sidered SOA 10 knots excessive.

Sunday, March 30, 191*7

Underway as before except SOA 7.2 knots. 0830 Stopped for excutive
officer and party to inspect tow. They found everything including shaft
locking device to be in very good condition. 0900 Went ahead at SOA 7.5
knots. 0930 Ensign COLEUM conducted Protestant lay services. 1030 LTJC
SZCZEPK0W3KI conducted Catholic Rosary Services. 2000 Changed course to

023P(T).

Tuesday, April 1, 19U7

Underway as before. 0U00 Slowed to SOA 6 knots due to light head seas.

0700 Changed course to 030°(T). 1000 Changed course to 035°(T) and SOA to

3.2 knots due to moderate head seas. 1900 Changed course to OltO°(T).

Monday, April 7, 19^7

Underway as before except course 035°(T) SOA 3.1 knots. The drift due
to wind and current is over 3*5 knots.

Monday, April 1U, 19U7

Underway as before. 0930 Arrived Pearl Harbor with YTL-153* (Total
2266 miles).
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1. The U.S.S. BURTON ISLAND was commissioned at the Naval Ship-

yard, Terminal Island, San Pedro, California on 28 December 191(6.

Outfitting and provisioning ship for Operation HIMJUMP was begun on

30 December 1916. During the precomaisBioning period 1 October 19b6
to connissioning all plans had been formulated and material and pro-
visions ordered so that after commissioning, it remained only a

matter of getting the material on board. Loading of provisions and
stores was completed on 10 January 191(7, except for items of cargo
for the task force which continued to arrive until the time of de-
parture. Much of thla cargo was for ships of the Eastern and Western
Groups and in the absence of specific instructions to the contrary,
was taken aboard even though it was known these ships would not be
contacted in the antarctic.

2. After loading, during the period 10-15 January the ship
conducted at sea training underlay, running the measured mfe,
obtaining tactical data, and exercising at aircraft training. Train-
ing was completed and fuel and provisions topped off on 15 January
19U7 and at 0800 on that date the ship reported to Commander In Chief,
Pacific Fleet and Commander Training Command, Pacific, for duty, ready
In all respects for sea. Orders were received directing the ship to

report to Commander Training Command, San Diego Group, for shakedown
during the period 16 January - 7 February 191(7. Knowing this was
not the intentions of Cosaander Task Force SUIT-EIGHT, a dispatch
was sent to him informing him of the circumstances and requesting
instructions.

3. The ship departed Los Angeles Harbor at 0700, 16 January
for San Diego, California and reported to Training Group, San Diego,
California. It was decided that Training Group San Diego would con-
duct an Inspection of che ship and if the ship was found ready for
sea, orders would be issued for It to report to Commander Task Force
SDOT-EIGHT for duty. The inspection was held during the forenoon
of 17 January 191(7. As a result of the inspection the ship was order-
ed to report to CTP 68 for duty and departed San Diego at 1530, 17
January 19U7 for Little America. Speed of 1U knots was set and the
great circle course to Scott Island was laid down and followed.

1(. The trip southward was made without unusual incident.
Numerous minor engineering deficiencies developed during the first
two weeks of the trip but were speedily repaired and at no time was
the ship delayed by them. On the whole the ship and ship's personnel
preformed remarkably well considering the short period available for
training and indoctrination.

5. On 5 February in approximately Latitude 62° S, Longitude
168° E. the first iceberg was sighted. From then until the pack was
encountered icebergs were constantly in sight. It was found the SU
radar did not pick up the Antarctic icebergs at the ranges that a
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similar unit picked up Arctic icebergs. It is believed this is due to
a difference In the density of the bergs and to the fact that Antarctic
bergs are not as high as those encountered In the Arctic.

6. The northern edge of the ice pack was encountered in
Latitude 68° 21* S. Longitude 175° 15* and in accordance with orders
fros CTF 68, course was changed to the westward to scout the edge of
the pack, heavy pack was encountered during the forenoon of the next
day, 7 February, and appeared to get steadily heavier as the ship pro-
ceeded westward. This fact was reported to CTF 68 and orders were
received to proceed southward along the 179° E. Meridian. The ship
worked southward through ice varying from close heavy pack to pancake
ice until clear water was reached in latitude 70° 2*0* 3. end Longitude
178° $2* B. At 2200 on 8 February the vessels of the Central Task
Croup were Joined in Latitude 72° S. Longitude 179° 15' B. and cargo and
nail for these wessels was delivered.

7. At 012$ on 9 February the Central Task Croup proceeded north-
ward to clear the pack Ice. The group •proceeded northward without un-
toward incident until at about 1900 on U February the 0.3.3. MERRICK
broke her rudder stock by drifting into a heavy floe. At 2200 this
vessel was ordered to proceed with U.S.S. TARGET and U.3.S* MOUNT
OLYMPUS to clear water, while the U.S.C.G.C. NORTHNIND stood by ths
U.S.S. MERRICK. The trip northward clear of the pack was conpleted at

0900, 12 February 19b7, without incident and at 10l*5, BURTON ISLAND
reversed course to rejoin NORTHWIND and MERRICK. At li*30, rejoined
NORTHWIND and MERRICK, then NORTHWIND cane alongside to transfer
passengers. Upon completion of transfer, BURTON ISIAND proceeded
northward to transfer passengers to MOUNT OLYMPUS. This task was
completed at 2200 and again course was apt to the southward to rejoin
NORTHNIND and MERRICK. Rejoined at 0130, 13 February. Proceeded to
act as scouting vessel to guide NORTHWIND with MERRICK in tow through
loose pack. At 1100 all ships were clear of pack.

8. At 132$, 13 February Rear Admiral R. H. Crusan, (CTF 68)
shifted his flag to BURTON ISLAND and at 13U0, set course to the
southward and proceed at lit knots enroute McMurdo Sound, Antarctica.

9. At 1850 on 15 February made eight contact with Mt. Melbourne
and proceeded southward toward Drygalaki Ice Tongue which was reached
at 0330 on 16 February. Took departure and headed for McMurdo Sound
which was entered at 2100 sane day. At 2336 encountered solid bay ice

in vicinity of Inaccessible Island and lay to with bow in edge of ice.
The ship regained in McMurdo Sound until 2000 on 20 February when de-
parture for Little Anerlca was taken. During the stay in McMurdo
Sound, reconnaissance flights were node of surrounding area for possible
landing areas for planes and ships. The camp sites of Scott's two
expeditions were visited and found to be in a remarkable state of

T
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preservation considering the length of tine since they were established.

The helicopter was damaged during a reconnaissance flight to Scott's
camp on Hut Point, Ross Island, but was repaired and flora back to the
ship.

10. The ship arrived off the entrance to the Bay of Whales at

0532, 22 February 19U7. At 0626, ship moored alongside bay ice In
Bay of Whales, to evacuate personnel of base camp. At 0328 on 23
February, all personnel and equipment to be evacuated were on board
and the ship got underway to proceed northward clear of peck. An
uneventful trip was made and at 2350* 25 February the ship was clear
of the Ice peck—e record run.

I

11. The following morning, 26 February, the U.S.S. MOUNT OLYMPUS
was Joined and Sear Admirals Cruzen and Byrd, and the majority of
personnel, evacuated from base camp were transferred. Upon completion
of transfer of personnel, departed Antarctica for Port Chalmers, Now
Zealand to transfer cargo to the U.S.S. MERRICK. Arrived Port Chalmers,

1700, U March 19it7 after a very rough voyage, during which the ship
rolled 51°. Transferred cargo and at 1700, 5 March, got underway to
Join U.S.S. MOUNT OLYMPUS and U.S.C.Q.C. MORTHWIND to proceed to Well-
ington, New Zealand. Joined up at 1600, 6 March and at 0700, 7 March
entered Wellington harbor.

12. Departed Wellington, New Zealand, 1600, lit March 19U7, en-
route Pago Pago, Samoa in company with U.S.C.Q.C. MORTHNIND. Arrived
Pago Pago, Samoa, 0930, 19 March 19it?« Departed Samoa, 1800, 19 March
19it7 enroute San Pedro, California. Nothing worthy of consent occured
during this trip. Arrived San Pedro Harbor, 1600, 31 March 19U7. Re-
ported to Ccsnander In Chief, Pacific Fleet and Coaaander Service Force,
Pacific Fleet for duty.
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NARRATIVE A!.t PREPARATT NS PRIOR DEPARTURE N OPERATION

1. Situation.

Prior to receiot of the o:\iers tc participate in the oper-
ation, the CURRITUCK had been alongside a dock in a maintenance status
lor c period cf months-, but was row in the process of being reactivated
for duty on the Asiatic Station. The acute personnel situation then
current in the Navy by reason of the demobilization fully affected this
vessel. Of prime concern was the Engineering Department where the in-
experienced personnel were encountering numerous difficulties with all
phases of the plant. The ship was to continue to be handicapped by
critical personnel shortages throughout the entire operation.

2 . Ship Ssployment.

The period 3-16 October was utilized in undergoing a cur-
tailed Underway Training rrogram for reactivated ships under the super-
vision of the Underway Training Comr.and, San Diego. On 16 October
the ship conducted successful tests in the use of shipboard radar for
controlling instrument landings of seaplanes under zero conditions.
The procedure developed at this time proved satisfactory and was not
modified with further experience. Cn 17 October the ship sailed for
the U. S. Naval Shipyard at Hunters Point, San Francisco, arriving the
next day. In addition to urgent repairs and overhauls, a helicopter
platform and additional transmitters for aircraft communications were
installed during yard availability. On lU November the ship departed
from the shipyard for San Diego, arriving the l6th-encountering some
engineering difficulties enroute. The next week the ship was at anchor
in order to give the Air Department its initial training in tending
PBU seaplanes loaned for this purpose. On 23 November the ship got
underway, rendezvoused with the Task Group destroyer and conducted
fueling exercises. Upon completion the ship held a full power run.
During the final week and until departure on 2 December, the ship was
moored alongside the dock at North Island receiving supplies and mak-
ing final preparations. On 26 November Captain Charles A. Bond, USN,
reported aboard to assume duties as OomTaskOroup 68.2. During this

week the aviation detachment and staff personnel reported aboard. The
aircraft also arrived, three PEKij one H033-1, one HOS-1, and S00-1.

3. Preparation.

It was realized, of course, that realistic planning and
meticulous preparation should be made before venturing on an Ant-
arctic expedition about which little was known and during which no

outside aid could be expected. Insofar as was possible the efforts
of all departments were directed towards accomplishment of the fol-
lowing obvious but essential objectives for preparedness:

Anr.«-x I-(l)
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A. Personnel on board sufficiently in advance and to be

trained and rehearsed in all phases of expected operations.

B. Sufficient number of competent technicians on board.

C. Actual drill with and development of satisfactory pro-

cedures for anticipated operations.

D. Complete testing and satisfactory check out of all

equipment through whole range of operation, accurately

calibrated as required.

E. A full allowance of spares and special equipment.

F« Complete data maintained.

Although little time was available, most equipment and pro-
cedures were tested to some extent by the personnel assigned to their
operations.

As noted, fueling at sea and seaplane tending was rehearsed,
radio direction finders and other radio and navigation equipment were
calibrated or compensated.

The correction of engineering deficiencies required the ut-
most effort before sailing, although the performance of the Engin-
eering Department during the operation was excellent*

In the matter of personnel, the ship was unable to obtain all
required ratings and supplies and spares were being received up to the
last hour of sailing with a number not arriving on time*

liaison - Contact was established early with the tanker and
the destroyer. Mootings were held with the several Department Heads,
and this vessel arranged to carry stores and provide services for the
other ships as required. The other ships were provided with Jato units,
seaplane buoys, gasoline, and instructions and procedures to enable
them to act as emergency seadromes. This vessel arranged to carry the
spare propellors for the destroyer.

Research and Study - Implementing the information and recomm-
endationa received from Coanunder Task Force 68 and the Navy Department
concerning sub-arctic conditions and operations, local libraries were
searched for all volumes pertaining to the Antarctic, but useful in-
formation obtainable was sparse. Officers In the vicinity who were
known to have had duty in Arctic zones were interviewed. Information
and recommendations were evaluated for their application to this vessel;
special material was requisitioned as considered advisable and an ice
bill drawn up. Classes for officers ani men were held to study available

- 2 -Annex I- (1
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cold weather operation reports and instructions were given in ap-
propriate subjects with assistances from various sources.

Welfare and Recreation - The crew was ^ivon physical exam-
ination? to determine individual fitness. Material and facilities
for an excellent recreation program were obtained through energetic
effort. Individual personnel requirements were taken care of to

maxiimaB extent practicable before sailing.

NARRATIVE OF CURRITUCK ON OPERATION HIGHJUliP

1. Enroute initial operating area off Balleny Islands, Antarct-
ica - CURRITUCK with the CACAFON and HENDERSON of Task Group 68.2 de-
parted from the $an Diego area 2 December 19li6. The ships followed
parallel tracks fifty miles apart to obtain sounding data. Enroute
the helicopter was flowr. on three days when weather and sea conditions
were favorable. The group rendexvoused the 12th to transverse the
Tuomotu Islands, the helicopter being sent ahead to scout for r^efs in

the little frequented passage. CACAFON fueled the CURRITUCK the 13th
and again on the 17th. The HENDERSON also rejoined at this time to
effect transfer of personnel and material, and after fueling resumed
her track line.

The “Roaring Forties (and Fifties)" were crossed with propit-
itious weather and or. 23 December the HENDERSON joined. That same
day the first iceberg was sighted in latitude 63-05 South and long-
itude 17U-09 East. Insaedlately thereafter many x'.ebergs were sighted
and for the succeeding ten weeks they were cons, ant companions. This
day was bright and clear, and the sudden entry into a vast, dead world
of grotesque, multishaped bergs produced a bizarre inpression.

2. Operations at Antarctica. - The first airplane operations
were held the next day, 2u December. The helicopter was flown in
the morning to scout and a PBM was hoisted out for a three hour teat
hop in the afternoon. This was the first time the ship had hoisted
a PR! at sea and it was at once apparent that hoisting operations in

still water provide little preparatory training for the ouch more
critical problem of hoisting in the open sea. During this hoisting
operation and these immediately following it, a continuous and search-
ing analysis was made of all phases of plane handling. Since good
aeapiane operating weather in Antarctica was usually reckoned in hours,
the problem was to reduce all plane handling times, to a minlmwr. ex-
cept crane operating time and that of actual fueling from the ship's
side, which were, of course, uncontrollable. Efficient organization,
tear, aork, timing, and "know how" evolved steadily until it was be-
lieved all bugs had been removed and all unnecessary delays elim-

inated. Time was eventually cut almost two thirds and planes were
hoisted in a roll of slightly over 3° on a side, and a wind of seven-
teen knots, which is considered limiting. Hoisting out in more than

a 15 knot wind or a I5
0 roll is not recoiraended for beginners.
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After the first flight dense fog closed in qiaklng it possible

for the ship to celebrate Christmas undisturbed. Cn 26 December the

continental ice pack was sighted for the first time. On this morning

during a helicopter flight CATU conditions were changed by fog to aero

aero in a natter of minutes. The helicopter was landed aboard after
some tense amenta by means of directing it to follow the rim of the

ice pack into which the ship had stuck her bow. That afternoon a

PBU took off but was forced to return due to bad weather. The 27th

and 28th were foggy but the sea was calm and on the 28th the CURRITUCK
moored loosely to the CACAPON to fuel* The CACAFON and HENDERSON then

took their weather stations, the former about four hundred miles to

the north, and the destroyer the same distance to the west. The rest
of December was spent in dense fog, moving frequently to clear drift-
ing bergs.

As the ship gained experience in Antarctic navigation, it was
soon found that the biggest menace was the growler, a large chunk of
ice with too little area above the surface to be picked up readily
with radar. Although frequently large enough to do substantial damage
to the hull, their greatest danger was damage to the ship's bronze
propellers. The ship navigated among bergs at night and in thick fog
at 5 to 10 knots, the consideration being whether visibility was such
that growlers would be seen in time to turn* Bergs were shown by radar
with fidelity (the radar was kept in excellent operating condition)
and the ship maneuvered in and out among then easily. At one time
as many as 120 bergs were visible on a 15 mile Bcope. Later in the
season the bergs began to break up and growlers became on even worse
menace.

The CURRITUCK was still near the dalleny's New Years Day and

found, satisfactory flying weather. The first napping flight of about
seven hours was flown, the helicopter also flying. It might be added
here that the usual procedure after a flight was launched was for the
ship to steam so as to keep up with good weather which would be of
short duration at a single spot. The ship was thus continuously look-
ing for good weather and for ice bays in the pack ice for wind protect-
ion, being guided in the former by the aerologist's recommendations.

On the 2nd both PBU's accomplished long mapping flights for
the beat days work in the Antarctic to date. Both Pffil's again map-
ped on the lith, one mapped on the 5th and also on the 6th. Operations
were eminently successful and a substantial portion of the area

assignment had been completed by this time.

On the 6th the ship received orders to proceed east to Scott
Island in latitude 69° and longitude 179° E to scout for the Central
Group Wiich was having difficulty breaking through the Ross Sea ice
pack to Little America. On the 0th a PS! attempted to scout for the
Central Group but was turned back due to bad weather. The SOC was

'"'I
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flown this date. Or the iUth the ship arrived rear -’cott Island.
Both Pad's scouted for the Central Group on the 11th aid 12th under
generally pool weather conditions. The helicopter and the SOC also

flew, the latter flying to Scott Island and scouting the thickly
strewn ice covered area. Duty having been completed, the ship then

proceeded westward to tier assigned area looking for favoratle oper-
ating weather. Often the weather was good but the northerly swell
was running too strongly and the ice bays did not provide refuge
from the swells. In this area adjacent to the magnetic ^oie, the
magnetic compasses were of no value whatsoever. The second or aux-
iliary iiark 18 gyro compass was of great value, but should be cut in-
to all repeaters to be of full value. The importance of the fathometer
in these poorly charted waters is also obvious if any progress is to be
made. On the 21st wind under the rotor blades of the helicopter bent

therj upward putting it out of comission. Dy the 22nd the ship was
in longitude 1L.0 East and weather was good this date. Two PEN'S
accomplished long mapping flights. During these flights the CACAPON
Joined and fueled the ship. The CACAPON then proceeded to a rendezvous
with the PHILIPPINE SEA, carrying mail for home. TJhilo hoisting a-
board, one PBM's wing tip was damaged when it came into contact with
the side of the ship. Weather was poor for the next few days and a

flight was not made until the 26th at longitude 13U° East. The dam-
aged wing tip was replaced in the meantime. Again on the 27th and
20th both planes flew photographic missions. The SOC was also flown.
At this tire the ship was off the Shackle ton Ice 3helf at 12ii degrees
East* It was during these flights that unfrozen lakes or "oases"
were discovered. Also it was in this area that the largest icebergs
were sighted, one estimated at more than seven miles long. Great
numbers of seals and whales were seen on or adjacent to the pack ice.
The final flight in January was on the 3010.

The CURRITUCK launched one PBM the first of February ir. long-
itude 120° East. On the 2nd both planeB flew missions from 115° East.

On the Uth the CURRITUCK fueled the HENDERSON and transferred stores.
After fueling the seas became rough and the weather became worse.
Ship handling in heavy seas was normal. The sea was kept on the bow
and the speed was adjusted to wave period to give best results. The
ship rides well down wind, but turning into the wind should be made
early if there is reason to expect an increase in wind and sea9, since
turning across the trough could jeopardize the planes secured on deck.

The days were now growing noticeably shorter and oolder.
Trouble was being increasingly experienced by freezing of the circul-
ating water of the boats. During this time flight operations were
often scheduled but the weather conditions forced their cancellation.
On the 8th the CURRITUCK fueled from CACAPOK. After fueling winds
ir.craased to about fifty knots and the ship lay to the next two days.
On 11 February both PRU’s completed photographic missions. During
their absence the five inch guns were fired at ice bergs for test of
fuzes and training. Having photographed the adjacent area the CURRITUCK

Annex I-(l)
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soved westward the 12th. The next day in longitude S30 East, both

PB’.‘'3 made successful flights. On the 16th the ship had reached
65° Hast looking for favorable weather enroute. The HFKDEH50K Join-
ed and was fueled from CURRITUCK on the 17th. On the lcth the

weather was still poor and the CURRITUCK continued to L0° East. Snow
storms were encountered, reducing the visibility to zerc. Finally,
on 22 February conditions improved and both PU!

1 s were launched on
photographic missions, one reaching Hi0 East, the Westernmost limit
of exploration, 'ihe helicopter was repaired by this time and also

flew. The weather again deteriorated and the CURRITUCK now turned
east in search of better conditions. Heavy winds tore off the port
aileron of one FS'. At noon of the 25th mountains on the mainland
were seen from longitude 5h°. The 26th one PBM flew a mission while
the aileron of the other was repaired. It so happened that the area
over the continent that would have been assigned the second PBM was
closed in. both planes flew the next day. February 2cth the ship
was in longitude 7L° East.

On the first of llarch both PFDMs made their last flight over
the continent. The helicopter flew that day also. At this time new
ice was forming on the water, and on the planes during takeoff. Boat
engines readily froze, ihe temperature hovered around 15° F. and it
was concluded that seaplane operations with present equipment were
definitely impracticable below this. Weather was unfavorable for
flying on : arch 2nd, and on the 3rd the CACAPOK joined and fueled,
all ships departing thereafter independently across the fifties and
forties for Sydney, Australia. At this time the weather conditions
were in an auspicious phase for the crossing, but a succeeding stDrm
caught up with the ship and on the 9th during a 32 degree roil (35
degrees maximum reached) of the ship, the spare PBU without wings
located aft on the fantaii fell over the side, its beaching gear
fittings having crystallized. The fuselage of a second PBI! was twisted
during the storm, rendering it unfiyabie.

The ships rendezvoused the 12th ir» Bats Strait and proceeded
to Sydney for a six day visit. Departing the 2dth the CURRITUCK fuel-
ed from CACAl'C;: and proceeded independently to the Canal Zone ar.d

Norfolk, orders having teen received No go direct to the East Coast
for deactivation rather than returning first to San Diegp.

ACOTITLISHl'ZNTS (STATISTICAL.)

i. Ship Performance.

(a) Niles steamed - 29,l?c. Cays at 3ea - 127.
(c) Fueling at sea from tanker - No. tines - 7.

(c) Fueling Destroyer at Sea - ;:c. times - 2.

(d) Casualties or other da-rage sustained by ship - None.
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2. Aircraft Operations.

(a) Number 0 : >lighta, PBU - 36. Total hours - 2li8.3.

(b) Number of Flights, H03S-1 - 27. Total hours - 21.3.
(c) Number of Fligrts, SOC-1 - 3. Total hours - 6.2.

(d) ^Losses during Operations - Hone.

(<*) Damage sustained during above operations - One PBU
with tip daxaged (quickly repairable) during one re-
covery, and slight hole (also quickly repairable)
punched in side of PEM by boat during hoisting in
mother recovery.

^During a atom ahile enroute oydney after conclusion
of operations, one PBU was lost over side and the other
two damaged in varying degrees.

3. Aircraft Photography.

(a) Antarctic continental area photographed: 246,618 sq.miles
(b) Coastline photographed from, 167°20' Bast to Ui°00'

Bast less following sections: (150058' to XUl*°38 * )

,

(87°Ui' to 79®53'), and (249°57* to 56°20').

GENERA C012..ENTS AND REG0U2IENDATIONS

1. It i9 felt that this type ship by reason of its large cargo,
provision, and living spaces plus plane handling facilities is ideally
suited for extended survey missions, either arctic or tropical.

2. The norale during the operation- was excellent. Large quant-
ities of recreational gear were carried, the most important being movies
and a hobby shop. These were augmented by books and music. There
was little time, inclination or space for athletics. It is believed,
however, that the main interest of the men was in the operations and
in the satisfaction of doing their jobs well. Many worked as much as
thirty-six hours without rest in order to keep the planes in commiss-
ion so that a plane w>uld never be prevented from going on a mission.
It is believed, incidentally, that opportunity was taken of every poss-
ibility which existed for a successful flight. This was largely due
to the almost infallible serological team on board. Complete reliance
was placed in them by all concerned. Station weather ships, of course
were a must.

3. Regular ship's routine during the long days was maintained
by setting clocks o:f zone time to have sunrise about 0700-plane
hoisting time.

h. The helicopter was little used, but should be carried on
exploratory missions since it can be invaluable under certain con-
ditions. The SOC was a nuisance—it couldn't fly when the PEM'9
couldn't and Just added complication to the flight deck.
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5. The food was excellent and canteen supplies were carried In
sufficient quantity to last out the operation. To conserve manpower,
reduce waste, simplify accounting and reduce expense to officers, all
personnel without exception were placed on the general mess. Jbr
long steaming periods with the present personnel shortage this is

strongly recomuended. Officers' mess of course are privileged to add
small delicacy items as and if desired*

6. It is desired to emphasize strongly that well qualified
technicians are essential in radio and electronics. That equipment
must work constantly at peak efficiency if my progress is to be made
with safety in the ice and over sketchily surveyed waters. Expert
maintenance ana repair personnel are far more to be desired than aux-
iliary equipment.

7. The use of ice bergs to provide a lee for seaplane operations
should not be counted on. Long deep swell produced the worst and most
frequent hoisting problem and a berg unless aground will not help. As
the ship developed hoisting technique, it arrived at a stage where
hoisting was possible under ary condition which was satisfactory for
seaplane water operations. If the berg assists hoisting under worse
conditions, the plane is still without a warm-up and take-off area, in
addition to which winds in lee of a berg are dangerously confused.
The use of bergs to provide a lee in emergency should be kept in mind
and their use when grounded is recommended at any time. Under all
conditions care must be exercised not to get in irons alongside as it
must be remembered that the ship is limited in freedom of movement
during hoisting and fueling of the planea. If the berg is drifting
faster than the ship, serious damage might easily result in getting
clear.

8* Ice pack was found to smooth wind chop to a marked degree
and pack bays were sought and used. Here again, however, no protect-
ion from swell can be expected.

/

JOHN E. CLARK
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U.S.3. CACAPON (A052)
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OBJECTIVES:

Tr.e objectives of this connand, 9et forth Lr. CTF 66 Operation
Flan 2-16 and anr.er.ea thereto briefly were as follows: (a) To auppcrz
tne general plan for inward radial exploration of Antarctica by tender-
based aircraft, (b) to carry out assigned naval and scientific projects,
(c) to train personnel and test B&teriai in the frigid tone, (d) to

amplify existing knowledge cf hydrography along the route to be travers-
ed, v

e

) to supply fuel to the Western Task Croup and to such other ships
as tight be designated. An objective conplenentary to the latter was to
train personnel ir. and to perfect techniques of fueling at sea by the

Elwood method.

NARRATIVE:

Cn 30 September 151:6 the ship first learned that it might

participate in the expedition. Participation was confirmed on 8 Oct-

ober. The then commanding officer instituted timely seasure e to pro-

cure for the ship the materials and alterations essential to opera-
tions in regions of extreme cold. Subsequent ccezsanding officers
prosecuted the program 30 that when this writer took comaod cn 29
'rcveaber, 191*6, preparations were almost complete. The only outstand-
ing iteo was procurement of personnel and materials necessary to the
institution of s hobby-craft program.

Poe delayed the sailing of this ship for several hours or. 2

I>?cecber, The delay yrevented early rendezvous with "TC- 65.2, but en-
abled the ship to receive late arriving personnel and materials which
had been ordered. Rendezvous was further delayed by a casualty tc the

#1 spring bearing on the starboard shaft. Errors in macnirinr of the

spare bearing ixti educed problems of fitting which were net overcone
for fifty-six hours.

Rendezvous with Task I-roup 65.2 was
• Ca >lC]

tc a defective inru
countered arc set f

aace at 11C12C:Z lececrer,
be establisr.ec by 733
L* of the difficulties err-

vA.tLIZ of tr.- It. IAPCK report

vs r

shl

epe

The first fueling at sea by the Ilvcoz eethoc for this snip vcck
e or. 11 Tecerber with the H-TCERSCN coczeratir.g. Handling zi the
.-us details incident tr.eretc was very awkwe.-d. Tne next and succeed
fueler, rs at sea were narked by continued i mpreverier.t in the i&anan-
disrlayec 'ey all hands. A list cf fuelir.rs arh cr ctrer transfer

s: inns at sea us attached r.eretc as Appencix T‘E.

U !> c r,
FqS r&:

allv r.cr.ifis
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HFRRICK and the YANCEY. After fueling these ships, the CACAPON pro-
ceeded to rejoin Task Group 68.2 in the vicinity of the Balleny Islands.

Difficulty with the SG-1 radar was first experienced on 19
December when it became inoperative due to a defective tubo. The
difficulty was finally resolved on 27 December 19li6, by personnel on
the staff of CTO 68.2.

Icebergs were first sichted at Latitude 61-20 S. Longitude 176-
GO E. at 2lil6012 December 19b6. In the absence of effective surface
search radar, the long hours of daylight were a source of comfort to
this command.

This ship rejoined the Task Group on 26 December 19L6. The
HENDERSON was fueled alongside. Foul weather prevented fueling the
CURRITUCK until the 29th on which date this ship departed to take station
approximately LOO miles northwest of the CURRITUCK, there to serve as
a weatner station and as a possible emergency base for planes should their
parent vessel become fog or snow-bound.

While patrolling the station northwest of the CURRITUCK, this
ship had two emergency calls from the HENDERSON for medical assistance.
At these times and on one other occasion this ship transferred fuel and

replenished stores of the HENDERSON. On the last occasion, 21 January
19L7, this ship took her outgoing mail for further delivery to the
PHILIPPINE SEA.

Rendezvous with the CURRITUCK was made on 22 January 19l»7» on

which date an attempt was made to transfer 1000 gallons of luboil from
own ship's stock, A 1^" hose was used but proved ineffective due to

the viscosity o? the luboil. The operation was of seme value, however,

for it necessitated operating this ship on one engine while the transfer

was being attempted. After picking up mail from the CRRITUCK, this ship

proceeded east to rendezvous with CTG 68. h.

Rendezvous was made with CTG 68.U in the PHILIPPINE SEA at

251L20Z January 1917. The commanding officer accompanied by the First

Lieutenant and a U. S. Army Chief Warrant Officer, a member of the

previous U. S. Antarctic Expedition, boarded the PHILIPPINE SFA where

all met the Officer-In-Charge of the Project. The comanding officer

and the First Lieutenant with similar officers on the PHILIPPINE SEA

discussed proposed means of effecting transfer of the heavy leads

destined for Task Group 66.2 and mutually agreed that "Rurtoning" would

be more feasible than the provision whip method. "Purtoning" was later

effectively used to effect the transfer of more than 23 tons of gear.

While awaiting take-off of the RliD planes, this 3hip fueled the

SENNET, the BRCY7NSGX and the NOKTHiUND, and transferred a pAtient t.o the
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| PHILIPPI!.!; SEA. Two days prior to the take-off, this ship was In-
st mmentAl in establishing radio communication between the base at
Little America and the carrier. After the take-off of the planes, thir
ship effected transfer of stores and passengers from and to the
PHILIPPINE SPA without untoward incident, and thereafter proceeded
generally westward to rejoin Task Group 68.2.

The trip west was night-narish. Much pack ice and many ice-
bergs were encountered. To further complicate the absence of effect-
ive radar, a storm of preat intensity was encountered for three days.

Rendezvous with CTO 68.2 in the CURRITUCK was effected on 8
February 19ti7. Stores, mail, passengers, fuel and luboil were trans-
ferred after which the ship proceeded to rendezvous with the HENDERSON.
Similar services, except for luboil transfer were rendered and this
ship proceeded to station approximately LOO miles northwest of the
CURRITUCK.

Approximate station was regained on 11 February. Station was
difficult to maintain due to preventive maintenance and to actual
engineering casualties which prevented this ship from having full

boiler power on the line.

On 28 February this ship had a pyro failure while fueling the

HENDERSON. No personnel casualties were sustained but two 3pan wires,
two fuel hose messengers and two sections of lj" fuel hose were lost.

New gear was rigged, and the fueling was resumed five hours after the

mishap. Steps were taken to Insure against repetition of similar
accidents.

The ship proceeded generally westward to Longitude 29-30 E.

in obedience to orders of CTG 68.2. It was on this westward trip
that the greatest concentration of icebergs was observed. At one

time this ship, on the A scope and the PP1, had over two hundred large
icebergs within a ten mile radius. (Thlp count did not include bergs

of 100-300 tons whose rounded contours would not reflect with sufficient
intensity to maintain an image on the PPI.) The large bergs were of
unusual shapes and sizes, probably the result of having overturned on

jlilijC. or BANZARE BANK.

In compliance with instructions from CTO 68.2, this ship had
made preparations to participate in a proposed expedition to the oasis
discovered on the continent. However, weather and other circumstances
forced abandonment of the project.

After reaching 2‘^-30 E., orders were received to make easterly
co.irses. Due to weather and other circumstances, CTG 68.2 announced
abandonment of plans to send an expedition to the oaBis which had been
discovered on the continent. On 3 March made rendezvous with and fueled

jM.UUA
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CURRITUCK and HENDERSON. Soon after completion of the latter, CTO 66.2

announced his intention to proceed Sydney.

Enroute Sydney this ship encountered heavy weather, lost one

life raft and had several feet of snail steam piping torn away from the

forward well deck.

On 11 March this ship entered Baes Strait and fueled HENDERSON
on easterly courses. The ClTR'llTUCK Joined up on 12 March and on signal

from CT'i 68.2, all ships anchored northeast of Wilson promontory. CTO

68.2 held a conference of commanding officers and discussed plans for

entry, shore leave and liberty.

Enroute to Sydney the conaanding officer advised the crew on
expected behavior. While at Sydney the behavior of this crew was un-
iformly good. Only ten infractions of discipline were recorded, the
most serious being an over-leave of two days duration. No officers or
men were late returning from the last shore leave or liberty.

Prior to departure from Sy.n-iy all members of the staff of
CTF 68 and CTO 68.2 doing temporary duty on this ship were transferred
to the CURRITUCK. This ship received personnel destined for West Coast
ports.

This ship was underway from Sydney at lltOO, 20 March, cleared the
harbor and Joined up on CURRITUCK when the latter was clear. Heavy
weather was encountered that evening and the next day to such degree
that fueling scheduled for 21 March was not attempted until 23 March. On
the latter date this ship fueled the CURRITUCK, after which the latter
left the formation to proceed Panama, while this ship and the HENDERSON
proceeded toward San Diego.

Enroute San Diego this ship held intership drills with the
HENDERSON, fueled the latter on 25 and 31 March, On the latter occasion
this ship transferred personnel and gear destined San Diego. After
completion of the last fueling the HENDERSON was ordered to proceed
San Diego, while this ship set course for San Pedro in obedience to orders
from CTK 68.

The remainder of the trip was without incident. No shipping
was encountered except a snail schooner rigged yacht which was observed
in latitude 23-55 N. 131-30 W.» at 051825C April 19h7. Thi3 6hip enter-
ed Los Angeles Harbor, San Pedro, California and anchored in berth
A3LE 8 at 0016002 April 19h7.
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NARRATIVE

U.S.S. HENDERSON (IID78S)
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The HEHDER5CN waa designated by OocDesPac on LU September,

19h6 for participation in special cold weather operations in the Ant-

arctic. At this time the vessel was in a maintenance status at Sen
Diego, California, and had on board a complement of 15 officers and

123 men.

No further information was received relative to this assign-
ment until about 1 October, 19U6 when CTF 68 Ser. 05 dated 23 Sept**
ember, 19b6 was received. CNO Conf . Ltr. op33/hcc Qph Serial No.

065p33 dated 26 August, 1916 was listed as an enclosure to this letter
but was inadvertenly omitted when mailed.

Tho present Commanding Officer reported on board to relieve
Comnand on 5 October, 19U6 and at this time there was no Information
available as to the general concept of the proposed cold weather oper-
ation. Inspection of the ship upon relieving of Command revealed that

during the time the HENDERSON had been In a maintenance status spare
parts and other equipment had not been kept up to full allowance. How-
ever, immediate steps were taken to requisition and obtain these items.

About 15 October, 19h6 CIF 68 Serial 036 dated 9 October, 19U6
was received giving preliminary information on Operation HIGHJUMP.
This was the first information received relative to types of ships

this vessel would be operating with and the general concept of the pro-

posed operation. Also paragraph 5 of this letter defirately indicated
that all special cold weather clothing would be procured and issued to the
various ship by the Task Force Commander. Upon receipt of this same
reference Cosmander Destroyer Squadron THIRTEEN took immediate steps
to exchange personnel who did not have six months obligated service
from 1 Novaober, 19U6.

On 28 October, 19h6 the HENDERSON was ordered to San Francisco.
Calif. Area for plane guard duties with the USS BOXER (CV2i) and re-
turned to San Diego, California, on 9 November, 19U6. At this time
the ship's complement was 17 officers and 191 men. Eight critical rat-
ings were ordered to the HENDERSON from OomDesPac for temporary duty
during this period.

The HENDERSON returned to San Diego, Calif, on 9 November,

19U6 and went alongside the USS DIXIE for a period of two weeks for
routine tender overhaul. During the period alongside the tender the
ship began taking on stores and provisions. At the same time bathy**
thonaograph equipment was installed by NEL San Diego, California.
Racks for forty helium bottles were manufactured and inatalled by the
tender.

On 9 November, 19L6 CTF 68 serial 0102 of 2b October, I9bfc
was received directing individual ship to procure their own cold
weather clothing. Requisitions were promptly submitted to NSD San
Diego, California, for this clothing, and no difficulty was experienced
in obtaLiing required amcunts in the desired sixes.
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On 12 November, 19L6 the Staff Supply Officer for Task Force

60 came aboard and gave considerable helpful information on expediting

procurement of stores and auppiles, as well as giving instruction -n

how to properly wear winter clothing.

The UbS CURRITUCK returned to San Diego, California, on i5

November and upon her arrival a conference was held between the Com-

manding Officers and all heads of departments.

The HENDERSON reported to CTF 68 for duty on 20 November, 19U6.

After leaving from alongside tae tender on 23 November, 1?U6

the HENDERSON proceeded to sea to rendezvous with the USS CURRITUCK

and conducted fueling-at-sea operations. Upon completion of this op-

eration, the HENDERSON returned to port and moored to Pier 3, U. S.

Naval Station, San Diego, California, for installation of rescue basket

and equipment. While alongside the pier more provisions, stores and

special equipment were received aboard.

The ship got underway on 27 November, 19«6 and proceeded to

Fuel Dock, San Diego, California, to take on special BuOrd equipment

(MuiTV depth charges), Amnunltion and fuel; upon completion returned

to pier 3 U. S. Naval station for completion of installation of rescue

baskets and equipment.

Upon completion of installation of rescue baskets and equip-
ment on 29 November, 19U6, the HiNutRSlN returned to her normal nccr-
ing at Buoy 20.

Monday 2 December 191:6: 1200 - Underway from buoy # 20 for
fueling dock, San Diego, California. 13I45 - Underway from fueling
dock, proceeding out of harbor. Passed sea buoy "lA", set course 2lu°

(T), speec 19 knots, to rendesvous with Task Group. 1718 - Arrived
at rendezvous- Proceeded independently.

Tuesday 2 Dacf.;..bor» 051|0 - Sighted Ouadelupe Islands, bearing
212° (T), distance hO miles. 0600 - Stopped for bathytherangraph read-
ings. 12I4O - Changed course to 208° (T), speed Hi knots. 1800 - Stop-
ped to take bathythermograph readings and twice dally hereafter.

Friday 6 December: Base course 20fP (T), speed 15 knots.

Set all clocks back one hour to conform to plus 9 zone time.

Saturday 7 December: About 1800 - wind increased to force 8.

Sunday 8 December: 1305 - Stopped to take B. T. readings and
allow Neptunes Rex and his court to come aboard. 1321 - Reamed base

course 2QU° (T), speed 15 knots. 1200 - 1600 Took first rawin. Sky
overcast entire day.
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Itonday 9 December 19U6, 0213 - Crossed equator at 132° Itl' W.

1659 - Fort engine stopped for repairs . Starboard engine Baking
turns for 20 knots. 2030 - Repairs completed on port engine, all en-
gines ahead 15 knots.

Tuesday 10 December: 10U5 - Change course to 238° (T) to

intercept the CACAPON and CURRITUCK. Change coarse to 223° (T) speed

16 knots to intercept CACAPON and CURRITUCK.

Wednesday 11 Daconber: 0050 - Target bearing 201° (T), range

6li,li00 yards on S. G. radar. 0057 - Target bearing 270° (T), range

90,000 yards S. 0. radar. 0150 - Sighted Fatu Hukir of the Marquesas

Ialands bearing 182 (T), range 17 miles. 0310 - Sighted Hiva-oa is-

land, Marquesas group bearing 153° (T) , range 19.5 nilea. Stopped at

060i* for one hour due to loss of water Buction. Underway again set

course 2X5° (T), speed 25 knots. Made radar contact OJRRITUCK and

CACAPON bearing 228° (T), distance 16 miles. H15 commenced fueling

from CACAPON. Went along starboard side of the CURRITUCK to transfer

WHITE, F. 7. m2, 22U 86 00, USN, for instruction in photography. 1722
Took station 2,000 yards ahead of the CURRITUCK, base course 21CP (T),
speed 16.5 knots

Thursday 12 December: QUO - Made radar contact on YANCEY
(AKA93) bearing 20li° (T) range 16 miles. 0925 - HH.UERSOH, CURRITUCK,

CACAPON and YANCEY, in that order, started passage through the Tuamotus
Archipelago. CURRITUCK launched helicopter to aearch for hidden reefs.

Passed Philipps Island, Saken, and Hiti Island, in that order. From
all indications Saken and Hiti islands are about two (2) miles further
west than our charts indicate. 1015 - Sonar picked up reef bearing
185° 'T) range 2800 yarda. Held tactial drill with HENDBtSON as guide.

Secured from tactical drill set base course 321° (T), speed 11 knots.
1700 - Set clocks back one (1) hour to conform with plus 10 zone time.

Changed base course to 22tit° (T), speed 16 knots. Proceeded independ-
ently to resume course along designated track.

Friday 13 December: Ootsaenced issuing winter clothing. Passed
through interaitten rain squalls; heavy overcast all day.

Saturday lit December: 0013 - Radar (SG) contact on He Tabval,

bearing 185° (T) range ItO miles. Passed island to port bearing 120° (T)

23, It00 yards. Held Captain's inspection of personnel, messing and
berthing spaces. Heavy overcast all day.

Sunday 15 December; Changed course to 211° (T) speea 16 knots.

Monday 16 December: Test fired two 2Cem mounts in the after-
noon. 1700 - Set ship's clocks back one (1) hour to conform with plus
11 zone time. 2200 - c/c to 192° (T) to rendezvous with the CACAFOH.
2300 - c/b to 13 knots. The sky was overcast all day, wind light, with
a heavy anell.
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Tuesday 17 Dec«n.beri Sighted the CACAPON at 0bl5, bearing

lib0 (T) range 25,000 yard*. Refueled from CACAPON on baae oouree

215° (T) apead 12 knote. Sighted the CURRITUCK at 0750 bearing 155°

(T) range 15 miles. Pursuant to verbal orders of C. 0. USS CACAPON,

Dr- R. F. Diets of the wavy Electronics Labrotory, reported aboard

for temporary duty. 1010 - Collated refueling. At 1100 went along-

side starboard quarter of the CURRITUCK, base course 215° ( T) speed

12 knots. SHITE, F. V., IU2, 22b 86 00, U3N returned aboard, by

breochers buoy and aircraft crane, having completed temporary duty
on the CURRITUCK. 1 112 - Exercised in operation of the air-sea rescue

basket equipment. At 1230 set course 251° (T) speed 16 knots to resume

designated track. Changed course to 219° (T). Passed over a sea
mountain during the night. Fathometer rose from 2900 to 700 fathoms.

Wednesday 18 Decoabezi 0935 - All engines stopped due to loss

of vacuum. 09b0 - Commenced making tumafor 10 knots on port engine.

By 09b5 - bad regained vacuum and set speed at 18 knots. Changed

course to 217° (T) speed 17 knots. Visibility poor all day.

Thursday 19 December: Oonenenced 30° sonar search on either
bow. 2206 c/c to 232° (T).

Friday 20 Decembers Force of wind 6, visibility good with
a low and middle cloud coverage. Crossed the 180th meridian west
bound at 12b0 in latitude 52° 55'S. 1917 ~ Stopped all engines due
to water in the fuel oil. 20b5 - Engineering casualty corrected,
resined base oouree and speed. 2215 - c/c to 199° (?) speed 16 knots.

Sunday 22 Decembers 0800 c/c to l8b° (T). Picked up whales
on the sonar gear at ranges from 800 to 1000 yards. 2130 - c/c to
169° (T).

Nonday 23 Decembers 01b5 - c/c to 090° (x). 0200 - c/c to
000° (T). 021b Radar contact bearing 020° (T) range 2b, 800 yards,
c/c to 020° (T). 0217 - Sighted the CURRITUCK on baae course 212°

(T) speed 16 knots. 0830 - Bagaln circling the CURRITUCK at various
speeds for calibration fortheir R.D.F. gear. Sighted first icebergs
at 1315. Radar picked them up at a range of 22,000 yards. Fifteen
minutes after the first two were sighted we were in a large field of
them. Steered various courses and speed to clear Icebergs. 1600 -

Completed passage through field of ice bergs, sat course 225° (?)• 1700
- Set clocks back one (1) hour to conform with minus 11 time ions.
1931 - c/c to 220° (T).

Tuesday 2b December! Parted company with the CURRITUCK, pro-
ceeded cn duty assigned In accordance with previous Instructions,
using various courses and speeds to pass clear of ice bergs. Our gen-
eral directions to clear icepack is N.W. 1800 - Ran Into heavy snow
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squalls followed by heavy fog. Slowed to 5 knots. Sonar proved
invaluable in detecting growlers, pack ice and ice bergs. GrowlerB
could be detected at ranges of 1,000 to 2,500 yards. Ice bergs were
picked up at 5,500 yards and on one occasion at 7,100 yards. Radar
had trouble picking up growlers and pack ice. Large and small bergs
could be detected at great ranges which was of great assistance in
navigating in vicinity of the pack ice. Magnetic compass showed de-
viations up to 131° w. ”o are now in the region of continuous day-
light. Retained in the fog for rest of day. Maximum visibility, 2,

200 yards.

Wednesday 25 December: Christmas Day. Visibility poor ranging

from 50 yards to 1,500 yards. Sea calm, with light wind. Continued
to get excellent information on ice from radar and sonar.

Thursday 26 December: Running In and out of fog continually.
Visibility never increasing over It, 000 yards. Steering various courses
and various speeds to clear ice bergs and pack ice. The general head-
ing was W.S.W. The B.T* observations showed a "Peter” pattern moat of
the time which accounts for the excellent results obtained with sonar

equipment. Set course 090° (T) and speed to oorrespond to visibility
to effect rendezvous, with the CACAPON. 2130 - Changed course to 16i° (T).

Friday 27 December: 021*0 - Arrived at rendezvous position,

commenced steaming in a two mile square attempting to contact the

CACAPON. Made contact with the CURRITUCK on voice radio late In the

morning. Strength one (1). Fog oontlnued. Visibility ranging from

300 to 1,500 yards. Average speed 5 knots. Made voice radio contact
with CURRITUCK again about 11*30. Radar had picked up the CURRITUCK
and the CACAPON earlier in the d ay, but it was impossible to disting-

uish them from all the ice bergs in the vicinity, -ince both ships
were lying to in the vicinity of ice bergs. Laid to in the fog for
about 2 hours. 11*37 - Moored starboard side to tbs CACAPON. Pursuant
to verbal orders of Oosxaander Task Group 68.2, Arbuthnott, J., Jr.

716 60 22, v6, was transferred to the CACAPON for Temporary Additional
Duty for about one (1) month. Completed fueling from CACAPON at 1950.
Set oourae OOCP (T), speed 5 knots, on route to assigned station 300
miles to westward of refueling rendezvous •

Saturday 2B December: 0205 - c/c to 27CP (T). Bun broke
through occasionally. Visibility averaging 10 miles. Force of wind
four. 1930 - Sighted several "Killer” whaling boats* 2029 - Passed
Japanese factory ship Nisshin Maru #1 operating 6 small whaling boatc.

Sunday 29 December: 0730 - Changed course to 180° (T).
Another day of poor visibility, never increasing over 1* miles, and
light winds out of the W.N.W. and W.S.W. Continued to steam on stat-
ion in a four (1*) mile square for the remainder of the day.
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Monday 30 December; Visibility averaging from 5 to 7 miles.

Winds varying from force 1 to force 6 fron E.N.E. to E-S.E.

Tuesday 31 Decenberi QliOO - c/c to 180P (T) speed 5 knots.

Visibility fron 5 to 7 idles loir and middle cloud coverage - wind

force of 3 fron E. H.E. and E.S.B*

Wednesday 1 January] Petroling station 300 alias to westward

of CURRITUCK acting as weather station. Steering on north and south

heading for approximately twelve (12) hours at a time. Visibility
ranging from three (3) miles to 1*00 yards.

Thursday 2 January; Conditions sane as proceeding day. The
sun shines faintly through the overcast each day for an hour or two.

The borisen is always poor but the running fixes have never been fur-

ther than 15 or 20 miles from the D.R.

- Friday 3 January] On station 300 miles to westward of the

CURRITUCK. 09U5 “ Chief Pharmacist mate reported an acute case of
appendicitis on board. Changed course to OOCP (T), speed 20 loots.

Notified Commander Task Group 68.2 of situation and requested immed-
iate rendezvous with the GACAFON. The CACAPON’S last posit report
indicated they wore 300 miles to the north of us. 1300 - Sot docks
ahead one (1) hour to conform to minus 12 zone time. 1530 - Changed
course to Oi*l*° (T). 1902 - Changed course to QU]° (T). 19U5 - Sighted
CACAPON bearing 020° (T), range 10 miles. Moored starboard aids to

GACAFON. Pursuant to Bulled form "G" the following men wars transferred
to the CACAPOK for treatment. KITS, B. J. , SI, 567 39 62, USN, MOORS,
0. R., 71, 3U7 27 98, USN, MILLER, D. L., Si, 798 37 17, USN. Com-
pleted refueling about 2300. Set course 218° (t), speed 12 knots for
operating area along lit7° E. Longitude in vicinity of ice pack. It
was noted that ice bergs were more mmeroua at refueling position than
further south In our previous operating area.

Saturday li January; Eh route to operating area along li]7°

Longitude in vicinity of ice pack. Visibility poor with Intermitten
enow flurries. Arrived on station at approximately 1500, c/c to 180°

(T) speed 12 knots to look for ice pack. Arrived at ice pack at 2iii5

in vicinity of 65° 15* S. The ice pack was very different fron any
observed before. The ice was Jammed in tight and the edge had a very
distinct outline. Several bergs over 200 feet in height could be
seen deep within the pack. B.T. readings showed a marked change from
a positive to a negative gradient. Visibility was good with a low
cloud ooverage - sea calm with no drift ice of any kind. Radar picks
up pack ice St a range of 12,000 yards. 2200 - c/c to 000° (T), speed

3 knots.

Sunday 5 January; 0817 - c/c to 180° (T). Visibility average
maximum 10 miles. 1230 - c/c to 225° (T). Commenced swinging ship to

- 6 -Ann<?x I (n)
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compensate magnetic compass. Took an extremely long tine for compaae
to settle down. Compensation was not completed. The approximate
distance from South Magnetic Pole was 175 miles.

Monday 6 January* 0015 - Set oourse 00CP (T), speed 3 knots.

0513 * c/c to 19CP (T). 0955 “ Stopped 1,000 yards off ice pack to

take B.T. readings. Weather and sea sane as proceeding day. Commenced
swinging ship to compensate magnetic compass. 1735 - Completed
swinging ship. Had greatest difficulty in compensating on SSE and
SSW headings. 1800 - c/c to 020° (T).

Tuesday 7 January* Steaming singly as part of Task Group
68.2 on assigned station along the Antarctic ice pack at longitude
U7° B. Oh00 - c/c to 180° (T). 0905 - c/c to 090O (T). 1600 -

c/c to 260° (T)« 1636 - c/c to 30C? (T). 1700 - Pag closed in, vis-

ibility reduced to 500 yards. 19b7 - Fog lifted, visibility increased
to ti,000 yards.

Wednesday 8 January: 0200 - c/c to 090° (T). Intermitten
fog throughout the day. Visibility never increased over 5 miles.

Thursday 9 January: Visibility poor, moderate sea, and

light wind. CPhM reported an emergency medical case on board. 1211 -

c/c to 000? (T),speed 16 knots to effect rendezvous with the CACAF0N
250 miles to the north, c/c at 1500 to 002° (T). c/c to 013° (T).

2111 - Made radar contact with CACAPON bearing 066° (T), range 26,000
yards, c/c to 066° (T), speed 20 knots to rendezvous with tanker
which is lying to. While moored alongside tanker to transfer emergency
medical case the ships rolled together caving in sides of liOUM mount
#til and # 1*3. Transferred CROSS, R. Jr., SCI, 269 75 19, DSN to

CACAPON for treatment, authority Bitted fora "0".

Friday 10 January: Refueling from CACAPON. Completed re-
fueling at 0200. Set course 185° (T), apeed 11 knots for operating
station on lii7° E. longitude in vicinity of ice pack. Visibility poor -

maximum 2 miles, wind force 3, swell confused, averaging from 3 to 5
feet, c/c from l8h° (T) to 150? (T) at 1300. 1800 - c/c to 180° (T).

Arrived in vicinity of ice pack at 21:00.

Saturday 11 January: Wind of force 3 - visibility poor,

maximum 5 miles, swells average about h feet. Steaming on north-south
courses to remain on station - speed 3 knots.

Sunday 12 January: On station along lb7° E. meridian in
vicinity of ice pack. Steaming north and south courses to remain
on station, speed 3 knots. Swells confused averaging 10 feet high,
visibility bad, maxim::. 2 miles closing in to 1000 yards. Wind, force

5 from N. W.

- 7 -Annex I (n).
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Monday 13 January: Wind of fore* 2 froa N.V. Svalla averaging

5 H.W. Average visibility one (1) aile. Received orders froa CTG 66.2

to Bove eastward 300 miles from present position, c/c to 2?0, speed

It knots.
e

Tuesday lb January: Course 270° (T), speed b knots. Wind
changing fnon force b to 7. Predominately froa the east. Swells

averaging 5-8 feet from the sast. Maxima visibility $ alls. Commenced
onowing lightly in early part of afternoon. Changed to heavy snow In
late afternoon and continued for remainder of day.

Wednesday 15 January: Ooursa 270° (T)» speed b knots. Cros-
sed magnetic equator about 0600 at 6b° 25' S. Distance from south

magnetic pole approximately 200 milea. Wind died down after 0600 to a
velocity of 12 knots, from the H.E. Swell averaged about 6 feet from
the Bast. Visibility increased after 0600 to eight (8) mllee.

Thursday 16 January: Average foree of wind 3 from the H.E*
Average visibility was 5 miles. Arrived on station and contacted ioe
pack at 6b° Jib' S. Cosanenced steaming on esst and west course to re-
main on station, speed 3 knots.

Friday 17 January: On station in vicinity of 136° E. meridan
and 6b° 30' S Latitude beading into eea and wind on course OocP (T)

through 100° (T). Wind of force 6 ana 7 from 09(fi (T). Swells between
10 and 12 feet from 090° (T). Average visibility 1 mile. Light enow
in early evening changing to heavy around 2100.

Saturday lo January: Swells 20 to 28 feet high from the eaat.
Wind of average force 7 from E.S.E. and at tinea reaching a
velocity of bO knots. Average visibility was half a mile, showed
continuously all day with extremely heavy snow late in the evening.
-L90j - c/c to ?<*P (T), speeo b knots. TUT (RO£) antenna broke loose
fron the mast. Holding bolts gave way due to continuous rolling of
ship. The barometer dropped froa 29.32 to 2b. 76 in twenty four hour
period.

Sunuay 19 January: On assigned station in vicinity of ice
pack near 136° E. Longitude. Course 280° (T), speed b knots. Average
wind of force 3 from S.S.S. Swell was oonfused and about 5' high.
Average visibility about 1 mile, lb00 - c/c to lbO° (T). Oontim»ua
enow. Sun broke through the snow around 1800. c/c to 090® (t), speed
3 knots.

Monday 20 January: Course 090° (T), speed 3 knots. Obtained
two sun sights in latter part of morning to give first sights for fix
in three (3) days, c/c to 27CP (T). Obtained another sun sight and
LAN at 151> to verify morning fix. 2200 - c/c to 090° (T). Average
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force of wind 2 from E.5.E. average visibility 15 miles. Height of
swell from 3 feet to 5 feet from N.S. intermittent enow flurries the
entire day.

Tuesday 21 January: QbUL - Sighted CACArtJN bearing 023° (T),
range nine miles. Cotmnenced fueling from CACAFON on base course 030°

(T), 5-5. knots. Received supplies from and discharged call to CACAJVN.
Pursuit to BuMed form "G" GILLESPIE, R. V. ,WT3, 3U2 66 97, USN. De,

U)a RIOS, L. B. RDJI2, 3k? Jo 26, DSN, IftrltDrJt, R. A., FI, 367 27 98, USN.
Were transferred to CACAFON for treatment. Pursuant to original orders

from Director of Scripps Institution of Oceanography, UANN, H. J. ,

Civilian, was transfered to the CACAFON. KITE, E. J., Si, 567 39 62 USN,
and UOORE, G. R .

,

Fl, 3k7 27 98, USN, were received aboard for duty
from the CACAFON, treatment having been completed. 1300 - Completed
refueling, set course 250° (T), speed 5 knots. Average wind force

5 from E.S.E., visibility 8 miles, average swells of 5 feet from E.S.E.

,

barccauer steady. 2200 - Received orders from Coanander Task Group
68.2 to take new station 300 miles distance from the CURRITUCK bearing
300° (t). Changed course to 338° (T), speed 5 knots.

Wednesday 22 January: c/c to 310° (T). 1600 - Arrived on
station c/c to 270° (T), speed 3 knots. Average wind force li from
E.S.S*, visibility 15 miles, swells 5 feet from E.S.E. Snowed inter-
mittently during the afternoon.

Thursday 23 January: On station 300 miles bearing 300° (T)

from the CURRITUCK, c/c to 285° (T). 1300 c/c to 270° (T). 1700 -

c/c to U5? (T). 2000 Average wind for today of force 2 from S.E.

visibility 5 miles, swell 5 feet from E.S.E*

Friday 2Ii January: Average wind of force 5 from E.S.E.,

visibility 8 miles, swell of 7 to 10 feet, from E.S.E. continuous
light snow through afternoon and evening.

Saturday 25 January: Patroling station 300 miles to the W.N.W.
of the CURRITUCK. 0600 - Received orders to proceed westward at 10
knots, c/c to 270° (T), speed 10 knots. Average wind of force 5 from
E.S.E*, a 10 foot swell from E.S*E* visibility of 5 miles, light
continuous snow. Received word that the CURRITUCK was moving westward
at 7 knots to 130° E. Longitude and we were to adjust station accord-
ingly.

Sunday 26 January: Proceeding to station 300 miles to the

W.N W. of the CURRITUCK. Average wind of force 3 from the East. 5
foot swell from E.S.&. visibility of 5 miles, light continuous snow.
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Monday 2? January: On station 3QQ tailas to tha (
of

tha CURRITUCK. Weather average vtsibiltiy 8 miles, wind of force 3

from E. shifting to N.W. and then back to N.E., swell of b feet from

E. by S.E. light anow through out morning. 1830 - Received word that

CURRITUCK was moving west to vicinity of 12?5 E. longitude end to ad-

just station accordingly, c/c to 285° (T), speed 7 knote.

Thuesday 28 January: Weather visibility 25 miles, average

wind force b from S.E., swells of 3 feet from E.S.E., weather generally

was cloudy with broken skies

.

Wednesday 2? January: On station 300 miles W.N.W. of the

CURRITUCK. 1616 - c/c to 5 knots, proceeding west to new operating

area. Weather wind S.E., force b, visibility 12 miles, 5 foot swells

from E. with secondary swells from N.E. and Light snow showers

during morning. The barometer commenced dropping in the early morning
and by midnight had reached 29.13 inches.

Thursday 30 January: 10b0 - c/c to 270P (T), speed 7 knots
upon receiving word that the CURRITUCK was moving westward to 115° E*
Longitude. Weather, visibility 20 miles, wind of force b from E.S.E.

b foot swell from E. The barometer continued to drop like a rock
reaching a new low of 28*52 inches. Excellent weather prevailed

Friday 31 January: Proceeding to new station along 105° E.

Longitude, 300 miles to the W.M.W. of the CURRITUCK. Weather overcast
with light snow flurries, visibility 15 miles wind of force 3 shifting
from S.E. to N.W., and back to E. b foot swells from N.W. and E. Thera
was a marked increase in the number of bergs in this area. The storm
passed to the N.E. of us. Barometer rose as steadily a.' it bad dropped
yesterday.

Saturday 1 February: Weather, wind from the E.5.E., force

b, visibility 15 miles, there were two opposing swells of about b feet,
one froa the east and the other from the north. Sky was overcast the
entire day.

Sunday 2 February: On station 300 miles W.N.W. of the CURRITUCK.
1700 - Set all clocks back one (l) hour to conform with minus 11 xona
time. Weather, wind of force 3 from N.E., 3 foot swell, confused, vis-
ibility 15 miles, observed light intermittent rain during morning. Ice
bergs remain numerous.

Monday 3 February: lb30 - Received orders to rendezvous with
the CURRITUCK (AV7) to refuel, c/c to 100° (T) speed 10 knots. Weather
wind N.E. becoming E.N.E. force 5, sky overcast with precipitation
south of ship all day, b foot avails from N.E., visibility 15 miles.
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Tuesday u Februaryi En route lo randeavouo with the USS
CURRITUCK (AV7). Sighted the CURRITUCK bearing 160° (T) range ll

alias, c/c to 100° (T) speed 15 knots. 15U0 - Laying to In lee
of CURRITUCK. Captain left ship for conference with Commander Task
Group 66.2. Commenced receiving small stores, provisions and supplies
by boat from CURRITUCK. 1600 - Three men and one office* went to

CURRITUCK for dental treatment. Fifteen man left the ship for a
recreation trip to (AV7). 1021: Captain returned to the ship. 1915 -

The recreation party returned to the Bhip. Underway on base course

125° (T) speed 6 knots for fueling, 2115 - Commenced fueling from

CURRITUCK.

Wednesday 5 Februaryi 0030 - Completed fueling. Set base
course 295° (T). Speed 12 knots for assigned station miles to W.

N.W. of tile CURRITUCK. Weather, light snow with occassional light
fog, wind E.S.E., force 5, visibility 10 miles reduced to 1 mile in

fog, swell of 5 feet from E.

Thursday 6 February: Steering various courses and various

speeds to clear ice bergs. 1300 - c/o to 27CP (T), speed 10 knots
aftar receiving orders to move five (5) degrees further west. Weather
wind from E.S.E. of force 3 with very light winds in evening. Swell
of 5 feet from East winds decreasing to 2 feet in evening, visibility
6 miles. Encountered light snow showers and patches of fog through
out the day. 2300 - c/s to it knots. Numerous ice bergs. Barometer
dropping.

Friday 7 February: On station 300 miles to W.N.S. of the

CURRITUCK. Weather, wind of force 6 from the East, visibility 3 miles ,

Swells 8 feet in early morning increasing to 20 feet in the evening
from East, overcast with continual light jw, Barometer steadied
up for about three hours then commenced dropping again. 21*00 - Bar-
ometer read 28.91 inches.

Saturday 8 February: Barometer dropped to 28.80 Inches.
Observe rolls hetween 20 and 30 degrees. Weather, wind of force 6
with gusts up to 1*0 knots from E.S.E. The weather was overcast with
continuous light snow and intermittent Light fog. Barometer began to
steady down about 18CO. By cliOO the storm was abating.

Sunday 9 February: On atation 3&J miles W.N.W. of the CURRITUCK.
Weather, overcast, becoming scattered after 1800. Visibility 20 miles,
wind from S-E. force 5, swell from E.S. fc. of 8 feet.

Monday 10 February: 051*2 - Sighted CACAPOff visually bearing
110® (T), speed, range 15 knots. Took station 500 yards astern of the

(
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CACAFON. c/e to 5 knot®. Commenced refueling, base course 090° (T),

speed 8 knots. Pursuant to verbal orders of Cominder Task Pbrce 68.2,

AR30THN0TT, J. Jr. , ETH2 716 60 22, USH, returned aboard and resumed

his regular duties baring oosploted temporary additional duty on board

the CACAPON. IliiO - Completed taking on supplies and transferring of

sail. Completed rueling, set course lyfi (T), speed 15 knots for
assigned station along Antarctic ice pack approximately 300 miles to

the westward of the CURRITUCK. 1700 - Set ships docks back one (1)
hour to conform to minus 10 sons time. Weather, overcast clearing a

little in evening, wind from S.^.W. force 5, risibility 20 miles,

easterly swell of 10 feet.

Tuesday 11 February's Oli25 - Sighted factory ship ARISTOPHANES
from Capetown. Weather overcast in morning with snow and fog, clear
skies during afternoon, average visibility 20 miles decreasing to 1
mile during snow and fog. Wind shifting for W. to N.E. then S. and
back to W. in the afternoon.

Wednesday 12 Februarys 1700 - Set all ships docks back one

(1) hour to conform to minus 9 none time. Weather, visibility 20 miles
in morning decreasing to average of 3 miles..in tbs afternoon during
fog and lighVenow, wind force four from S.w. swell of 2 feet from W.
over all weather was overeast with light snow and fog. Fbg becoming
closer in late evening, decreasing visibility to 150 yards. Had eom-
unication with one of our planes, Baker One, this afternoon. They
were 63 miles to the east of us. Bergs plentiful.

Thursday 13 February: Steaming o^ various courses in a west-
erly direction. Set all ships clocks back one hour to oonform to

8 sons time. Weather, fog until 0500, light snow beginning at 0900
and changing to light rain about 1700, visibility variable 1/h to 5
miles with an average of about 2 miles, wind N.E. force five, swell

N.tl.E. 8 feet.

Friday iii February: Set sliips docks back one (l) hour to

conform with minus 7 sons time. 201:5 “ Crossed the Antarctic circle
southbound in Longitude 73° 02' E. Weather, occasional light fog

accompanied with very light rain, visibility 6 miles, wind W.N."., force

3, veering to N.N.E. force 5 in early afternoon, swell from N.W. of

5 feet.

Saturday 15 February: Weather, wind from S.S.E. force 7 with

gusts to 35 kno 5s, visibility of 3/U mile. Swells from east averaging

16 feet and reaching a height of 25 feet. Barometer 28.60 inches.

The sky obscured with continuous light snow and high winds.
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Sunday 16 February: On westerly course in vicinity of
Antarctic ice pack. Weathor, visibility 3,000 yardB, wind E.S.E.
average force 6 Increasing to force 7 in the late afternoon, swell
front E.S.E. , average height 12 feet increasing to 20 feet in the
late afternoon. Continuous moderate snow with intermittent light
fog with high sea. Barometer 29.60 inches.

o
ilonday 17 February: 1900 - Sighted the CURRITUCK bearing

300 (T) range about 2,000 yards in heavy snow storm. Commenced
fueling from CURRITUCK, base course 320° (T), speed 6 knots. Weather
intermittent light snow with occassional rain, visibility average 2
miles, wind S.E. force 7 decreasing to force 5 late in the afternoon.
Swell of 10 feat from E.S.£.

Tuesday 18 February: Base course 320° (T), speed 6 knots.
OGUO - Completed fueling from the CURRITUCK. Set course 27CP (T),
speed 12 knots for operating area in vicinity of ItCP E. Meridian.
11*30 - flighted ship on horizon bearing 260° (T), range about 20 miles,
ship identified as a Norwegian ship, Antarctic. Weather swell average
2 feet from E., visibility 25 miles, wind from E. force ii, overcast in
morning with scattered clouds In the afternoon.

Wednesday 19 February: On assigned station to west of the
CURRITUCK. Weather, visibility 25 miles, wind of force 2 from W., swell
of 3 feat from N.W»

Thursday 20 February: Bi route to assigned station on app-
roximately 300 miles to the west of tho CURRITUCK, course 270P (T).

•0346-Observed a strong Aurora Australia for about two hours. Weather
cloudy varying from overcast to a scattered unstable air Mass, vis-
ibility 20 miles, wind of force 2 from W.K.W. ,

swell of 2 feet from N.W.

Friday 21 February: On station west of the CURRITUCK. 1700
Set ships clocks back one (1) hour to conform to minus 6 zone. Weather
scattered to broken skies with a few snow showers, visibility 25 mil«s,
no swell during the morning one from the S.W. in the evening of aboil

U feet, wind average force 3 from N.W. shifting to W. then to S.

Saturday 22 February: 0900 - Received orders to steam east-

ward at seven knots, c/c to 090° (T). Weather, scattered clouds be-

coming overcast about 1600, visibility 30 miles decreasing to 15,
wind of force 1* from W. shifting to N. and Increasing to force 5,

swell of U feet from S.^.W.

Sunday 23 February: Weather, overcast with continuous light
anon, wind from N.E. force 5, visibility 5 miles, swell was confused
of 6 feet height.
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Monday 2b February: On station to weotwnrd of the CURRITUCK.

No ice bergs in this vicinity. Weather, overcast with an occasional

light snow or rain. Wind of force 3 from N.K.E., visibility 10 miles,

swell from W. of 12 feet.

Tuesday 25 February: 0900 - Conducted test firing of 2CW.
Exercised crew at G.Q. Conducted teat firing of 5" V.T.'s. 1700 -

Conducted test firing of bUMU. Weather, overcast with light snow,

wind of force 1; from N.E., visibility 6 miles, swell of 6 feet from E.

Wednesday 26 February: Steering various courses and using

various speeds to clear brash ice. Conducted test firin^of 5" mounts
#1 and #2. Observed ice pack in Longitudes 53° B. and 5b B. approx-
imately 65° b5' S. Uib5 - Sighted land of continent (Endsrby Land)
bearing lb9° (T). Distance b5 miles. Weather, overcast with light
intermittent enow, the visibility 10 miles, wind from E. force 5 swell
of b, confused but mostly from N.

Thursday 27 Februaryi 09b? - Conducted test firing 5"/3fl

battery. 1530 - Received orders to proceed to fueling rendezvous at
6b 3 66° E. Set course 080° (T) speed 15 knots. Weather, overcast
with occasional light enow, wind from 3., force 6, sea swell of 5 feet,
and average visibility of 10 miles.

Friday 20 Februaryi Sighted CACAPOH (1052) bearing 110° (T).
Range 20 miles, 1100 - Fueled from CACAPOH. Speed 10 knots. 123b -

CACAPOH suddenly veered sharply to the starboard. Own ship had on 25°
right rudder but was unable to keep up. Parted both hose and all lines.
There were no casualties to personnel or own ships equipment. Accident
due to gyro failure on the CACAPOH. 1255 - Set course 090° (T) speed
12 knots while G1CAP0N rerigged for fueling. 1625 - Base course 075®
(T) speed 10 knots, oornenced receiving fuel. 1030 - Completed fuel**

ing. Set course 27CP (T). speed 3 knots. Weather, overcast becoming
scattered in afternoon, wind from S. force b, S.E. swell of 5 feet,
visibility 25 miles.

Saturday 1 March* On station 300 miles to the W.K.W. of the
CURRITUCK, course 270° (T), speed 3 knots. Received word that our
operation in the Antarctic were finished and to head for a rendezvous
at L. 63° b5'S 85° E. Set course 090° (t), speed 15 knots. Weather
heavy snow, visibility 3/b mile. -*ind from E.K.B., force 7, H.E. swellof 10 feet. Observed Aurora Australis from 0215 to ObOQ, there was no
no ticable effect on operation of ship. Our maximum roll. 50° with
many others in the forties.

Sunday 2 March: En route to rendf*svou& Weather, overcast
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becoming scattered in afternoon wind from W.N.W. force L, visibility
20 miles, a swell of 6 feet.

Monday 3 Marchs En route to rendezvous with CURRITUCK and

CACAFON. 0300 - Sighted CURRITUCK and CACAPON visually. Took station

astern, base course 050° (T), speed 6 knots. CURRITUCK commenced re-

fueling from CACAPON. 1330 - Took station along CACAPON to receive

fuel, base course 090° (T) , speed 12 knots. 1600 - Completed fueling.

CACAFON departed, we remained in company with the CURRITUCK. Base

course 110° (T), speed 13 knots, scattered clouds, visibility 20 miles,

swell of it foot from N.V.

Tuesday Is Marchs In company with the CURRITUCK. Course

HCP (T), speed 13 knots. Keeping station 2,500 yards astern of the

CURRITUCK. Scattered clouds, visibility 25 Biles 3 Toot swells from N.W.

Wednesday 5 Marchs In company with the CURRITUCK. Base
course 075° (T), speed 16.5 knots* 0200 - Set all ships clocks ahead
one hour to conform with minus 7 sons time* 1500 - Received orders
to proceed independently at high speed through the soaring lsO's and
50'a. c/s to 22 knots, e/e to 061° (T). Steaming great circles route
to lf*V. entrance to Bass Strait. Weather broken to overcast with a
few snow showers. Wind of force and from S.S.W., visibility 20 miles,
N.W. swell of 5 feet.

Thursday 6 March: Ea route to N.W. entrance to Bass Strait,

c/s to 16 knots. 0100 - Passed last iceberg to port. 0118 - c/s to

10 knots. 0200 - Set ship's clocks ahead one hour to conform to minus
8 tine sone. 0600 - c/c to 057° (T). 0636 - c/a to 20 knots. 22UU -

c/c to 069° (T). Weather, mostly cloudy with light snow in early
morning, visibility 25 miles, swell of 10 feet from W. wind from W.
of force 5*

Friday 7 March: Bi route to N.W. entrance to Bass Strait
course 069° (T), speed 20 knots. 0/0 to 066° (T). c/c to 065° (T).

c/s to 16 knots. Weather, overcast with light continuous rain, wind
from N. force 6, visibility average 8 Biles reducing to l£ at times.

N.W. swell of 7 feet.

Saturday 8 March: Eh route N.W. entrance to Bass Strait.

Course 065° (T), speed 16 knots. 0200 - Set ship's clocks ahead one
hour to conform to minus 9 sone time. Weather, overcast with light
rain in morning, clearing rapidly after 1500,wind from W.N.W. backing
to W.N.W. , force 6 average visibility 6 miles. N*W. swell of 10 feet.

Sunday 9 March: Weather overcast with high winds, rough
seas and heavy rain showers, visibility 6 miles except in rain, wind
from N.W. of average force 7 with gusts reaching 60 knots, swell of
15 feet reaching heights of 30 feet.
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Monday 10 Marcht 1400 - Sighted King Island bearing 10CP (T),

range 26 Biles. 1700 - Proceeded to anchor N.E. of King Island with

Cape Wickham light bearing 2J(fi (T), range 5 ailea in 10 fathoms of

water, feather, broken skies in early AU, clearing in PU. Visibility

20 miles, N.E. swell of 16 feet decreasing to It feet upon approach to

land. Wind from T. N.W. force It.

Tuesday 11 Marcht 0815 “ Underway and Joined CACAPON as she

entered the strait. Bass course 068° (T), speed 10 knots. 1105 -

CoDtrenced fueling from the CACAPON. 1425 - Oompleted fueling. 1500 -

Took station 700 yarns bearing 135° relative. Course 088° (T), speed

5 knots. Weather mostly clear with few scattered clouds, wind from

N.E. force 5, swell from E.H.E. of 3 feet, visibility 20 Biles. 0200 -

Advanced ships docks 1 hour to conform to minus 10 zone time.

Wednesday 12 Marcht 0205 - Sighted CURRITUCK bearing 26u°

(T), distance approximately 7 miles. 0500 - CURRITUCK took station

aheaa of formation and assumed guide, ©955 ~ Anchored N.E. of Wilson
Promontory on longitude Uj7° E. 5 miles off coast in 11 fathoms of
water. 1035 ~ Captain left the ship for conference on CURRITUCK.
1100 - CACAPON anchored in vicinity. 1215 - Heavy winds set in from
westward, force 6. 1225 ~ Coraenced dragging anchor moved to 75
fathoms. 1U15 - Captain returned to the ship. 1457 ~ Underway in
column formation, CURRITUCK, CACAPON and HBIDERSON in that order. Set
course 073° (T), speed 15 knots.

Thursday 13 Marcht 1555 - Pursuant to BuUed for* "0" SHIELDS,
P. T. MM3, 659 66 02, DSN was transfered to the CURRITUCK for treatment.
1600 - Took last rawina. 1630 - Set oourso 030° (T), speed 5 knots
in formation. 1835 - Massed the H.M.A.S. BEILINA (Cruiser) and the
H.M.A.S. QUIBERON (Destroyer).

Friday lit Marcht Making all preparations for entering port
Jackson Harbor, Sydney, Australia. CURRITUCK fired 21 gun salute to
the nation of Australia. Salute answered from shore battery. 0852 -
CURRITUCK fired 13 gun salute to Rear Admiral H. B. Farncoab RAN,
Coremanding Australian Squadron. 1030 - Moored port side to CACAPON
in berth #2, Wbollooaooloo Bay, Sydney, Australia.

Saturday, Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Moored Sydney.
15 16 • 17 18 19

Thursday 20 Marcht 1330 - Pursuant to orders of Director of
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Mr. Herbert J. Mam, civilian
scientist came aboard, from the CACAPON for transportation to San Diego,
Californio. 1347 - Underway from mooring. 1600 - On station 1,000
yards with CURRITUCK formation guide. Set base course 096° (T), speed
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15 knots. Weather, overcast, visibility 18 miles, wind Iron: S.E.,

force 6, swell from S.E. of 9 feet.

Friday 21 March: Weather, scattered clouds, S.^. wind

shifting to S. force 6 rising at tines to force 7, S.E. Swell of 12

feet, visibility 15 niles.

Saturday 22 March: 0200 - Set ships clocks ahead 1 hour to

conform with minus 11 zone tine. Weather same as proceeding days with
wind and sea dropping after 2200.

Sunday 23 March: 1600 - CURRITUCK parted company an route
to east coast by way of Panama. Weather, scattered clouds with no

wind or swell.

Monday 2b March: 0200 - Advanced ships clocks one hour to

conform to minus 12 zone tins. Weather sane as proceeding day.

Tuesday 25 March: 1200 - retarded ahlpB clocks 2it hours to
conform to plus 12 aone time. Changed date to Monday 2b March 19b7.
1350 - Crossed 180th Meridian eastbound in Let. 22° 5b » S. 2357 -

c/c to Qb7° (T). 0900 - Commenced refueling from CACAPON. 1105 -

Completed fueling.

Tuesday 25 March: 1700 - Passed Late Island of the Vavau
group abeam to starboard distance 20 miles. 1830 - Passed Fanua Lai
of the Vavau group abeam to starboard distance 5 miles.

Wednesday 26 March: On station 2,000 yards ahead of GACAP0N
base course 0b7° (T). 0200 - Set ships clocks ahead one hour to con-
form to plus 11 zone time, lb00 - Sighted Tutuial Island bearing
03b° (T), distance 50 miles. 1715 - Massed 10 miles east of t&go Pago,
Samoa. 1805 - Sighted Tau

A
sland of the Uonua Group bearing 08CP (T),

distance 55 miles.

Friday 28 March: 01b5 ~ c/s to lb knots due to boiler
trouble on CACAPON.

Saturday 29 March: 0200 - Advanced clocks one (l) hour to

conform to plus 10 zone time:

Sunday 30 March: 0315 “ Crossed equator northbound in Long.
156° lb* S.

Monday 31 March: Took station on port beam of CACAPON for
refueling. 1130 - Completed refueling having received 102,160 gallons.
Pursuant to verbal orders of Connanding Officers of U.S.S. CACAPON
(A052) the following man were received aboard for transportation to
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San uiego, °olJU'omiai Lt.Cotadr. 1*. L. Clark, USNR. Mr. J. Gibbs,

Dr. H. E. Diets, and Doctor ^pkins civilian scientists from N.EL.

,

Jan ‘'lego, California. HU8 - Pursuant to orders of CT*
1
'

68, parted
coopany with CACAPON.

Wednesday 2 April > 0200 - Advanced ship's clocks one hour
to conform to plus 8 zone time.

Sunday 6 April i 052li - Sighted loa Coronados. Entered
San Diego Bay channel. 1000 - Moored port aide to U.S.S. PERKINS
at buoy #27, San Diego, California. Reported to '-omDesPac for suty.

I**—

-
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«. 5. S. PINS ISLAND (AV-12)
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After official notification that the ?I.«i ISLAND would portl-
clpate 1 r. Oocr^tlon KI IHJUMP , a two month* 'valla.illty period vao given
In HSV at Portsmouth, Virginia. Alone with needed repair uor and in-
stallations, o helicopt**r deck was Installed forward of the pilot house

,

in innovation unloue in seaplane tendor construction. After entering
the Nr.vy Yard on Septemuer 13. 1946, ell hands carried out a strenuous
period of preparation, with an overload of work undertaken by all hands
because of an acut9 shortage of personnel. 3owever, as uork progres-
sed, more personnel -..’are assigned to the snip, so that by the end of
the yard period on November 13, practically the full allowance for
Operation HIGrLTlKP was aboard and being indoctrinated In their ship-
board duties.

Leaving the yard on November 13, the PINE ISLAND proceeded to

the Depermlng Station for a routine check end then on to NCi3, Norfolk
the ease day. from the 13th to the 18th vae spent in loading stores
and continuing with preparations for sea, and on the 18th the ship pro-
ceeded to Yorktown, Virginia, for loading ammunition. This operation
was completed on November 22. Little time was available for needed
Indoctrination of all hands in actual practice for unde way air oper-
ations, although a short drill was carried out with a Pall from NAS,
Norfolk, on the afternoon of the 22nd while onerating In the Chesa-
peake Soy, Magnetic coopaeses were also calibrated at the same time.

Arriving back at 1*02, Norfolk, at dunk on the 22nd, the PINE
ISLAND anchored out and ent alongside Pier 3 at NCB early the fol-
lowing mom'n*:. 23 November. From the 23rd to the 2nd of December, an
intensive schedule of loading stores, aircraft, scaII arms ammunition,

fueling ship and receiving additional personnel wpe carried out. It

was felt that an additional two weeks for practical operations at sea

would have been highly desirable and beneficial at this time, but this

could rot be accomplished becauoa of the time Unit of the operation

schedule.

2. Norfolk in Panama .

At 1300 on December 2nd, 1945, the ship got underway In ac-

cordance with current sortie plan and proceeded out of t.he ihesareake

Bay entrance for rendezvous with the U.S.3. KOtTST OLYKPuS , flying the

flag of Re«r Admiral Crutcn. At 1600 course wnr. Bet for Panama . Canal

Zone, on course 14-0 degrees T, speed 16 tedots, in column vrtth the MT.

OLr^S, U.U.O.G.C. ITOOTKVnrD, and the destroyer. U.S.S. BR0\D!SO:'.

The cruise to tho Canal Zone was uneventful: the time enroute

wb util iced in rout-ue shipboard training and exercises. Crooked

Island Passage we navigated during the mid and morning vatsh of 5

December 1945. but with clear visibility end oalr. seas, no difficulty
in pns-age v * e-'-rorl enc^d.

AWDX I(o)
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At 0600 on 5 December, after clearing CaBtle Island, the FINE
ISLAND was granted permission to -rooeed Independently to Colon In

order to reach there in sufficient time to launch her PBMS In prepar-
ation for transit through the Canal. At 1100 on the 5th, Cape Kayai
point, southwestern point of Cuba, was rounded and course wan set to

pass five miles to port of Havassa Island. At 1800 Bavaaea Island

w>e passed abeam to starboard and direct course was set for Colon
for ETA at 0800, Dooenber 7th.

On tho afternoon of December 6th a special CIC drill was con-
ducted with FEN aircraft attached to VPB-74 based at Coco Solo, Canal
Zone, permitting CIC personnel to work out special exercises dealing
with low Ylelblllty control of aircraft.

Isla Grande light was sighted at 0600 on December 7th. The
PINS ISLAHD entered the breakwater at Oo on at 0800, and anchored im-

mediately afterwards for discharging aircraft and receiving Canal
pilots aboard. Underway at 1100 • the ship proceeded through the Canal
with no difficulties and moored at Pier 1, Naval Submarine Base, Bal-
boa, at 1837. Tbs first leg of the voyage to the Antarctic had been
completed.

3. fauna Operating Area .

Underway from Balboa at 0300 on 10 December, the PIKE ISLAHD
took aboard It':’ two PBM aircraft outside the P&olflc entrance to
the Canal and then proceeded to rendezvous point. Bandetvous with the
Central Group and the other units of the Eastern Group was effected at
23'JO, and the PISE ISLAHD took station number 5 in column open order.
At 0800 on December 11, the Task Force broke up Into Independent units
talcing stations on tracks at 50 mile Intervals with the PINE ISLAND on
the easternmost track. At 1100 Kalpelo Island was passed close abeam
to port at a distance of one mllei this was the last land sighted until
the first flights over the Antarctic Continent.

Proceeding ever southward, the outer domain of Neptunus Bex
wr.6 entered at 1600 on December 11, and to the dismay of the many pol-
lywogs aboard, Davy Jones made hie official visit at 1530. Pull pre-
parations had bean made by the Shellbacks to properly initiate the land-
lubbers. and though a very eusplcious beginning w.« made, the plans for
continued initiations and full ceremony had to be suspended because of
unforaean ship repair work, which did not allow time for full initiation
ceremonies.

The Bnuator was crossed at 0600 on the morning of the twelfth
at longitude 82 47 V, and the pollyvogs breathed thankful sighs of
relief when the official announcement w’s made by the Captain that time
did not allow for further ceremonies.

The days immediately following crossing tbs Eouator were ones

ANISE I(o) - 2 -
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to be enjoyed by ali hands. Fair and calm weather prevailed and days
were spend In routine ship training and exercises. Preparations were

.tAde for entering the "Soaring Forties", lncludln.-- the construction of

a wooden water shield on the forward part of the helicopter decic to

give Added ’-rotectlon to the helicopter l.n the anticipated coming rough
weather. At 0600 on December 17th, rendezvous was effected with the

CANIS1E0 and BKOVfllSCa for fueling In latitude 22-30 South and Lon. 97-50 W.

Following refueling operations, the Extern and Central Croupe,
Including the CAKIS'.'EO, proceeded westward to the vicinity of Scott
Island, while the PI*JE ISLAND and the BiiOWITSON" proceeded south on Longi-
tude 99 30 West.

On December 18th, the BHOWNSCN came alongside the starboard
Quarter to receive provisions and upon completion of this operation was
assigned Station 30 miles on the starboard beam of the PINS ISLAND. Both
ahlpe proceeded southward conducting search for Swain' 3 Island, report-
ed In position 100 West Longitude and 59 South Latitude.

The dreaded "Soaring Forties" were entered at 1200 Tare time on
December 20th but none of the expected rough weather was encountered.
At 1800 on December 21st, the first of the wlld-llfe of the Antarctic
was encountered In the form of email flocks of petrelB which were to

become commonplace from there on. On December 23rd during the forenoon
watch, the first whale sightings were recorded in Latitude 58 South and
Longtltude 99 40 West. The reported vic'nlty of Swaln'e Island was pass-
ed with no landfalls: weather was clear, visibility unrestricted. Sev-
eral cloud formations on the horizon gave Illusions of land formations,
and these typical formations co- Id have well given the old time navi-
gators the some Illusions. Swain's Island was marked off as non-ejdBtAnt.

Dp until this time. Ice had been expected to be sighted dally,
but It was not until 0730 Tare on December 24th that the first Iceberg
was sighted on the horizon in Latitude 62-56 South and Longitude 99-50
West. Because of the non-exlstance of Ice, north of thle latitude, a

late break-up of the ice pack was eroected. Bp fueling of the BH0W1IS0H

was accomplished In the forenoon watch of the 24th, upon completion of

which the BaOWHSOX took up her previous station.

Icebergs became commonplace after the Initial sightings, and

from the occasional pieces of brash Ice passed, the northern limit of the

drift Ice w*s expected to be encountered soon.

4. Operating Area (First Phase)

At 0000 on December 25th, the northern Halt of the loose pack

ice was sighted, tending generally In a southwesterly direction, with

many icebergs on the outer edge and within the pack. Course was set In
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h touti.wer.terly direction. to accut the ou;er edee of the drift Ice, but
at further Drogress ooi th w.is l"!pr»-ct Icable and the ••'ip was stopped
ir. Lrtit 'de 67-1 ' South and Longitude l'.:l-CO West, At 1100 the helicop-
ter w(p launched fcr an Ice reco .nal stance flight, with the lank Croup Com-

mander obnerv, r. but r.c openings Ir. t'ue O’-.rn pack, sufficiert for eea-
lar.o cpers-tlons, were observed further south. The ship hove to In the

vicinity of n larre iceberg about 1000 feet long and 300 feet high, and
holldu., rout're w> n declarod for the crew to enjoy Christmas Day hp best
they could when sc fcr away from the ueual atmosphere of Christmas.

On December 26, weather continued generally unfavorable for flight
operations, but It wan decided to holet out one FBK for a test flight,
nt CP30 the plane was :.o atod out. but during the fueling operation, one
of tr.e assisting boats damaged the port wlngtip float and the plane was
hoisted back aboord. All flight operatons were cancelled until more fav-
orable weather. Still in the vicinity c? the large lcebei*, which had be-
come srrounded by the outer rim of the drift Ice, the creation of cn arti-
ficial seadrome was attempted cy maneuvering the ship upwind of the drift
ice and then drifting beck across to clear tae ice from the area. This
wpc of little value, however, as t. e ice closed in no”e rapidly than it

could be cleared out. At 1630, 3 rounds of five Inch were fired into the

iceberg from a range of 3000 yarde, but if the icalerg had Veen expected
ro collapse everyone was disappointed, as the impact of the projectile
wr,n hardly noticeable.

On December 27th, the weather continued unfaborable for flight

operetlonn with hesvy fog lying over the area. By the afternoon of the

2 th, the weather showed indications of improving, but the waterwaa still

too rough for operations. An attempt wp.b made to take the ship inside the

pack ice, but nfter about five mile penetration with continued low visi-

bility, course was reversed and the ship took station to the north of the

pack, to await improvement in the weether.

The following day, the 29th of December, weather seemed favorable
for ^lights at 0700 and one plane wne readied fox flight. However, by the

time the plane w s ready to go Into the water* anos squalls reduced the

visibility to zero and the plane was left suspended on the hook. The

weether steadily Improved so that by 1200 fueling of the P5M on the hook

war commenced, rnd upon completion at 1240 was cast off. The first flight

to the Antarctic Continent was started at 13'-'5 with Lt, Comdr. Howell,

FTC, and Captain Dufek as ’'(.server. This first 'light reported favorable

weether for mapping operatlone over the continent in the vicinity of Cope

Dart, so FBM trim er 2 was launched and started on the second flight tc tb»

contineTit at 1P35. Lt.(.lg) Ball was PPC of the eecond fllfi&t.

The first flight returned to the ship at 2306 and although Indi-

cations of a slight deterioration in the weether ties noticed, lt wa* de-

cided to send cut e fr.Lrd flight. Lt. LeBlanc was PTC of the third crew,

and Cav.tein Caldwell accompanied the flight as observer. Shift of flight

crew personnel wt° made ?n the wr:ter and. after checking and refueling, the
».- lrd flight for the couti nert departed at 0244 on December 30th.
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Iligr-t .'' returnee to base at lf-41 and w> s immediately hoisted aboard.
• he ipf.tr.er tec no inc vea singly unfavorable , and flight 3 enroute to the
cont lner.t wps reuoril.g low celling and visibility. At 060" radio con-
tact wii? lost ’»lt.. flight 3 at plotted position at Latitude 71-21 South
ar:rt Lor.gHude ^9 30 West, ar.d all radio circuits were alerted for pos-
sible trairailsoloua . The ETA of Flight 3 vos 1245 on 30 December, and as
that tl e drew nearer, the conditions of no cocr’unlcntlone . low ceiling
and visibility, accentuated the ansiety welch wos growing a:ong all the
officers and crow as to the fate of the flight. 1245 peered with no fur-
ther contact with flight 3; lout plane procedures were Instituted, and
the nne rer.clr.lng assembled PBM was placed In readiness for a search
flight nr r. ,»p the weather become favorable. Bad weather prevailed
throughout the diet.

5. Sescue operations.

No one felt the spirit of the Net" Year, and e general feeling of
impatience began to prevail when there seemed to be no sigh of the weether
lifting. Hourly oe.sra :ee were being broadcast to the miening PdK on all

radio circuits, and ne haps it was th9 feelln that something was being
left undone whicr. brought the request from members cf crew to the Chnplein,
asking that a nightly prayer be offered in behalf of the missing plane and
ltp c.ew members.

The »ew Year dawned with little outward prospect of the weather
clenring. Slight improvement began in the weather about midmcrnlng, but
by the tine thp P.i-' was over the side, a dense fog had covered the area,

and the PBK with two rearming bonts alongside secured to the etern of the
snip by a 300 foot line. Misfortune etruck again in the early morning
hours of the nidwatch on Je.nuary "nd, when the waterborne PPM astern of

the ship swung Into the side of the ship and damaged the port wingtip
deicing boot and aileron. It was immediately hoisted aboard for purvey of
damage, and after conaideration of time element involved, it was decided
to et>irt immediately assembling the spare PBM on board.

The ne?t two days were spent In strenuous effort on the v°rt of

the Air Department personnel in preparing the t o remaining planes for
flight operations and both planes were reported ’•aady for test flights on

the morning of January 5th. No br«ak In the weather had occured in the

meantime. The weather improved slightly during the forenoon watch, and
beth planes were hoisted over the side. But again the br-ak in the weather
failed to hold, --nd Egain misfortune struck as the rlanes were hoisted back
aboard. Most unfavorable weather prevailed with heavy swells coming In

from astern and parallel to the ship. During the hooking on of the second
plane, the foul v/eathsr pendant carried away, falling l'orvord on the plane.

The former w°° ber.t near the lending edge of the wine and four holes were
torn in the hull; the largest above the beat former being about a foot long
and one inch wide, aid the other three e.bout two ’nchee in diameter. The

weather cleared in the afternoon of the fifth, and the as^mebled PBM was
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again hoisted over the side for a teat flight. The test was satisfactory,
and with continued Improvement In the weather, the plane was gassed, and
departed on the flrot rescue and search flight to the Antarctic Continent
at 1500, Weather In near the continent was bad with low celling and visi-
bility, and after a negatlveeearch over the last reported position of the

lost plane, covering 100,000 souare miles of territory, the search plane
returned to the ehlp because of Increasingly bad weather.

At 1130 on January 6th, the same PBH again departed on the aecond
rescue and search flight, but wae forced to return because of unfavorable
weather with negative results, and was hoisted aboard at 2015.

On January 7th, the PINE ISLAND was joined by the CAHISTSO and
BBOWNSON and a routine transfer of supplies was made between the vessels.
In the afternoon, both planes vers again In comission and were hoisted out

for tsst flights, but weather wae unfavorable for extended flights, and
both planes were hoisted aboard after local flights. On January 8th, the
weather eeemed to have taken a definite turn for the hotter, but by the
time a plane wae hoisted out and airborne, enow equalle and Increasingly
bad weather foroed the plane to return to the ehlp.

The following day, one plane wae sent on a local weather flight
which reported very unfavorable weather towards the continent, and at
1115 It was recalled to the ehlp. In the meantime opportunity wae taken
to refuel from the CAHISTSO , and a very successful operation was conduct-
ed with the ships lying to and drifting with the wind. The CAHISTSO,

upwind fron the PINE ISLAND, drifted at a slightly slower rate. The
waterborne PBM wae hoisted aboard at 2015, and flight operations were
secured for the day.

With no decided break In the weather. Commander Task Croup 68.3,
Captain Ceorge J. Dufek, decided on the following day, January 10 to
move 100 miles to the west in search of more favorable operating con-
ditions. The new station, in Latitude 67 00 South and 104 00 West, was
reached at 1830 on January 10th, and after sending out the helicopter on
an Ice reconnal seance flight which reported no possible openings further
south In the pack ice, It wr.e decided to lay to north of the pack Ice
and wait for more favorable weather.

Early January 11th, the weather began to Improve, and Aerology,
for the first time In days, indicated that the weather ml^it hold for
two or three days at least. Plight Quarters were sounded at 043^ and one
PBH, Lt, (jg) Ball. PPC, was hoisted over the side, becoming airborne for

the continent at 0700. leather Improved as the plane proceeded toward
the south, and at 1124, word wrs received that the scene of the crash had

been located .bout eight miles inland on the Antarctic Continent. The
second PBH, Lt. Comdr. John Howell. PPC, wee hoisted over the side at 1130
and was loaded with var'oua items of survival gear for the surviving mem-

bers of the crashed PBM. It became airborne for the continent at 1415.

t
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In the ceaatime further vord wir r-'-elv- ,
J irrr. the fixi at the scene

of the crash that there werp pi* ••urvlvora of the cresh with throe of the
crew Tp.prters Jellied; ”ns. M. A. Lopez, V. I. Henierrin, AEM1 , and r’.

Williams. AMV.1. Survival gear wye dropped, and the survivors were diredffed

to proceed overland to t bay of open water about eight miles fror. the crash.
This plane was forced to depart from the area for base before contacting
the second plane teefuse ' t was running low on fuel supply. The second
plane had little difficulty, however, in locating the survivors and after
a survey of the situation, Lt. Comdr. Howell asJced naA was granted per-
aleelon to lend in the water and welt for survivors.

Whet followed after that has • ecn to'd and retold again. Only a
cagnlfic*»nt display of lfldlvldu°l ecuraye and endurance kept the survivors
going. The rhlp with great relief end thankfulness received the vord at
'730 on January 12th that all me-n.ers of the survivors were safoly aboard
the plane, which subsequently became airborne for the ship it 0830.

The rescue plane vs waterborne at 1044 In Latitude 67 00 South,

Longitude 104 20 West, and was hoisted t*l«oard at 1125. Thus ended one
of the most memorable and trying periods for all hands, and an Immediate
holiday was declared by the Executive Officer, to reward the crew for
many long weary hours spent during the rescue operations.

6. Operations North of Cape Dart .

from January 12th to January 17th, unfavorable weather persisted
and advantage was token of thle period to give the crew a well earned
rest. On the 17th, the BROWWSOM rendezvoused with tho PINE ISLAND and both
shins proceeded eouthwest In search of more favorable vepthrr for transfer
of survivors and oupplles to the BHQWNSKs which wan to effect a rendezvous
with the PEILLIPIITE SEA. Thle transfer was acconrollshed on January 18th
and the BR0W1IS0N departed the area for scheduled rendezvous.

On January 19th. enothmear catastrophe wae narrowly averted
when the helicop*er crashed In the water on Its landing ao .roach after
an Ice roconnalsrance fit ht. However, both occupants, Captain Lufek and
Lt. Comdr. Sessums were quickly rescued by a crash boat standing by near

the ship, and outside of cold expoeure, escaped without injuries.

At 0400 on January 20th, the PU'.O ISLAND proceeded northwest,

skirting the ice pack, In 9earch of more fAvomble weather conditions.
The northern edge of the oack war, skirted along the G7 degree parallel

of Ictltrde . to lon;ltu!e 1:0 west, and then course woe set to the south.

He-vy weather had in the meartHe opened new le?ds In the ice ’-ack end at

1500 on January 22nd. the ship lay to c- the ed^e of the ice uack. n-oving

achieved its greatest southing to date. lr. latitude 6° 13 South and lon-

gitude 11° 3d Vest.
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Wpat isr Improved, and at 1800 op January 23rd, both PBM'b were hoist-
ed over the side, the flmt plane taking departure for the continent at

2009 and the second at 3042. Both planes had successful flights to the con-
tinent and were hoisted aboard In the early morning of January 24th at 0430
and 0545 respectively. Prior to termination of th : s flight, terminal weather
had deteriorated and a let down on Instruments of 8000 feet was reaulred
end heavy snow fall commenced with and continued after landing.

Plight operations In this area were made extremely difficult by the
existing areas of brash Ice and heavy swelle near the pack, and It was
decided to move back eastward to longitude 106 went, and coarse was ret to

northeast. At 0730 on January 24th, course was changed to 090 ? at 1615
to skirt the northeaet ed.~e of the ice pack along the 67 degree parallel.

At 0500 on January 25th, course was changed to 150 to head farther
south toward the continent, and at 1430 scattered areas of drift Ice were
encountered which gradually Increased until the northern edge of the Ice
pack was encountered at 1530. All engines were etopued at 1620 to lie to
awaiting favorable weather for flight operation, having reached thefarthest
point south to date In Latitude 68 40 South and 106 17 Vest.

On January 26, with fpvorable weather, both planes were hoisted
out at 0446.. The first plane departed on a photographic and mapping mission
to the Antarctic Continent at 0630 and the second nt 0721. In the middle
of the forenoon watch, the SOC was hoistsd out for a local flight and the
remaining helicopter on board was flown from the seaplane deck to the hel-
icopter deck. 'This was the first time that all four planes on board were
in the air simultaneously. The two PBM'b returned from successful flights
at 1330 and 1430 respectively, and both were hoisted aboard by 1500. The
completion of these two flights marked the end of operations in the Cape
Dart &r?n, and the decision was made to move to the eastward to Peter I

Island and then on to Marguerite Bay where it was hoped a suitable anchor-
age could be found to resume mapping of the continent. Coarse wi s set to

the northeast at 1530 on January 26th to rendezvous with the CANISTEO for
refueling operations in Latitude 66 45 South and Longitude 105 00 Vest.
The PINE ISLAND was fueled from the CAWIST20 in the morning of January 27th,

and both ships continued in company for Peter I Island.

7. gBftSfttloaft RflWflW Potcr 1 Island aai Marguerite Bar.

The pack ice w encountered in 67 50 South end 99 00 Vest, and

the ehip was forced to skirt the edge of the pack to the northeast. The

northern limit of the pack was cleared at noon on January 28th in Latitude

66 15 South and Longitude 95 30, and course w?s set to the east in

increasingly rough seas. It wab apparent that Peter I Island was Inac-

cessible at thle time of the year with the pack extending approximately
90 miles to the northward. Nesting v?e continued by the PIKE ISLAND until

3000 on January 29th, and in Longitude 93 3" Vest, course was oet south

to reach the pack ice in h^pes of finding suitable weather for contin-

uation of flight operations.
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Tne CAHIS'.LG _•• 5 detacr.ed during the evening watch to take up
vc'ther station to the west. Heavy concentration!* ot' large tabuler bergs
ana drift ice were encountered in Latitude 67 46 South and at noon on
January 33th the chip lay to waiting for an Improvement in the weather.
The helicopter w.« launched on the afternoon watch to search for possible
laede in the ice to allow further movement to the south, but engine
trouble developed and It was forced to return i.mediatoly to the ship,
Tne shin lay to In this position throughout the .Hot in a he-->vy fog and
w.-.en by noon on February 2nd, there was no improveuent in the weather,
course v p set to the eouthe--.pt. Contact with heavy pack ice was node
about 21 Biles to the pouthoast and the ship commenced skirting the
pactc to the northeast. Dense fo.g and heivy sera prevailed throughout
the 3rd, and courpe wes net to the north and east heading into the eeaa.
i'he 1. st of the drift Ice wne cleared in the morning watch in Latitude
66 *4 South end Longitude PP 30 West. Slow progress, at 5 knots, was
cant ica-ii to the northeast, the wind > bated during the nidmeming watch
of the 4th, but heavy fog persisted and the ship hoba to r.t 0640 Bognr
tine.

Lasting w s continued in a variable woathnr and sea combination
of fog and snow and icebergs until the ?9th meridian of longitude
v.'v reached at 2200 o . the 5th of February. At this time course was set

to the south in search of the ice pack and nnre favorable weather. A
southerly -ourse wae nalntained throughout the night of the 5th with in-
creasingly better weather and seas. A small concentration of barge and
brash ice w= s encountered in Latitude 66 30 South and 7= 00 Vest on

t:.n 6th of February, but no indications of the pack •.ere ir. evidence.
Speed was increased to 15 knots, and course wen continued couth. The
continental shelf was crossed at 1730 - on tho Sth with the fathometer
shallowing off rapidly froa 1 ‘01 fathor.s to 250 fathoms. The oack was

net at 1900 in Latitude 69 15 South and 77 West vith a huge concentra-
tion of bergs lying in the direction; of Charcot Island. Course was set

to t.ie southwest to 6kirt the pack and was continued to 69 46 South and
7> 00 West. I.-vls was the onutbernaost point reached by the PILE ISLAHD

throughout the cruise.

The ship lay to north of the p»ck at 2201 to await improvement

in the weather. Cent Ir.jed snow snualls prevented flight operations on
February 7th, but or. the morning of the Sth. both P3M's were hoisted
over for nappinr flight** to cut in the coast between Har-uerite Bay and
where msoplng had been discontinued to the east of Cape Dart. However,

weat .er over tho continent v c unfavorable and both planes returned and

ware hoisted Bboard in * an.iv aouall after only two hourp in the air.

The Br.GV.T30H Joined the Pli^E ISLAJID during the midwatch of the
9th bringing lor.g awaited mall froc the States. Weather became favor-

able for flight quart ere Is the early morning end both planes were hoist-
ed out and were airborne by OPS'". Bogor.
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The weather pteadlly deteriorated throughout the afternoon and
both planer were advised to return to the base. The two planes joined
up over the continent and returned in company, reaching base at 1620.
Sn<*w squalls were forming in the area, the last plane getting down In

restricted visibility. Both nlanea were hoisted aboard without incident.

On February 10th, Comnander Task Croup 68.3, Captain Dufek,
shifted his flag to the BHOVKSOM and the BROWSSQll departed the area at

1645 for Charcot Island where an attempt was te be made to put a land-
ing party ashore.

On February 11th, orders were received to proceed to Marguerite
Bay and course was set to the northeast. A heavy concentration of
growlers, drift ice, and bergs was encountered to the north in Latitude
69 15 South through which the ship had to proceed with heavy eeae and
wind "to contend with". Course was continued to the northeast, and at
0840 on February 12th, the northern coast of Aleeander let Island wae
sighted, distent about 40 miles. Appe- ring much cloeer than It actual-
ly was, the rugged and broken coast line of high snow-cover8d peaks and
mountain ranges stood out in bold relief above the fog layer near the

base of the coast line. This vrs the first land of the Antarctic sight-
ed by personnel of the ship (with the exception of the Aviators), and
it provided an excellent view of the awe-inspiring white wastes of the

Antarctic.

At 2215 a gr-up of five small islands were sighted in Latitude
68 41 South and Longitude 72 13 West and from their a-pearance and po-
sition they were believed to ve the Johaneen Islands. The positions of
these islands were accurately plotted by the Havlgator as a celestial
f.x vos obtained at the time of the sightings.

Eendezvous with BPOlNSOiT was affected early on February 13th,

and both ships cruised north to the southwest of Adelaide Island, wait-

ing for improvement in the weather conditions to enter Mar.picrite Ba.,

.

At midnight on February 13th, course was toward the eastern tip

of Alexander First Island and by 0800 the ice shelf was approached
within 10 miles. At this tine course was changed to the east to enter
Marguerite Bay.

Preparations were made to fuel the 3SCVNS01C and course was set

to the sort!' wil ls carrying out the operatlo . In the process of trans-

ferring Can tain Dufek from the h JC\irS01. to the PIH'C ISLAM) by m^ans of

the breeches buoy, an unexpected purge of the shine caused the carrying

line to :s~.rt as the Commodore reached the center of the span. The Com-

modore war catapulted literally Into the icy water between the two shine.

Without hesitation, the hO.iTSC" did a full left turn to port and in a

pucerb »xanpl e of shlphnniling and seamanshl; . Captain Dufek waa aboard

the lifeboat of the 2MC.-TSC:: in the record breaking tir.e of seven minutes

fror the tin* he was catapulted into the water. Fortunately the Commodore

Buffered only a r.lnor head injury and fer the second tine during the
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cruise, he h,*.i another narrow escape fron the waters of tr.e Antarctic

.

The fueling operation was completed without further Incident Mid course
wee set tc the northeast for the west of Adelaide Island.

6. OpgEftUBn ill W£id£ll

At 0240 Sabre, order? were recelvod fron. Commander Tank Croup
to discontinue operations In the Marguerite Bay area and to proceed

around the tip of the Pclirer Peninsula to the Weddell Soa. Accordingly,
cou*?e wte set to the northwest to effect e rendezvous with the oiler,
CAJIISCEC ir. Latitude 66 DO South and Longitude 70 00 West, The CAHISTEO

Joined the formation at 1600 Roger and courre was set for the Weddell Sea.

Progreso around the Palmer Peninsula was slow due to high winds
and heavy eras. A vibration was noticed In the port shaft of the PIKB
ISLA1.D at speeds above 12 knots, and It was believed that there was a
possibility of a damaged propeller, eauotd by proceeding through the
heavy ice on February 11th.

On February 17th, Commander Task Group 68.3 transferred hie
flag back to the PIKE ISLAEE south of the Shetland Island and course
wns set eeet to paes north of the South Orkney group of islands. After
rounding the Orkney Islands, the taBk group was split, each ship pro-
ceeding to a newly esrlgned 9tatlon or. Latitude 66 00 South.

Lar-o concentrations of bergs were encountered In Latitude 63

20 South and Longitude 36 40 West. On February 21st, rendezvous was

effected with the CAMIS120 during the morning watch of the 21st, and

fueling operations were completed during the afternoon. Heavy pack
Ice v?<> encountered at 1600 Peter at Latitude 63 40 8outh and Longitude
39 00 West*. and slow progress was continued to the eastward In company
with the CAKISTEO. the BRGVJNS01I being used to scout ice conditions to

the south.

The CA1IIS7E0 was detached on the 22nd to take up a weather
station 50 miles to the northeast of the PIKE ISLAED, and the Task Group

continued slowly eastward along the 64th parallel of Latitude in search

of suitable aircraft operating conditions. Weather continued unfavorable
throughout, with overcast skies, fog, and snow flurries.

An atter.pt on the 23rd to ,:et farther south In the Weddell Sea

felled as the heavy pack w*e encountered In Latitude 64 4 South and
Longitude 27 O' Vest. The pack was skirted to the north an d east.

After clearing the pack, course wee set to the east and on the 24th to

the southeast, in ar. attempt to get close to the Antarctic Continent
for flight "'perations, crash ice and drift ice were encountered egaln

on the 25th in Latitude 67 00 South snd Longitude 16 00 West, and course

was ret agalr. to the east. At HOC Z o the 26th, the Rue nitr. whaler,
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SLAVA, end three killer boats were sighted in Latitude 66 50 3 and
Longitude 15 30 V. Identification was established by radio - no in-

formation on ice or weather was forthcoming. Three other ships were

sighted about a.n hour afterw-rde but no identification was mode. The

area seemed to abound with whales as continuous sightings were made while
passing through this area.

Heavy pack, brash, and drift ice were encountered in Latitude
66 55 South and Longitude OP 39 WeBt end was skirted northeastward to

Latitude 66 32 South at which time course was set to 090. At 2100
Zebra on February 27th, the ship pasned through the intersection of the

Zero Meridian and the Antarctic Circle and progress was made to the
eastward. Course was again changed to the southeast or. the 28th and
then south so that by 2000 Zebra on the 28th, a position in Latitude
6R 14 South and 07 27 East had been reached. Few bergs were encounter-
ed in this area, -and the eea was calm and glaeny. At 2000 Zebra,
course was changed to 210 degrees T. The pack was encountered on thie
course in Latitude 69 20 South and 03 00 Vest and was skirted to the
Vest for a eulteble operating aret. Veather continued to improve and
shortly before noon, flight quarters were sounded. Both planes were
hoisted out In the early afternoon with excellent operating conditions
existing in the immediate area, but with unfavorable weather towards
the Continent to the south. The ship's position at this time was ap-
proximately forty miles off the charted coast of ^neen Maud's Land, but
no land was visible nor were any radar contacts made. Realistic Il-
lusions of mountain peaks were made by cloud formations but all indi -

cations fere that at least no large mountain ranges existed within 100
miles of the ship's position.

The planes were unable to get over the Continent as a cloud
layer starting at 500 feat fifty miles from the ship and rising to

13,000 feet southward existed in the vicinity of the Continent. A
•mall group of islands were reported with reservations by one of the

plenes in Lat. 70 005 S and Long. 02 35 S, but their exlstance is

doubtful because of the exlntarce of so many lrge bergs in the area
which may well have been mistaken for islands. Falling to reach the

continent, both planes scouted the ice conditions to the east and
west and then returned to base and were hoisted aboard.

On March .^rd, anothe- attempt was made to carry out flight

operations, but rapidly developing snow squalls in the entire area
brought about the cancellation of all preparations, and it was de-
cided to move away from the pack and proceed northward. While skirt-

ing the pack to the northward, virgin ice wae observed to be forming

on the water's surface, and at 1100 Z, March 3rd, the Commander Task

Group 68.3 ordered the group to cease operations, withdraw northward from

the area, and when clear, to set course for Rio de Janeiro. Brazil, at

best sustained speed.
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Departure from the Antarctic wre taken at 080"* Z March 4th, at

position Lat, 62 37 S and Lone, 07 16 W;a great circle couree was set

for Rio to arrive on 1100Z Marcn 18th. Hany bergs, o; e of which was
two oiles long, with several large concentrations were encountered to

Lat. 51 SO S and scattered bergs to 50 30 S. Kevy winds and seas
were met at Lat. 51 30 S during the night of March 7th, but abated by

the afternoon of the Bth. Continued further heavy weather was expect-
ed through the "PoTtlee", but arrival in Rio was not expected to be
delayed. After six daye of shore leave and liberty in Rio, course was
to be set for the Canal Zone end then to the new home port of the PINS
ISLAND, San Diego, California. Arrival in San Diego would complete a
oruiee of 24,000 miles for the PINS ISLAND with 98 continuous days at

eea and 128 daye total under way since departure on Operation HIGHJUHP

december 2, 1946. The eouator bad been crossed twice on opposite sides
South American Continent, the Antarctic circle croesed several times,

the Greenwich Meridian transversed at the intersection of the Antarc-
tic Curcle, Cape Horn had been rounded, and the South American con-
tinent had been clrcumnavlg- ted, taking departure on the west side and
returning again through the east. Stertlng out ninety percent land-
lubbers, the ship ended th. cruise with a well- seasoned, salty crew.
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CONFIDENTIAL

I. PREPARATION FOR OPERATION HIGHJUMP.

The CANISTED arrived Norfolk, Va., 21 October and at 0937

scored at Craney island to discharge cargo. At 0955 Captain Kirten

reported to ComServLant, to obtain any available pertinent infomation
concerning our availability in preparation for Operation HIGHJUMP.

About 1530 Captain fdrten returned xrtth information that 'he ship

would uoor outboard of the USS 4MPHI0N (AR13) at pier 7, NOB, for

availability until 15 November, the date designated for our report-

ing to CTF 68 at Norfolk.

At 0910, 23 October, the ship moored port side to the USS

AMPHION at pier 7, NOB, and preparation for forthcoming operation

cosmenced. Information from 3ervice Force revealed that our crew

complement would be in accordance with post-war allowance and arr_

angemente were made to procure 100£ allowance. The Captain called

a conference of all officers and discussed all available information

concerning operation HIGHJUMP. We were informed that TF 68 wmld
make a cruise to the Antarctic in search of scientific data during

the short Antarctic summer. The Bureau of Standards would install

oceanographic equipment for the study of the ocean bottom and sea

water during the entire cruise. All instructions from CTF 68 were

discussed and responsibility of each project assigned. Procurement

of heavy winter clothing, renewing of salt water lines in engine

spaces and lagging of exposed water lines were considered ship's

priority number one. The installation of scientific equipment was
established as Service Force and NavShpyd Norfolk responsibility.
''he Supply Officer was instructed to obtain supplies for an eight
month cruise. The repair force from the USS AliPHIO.*.' commenced work
on engine space piping. The electronics and ordnance forces started
work on routine inspection and repair of our equipment. The fire-
room was secured and cleaning of boilers commenced. Steam flushing
and fire main water being furnished by the USS AMPHICN.

At litOO, 8 November, the Electronics Officer from NavShpYd,
Norfolk, Captain Pryor, accompanied by Lieutenant Oommander Satter-
field, Service Force Electronics Officer, came on board to inspect
the spaces tentatively assigned for installation of ionospheric
and oceanographic equipment. The space amidships was considered in-

adequate for operation of oceanographic equipment and the space on
the superstructure deck, port side aft, was selected pending approval
of Dr. Hough. The potato locker was selected for conversion to an
operations room. The space on the main deck selected for ionospheric
installations was considered too low for proper antenna construction.
The iiOum clipping room on starboard side of the 02 deck amidships
was designated for ionospheric installations pending approval of
personnel from Bureau cf Standards.
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At 2000, 9 :«o */ember Vr • ’Jtx and l'r. Krai from the Bureau

of standards reported aboard. A oorticn of the ionospheric squip-

~ant acooapariied them and was placed aboard ship on lo November.

The clipping room on 02 deck was satisfactory but space considered

inadequate necessitating the additional assignment cf the port

clipping room at sane frame and level.

At ObOQ, il November a conference of repair officers from

the VSS AlfPKIOK, engineers from the HavShp’/d, Norfolk, Bureau of

Standards personnel, Drs. Hough and Barnes from Woodshole Institute

and Lieutenant Commander Satterfield from Service Force was held

aboard the CANISTEO. Plans for installation of both ionospheric and

oceanographic equipment were made and responsibility assigned.

At 1105, lb November Lieutenant L. L. Edwards, U5N reported

aboard under orders from CNO for temporary duty in connection with

the ionospheric program.

On 15 November, the CAM1STEO reported to CTF fcfi for duty.

The tender availability was extended to 22 November due to delayed

progress of work and arrival of equipment.

On 1? Novanber dock trials were conducted alongside the USS

Ak'PHICV. Tests were satisfactory.

At 1100, 21 November CTO 68. 3» Captain Dufek, and staff

Commanding Officers of the USS PIKE ISLAND and USS BKO'iVNSON came
aboard for a discussion of Operation HIOHJUMP.

22 November at request of CTG 613. 3 the availability of the

CANISTBO alongside the tender was extended to 27 November, tentative
date of our departure.

25 Kdvember received orders from CTF 29 to depart Norfolk
to Aruba, 27 November. Load Aruba and arrive Canal Zone prior 8

December to report CTF 68 for duty. Spare propellers for the USS
PINE ISLAND, 'JSS BHC..7SCN and 'JSS CANISTSO were loaded and secured
for sea on cargo deck. 1300 Captain Vi. Kirton, Jr. relieved of
command by Captain E. K. Walker. Ur. ’.V. N. Reith and Ur. H. U.
Ikerd, radio engineers from Naval research Laboratory reported a-
board for duty in connection with ionospheric project.

27 November at 0537 departed Norfolk for Aruba in accord-
ance with CTF 2? dispatch 25161LZ.

3 December stood into 3t. Nicholas pay, Aruba end moored
port side to finger pier. Loaded 92000 barrels NSF and 17990 bar-
rels diesel fuel in 13 hours. Seventy-five percent of the crew
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enjoyed liberty until midnight. The Lago oil Company sponsored a

beach picnic, baseball game and dance especially for the ship.

U December at 0900 we departed Aruba and set course lor Crist-

obal, Canal Zone.

5 December arrived Cristobal Harbor at 0615 and proceeded to

Pier 9, Cristobal. Discharged seven enlisted Navy passengers and

.topped off with fresh and frozen provisions. Fifty percent of the

crew were permitted to go on liberty. Almost all hands bought the

usual souvenirs and sampled the usual night life.

6 December at 0555 cast off lines and prepared to transit the

Panama Canal. The ship entered Oatum Locks at 0715 and completed

passage through locks at 081:5. Experienced almost continuous heavy
rain showers on entire transit of canal. Arrived Pedro Miguel Locks
at. 121:0 and departed Miraflores Locks at 11:19. We then proceeded and
moored port side to Peir #1, Naval Ammunition Depot, Balboa.

On Sunday, 8 December the U.S.C.G. icebreaker NORTHS!ND moored
alongside to starboard.

On Monday, 9 December Dr. Raymond Gilmore reported aboard for
duty as a biological observer and collector. At 0900, the Commanding
Officer attended a CTF 68 conference on board the flagship, USS MT
OLYMPUS. This was the last meeting of all the commanding officers of
the task force. (Oosment by CTF 68j Only half the ships of the Task
Force were present}.

All hands enjoyed port and starboard watch liberty during the
four day lay-over, while final arrangements were being made for the
long vcyage ahead, stores were topped off where necessary. Fueling
conferences were held with the other ships of the task force and all
hands had their last taste of civilization ashore for a few months
to come. Task Group departure was scheduled for 1000, 10 December,
but a steering casualty delayed our departure until 1608 on 10 Dec-
ember, when we departed Balboa. After dropping off the harbor pilot,
we set course and steamed toward the Antarctic.

II. EMROUTE ANTARCTIC.

11 December ship entered Domain of Neptunus Rex. Davey Jones
came on board in the evening and served summons to approximately 155
uninitiated Pollywogs and gave notice of events to take place the
following day.

12 December at 0800, his Royal Highness, King Neptune and
his Royal Party came aboard and conducted a solemn but
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13 December through 16 Cecer : er l.olU numerous -n^rgenc;1 and

casua^ty drills wr.iic coed weather continued. Evening school classus

in hJ-rebra, Psvohoiocy, anglish, Auto gechanics and Spanish were

orrar.iz«*l. The he any craft program vas also set in motion with all

hands, taxing an active interest In leather working and model making.

Training of ail personnel was accelerated with fuli advantage being

taken of many excellent training films aboard.

17 December luelod the USS PINE ISLAND and the USS DP-O.iNSCN

in that order and exchanged movies and "traced" various needed items,

tie acted as niddlei an by obtaining stores and provisions from the

PIKE ISLAND via a provision whip and later transferring the same to

the SHCYJKSOI! via the name method while fueling her. Sent one enlisted

nan to the PINE ISLAND for dental, treatment while the PIKE ISLAM) was

alongside fueling. Transfer to and from the PINE ISLAM) accomplished
by means of a breeches buoy. Completed fueling at sea operation at

lhlS. Elwood Method of fueling used quite successfully despite in-
experienced fueling crews on all ships. Resumed assigned station and

re-3et course for Antarctic rendezvous

.

21 December joined the USS V.T. OLYMPUS and the USS SENNET to

fuel them. Successfully fueled the !4T. OLYPFUS in moderately heavy
seas. Fueled tlio SEN aT after considerable difficulty with jury rig

for hauling in and securing hose on board the SENNET. Considerable
amount of the delay was attributed to the rough seas that were grow-
ing worse rather than better. From mistakes that were made on board
both the SEK7OT and this vessel during the operation, a new plan was
devised for any fueling of the SEKVEI in the future. This plan involv-
ed utilizing the submarine's midsnips mooring cleats as l'air leads,
rather than their small and obviously too weak pipe davit. Completed
fuelin'* operation at 17liS and resumed south-southwesterly course.

22 December through 2U December tool: advantage oi generaiiv
good weather to continue general exterior maintenance and training
program. During past three weeks a detail of eight men had beer,

lagging all steam, and fresh water piping on weatner deck.

2S December ail hanls celebrated a merry but not unite
Christmas. Aitlnurh in latitude oS South, weather still mild with
air ar.J sea water temperatures averaging

2c December rendezvoused rz th the USS NT. OLYLPUo and TDS
SENNET and formed column fnrratior. at lllJ. Ir.cour.teroa our lirst
taste cl Antarctic weather as heavy broken fogs set in, reducing
visibility to as low as 2.j yards, hadar was railed uper. to keep
proper stations. All hand3 tnriiled at sight of iceberg, first mat-
erial in'icat.i^n t:.at wp v.-crv appr^Achur..- the Antarctic Circle.
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27 December at Ch50, the U.S.C.G. tiORTHWIND joined column

formation. Encountered first touch of sub-freezing weather with

fog and generally low visibility continuing throughout the day.

28 December, due to continued fog with resulting poor visib-
ility, interval between ships in formation was increased to 1000 yards,
on suggestion of this vessel’s Commanding Officer. This somewhat re-
lieved the tension of watch standers on the bridge, who for the past
three days had been trying to keep station astern of the JtfRTHWIND, an

apparently difficult vessel to control in anything but a calm sea.

Sighted numerous icebergs, necessitating maneuvering formation to avoid
them. At llkO amidst a virtual sea of icebergs, formation wormed its
way across the Antarctic Circle. Visibility never better than 6000
yards. Air and sea temperature hovered just above freeling.

29 December continued picking way through icebergs and even
more numerous "growlers”. Fbg patches continued at times to cut down
vleibility. At 1000 sighted large ice field to port and maneuvered
to avoid same. At 1300 commenced fueling the D.S.C.O. NQRTHWIND. Suc-
cessfully completed fueling at 1700. At 17U5 the U.S.S. SENNET came
alongside to fuel. Completed fueling SENNET at 2150. The new fuel-
ing rig planned and adopted after the first refueling was highly sat-
isfactory. Supplied the SENNET with ico cream and freshly baked bread.
At 2200 resumed station in column formation.

30 December with vleibility varying from 0 to 10 mileB, Scott
Island and Haggett's Pillar were sighted at 10>i3. Our formation rend-
ezvoused with the U5S YANCEY (AKA93) and the U5S MERRICK (AKA97). Our
ship broke formation at Uj30 and commenced fueling the YANCEY, followed
by the MERRICK. Completed fueling operation at 1830 after making many
course changes including a 180° turn with refueling vessels alongside
to dear numerous icebergs. Movies and New Year's greetings were ex-
changed. With a "Well done* from the Task Force Commander, took de-
parture from Central Task Group and proceeded to Join Eastern Task
Group in the vicinity of Peter I Island.

31

December, with air temperatures remaining below freezing
most of the day, visibility increased to the Continued steam-
ing enroute to Peter I Island, and made preparations for ringing in
the New Year.

1 January 191*7 celebrated New Year's Day amidst heavy seas
and strong southeast winds of 30 to 35 knots intensity that continued
throughout the day. Air temperatures hovered around freezing, visibility continued excellent. Dr. Gilmore, the naturalist accompanyingus, prepared to take a whale census while we passed through the internationally observed whale sanctuary to the eastward.
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2 January winds diminished slightly, averaging approximately

25 knots , and diminishing to 8 knots by midnight. Visibility contin-

ued excellent until evening, when fog set in, reducing visibility to

500 yards.

3 January, visibility continued poor due to intermittent heavy

fog patches. At 2000 encountered the northern limit of the ice pack.

Ship was maneuvered so as to skirt wall dear of pack ice. This was

difficult inasmuch as the SU radar was operating sporadically and
c.'uld rut be depended on to give any length of accurate operation.

2» January, visibility continued very poor but no ice encount-
ered for the first time since taking departure from Scott Island. Our
Uedical Officer reported that skin infections, respiratory infections
and common colds and ailments had dropped off noticeably upon arrival
in Antarctic waters. However, appetites were inversely proportionate,
necessitating an increased ration for ail hands. The sales and con-
sumption of candy bars from the ship's store more than doubled when
cold weather arrived.

5 January, we were forced to skirt an extensive ice pack. Many
whales were sighted since leaving Scott Island and were logged with an
accompanying description by Dr. Gilmore.

6 January we were forced to make passage through several miles
of heavy broken ice to reach rendeavoua with the destroyer BROWSON.
We moored BROWNSON alongside and fueled her in calm seas. However,
long heavy swells made it necessary to tend all available fenders be-
tween both ships continuously. At completion of fueling got ship un-
derway and continued toward rendeavoua with the USS PINE ISLAND.

? January, rendeavouaed with PINE ISLAND in early Homing and
hove to dose aboard. Comanding Officer attended OomTaskGroup con-
ference on the PINE ISLAND.

8 January spent the day lying to in company with the PINE IS-
LAND at edge of ice pack in the Bellingshausen Sea. Weather excellent
and sea smooth; man overboard drills were hold.

9 January got underway and moored alongside PINE ISLAND to
fuel her. At completion of fueling stood clear and resumed station
lying to close aboard PINE ISLAND.

10 January got underway to take station about 150 miles to
the northwest of the PINE ISLAND and act as weather station and emer-
gency sea drome for the PINE ISlAND's efforts to aearch for and rescue
downed PBM crew. Bicountered considerable ice enroute and arrived on
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atation early evening. Hove to about 5 miles south of ice pack.

11 January through 16 January was spent lying to on station

just clear of ice pack to our south. Often we were forced to get

underway to remain clear of heavy ice pack. Received news of rescue

of Mariner PBM #1 crew on the Homing of the 12th. All hands anxious-

ly followed the running account of the rescue through the radio mess-

ages intercepted from both the rescue plane and the PINE ISLAND.

Very heavy NNF. winds sprung up on Tuesday, the liith, and continued

through the next day, finally dying down on the 16th when the wind
shifted to the Southwest. The monotony of lying to was broken up
by several "excursions" with #1 motor launch to the ice pack. A giant
iceberg was "boarded", specimens of many species of birds were ob-
tained and one seal was killed and brought back to the ship. Many
pictures wore taken and to all the men able to go on the trip this
was a welcome break in the monotony of shipboard life.

17 January, late in the evening, got underway to shift position
100 miles to the westward and continued duty as weather station and
emergency sea drome.

lb January, after spending the night skirting a scattered ice-
pack in a light fog, we arrived on station and resumed duties lying to.

1? January got underway and prepared to fuel the USS BROWNSON.
Fueled the BR0WN5GN, who rendezvoused with us, early in the morning.
Oonmenced fueling operation at 1000 and completed at noon. Our last
mail for home was transferred to the BROYJNSON for further transfer to
the OSS PHILIPPINE SEA, the first available transportation to the 0.

S. After the BROWNSON 1 a departure we resumed duty lying to on station.

20 January through 22 January, continued lying to but were
often forced to maneuver to stay clear of the ice pack. After ex-
pecting to find close to 0° F. temperature in the Antarctic, all
hands are still surprised at continued mild weather. The heavy wea-
ther clothing that was issued has, to date, proved more than adequate.

23 January, got underway to take newly assigned position
relative to the USS PINE ISLAND.

21t January - Arrived on station and hove to off ice pack to
the south. Resumed duties as weather station and emergency sea drome.

25 January, continued lying to clear of ice pack to our south.

26 January, got underway in late afternoon to rendezvous with
USS PINE ISLAND. Seas smooth but intermittent fog banks restricted
visibility.
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27 January, rendezvoused with USS PINE ISLAND at 0500 and
prepared to fuel her. it 1000 cocmenced fueling PINE ISLAND.
After completion of fueling operation at 1300 we took station as-
tern of PINt ISLAND and proceeded in open order to the eastward.
Constant maneuvering was necessary both to keep station on PINE IS-
LAND and to avoid ice. Visibility that was alternately bad and then
worse added to the ever present danger of ice. Our raoar was in-
valuable in locating icebergs both large and small, and in keeping
station on the guide ship ahead.

26 January, continued bed weather made ice evasion increasingly
difficult . In late evening we were detached from company with the

P1N& ISLAND in order to proceed to new position and resume duties as

weather station and emergency sea drome.

29 January, weather cleared as we continued underway to new

weather station position.

30 January, encountered heavy ice pack and hove to on station.

31 January, we were forced to get underway several times so

as to stand clear of shifting pack and small bergs as wind shifted
and Increased in strength.

1 February through 2 February, continued lying to in the
Bellingshausen Sea. Wind increased in strength throughout the day,

reaching a high of UO knots from the east at midnight of the 2nd*
Kept ship underway at 1/3 speed to maintain safe position relative
to wind and sea. It also became necessary to shift ballast in order
to remove excess rolling momenta.

3 February, high winds from 30 to knots in intensity
continued throughout the day. Frequent maneuvering was necessary
to avoid drifting ice.

b February, continued underway to new station. Wind decreased
in strength as the ship continued to the south. We were forced to
maneuver continuously in order to avoid Irregular ice packs.

5 February, winds decreased to from 10 to 16 knots. Continued
moving to avoid scattered ice anroute to new station,

6 February, the wind moderated and heavy snow set in limiting
visibility to several thousand yards. Hove to in mid-afternoon just
clear of ice pack in the eastern Bellingshausen Sea.

7 February, got underway again and made preparations for re-
fueling the USS BEOWNSON on her return from her rendezvous with the
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US3 PHILIPPINE SEA. Spent entire morning refueling the BROWNSON

alongside. Dr. D. F. Barnes, representative of Woodshole Institute,

was hove on hoard via breeches buoy to carry out hydrographic re-

search during remainder of HIGHJUHP Operation. We also transferred

approximately 30 tons of supplies from the BROWNSON along with 38

bags of mail from home. The latter was afforded an eager welcome

by »n hands. At about noon after completion of the fueling operation,

the BROWNSON set course for rendeavous with the USS PINE ISIAND and

we continued underway to regain and maintain station.

8 February we continued lying to in calm seas with excellent

visibility.

9 February through 11 February; got underway in the evening

of the 9th to proceed to newly assigned position. Intermittent

snow and fog reduced visibility on the 10th and continued through

the Uth. Considerable maneuvering was necessary to avoid occasional

ioeberga

.

12 February through 13 February, continued steaming singly

to our new position. We were forced tu steam at reduced speed be-

cause of ice conditions and poor visibility.

lit February, with Improved visibility we continued steaming

south toward Charcot Island. At 2000 hove to liO miles north of

Charcot Island, amid scattered ice.

15 February, received orders in the early morning and got
underway to proceed to rendeavous with PINE ISLAND and BROWNSON on
their way north around the Palmer Peninsula to the Weddell Sea* In
the middle of the morning watch passed Mount Gaudrey Adelaide Island,

visible 53 miles to starboard. Met up with the PINE ISLAND and

BROWKSON In mid-afternoon and took station in line formation.

16 February through 16 February, continued steaming In company

with the PINE ISLAND and BROWNSON In line formation, on the 17th,

formation was changed to column because of poor visibility.

19 February, in the early afternoon, took departure from the

PINE ISLAND end the BROWKSON and proceeded independently.

20 February, randeavoueed with the BROWKSON in the early

morning and refueled her between 0900 and noon. After completion
of fueling we continued on course and the BROWNSON returned to her
station. We stopped is the afternoon to take oceanographic soundings.

21 February, rendeitoused with the PINE ISLAND In the early
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roming and prepared to refuel her at 1000. Completed refueling

operation at 1300 and took station on the PINE ISLAND'S port quartor.

Ne continued in company with the PINE ISLAND to the southeast of the

Weddell Sea.

22 February, in the early morning, we proceeded on orders to

take station 50 miles north of the PINE ISLAND. After arriving on

new station continued on course paralleling the PINE ISIANB'a.

23 February, we continued on a southerly course to keep re-

lative station on the PINE ISLAND* Much maneuvering was necessary

to avoid ”"n11 scattered icebergs.

2li February, proceeded to take new station 150 miles to the

northeast of the PINE ISIAND and act as weather station and emergency

sea drone while PINE ISLAND awaited satisfactory flying conditions.

25 February through 26 February, spent alternately lying to

and steaming underway to keep on station 150 miles northeast of PINE

ISLAND.

27 February, spent morning lying to. In the afternoon we got
underway in an easterly direction to maintain position on the PINE

ISLAND.

28 February, steaming all day on easterly and then southerly

courses to maintain position on PINE ISLAND. We stopped in the late
evening for oceanographic soundings sad than held "swing ship" to

compensate compasses.

1 March completed compensating oompasses and headed weat.

Acting as a weather station.

2 March, alternately lying to and steaming in position 150

miles northeast of PINE ISLAND and acting as weather station and
emergency sea drome.

3 March, at 0020 commenced joining up with the PINE ISLAND
and BROWNSON to take departure from Antarctic on way to Rio de
Janeiro. Stopped In the evening for oceanographic soundings.

III. ENROITTB RIO DE JANEIRO

2i March, steaming In line formation with PINE ISLAND abeam
to port 50 miles and BROWNSON abeam to port 100 miles on northeasterly
course. Stopped in afternoon for oceanographic readings and while
lying to we had a minor engine room breakdown when the fuel oil ser-
vice pump cut out.

annex I (p)
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5 March, steading in line formation through area of numerous

icebergs necessitating a great deal of maneuvering. Held "swing ship"

In afternoon to calibrate magnetometer.

6 March, the OSS BROWNSON left her station to Join up with
us for fueling and we sighted her at midnight. She took up position
on our port quarter at a distance of 1500 yards.

7 March, numerous icebergs continue necessitating various

course changes in northeasterly direction. Commenced fueling BROWNSON
In morning and completed transfer by noon at which time the BROWNSON
departed to Join PINE ISLAND*

8 March through 13 March, steaming on northeasterly course 50

miles on starboard beam of PINE ISLAND. During this period we cleared
all ice regions and concentrated on cleaning and painting the ship
in preparation for our arrival in Rio de Janeiro. We stopped daily
for oceanographic soundings.

Hi March, Joined up with the PINE ISLAND and BROWNSON. We
steamed in course formation with the PINE ISLAND leading, CANISTEO
second and BROWNSON astern of us.

15 March through 17 March, spent these three days steaming
in column at night and lying to during the day to complete cleaning
and painting in preparation for entering Rio de Janeiro harbor on
18 March. We sighted land in the evening pf the 17th, 50 miles dis-

tant.

18 March, got underway on the mid-watch and entered the har-
bor In the morning while in column astern the PINE ISLAND with the
BROWNSON astern of us. We were anchored and had the "in port" watch
set by noon.

1? March through 23 March, anchored in harbor of Rio do Janeiro,
Brasil in company with TG 68.3 for purposes of liberty and recreation.
Daily in port routine for foreign port carried out. While here we
received orders to proceed to Ascension Island upon being detached
from TG 65.3.

2k March, we got underway in the morning ir. column in order
of PINE ISLAND, CANISTEO and BROWNSON and proceeded northeast along
coast of Brasil the rest of the day.

IV. EHRDUTE ASCENSION ISLAND

25 March, made preparations for fueling early in the morning
and at 0818 the PINS ISLAND was alongside to port for fuel* We com-
pleted fueling her shortly after noon and the BROWNSON came alongside

Annex I (p)
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immediately after. He completed fueling the BROtVHSON at H4O6 and
wore immediately detached from TO 68.3 whereupon we departed on
a course for Ascension Island.
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PHASE I - PREPARATORY PERIOD
(28 September 19ii6 to 2 December lyU6)

The U.S.S. BNOY/NSON was immobilized at Bath, Maine, due to
the lack of personnel, when information was received on 28 Septemter,
192j6, from ComDesLant to the effect that we had been designated to
participate in the HIGKJUMP project, and were to be in such material
condition as to permit extended operations away from repair facilities
by the tentative departure date of 1 December 19U6. A few essential
repairs were accomplished with the aid of the Bath Iron Works, but
only preliminary planning could be carried out until the ship was
mobilised on 31 October, when intensive preparations were initiated
which continued with unabated rigor until the time of our departure
from the U. S.

On 31 October we got underway from Bath for Portland, Maine,
where we carried out two half-days of independent ship exercises in
Casco Bay. After mooring alongside the tender SHENANTDOAH on 2

November, change of connand was effected. The tender availability
was utilised primarily to accomplish urgent repairs on all electronics
equipment and secondarily to accomplish necessary hull or machinery
repairs and to commence work on winterised lookout stations. The
excellent and unlimited cooperation of SHENANDOAH personnel enabled
us to bring all electronic equipment up to operating standards.

Taking departure from CASCO BAX on 7 November for New London,
Connecticut, we reported to ComSubLant on 8 November for operation
with the Submarine "Draining Group and carried out two days of exer-
cises with submarines before departing for Norfolk, Virginia on 13
November. We arrived NOB, Norfolk on 1U November. The following
day we repcrted to CTF 68 by dispatch and shifted to a berth at

Norfolk Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth, Virginia where certain special
installations were to be made for the operation.

The period from 13 November to 1 December was designated as

a preparatory period for Operation HIGHJUUP. It is significant to

note that in this period of 18 days there were eight holidays for

the civilian-manned shore establishment, leaving only 10 effective
working days. Consequently, long hours of work on part of officers
and crew were necessary which involved some confusion and loss of
effort. Fortunately, however, the cooperation of Navy Yard personnel
in making installations and repairs was excellent. Throughout this

period we also drew stores from NSD, Norfolk - an operation which
continued up to the very moment of our departure.

The personnel situation at this time was extremely unstable

and our complement quite unbalanced. Although at the time excess-
ively over allowance in certain rates, acute shortages existed in

others. Lack of suitable opportunity to cany cut required medical
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examinations further hampered crystalizatlon ol' an organized crsvi by
keeping us in doubt as to who wouic be making the trip. Large numbers

of key personnel had been released due to impending discharges and even

up until the last week personnel were still arriving on board for
several days stay who were disqualified for the operation due to
impending discharges. This fact alone added greatly to the burden
of making preparations.

Preparations were further handicapped by inadequate or delayed
dissemination of some information as to plans, projects, and require-
ments for the operation. Too limited distribution of information to

activities concerned also hampered preparations*

On Friday, 29 November, we fueled from a barge at the dock in
she shipyard. Finally, at 11hi Monday, 2 December, 1946, we got under-
way from our berth at the Norfolk Naval Shipyard and stood down the
Elizabeth River enroute to rendezvous with other units of the task
force outside the Virginia Capes; anchoring just long enough off
Lamberts Point to receive a late delivery of li Mk 14 depth charges
from an ammunition barge. Although it had often appeared that we
might not be completely ready to participate in Operation HIGHJUMP,
we passed through the Capes with the knowledge that we were adequately
prepared and feeling that although minor deficiencies might come to
light which would embarrass us, they would not prevent us from the
successful accomplishment of our mission.

PHASE II - PASSAGE TO PANAMA
(2 December, 19u6 to jlO December, 19U6)

At 15U<J Monday, ii December, 1946, we rendezvoused with other
srdpa of the task force sailing from NORFOLK, and formed column in
the following order: MOUNT OLYMPUS (AGC 3), PINE ISLAND (AV 12),
BRGiYL'SON (DD 866), and NORTHWIND (AAG 252). A storm was reported off
Cape Hatteras and the ship was roiling considerably when at 1810 we
experienced a steering engine casualty. A man on the steering engine
room watch had knocked against a bus tie on the steering panel, there-
by stopping the steering motor. Electricians corrected the difficulty
and steering control was regained immediately. At loU5>, loss of
make-up feed suction due to an error in sounding by messenger made it
advisable to reduce speed and shift to cold suction. The deficiency
was soon corrected, however, and machinery' was not endangered. Both
casualties were attributed to inexperienced personnel.

On Wednesday, It December, at 0907 the duty boatswain's mate
discovered smoke coning out of the hatch leading to the 'midships
storeroom, Compt. B-201-A. Fire Quarters was sounded and a preliminary
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investigation revealed the compartment filled with smoke and intense
heat, making it necessary to use salt water to keep bulkheads ad-
jacent to fuel tanks cool. Thick smoke prevented the fire party,
equipped with RBA units, from determining the exact location of the
fire until the compartment had been cooled and smoke partially with-
drawn. The fire was then isolated to S.D, stores room 2-110 5-1.
Sludge and foreign matter made it impracticable to use submersible
pumps lor the removal of excess water so an educator connected to the
fire main was rigged which functioned satisfactorily except for slight
difficulty encountered in keeping the suction clear. After the fire
was extinguished an attempt was made to salvage as much material as
possible* llaterial was washed with fresh water, dried thoroughly, and,
where necessary, coated with preservative. The dry provisions were
water soaked and unusable except those contained in vacuum packed cans*
Subsequent examination revealed that the hydraulic line of the depth
cnarge release mechanism had ruptured, contributing to the intense
heat which made the fire difficult to extinguish. Damage to ships
structure was negligible except for burned insulation on overhead
cables*

The NORTKWIND, having had trouble keeping up with the group,
left formation at 210k, Wednesday, u December, At 2207 we passed San
Salvador Island light abeam to port, distance 10 miles. Shortly after
0500, Thursday, J> December, we steamed through Crooked Island Passage.
At this point the PINE ISLAND left formation to proceed independently.
During the morning we held drills with the air-sea rescue equipment
and about iluO we sighted Cuba as we started through the Windward Pass-
age. The next evening, Friday, 6 December, at 2133 the MOUNT OLYMPUS
was forced to drop behind and head into the sea to perform an emergency
appendectomy. Consequently, we received orders to proceed independently.

We had used the period of passage to PANAMA to good advantage
by completing organization bills, assigning personnel to battle and
emergency bill stations, conducting preliminary training and shifting
men between divisions as necessary to round out the altip's organiza-
tion. This turned out to be quite a job since 75/i of the officers and
crew were relatively new aboaru the BROWNSOU

.

At 0700, Saturday, 7 December, we sighted the Isthmus and at
1017 stopped in the vicinity of the PINE ISLAND Just inside the break-
water to pick up our pilot and LT. BAILEY, Representative of Naval
Research Laboratory, assigned to CTG 6d.3's staff. >fe entered the

Gatun Locks at 1055, where, at 1220, we received on b oard lk civilian
members of the Federal Auditing Board for the Panama Canal Commission
for whom arrangements had been made by the Marine Supt. of the Canal
to make the transit with us. We cleared the Mira Flores Locks at

1636, completing our passage through the Canal, Shcr tly, thereafter,
we moored to our berth at the Panama Railways Dock at Balooa, Canal
Zone.
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The following three days were a hectic period of last minute

preparations until we got underway early Tuesday morning, 1C Decmber,

for passage to the operating area.

RUSE III - PASSAGE TO OPERATIONS AREA.

(10 December i.946 to 25 December 19U6)

At 0855 Tuesday, 10 December 19U6, we got underway from our

berth at Balboa, Canal Zone, and stood out into the Qulf of Panama

where we stopped for several hours to practice radar controlled sea*

plane la ndings with the Mariners from the PINE ISLAND* Vhile the

FINE ISIAND remained to hoist in and secure for sea, we re*

Joined the other units of the force, forming column on the 1KHJNT

OLXMPUS, NORTHWIND #2, BRONNSON #3, SENNET #U and heading south.

About 0500 the following morning the PINE ISLAND moved Into her station
astern of the SENNET until otiOO, when the ships fanned out to take
station on individual parallel track routes to facilitate taking of
hydrographic data* Distance between ships was U0-60 miles*

As our southerly course brought us deep Into tropical waters,
all hands ware granted welcome permission to go over the side for a
swim. For several days during cur two hour stops for oceanographic
soundings, with armed men and lifeguards on the torpedo deck and in
the whaleboat to act as shark watch, we all enjoyed this privilege*
Morale was also increased at this time by receipt of orders from CTF
68 to rendezvous with the PHILIPPINE SEA In the Rosa Sea in late
January. * This meant the receipt of mail!

On the U*th and 16th we test fired 20 MU and UO MM mounts with-
out casualty*

December 17th, we received 82,780 gallons of fuel oil and 8 tons
provisions from the CANISIEOe Our relatively green crew same through
with flying colors on this, the first fueling operation at eea. During
this operation, Mr. Barnes, civilian oceanographer, was transferred to
the CANISTBO by breeches buoy to gLve instructions on taking of oceano-
graphic data. Later the asms day, at 20h5, the floor of the sea rose
suddenly from 2000 fathoms to 265 fathoms in about 8 milos, depth of
265 was recorded for 3 miles, then the bottom dropped rapidly to normal
depth in about It miles* The rise was assumed to be an uncharted high
spot and unofficially named the "Brownson Plateau* * location 25*03 S,

97-ltl*.

At 1300 we came up on the starboard quarter of the PINE ISIAND
to transfer a radar spare part. It soon became apparent that they
wore planning to send us some provisions so we rigged the span line

- It
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to a pad-eye on mount VI* nalfway tlirough the operation, the tension
on the line began to pull the pad-eye loose and the span line had to
be cast off. Mot desiring to delay any longer, it was decided to con-
clude the operation at that point.

On 21 December we received orders to make a slight change in
station to enclose the most probable area of Swain's Island* Ground
swells had increased in magnitude giving us a steady roll of 20 to 30
degrees. Everything was lashed down securely as we approached the area
in thich the OpOrder warned we might "expect to encounter some of the
roughest weather in the world". Constant presence of three or four
albatrosses, however, calmed the fears of our superstitious shipmates*
At 0710 we passed over an uncharted pinnacle at 600 fathoms, mean bot-
tom at this position, L5-13S, 100-3U.5W, was 2000 fathoms; base extend-
ed north-south for distance of 9.5 miles.

it 21U5 on 23 Decenfcer we passed the plotted position of Swain's
Island in clear weather. No land was sighted or picked up by radar.
Our fathometer track consistently showed uniform mean bottom; several
cloud formations gave a strong impression of land masses.

The day before Christmas found us well into the Antarctic region.
At OdOO, as we approached the PINE ISLAND for fueling and provisioning,
we sighted our first iceberg; from then on they became quite numerous.
Transfer of 93,000 gallons fuel required 0 hours because cf low de-
livery rate of PINE ISLAND'S pumps (12,000 gal per hour), ^he CANISTEO
with her rate of 1800 gal/minute had transferred approximately the
same amount in less than one hour.

We had now arrived in the operating area after a successful
passage profitably employed in training and further shaking down.

The Executive Officer and engineering officer had gone througn
the OpPlan, CTF 6ti project manual, special letters from Bureaus to

BRGWNSQN and special letters oc operation HIGHJUNP to determine pro-

jects specifically assigned to BltOVftlSGN plus those general projects

which might be carried out. Upon determination of the applicable pro-
jects, a card index was set up in rhich projects were outlined and
reference material noted. Project responsibility was then assigned

to specific officers and individual conferences were held with officers

concerned to discuss and stress type of report desired. He were now

ready to begin oiu work.

/WES

PHASE IV - FIRST PERIOD OF OPERATIONS

(25 December l&j6 to 19 January 192)7)

Early Christmas morning we sighted pack ice and spent the

remainder of the day maneuvering to avoid it. The large bergs.

J
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appeared quite frequently now with bergy bite cove'.*ing moat of the

area outeide the pack* By 0800 we had encountered several snail floes
on a base course of 2h5°T. As the pack which we were paralleling on
our starboard band slowly developed before us we were forced to alter
our course southward, watching all the tine for an opening to slip
through to the west* We made one unsuccessful try before sighting a
lead at 0930 through which we managed to pass by stopping all engines
and coasting to avoid dansgi ng the propellers* It was clear sailing
on the base course for a while but by 1015 we sighted pack ice dead
ahead, once more forcing us to bear southward* At 1130, finding our-

selves working around to the southeast with fog closing in, we decided
to back track In an attempt to round the northern edge of the field*

By 1300 we had sighted an opening to the weat which developed to be
clear for about fifty sdl.es before closing in once more. It soon
became apparent that we bad about reached the limit of our southward
progress and that we must be content to work back and forth slowly,
waiting for the pack to break up and trying at the same time not to

lose any ground.

the fog cut our visibility down to less than 2000 yards but the
Ice blink gave us an additional 500 yards or so which helped consider-
ably* We maintained a rough chart of the ice pack on the CRT in the
pilot house which gave a general picture of our progress and was help-
ful to the oncoming watch in that it gave them a picture of the situa-
tion, Injection temperature was about 31° which resulted in about a
quarter-inch of ice on the intake.

For three days we moved back and forth on numerous courses
and speeds between latitudes 66-15S and 66-ShS and longitudes 107-
1*51 and 111-38*70 trying to continue southward to our assigned
station - at 70°S on the U0°W meridian. During this period we
crossed the antarctic circle five times. At 0215 on the morning of
the 26th our DBA went out of cosniaaion and remained so, with the
exception of a two hour period 1000 until 1200. Since the sun never
set it was impossible to fix our position by star sights and a con-
stant overcast made it extremely difficult to take any sun sights.
Consequently, for 18 hours we had little knowledge of our exact
position. Shortly after 0200 on the 28th we started south once more
and about 1100 we sighted our first seal on an ice floe close aboard
to port.

Ve pushed on southward until 2000 Saturday, 29 December, when
we ran into close pack, heavy fog, and snow, forcing us to reverse
our course and head back to clear water. Acting as an emergency aero-
drome and weather station for the PINE ISLAND, then about 150 miles
to the east of us, it waa necossary for us to remain in an area
sufficiently clear of growlers for a PBU to land. Sunday the over-
cast lifted completely for the first time since before Christmas;
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the unlimited ceiling and visibility contributed greatly to a rise in
the spirit among all hands. To the Navigator it meant a chance to
definitely fix our position with both the sun and the moon visible
for sights; to the Gunnery Officer it presented an opportunity to
run a comple te horizon check with the main battery.

When wo received word from the PUfE ISLAND Monday, JO December,
that flight operations had commenced, we started circling a large
clear area (9 miles by 6 miles) bounded by four large icebergs. By
approaching within 500 yards of several wo were able to inspect them
closely; two were particularly worthy of mention, one for its construc-
tion, tne other for its size. The first had a large archway formed at
one ond with two large beautifully formed peaks 125 feet high along-
side. In the center was a small pool of deep blue water, the color
undoubtedly resulting from a reflection of the blue glacial ice of
which the berg was composed. The second, without doubt the largest
seen to date, was quite rectangular in shape which made it easy to
compute its displacement. By measuring its dimensions with the help
of a stadimeter, pelorus, and radar we found it to be 2J00 1 X 900' X
100 ' and conservatively estimated its displacement to be upward of
20 million tons - in the vernacular of our crew - "many ice cubes".

Our pleasant state of affairs came to an abrupt end, however,
upon receipt of word from the PINE ISLAND that FBU George 1 on flight
§3 piloted by LT JO LE BLANC with Capt. CALDWELL, skipper of the PINE
ISLAND, aboard was overdue and weather about the FINE ISIAND was
rapidly closing in. George 1 had taken off at 01*28 Thursday morning;
with fuel for twenty-one hours on a ten hour flight to photograph and
explore the Danas Mountains and coastline of Cape Dart to the south
of the PINE ISLAND. Reporting every half-hour, his last report had
been received at 06U6 at which time he was 10 miles from land with
sufficient clear water below for a landing. Since that time nothing
had been heard except unidentified fragments of voice transmission on
channel Dog or Charlie at 1525* Meanwhile, a heavy fog had settled
over the PINE ISLAND ing rescue flights impossible not only because
of reduced visibility, but also because the fog was heavily laden with
ice crystals wiiich would quickly form ice on the leading edge of the
wing of any plane brave enough to attempt to fly through it and force
it to land. We radioed CTG 63.3 suggesting that a platform be
constructed on our fantall to accomodate the helicopter, the help of
which would, we believe, enable us to push through the ice pack to
the Eights Peninsula.

On 6 January we rendezvoused with the CANISTEO for fueling.
With an unusually calm sea, it was decided to moor along side the
CANISTEO to expedite transfer of fuol and materials. The operation
was highly successful. A slight break in the weather allowed one
plane to get off from the PINE ISLAND which covered an area eleven
thousand one hundred square miles centered approximately at last
plotted position of missing plane with negative results. Zero ceiling
over mountain tops prevented inland search.
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The following afternoon we rendeavoused with the PINh. ISLAND

and CANISTLO, bringing all units of TG 68.3 togetner for first time

since the CANISTEJO departed with the Central Group on 1/ December
for the Ross Sea entrance. CTG 68.3 requested the commanding officer

to come on board PINE ISLAND at which time we received orders to get

under way at 2000 and push southward through a lead plotted by air
reconnaissance to take up station on line of bearing from PINE ISLAND
to Cape Dart where we were to act aa weather and advanced communications
station for the search planes. Just before getting under way. Doctor
R. N. GIUSORE of the Department of Interior came on board from the

. CANISTEO to make the trip down into the pack with us for wild life
research.

We got under way at 2000 and headed due south into the pack
until the evening of the 9th when we reached the limit of our southern
penetration at 68-13S and headed west, spaed about 1$ knots because
of ice coverage which varied from 50$ to W$, The next morning we
sighted our first penguin, an Emperor about b feet high. He not only
appeared to be unconcerned with our presence but also put on quite a
show for us - waddling around on his feet, skimming about on his belly,
rolling and tumbling on the snow, and making a general fool of himself,
much to the delight and amusement of all hands. That afternoon we
test-fired the 5" mounts, #2 and #3, firing four rounds per brrrel at
a large iceberg, range 1700 yards. The projectiles seemed to make
very little visible Impression on the ice.

On 11 January it was 12 days since we had last heard from
George 1. Several flights had started out but only one reached the
search area, and even he was forced to turn back by bad weather after
a short search* The weather that morning was greatly improved and
George 2 took off at 06b9. At 1116 we intercepted the message
"Mariner George 1 burnt wreckage and live men at 71-03S, 9o-b7W".
George 2 reported men were eight miles from water suitable for FBM
landing* Meanwhile, George 3 was dispatched, arriving on the scene
just as George 2 was forced to turn back for fuel. We sighted George
3 lb miles to the west of us at lb30 from our position 100 miles in
the pack ice between the PINE ISLAND and Cape Dart. We established
communications on the TDQ, wished them "God-speed", and retained
contact until just before they arrived over the scene.

^ m

J=>,

/Uj

While awaiting further developments on the rescue operation we
sighted a seal on an ice flow and shot it with a Springfield *03

rifle* We brought it on board for Dr. Gilmore to inspect. It was a
Ross Seal which weighed 227 pounds and measured 5' 9" in length*
Doctor Gilmore saved the skin, skull and flippers to take back with
him and about bO pounds of seal meat which we later ate - very tasty.

u,
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George 3 landed at 1930 and sent two men ashore in a rubber
life raft to aid the survivors who were walking the eight miles to
the shore line. ’While waiting to take the men on board, George 3
found it necessary to taxi around quite frequently to prevent the

formation of ice in the landing area. Around 0100 a heavy fcg closed
in temporarily obscuring the activities ashore. We spent many anxious
moments until the word finally came through that the fog had lifted,
survivors loaded aboard, (0656) and George 3 was off the water (082it)

on her way back. At 09U0 George 3 passed within sight of us, landing
at the PINE ISLAND at 10L3 - rescue operations comp]e ted A hours
after survivors were first sighted. It was with some disappointment
that we learned that the survivors had not been able to receive any
of the morale boosting messages sent out by CTC 6d»3.

On 12 January we discovered a bulge along a seam 6' below the
water line at frame #52 in 5" magazine A-U09-M where our beam approach-
es its maximum width. The hull plate was forced in vine and one-half
inches, horizontal axis 2', vertical axis 1$'. Additional damage 3'

forward of minor consequence (along same horizontal line). Rivets
were not damaged, no leaks were apparent, and a thorough examination
revealed no other areas affected. Vertical frame members were bent
but no shoring was deemed necessary at that time. Frequent Inspections
were planned to insure against leakage or rivet failure.

The next evening we received a storm warning and immediately
started to retire to the north until morning when we received an "all
clear" and returned to a southwesterly course. Ve test-fired 9* mount

#1, hO MU, and 20 HU during the day. That evening (lit January), we
received orders to proceed northward clear of the ice to facilitate
repairs to a progressive leak under the bonnet of the main steam
guarding valve in our forward engine room. As we headed north, the
wind, which had been steady at 20 knots for 36 hours, began to freshen,
giving us considerable trouble in maneuvering to avoid ice floes before
we finally cleared the pack shortly after 2it00. Work was immediately
commenced on the guarding valve, being completed 1th hours later. When
repairs were nearly completed, we received orders to rendezvous with
PINE ISLAND for provisioning. Course was set for rendezvous which
we reached about 1600, 17 January.

Although we had planned to provision from the PINE ISLAND
the evening of the 17th, fog conditions made it necessary to postpone
the operation until the following morning. Consequently, at 0800 on
the 18th, with fog still present we commenced provisioning by boat.
Upon completion of provisioning Just before noon, we brought five
survivors of the wrecked PBU (Capt. Caldwell remained on the PINE
ISLAND) aboard for transfer to the PHILIPPINE SEA. At 1158 we took
departure from the PINE ISLAND for the CANISTEO from whom we fueled
at 1000 the following day. Curing the operation. Dr. Gilmore returned
to the CANISTEO via breeches-buoy. By 1210 we had completed fueling
and were on our way to Ross Sea.
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During the passage to the oporatj.on area and the first period

of operations we had given basic instruction on - all arnassent, includ-

ing test firingj tests to be run; general quarters stations; and

emergency bills* We were now ready to commence the advanced phase of

our operational training program — gunnery practices, full power runs,

general perfection of emergency drills and battle practices* In addi-

tion we had also established an ESO program with classes for the

completion of high school educations, mathematics, physics, psychology
and life, and languages*

PHASE V - PHILIPPINE SEA INTERLUDE

(1? January 19L7 to 7 February 1?U7)

At 1210 on the l?th of January we castoff all lines from the

CANISTEO and set course for the rendezvous at 67S 17SW in accordance

with CTO 68*3 181B09Z directing BROWNSON to rendezvous with PHILIP?'

SEA to transfer survivors and receive mail and stores for the Group.

Under orders to scout the ice pack enroute, we skirted the pack until

0600 the following morning when, having reached the southern limit of

open water at 68-02S 115-35W, we set a great circle course for the

rendezvous point. Wa continued to make ice and weather repcr ts to

CTF 68 and CTO 68*3 throughout the remainder of the five day trip,

which was uneventful except for frequent periods of rough weather
during which we made every effort to make the ship ride as easily as

possible in view of the serious condition of Lt*(jg) LeBlanc.

On 2lt January at 150U, we sighted the SENNET in column astern
of the NORTHWIND. Reaching the rendezvous at 1706, we reported to

CTO 68Jt for duty and thereupon received orders to scout southward
to determine the northern limits of the ice pack between 175<t and
165W in preparation for launching planes. At this time PHILIPPINE
SEA was about eleven hours north of the rendezvous, beset by fog,
9e skirted the pack to 68-53S where we encountered brash and drift
ice heavy enough to impede carrier operations. Consequently, having
requested and received pen&ission to return to rendezvous for transfer
of Lt. (jg) LeHLanc to tne PHILIPPINE SEA, at 1130 on the 25th we
circled approximately 50 miles to the east to determine the eastern
limit of our lead and then headed north.

Saturday evening, 25 January, we sighted the PHILIPPINE SEA
at 2315i and immediately made {reparations for the transfer of
personnel and stores. Taking station on the port quarter of the

PHILIPPINE. SEA at 2355, distance 75 feet, we transferred stores

first to test our rig. Each time we moved into a particularly favor-
able position we sent a man over; first the able bodied survivors
in a breeches buoy, then Lt. (jg) Kearns with a broken am in a
special steel chair, and finally Lt. (jg) LeBlanc in a stretcher*
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Shortly thereafter the wind freshened and snow increased with a result-
ant loss of visibility making it necessary to secure tne exercise at
0230, 26 January. Several bags of mail had been transferred, however,
so the majority of the officers and crew stood anxiously by while it
was sorted, hoping for at least a few letters before turning in for a
well earned rest. During the remainder of Sunday, 26 January, the
Task Group steared on various courses in the area awaiting improved
weather to complete the transfer of materials and flight operations.

At 0815 Monday, 2? January, we came alongside tne CACAPON for
about 2 hours to take on 77,631i gallons of diesel oil. That afternoon
at 1255 we came alongside the PHILIPPINE SEA once again to resume the
transfer of personnel and stores, which had been discontinued early
Sunday morning. Knowing that we had approximately *0 tons (it later
turned out to be about 30 tons) to transfer, we rigged two lines for-
ward; one to the pad-eye on 5" mount #2, one to a set of pad-eyes on
the bridge, and a third line amidships. Two of the rigs were standard
but the one to 5° mount #2 was novel in that each end of the span line,
which passed through a large block secured to a pad-eye on our mount,
was tended by a steam winch. A large hook was then secured to the
span line Instead of to a free running trolley as is the usual practice.
Hence as one winch took in on the span line, the other winch payed out,

thus moving the hook from one ship to the other. Each time the ships
rolled the line became taut and during the first attempt to transfer
approximately a 1.5 ton load in a cargo net it pulled our bow danger-
ously close before the pad-eye failed, dropping the entire load into
the 50* of swirling water between the two ships. Tne carrier personnel
managed by quick action to haul the net aboard and salvage the -.argo

.

Nevertheless, we soon had the station in operation again by securing
a 3/6" cable to a deck stanchion, passing the cable up over the top
of tne mount, and then attaching the span line to the cable with a
quick releasing pelican hook. All three lines led to the forward hangar
deck from which we received a steady flow of cargo for 2£ hours. A
fairly heavy sea time and again doused the "0" Division men amidships
with icy salt water.

Upon completion of transfer of cargo, 28 men were transferred -

CANISTED 1, PINE ISLAND 8, BROWNSON 19. While this was being accomplish-
ed the C.O. was called to the inter-ship phone and talked for several

minutes to Admiral Byrd. The gist of the Admiral's remarks was some-
what as follows - "I have been here in the background watching with
considerable interest the progress of operations and have been pleased
to follow the activities of the bROWNSON, You are doing a fine Job -
keep it up. Please inform your officers and men of ay commendation for

the good Job they are doing." The C.O. wished Admiral Byrd and his

companions good luck in the forthcoming flight operations to Little

America. At the conclusion of the day's operations the C.O. passed
the Admiral's remarks to all hands over the P. A. system.
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Although the actual transfer was completed at iShi>, tnere still

remained a large Job to be done, lnsaediately after supper several
large working parties turned-to to soi t and re-stow all the cargo.

He put a portion of the stores below, then lashed the remainder down

topside. This proved to be unsatisfactory, however, so the next morning

more working parties struck every possible crate below, filling every

available spot.

For the next two days we steamed around in formation waiting for

the weather to clear. During the interlude we made one more ice recco

trip, this time reaching 69-CjS where we encountered the NCRTH7/IND from
whoa we received two bags of mail which we delivered to the PHILIPPINE
SEA late Tuesday evening. At 1925 on 29 January we commenced prepara-
tions for 30 knots; by 2200 wa were on station 2000 yards astern of
the PHILIPPINE SEA making 32 knots. At 221it the first plane took-off
in a cloud of smoke caused by the JATO units, The second plane took-

off 17 minutes later. As these two circled us before heading south-
ward, we gradually slowed down with orders to stand-by to launch the
other four planes upon the safe arrival of the first two at Little
America. The last four were finally launched at about 15 minute
intervals commencing at 0633, 30 Jamary 191*7.

At X252 on the 30th we took atation 800 yards astern of the
PHILIPPINE SEA and CACAFON to act as safety ship during their transfer
of supplies and pei.ionnel. At 11*06 the PHILIPPINE SEA informed the
Task Group - "Fa* your information we have received word that all planes
have landed safely on Little America* Congratulations on your very
able assistance" - to which we replied - "Thank you. Congratulations
on th~ successful accomplishment of your mission. It was a pleasure
to participate in this unique operation." At 1637 we received the
following TBS transmission from CTG 68.1* - "Temporary duty completed.
Carry out basic orders. Official orders will follow. Give Captain
Caldwell our regards and best wishes for his recovery. (Tell done."
Accordingly, wo set course to rejoin TO 68,3.

Bad weather limited us to 8 knots for the first few hours
after our departure from TG 68.lt. About 2000 on Thursday, 30 January
improving weather conditions permitted an increase of speed and re-
sumption of ice pack scouting. On 2 February at 1058, upon receipt
of CTG 021828Z, we discontinued ice scouting and stood to northeast
to clear pack and continue eastward in area north of pack limits.

Except for occasional periods of poor weather the trip was
uneventful until 07U*, 7 February, when we sighted CANISTEO hull-
down on the horizon. As we rejoined the Eastern Group, we made
preparations for fueling and the transfer of supplies - it was good
to see an old friend again.
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1 FLAGSHIP

(7 February 19U? to 19 February 191*7 )

At 0839, Friday, 7 February, we started our approach on the

CAillSffcO. Ab we slovrly moved alongside we gradually discerned familiar

faces and at 0913 the first line went across to begin once again an

operation wJiich had by this time become almost second nature to us.

In the arms of one of the CAMISTEO's officers we spied with envy a

small Adelle penguin. One hour after the commencement of fueling and

provisioning at 0935, having considerable difficulty maintaining

proper distance with a quartering sea and wind, we opened distance

too far when the wind suddenly freshened, breaking the fuel hose and
spraying oil over our starboard side. While passing over the fuel
hose we transferred Ur. Barnes, civilian oceanographer, and one chief

petty officer to the CAHI5TE0 for duty. By 113U the second hose was

connected enabling us to complete the operation at 1235 having received
on board 111,756 gallons of fuel oil.

Upon taking departure from the CANISTSO wa steamed on a south-
easterly course for 3 hours until, at 1600, we encountered the pack
which forced us to change course to northeast, north, and finally north-
west before we eventually rounded its northern tip at 2217.

At 0200, Saturday, 8 February, we headed southeast until just
before noon when we stopped for about an hour at CTG's direction to

act as weather station. Upon getting underway at 1215 we stood to the
eastward until at LUOU we turned south on the final leg of our trip
to rejoin the PIKE ISLAND. During this period wa received word that
George 2 and 3 were airborne but prior to their departure on coastal

mapping flights bad weather developed, forcing them to return. George

2, however, completed a sliort flight to Charcot Island - a flight which
was to have greater significance for the BROWNSON at a later date.

Sunday, 9 February, we sighted the FINE ISLAND at 0120 and hove
to at 69-59.3S 78—31*3 to await daylight to commence transfer of supplies.
Lying to in the lee of the pack at the southern tip of a large lead, we
were completely surrounded by 80 to 100 icebergs, same in the open
water but the greater number embedded in the heavy pack ice which lay
on tnree sides of us. It was interesting to watch the water on our

lec side as it slowly began to freeze. Numerous spots of calm water
widch were freezing were also visible. For the first time in many
weeks the sky was clear with beautiful cloud formations "providing a
splendid backdrop for the impressive array of icebergs.

The PINE ISLAND had launched two flights by 0825 on Sunday
when we commenced the transfer of supplies ana personnel. A steady
north wind made it necessary to maneuver quite frequently, thereby
delaying operations. With 23 tons of material to be discharged and
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20 tons of supplies to be received we had rigged two receiving stations

to port and three discharging stations to starboard. At 1150 opera-

tions were discontinued due to the impending return of one plane

because of bad weather over the continent. At 1158, however, the

plane was ordered to make a local flight so we resumed work until

1L12 when both planes returned, ft'e moved into the lee of an iceberg

while they were hoisted aboard the PINE ISLAND, then resumed opera-

tions for the second time at 17U5* By this time our clear weather

had disappeared, being replaced by a rather heavy snow squall. Conse-

quently, it was with no regret that we completed the transfer at 18U6

and hove-to to await further orders from CTU 68.3.

During one of the flights it had been observed that it would

be possible to proceed by ship to the northern coast of CHARCOT

ISLAND, where it was hoped a small boat landing could be affected.

That evening CTO 68.3 requested approval from CTP 68 to take the

BROWNSON and attempt a landing in CHARCOT. The approval was received

at 00li9 lionday, 10 February, and by 0802 the commanding officer was

on his way to the PINE ISLAND for a conference. The Captain returned

at 1152 and shortly thereafter additional materials for the proposed
landing operation, including sleds, skis, sleeping bags, flags,

special clothing, and an extra motor whaleboat and portable fatho-
meter arrived from the PINE ISLAND. TTe put our boat in the skids

and hoisted the extra boat on our falls. At 1530 CTG 63*3, Captain

G. J. DUFEK and four members of his staff came aboard, breaking his
flag. By 15hi we were underway far CHARCOT ISLAND, 55 miles to the

east.

CHARCOT ISLAND was sighted bearing 120°, 35 nllea, at 1800

that evening. At 2100 and 2200 we put motor whaleboats 02 and 01
respectively over the side. At 2135, the landing party composed of
the Commodore, the C.O., Lt. (jg) Warfield and CPHOM Ryan, plus the

boat's crew of Mounts, BUI, Wiley, SI, and Finsteln, U£L, shoved off

to attempt a landing. Soon after leaving the ship it was found that

the portable fathometer was inoperative, so some few minutes were lost

when they stopped to unrig it* Progress in the boat was very slow,

their path being Impeded by ice floes of various sizes. On approach-
ing to vithin about 500 yards of the shore line they encountered
shifting loose pqck, compacted by the wind and sea, composed of floes
of such sizes that it was seen they could not reach the shore. So,

reluctantly the party returned to the ship* IMB 02 was hoiBtso
aboard almost immediately (2225) and UWB 01 was hoisted aboard at 22b£.
Consequently, at 2310 we hove-to for the night with intentions of
making another attempt the following morning.

After lying-to all night in heavy fog and frequent snow squalls,
awaiting better weather which never came, at 0830, Tuesday, 11 February,
we got underway to investigate CHARCOT's northern coast, seeking an
area suitable for small boat landings. Since the off shore area was
jammed with pack ice and bergs which barred all access to the northern

- lb -
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const, a return trip was made to the southwest, still seeking a shelter-

ed area in the lee of the island. Encountering solid shelf icc at 1L50

at 69-U7S, 75-5J.V we retraced ourprevious course to northeast where

course was set for ROTHSCHILD ISLAND and ALEXANDER I ISLAND, intend-

ing to return to CHARCOT when the wind had shifted. This intention,

however, was never realized.

Tiednesday morning, 12 February, we investigated the area north-

west of ROTHSCHILD ISLAND and ALEXANDER I ISLAND just off the HAVRE

MOUNTAINS. It appeared that instead of being an island, ROTHSCHILD’

s

is actually a peninsula extending out to the westward from ALEXANDER I

ISLAND. During the day we followed the coastline of ALEXANDER I around

to the northward, doubling back and forth frequently to permit staff

personnel to photograph coastline while we plotted it using bearings,

ranges and heights obtained with the iik 37-53 Director. Several times

we attempted to maneuver into favorable position for a small boat

landing but each time the attempt was thwarted by heavy swells, de-

creasing visibility, and for increasing winds. Early in the afternoon

as we rounded the northwest extremity of ALEXANDER I we sighted the

JOHANSEN ISLANDS at l!|00, bearing 3h0°, 5 miles, located at 6S-53S,

7R-39W. At 1500 we sighted an uncharted rock bearing 000°, 10 miles,

located at 68-52S, 72-21W. A second uncharted rock bearing 010°, 16
miles, was sighted at lHit5> location 68-27S, 71-52W. A final unchart-

ed rock was sighted at ldu7,bearing 060°, 6 miles, location 68-39S,

7i-li7W.

Steaming slowly in uncharted waters likely to be dotted with
shoals and reefs, we kept the fathometer in operation continuously
with the operator sending depths to the bridge every 30 seconds. At

211)0 prudence dictated we back full on both engines as the depth
dropped below 15 fathoms. Distance and size were difficult to estimate
in this region. Our course lay within t) to 10 miles of the shoreline
but the distance never appeared to be more than 3 or b miles. Rocks
on the shore line judged to be 150* high proved to be 050’ high. Peaks

and ranges which appeared to be Just back from the shoreline invariably
turned out to be 20 or 30 miles away. Bare rock was visible, but tiie

majority of the peaks were covered with snow and ice.

Early Thursday morning, 13 February a storm began to blow up
so we headed on a northerly course to ride it out at about 5 knots.
Wind and seas increased throughout the day giving us rolls as great
as h0° at times. To keep the wind and seas about 2 points on the
starboard bow for optimum riding conditions we found it advisable to
Keep a 25 turn differential on our screws i.o. port engine making
50 revolutions and starboard engine making 25. By 2200 the wind began
to slacken and weather repo: ts indicated that we could hope for better
weather. Consequently, we changed course to 160° for the entrance to
Marguerite Bay.
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At the entrance to iiarguerite lay Friday morning, li* February,
with weather conditions unsuitable for flying CT3 decided to refuel us
while we were still in ice-1'ree water and at lib 2 we commenced our
approach on the PINK ISLAND.

Fueling and transfer of supplies was commenced at 1216* In
the meantime the Commodore had decided to go over to the PINE ISLAND
for a conference with Captain Caldwell during the operation. Ae
rigged for the exercise in our usual manner by securing a 3/0" wire
cable to a chock on the port side of the foc's'le and passing it up
over 5" rx>unt //2 where it3 fore arid aft movement was checked by-

leading it through a shackle secured to a pad-eye. To this wire strap
we shackled a quick releasing pelican hook which was to take the PINE
ISLAND'S provisioning span line. After testing the rig first with
several loads of supplies, Captain G. J. DUFEK, CTG 68.3, had been
started across when a large swell caused both ships to roll in opposi-
tion making the span line dangerously taut and causing Captain DUFEK
to strike the left side of his head on an overhead structural member
of the trolley. As the ships rolled toward each other the PINE ISLAND
took up the slack with a steam winch to prevent the TGC from getting
wet. Again the ships rolled out of phase parting the span line at
1227 with a snap like the shot of a gun and dropping Captain DUFEK
from a height of approximately 2 5' into the water at a point about
midway between the two ships. He came to the surface once still
strapped in the special steel chair that had been used, than dis-
appeared from sight. A few seconds la ter, however, he reappeared, free
of the chair with his life jacket inflated, and floating rapidly aft.
The men in the fueling party acted so qiickly in casting off their lines
that the open end of the fueling hose, still spurting oil, landed in the
water close to the Commodore as he floated by.

By this time we were already angling away from the PINE ISLAND,
coming around to sake a recovery. The shafts had revved up to 250
turns (about 23 knots) before the order was given, "all engines back
full." We came to a stop 30 yards from the Commodore and it was
only a matter of minutes until he was hoisted into the whaleboat at

1235* At 1238 Captain DUFEK was brought on board the ship; rescue

operations eomple ted 11 minutes after the span line had parted. From
Captain Caldwell we received, "That was the best piece of work 1 have
ever seen." Under the ministrations of the Medical Department, and
thanks to his rugged condition, the commodores' recovery was rapid.

At 1310 we resumed fueling ana completed the operation at 1302,

having taken on board 56,970 gallons of fuel oil. ..e tr.ea fell in

astern of the PINE ISLAND and at 2238 pursuant to CTG 63.3' s 150338E
we set course to round the PA1L1EP. rtNX.3 !JLA for operations in the

Weddell Sea. '.leather reports had indicated that we were in for a

spell of bad weather with no pos“V ility of flight operations for at
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least four days. In view of this it had been decided to forego the

Marguerite Bay operation and start immediately for the rfeddell Lea.

At 2UU0 we moved out to our assigned station 10,000 yards on the

starboard beam of the ?IHL ISLAND.

Between 01D0 and 0700 Saturday, 15 February, the barometer
dropped ,1|2 inches to 20. 2d. Kind and seas increased tliroughout the

day. At I5u5 we reached the rendezvous where the CANISTLO Joined us,

taking her station 10,000 yards on the port beam of the PINE ISLAND.

As the storm increased we regretted the fact that, steaming in formation,
we could no longer slow to our best riding speed. Throughout the night
we were taking solid water up to mount #1 with spray over the bridge,

which thorouglily drenched the watch. The after lookouts also fared
badly with spray running over the gun deck aft of #2 stack. For all

practical purposes, our fan-tail was awash; all hands were cautioned
to use the inside passageway.

In accordance with the oceanographer’s suggestion, fathometer
tapes were marked every 15 minutes with zebra time correct to the
nearest five seconds, latitude, longitude aid range and bearing of
other ships.

Sunday the storm abated and Monday, 17 February, at 2000 we
passed U00 miles due south of Cape Horn in calm seas. Tuesday morning,
18 February, dawned clear and bright so the Commodore decided to return
to the PINE ISLAND; this time, however, by boat. Accordingly, at 1527
CTG 69.3 shifted his flag and staff to the PINE ISIAND.

At 2000 that night the wind freshened with gusts up to 35 knots.
Shortly thereafter we sighted the largest iceberg of the trip - 6j
miles long. By Tuesday morning, 10 February, we were hitting 35° and
37° rolls quite frequently; at 0000 we rolled U2°. Waves breaking over
our starboard side constantly caused considerable concern regarding the
lj drums of aviation gasoline lashed amidships. One stanchion had
already carried away when the weather moderated sufficiently to repair
the damage and relash the drums. At 2200 we established radar contact
on the SOUTH ORKNEY ISLANDS bearing 136°, 73 miles and checked our
position for about two hours by this means until they dropped out of
range behind us.

Finally on Wednesday, 19 February, gradually we turned south-
ward into the Weddell Sea to commence the final period of our operations.

PHASE VII - JM THE WEDDELL SEA
(19 February 19L7 to 3 March 19L7)

After a Ireost a week of heavy seas, the weather had moderated
sufficiently by the morning of 20 February to allow us to go alonr
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side the CANISTEQ for fueling. Consequently, at 0930 we commenced our
approach, Ftrtunately, we had very few supplies to transfer because
the spray running over the foc’s'le froze quickly, sheathing both the
forward part of the ship and the men working there in a coat of ice. A
covering of slushy ice made the hauling lines difficult to handle and
the continuous roll of the ship made footing insecure on the icy deck.
Having received on board 5k, diS gallons of fuel oil, we completed the
operation at 1116 and at 1555 set course for our station at 65S, 367/.

Lat9 in the afternoon another atora blew up during which we hit the
heaviest roll of the trip, 50°. Heavy seas and high winds continued
throughout the night,, leaving the entire forward part of the ship thinly
coated with ice. During darkness we slowed to steerageway using a 35
turn differential on our screws to keep the seas on our bow.

By Friday, 21 February, the state of the sea had returned to
normal but we now found ourselves faced with a new problem. The length
of darkness was increasing each night. Yiith a constant overcast which
made the nights pitch black and a steady, cold, biting south wind, it
become necessary to shorten the topside watches to two hours, with the
exposed lookouts being relieved every twenty minutes. The inability to

distinguish icebergs and growlers made it necessary to slow to steerage-
way each night and head north while awaiting daylight, f/e sighted the
northern limits of loose pack at 121x7 and commenced ice recco to the
east remaining well clear of the pack. Throughout the afternoon we
conducted gunnery exercises, withdrawing to the northeast that night
during darkness.

tfith the first light the next morning, 22 February, we resumed
our southing. Fa- the next six days we continued scouting the pack
and firing gunnery exercises, gradually working our way southeastward
toward the Greenwich Meridian but retiring to the northward away from
the ice each night upon the approach of darkness. During this period,

on Monday, 2k February, the task group was ordered to take formation
in the shape of a triangle with the PINE ISLAND at the southern vertex,

CAi/ISrEC 100 miles to the northeast, and BKO.TKSOiJ 150 miles to the
northwest. In this formation we continued to the southeast in search
of a suitable area for launching aircraft but bad weather plagued us
constantly. Everyone was primed to leave the area and head north for
Rio but the PINE ISLAND was hoping to get off at least one good flight
before we concluded operations.

Finally, on Wednesday, 26 February, the weather was CAVU for
the first time in many weeks and Thursday morning at 0705 wc received
word that the PINE ISLAND had commenced launching aircraft. Weather
and sea conditions deteriorated, however, and flight operations were
cancelled. '.Ye were ordered to take station l'JO miles west of the
FINE ISLAND and at 1200, Friday, 2ti February, we crossed the Greenwich
i.eridian at the Antarctic Circle.
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Two flights were launched Saturday, 1 Uarch, but bad weather

over the continent forced each to return. Accordingly, we were again
ordered southwest for ice recco and weather reporting. During the

afternoon and evening we encountered numerous scattered fingers of
growlers which gradually forced us to change course to the left until
we were hoading southward when darkness made it necessary to discontinue
scouting. At daylight, Sunday, 2 Narch, we resumed o.-r reconnaissance.
We changed course to the eastward at 0336 when the pack prevented
further southern progress, and conmenced skirting the pack. Our
southernmost point ( 68-UOS, O1-10W) was reached at 0H30 when course was
again changed to northeast. At 0530 it appeared that, except for
occasional fingers, the main edge of the pack extended on a line from
our position to the PINE ISLAND'S position 100 mile3 to the east and

south where she was lying to in preparation for flight operations.
Accordingly, at 0530 we retraced our course to the westward. Ice

conditions indicated that close pack could be expected 5 miles south
of our course. At 0000 we came around to a northwesterly course and
about 1000 found a bay 10 miles long and 5 miles wide suitable for
aircarft operation, which we reported to CTO 68.3.

Throughout the morning we encountered considerable pancake ice
varying from filmlike ice to an extensive coverage of pancakes. At
lOhO, with pancake coverage increasing rapidly, we changed to a north-
erly course to clear the ice area. Ibis was accomplished at 12ii5*

Heading west again at 1U00, we immediately encountered a film-
like coverage of from $0% to 00^. As we proceeded westward the crystals
of the filmlike ice gathered together to form the small circular pan-
cakes. Gradually these small units collected to form large pancakes
up to 6 feet in diameter with the area between cakes covered with a
light slush. At lhkS with IOC# coverage we changed course to NNYT,

gradually veering around to north and increasing speed to 17 knots to

clear the area as expeditiously as possible. The increase in speed
at this time was permitted by the fact that the area was notably free
from growlers or other old ice, the entire coverage being composed of
new ice in the state of formation. Between lh00 and 1600 the tempera-
ture had dropped lt° and we had no desire to risk being caught in the
ice at that late date.

The composition of the ice and the speed at which it was forming
indicated that two more days with temperatures below 25° F would
probably find the area entirely iced in. Although little ice blink
was visible because of clear weather and small cloud coverage, that
which was present indicated that the main edge of the pacx lay to the
westward. An increasing number of growlers and brash added further
weight to this assumption.
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At 10] 0 we cleared the pack but continued northward to insure
that we were definitely clear of the ice, since by then, with southerly
winds from the continent, the temperature was still dropping and we
could practically see the ice forming before our eyes. We were all
nighty thankful when the ice was definitely behind us for had dark-
ness overtaken us we would have been forced to reduce speed to about

5 knots. Even that speed might have been dangerous because the

icebergs and growlers which were hard enough to see when silhouetted
against the black water at night would have been doubly hard to discern
against the background of newly formed ice.

He were still steaming north at 2255 when CIG 68*3 advised CTF
68 that because of unfavorable conditions he had decided reluctantly
to discontinue operations. Shortly thereafter, at 2318, CTG 68*3
ordered TO 68.3 to discontinue present operations and set course for
Rio ae Janeiro, Brazil, at 12 knots with BROWNSOU $0 miles on port
beam and CANISTEO $0 miles on starboard beam of FINE ISLAND. Later,
at 0930, we received from the Task Group Commander, "Upon conclusion
of operations in the Antarctic I am proud to say to every officer and
man in this group 'well donel. u

PHASE VIII - ROLLING DOWN TO RIO
rnnffcrT5n7”to^inzircET9ii7y

For two aays after receiving orders to discontinue operations,
we steamed steadily northward. During the first day we maintained
station 50 miles on the port beam of the FINE ISLAND, but at 17U3
Tuesday, U March, in anticipation of fueling and provisioning, our
station was changed to <L$ miles on the starboard beam of the FINE
ISLAND and we immediately set course to comply with that order* At
0bit7 on Thursday, 6 March, we changed course to rendezvous with the
CANISTEO who was maintaining station 50 miles on the starboard beam
of the PiKE ISLAND. Neither ship, however, had been able to fix its
position for J or It days, and consequently, we found nothing but
empty ocean upon reaching what we believed to be the rendezvous.
During the forenoon we steamed back and forth over the area trying
to compensate for various errors of navigation, both our own and
CANISTEO 's, with negative rosults* It now seemed quite paradoxical
that, after experiencing little difficulty in rendezvousing through-
out the entire operation, we should ndss completely itoen out in the
wide open spaces. Since neither ship had RDF equipment, we constructed
a Jury rig consisting of about 25 turns of small wire wound lengthwise

around a cardboard box. This unit was mounted on a snail boom connect-

ed to a galvanometer, and trained manually while UO's were being sent

out from the CANISTEO. Meanwhile, the CANISTEO had evolved a similar

rig and was enabled to give us a course to steer. By means of this
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makeshift RDF unit we obtained an approximate bearing on the CAHISTEO,

which confirmed her date. With this information we changed course to

head in her direction. That night, with unlimited visibility and a

ceiling approaching POOO feet, we arranged for each ship to train

its searchlight for a period of 5 minutes every half hour. On the

second attempt at 2130 we sighted the reflection of the CAKISfEO's

light on the clouds slightly off our starboard bow. Shortly there-

after we picked her up on the radar.

At 07U2, Friday, 7 March, we arrived on station 1000 yards

astern of the CANISTZO and at 0818 commenced our approach. Fueling

was comnenced at 0903 and completed at 1152* Having received on

board 122,033 gallons of fuel oil, we cast off all lines at 1205 and

set course to rendezvous with the PINE ISLAND.

Shortly after rendezvousing with the PINE ISLAND at 1730, we

received a storm advisory and took station to ride it out. During

the night we had gusts up to 62 knots and swells up to 1*7 * high, probably

the worst weather of the operation to date. By Sunday morning, 9

March, the storm had abated but the seas were still too high for

provisioning. Consequently we took station 5 miles on the port

quarter of the PIKE ISLAND tc await calmer seas. Early Monday morning,

10 March, we moved into position to commence our approach. It was

decided, however, to delay the operation another day since we were
still rolling quite heavily.

By this time we were about L0°S with the weather becoming very
pleasant. The unusual sight of the sun and blue skies for days at a

time resulted in a marked rise in morale among all hands. At 0827
Tuesday, 11 March, we commenced our approach on the PINE ISLAND and,

at 0910, began receiving supplies. We cast off all lines at 1120 and
set course for our station 50 miles on the port beam of the PINE ISLAND,

test firing the 20 MU enroute.

The next two days were uneventful until 2206, Thursday, 13
March, when we changed course to rendezvous with the PIKE ISLAND for
fueling. This was desired in order to lighten her for propeller repairs.
From our station 1000 yards astern, we commenced our approach on the
PINE ISLAND at 0856, Friday, lU March. We completed the operation at

1325, having received on board 63,962 gallons of fuel oil. The CANISTEO
having Joined us earlier in the morning, all three ships hove-to at
lii20 and comaeneed cleaning ship's sides, While we were thus engaged,
the Group Commander called a conference of Commanding Officers on board
the flagship and advantage was taken of this trip to return the PINE
ISLAND'S motor*haleboat to her. At 1750 we resumed base course and
speed.

Saturday, 15 March, the task group lay-to from 0800 to 171i0 to
continue cleaning. Sunday, 16 March, the PINE ISLAND and CANISTEO
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hove-to to paint ship's sides from 0700 until 1000. During this period
we patrolled the area at 1.5 knots and continued cleaning since vre did
not have sufficient paint aboard for the sides. From 11(23 until 1730
we circled the PINE ISLAND at 10, CQU yards, transmitting UO's for RDF
calibration. At 1610 we sighted land bearing 000°T. That night we
lay-to again for six hours before getting underway at OUOO Monday, 17
March, on the final leg of our trip to Rio.

Still a little ahead of schedule, we lay-to for 7 hours Monday
night, getting underway in column (FINE ISLAND, CANISTBO, BROiVNSON) at
0305 Tuesday, 18 March, for the harbor entrance. At 0800 the column
started up the channel which provides such an impressive entrance to
Rio. At.08ul we passed the Santa Cruz fortress 500 yards abeam to
starboard* At 0900 we received the pilot and Lt. Paulo Moreira de
Silva, Brazilian Navy, aboard. Shortly thereafter the PINE ISLAND
fired a 21 gun salute to the Republic of Brazil and a 13 gun salute
in honor of Rear Admiral Dantas, Commander Brazilian Destroyer Force.
Both salutes were Immediately returned, and at 0927 we moored to a
buoy — . Rio at lastt

Just before our arrival in Rio we received the following mesaage
from the Task Group Conmander - "Our arrival in Rio marks the end of a
long arduous cruise that has been successfully completed. Each officer
and man can be rightfully proud of the part he played in contributing
to that succobs. Your devotion to duty under hazardous and trying

conditions has been in keeping with the high standards expected of
our Navy. I am proud of you and 1 wish you all a very pleaspnt and
happy stay in Rio."

On the afternoon of our arrival, Tuesday, 18 March, calls,
which had been previously arranged were made on various Brazilian and
U.S. officials. This proved to be quite a pleasure and an honor for
the commanding officer who at this time was introduced to the Brazilian
Minister of the Navy, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, and the Minister
of Aeronautics among others. The following morning all commanding
officers called on Admiral Guilhobel, Director of the Navy Yard. By
way of return, that afternoon a number of Brazilian officials and
the American charge d'affaires were piped aboard the PINE ISLAND to
return their official calls.

Early Thursday, 20 March, the British light cruiser, HUS
SHEFFIELD, was perceived quietly standing into the harbor at Rio.
Shortly thereafter, as she was easing into her berth at the Navy
Yard, the PINE ISLAND fired a salute to her flag officer. Vice Admiral
Sir William Tennant, R.N. That afternoon a very pleasant luncheon
was given at the University Club for Commanding Officers and Brazilian
Liaison Officers. Friday at 09U0 official calls were made on the

British in KUS SHEFFIELD, and the calls were returned that forenoon
aboard the PINE ISLAND as before.

I
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Saturday, 22 March, the Commanding Officer, Executive Officer,
and Medical Officer Joined other officers from the Task Group for an
inspection of the Navy Yard. Following this, they were entertained
at a luncheon, given by Rear Admiral Guilhobel, the Director of the
Navy, at which the senior ii. S. Naval Officer present was Rear Adt.iral

Island P, Lovette, Chief of the U.S. Naval Mission to Brazil. Satur-
day afternoon a group of the ship's officers attended a garden party
at the Naval Club given in honor of Vice Admiral Tennant. Sunday, the
last day of our visit, we were guests of the Rio Jockey Club for a
very enjoyable afternoon at the races.

Several other entertainments were provided during our stay
such as a trip to Corcovado, a trip to Sugar Loaf, and a very success-
ful dance for the enlisted men. In addition, all officers were kindly
accorded the privileges of the Naval Club during this period.

Probably the most impressive action taken in our behalf, however,
was the very fine practice of d etailing a Brazilian Liaison Officer
and an official car for each Commanding Officer. In our case specif-
ically, Lt. Paulo Moreira de Silva gavo unstintingly of his time and
did everything in his power to make our stay enjoyable.

^!THPV

PHASE EC - HOMEWARD BOUND
( 2U March 19U7 to 25 March 19h7

)

Having made all preparations for sea, at 101? Monday, 2k March,
we got underway from our buoy and stood cut through the Rio harbor.

As we took departure from the Santa Cruz Fortress at 111?, a beautiful
array of clouds shrouded Corcovado and the surrounding mountains to

farm a striking background for our last look at Bio.

We steamed in column until Tuesday morning, 25 Liarch, when the
PINE ISLAND went alongside the CANISTEO to refuel. As soon as this
bad been completed, we commenced our approach on the CANISTEO and
began fueling at 1236. Having received on board 51,512 gallons of
fuel oil, at 1U05 we cast-off all lines. In accordance with CTG 66.3
25HU&2, we were then relieved of present duties and reported to

CIFCLANT and COliDESLANT for operational control. Pursuant to COU-
DESLANT 2617102 we set course for Norfolk, Virginia. As we gradually
steamed away from the CANISTSO's side for the last time, she sounded
a hearty farewell blast on her whistle amid much waving and shouting
indicative of the strong feeling of comradehip between the two ships.

With the PINE ISLAND and CANISTEO heading for Panama and Ascen-
sion Island respectively, and slowly fading out of sight behind us we
bring this narrative and our part in Operation K1GHJUM? to a close with

a feeling of pride in our accomplishments and the knowledge that we have
obtained a wealth of experience which will be of value to the fiavj and

to ourselves in future years.
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rH.ASE X - STATISTICAL HIGHLIGHTS OF OPERATION HIGKJUMP

tROVftJSUr: sailed from Norfolk, Virginia, in company with other
shies of the force, on 2 December, 191*6 and returned to that port on
3 April, 191*7. During that period aha steamed 28,772 miles, of which
21,1*57 miles were steamed continuously. She was in port on two occas-
ions, for three days from 7 to 10 December in Balboa, Canal Zone, and
for six days from 18 to 2k March, 191*7 in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. She
was underway a continuous period of 98 days. Some of the more Important
statistics concerning BROWISON 1 s participation in operation KIuHJUM?
are tabulated horowith.

From 1100, 2 December 191*6 to 0600, 8 April 191*7.

Total days underway 118
Total miles steamed — - -- -- -- -- — - 28,772
Total days not underway - -- -- -- -- -- -- - 9
Fuel used underway 1,079,916
Fuel used not underway 18,332
Number of times refueled at sea - 11
Number of times refueled in port - -- -- — - - - - 1
Maximum speed made 32 knots 325 RPM
Minimum speed made (not lying to) - - 1 knot 15 RFM
Days out of sight of land 62

12/12/1*6 Crossed equator at longitude 83023.7 '

H

12/26/1*6 First crossed Antarctic Circle at Longitude

U0°56.8'tf
3/l/l»7 Crossed Antarctic Circle at Greenwich Meridian
Crossed the Antarctic Circle 36 times*
2/17/1*7 Rounded Cape Korn.
1/27/1*7 Farthest west 67°50.3'S 177°C«* 'Vf

2/28/1*7 Farthest east — - - -66°53.3'S Ol*°39.6 , E
2/9/U7 Farthest south 69°59.3'S 78°3l*.l'tf

Meteorological conditions, extremes encountered below Lat. 55°S

l/21*/U7 Maximum temperature - 1»0°F, Lat. 67°S, Long.

17l*°50'7»

2/21/1*7 Minimum temperature - 20°r,
.
Lat. 63°S, Long.

38°33'iT

3/2/U7 Minimum Seawater temperature - 29°F, Lat,

67°53'S, Long. 03°l5‘*
3/7/U7 Maximum wind force - 62 knots from 300°T dir.

Lat. 5l°S, Long. 25°Vi

Oceanographic conditions, extremes encountered below Lat. 55°S.

^VIVI^

™)
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3A/UV Deepest water - 281*0 fathoms, Lat. 61 3o'S,
Long. 11°16'V/

1/26/h? Shoalest water - 720 Fathoms, Lat. i^6
0
2ii'S,

Long. 173°3ii'h (outside of bays, harbors, v/hich

were traversed).

Land lighted

2/10/u? Charcot Island, Antarctica
2/11/1*7 Rothschild and Alexander 1 Islands.

2/13/1*7 Adelaide Island
2/li*/l»7 Palater reninsula

Gastronomic Conditions

Provisioned ship 2 tinea in per t

Provisioned ship 7 times at sea
Provisions consumed - 36.6 tons
Provisions consumed - 2hlx pounds per uian

Largest item of use - Flour. 12,600 pounds consumed.
Smallest item of use - Cliili powder. 16 ounces consumed.

PERSONNEL STATISTICS;

^ri

^yi 1^

OFFICERS ENLISTED
UEV

OBSERVERS
(civilian)

On departure 16 26U 1
Maximum 13 293 2

On Return 16 283 1

MEDICAL STATISTICS:

r* Upper respiratory disease decreased rapidly from hk to 23 after
two weeks and decreased almost to zero after one month in the Antarc-“
tic.

There were no serious illnesses during the operation.

^P'lTiT-S
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ANNEX TWO (a)

INTRODUCTION

Prior to Operation HIGHJUMP, there were no set standards
for photographic operations in extremely cold weather. Therefore,
In the anticipation that this report may be of value in planning
for any future operations of its kind in the Arctic or Antarctic,
many details have been included not only in the achievements, but
in errors, observations, performance of equipment and proficiency
of personnel, etc,, that would, under normal operating conditions,
be omitted.

I, OBJECTIVES

The primary photographic objective of Operation HIGHJUMP
was the reconnaissance survey of the unexplored coastal and
continental areas of the continent with the tri-metrogon camera
installation. The secondary objective was the survey of certain
coastal and island areas requested by the Hydrographic office. In
carrying out these photographic objectives effectively, other
aerials, atills, and motion pictures in color and black and white
of the operational and training aapect were required. These all
presented problems in equipment, personnel, and in actual operations
and organization, which will be reported on in detail in the
various Task Group repoxts immediately following this summary,

II. AIRPLANE ALLOCATIONS:

The Task Perce was organized into three main operational
groups; the Central, Eastern, and Western Groups, Fbr exploration
and photographic survey, the Central Group was equipped with six
rLD-5 airplanes. The other two groups with three PHtf-5 seaplanes
each. Each of these groups was augmented by lighter airplanes

and helioop tera for short exploratory flights and for scouting
purposes as follows

»

Central Group

One (1) JA-1 (Norseman)

Two (2) Helicopters
Two (2) J2P-6 Amphibians

III. AIRPLANE INSTALLATIONS:

Eastern and Western Oroc

One (1) SOC airplane
Two (2) Helicopters

None of these lighter airplanes ware to be equipped

with any photographic installations; however, small scout hand-
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held reconnaissance cameras were provided* The RLiD*5 airplanes
were to be oompletaly equipped with the tri-metrogon caaera
installations as well as oblique, still, and notion pictures, and

certain other canoras to record altitude (both pressure and radio),

tine, and written data simultaneously with each aet of tri-metro-
gon photographs taken* The Rld>5 installations were made at the

Assembly and Repair Department, Naval Air station, Quonset Point,
Rhode Island; the PBU-5 installations at the Assembly and Repair
Department, Naval Air Station, Norfolk, Virginia*

The Task Force Sixty*-Eight photographic officer, because
of previous experience, was requested to visit each of these
assembly and repair departments at various times by the cognisant
Bureau of Aeronautics • representative to offer any suggestions
end criticisms that might be helpful in expediting the satisfactory
completion of the installations. During these visits, it was
stressed by this officer, that in addition to a good technical
installation, all camera hatches were to be sealed against wind-
blast to protect the camera operator against severe frost-bite.
Considerable changes were made in the PBH tri-metrogon and oblique
installations after they were begun as a result of these visits,
unfortunately, because of weather and remoteness to Task Force
Headquarters, visits to Quonset Point were not as frequent as they
should have bees* Consequently, there were several discrepancies
in the tri-metrogon installations of the RiiD-5's* The hatches
were never satisfactory* The oblique photographs were masked off
to such an extent that they were rendered leaa valuable for the
purpose intended, although still usable* This ultimately required
the removal of the wind-blast seal in order to have an adequate
unobstructed camera view* The PBH installations, however, both
tri-metrogon and oblique, were very satisfactory except for a
minor modification to permit leveling tri-metrogon cameras* This

installation is an excellent standard for future installations in
that typo airplane*

IV CAMERA MOUNTS

The tri-netrogon mounts installed in RliD-5 and PQf-S
airplanes were not engineered primarily for those airplanes*
Actually the mounts are the N.A.S. San Diego, Local Change 113
for the F6F (Hellcat)* When the F6F was originally fitted
with the tri-metrogon cameras in 19b3, it was found necessary,
because of lack of space, to Install one of the oblique
K-17 6-inch cameras in a reverse position to afford room
for the electric-drive motor* This resulted in the film travel-
ling in the direction of flight in the vertical and one of the
oblique cameras, while film travel in the other oblique was in
the opposite direction. This difference in the direction of
film travel made marking or study of a sat of three rolls of

negatives a very awkward operation. Also, there was no provision
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for leveling the trl-aetrogon cameras In the F6F airplane except
by leveling the airplane. The Bureau of Aeronautics directed
that the P6F tri-metrogon installation be Installed in the Rltl>5

and PBJf-5 alrplanee of Task Force Sixty-ELght without modification.

It would have been very desirable to Install the tri-
metrogon camera mount so that the film travel in all cameras would
be in the same direction. It ie believed that the Task Force
airplanes were large enough to permit tills modification to the

76f San Diego local Change 113. Also, a means of leveling the
cameras should have been provided in these airplanes, as flight
characteristics do not permit the leveling and trimming of the

BliD and PHI airplanes when they are heavily loaded. The F6F
San Diego Local Change 113 mount was installed in the HUD air-
planes, not only without modification, but in addition, reversed,

which caused the film in two cameras to travel in the opposite
direction to the line of flight, instead of only one as in the f6f.
At first, this caused considerable confusion to the Photogramm-
etrlst and his assistants. After it was determined which way the
film traveled in all the cameras, it was less confusing, but it
was still awkward to handle the rolls of negatives when marking
or identifying landmarks on the film.

It was found on 1 December 19U6, prior to departure
of the Task Fbrce on 2 December, that none of the calibrated
K-17 6-inch aircraft camera case-drives, which were all that
were delivered upon request to the U.S.S. MOUNT OLYMPUS, would
fit into the HUD mounts, as the pins for holding the cameras in
the proper position would not fit into the recesses of the oblique
Tivjw finder since they were out of line about 1/8 inch. Fortunately,
however, there were enough uncalibrated cameras at N.A.3.D, , Norfolk,
which would fit. Thus it was necessary to exchange all the
calibrated cameras for the uncalibrated cameras at the last instant
before sailing. This action required calibration after return to
the U.3.J unfortunately, tea sets of cameras were jettisoned and
their calibration can not be made, instead of using the F6F
installation without modification, the specifications for tbs
Installation and camera angles should have been stipulated to the
various assembly and repair departments and a mount built from
these specifications. It is recoonended that, in the future,

adapters be furnished with all tri-metrogon mounts to facilitate
using either type camera.

T. SURVEY CONTROL PROBLEMS

It was realised lmediately that the best known method

of accurate controlled aerial survey, that of establishing field
control points by surface parties, was completely out of the

question in the Antarctic on Operation HIGHJUMP. It would have

Annex 2 (a) - 3 -
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entailed sany months of working in the field by terreetial
surrey parties to establish these points and nark then suit-
ably to reoord in the photographs. It was remotely possible to
establish a few control points along sobs of the ooast line if
tine permitted; this possibility could not, however, be relied
upon. The best alternative to obtain any control at all was to
endeavor to tie all the photographs or rather strips of photo-
graphs that ware to be taken, into old fixes in the picture,

and operate the cameras,with proper overlap, out to the end of
the extent of the range of the airplane or to the and of the
flight* The cameras were to be operated all the way back and
were to include some well established point before being turned
off* This would be reconnaissance survey at its best unless sons
instrumental or electronics method oould be utilised in addition
to tbs navigator's various sun lines against time* Many methods
were discussed with Hydrographic office representatives. Radio,

the most desirable, bed to be discarded because of lack of bases
suitably situated for obtaining navigational fixes* The beet

that could be done wea to use what fixes the navigator could
obtain by use of the Aatro-coapsas, by plotting various sun lines

across the flight trade and tyiUg. geographical point* obtained
in photographs to these meager navigational fixes*

VI. MODHIED QRBflJH RBOOHDBR

It became Immediately apparent that accurate time,
in order to determine position, east be furnished with each
set of photographs taken. The K-17 6-inch aircraft cameras
used in the tri-metrogon installation do not have clocks in
them; therefore, it wee decided to modify in instrument used
at Bikini In Operation CROSSROADS to reoord time simultaneously
with each set of photographs taken of the bomb blast, which for

lack of a name, was called s Gremlin Recorder* A Oramlln

Recorder Is the combination of two P-56 aircraft cameras; one

(1) P-56 20-inch drive and cone mounting an V-56 8^-inch lane,

with the instruments to be recorded located the proper distance

in front end illuminated for photographing, it was decided to

install several additional instruments in this rsoorder* A
photograph of these instruments with each aet of photographs

taken by the trl*«etrogon would be very useful* Installations

included! (1), an accurate watch, (2), a pressure altimeter,

(3), an inclinometer, and (It), an SCS-718 radio altimeter* The

Bureau of Aeronautics authorised the Gremlin Beoordere to be

modified at the Assembly and Repair Department, N.A.S., Norfolk,

Virginia. Many Installations and photographic problems prevented

tbs inclusion of the SCR-718 in these reoorders* Twelve of these

recorders were completed end delivered to the Task Pores*

Detailed reports on the operation of these recorders will appear

In the various Task Group reports following this suasiary*
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VUT. AERIAL SURVEY MATERIAL

Except for the lumber of aircraft cameras required and
other standard aerlai photographic equipment, it was extremely
difficult to estimate the amount of sensitised material needed
for the primary photographic objectives of the operation* Tbs
basic factors necessary to estimate flua for any aerial surrey
project, are based on how such territory is to be surveyed*
Once the else of the territory is known, the problem la relatively
simple, and one which ia familiar to every aerial photographer*
These first factors ware known, but because the elevation of the
terrain In the unexplored areas was not known, the problem
remained indeterminate* It waa, of course, very desirable to
fly the airplanes 20,000 feet above the terrain* This waa impossi-
ble for the PfiM'a as their service celling is near 15,000 feet or
sore and the elevation of the terrain that was known in the
interior of tbs continent in places exceeds 10,000 feet and some
mountains are 15,000 fast or more above sea level* It waa finally
decided that the Eastern Group and the Western Group airplanes
mould fly at 13,000 feet if possible, and the Central Group airplanes

20,000 feet true altitude. It was estimated that the Central
Group would be able to fly a total of twenty-four radial flight
sectors, weather permitting, from the Base at Bay of Whales extend-
ing 750 miles from Base and rotura. it was also estimated that the

Wing Groups, even though with one-half as many airplanes each, by
coiaaencing operations earlier and continuing later than the Central
Group, oould each fly an equal number of flight miles. The total
number of nautical miles thus estimated was 106,000 miles* With
all the unknown factors end uncertain weather conditions considered,
it was decided to base the amount of film needed on these estimates
and the fact that with ojqrgen, the airplanes should be able

to fly at least 5,000 feet above the terrain* These assumptions
established a basis for the fils, chemicals, paper, and other
material etc* for the surrey operations* Because the number of
flights anticipated did not materialise, there waa a considerable
amount of film in excess. Due to insufficient space on the U.S.S.

BURTON ISLAND to transport all material when that vessel

evacuated the Base at the Bay of Whales, the following material

was left stored In the Quonset Hut at the Emergency Base at the

Bay of Whales:

2914 Rolls x 200* Super XX Film aero

2lt Rolls 9V x 75* Tri-X Film aero

13 Rolls 9V x 75* infra-red Film aero

12 Rolls 7" x 16* Super XX Fils aero
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IX MISCELLANEOUS MATERIAL

The following miscellaneous material waa also left
stored in the Quonaet But at Bay of ffhales (Emergency Camp).

^rry

147 Dozen 4x5 Anaoo daylight color film.

10 Cross 10x20 paper.
2 Safe lights - 8x10 hangar type.
1 Model "J" Aerial film dryer.
2 Smith film developing units (9^).

150 1 gal. cans D-76 developer.
50 1 gal. cans D-19 developer.
1 10" trimmer.
1 9xlB Contact Printer (Argon).
2 Inversion heaters (110V.).
2 8 x 10 trays (enamel).
2 11 x 14 trays (enamel).

X DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED

Beoause of low altitudes necessitated by removal of oxygen
equipment priorto take-off from the PHILIPPINE SEA, the inabil-
ity to reinstall, and the high elevation of the Polar Plateau,
several flights expended film before the end of their flight.
In some instanoes, the altitude of the airplane above the terrain
was 1700 feet or less. Extra rolls of film were provided but it
was too cold (minus 20 to 40 degrees Fahrenheit) to unload and
reload film in flight. Six (6) rolls of film were loaded in
Flight Number Seven Able (7A), resulting in frost-bitten fingers.
It was, of course, necessary to load film bare handed. This pro-
cedure was so alow and painful and since no better system could be
improvised, it was not attempted on any later flights. On all
flights, however, all available spare magazines were carried.

XI PHOTOGRAPHIC PERSONNEL

The photographic personnel were experienced aerial photographers
and were all very anxious to do an excellent Job; but the airplanes
were so cold, since the camera compartments were not properly sealed
against wind-blast, that it was not possible to do any work bare-
handed, except for very short intervale, which were frequently
necessary in making notes. It was necessary to move about frequent-
ly and because of the distance between cameras, eleotrioally heated
flying suits were not practical. The photographer usually waa
so involved in the operation of the tri-oetrogon cameras that there
was seldom time for operating the oblique K-17 12-inch cameras.
The 16mn. motion picture cameras became known as the Pilot's camera,
and considerable Kodachrome footage was obtained with this camera
operated by the pilot or co-pilot on nearly all flights. It was a

simple matter to keep these motion picture cameras operating at

sub-zero outside air temperatures beoause of the heat inside of
the pilot's compartment.
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XII PILOTS

When it was found that xhe pilots assigned to
Operation HIQHJUMP were not experienced photographic pilots.
Captain John H. Mcglroy, U.S.N., who was assigned collateral
duties with the Task Force Staff to assist in planning for
the photographic operation, want to N.A.3., Norfolk, Virginia, and
gave a series of lectures to the crews. Captain Mc&lroy did
a commendable job in the short interval of time that could be
spared by the craws for these lectures and indoctrination in
photography. There was not sufficient time taken however, for
the craws to gain enough photographic air experience, it must
be remembered that the shortest course of Instruction to qualify
a pilot for photographic reconnaissance flying during the
war was six (6) weeks of intensive and continued lectures, and
photographic flying. It ia, therefore, strongly recommended
that for any future operation similar to Operation HIGHJUMP,
where aerial photography is of such paramount importance, all
pilots be thoroughly trained and experienced photographic pilots.
It la believed that superior photographic coverage would have
been obtained if a photographic squadron had been assigned to
duty with this Task Force.

Xm ACOCMPLISHMBreS

Total survey flights 28 Total K-17 6"(Tri-met)Neg.l6f 921»

Total F-56 Gremlin Neg. It,178 Total K-17 12" Kodacolor" 35
Total P-56 Neg. 200 Total F-56 8J"

» "22
Total Radar Alt. 35mm. Neg.1,553 Total 50 'Mag. » lfcum. » 19

XIV PERSONNEL

The important role that photography was to play in
Operation HIGHJUMP necessitated an officer In charge of
photography on the Staff. This officer was assigned 10 October
19U6, and lnaadiately commenced the task of organising the
Photographic Department. After considerable study of the
photographic requirements, it was determined that the following
additional personnel were needed!

One (1) Officer on the Staff in charge of motion picture photography
One (11 photographic Officer for each of the three Task Oroups.
One (1) Motion picture specialist officer or enlisted man, for

each of the two Wing Qroupa.

Prior to the assignment of the Staff Photographic
Officer, ClnCLantFlt and CinCPacFlt had been requested to assign
a photographer's mate who was also a qualified aircrewman to

each of the twelve Task Force airplanes. A determined effort
was made to obtain skillful, experienced color and black and
white motion picture specialists for the three main operating
groups; but, unfortunately, the required number were not avail-

able In the Navy. A request was submitted to the Marine Corps
Annex 2 (a) — 7 -
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and two officers were assigned for notion picture work* In
addition, a similar request was submitted to the Army, and
four (b) enlisted motion picture specialists were assigned*
Only one Navy photographer's mat* oovld be obtained who had
specialised in color photography* Thus it was clear that the

photographic complement of Operation HIGHJUMP was to be
general, ell around Navy photographer's Mateo generalising
in all Helds but specialising in none* It was possible,
however, to select a nucleus of experienced nenj especially
from the higher rates who were versatile but rusty in soice

fields and refresh them while enroute to the Antarctica The
complement was assigned as follows#

Officer-in-Charge of photography (Staff)
One (1) Lt. O.S.N. in MOUNT OLTKPUS
Officer-in-Charge Motion Pictures (Staff)
One (1) lst.Lt. U.S.M.C. in MOUNT OLTMPUS
Central Group Photographic officer#
One (1) Lt.(Jg) O.S.N* in MOUNT 0LTHPT5S

Photographic officer - western Group
Otoe (1) Lt.(jg) U.S.N. in CURRITUCK
Motion Pictures - Western Group
One (l) C.W.O. U.S.M.C* in CURRITUCK

Photographic Officer - Eastern Group
One (1) Chief Photographer in PINE TBT-Atm

It waa obvious that the biggest task to bo accomplished waa
in the Central Group* This Group had to transit the Ice pack
to reach the Bay of Whales, moor to the bay Ice, unload two AlC'a,

haul material, construct a base and airstrip on the ics shelf,

operate and support six (6) long range reconnaissance airplanes.

Photographs, In both motion sod stills, were required by all

branches of the Amad Forces of all phases of these operations*
The fact that the operations of the Central Group were to be
completed and the Base evacuated in less than two (2) months was
indicative of a short but intense period of operation* The two
Wing Groups had three (3) long range airplanes and no base to

build* Renee, the ratio of assignment of personnel waa 2-1-1

for the Central and Wing Oroups respectively. The total complement
of photographic personnel assigned waa as indicated on the
following pages
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IV PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENTS

Central Group

Three (3) officers (2, U3K; l.USKC)
Sixteen (16) photographers' Hatas
Four (h'j Photographers’ Kates (Aircrewmen)
Two (2) Photographers' (Karine Corps)
One (1) Photographer's Kate (Ships company)
Two (2) Photographers, motion picture (U.S.Army)
One (1) Photographer's Kate (in BURTON ISLAND)

U.S.C.O.C. WOgTHTOTO

One (1) Chief Photographer (D.S.C.G.

)

One (1) Photographer's Kate (U.S.C.G.)
One (1) Photographer's Kate (U.S.N.

)

Total - four (1«) officers, twenty-eight (26) men for Central Croup.

Reatern Croup

Two (2) officers (1, U.S.N.; 1, U.S.M.C.)
Sixteen (16) Photographers' Hates, U.S.N.
One (1) Photographer, motion picture, U.S.Army

Total - Two (2) officers, seventeen (17) men for Western croup.

Eastern Group

One (1) officer, U.S.N.
Fourteen (lit) Photographers' Kates, U.S.N.
One (1) Photographer, notion picture, U.S.Any*

Total - One (1) officer, fifteen (15) men for Eastern Group.

Grand total of photographic personnel for Task Force Sixty-Eight —
Six (6) officera and fifty-seven (57) men. (The roster of Task
Force ’Personnel appoars in the appendix)

.

XVI POLICY

Because of the limitation of personnel, especially those
qualified in the more skillful fields, it was an Immediate
necessity to ascertain the qualifications of every man and commence
a refreshing and training program enroute to the Antarctic. It
was found that some of the men who had been in' large organizations
such as; Naval Photographic Center, Operation CROSSROADS,
Photographic Squadrons, Interpretation Squadrons, and Intelligence

Centers, had been assigned to one type of work so long in those

Annex 2 (a)
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organisations, that proficiency in other fields was seriously
lacking. Soma of these photographers had graduated from the
Photographic School several years previously but had not op-
erated a motion picture or still camera for such a long time,
that they were not up-to-date on the operation of the latest
cameras. All of the officers and chief petty officers were given
to understand that they must become proficient in the use of all
types of aerial, motion, and still cameras, and also laboratory
technique* Fbr instance, there was not an officer or man in the

Central Croup that could crank a Mitchell Motion Picture camera
proficiently* This was important because experience in the

Antarctic had proven to the Staff Photographic Officer, that in
cold temperatures, these cameras could not be depended upon to

operate electrically. Some of these men had once been excellent
in various fields of photography years before or while in school,
but during the war years whan specialists were so prevalent in all
large organisations of the Navy, certain ones bad bean assigned
administrative, laboratory, plant, or aircrew assigneents so long
that most of their photographic ability as operating photographers
in the field with cameras was gone. Fortunately, all hands were
woat willing to knuckle down and work to regain or better their
skills*

fhs general policy was, and Justly had to be, after
the man were shaken down to various fields or refreshed to get
the pictures first at all costs, then process and file them
later. This accounts for not obtaining names of personnel,
home town addresses, etc*, which were highly desirable and was
accomplished In a number of instances) but in general, there was
not time for this, except at the expense of missing some
important part of the operation which had to he photographed as
it occurred.

The Officer-in-Charge of photography, who had been
relegated to strictly administrative positions for the last six

(6) years, frequently operated motion or still cameras; otherwise,
some important aspect of the operation would not have haen
photographed. This also applies to the Officer^in-Charge of
Motion Picture Photography, who often operated an syne camera*

XVII BASK OPERATIONS

The Staff photographic Officer, Lieutenant C.C. SHUtLET,
transferred to the U.S.3. TANCET (AK93) at 2200, 16 January 191*7,

with the following listed photographic officers and men to
photograph the entry of that vessel into the Bay of Whales, and

subsequently, unloading activities, and the construction of the

Bass on the ice ahalf*
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let. Lieut. H.K. ANGLIN, tl.S.V.C.

WEED, A.D.
JOHNSON, B.E.
MEDI1JG, J. (N)

RIZZOLLA, L.M.
MALONE, T.K.

PETERSON, R.F.

SACK, N.F.
POLUCK, J.U.
WALTERSDORF, J.M.
SHIMBERG, J. (N)

CPHOU
CPH01I

PHOMl
PHOMl
PHOMl
PHDM2
PHOM2
PHOM3

PVT..0.S.A.
PVT. , U.S.A*

These men were divided Into two (2) twelve (12) hour shift*
to obtain twenty-four (21t) hour coverage of unloading and
construction activities. One group was headed bp Lt» Shirley,
the other by Lt. Anglin.

zvm. PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL TO D.S.S. IANCEI

2 Ryeno'a complete with case plus 12 volt motor.
U ItOO* magazines for Syemo.
2 Mitchell's complete with 8-400* magazines.
2 cine Specials complete with 2-100* magatlnes each.
6 Auto-load Speedsters.

3 Speedgraphics complete with flash.
1 Oraflex.

5 Medalist's
2 Kodak 35mm. 's.

2 Mitchell heavy duty tripods.

3 Professional Junior tripods,

it Exposure meters.
1 P-56 with magazine.
2 k-20's, one equipped with focusing mount.
IS Graflez typecut film holders.
It 6 volt batteries.
1 12 volt aircraft battery

60 Rolls It00* Super XX 35am. B&W.
20 Rolls 100' 35mn. B&W.

100 Rolls 100' 16mm. Rodschrome.

150 Magazines 50* 16sm. Kodachrome.

100 Packs It x 5 BUT film.

Si Dor .It x 5 Kodachrome.

20 Rolls 620 Anaco color.

30 Roils 35™. Kodachrome for Kodak 35™.
5 Rolls 7" x 125» B&W for P-56 8j"

lt Rolls 5i"x 20' B&W for E-20
80 Number SB flashbulbs.
68 Number 5 flashbulbs.

12 Rolls 5i"x 9* B&W for K-20.

Z*-*^

I

TOS,

ri'W^

t

Z"~

rrmx

nr*^

z^j^
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In the meantime, the following listed personnel remained
on board the U.S.S. MOUNT OLIMFUS, under the direction of Lt. (jg)
R.C. TIMM, CTG 60.1 Photographic Officer, to process, handle, and
file negatives and prints and In general, operate the Central
Group 1 * photographic laboratory!

BORE, O.F. 102 02 12 CPHOM

HATDEN, L.H. 263 56 79 FH0M1 HUTODTLO, T.H. 300 75 06 PHOMl
TURNER, W.R. 262 96 93 FH0M1 03UASPY, J.L. 557 UO 29 PH0M3
TEEQAN, B.(n) 362 61 58 PBOMl PATTERSON, H.H. 968 56 56 PHCM3

As soon as the U.S.S. IANCET nosed into the bay ice
immediately astern of tbs U.S.C.O.C. NORTHWIND, Lt. Anglin and
a party went onto the bay ics to obtain as nany views as possible
of the scoring operations; the resiainder of the personnel covered
the operations from the ship*

The electric motor of the Mitchell camera, operated
by Lt. Shirley, slowed down to half speed; lt was immediately
removed and the camera hand-cranked*

XU PHOTOGRAPHIC ACTIVITIES ON THE ICE

During the first few hours after the ship completed
mooring, unloading operations moved at such a rapid pace that it
was necessary to utilise all hands of the photographic party to

obtain proper coverage, instead of one shift turning In*

important transportation equipment, already on the whips, went
over the side from four different places at the same time and
it was Important to obtain coverage of all this equipment ss lt
hit the ice* Various pieces were behaving differently and all
branches of the Armed Forpeu wanted photographs of it. The motor
transport that did not bog down, soon began to haul material to
a safe distance away from the edge of the ice* It was soon
obvious that the Photographic Department was going to need trans-
portation to keep up with the operations*

The following morning, 18 January, a Teasel was assigned
to the Photographic Department. The elecrlcally operated Mitchell
was mounted on the bow of the Weasel and one (1) of each of
the following cameras was kept in it, in a ready condition at all
times; £yaao, Speedgraphic, Speedster, and Medalist, in the mean-
time the U.S.S. MERRICK arrived and commenced unloading operations.
If lt had not been for the Weasel, there would have been very poor
coverage by this time as operations were moving so fast and over
such a large territory, that it would have been impossible to move
heavy cameras, or even personnel, from place to place fast enovgh.

^!W!T\
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1

Coverage was quite satisfactory up to date by this time to

peralt a visit to the Base of the United States Antarctic Service
Expedition 1939 - 19U1. During the filming of eoae interiors
in the old coup, one of the Eyeoo cameras froze up at a temper-
ature of minus 26 degrees Fahrenheit* it was noted, that as
cameras were brought to the surface, lenses fogged over from
condensation in the warmer atmosphere on the surface of the shelf
ice*

All of the exposed motion picture film and a till neg-
atives sere to be sent back to the united States via the

NORTHWIND, which mas now ready to depart for a rendezvous with the

U.S.S. PHILIPPINE SEA, north of the ice pack* Shelby* PHOid
was recalled from the NORTHWIND to augment the force of photo-
graphers on the ice* By this time camp construction was veil

underway, which neceaeitated a headquarters for the photographic
unit there as vail aa at the aide of the ships* Until a photo-
graphic tent oould be erected, one of the unoccupied pyramidal
tents was used*

The U.S.S. MOUNT OLTMPUS arrived and scored to the ice
on the morning of 20 January* On 21 January, all of the ahlpa
unmoored and left the Bay of Whales for the safety of the open
Ross Sea, because of the turbulent ice and wind conditions* All
of the photographers, however, moved up to the Base to continue

coverage of construction operations and moving of supplies fro m
the bay ice to the Base. The ships returned and moored again on
22 January and continued unloading operations* By this time,

complete coverage of mooring and unmooring had been obtained} but
it was desirable. If possible, to repeat coverage of all operations
for documentary purposes, os it might be needed* Also, it was
desirable to be ready to cover any accidents which might occur dur-
ing an operation the magnitude of mooring a ship to the ice*

Coverage was obtained of Divine Services which were
held upon completion of the Base. The generator available peraitted
the use of only 3,000 watts of light; consequently, Shelby made
interiors of the church service with the Mitchell at f2*3 at 2Ufps*
On 27 January, the two (2) twelve (12) hour shifts were discontinued
as most of camp construction and unloading was complete and good
covsrage obtained. Accordingly, a crew was organised under Lt.

Anglin to obtain various subjects in motion and still pictures
of camp activities} living conditions, etc.* The crew assigned for
this purpose was as followsi

MALONE, T.H. PH0U1 (motion pictures)
1ALTEHSD0RF, J.M. PVT. (motion pictures)
SHUIBERG, J. (N) PVT. (motion pictures)
PETERSON, R.F* PH0M2 (still pictures)

RIZZOLLA, L.M. FHOMl (still pictures)
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Lt. Shirley and the following personnel obtained
documentary and general coverage of construction activities

and commenced to prepare material for the arrival of the RUD-5'st

WEED, A.B. CPBOM KEDIBQ, J. (N) PHOML

JOHNSON, E«E« CPHOU SHEL6T, i*D« FH0U1

PATTERSON, R.H. PH3M3 POLLACK, J.U. PHQM3

By the afternoon of 22 January, most of the personnel

on the ice were sunburned, some quite severely, except those with
good beards* Sack, N.F., FH0U2 was relieved by Teigan, B., PHOML
and sent back to the MOUNT OLTHFUS to recuperate from sunburn*

The morning of 30 January, the first two HUD airplanes

arrived, and shortly afterward, it was decided that the thin-
skinned ships of the Central Group nuat leave the Bay of Rhalee
and clear the ice pack and Ross Ssa before ice conditions would

prevent their leaving* Only enough personnel were to remain on
the ice that could be evacuated on the one (1) icebreaker which
would take them off later, after completion of the Aerial Survey
Program*

It was directed that only one photographic officer and
four (U) man in addition to the six (6) in the flight crewB, could
remain during that period and that all other photographic work was
to be subjugated or stopped, if necessary, to support the Aerial
Survey Program* Fortunately, one (1) more excellent photographer
was obtained when Comaunder W.U. HAWKES, commanding officer of the

RliD unit, permitted Lt. A*E* STEIN, U3NB to remain* Lt. Stein
arrived with the BUD unit which he had photographed in 16mm. color
since the unit was organised. It was highly desirable that each
an be selected as carefully ae possible for versatility,
experience, willingness, initiative, and devotion to duty, because
at this point 10 photographers and 2 photographic officers had to

support the pbotograplAc requirements of six BUD airplanes. This
Included flying on survey missions, and accomplishing all the
other photography possible until they were evacuated* Consequently,
the following men were selected to remain on the ice from the

Central Groupj

BOWS, O.F. cpbom
WEB), A.B. CPHOU
MALONE, T.H* PHOMl
RIZZ0L1A, L.tL PHOMl
TKIOAN, B. (N) PHOMl

Prom the RUD Unit (TG68.5.1)

HUFNER, 7.0, CPHOU
SWAIN, K.C. PHOMl
MCDONALD, W.L. PHOMl
JAKSSON, C.L. M/SGT. USMC
BALDWIN, O.E. SOT. USMC

All efforts were now turned to rigging the airplanes
with cameras and photographic equipment* At the same time,

photographic coverage in motion and still pictures was being
made of the removal of the wheels from the airplanes and as much
ooverage ae possible of all operations connected with the air
program, such as; fueling, maintenance, pre-heating and starting

I

I
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engines, as well as activities connected with construction

and research connected with the airstrip, bearing and loading

capacity of the snow and shelf ice surfaces for airplane
operations. The photographers were determined to photograph

all of the subjects required by the Operation Plan, if possible,

in addition to the Aerial Survey, despite the fact that the

policy had been changed to eliminate all but the Aerial Project,
if both could not be accomplished simultaneously.

The first flight was made and the tri-metrogo

n

cameras operated to determine the proper exposure setting, and to

test mechanical operation for possible malfunctions, prior

to departure of the ships, the following material was put ashore

in anticipation that the United States Antarctic Service Expedition

1939 - 19U1 Laboratory at West Base could be activated and that

a small amount of processing could be done there. It was well
known that cameras, especially those with mechanisms as complex
as aircraft cameras, are bound to break down or develop mal-
functions even in moderate climates, that are sometimes never
discovered until the film has been processed. A camera with a
defective shutter or a magosine which may begin overlapping
exposures might be used on several important flights before It
is discovered, unless the film can be processed and inspected
frequently. Upon the return of the first flight, it was impor-
tant that the film be developed to determine the proper exposure
to be used on all subsequent survey llights and to check
operation of equipment.

It was doubtful, with the limited personnel
available, if any processing could be done after flight operations
had begun. Consequently, a party loaded the necessary materials
and equipment into a Weasel and went to West Base to develop the

film. Considerable time was required to clean out the coal stove
in the Science Building and melt enough snow for mixing chemicals.

It was soon apparent that the best that could be accomplished was
to develop a short test strip from each roll and return to the

Base with the Information prior to the take-off of any flight
of consequence. The idea of processing any more film was aban-
doned as it had taken thirty-six hours (3b) tc process a short
test strip from four rolls of film. The proper exposure was
determined to be 1/300 sec. at f.6.3 on bright, clear days. If
a force of about four additional men had been available, heat
could have been maintained all the time in the Laboratory
Building and subsequent processing would have been possible.

Many other conditions beyond the control of the
photo graphic officer also adversely affected the photogrip hie
coverage. Extreme cold reduced note-taking, overcast restricted
altitudes, as did lack of oxygen, continually changing terrain
both flat and mountainous, as well as varying altitudes change
intervals. Vlnor things, such os poor briefing facilities also
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were handicaps. The foregoing is cot offered as excuses for

possible poor results, but to point out the difficulties

encountered, which, because of the "unknown0 were very difficult
to overcose.

XI PHOTOGRAPHIC PROJECTS

(A) Projects Numbers 1 and 2.

Fbr tri-metrogon survey of Interior, coastline,
and islands of Antarctica, see Chart Humber 1, in the Appendix
for appropriate coverage* In connection with these two projects,
the various operating groups made the following flights and

photographs:

CENTRAL GROUP WESTERN GROUP EASTERN GROUP

28 flights 26 flights 1? flights
21,000 Aerial neg. 1*0, 763 Aerial neg* 6,198 Aerial neg.

It is anticipated that two (2) 9 by 9 inch contact
prints of each of these negatives will be made on double weight,
waterproof, non-shrlnkable pqper as expeditiously as possible by
the Naval Pho iographic Center, Anacostia, D.C., whose photographic
complement will be augmented by the staff photographic complement
of CTF 68 upon arrival in the United States*

(B) Projects Numbers 3 through 11*.

individual letters and reports will be forwarded to

the various bureaus, offices, and other agencies who requested
coverage of certain projects. In all instances, it la believed
that more than ample photographic coverage was obtained in still
and motion pictures in both black, white, and color. These
bureaus, offices, and other agencies will be advised from time
to time by CTF 68 when still and motion pictures are available
for viewing by appointed representatives*

XU AIR OPERATIONS

Air operations commenced as soon as 01

1

of the
wheels were removed from the airplanes* While atanding-by
for flights, the aircrew photographers assisted In ground
photographic coverage of all types; consequently, in many cases,
when a flight was ordered, the photographers were not fresh.
Because of the weather, very short notice was usually given and
very seldom was it possible for the photographers to turn in for
a few hours of rest immediately prior to a flight. When weather
conditions became favorable, the flights took-off immediately
or aa soon as airplanes could be prepared. In some instances,
when the photographers took-off, they had bean working long

periods without rest, carrying heavy motion picture cameras or
Annex 2 (a)
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doing other equally strenuous work. Upon return from flights,

it was necessary for each photographer to unload all of hie film,

place it in cans properly marked, and in general, prepare the

airplane in the event of short notice for another flight. Most of

the time, other members of a returning flight crew had turned

in f<r a complete period of rest and begun another work period

before the photographers were able to turn in.

The last flight was made on 21 February 1?1*7.

During the period of air operations, twenty-eight (28) flights

and approximately 21,000 negatives were made, exclusive of local

flights made in the JA-1 and 0Y-1 airplanes. For future photo-

graphic operations in either the Arctic or Antarctic Operation

KIOHJUMF where it is necessary to obtain extensive photographic
coverage in motion and still pictures in addition to an aerial

survey program, it is strongly recommended that the following

be adhered tot

(1) A larger complement of photographic personnel should be

provided. Airplanes with installations as extensive as those on

this operation should be manned by two (2) photographers.

(2) More adequate pre-flight planning as to exactly what

territory is to be photographed. Each crew must be briefed thor-
oughly Immediately prior to each flight, and interrogated
immediately afterwards.

(3) Provide oxygen for higher level operation.
(li

)

Process film as it is exposed.

(5) Provide a larger complement of personnel. Recountend
twenty-five (25) men for the operation of six (6) airplanes and
a laboratory, in addition to other photographic requirements the
magnitude of Operation HIGHJUHP.

(6) Seal camera compartment against wind-blast and heat to

about plue forty-five (ii5) degrees Fahrenheit.

(7) Install Gremlin recorder in camera compartment.

(8) Install radio altimeter recorder, a clock, and a compass
in camera compartment.

(9) Modify Gremlin recorder to accommodate a 9 by 9 inch
magazine and 250 exposures.

(10) Install tri-cotiogon cameras so that film travel in aLl

three cameras is in the same direction in relation to airplane's
heading

o

(11) Improve oblique camera hatch In RljD-5'3 to afford
easier access.

(12) install storage space for spare loaded magazines.

(13) Provide viewing ports on each side of camera compartment.

On 22 February 19U7, all personnel were evacuated
from the Base by the U.S.S. BURTON ISLAND. Because of limited
space on the ship, it was directed by the Central Group Commander
that only valuable instruments and exposed film was to be evacuated.

r=Bi

J
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Consequently, the following equipment and exposed film was

loaded on the BURTON ISLAND along with enough unexposed film
for coverage of the BURTON ISLAND'S passage through the ice packs

21 1-17 6»

It K-17 12" aircraft cameras
2 F-56 Si aircraft cameras
6 P-56 8J Gremlin recorders
2 k-20 aircraft cameras

3 Mitchell motion picture cameras

3 Cine Special l6em> motion picture cameras

5 Eyemo motion picture cameras

5 Speedster 16smu motion picture cameras

5 Medalist cameras

2 7QDA 16mm. motion picture cameras

2 Kodak 35sm.

5 Speedgraphics
1 Oraflex
1 8 x 10 view
2 Cine magazine, notion picture
2 Cones, aircraft, complete with lens and

shatter J-17 12*. *

mi JOTnSOMH) CAMERAS

While flying an HltD-5 airplane, BuNo. 121(15

about sixty (60) miles east of the Base on 20 February 19U7,
on a magnetometer flight, 1st. it. B.D, PITMAN, USMC, ordered
the following listed aircraft cameras jettisoned when an engine

failed and there was some delay In feathering the propeller*

Pour (1») K-17 6" aircraft cameras
Eight (8) A5A aircraft camera magartlnea

One (1) View finder

XXHI SUMMARY OF AIR AND GROUND OPERATIONS

During the period from the departure of the
Central Group ships on 6 February 19U7, until 23 February 19l*7,

ten (10) photographers' mates and two (2) photographic officers
accomplished the following*

(a) Exposed 39,500 feet of motion picture film.
(b) Made 21,000 aerial negatives.
(e) Took 900 still negatives.

Aerials, motion and still pictures were taken of the
transit of the BURTON ISLAND through the Ice pack.

Because of heavy swells, no material other than
personal equipment could he transferred from the BURTON TSTAwn
to the MOUNT OLYMPUS after rendexvous with that vessel north of

the Ice pack. The following listed photographic personnel who
were evacuated from the Base were transferred to the MOUNT OLYMPUS*
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Lt. C.C. SHIRLEY Lt. A. B. STEIN

BONE, O.F. CPHOM rizzolu, l.m. PHOML
WEED, A. E. cPHcai SWAIN, K,C. PH<m
JANSSON, C.L, m/bgt. usmc MCDONALD, W.L. pffisa

HUFNER, f.o. CPHOM TEIG1N, B. (N). PHOId

MALONE, T.H. PH0M1 BALDWIN, Q.B., SGT. USMC

These officers and men were immediately organized and

began the task of bringing the files up to date. At Heir Zealand,

the exposed fils and photographic saterial left on the BURTON

ISIJLND was transferred to the MOUNT OLYMPUS, except fbr the

following which that vessel transferred to the MERRICK:

6 Radar cameras APS 15

6 Complete with soopo and (2) Magazines (planes)

2 Complete with no scope and (1) magazine (ship)

7 Complete with no aoope and (1) magazine (PNTt.tppthp. sea)
1 70ni liamu motion picture cameras.

1 Medalist
2 Cine magazine 16mm. motion picture
6 G3AP caneras

2 GSAP bore sighting tools

1 Modal "J" Smith aerial dryer
1 Qremlln Recorder lees camera
2lt Dark slides ASA magazines
6 Dark slides P-56 magazines

Immediately after departure of the MOUNT OLYMPUS from
New Zealand,' the photographic personnel were organized into taro

(2) twelve *(12) hour shifts, working seven (7) days a week in an
attempt to complete processing all aerial and still film, and to

complete filing all stills and print sufficient photographs
fbr completion of Task Ibrce reports before reaching the canal
Zone.

HI?. MOTION PICTURE SECTION

At a Staff conference held on 3 November 191:6, when
objectives of the entire operation were fully discussed, it
became apparent that a feature length notion picture of
considerable value to the Anted Forces and of interest to the
public could be produced in addition to historical, technical,
and training films. The initial problem was to photograph the
operation in a manner to insure continuity in recording a
running story involving the activities of thirteen ships and
It, 000 men over a period of six months. The general requirements
were written into the Operation Plan outlining certain motion
picture footage which would tend to weld together a series of
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unrelated technical pictures into feature length motion picture

in both color and black and white. Special emphasis eras placed

upon obtaining newsreel coverage highlighting the activities of

the entire operation. Therefore, the motion picture rould

necessarily consist of the types of coverage previously mentioned

t-aVon in such a manner that any one type would compliment the

others. The inability of the Navy to furnish motion picture

specialists necessitated the Task Force to request qualified

ration picture cameraman from the Army and Marine Corps. One

photographic officer (Chief Warrant) USUC with motion

picture experience, and four U.S. Army motion picture technicians

were obtained. These motion picture specialists were distributed

in the Task Force in a Banner to insure professional coverage from

the beginning and to act as instructors, if necessary, in training

other assigned photographic personnel in the method of coverage

for production and newsreel footage* The interest Bhown, and the

ability demonstrated in obtaining motion picture coverage by all

photographic personnel in the Central Group was most commendable*

Since there were no public relation: personnel in any capacity

attached to motion picture photography, it became, f»m the beginn-
ing, the duty of the photographers not only to take pictures, but

to plan sequences} lay out the story both in written form and to
record commentary information, and at the same time keep in mind
the continuity to last over a period of six months* Only by all

hands exercising great seal and paying strict attention to duty
could this program be successfully carried out*

During the first part of November, in compliance with
a Task Force request. Commander c.H. CURK, Officer in Charge
of Training Films, Navy Department, called a conference of
various Bureau personnel to discuss training film requirements
on the Operation. The Task Force Photographic Officer and Notion
Picture Officer attended this conference* As a result of this

meeting held in the Office of Public information, many additional
requests for desired motion picture coverage were discussed. Also,
a promise was exacted from the Office of Public Information to
furnish wire recorders for field use* Two recorders were placed
aboard the MOUNT OLYMPUS under the supervision of Task Force
Communications . These were unable to be removed to the ice shelf
because of their continuous use in recording radio broadcasts, etc.

*

The first motion picture coverage of Task Force Sixty-Bight
began on 17 November 19U6, when the Naval photographic Center
complied with a Task Force request to photograph the activities
of Task fbrce personnel engaged in training as sled dog handlers
near Tamworth, New Hampshire, and to establish background footage
pertaining to the dogs that were taken on the expedition. This
coverage extended to the transfer of personnel and sled dogs from
the Chinook Kennels to Boston and thence to Norfolk, and terminated
when the Task fbrce departed Norfolk on 2 December 19b6.

^!p!*v
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About the middle cf November, an outline of motion
pictures to be obtained prior to the departure of the Task

Force for the Antarctic was distributed to photographic officers
of the command ships and to the Office of Public information*
This outline was designed to place before the public a preliminary
Introduction to the Task Force and its objectives through the

medium of the newsreels* When advised by the Task Force, the

Office of Publio information notified all newsreel companies of

Task Force activities and locations. A number of representatives
of these companies participated In covering the operation until

the ships' departure fron Norfolk and San Diego. As a result of

these efforts, subsequent reports indicate that the Task Force

received wide-spread newsreel publicity throughout the United

States and some of this footage was shown in foreign newsreels*

From a photographic standpoint, whether successful or not, the

definite departure in motion picture procedure in this operation
from war time principles to peace time necessities should be
discussed* Heretofore, the Office of Public Information bad
headed motion pictures with experienced scenario writers,

directors, and photographers on a Naval operation of any con-
sequence, and ordinarily, several newsreel companies would be
represented* However, this Task Force was to rely entirely upon
services of general photographic officers and enlisted photo-
graphers plus four A1*7 motion picture cameramen to film one of
the most comprehensive motion pictures ever undertaken by the

service* Through the effortc of interested pa. II vs outside the
Task Fbrce, one official pasq>hlet pertaining to >.otion pictures
was received just prior to departure Norfolk* Some well known
elementary policies were discussed in this pamphlet* Although
these instructions were well received and studied by all photo-
graphers, it was found that they were, in effect, restatements
and slight enlargements pertaining to subjects and policies
previously outlined in the Task Force Operation Plan. General
conditions in the Antarctic and operational details involved,
which this pamphlet should have embraced in detail but did not,
can only be written by one with comprehensive Antarctic experience*

When the Notion picture Officer reported to the 1J3UNT

OLYMPUS At Norfolk, 27 November 19U6, it was discovered that

the motion picture equipment was aboard but aoae film had not
been received. The Inability of the Naval Supply system to mate
final deliveries of 111m quantities in speed groups ordered
caused concern* This resulted in the redistribution of film in
the Task fbrce where possible. The substitution of speed groups
of the majority of 35s®* film received was too high for quality
results under photographic conditions that were to be encounter-
ed in the Antarctic. After unsuccessful attempts to obtain quant-
ities of SSmm. film at Panama, a division of 400' stoak was
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affected with the PIKE ISLAND group which had received only
a small amount of its original order* By conserving this film*
it was anticipated that both the Central Group and Western Group
might have enough to last until another supply could be furnished

by the PHILIPPINE SEA which was ordered by dispatch for distribu-
tion later to all command ships. The motion picture cameras were
checked for repair and accessories were inventoried. Some minor
maintenance was necessary on the Eyemo and Mitchell type cameras,

but all were in running condition within a short time. The Cine

Special and Speedster type cameras were found to be in good

condition from the beginning.

Motion picture coverage of the loading and preparations

for departure were made on board and in the vicinity of ths

various ships. Biroute to Scott Island via the Panama Canal,

numerous phases of shipboard activities were filmed and a constant

schooling of personnel in the handling of motion picture equip*
Dent and methods of coverage conducted. The high-lights recalled

of the trip consisted mainly of canal transit, stay in Panama,

reunion of the three Husky puppies with their mother aboard the

MOUNT 0LTMPU3 at Panama after being stolen in Norfolk, crossing
the line ceremony, refueling at sea, Christmas, first icebergs
encountered, demonstration and issuing of cold weather clothing,
and navigating through fog and icebergs. Short scenes cf personnel
activities from Norfolk to Scott Island were taken in an effort

to create a "transition" of the gradual change in weather, the

preparations for transiting the ice pack, and at the same time,

planning and photographing sequences designed to combine and

hold together in one continuous story the highlights mentioned

above. The first whale was sighted 2k December, but was not close

enough to the ship to photograph. Although every effort was made
to photograph whales and bird life, very little, if any, present-
able footage was obtained of these subjects while enroute to the
Antarctic.

Upon entering the iceberg and sea ice area on 26 December,
a photographic watch was established on the MOUNT OLYMPUS and
maintained throughout the entire time the Task Force slowly
progressed through the ice pack to the Ross Ice Shelf and the Bay
of Whales which was reached 15 January 191i7. This proved to be
a cold and uncomfortable vigilance for all photographers, but
the cameras were manned enthusiastically and often when one was
relieved of the regular watch, he obtained another camera and
proceeded to stand an unofficial watch for hours at a time. By
this method, it is believed that the story of the lee transit
has bees thoroughly and efficiently photographed both in color
and black and white.

(!W!\
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8y the tine the rendezvous of the ships of the Central
Qroup was affected at Scott Island, 31 Decaober 191*6, photo-
graphic personnel shoving the nost interest and adaptability
In using nation picture cameras were temporarily assigned to

take motion pictures. These photographers, totaling fire, in
addition to the two Iray technicians, were drilled daily in
many phases of motion picture cameras and especially the Talue

of employing a variety of lenses, angles, and distances} the
importance of slating and writing up data sheets) the selection
of events concerning an activity, which was the nost important
to photograph) the trick of anticipating action in a given set
of unrehearsed circumstances and previously placing themselves
at vantage points.

The Staff Motion Picture Officer, the two Army camera"

men, and one still photographer transferred with the Flag from
the MOUNT 0L3MPUS to the NOBTHWIND on Mew Tear's Eve, 191*6, to

obtain coverage of transit through the ice pack from the ship.

Both color, black and white notion pictures and still pictures

were taken from the air as wall as from aboard the HOHTHIJJD)
during the fifteen days the Central Group worked Its way
through the lee pack. A oonatant watch was mriwfariimfi by these
four photographers during the transit. The regular working hours
of all lunds was between the hours of 0600 until 21*00, after
which time, one man was left on watch and would employ any or all
cameras if necessary, m the event that more help was considered
necessary, one or more of the remaining three photographers would
be called to assist* Almost every night these men had to be
ordered to go off watch and turn In. Their enthusiasm was so
great, that they Insisted on staying oh deck constantly.

The arrangement of coverage on the MOUNT QLDfPUS and
RORTHwiND constituted excellent long distance team coverage for
photography as it afforded reverse angles in the difficult
problem of filming the story of the icebreaker clearing a path

for the other ships, and the method of extricating ice-bound
ships from two angles.

Both still and motion pictures were made of difficulties
surrounding the experiences of the submarine SENNET and its
eventual enforced retirement from the Task Force* Reverse angles
were obtained from each ship, that is from the NORTHNIND and the

SENNET. It Is believed that every conceivable phase of the ice
pack transit of the Central Group was thoroughly photographed.

A boom was rigged over the side to obtain a batter view of the
bow of the icebreaker in action cutting a path through ice, so

thick that often the KCRTHWDJD would "stall0 .

lit January 19U7, the Central Group ships broke into
navigable waters of the Ross Sea. The Flag returned to the

MOUNT OLYMPUS late in the afternoon of the litth. All exposed

film was taken to the MOUNT OLYMPUS for packing and shipping
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at the first opportunity. The next day, the Motion Picture

Officer, one Array camennan, and one still photographer

returned with RAdm Cruzen and others of the Stal'f to the

NORTHWIND to enter the Bay of Whales. This proved to be one

of the Dost singular tasks of the entire trip for tho NORTH-

TT1ND and consequently, afforded excellent photographic

subjects* The bay was frozen over solid with bay ice, ranging

from five to ten feet thick. The NORTHWIKD began the task of

breaking and clearing out huge sections of this ice to afford

the Central Oxuup's ships ample space to enter the bay and moor.

The first party on the ice consisted of four staff and observer

Officers from the MOUNT OLIMPUS. These officers were photo-

graphed as they left the NOHTHWIND for the shelf ice in search

of a suitable site for a landing strip and camp. Three aerial

(helicopter) flights were made on this date, fran which both

motion and still pictures were taken of the entire area as well

as showing the NORTHWIND breaking up and clearing the ice out of

the Bay of Whales. Also, one MOUNT 0LXMPU5 photographer and

three NOKTHWIND photographers went onto the bay ice and photo-

graphed the landing party as well as the actions of the NORTH-

WIND clearing the bay of ice. On the evening of the 17th of

January, the NOKTHWIND had the Bay of Whales sufficiently cleared

to permit the XANCET to enter and moor without incident.

Consequently, the Staff Photographic officer, the Motion Picture

Officer, and eight photographers transferred from the MOUNT

OLIMPUS to the XANCEX for this operation. These eight photographers

and two officers covered many aspects of operations on the ice

with motion and still pictures from 17 January to 6 February,

when some of then were shifted from the camp site to the ship in

order to evacuate the MOUNT OLIMPUS, XANCEX, and MERRICK from the

Bay of Whales and the Ross Sea before freezing conditions became

serious.

In discussing briefly the personnel for this operation,

it is pointed out that the number of personnel was far below that

which the motion picture coverage required. These men, operating

under extremely adverse field conditions, put in consecutive
working hours which would ordinarily require two and one half
times that number of men employed under average conditions. Thirty
consecutive hours without rest was not unusual, with a maximum
of fifty-six hours recorded for one CPHOM and fifty-two for one
PHOiH. Because of the long hours, the cold and fatiguing conditions,
after photographers had willingly and voluntarily remained on the

Job, their efficiency was somewhat diminished after the first
twenty-four hours. When men became fatigued so that results of
achievements might be affected, they covered activities of less
importance und a photographer more refreshed, when available,
assumed the duties of the first cameraman. To the reader who
may not be familiar with the numerous and simultaneous projects
requiring motion picture photography at the Base and vicinity,
it might be surmised that the eight men and two officers would
be sufficient for covering all operations without wo rking
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90 many consecutive hours. However, because of working under
normal factors of Antarctic conditions, such as; Xow temperatures,

lack of communications, scarcity and slowness of transportation,
the rapid development of engineering and technical projects in
widely separated areas, the photographic personnel, in order to

obtain sequence and continuity were required to be on the alert

and patrol the entire area continuously, much in the manner of
an established sentry patrol. Coupling the above with the fact
that continuous daylight prevailed, and that part of these sen
were shooting still pictures and parallel coverage when possible
with both 16sma Kodachrome and 35mm. black and white pictures,

it can be readily understood that a shortage of personnel pre-

vailed. it must also be kept In mind that an effort was main-
tained to record all motion picture coverage from the standpoint
of obtaining newsreel footage where applicable and feature

production and technical information on all footage. All motion
picture coverage was made from all three standpoints. The
results of this endeavor will be interesting, especially when
viewed from the fact that these photographers had, at the beginn-
ing of the operation, only elementary knowledge of motion pictures.
Although it is to be hoped that the objectives were attained, the
important part at this time is the fact that these men showed
keen interest, personal initiative, and pride of profession in
their voluntary willingness to forego sleep and rest so that no
desirable motion picture footage would be lacking upon completion
of this operation. The admirable characteristics shown by these
men are worthy of the highest praise.

XXV MOTION PICTURE TOM

The bulk of the motion picture film ordered in October
191i6, was not received until delivery was made via the

PHILIPPINE SEA and NORTHNIND, arriving in Little America 31
January 19b7. The enforced conservation of the 100 ft. stock
up to this delivery date will be evident in the scarcity of
scenes and the shortened sequences in the former and the lack
of general quality of expoaura of the 1|00 ft. stock of high
opeed film. These could cause the final production to be some-
what inferior in quality production than was anticipated.

The amount of motion picture film left at the Base seems
so excessive that it is felt necessary to Include the following
information. The Central and Eastern Groups left Norfolk without
receipt of any 35mm. by 1|C0 ft. motion picture fii*. However, the
Central Qroup received 206 rolls of speed group 100 Instead of
speed group 50 via NATS in the Canal Zone, which was equally
divided with the Eastern Group. The Chief of Photographic Services
was Immediately requested to send additional motion picture film
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to all groups via the PHILIPPINE SEA which was to depart Norfolk

ir. early January. Again speed group 50 was requested, because

the Central Group did not have neutral density filters to use

with speed group 100, and it was doubtful if either of the other

groups did. An excessive amount of 35mm. by 1»00 ft. speed group

100 was received by the Central Group. All speed group 50

received via the PHILIPPINE SEA was used, except the 200 ft. rolls.

Consequently, the following listed film was left at the Base

because of lack of transportation!

L28 rolls IjOO* by 35nm.

91 rolls 200» by 35mm.

188 rolls 200* by 35nnu

Speed group ICO
Speed group 100

Speed group 50

XXVI SUPPLY

The inability to deliver quantities of sensitised stock

on sixty days* notice indicates that, since the cessation of

hostilities, such stock is probably not accumulated in large

amounts as was the case during the war. Therefore, it is

recommended that, when possible, more time be allowed Supplying

Agencies in accumulating and delivering stock to peace time

operations of such wide scope as Operation HIGHJUMP.

xxvn MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS

Only one of five (5) Eyemo cameras performed adequately

in temperatures below plus ten degrees Fahrenheit, and this one

(1) failed to operate at about aero degrees Fahrenheit. The

jslmary difficulty experienced, with the exception of temperatures,

was not new or indigenous to Antarctic conditions. On this

operation, as wall as many others, it has been found that the

35mm. Eyemo collects an excessive amount of emulsion on the pressure

plate, resulting in "emulsion scratches" and the slowing and

choking down of the cameras. It is understood that the Bell and

Howell motion picture company has manufactured a new type pressure
plate which eliminates this trouble. It is recommended that, if

available, these plates be supplied to all ships and stations
now using 35(be. Eyemo and that future camera issues carry this
special plate.

XXVni BASE CAMP PHOTOGRAPHIC HEADQUARTERS FOP. USE IN THE ANTARCTIC

The Base camp headquarters for the Central Group
on Operation HICKJUMP consisted of two (2) tento j one seventeen
(17) ft, by twenty (20) ft., wall tent used as an operational
tent, and one (1) fourteen (Uj) ft. by fourteen (i«) ft. wall
tent used as a storage tent only. The main value of getting
material under housing is to prevent digging it out of drifted
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snow every time something is needed which causes a loss of

time, £ great amount of unnecessary v#or!‘, and a possible loss

of valuable material*

The following is a description of a serviceable photo-
graphic headquarters storage and working space for a unit on

the ice where it is necessary to use tents* One (1) twenty

ft. by forty ft.,(20< x liO') circus type, three pole tent, with
two layers of flooring and about ten (10) incheB of air space
between them for better heat insulation. The walls of this

tent should have two by four inch skeleton bracing completely
around the inside of the tent, high enough from the floor, about

four (I4 ) feet, to install cne width of plywood* This skeleton

bracing and plywood liner is necessary to brace the tent and

also serve as an insulator against cold* There should be a

false ceiling constructed of unbleached muslin or similar material

Installed in the tent to s erve as a light and heat reflector, as
well as an Insulator, An entrance should be constructed at each
end of the tent* One end of the tent to be used for camera

storsge, the center for film and miscellaneous equipment, and

the 0 titer end to be utilized as a work-shop and dark-room. The
latter section is the only section to be heated* The dark-room,

about six (6) ft. by ten (10)ft. can be constructed on one side of

the room and the work-shop on the other* A larger, but the same
type of stow as used on Operation HIGH] UUP, should be installed In
this end. of the tent. The necessity for a largor stove is not only
for adequate heat for comfort, but also for holding a container

large enough to melt snow to obtain water for the dark-room
processing* This will facilitate a better and more thorough
coverage of all photographic coverage projects. A 15 KSf HO volt
generator is also necessary for a unit of this type, not only
for lighting, but to furnish power for shop tools, film dryers, etc.*

XXIX PHOTOGRAPHIC TRANSPORTATIOU IN ANTARCTICA

A photographic unit based on the ice, as was that of
the Central Group on Operation HIQHJUUP, should be equipped
with transportation. Independent of the regularly assigned

transportation unit* The field of ooverage la so great and the
necessity of having photographers in several places at once,
makes transportation as Important to a base photographic unit
as its cameras.

The first day on the ice, the photographic unit was
fortunate enough to secure and retain a Weasel for transportation,
with the exception of one week, for the entire operation. There
were only eight vehicles for personnel on the operation* After
several of them had broken down, it was necessary to recall all
vehicles and enter then into a transportation pool with assigned
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drivers . It was then up to the Photographic officer to try
to anticipate the necessary photographic coverage for twenty-
four hours in advance in order to insure transportation at
the proper time. As a result, there were several important
events that had to be reenacted in order to get the necessary
coverage, causing hardship for all concerned.

After the ships of the Central Group had left the Bay
of Whales enroute to Scott Island, the transportation problem
eased up again, and the photographic unit was again fortunate
in securing transportation. The photographic work progressed
with greater efficiency and a greater field of coverage was
obtained in general.

The type of vehicle used on Operation HIGHJUUP for

personnel transportation and light cargo, was the Army 'Weasel"
Specification M290-Cargo Carrier (refer War Department Technical

Manual TE9-772 ) . This type vehicle proved highly satisfactory.
Photographic coverage as obtained would not have been possible
without the Weasel.

(a) A 35mm. Uitohall Tripod we« mounted on the front of the

Weasel affording camera elevation of about ten (10) feet from
the surface of the snow. With the Mitchell mounted In this manner
it not only afforded better coverage because of the elevation,
but far greater coverage in a large field of activity by being
able to move the weasel with the Mitchell camera In a mounted
position. Although the Weasel is an excellent vehicle for an
operational photographic unit in the Antarctic, it is recommended
that the following modifications be modes

(a) Install a solid top to accommodate a working space
for a motion picture camera and operator.

(b) Remove all exceaa gear from the inside of the cargo
compartment and install racks for spare film and cameras.

(c) Install a magazine loading dark-box on the engine
cover to accommodate magazines as large as the K-18. xhe door
of this box should open outward to facilitate using the box
while standing alongside the Weasel.

(d) ‘Install a 12 volt cattery with generator, powered by
the Weasel engine, with outlets enough to accommodate at least
two cameras.

(e) Install a 5 KVA generator on the stern deck for 110 V.

AC. to accommodate the high-speed camera motor and facilitate
using several lighte for interior motion pictures Inside of tents,
buildings, etc., where no other power is available. It is strongly
recommended that at least one, and if possible, two of these
vehicles be assigned permanently to any photographic unit that is

based on ice for operations. It is also recommended that each of
these vehicles be equipped with the Army Si—1, one (i) ton cargo 8led.
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m REPORT ON SUB-ZERO OPERATION OF CAMERAS

(a) K-17 6 inch (Tri-aetrogon)

The type cameras used in the RkD aircraft for
reconnaissance survey were new and unused. The cameras were
received in Norfolk; checked, cleaned, de-lubricated, and re-
lubricated with a limited amount of AN0-3A. grease and AN-0-6&
oil. One shim was removed from the armature shaft of the case
drive motor to give more clearance between the end of the
armature and housing. This was done to prevent binding when
operating in sub-zero weather, as two different types of metals
contract different amounts. This proved highly successful as

no malfunctions occurred in the operation of case drives. The

shutter wind and trip lever coupling assemblies were not checked

for clearance between coupling shafts and housings, and as a

result, several of these assemblies froze up at sub-zero temp-

eratures. m some instances, the shutters slowed down to a

speed of approximately one (1) second. This difficulty was over-
come in every camera as it occurred at the Base, by removing the

shutter wind and trip lever coupling assemblies and increasing the

clearance between the coupling shafts and housings by using
eraory and crocus cloth. After increasing the working tolerances,

the cameras operated perfectly at minus forty (-IiO) degrees
Fahrenheit. Because of the lack of shop facilities and sufficient
personnel, it was impossible to prepare all of the cameras as

mentioned above after the first malfunction; consequently, there
were recurrences of slow shutters.

It is recommended that working tolerances of close-fitting
moving parts of cameras of this type be made larger when they
are to be used in sub-zero temperatures; and that cameras be
de-lubrlcated and re-lubricated with a minute amount of ANQ-3A
grease and AH-0-6A oil. If old, well-worn cameras are used, all
that is necessary is to remove one shim from the motor armature
shaft and re-lubricate with a slight amount of the above specified
grease and oil.

(b) K-17 12 inch

The K-17 12 11 cameras were old end well-worn when
received but after being placed In service, cleaned; de-lubricated
and re-lubricated with a slight amount of ANG-3A grease and
AN-0-6A oil, they operated perfectly at the lowest temperature
encountered (-bO) degrees Fehrenheit.

(c) F-56 8$ inch (hand-held oblique)

After receiving these cameras in Norfolk, they
were cleaned, de-lubricated and re-lubricated with a slight
amount of ANG-3A grease and AN-0-6A oil, after which they oper-

1
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atcd perfectly both on the surface and in the air.

(d) GREMLIN RECORDER (P-56 201n. cone and drive with

F-56 8j"lena)

These cameras were assembled and installed by the

Assembly and Repair Department %t Naval Air Station, Norfolk, but

were not checked or re-lubricated by this unit, because they were
reported to have been made ready for sub-zero temperatures. The

only malfunctioning was the shearing of the taper pins in one (1)

shutter spring assembly. It is not known if this was caused from
continued use or the possibility of a freely-moving assembly
working against a slightly-bound assembly caused by sub-zero temp-
eratures. It is believed that the taper pins had crystalized.

(e) P-56 Magazines

These magazines developed the following malfunctions:

(1) One (1) magazine was found to have been received on board one
half (J) turn out of time; resulting in no vacuum at the time of
exposure.

(2) one (1) magazine was returned from a flight with a sheared taper

pin in the take-up assembly.

(3) Another magazine sheared a stud in the spring clutch assembly.

(f) Aerial Cameras - General Recommendations for .

It is strongly recommended that all serial cameras,

regardless of type, when they are prepared for use in sub-zero
temperatures, be given greater working tolerances between close-
fitting moving parts especially where two (2) or more different
types of metal are working together. This conclusion was derived
from the fact that the only malfunction caused directly by low
temperatures, was with the new cameras, which in this instance,
was the K-17 6 inch camera. All other cameras were old and had
been used extensively and aJl close-fitting, moving parts were
worn enough to permit free operation; consequently, they did not
freeze up in sub-zero temperatures.
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XXXI STILL CAMERAS

(a) Spaedgraphics (U x 5 )

These cameras proved very unsatisfactory in low
temperatures. At plus ten (10) degrees Fahrenheit, the shutters
became sluggish, and to make them function, it was necessary to

advance the shutter speed selectors to 1/400 sec. to obtain a
working speed of approximately l/75 sec. The focal plane shutters
of these cameras operated efficiently at zero (0) degrees Fahrenheit
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but at any lower temperatures, the efficiency dropped
considerably. It is 3trongly r ecorar.anded that a special
camera, similar to the combat graphic be designed with the
following shutter features for use in an Antarctic operation j

(1) A shutter designed with as few working parts as possible.

(2) Shutter speeds of 1/50, l/100. 1/200, and 1/ljOO of a second,
are all that are required in an Antarctic operation.

It ia believed that a very successful design would be

a shutter similar to one in some box cameras with a strong
enough scissor spring to operate the shutter at 1/Ii00 sec. and

a retard pallet aa in the aerial camera shutter to reduce speed
to 1/200, 1/100, and 1/50 soc. This type of shutter would also
eliminate the cocking mechanism. A contact point flash synchro-
nizer could very easily be adapted to this type of shutter.

(b) Graflex

The operation of the focal plane shutter type
camera could be used in sub-zero weather if stronger springs
were used for curtain and tension springs although the more
versatile speedgraphic with the shutter recommended in the
previous paragraph, would be all that would be necessary for
a h x 5 camera*

(c) Kodak Medalist

This type camera was not used extensively, except
by one photographer, who used it for all stills. The Medalist
proved very satisfactory at the lowest temperature (-23°F.

)

encountered on the ground at the Base. The Uedaliat is a fine
supplementary still camera and could be given to trail parties
and other activities to cover events where photographers could
not be present, it is suggested that the liodel Two (2) be
used however, aa the improvements in this camera make it more
desirable than Modal One (1).

(d) Kodak "35"

The Kodak n35B , although not very extensively

used, proved to be, like the Medalist, a haady still camera for

those other than official photographers for BOT and color; and

a very handy cover-up color camera for on official photographer

to carry when shooting B&7 stills.

mil MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS

(a) 35mm. Mitchell

The only malfunction of this type camera was in the

I

I

-l
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large new type 12 volt Mitchell motor. This motor would only

operate the camera from 12 to 19 frames per second at temp-

eratures of plus fifteen (15) degrees Fahrenheit. I* is

strongly recommended that the small old type 12 volt Mitchell

motor be used in sub-aero weather. This motor operated the

iiitchell camera efficiently at the lowest temperature encountered.

The friction head tripod is not satisfactory for sub-aero operation.

It is recommended that the gyro head tripod be used.

(b) 35nun. Eyeato

These cameras proved very unsatisfactory for sub-

aero operations. At temperatures as high as plus fifteen (15)

degrees Fahronheit, they would not operate at 2h frames per

second, and eventually stall completely.

(c) 16mm. Cine Special

This camera was not satisfactory in sub-zero

temperatures since it began to slow down at minus three (3)

degrees Fahrenheit. It is recommended that this camera be

fitted with a turret-head to accommodate at least three (3) lenses,

and a 12 volt motor for power install :»f the spring.

(d) 16am. Bell and Howell Auto-load Speedsters

The auto-load had a tendency to freeze up at
the lower temperatures, but could be relied upon for efficient

operation at minus fifteen (15) degrees Fahrenheit. They proved
to be highly successful "(pick fill-in" 16mm, cameras.

(e) Recommendations for Motion picture Cameras

For sub-zero operation and for a wide field of
coverage, when transportation is at a premium as it was on
Operation HIGHJUMP, it is highly recommended that a small
portable 12 volt motor drive, quick-load, magazine type 35am. camera

be designed to accommodate at least 100 ft. of film. It ia also
recommended that this quick-load magazine be designed similar to
the auto-lood Speedster or the Cine Special, so that it would not
be necessary to thread film into the camera in sub-zero temperature.

mni SECURITY OF gqinrMENT AMD MATERIAL

The proper security of valuable cameras, film,

and material, constituted a major problem In the Antarctic.
The best security possible on Operation HIGHJUMP was a storage
tent with a door which was kept locked, and this was not adequate
security. Before the erection of the tent, material was usually
stored in a cache on the ice which afforded no security whatso-
ever. Consequently, photographic material and equipment was found
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broken into on several occasions, and a portion of it was
missing, on future operations, it is suggested that strong-
boxes be constructed for each photographer. Equipment and
material could be '‘soued anu stowed in the strong-box before
landing on the ice. of course, it would be very important to
erect a tent or other proper shelter as soon as possible for
storage of these boxes and for operational convenience against
blizzards and drifts. Kits similar to cruise boxes should be
constructed for storage and security of film when it is issued,
and later when it is exposed.

XXXIV RUHR CAMERAS

Radar cameras were distributed to the following ships
of Task Ibree Sixty-Eight for obtaining photographs of weather,
icebergs, and other obstructions to navigation!

U.S.S. MOUNT OLYMPUS (AGO-8)
U.S.S. CURRITUCK (AV-7 )

U.S.S. PINE ISLAND (AV-12)

U.S.S. CANISTBO (AO-99)

U.S.S. CACAFON (AO-52)

U.S.S. HENDERSON (DD-7B5)
U.S.S. BRCMNSON (DD-668 )

U.S.S. SENNET (SS-I1O8)
U.S.S. BURTON ISLAND (AG-88)
U.S.C.G.C. NORTHNIND (HAG-282)

PIT TECHNIQUE AND HINTS ON CHORA, OPERATION

(a) Never breath on lenses, as breath will condense
and freoze and it is very difficult to remove lee satisfactorily
In sub-zero temperatures. The same precaution applies to eye-
pieces and focusing screens. Dorm the habit of breathing through
the mouth when using a Grailsx and keep the mouth outside of the
hood. It is very difficult to clean a lens outdoors In the normal
manner, as heat transmitted from the hand through the lens paper
causes condensation and icing of the lens surface. The hand
should be Insulated with a mitten when cleaning a lens in sub-
zero weather.

(b) Never take a warm lens out to photograph a blizzard
or snow storm as the drifting snow will melt upon contact with
the warm lens surface. If a cold lens is used, tha snow will
bounce from the surface and causo no ill effects whatever.

(c) All diaphragm leaves must be free of oil and grease
and the index control ring should be made as free as possible.

(d) It is best to keep all of the cameras for outdoor
use stored at outside temperatures. In sub-zero weather, if a
cold camera Is taken into a warm building, condensation will

,0m
i
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insnediatoly form. Considerable time is required for thawing

and drying before it may be used again, either inside or outside*

If a camera oust be taken indoors, it should be insulated to

permit a gradual thawing* On the other hand, no harm is done by

taking a warm camera outdoors if there is no drifting snow or

snowfall*

(e) Keep bare skin of face and fingers away from the

unpainted metallic surfaces of cameras in sub-zero weather*

XXXVI PTOT.TC INPORMITTON PICTORIAL SUMMARY

Following the issue of the Navy Department press release

announcing the 19h7 Antarctic Development Project, an Invitation

was extended by the pictorial Section of the office of Public

Information to all the major still picture outlets to participate

on either individual or pool basis* At the time, the Motion

Picture Section invited all major newsreel companies to send

representatives, m view of the extended period of the Operation

and the expense of «iuHnt.njniwg a representative in the field,

none of the still or motion picture companies elected to participate*

There was general agreement among the companies that extensive

Navy plana to cover the Operation eliminated competitive advantage.

Metro-Ooldwyn-Uayer expressed an interest in making a feature or
featurette from Navy footage. Ur* Fred Sparks performed a dual
function aa reporter and photographer for Colliers and Look
Magazines, but his status aboard was that of a correspondent.

Complete working-press still and motion picture coverage
of pre-departure and departure activities of the Task Force was
obtained. Special Navy coverage was requested and supplied.

Enroute Panama, ships of the Central and Eastern Groups
were requested to obtain as many candid portraits and individual
action close-ups of key officer and enlisted personnel aa possible
prior to arrival* Approximately three hundred fifty of these
plus a selection of pictures of general news interest were forwarded
by air to Washington, for hometown and general release, from Panama*

Biroute back to the U.S., prior to arrival in Panama,
a three-hour daily, except Sunday, radiophoto schedule was
initiated with Washington and maintained, except for occasional
lapses due to atmospheric conditions until 6 March. Radiophoto
units in San Francisco, Honolulu, and Guam participated in the
schedules and frequently relayed pictures to Washington, when
conditions precluded direct contact* A total of one hundred ninety
pictures, which are in effect, a picture history of the highlights
of the activities of the Central Group of Task Force Sixty-Eight,
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were transmitted during this period. This figure ia broken
down by months:

December - 62 January - 73 February - Ijfl March - 7

To expedite release to the public, all films „ still
and motion pictures in black and white and color, exposed up
to the time of the arrival of the U.S.5. PHILIPPINE SEA. in
the vicinity of Scott Island was placed aboard that carrier
for return to the United States. This shipment included
photography from all units of the Task Force. A complete
file of all radiophoto prints transmitted up to that time was
forwarded also, so that transmission quality could be judged.

m the course of the Operation, advantage was taken
of occasional rendezvous of units from different groups to

affect the transferring and forwarding of pictures to the flag-
ship for radio transmission. Pictures of the PEN crash
survivors and of a helicopter mishap are cited as examples.

On the return voyage, picture releases were prepared
and issued at the two ports of call, Wellington, New Zealand,

and panama.

More than li,000 contact prints, representing the
black and white still coverage of the Operation were mounted
on file oabinet site cards, captioned and classified by subject
by the photographic staff. This is regarded as an ideal presentation
of photographic material for quick inspection. This file was
flown to Washington from Panama to facilitate screening by the
working-press. A selection of approximately four hundred contact
prints were supplied the Pictorial Public Information Officer
and will be made into a similar file for permanent retention in
the Office of Public Information.

mvii ram

(a) Motion Picture

Brittleness of film from cold and dehydration
necessitates extreme care when loading and threading a motion
picture camera. If the camera is not loaded exactly right, the

film will break.

There is a tendency to load and thread a camdra rapidly
because of the necessity to use bare hands, and this is

conducive to carelessness. It is desirable to use skin-tight,
cotton, silk, or rayon gloves for loading, as they will prevent
the skin from adhering to the unpainted metallic parts. They
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offer vary little protection from cold and until the cameraman

becomes proficient at speedy loading, he will have to stop

several times to warm his hands.

Because of dehydration, it is best i»t to load an

excessive amount of film in advance. It should remain in sealed
containers as long as possible.

There is no apparent loss of emulsion speed because of
co ldo

(b) Film Pack

Film pack is the ideal film for professional size

still photography, More of it can be carried, and it is more
readily loaded and unloaded than cut film, Kith very little care

in pulling the tabs, no breakage will occur. The film packs
should be sealed about six (6) to a package in an airtight container
to prevent dehydration until immediately before using. Another
good feature about film pack is that each sheet is numbered, which
facilitates identification from written references after it is

processed. Cut film does not always bear sheet numbers. The
greatest disadvantage of cut film is the fact that it may become
necessary to unload and reload outdoors in a changing bag, which
is most miserable when the temperature is minus thirty (-30)

degrees Fahrenheit or colder* This kind of loading operation
once started, has to be completed before the hands can be warmed.

After several loadings of cut film, under these conditions, there
will be no skin left on the finger tips from handling the un-
painted steel film septums.

(c) Exposures

The amount of actinic light is very deceiving,
and normal exposure is almost impossible without a light meter.
There is much more reflected than incident light on an over-
cast day on the shelf or bay ice. This is because the bottom
of the overcast is white and reflects most of the light back
to the surface again.

On clear days a higher light moter reading is obtained
from the snow surface than from the sky. It is Impossible to
obtain a reading with a Weston or General Electric lleter by
pointing it at the snow surface, unless the sun is lower than
about ten (10) degrees altitude. The indicating needle on these
raters will swing completely off the scale when they are pointed
at the white surface, if the sun is higher. It has been found
that a normal reading may be obtained when the meter reading is
taken in a shadow on the surface on a 3unny day, and from the
object to be photographed on an overcast day. Fbr further
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information on an overcast day, see Appendix I in this report,

XXXVIII ANTARCTIC LIGHT

(a) Color Temperature

To determine the color temperature of light in
the Antarctic under various light conditions, a Harrison and
Harrison Color Temperature Meter was used, and both Ansco color
and Kodachrome film was exposed using various correction filters.
Considerable information should be gained when resulting trans-
parencies are compared with the meter readings obtained to

determine the composition of the spectrum in Antarctica.

(b) Oltra-Vioiet

Several tests were made to determine the amount
of ultra-violet light over the continent* All film %posed for
these test9 has been returned for control processing and when

resulting negatives are compared with collected data, it is

anticipated that the amount of ultra-violet light in the spectrum

will thus be deteimined.

XXX33 TASK FORCE PHOTOGRAPHIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Central Croup

35m* black and white motion picture footage taken. 120,700 ft*

16om. Kodachrome motion picture footage taken. Itl,li00 ft.

Black and white 9till9, 3,lilb

Color stills. 1,000

Aerials 111, 000

Western Group

35nmu black end white motion picture footage taken. 25,250 ft.

16mm. Kodachrome motion picture footage taken* 19,600 ft*

16m. black and white motion picture footage taken. 1,500 ft.

Black and white stills* l,69li ft*

Color stills.

Aerials 50, 559

Eastern Group

35mm. black and white motion picture footage taken.

I6nm» Kodachrome motion picture footage taken.

Black and white stills.

Oolor stills
Aerials

27,1400 ft.

7,550 ft.

1,263
113

8,293

k
1^
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In addition to the above, one or no re prints were made

from all negatives.

All notion picture footage has been screened, ident-
ified, and filed at the Naval Photographic Center, Naval Air
Station, Anacostla, D.C..

All still negatives, except those made by Coast Guard
personnel on board the U.S.C.G.C. KQHTHWIND, have bean placed
in the Bureau of Aeronautics files at the Naval Photographic
Center. The negatives made by the Coast Guard are on file at

U.S. Coast Guard Headquarters in the Treasury Building,

Washington, D.C..

Aerial survey negatives are on file at the Naval
Photographic Center.
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WHITE DATS
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The so-called "white days" exist in the Antarctic over
the ice on days when it is overcast* On these days it is
impossible to distinguish any irregularities on the surface,
no matter how irregular they may be, unless there happens to be
discoloration, which sometimes exists in pressure ice in a bay
area, caused by algae or diatones prevalent in sea ice and in
some pressure ice in the various bays* Another good name for
these overcast days for the surface travelleris "stumbling
days"* On these days, a foot traveler without skis will stumble
over the slightest Irregularities, such as sastrugi which is
usually plentiful, especially on the barren and otherwise smooth
surface of Shelf or Plateau Ice.

These white days are most disappointing to the photo-
grapher* It is impossible to photograph the surface on a

white day. Photographs made of persons or objects on such days
give the illusion of the subject hanging in space, or of a
print that has been thoroughly bleached except for the subject
which is darker than the surrounding and background territory.

Thora are no conventional size objects on the Antarctic
Continent when one is away from the Base, such as telephone
poles, fences, trees, etc., to lend scale to a photograph. This
also lends to the confusion on a white day*

After some thought on the subject of white days, there
is no mystery involved whatever. The reason one cannot see the
surface is simply because there are no shadows. The surface is
all one color, white* Unless there is undiffused sunlight to
cause the irregularities on the surface to cast shadows, the ice
surface cannot be seen. Just imagine a large white enclosed
area, say a hundred feet square with one slightly raised area
in the center about one foot high, and all of the illumination
is from above and it is evenly distributed and diffused* The
raised portion will not be perceived by sight and it is Impossible
to show the raised portion photographically* One might say it
could be done if the observer wore at a low enough angle. However,

extend the white area upwards now several feet high, and then it
resembles a white bowl of milk and the raised surface still cannot
be seen. These white days are disappointing to the novice
photographer, for at first he will try to make his prints darker
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until finally they are almost black, and invariably a dirty-

white, gray looking print will result in trying to obtain
detail. The photographer has been taught that there must be

detail or it is not a photograph. He is also taught (except

for color pho tography) that photography is "Highlights and
Shadows". All this may be temporarily forgotten when trying
to photograph the surface of an ice sheet on an overcast or
"white day".

One ol' the best illustrations of this is from an
aerial photographic mission made with tri-metrogon cameras
by a plane of Operation HIGHJOMP, numbered Flight lit, over
the Ross Ice Shelf.- The Ice Barrier occasionally appears
in some photographs (The Barrier is the front or cliff of
the Ice Shelf). But, in the photographs in which only the

ice shelf appears, it is ail white, with no detail whatever,
and it is truly a darkroom technician's dllemna. This
particular roil of negatives were printed and reprinted several
times and then finally given up as being "just no good", when
in reality, several good sets of prints had been obtained of
the entire roll. Fortunately, the Staff Photographic officer
happened to enter the laboratory when the whole crew had given
up in thorough disgust and informed than that they had some
excellent photographs taken on a white day.

Another unusual thing about a white day (overcast),
is the fact that there is more light prevalent on the surface
than there is on a clear, bright, sunshiny day, when the sun ie
at an equal elevation. This is a fact that is readily observed
by a photographer using an exposure meter.

The reason for this is understood after some thought.
Light penetrating through the overcast and striking the white
surface is almost entirely reflected back by the white snow surface.
After being reflected by the snow, the light is reflected by
the white bottom of the overcast back to the snow surface. This
action is repeated over and over again, thereby, building up the
intensity of light until it reaches a maximum.

On Operation HIGHJUMP an attempt has been made to measure
this build up. An exposure meter was used to take hourly observ-
ations on the ice shelf, simultaneously with readings taken in
the vicinity. Just outside of the Bay of Whales, over the Ross Sea.
The reason ia that those made over the sea water will indicate
less light intensity because the dark sea will absorb most of the
light; whereas, Just the opposite is the case over the ice shelf.
A comparison of these intensities will show the amount of build-
up. As yet these readings have not been compared to measure the
exact difference of intensities but, a difference definitely
exists. There ia more light on an overcast day on the ice in
Antarctica than there is when it is clear and unlimited.

p-11 " ^
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APRH.DLX II

ROSTEH OF PHOTOGRAPHIC OFFICERS

Lt. C.C. SHIRLEY 177266 USH

Lt. A.E. STEIN USHR

Lt. E.C. BRAUER USH (ret.)

1st. H.H. ANGLIN 01218? USUC

Lt. aa) R.C. THU USN 31951|7

CHPliOT E.F. UASHBURH USCG

Lt. E.P BROWN USH 309612

CWO R.L. CHAPPEL USUC

CHPHOT H.D. FORD OSH 319078

Officer In Charge Photography

Photographer RhD and Central
Group

Photographic Historian

Motion Picture Officer

Photographic Officer CTG 68.1

Photographer Officer NORTHWIND

photographic Officer CTO 68.2

iiotion picture officer CTG 66.2

Photographic Officer CTG 68.3

ROSTER OF PHOTOGRAPHERS

Central Group

BOHE, O.F. 1*12 02 12 CPHOU
WEED, A.E. 380 83 21 CPKQU
JOHNSON, E.E. 266 21 36 CPHON
HUFNER, F.G., Jr.268 76 63 CPHOU
HAYDEN, L.H. 263 56 79 PHOUl
TURNER, K.R. 262 ?6 93 PHOUl
MALONE, T.H. 287 2? 63 PHOUl

SWAIN, X.C. 723 06 08 PHOUl

TEIGAN, B. 00382 81 58 PHOUl

NAHODYLO, W.H.300 75 06 PHOUl

R1Z20IXA, L.U.l*02 59 71 PHOUl

MCDONALD, W.L. 372 30 07 PHOifl

MEDINO, J. (N) 300 95 23 PHOUl
PETERSON, R.F. 807 51* 69 FH0M2
SACK, N.F. 300 19 50 PH0U2
ZIMMERMAN, P.R.655 69 56 PH0M2

GILLASPY, J.l. 557 t«0 29 PH0U3
GORDON, C.D. 623 U3 15 PHCM3
POLUCK, J.U. 567 35 07 PH0M3
WALTERSDORF, J.U. 1*3052217 USA GGRP,

SHIMBERG, J. (N) 12103976 USA CORP.

BALDWIN, G.E. 92li5b7 USUC SOT.

JANSSON, C.L. USUC 2781*37 u/SGT.

U.S.S. BURTON ISLAND (AO-88)

COPE, H.F. 891 31 19

U.S.C.G.C. NORTHWIND 000-282)

SHELBY, A.D. 382 1*0 98
SICHORN, D. (N)

PH0H3

PHOUl
PH0U2
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western group

3II1RL5X, Q. 00 381 22 20 CPHOM PAZ, H.J.

OOSSARD, G.C. Jr. 380 90 93 CPHOM DAVIS, U.C.

McQRADY, E.D. 265 80 85 CPHOM MILES, R.A.

HARGREAVES, R.B. 1*12 13 01 eta SAUNDERS, R.

DIEGIMAN, E.D. PHOMl GARAN, E.U.

BIAKENEY, A.A. 356 69 80 PHOMl POSTER, H.C.

WHITNEY, I.A. Ull 13 27 PHOMl WARRINGTON,

PIDGEON, E.C. 338 02 61* PHOMl ELLIS, E.E.

MOHAUPT, H.E. 329 02 61 PHOMl

382 96 38 PH0M2

336 80 L16 PHQU3

225 86 66 SlPHGM

,J. 798 32 03 PH0M3
269 01 38 PHOMl

122S 1153 USA CORP.

W.H.759 26 11* PH0M2
669 73 97 PHOMl

EASTERN GROUP

LITZ, A.K. 295 38 55

RIAN, A.E. 328 70 35

1'ILBY, A.L. 393 36 hi

rAHAFFEI, J.S.368 31 90

PAYNE, J.B. 657 19 51

CONGER, R.R. hlO 76 72

BAKER, T.W. 552 11 15

LOWE, W.L. 223 67 25

CPHOM LEVKO, C-. (N) 238 82 31 PHOMl

CPHOM O' CONNOR, J.J. 3H 77 h6 PHOMl

CPHOM BEARMAN, F.O. 329 h3 68 PH0M2

PHOMl BUL5UP., E.R. 579 57 16 PH0H2

PHOMl SIMPSON, 579 20 81* PK0M3

PHOMl WAISH, R.W. 202 h9 U PHOlfl.

PHC2H ZIHB5R0, E. (N)l*2273520 USA OQRP*

PHGMl*UcCARTHY,
0.(N)hl3 28 87 CPHOM

•(Transferred to U.S. after PBM crash)
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&9C Cargo Carrier (Weasel) in 'Use as a Photographic

Vehicle.
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Place No. 3

U2?C Cargo Carrier (Weasel) in Use as a Photographic
Vehicle in the Bay of Whales.
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Plate h’o.6

Adapter for Adaption of APSA5 Radar

Camera to SCR-718C Radio Altimeter,
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Plate No. 6

p'j'N

SCR-718 C Radio Altimeter with Adapter for APSA5 Radar

Camera Attached.
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Plate No. 10

SCR- 718 C Radio Altimeter with Telescope of APS/15

ar.d 2raciHES attached (Rear View)
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ANNEX TOO (b)

TASK GROUP 68.2

PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORT



I. task group photographic personnel
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1. PERSONNEL AND SUPPLi

The Ccazaander Task Group 68.2 Photographic Personnel reported
aboard the U.S.S. CURRITUCK (AV-7 ) on 18 November 19U6, li; days prior to
sailing on 2 December 1?U6.

An effort was made to give each man of this unit flight experience
so as to qualify as many photographers as possible in actual flight experience
in triaetrogon photography in the Antarctic. The men gained much experience
in aerial motion picture and hand-held oblique photographyi also experience
in obtaining the proper information for marking and filing of aerial photo-
graphs after each flight.

2. TASK GROUP PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES!

The photographic supplies were received eight days prior to sailing
for Antarctica. This short length of time prevented this unit from maiHng
a thorough inventory before departure. However, an inventory was held as
soon as possible and It was found that several items were missing. Also,
equipment with direct current motors was received instead of the alter-
nating current equipment that had been ordered. With sufficient personnel,
a complete inventory of the photographic material could have been accom-
plished and most of the missing items procured from NASD, San Diego. The
ship was also short of personnel and was busy loading ship's supplies.
Therefore, it was necessary for only nine photographers to accomplish in
one week the highly commendable job of handling this bulk of material with-
out assistance*

In addition to the small space in the laboratory and the refrigerated
film stowage, five unused bunkrocms were made available for stowage of photo-
graphic material. The material was segregated into the following categories:

In the first of the two largest compartments were cameras, washers, printers
and other bulky items such as cases of flash bulbs, negative preservers,
developing tanks, etc.; in the second, hypo, aerial film, movie film and
color processing kits. The three smaller compartments were used for stow-

age of chemicals, glassware, jugs, graduates and contact, enlarging and
sonne roll paper. The compartments were fitted with wooden slat doors and
hasps, thereby permitting them to be locked. The compartments were easily
adapted for storing gear by removing the bunks and by utilizing the various
lockers and drearer spaces for small articles. AH gear was easily accom-
modated in the spaces assigned to photogrg) by and by using bunk hangers
and stanchions, material was easily secured for rough seas.

All wooden boxes were saved along with excelsior and other packing
material, for use in re-transporting any gear not used or being returned.

Such foresight proved wise as the ship had very little lumber to spare

for crating or boxing. A small hand truck (made for galley use) was used
to great advantage in handling supplies and it is suggested that several be

made to fit normal hatches encountered aboard ship as they save majy hours

of labor and, in some instances, prevent damage to material in heavy cases.
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At the end of flight operations all supplies , cameras, print
washers, etc. were inventoried and restored in the various photographic aipply
compartments and secured for heavy seas. All equipment and material to be
turned in were inventoried and listed for return to stock.

II. AERIAL CAMERA INSTALLATION’.

This section introduces the good and bad features of all the
cameras and mounts used in the aircraft with their related equipage.
Detailed information on the problems, mechanical failures, modifications
and recommendations on all the cameras and mounts will be found in the
Camera Repair Section III with the operational difficulties of the motion
picture cameras which are also covered in the Uotion Picture Section VI.

1. TRI-METROGON CAMERAS

The K-17«s operated exceptionally well in the low temperatures
encountered by the Western Group. Cold weather lubricating oils and
greases were used and only two mechanical failures occuredj sheared gear
trains in one camera and a cracked shutter case in another camera. Because
the change of shutters would cff- -t the calibration, the camera was removed
intact and a spare was Installed in its place for the duration of the
operation. However, the sane magazines were continued in use with the
replacement cameras.

2. A5>A MAGAZINES

The a-S-A's performed almost as trouble-free as tbs K-17 cameras,

and In proportion to their extensive use the number of mechanical failures

was very small. Information on their use, mechanical operation, and
recommendations is included in the Camera Repair Section of this report.

3. m-ilETROGON CAMERA MOUNTS

This installation, used in the FM-5 aircraft, was permanently

installed at a 0° deck angle at Norfolk, Virginia. Due to the 3°« nose

high, flight characteristic for maximum engine efficiency, all photo-

graphs have fraa 3 to 6° tilt. If this type mount is to be used on other

operations, it is suggested that it be installed so as to be adjustable

for correction of tilt, or installed at an angle in proper relation to

the cruising attitude of the plane when heavily loaded.

The mount was found to be tailored for uncalibrated cameras of the

late "lib" series that were drawn by the A&R Norfolk, In attempting to

install calibrated cameras shipped to the U.S.S. CURRITUCK, it was dis-

covered that these cameras were of an earlier "Ijli" series, and would not

fit without modifications being made to the mounts. However, it waa decided

that the lesser of the two evils would be to use the uncalibrated Norfolk

cameras and not change the mount.
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Tha idepi arrangement wu'ld be to have the trl-metrogon cameras
in the bow. This would allow the photograph- - ’

' see ahead as well an
beneath^ and shorten travel and communications, -ill as sake for greater
warmth.

U.. VACUUM

The vacuus system functioned very satisfactorily throughout the
entire operation.

5.

VIEW FINDERS

The Fairchild Model F-5 Vertical Viewfinder served the purpose
during the operation, but it is felt that much more accuracy and less
photographer fatigue could be gsined by using one of the design that is
covered in the Camera Repair Section of this report.

6.

TBI-METROOON HATCHES

The general construction of the tri-met camera hatohes was
very good, although the bolts for securing the vertical camera hatch
cover should be approximately one inch longer and the wing nuts should
be larger.

7.

OganJH RECORDING CAMERA

The F-56 Gremlin Recorder functioned quite well mechanically for
about the first half of the operation and then mechanical failures
became increasingly numerous. Detailed information regarding the fail-
ures) repairs and recommended modification are thoroughly covered in the
camera repair section of this report.

8. CAMERA CONTROL PAMEL, PBM-g

The Control Panel functioned very satisfactorily throughout the
entire operation. The only change made was to add a warning light which
indicated during the take-up of film in the Gremlin Recorder magazine.

9. RADIO ALTIMETER AND AIRBORNE CAMERA

The type A Recording Camera operated very satisfactorily. The

only failure occured when one magazine failed to take-up film, due to a
tight bushing on the teke-up spindle. Because of the congested area in
which the watches were installed) the stems of several were broken while
being removed for re-setting. Details are contained in the camera repair

section.
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PERSONNF.Lm.
It Is strongly recommended that two photographers be assigned

to each flight creir for it is impossible for one photographer to ful-
full all the photographic requirements on a photographic mission.
Assigning the second photographer to the flight crew rather than utili-
zing a different laboratory man for each flight gives smoother coordination
in the air.

IV. CAMERA REPAIR

It is stated in the operation plan that "all tri-metrogon photo-
graphy will be accomplished with K-17-6" aircraft cameras calibrated by
the Bureau of Standards. 1*

The aircraft received on board were equipped with caneras issued in
Norfolk, Virginia that were not calibrated. The calibrated cameras were
received on board in separate cases and when unpacked and checked it was
found that at least three of the cameras had been disassembled since the
date of calibration. It was further found that the nuts holding the cones
to the case drives were loose. Still further seme of these calibrated
cameras did not fit the mounts in the aircraft. Hie camera mounts In the
aircraft ware made for coneras with case drives of UU-600 series or later.
Because of the above discrepancies the calibrated cameras were not used
on this operation.

Case drives of the UU-600 series or later and conas of the U3
series were assembled in as closely matched sets as possible. The match-
ing was according to the focal lengths in millimeters. For example; set

No. 1 (in plane B-3) consisted of port camera 152.8 millimeters, star-
board camera 152*7 millimeters, vertical camera 152.2 millimeters and spare
camera 152.9 millimeters. Each plane carried a spare camera for use in
the event of a breakdown. On two occasions these spare caneras were used.
The field data sheets for tri-metrogon photography note these changes and
the exact exposures taken by each camera. Camera No. 6 in set No. 2 (in

plane B-l) was replaced by spare camera No. 7 on 9 January 19lt7. Camera
No. 6 was removed because of a damaged shutter housing. Damage was appar-
ently from internal parts of shutter and the camera was not dissassembled,
for the lack of calibration date.

A set of four (It) magazines was used with each camera. In the
instances when the spare caser&s were Installed the seme set of magazines
were used with the replacement camera. Notations of the magazines used
were always made on the Field Data Sheets.

The filers used were of the sunflower type. Tests were marie before

the first photographic mission to determine the f. stop at which the sun-

flower image would appear on the film. It appeared at f.11 therefore all

missions were flown with Ions aperatures larger than f.ll. The filtere were
not removed from the cameras at any time during the operation.
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It is suggested that sunflower filters for use with aerial kodocolor
be made.

Sene of the missions were photographed when the sun angle was lower
than 10° end on several occasions a reflection from one of the diapnram
control gears registered on the film.

The most serious K-17 defect was in the shutter gear chain on the
wind and trip mechanism. The support that serves as bearing surfaces for
the shafts is of cast aluminum and apparently under low temperatures con-
tracts to a greater degree than the steel shafts, causing the shafts to bind
and freeze (See Plate 1 and 2). This was first noted on camera No. U on
2 February 19U7 after approximately 2,500 cycles of operation. The result
was that the camera was slow in tripping and, in one instance, did not trip
with the other two cameras for a period of ten exposures. When this con-
dition was discovered all cameras were checked, and two other cameras were
found to have the same condition to a leaser degree. It is suggested that
these shafts be seated in ball or roller bearings.

Another defect which is present in all 1C-17, K-13 and K-19 type air-
craft cameras is the magazine locking slide which is actuated by an eccentric
pivot shaft. This 3haft does not have sufficient leverage and when the
magazine is not seated properly it is very easy to force the shaft out of
its recess, thus forcing the slide up in the center and usually breaking it.

It is recommended that magazine locks similar to the P-56 be installed
but in the reverse manner by placing the studs on the magazine and the lock-
ing lever on the camera (see Plate 3).

Camera No. 1, after 3,737 cycles of operation, had stripped all
teeth off the bevel or miter gear which transfers power from the motor
coupling. (See Plate U). Inspection of the drive did not disclose my
other mechanical trouble. The sea level temperature at the time of take-
off was 28. U° F with 86 percent humidity. Due to the fact tiiat the drive
assembly is practically a sealed container it is possible that when the
camera cooled to minus O.U°F condensation formed and froze on portions
of the drive.

A complete new drive assembly was installed and the camera operated
with out trouble the remainder of the operation.

Cameras and lenpes were often covered with a heavy coating of frost
when the aircraft descended. It was necessary for the cameras to warm up
before any photographs could be taken from low altitude. Frost vould form

on the lenses as fast as it was wiped off.

The K-17 cameras as a whole performed remarkably well on this
operation and it is believed that it is the beat camera for Antarctic
Operations that the Navy has.
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tSk MAQAZINE

The loaded A-5-A Magazines were used in seta of Tour (U) for each
caaera. The magazines containing exposed film were removed and placed in
the film developing room for unloading and reloading.

During the rapid descent of the aircraft, cameras and magazines
were sometimes covered with frost, depending upon the humidity at 3ea level.
This frost continued for a few minutes after the/ were brought into the
warm air of the ship. Frequent inspection of the magazines * mechanism
showed little evidence of rust, however, the dark slides that were tinned
had a tendency to rust around the handles.

The seating surfaces of the magazines were scarred and chipped by
handling on and around the tri-aatrogon camera mount. The collimation
marks in the magazines were damaged by parte of the camera mounts; this
was due to the fact that the magazines were attached to the caaeraa with
the dark slides out. The mount could be simplified and the parts that
caused this damage could be' eliminated thus making It much easier to attach
and move magazines with the dark slides in (See Plates 7 and 8 on tri-oat
mount).

The seating surfaces of the magazines should be chemically blackened
the asms as the seating surfaces on the hit series case drives. This pro-
cessing makes the metal more resistant to corrosion.

Dark slides became very difficult to insert and remove from the
magazines. This was caused by starting the dark slides in at a slight
angle, thereby gouging the track slightly on first one side and then the
other. This action increased each time the dark slide was inserted,
finally reaching the point where it was extremely difficult to insert
or remove. This could be overcome by rounding or beveling the leading
corners of the dark elide a little more.

The bearings on both the takoup film spool pivot shaft and on
the metering roller are exposed to the inside of the magazine. On two

occasions these bearings were found to have accumulated a sufficient
amount of dirt and film chip'* to stop their action (See Plates 5 and 6).

This occurred more readily on the metering roller bearing because of its
lower position and close proximity to the film as it travels through the
magazine. This could be remedied by using sealed bearings or dirt shields.

On one occasion the magazine failed to advance film . It was found
that the locking nut on the aet screw adjustment for the metering lever

had loosened and the lever was in constant engagement with the metering
gear.

Three magazines sheared the taper pin in the bevel gear on the top

of the main drive shaft. One failure was the result of dirt in the bearing

on the takeup spool pivot shaft. No apparent reason could be found for the

other two failures.
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Plata Mo* 2.

Shutter wind and trip gear chain,

K-17-68 astrogon abutter.
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Plata Ho. 4.

Intaraediato bevel gear for motor drive

chain in K-17 case drive.
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Plate Ho. 5.

Metering roller bearing,
1-5-1 magazine.
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The oe taring system in cne magazine failed to free itself after the
proper amount of film had been advanced. No mechanical troubles were found
and the magazine functioned properly on the next mission. Because of the
fact that the magazine had been stored in the aircraft for a number of days
before the flighty the humidity in the mechanism chamber could possibly
have condensed forming ice as the aircraft reached colder levels. This
possibly locked the metering eystem preventing it from releasing thereby
allowing film to be advanced during the entire wind cycle. Three magazines
locked after being brought into the ship, eo that film could not be advanced by
turning the wind coupling* Ho mechanical trouble could be found and the
magazine operated on the next mission without troublo. This could be ex-
plained oy the fact that all moisture on the magazines froze until they had
been inside the diip and allowed to thaw for a period of about fifteen
minutes.

One magazine had faulty metering due to a scored shaft around
which the metering clutch spring grips. Thia scoring caused the spring
to hold when the metering lever engaged the metering gear. This was
remedied by replacing with new parts.

It is recanmended that a film advance light be installed -Hmnnr
to the one on the l»2 series F-56 magazines. This light would enable the
photographer to keep a constant check on his film and magazine operation.

The mechanical failures in relation to the number of exposures made;
shows that the A-5-A magazine is well adapted for cold weather operation.

TRI-METROGOM CAMERA MOUNT

The Tri-Metrogon camera mounts used on this operation were constructed
at Naval Air Station) Norfolk) for cameras of iili-600 series cases) or later.
It was found that the calibrated cameras) which were of an earlier series)
would not fit the mounts. The mounts are of tubular steel construction
(See Plate 7)) with braces across the top which obstruct the placing on and
removal of magazines fran the cameras. The power cables for the cameras are
attached to the mount with metal clamps which scar and chip the seating
surfaces of the magazine. The design of the mount necessitates the attach-
ing of the magazines with the dark slides removed, which exposes the fiducial
marks and subjects them to damage while positioning the magazine.

It is recommended that consideration by given to a mount similar to
the one shown in Plate 8. It is believed that a mount of this type con-
structed of I-beams would be as strong, and much more accessible than the

type used on this operation. The power cables and vacuum lines could be
fastened to the inner surfaces of the I-beams, thereby protecting them from

damage.

which
which

The mounts installed in the PBMs

varied from approximately three to

guide the mount could be hinged at

could not be

six degrees,
the base and

corrected for tilt
The four upright poses

fastened to a carriage
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on the overhead. This carriage should be movable forward and aft to
compensate for the aircraft's angle of flight.

FAIRCHILD MODEL F-5 VERTICAL '^WINDER

The model F-S viewfinder was used in conjunction with all tri-
me trogon photography, numerous defects were noted, and it is believed
that a much more suitable viewfinder could b9 constructed. Due to the
10" lens used on the Uodel F Viewfinder it has a very restricted area of
view in comparison with the 6" Tri-Metrogon camera, and this is especially
noticeable when flying over irregular coastlines. After watching the
viewfinder for a short length of time, the photogrtphers were subjected
to temporary blindness upon turning to observe the operation of the cameras,
due to glare on the terrain below.

It is recommended that consideration be given a viewfinder of the
type shown in Plate 9. This viewfinder incorporates a 6° metrogon lens for
comparative coverage and a moveable filter to reduce the intensity of the
snow glare. The viewing glass could be. also calibrated for longer focal
length lenses. It would be necessary to change the location of the view-
finder port in the PBM-5 type aircraft to accommodate this viewfinder.

GREMLIN RECORDER (F-56)

The F-56 Gremlin Timer consisted of an F-56 20 inch case and cone
with an 8.25 inch lens ai\d shutter. Its purpose was to record the baro-
metric altitude, Qreenwlch Civil Time, turn and bank indicator, and data
card. It was operated by the sane B-3-B Intervalometer that tripped the
tri-metrogon cameras.

Taper pins seemed to be the weak points in this camera. On two
occasions the pin In the wind rod coupling that is attached to the drive,
was sheared off. No contributing mechanical failure could be found as a
cause for the pins to shear. This occurred after approximately 2,500
exposures.

The Gremlin Timer, Case No. 1*2—953 In PBM-5 "BAKER ONE", after
approximately 8,500 operating cycles since date of manufacture, broke down
completely. The wind coupling (See Plate 10) on the spring housing (See Plate
11) was being cut by the shim between it and the housing. This finally
caused the coupling to freeze, which in turn twisted the wind rod (See Plate

12)

, and sheared the taper pin in the coupling on the spring housing. The

faulty skim (See Plate 13) appears to have been forced on the spring housing
bushing tearing up the inside edge on one side.

The shutter was disassembled at this time, and it was found that the
teeth on the snubber and retard aegnents were badly worn (See Plates lit and 15)
Shutter springs were also fatigupd beyond the point of safe operation.

It is recommended by the Fairchild Corp. that these cameras be given

a major overhaul at 10,000 cycles of operation. If the case driven counters
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had not been re-set since manufacture, cameras were beyond the point of

safe operation at approximately 6,000 exposures. Possibly the rapid
changes in temperatures and humidity on the flights contributed to these
breakdowns; however, the k-17 cameras held up very well under the same
conditions.

F-56 MAGAZINE

The F-56 Magazine was used on both the Gremlin Timers and Obliques.

Taper pins and vacuum pistons were the causes of the troubles en-
countered. The F-56 magazine and camera supposed to be cycled one complete
operation by hand before switching to electric operation. This was compiled
with on this operation, and was not the cause of the taper pin failure. The
taper pin in the bevel gear on the main drlveshaft sheared off on three
occasions. The magazine when cold and when fully loaded seemed to be too
great a load stress for the taper pin to withstand.

The main bearing on the magazine drlveshaft was found on three
occasions to be fouled with dirt, paint chips, and gummed grease (See
Plate 16). This foreign matter was picked up during the handling ol mag-
azines in the aircraft and aboard slip* The moveable connection which
travels up and down in this shaft permits this foreign matter to work up
into toe bearing seat*

The vacuum pistons and cylinders gave the most trouble* Due to the
difference in casting structures and the rate of contraction in sub-normal
temperature, the pistons were binding in their downward travel during the
wind cycle (See Flats 17)* Ihen the piston completely froze, the rocker arm
which actuates the piston exerted sufficient pressure to fora indentations
in the rocker ana bearing surface on the piston (See Plate 16)* This caused
the pistons to alnff or score the cylinder valla, usually on only one aide.
All the pistons shewed signs of excessive wear on the center guide post*
This wear occurred on the base of the post on one side (See Plate 19) and
at the top on the opposite side (See Plate 20) denoting that the pistons
were not traveling straight. The bulk of the trouble occurred after each
magazine had cycled approximately 2,000 exposures. Toward the last of the
expedition's tri-oat flighta one or sometinea two magazines would be in-
operative because of frozen or stiff pistons. Five (5) magazines per plane
were needed for actual coverage due to the unbalanced proportion of 250
exposures per A-5-A magazine and 200 per F-56 magazine*

The remote position of the Gremlin Timer did not permit s close watch
on the magazine operation* A film advance light was installed so that the
photographer could watch its action from his position aft with the tri-
matrogon cameras.

Magazine natber 1*2-3998 had pulled the clutch spring, on film take-
up pivot gear completely free of its locking bolts (See Plate 21)* It is
believed that this was caused by the film being stuck or frozen to the
flippere or film guides. Ho other reason could be found because the film
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advanced freely upon opening the magazine

RSCCMMENDATIOK FOR F-56 GRQUIh’ RECORDER

The Gremlin timers used on this operation incorporated barometric
altimeter, navigator's match, turn and bank indicator, and data card. X
separate camera was used to record the radio altimeter.

It is recommended that a Gremlin timer be constructed in such a
manner as to include a radio altimeter, 2(i-hour navigator's clock, baro-
metric altimeter, deck angle indicator, turn and bank indicator, and data
card. It would be necessary to use two lenses and two shutters, one to
record the radio altimeter, and one to record the other instruments. This
unit would eliminate the necessity for a separate radio altimeter camera,
and would give a larger negative of the radio altimeter. It is suggested
that the two lenses be of approximately 5" focal length, and that the
shutters be solenoid-operated and of Packard type. The shutter for re-
cording the radio altimeter could be adjusted by use of a B-3-B Inter-
valoiiieter similar to the one referred to in the 'type x Recording Camera
section of this report.

TYPE "A" RECORD!NO CAMERA.

The type "A" Recording Camera was received on board with instructions
to use it for recording the Radio Altimeter every sixty seconds while the
aircraft was in flight

Due to the lack of plugs for the camera it was necessary to build
a different type receptacle box. This box, shown in Plate 23, oontaine two
receptacles j one for camera power, lights and heater units; and one for inter-
yaloneter. The intervaloneter plug furnished power for the intervalometer
which in turn furnished tripping power and film advance power. The duration
of exposure was determined by the trip cam in a B-3-B intervalometer. The
shutter was held open by the camera solenoid for the duration of time in
which the intervalometer trip lever was resting in the low portion of the
trip con, thus holding the tripping contacts closed. The trip cam rotates
at a rate of one (1) r.p.s., therefore in order to obtain the required ex-
posure the trip cam in the B-3B was ground down as shown in Plate 2U. This
enable l the tripping contacts to be heLd closed for a period of approximately
3/It of a second. A 50 Ohm resistor was wired in series with the recording
lights to decrease intensity. The exposure was approximately 3A of a

second at f2.3. This system worked without a failure during the entire
operation on PEU-5 Baker Three.

The same system was installed in PBM-5 Baker One but due to the lower

intensity of the Radio Altimeter tube the exposure was not sufficient.

The negatives made on the trip do not show the painted numerals on

the dial.

n>
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Plata No. 21.

F-56 magazine takeup spool, pivot

shaft and clutch spring.
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Flats No. 23.

Typo °ln Recording camera mounted on radio
altimeter powered by B-3-B intervaloraeter.
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The calibrations on the scope of the altimeters will not
record both tba altitude blip and the calibrations simultaneously.
Therefore the negative of the blip should be enlarged to a readable
size, and a transparent template made of the calibrations on the
altimeter scope, (See Plate 25). This transparent template is then
laid on top of the print containing the blip to obtain a reading of the
altitude.

*
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All altimeter negatives have a ghost image which is inherent where
transparent mirrors are employed aa they are in the radio altimeter tele-
scope and recorder. The ghost images could be overcome by using front
surfaced mirrors; the mirror between the viewing end and the scope should
be moveable for the purpose of viewing scope, and so mounted that when
released it will return to normal operating position. This would be
possible on the altimeter for it is not necessary to view the scope at
all times*

The four Recording Cameras worked perfectly throughout the entire
operation.

The watch stems were twisted off on four occasions. It is believed
that mailer winding knobs would remedy this failure*

One magazine failed to operate (Ho. 0355)* The trouble was found
to be a tight bearing on the take-up spindle. This bearing is press
fitted into Its support (See Plate 26) and seemed to have been forced in
far enough to bind on the shoulder of the shaft. By forcing the bearing

back slightly it operated throughout the rest of the operation without
any trouble.

The fasteners on the eoTsr plates for the seat of the magazines
were broken on all magazines (See Plate 27). It is necessary to lift the

cover straight off the magazine to prevent bending these friction fasteners.

If they are removed one end at A tine, as was usually the case, these fasten-
ers were bent and finally would snap off (See Plate 28). It is recommended
that a different type cover in the form of a dark slide be used. The
magazine also has a type of hinge fastening that is not reliable. The pin
that holds the two parts of the hinge together ia held in place by two

small clips (See Plataa 29 and 30). These clips are easily broken or knocked
off in handling. Because the hinges projected sway from the magazine ,they
are subjected to bending and thereby springing of the cover could easily
occur. It la suggested that they be replaced by a piano type hinge.

.

K-20 AIRCRAFT CAMERA

The K-20 operated with very little trouble. Its main use was as a
color test camera and as a miscellaneous shipboard and small boat camera.

It was taken aloft on three flights and subjected to temperatures of minus
19° centigrade. • On two occasions tbs pressure plates did not release.

Ibis was due to lack of lubrication on the locking shafts and releasing

fins on back of the piston. Locking shafts and releasing fins were oiled

with AVO-6 oil and placed back in operations with out aqy further trouble.
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The CtJO color teats called for the U3e of ultra violet and "Harrison
and Harrison" color correction filters. A quick change filter holder was
constructed on the K-20 (See Plates 31 and 32) so that the filter could be
easily swung out of the lens path for comparative exposures with various
types of filters, or without filters.

PORTABLE AERIAL FILM DEVTXOPIKG KIT TYPE D-l

All aerial developing was accanplished with the T^pe D-l Develop-
ing kit. Six new kits were received and performed efficiently for approx-
imately two thousand two hundred (2,200) feet of film. After loading on
the reel, each roll of film was given a pre-wash in water before development
was started. Due to the extreme dryness of the film it abosrbed approx-
imately one third of a gallon of the pre-wash thus causing the film to
swell. This caused pressure to be exerted on the core of the reel, bending
the top portion into a cone shape causing it to bind on the shaft and
closing the slot in which the locking lever is actuated; thereby preventing
the unlocking of the film clamp (See Plate 33)*

This defect was overcome by attaching a disk to the top end of the
reel similar to the one on the lower end (See Plate 3h). This disk braced
the end of the reel and also prevented the film from climbing up the reel
during processing. This climbing is not a common defect but will occur
occasionally. The modification was made on one reel and proved satisfactory
with both 7$ inch and 9 inch film.

The second defect noted was the failure of the reel to make a complete
shift after it had reached the end of the film. This was especially notic-
able when the reel was operated by motor. The trouble was due to the loosen-
ing of the change of direction gears in their stainless steel carriage (See
Plate 35)* This condition was remedied by pressing the gear carriage so

that it was tighter on the main wind gear.

SMITH AUTOMATIC FIIK DRYER, MODEL 11J" AMD HEATIKG UNIT MODEL "J".

The Smith Automatic Film Dryer, Model "J", was inefficient. Four

units were used, three with Smith Model "J" Heating Units. These four

units were not sufficient to dry one mission's film before the next mission
went out. An hour and a half was the approximate time required to dr}'

one two hundred (200) foot roll of film. Tests were run on these dryers

before we reached the area of operation and at that time no defects were

noted. When the Him from the first mission had started through the dryers,

the gears on the film rollers began to loosen and fall off. This defect

is comon with the Model "J" film dryer because these composition gears are

fastened to the rollers with only glue. The defect was more prevalent on

this operation due to the extreme dryness of the air. It was remedied by

fastening the gear to the roller by means of three (3) wire brads (See

Plate 36.)
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Plate No. 25
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Composite print of Radio Altimeter Scope Image and grid
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Takeup spool shaft bushing type

"A" recording camera magazine.









Plata No. 30.

Hinge pin type "A" recording camera magazine
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The second defect was in the film roller chains. This chain, on
five (5) occasions, wound itself around the drive sprocket. The cause for
this action was the fastening of the sprocket drive (See Plate 36). This
drive was supported by one bolt on one end and a loose fitting adjusting
bracket on the other was allowed to wobble as the dryer operated. Ibis

action would cause the chain to bind on the sprocket. The chain binding on
the sprocket would then start to wind around the sprocket again. This
would stretch the chain links out of shape and if not detected immediately,
would break the chain. This dafect was remedied by attaching a supporting
bracket across the outside of the sprocket drive assembly.

The third defect noted was the type of grease in the sprocket drive
assembly. When the dryer was used with the lfodsl ”J<* Hearing Unit the
grease in the assembly melted and ran out. This was remedied fay packing
the assembly with high temperature grease.

The fourth dafect noted was in the speed change pulleys. These
pulleys were mounted on roller type bearings. Because of the high tem-
perature and speed at which they operated, two bearings wore out. This was
remedied by replacing the bearings with sealed ball bearings.

The fifth defect was the speed regulator belts. These belts
operated at a high rate of speed and were usually worn beyond use, after
one hundred (100) hours of operation* Spare belts should accompany
each dryer*

The sixth defect noted was the 111m take-up spool drive wheel.

This wheel, after approximately seventy (70) hours of operation, was worn
beyond use. It is recommended that this wheel be replaced by a sprocket
(See Plate 36, thereby doing away with the direct chain drive on the ibeel.
The direct chain drive causes the excessive wear.

The seventh defact noted was the drive shaft for the chain sprocket.

This shaft has two splines that mate with the drive gear. Their purpose

is to permit the shaft to be pushed in, thus disengaging the splines stopping

the chain drive sprocket. These splines are sometimes not fully engaged

and slip in and out causing them to chip. Four splines are recommended

instead of the present two. The knob that adjusts the shaft is fastened

by a set screw that loosens and permits the shaft to disengage. The adjust-

ing knot should either be fastened by a straight pin, or a holding screw

placed at the end of the shaft rathfer than on the side.

The heating Unit performed efficiently throughout the operation.

The only objectionable feature noted was the lnacesaibility to the dryer

in the event of a film Jma. It is recommended that the Unit be constructed

in two (2) parts. The lower portion should contain the heating elements,

indicator light and switch. The top portion should be hinged in the rear

so that it could be raised to permit access to the dryer (See Flate 36).
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GUM SIGHT AIMIMO POOIT CAMERA , TTPE AM-H6a.

The type AM-M6A Gun Camera was used for supplementary 16-mm motion
picture coverage on Trl-metrogon flights, of the two cameras used, one
performed throughout the operation without mechanical failure; the other
camera was being tested at different frames per second when the shutter be-
came entangled with the gear chain (See Plate 37)* This failure is not
uncommon with the Bell and Howell gun camera. It is believed that the
Fairchild AN-N6 Gun Camera has a superior type shutter, in that it is con-
structed of a complete circular cose shaped disc, thereby giving support
across the shutter's opening. This support is necessary when the camera
is operating at sixty-four (61i) frames per second.

Both cameras were placed in operation with factory lubrication and
it was not deemed necessary to lubricate either at any time. The heating
elements performed efficiently throughout the operation. It waa found
that all camera failures were due to jammed film in the Type 0 magazines.

BBjO MODEL Q

Two cameras were received on board In the following very poor
condition

i

(a) In need of lubrication, (b) full of dirt and film chips,
(c) Scratched aperture plates.

The cameras operated on the spring motor until temperatures of

59°F were encountered. After completely overhauling and relnbricsting
with type aNO-6 oil, the cameras would operate by electric motor at tem-

peratures as low as minus 1»°F. It is believed that the reason for the

cameras freezing at this temperature, ia the type of governor used. This
governor is preset at the factory and existing instructions state that it
is not to be disassembled.

The camera release mechanism on the Model "Q<* Eyemo is practically
inaccessible and is so constructed that It cauaea it to bind after short
operational use. It was almost impossible to operate this type of release
with the heavy winter gloves provided for this operation. One modification
in the form of a trigger release was constructed and found highly satisfactory

(See Plates 38 and 39). An addition could be made to this modification

in the form of an electrical microswitch which could be installed directly

behind the trigger thus eliminating the need for a switch on the power

cable. (Plate 1*0) shows the exact size and shape of the parta installed

and (Plate 1*1) shows their relative position.

MITCHELL. HIGH SPEED 3SMM AMD FRICTION HEAP TRIPOD

Two Mitchells were received on board and only one was in operating

condition when received. The positioning posts were out of time with the

film advance claw in the defective camera, and due to the need for only
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Plate No. hO,
%

Trigger for modified release on Model "Q" Eyemo.
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one camera during the operation, no attempt was made to re-time it.

The first aerial mission on which the Mitchell was used, tem-
peratures ranged from 28.I4F to minus 23.8°F. The camera was powered by
four 12-volt batteries, and froze up completely after a temperature of
minus 15>8°F was reached.

Tests were made on shipboard using the aircraft's 2U-volt power
supply* and it was found that the camera operated without overheating its 12-
volt motor. The camera and motor drive assembly was completely overhauled
and lubricated with AN0-3A grease. It was also necessary to clean and
lubricate the diaphragn actuating rings and the lens focusing rings with
AN0-6 type oil. The positioning pin in the base of the camera, which
locks it In the focusing and operating position, sometimes froze in the
retracted position. This was remedied with proper lubrication. After
this overhaul, and with the use of 2lt-vclt power supply, the camera operated
without any mechanical defects. However, it was extremely difficult to
thread the camera without breaking the film or freezing the operators hands.

The Mitchell friction head tripod was found to be inoperative at
5°P. The reason for this was the hardening of the grease in the disc-
type friction parts. It was necessary to completely disassemble this head
and re-lubricate with type AN0-3A grease. After this change in lubrication
the tripod functioned without trouble.

It is recommended tliat all Mitchell cameras that are to be used on
aerial missions be equipped with 2ii-volt motors, and that all cameras
and tripods be given winterized lubrication when tools and equipment are
available .

AERIAL MOTION PICTURE CAMERA, RECCUMEHDAHONS FOR.

The motion picture cameras used were found to be lacking in
numerous respects. The Mitchell camera performed satisfactorily, but due
to its bulk and weight, it was very difficult to handle, necessitating
extreme care when the camera was moved about. Loading the Mitchell camera
while in flight was very difficult because dryness and brittleness of

the film. Invariably it was necessary to remove gloves in order to load the

camera

The Cine Special performed exceptionally well under all conditions,
but it has numerous special attachments and devices which, to this type of
photography, are absolutely of no value. In aerial operation, and , especial-
ly while in foul weather clothing, some of there attachments would change
adjustment during operation and ruin aL 1 exposures until this change was
noticed.
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The Bell it Howell Filmo Speedster was found unreliable in this
operation. Of the six cameras used on aerial flights only one was found
to operate reliably at all tines. Four were found to operate sporadically,
and one would not operate unless kept warm inside flight clothing. The
spring motor on this caaera is not sufficient for the average scene. The
desirable features of this camera arei fast magazine loading, light weight,
and compactness.

The Uodal "Q" Eyeno is not suitable for aerial operation because of
small magazine capacity and chamber loading. It also freezes quickly in
cold weather operation.

It ia recommended that the desirable features of each camera be
incorporated in one caaera designed mainly for aerial use.

(1) This camera should be of the magazine load type with a capacity
of one hundred feet for 16mm and two hundred for 35mm.

(2) It should be operated by either a spring motor or 2li-volt

electrical motor. The spring motor should be wound ^.th a
ratcheting type charging handle similar to that used on auto-
matic guns.

(3) Itshould incorporate a three lens turret with the viewfinder
elements mounted beside their respective lenses and viewed through
a prism arrangement over the top of the camera.

(li) A filter ring similar to the one used in the Mitchell camera
should be installed behind the three lens turret.

(5 ) The opening for the film magazine chamber should be in the rear of
the camera similar to the Filno Speedster and GSAP Caaera.

(6) The film advance clow should be of a type similar to that used
in the High Speed Mitchell caaera, but modified to engage the film
from the front of the magazine.

(7) The magazine sprocket drive should be engaged by the photographer
through a positive lever system.

(8) The handles to this camera should be similar to those used on most
aerial still cameras and the trigger should be placed above the

right handle and operated by the right thumb. The handle on the

right side should be placed on the rear portion of the camera, and

would also serve as the charging handle. The handle on the left

aide should be mounted on the forward portion when the camera is

used without a mount, and made detachable for installation on the

rear portion when used on a mount.
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Plate No. U2.

VC Radar with modification to mount the Abrams
Recording Camera Adapter, OSS HENDERSON (DD-785)
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(9) In place of a frarae a-per-second setting knob, a tachometer and speed
adjustment knob should be substituted. Ttaie would permit accurate
operation or adjustment rogardless of temperature changes.

SPEED GRAPHIC

Speed graphics were used for shipboard, plane handling boat, and
aerial photography. Speed Graphics were equipped with both Superaatlc
and Graphex type shutters. These shutters were mounted with both Ektar and
Wollensak coated lenses. It was found that the Supermatic shutter with the
solenoid type synchronisers were not as dependable for flash synchronisation
as the Gnphex type shutter. The reason for this was that the solenoids
lagged when operated in extreme cold. The lag was evident with the use of
either the three or the five cell flash guns. The Graphex type shutter was
subjected to temperatures as low as minus 16.6°F and still operated satisfac-
torily. It was sanetines necessary to place the batteries inside the foul
weather clothing to keep them warm enough to insure operation when either
type shutter was used.

Tests were requested to be performed on coated lenses to determine the
susceptibility to cold weather operation. Because of the limited number of
cameras on board this test was not performed as recommended by the request-
ing agency. The coated lenses on the Speed Graphics (that were constantly
used) were subjected to extreme cold temperstorea during normal operation
over long periods of time and did not ritow aqy visible signs of deterioration.

These cameras were equipped with KALART range finders model E. It was
found that at temperatures below minus 10°F, two of these range finders were
not accurate. These range rinders should have more working tolerances, so

that the weight of the mirrors wLll cause than to fall when operating in low
temperatures. The focal plane shutters on these cameras were very soldo* used
but functioned allright when used. With the exception of the above dis-

crepancies the speed graphics ware reliable.

graflex

The Series ”D" Graflexss used on this operation performed satisfactor-

ily until temperatures of 68°P were encountered. These cameras are lub-

ricated at the factory with a grease that appears to have a heavy parafin

base. This lubricant is quite suitable for average temperatures, but will

harden to a soap-like consistency when low temperatures are encountered.

This lubricant hardening was first noticed on the moveable mirror shafts

and tripping mechanism. It is believed that the action of the focal plane

shutter, due to its rubberoid coating, was retarded when colder temperatures

were reached, but no accurate means were available for testing the shatter

speed. It was found necessary to increase the tension on the movable mirror

spring in order to overcome the lag in tripping action. After the lubrication

was changed to type AHG-31 grease and tension increased on the mirror spring,

this camera operated more successfully. It is doubtful wbasthar this camera

would operate in temperatures lower than 23°F.

frm*
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ABRAMS adapter for radar recording camera

(a) Abrams recording camera adapters were received on board both the

O.S.S. HENDERSON (DD-785) and the U.S.S. CURRITUCK (AV-7). The units were
used to record VC radar Repeater (modified) on board the HENDERSON and the

VC-1 on board the CURRITUCK.

(b) On board the CURRITUCK modifications were made to adapt the Abrams
camera mount to the SG-l-B radar indicator. It was believed that better
results would be obtained from the Indicator than free the VC-1 repeater.
The camera was used on the SG-l-B until it was considered to interfere with
the operation of the radar. It was then changed to the VC-1 repeater where
it was used for the rest of the operation. This permitted changing from
SK to SG radar by means of selector switch rather than moving the camera
each time.

(o) On board the HENDERSON difficulties were encountered in adapting
the camera mount to the 12 inch scope on the VC-1 repeater. It was necessary
to construct an adapter plate to support the mount as shown in Figures U2,

U3 and Uli. nth the canera so mounted) it did not cover the entire scope,
but covered a sufficient aaount to be considered adequate. A more desirable
mount would have been one which raised the camera approximately six inches
higher, and thereby enabled the entire scope to be photographed.

IV. ALTERATIONS OP WARRANT OFFICERS HESSRGU PANTRY TO AERIAL NEGATIVE
gKKBSBtd. panNd and UaRHNO Tfggg

The Warrant Officers Nassrocm and Pantry were obtained for conver-
sion into a processing laboratory, film drying and marking roam. The loose
gear and find equipment such as chairs, tables, cabinets and electrical
appliances were of general use in the conversion and little had to be
removed.

In the Warrant Officers Pantry ware three metal benches (one with a
sink with cold and hot running water faucets), one electric range and oven,
one 8.5 cubic foot electric refrigerator and numerous dish, cup and glass
racks. Electrical outlets were few but overhead lighting was adequate (See

Plate lt5.)

Both the benches and the sink ware utilised. One bench on the

after bulkhead was used for the loading and unloading of magazines and for

the loading of Him onto the Smith developing reels for processing. The
bench on the port side of the forward bulkhead was utilised for general

work and for the passing of the processed film through the serving window
to the dryers in the finishing and marking roam. The long bench along the

forward bulkhead that contained the sink was converted into the processing

bench with a few minor alterations (See Plate U5).
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In the conversion of the bench to processing, twelve (12) inch and
one (1) inch pieces of one (1) inch angle iron were welded to hold nine

(9) 9&-lnch Smith Developing Tanks (See Plates 1*6 and 1*7 )• Across the
front of the bench, strips of light iron six (6) inches high were welded to
hold ary water or solutions that should splash or overrun the tanks fron
going over the side on to the deck. At the same time, the open end of the
splash shields could be closed off and that section filled with cold water
around the tanks to serve as a cooli ng basin fo- the solutions in the tanks
(See Plate 1*7). The cold and hot water lines running into the sink of this
bench were maintained with a slight alteration to the cold water line.
This line was continued to run to the bench a action on the starboard side
of the sink. Three spigots were added to take hoses.

AERIAL PROCESSING FINISHING. MARK!MG AMD DIFFICULTIES EMCOUNTERED

Exposed magazines removed from the aircraft on the seaplane deck
were brought down one deck and all the way forward to frame 29 to the pro-
cessing roam, practically from stern to bow. The film trailer was then
marked for identification after winding a few exposures through the magazine,
by pulling the dark slide and scratching the necessary information on the
film. It was than, placed in 111a csi marked and taped, and allowed to
sit and gradually thaw out to approximately room temperature. Magazines with
exposed Him were often received with a temperature of freezing or below,
having been subjected to temperatures of minus 13°F to 22°F while airborne.
Upon completion of unloading and checking of magazines, the faulty onos were
turned over to camera repair for checking, overhauling or replacing. The
good ones immediately reloaded, marked and returned to their respective air-
craft ready for operations.

T. FIIM DHHNO.

?our dryers proved to be insufficient for the mount of film being
processed. The Model "J" Aerial Film Dryer proved to be the biggest set-
back in the processing and finishing operation. This was due to maxy de-
sign faults. light construction and constant high speed operation resulted
in the breakdown and faulty operation of most of the dryers. The speed of
the dryer also proved to be quite alow and the film was constantly becoming
a backlog in the darkroom. During the first few weeks of operation the dry-
ers were constantly breaking down, requiring the constant vigil of one man
and the contimal services of a repair man. After a few weeks of reinfor-
cing, overhauling and altering, the dryers began to operate with less trouble
and could run at full capacity without trouble.

STARTER PLATES

For a positive identification between trl-metrogon aerial survey

rune, a Starter Plate was manufactured and used. This plate was a strip of

almtinns approximately two inches wide and eight inches long with the word

Start* perforated on it. Prior to each run the starter plate was inserted

in the dark slide slot of the magazine and a few exposures made. This would

result in the image of the starter plate and the word "Start" showing clearly

on the exposures.

^rjiu'ew
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By the use of the starter plate system the maneuvering of the plane
on one wing and the photographer making a few exposures at that time was
eliminated. This saved considerable time by enabling the pilot, photo-
grapher and crew after each run to settle down and cansaenee the next run w
soon as possible.

The use of the starter plate also aided the film markers to positively
identify runs in the process of marking, thus saving time in that phase of
the operation. In this wsy they did not have to take too much time in dis-
carding, marking and identifying exposures between each run.

The only disadvantage of this system is that the photogrq? her may
fail to remove one or more of the four plates before starting the next run.
On only two occasions did tills occur. In these two cases the exposures were
good except for the small area covered by the plate.

The use of these starter plates proved very valuable and was highly
successful to this unit during the survey operations.

VI STILL PHOTOGRAPHY

1. Speed Graphic

Speed Graphics with the Graphex Shutter and the Supermatlc Shutter
were used and in most cases operated satisfactorily. The synchronization
of the Supensatic Shutter with the solenoid type synchronizer was not as
dependable as the Grip hex Shutter.

Graphex flash attachment operated especially w ell except when it was
exposed to temperatures of approximately 15°F. The batteries were affected
by this low temperature and it was necessary to put them inside foul weather
clothing for warmth, to insure operation.

Suggestions and Recommendations:

That on future operations where cameras are exposed to salt spray, rain,
cold weather and the possibility of rough handling, tests should be conducted
using the Combat Speed Graphic with flash and range finder equipment.

K-20 AIRCRAFT CAMERA

The K-20 with focusing ring attachment was used extensively mid proved

to be of great value. It is fast in operation, light in weight and carries

a desirable number of exposures. It was used in all kinds of weather, in
boats and in planes. As an all around out door camera it would be hard to

find a better one.

Suggestions and Recommendations

»

The K-20 camera should be used on all future operations. It should

be lubricated with the proper oils and greases before being used in cold weather.

Special locations for lubrication on the K-20 camera are the retracting fin3

on the back of the piston, the locking shafts diich holds the pressure plate

down and the actuating disc in the drive assembly.
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Plate Ho. i»5.

Drawing of floor plan of W.O. Pantry showing conversion
for aerial i lira processing and loading.
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Plate No. 1)7.

View of Aortal FIla Developing and fixing

W.O. Pantry showing arrangements of tanks

to sink.

installation in
and alteration

\
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Plate Ho. U8.

Vier of aerial filn waahing ayaten inatalled in W.O.

pantry showing fresh water lines and aink alterations.
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W.o. MESSROOM DECK PLAN
AERIAL FILM FINISHING $ MARKING

Plate Mo. 50.

Drorlng of floor plan of V.O. Uesaroom showing conversion
for aerial film finishing and marking.
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Plata No. 52

Aerial film drying and marking
arrangement in the Y.O. Meearoom.
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Plata No. 53 .

Aerial film drying and narking
arrangement in the W.O. Mesarocm.
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MEDAUST

The Medalist was used very little due to the availability of other
cameras with a greater number of exposures. The Medalist jaruned on the 7th
or 8th exposure, causing undue trouble In returning to the laboratory for
unloading order to 9ave the film.

Suggestions and Recommendations

That the Medalist be eliminated fraa this type expedition; no
substitute is required.

GiUFLEX

The Qraflex was used but not to great advantage. In cold weather
the mirror slowed down and at times completely stopped, causing the camera
to be abandoned for outdoor use.

F-56 AIRCRAFT CAMERA

The F-56 was used aboard ship for photographing cloud formations,
Antarctic phenomena ,and surface views of mountain peaks in the ice-pack.

Suggestions and Recommendations:

That an infra-red focusing post be included with the F-56 camera,
making it possible to use the F-56 in carrying out tests and reconnaissance
missions with infra-red.

FILM PACK

Film Packs were used throughout the operation and were successful.
The film Itself maintained its sensitivity when the film was exposed 2l» to
72 hours to the weather with the temperatures ranging between lli to 25°F.
No cracking or checking of the emulsion was encountered as a result of
brittleness. The Film Pack tabs were difficult to separate when wearing
five finger winter aviation gloves but could be parted with not too ouch
loss of time.

Suggestions and Haoaanendations i

Film Packs be used in all outdoor photography in the Antarctic.

CUT FILM

For indoor photography, where it is possible to operate without

gloves, operation with cut film was convenient. Outdoors where it is

impossible to remove gloves for operating and attaching the holder to the

camera, it is quite difficult.

Suggestions and Recommendations!

Cut film be used for indoor photography and photographic tests only.
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There were very few days that could be called ideal for color photo-
graphy but in almost every case wnere Kodacolor was used, good results were
obtained.

Suggestions and Recommendations:

Kodacolor be used in the Antarctic, and further tests be conducted
using Harrison and Harrison color correction filter.

AMSCO COLOR

Very little success was experienced with this film. Indoor use of
blue flash bulbs with daylight film gave fair results. When used outdoors
there was a predominance of red or ultra-violet. In development, fraying of
the edges occurred unless the film was re-exposed under water.

Suggestions and Recommendations;

Further experiments be carried out using the Harrison and Harrison
color correction filters for compensating for the predominance of red in the

film or the Antarctic light. That re-exposure of the film be carried out
under water*

GLOVES

Rylon or rayon gloves were not received by this unit, making it
difficult to operate the cameras. At times it was necessary to remove
the five fingered winter flying gloves to make an adjustment on the camera,

thus causing unnecessary exposure to the hands.

Suggestions and Recommendations:

That special care be taken to include nylon or rayon glove inserts.

Also, that a warm close fitting glove be used over the inserts making it
possible to adjust the major parts of the camera without removing the outer

glove.

FILTERS

Filters are of the utmost importance in Antarctic color photogr^hy*
They are important in black and white photography when it is desired to

correct or over correct the sky. The H. and H. color correction filters were

used and tested to a certain degree but not thoroughly enough to determine
how effective they were on all types of color film at different geographical
localities and times of the day.

UV-15, UV-16, and 'JV-17 filters were tested with Ansco Colcr film but

were abandoned because of the predominance of red that r esulted.
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The G, 25-A, minus blue and K-2 filters were usedfor black and white
film. The G and the minus blue gave more normal correction, therefore were
used more frequently.

Suggestions and Recommendations

>

That a 23-A filter be tested with panchromatic film. Also that a
C-5 filter series Itatten VI be made available for further testing in the

Antarctic.

EXPOSURE METERS

The General Electric Exposure Meter was the only one available to the
Western Group. The performance of this exposure meter at all times was as
accurate as could possibly be expected.

I

Suggestions and Recommendations:

That ‘he General Electric and the Weston Meters both be included
on future c-ut ditions so that comparative tests may be made.

FLASH BULBS

The 25-B, 2-B, Press-UO, Press-5, and Number 3 Flash Bulbs were used.
All bulbs performed with a low percentage of failures and were indispensable
for direct and fill-in lighting. Very few bulbs failed to operate, regardless
whether they were being used inside or outside, in low temperatures. It is
believed the cold weather had little or no effect on the bulb Itself.

gestions and Recommendations

s

Care be taken to keep the batteries for the flash gun as warn
as possible by keeping them inside foul weather clothing. The use of an
electronic type flash, having portable batteries for carrying over the
shoulder, making it possible to strap them around the body inside the foul
weather clothing, could be the answer to Antarctic flash photography. The
batteries would have to be of a design to fit inside foul weather clothing
and curved to fit the body, as an aid in carrying for long periods of time.

VII PHOTOGRAPHIC TffiTS

Seme of the difficulties encountered, besidee cold weather, in
performing photographic tests for C.N.O. were: the scarcity of men, the

absence of the proper film and the email number of days photographically
available for this type of photography.

One Chief Photographer's Mate and one Photograph's liate second class
were assigned to this detail along with their other duties (such as the
responsibility for all still coverage for Task Group 68.2, second photo-
graphers in the PBM-5'3 and laboratory duties).
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Black and white out-of-date film waa a constant source of trouble
and part of the color film arrived too late to be utilized to the best
advantage. Infra-red film was not used because cameras of the proper size
did not have infra-red focusing posts.

The normal day in the Antarctic is overcast with a high reading in
light value. For close-up photographs of planes, ships, and icebergs, the
light value was high and good results were obtained. In the photographs
taken out over the ice-pack and water, the ice, water and sky blended together
causing a flat negative, even with the use of filters. The abnormal day
when it would have been possible to run tests. It would also be good weather
for flying and the photographers were necessarily assigned to higher priority
task4 making it impossible to perform these tests in the manner suggested.

Suggestions and Recommendations

:

Any activity requiring tests involving non-standard equipment should
furnish the equipment, material, and personnel required.

VIII. NEGATIVES AM) TRANSPARENCIES TAKEN FOR VARIOUS ACTIVITIES

AEROLOGICAL

Aerological Black and White and color stills of weather phenomena
and equipment in U3e aboard the U.S.S. CURRITUCK (AV-7).

Negative numbers AAW 3U7, 350, 351, 352, 353, 35b, 355, 356, 357,

358, 359, 361, 389, 390, b07 and UOB.

One roll of color film K-10, marked: Aerological Supplementary
color vertical and horizontal cloud formation Supplementary Roll No» 1

dated 1-12-1:7.

One roll of Black and White* K-18 film marked Aerological Special
Black and White Vertical and Horizontal cloud formations Roll No. 1 dated
1-12-1*7.

PANORAMIC

Panoramic photographs from surface vessels of coast line or islands.

Negative numbers AAW b50, U51, 1:52.

BUREAU OF SHIPS, HELICOPTER

Bureau of ships requirements. Helicopter installation facilities.

Negative numbers AAW 391, 392, 393 and 39b.

VT.F.CTRONICS . Chief of Electronics.

Black and White photographs of modified electronic equipment.

Negative numbers AAW 16b, 165, 166, 180, 182, 229, 198 and 199.
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RADAR

12 Rolls of Shlpborss Radar Recording Camera Film taken on U.S.S.
CURRITUCK and one (1) roll of film from the U.S.S. HENDERSON was turned over
to Lt. Coadr. R.L. Hildebrand, USNR, Electrical Engineer, Task Group 68.2.

PHOTOGRAPHIC IHSTAlIATIONS . Chief of Bureau of Aeronautics.

Photographic equipment installed in PEN-5. Negative numbers AAW
163, 180, 132, 183, 187 and 229.

HELICOPTER OPERATIONS.

Bureau of Aeronautics Black and White and color transparency stills
of helicopter operations. Negative numbers, AAST 3, 6, 8, 27, 158, 362, 363,
36li, 365, 366, 367, 368, 369, 370, 391, 392, 393, and 39U.

IX MOTION PICTURES

It is felt that the operations of Task Group 68.2. were adequately
covered in motion pictures, and that an interesting documentary story was
obtained in color and Black and White.

However mechanical and structural deficiencies of the motion pic-
ture cameras were maiy, and several scenes that were impossible to duplicate
were probably lost because of camera malfunctions.

Motion picture cameras when received were in very poor condition.
Most of them were stamped OPERATION CROSSROADS, and upon Inspection seme were
found to be out of time. Gear drive boxes and magazines still contained heavy
lubricants mixed with particles of sand. It was obvious that few, if axy,
were cleaned or checked for mechanical failures prior to issue for use on
OPERATION HIGHJUMP. One Cine Special camera bore a tag marked "Do not use -
no good*.

Detailed mechanical discrepancies and modifications are listed in the

Camera Repair Section of this report.

EYBTO

The Eyemo was the most unreliable motion picture camera aboard. Of
the two received, only one could be used outdoors in cold climate, and then

was under constant repair. When first tested both cameras would fail on
spring power at temperatures of approximately pins 59°?., and notor power
at plus 50°F. By polishing down tha aperture plate and lubricating with low
temperature oils, one Eyaso would operate at about minus 0.1t°F. with motor
power only, while the other could not be improved despite all efforts made.

Fortunately, colder weather was not too often encountered.

Nrither camera would operate while in flight where temperatures of
frem o.U°F centigrade to minus 23*8°F were encountered.
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Of the two Mitchells received, one was out of time, and because
of the overload of camera repair work and their being no need for its ser-
vices, no attempt was mads to place it in commission*

%e Mitchell was not used to any great extent because none of the
liOO ft* motion picture stock ordered had been received prior to leaving San
Diego, Calif*, and by the time the U.S.S. PHILIPPINE SEA arrived south with
our requested supplies, most of the 35-millimeter shipboard coverage had
been completed. However, its bulk!ness and weight were also reasons for
its little use aboard ship. Shortage of outdoor bulkhead electrical re-
ceptacles necessitated the use of batteries for power source, making the
combined weight of the equipment about 160 pounds. It was very difficult for
one man to carry this equipment from one section of the ship to another,

with adequate assurance of ahlfting to a more advantageous position in time

to catch some desired action.

In flight however, after certri.n modifications were made, the
Mitchell was the only 35-mLlllmeter M.P. camera that could be used with
any degree of success.

In the first attempt at 35-«illimeter work in the air, four (It) 12-
volt portable batteries were used as power source because of the 2U-volt ele-
ctrical syutem In the plane. Hie batteries were placed in the area of the

port waist hatch and were subjected to approximately the same temperature,

as the cameras. A high hat was designed to carry the camera on either of the

two waist gun mounts. The temperatures reached at different times of day
and different altitudes were:

0630 Minus 28.1i°F 28 F.P.S. Camera normal temp.

0730 Minus 28.1i°F 22 F.P.S. After takeoff.

0900 Minus 18°F. 8 F.P.S. lii,000 feet alt.

1000 Minus 23.8°F 2 F.P.S. 16,800 feet alt.

1030 Minus 5.8°F. 0 F.P.S. 11,000 feet alt.

At approximately 11*00 feet altitude the lens focusing rings, aperature
rings and focusing knob on the view finder became frozen and inoperative.

Upon return to the ship, the camera was completely de-oiled, cleaned,

and relubricated with low temperature lubricants. A 12-volt line direct

to the waist hatch from the plane's batteries was installed in order to

rectify any possible independent battery power loss from low temperature.
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Another flight was made with approximately the same results, so it
was decided to use a direct 2lt-volt line on the 12-volt camera motor, and
replace the high hat installation in the waist hatch gun mount for a tripod
set up on the center line of the deck in order to eliminate the wind blast.
The results of this change proved satisfactory, with 2,000 feet of film exposed,
although the tripod legs and spider took up all the available athwartship
space in the waist, causing a bottleneck for the transfer of trl-aetrogon mag-
azines from storage to the tri-metrogon camera position.

During time the 2U-volt power source was used, the 12-volt motor did
not spark out or become excessively warm during operation. The friction
clutch on the motor was set wide open in order to obtain 2U frames per second.

GUN CAMERA

The Gun Camera performed in excellent style mechanically. The only
difficulties encountered were from Jamming magazines. Cold weather and the

tight loop method of threading magazine film is conducive to film breaks.
Because it has only one fixed focus lens, and can be operated only by elec-

tricity, the Gun Camera's uses are limited. It la however an excellent

c&nera for the purpose designed.

COE SPECIAL

Of the four (1«) Cine Special cameras and eight (8) magazines received,

two cameras and four magazines failed mechanically during the first phases of

the operation. It is believed however, that the Cine Special is the best of

the movie type cameras received for all purpose work. It operated at all tem-

peratures encountered, the lowest being minus 23.8°F, without noticeable lag.

Focus stop pins ware sheared on two of the 15 millimeter lenses which

may result in some footage being out of focus.

Mechanical failures were due mostly to irreplaceably worn claws which

put three magazines permanently out of ccnnsission.

EXPOSURE METER

The Oeneral Electric Meter was used exclusively throughout the

operation and was considered thoroughly reliable. At times accurate readings

were difficult or impossible to make depending on the subject.

light reflection from the ice pack was extraordinarily great, and in

the case of a PBM-5 taking off or landing, the average water reading was about

6 foot candles. 3 to $ degree upward change in meter angle hnrever, would

bring the needle against the 70 foot candle pin, so a happy medium, favoring

slight under exposure for color film was used. The average lens aperture

opening used on outdoor scenes at 21* f.p.e. was f.8.

A frequent topic of conversation was the possibility of adding another

U ght factor to a meter for extreme light. It ie felt that it would be of

more use in Antarctica than the now used "Hood Off" element for measuring

weak light values.
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It is the general opinion that the standard motion picture cameras
used by the Navy tsday are not suitable for the many varied uses in freezing
climates, nor do they give positive assurance of consistently good mechanical
operation in the field under low temperature conditions. Both in structure
and design, they lack, too amy essential qualities necessary for cold weather
photography. Almost all of them are good for the purpose designed, but it
is believed that one type can be built to incorporate all of the good features
of each into an all-climate camera. This camera, it is felt, should be of
combat design, of as light weight and compact structure as possible for porta-
bility, and definately a magazine load type. A Mitchell, Cine Special or,

Eyerao cannot be threaded with any amount of speed or assurance when heavy
mittens are worn, and to remove them places the cameraman in danger of severe
frost bite at extremely low temperatures.

Many features of the present day cameras could be eliminated to make
room for more important appliances that would serve a better purpose. The

single frame exposure, the rewind unit, and the degree opening lever are a
few units on the Cine Special that are of little or no use to a field camer-
aman. The wind handle is too long, and often hits the speed knob while crank-
ing, thereby changing the frames per second speed* By merely brushing the
camera against clothing it is found that the degree opening lever would
change to various positions, and the rewind handle would fall away from the

camera because of a poor locking device. The footage speed indicator window
could be replaced with a tachometer, which is considered all-important for
work where frames per second speed will vary with temperature.

A three lens turret similar to the Fllmo Auto Master could be adopted
for quick len3 changes. The finder elements should be placed above or along
side their respective lenses so that the lens and view finder element change
is made simultaneously.

The view finder should be hooded, because many times the sun is directly
behind the photographer and glare from it blinds out the window view entirely,
very often causing the photographer to lose sight of his action.

Making the many necessary filter changes was a lengthy and clumsy pro-
blem when wearing heavy mittens. Filters should be of glass construction,
and a disc containing at least four (U) receptacles for various types of fil-
ters should be situated between the shutter and the lens position of the

camera. Similar to the Mitchell, it could be of rotary design that facilitates

a rapid choice and change of filters.

In a modification of an Eyemo, it was found that a pistol grip

trigger method of starting was most suitable. The pistol grip could be placed
beneath the camera in such a manner that it could be adjusted and locked to

suit the individual photographer's shooting position.
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Time and lack of necessary equipment prevented experimentation on
installing heating units in gear drive boxes to prevent freezing of the

assembly. The problem of controlling metal contraction and expansion to

prevent the janming of a camera remains to be solved. In some cases, re-

gardless of lubricants, it is believed this contraction of metal parts
was the cause of most difficulties.

It is believed that the above recommended features could be built
into 16-oillimeter and 35-millimeter cameras of identical design, each to

carry not less than 100 feet of magazine film.
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INTRODUCTION

This report presents the photograpnic objectives and accomplish-

ments of the eastern Task Group, with the problems encountered, action

taken, and recommendations.

Recommendations similar or identical to those of the Central

or Western Groups have been omitted.

II OBJECTIVES

Primary: Tri-metrogon reconnaissance survey of the continental

area, coastline, and island areas of Antarctica, from longitude 1US
West to as far East as operations would permit. Secondary: To obtain

complete still and motion picture documentary coverage (in Black and

White, and color) of the operational and photographic requirements of

various Bureaus and other Governmental agencies.

Ill AIRCRE.VUEN

Prior to flight the cameras were run through several operating
cycles to insure proper working condition. A check was made to insure
that lenses and filters were clean, and that the shutter and diaphragm were
set for light conditions expected. The navigation and stop watches
were drawn from the Squadron Navigation Officer, and the navigation
watch was installed in the Gremlin recorder. The date, name of the

photographer and flight number was recorded on the data card provided
in the recording chamber of the radio altimeter, radar camera and
gremlin recorder. All clocks were set on GCT. The contents of the
spare parts kit were checked. The check-off list was signed and turned
in prior to departure.

As soon as the crew secured from their take-off positions, the
photographers installed the plexiglass hatches in the waist and set up
the handheld oblique camera. One photographer took station in the
waist; the other set up the tri-metrogon cameras, installed the view-
finder, and inserted markers in magazines.

'.Then the area to be photographed was reached, the first photo-
grapher manned the tri-metrogon station and the second photographer
manned the oblique waist station. Both remained at stations until
the area was photographed. On return flights to the ship the tri-
metrogon cameras were secured after leaving the coast but the oblique
station was not secured until the flight landed at the ship.

The photographer recorded as accurately as practicable the GCT
of photographs taken, true heading, drift, ground speed, and barometric
altitude of the plane. This information was obtained from the pilot
or navigator. Entry was made on the data sheet to show from which side
of the aircraft oblique photographs were made, indicating the relative
bearing of the subject when possible.

i

U,
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Prior to landing the plexiglass hatches were removed and the
waist hatch secured. Tri-metrogon hatches were checked to insure that
they were properly secured and watertight.

After the plane was hoisted on deck the photographers passed

magazines with data sheets to the waiting processing team. After

each flight and upon securing the aircraft, the photographic aircrewmen
reported any discrepancies in photographic equipment, or any deviation

from the normal procedure prescribed for making runs and recording
data.

Between flights photographic aircrewmen assigned to flight crews
worked with other members of the plane crew making the plane ready for
the next flight. The photographers* main concern being photography,
they were responsible that cameras were cleaned and in good mechanical
working condition. After work in the aircraft was completed photo-
graphers worked in the laboratory.

IV AIR OPERATIONS

Prior to departure from the United States pilots, navigators
and aircrewmen were given training in photography. Installation of tri-
metrogon camera mounts and Gremlin recorders was completed in PBM air-
craft and a recording apparatus for photographing the radio altimeter
(SCR-718) once each 60 seconds during survey flights was installed.

While enroute to the Antarctic lectures were conducted for
pilots, navigators, and photographic aircrewmen on overall requirements,
their individual responsibilities, procedure for making mapping runs,
identification and marking of negatives, and photographer's .’heck-off

list. The radio altimeter recording apparatus installation was completed
and tested, aerial cameras and magazines were cleaned, winterized and
tested, standby aircrewmen were familiarized with the operation of
tri-metrogon cameras, radar scope recording camera, and radio altimeter
recording apparatus.

V LABORATORY

Prior to transfer of TF-68 photographic personnel to the USS
PINK ISLAND the Photographic Officer of this Task Group visited the
ship to estimate additional space to be required, changes, alterations
and addition" necessary for photographic installations. In addition
to the photographic laboratory proper and the sensitised cold storage,
the following spaces were assigned to photography:

(1) W.O. Mess and Pantry for use in aerial film process!..;,
marking, Sonne printing and aerial camera storage.

(2) Admiral's and W.O. Stores for use as storage for chemicals,
printing paper, and smell photographic equipment.

^0^

^iprt
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(3) Officers' bunk room number It for storage of large equip-
ment and the bulk of photographic material.

(It) Stateroom number lClt for storage of camera trunks, small
photographic equipment not in use, and hand held aerial
cameras

.

(5) Stateroom number 101 for movie office and storage of movie
film and cameras for quick access.

(6) Aviation Instrument Repair shop for camera repair.
(7) Flag Plot for TG Commander, Hydrographic and Photographic

Officers' office and work space.

VI ACCOMPLISHMENTS

(1) Stills.

1376 still photographs were made and filed by the Eastern
Group of which 1263 were Black and whites (85? being It by
5 inches), 87 Kodacolor and Ansco, and 26 Kodachromes.

(2) Movies.

U2,000 feet of motion picture film were exposed during the
operation of which 35,550 feet were 35-ma black and whites,

5,950 feet 16-mn Kodachrome, and approximately 500 feet
16-mm black and whites.

(3) Aerials.
8,298 aerial negatives were made and processed; 5Ut K-17
obliques, 5,763 Tri-Metrogon, and 1,921 Gremlin timer
negatives*

(it) Photographic Flights.
Twelve photographic flights were made averaging 8.25 hours
per flight a total of 99 houra. The longest and shortest
photographic flights were 12.lt and U.2 hours respectively.

(5) Aerial Film Processing.
An aerial film processing log was kept for recording work
accomplished and time* required.
The following is a brief summary of accomplishments for
one processing period flights Nine and Ten.

2it Jan it7 - 0500
Film received from flight Nine (9):

6 rolls Tri-Net, 2 rolls Gremlin timer, 1 roll oblique,
1 roll 35 ssa radio altimeter film, and 1 roll 35 mm
radar scope film.
0600 Test strip completed from oblique camera; processing
started.
0630 Received film from flight Ten (10):
6 rolls Tri-Mot, 2 rolls Gremlin timer, 1 roll oblique,

and 1 roll 35 mm radio altimeter film.
0600 two rolls from flight 9 processing (Power failure
of film dryer delayed work 5 hour and damaged one roll
of film).
1200 Commenced marking film from flight 9.

1700 Flight 9 completely processed.

25 Jan 0500 Flight 9 completely marked. Flight 30completely
processed.

0730 commenced checking flight 10 for marking. Dark room
ready for Sonne printing. (Power failure in W.0. Pantry

- 3 -
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delayed Sonne printing 7^ hours).
1030 Commenced marking flight 10.
1200 Processed Radio Altimeter and Radar Film; flights
9 and 10.

1500 Commenced Sonne printing (strip printing).
1900 Finished marking flight 10.

26 Jan 0230 Both flights finished - job complete.
0900 Laboratory ready for next flight (field day held,
chemicals mixed, etc).

Comments

l*5j hours were required to process 18 rolls of film
(11*, 200' rolls and 1*, 125 <

), 3 rolls 100 * 35 mm movie
film, mark aerial film, and make one (1) Sonne print
from 18 rolls. This included approximately 8 hours
lost due to power failures.

(6) Photographic Prints
Photographic Prints made from above negatives are
listed below:

(1) 7 inch Sonne roll prints
(Approx 7*7") 18,720

(2) 9 inch Sonne roll prints
(Approx 9x9") 16,900

(3) U x 5 inch prints 3,360
(1*) 5x7 inch prints 375
(5) A x 10 inch prints 7,5U7
(6) 10 x 10 inch prints 3,500
(7) 10 x 20 inch prints 1,075
(8) 11 z Hi inch prints 675
(9) 18 x 22 inch prints 125

52,1*77

VII DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED AND RECOt&ENDATICmS.

Shipboard Personnel

It was found that the number of photographic personnel assigned
were not sufficient to cany out photographic requirements.

When processing aerial film it was necessary' to stop all other
photographic work and use all available men in two twelve hour shifts
to expedite completion of aerial survey work.

VIII SHIPBOARD PEFSOiKtl .

The following photographic complement is suggested as necessary
on an AV when operating two FB11 airplanes on a similar operation.
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One Photographic Officer, four CPhoii's, six PhoJl, ten PhoH3,

four bearaen Photo Strikers, and one Yeoman (Second class, or above.).

Xnen supporting six to twelve aircraft the complement should
be increased as follows:

One Photographic Officer, four CPhoii's, Nine PhoHL, fifteen
PhoM2 or PhobO, si* Seamen Photo Strikers and One Yeoman Second Class
or above.

IX PHOTOGRAPHIC AIRCRKSiSEN

During flights over the Antarctic Continent one photographer
could not efficiently operate the tri-raetrogon cameras, ahoot supple-
mentary oblique cameras, and record essential data necessary for
accurate compilation of all photographs.

A second photographer was assigned using stand-by photographic
aircrermen from the supporting personnel. This increased efficiency
within the aircraft during flights but at the same time cut laboratory
processing and completely stopped work on several projects to which
these men were assigned.

It is recommended that in future operations of this nature two
PhoU's be assigned each plane crew with one stand-by Phob for each
three aircraft, these photographers should be in addition to the
supporting shipboard personnel listed above.

X PILOTS

In many instances mapping procedure and inatructions were not
followed. Common errors were: Changing course during mapping runs,
changing altitude during runs, and failing to overlap the previous run.
This is attributed to the fact that pilots were not thoroughly trained
photographic pilots.

XI PHOTOGRAPHIC OFFICERS

Aerial survey operations would be more efficient if photo-
graphic officers were given a period of training in photograaoetry.
This would familiarize the photographic officers with the compilation
of trl-metrogon photographs and their translation into charts. The
officers would gain necessary information to properly plan and accurately
evaluate work of this type.

XII CAMERA PROBLEMS

(1) K-20 aircraft cameras : These cameras were received in poor
condition requiring a major overhaul before they could be
relied upon. All K-20' a in this Task Group were manufac-
tured by Folmer Gr&flex Co., but the spare parts were for

Jr^
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Fairchild models. Theoretically these parts are inter-
changeable, but it was found that this was true only in
major assemblies.

(2) K-17 Aircraft Cameras: The winding clutch in one K-17
case drive broke duo to metal fatigue. This camera was
placed back in comnission by cannibalizing a calibrated
K-17 set, as no spare parts for these cameras were received.

(3) Gremlin Recorder: The shutter assembly in one recorder
was bent when received and jammed beyond repair. It was
evident that this timer had rot been tested before delivery,
for such a major discrepancy would have been discovered.
No photographs cculd be made with the shutter in such a
condition.

(li) Gremlin Recorder Llagazine (F—56) : During one flight an
F-56 magazine sheared a taper pin on the take-up spool
drive. JThe magazine was repaired and placed back in
commission.

(5) The 35 nun Eyemo Motion ricture Camera: Considerable
trouble was encountered with the Eyemo cameras. With four
cameras it was impossible to keep more than one in opera-
tion at a time. The bearings of the cameras received, as
well as those previously on board, were worn to such an ex-
tent that it was impossible to use them until all bearings
were replaced. This condition is attributed mainly to lack
of proper lubrication and proper maintenance by previous
custodians.

(6) Mitchell Cameras:’ Two Mitchell motion picture cameras were
received. One camera had a burned out buckle switch j the
other was received with magazines belonging to a newer
model camera and with a turret missing. The buckle switch
could not be repaired or replaced, so it v/as necessary to

wire around the switch in order to operate the camera, thus
eliminating an important safety feature. Poth cameras had

25 inm lens but had no flanges for mounting them. One camera
was kept in commission by’ cannibalizing the other one.

(7) Radio Altimeter Recording Camera. This camera functioned
satisfactorily ar.d is considered essential to aerial survey
where ground control is Impossible. It is recommended that
this camera operate simultaneously with the survey cameras
and so wired that it can be operated continuously’ when the

survey cameras are turned off.

XIII AIRCRAFT

The dome light installed in the tunnel of l?!! aircraft was inade-
quate. Additional lights were installed.

X17 LAgwRATORY FlC-Lz-'S

(1) Hy’po.
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Atkinson prepared fixing bath had many impurities causing

small spots on the film. After this was discovered all

fixing baths were mixed with hypo crystals.

(2) Developer.
A large shipment of Atkinson low contrast developer (51-D-

116-100) was received, !dany cans were rusted through,

oxidized and deteriorated, a..d were discarded as unreliable.

(3) Temperature Control of Water.

Water from the fresh water tanks was too cold for use.

(Approximately hO°F). There was one hot water spigot with-

in the photographic laboratory wliich supplied water to the

film developing room.

(I4 ) Aerial Film Developing Outfits.

The Smith Aerial Film Developing Outfits, ( 18-0-155 » 18-D-

156 and 18-D-176) were not adequate to fulfill the demand

made upon them. The reels provided (18-D-155) were not

properly designed to operate under the load of ^"x 200'

film. All Smith reels and motors provided were inoperable

in a short while. The drive shafts slipped continually in
the rubber shock absorbers which at first would not allow
the motors to reverse and finally become so loose it was
impossible to crank the film through by hand.

The Army type B-5 Developing Outfit, Army stock number 8900-

219150, 115-volt, 90-watt is reconmended.

(5) Aerial Film Dryers.

Die Smith Model "J n Aerial Film Dryers (18-D-796) were found
entirely too slow in operation. Drying of aerial film cre-
ated a considerable bottleneck in processing. In addition,
the rolls.*8 of the three dryers were impregnated with wax.
All effo.'ts of removal, including boiling, sanding, and
soaking in benzine were of no avail. The dryers continuously
deposited patches of wax on the back of all film.
The Army type A-10, Army stock number 8900-237860, 115-volts
or 115-230-volts, 3000-watts, aerial film dryer is recommended.

(6) Sonne Printers (18—P—2li575 )

.

The two Sonne printers were out of conaission when received.
All switch handies were broken off, frames of both printers
were bent, and one printer was missing a major part of the
negative supply spool brake. With two printers enough parts
were available to keep one in coasdssion.

(7) Sonne Print Dryer.
A modification was made on a Pako Liberty Model matte dryer
to provide an automatic take-up for rolls of Sonne prints.
The matte dryer was superior to the Smith Aerial Film dryers
for the drying of Sonne prints. It is also considerably
faster and the prints are not subjected to as much strain.
See Plate 12.

XV CONCLUSION

There were many photographic tests and projects carried cut
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by all Groups, but because of the scientific or technical nature, this

material is not Included in this report, *11 of this material has

been forwarded to CKO (OP-55P) for final analysis.
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Plate No. 7

Aerial Finishing - W. 0. Mesa.
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Plate No. 8

Aerial Film Developing & Sonne Printing

- W. 0. Pantry.
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Flate No. 10

Camera Repair.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Annex concerning photogrannietry is treated Bornewhat differ-
ently than the other Annexes because the activities resulting from the

photogrume trie and cartographic activities of Operation HIGH*)CUP
constitutes a program of several years duration. For this reason’ it
ia not possible to give thoroughly qualitative findings in these pages.
However, the first phase or the *Field Program" has been completed and
while complete, detailed, qualitative analysis is not available, a
comprehensive report on the activities which took place and numerous
specific recommendations are presented herewith.

II. THE OBJECTIVES

A. To obtain aerial reconnaissance mapping photography of as much
of the coastal, continental, and pack-ice regions of the Antarctic as
practical within the limits established by available equipment, time,
and weather. Detailed preferences, which generally favored little or
totally unknown areas, were established by the Hydrographic Office and
the Naval Fhotographic Services.

B. To obtain along with the reconnaissance mapping photography,
sufficient air and ground control, consistent with the equipment and
time available, to provide a basie for the construction of relatively
accurate mapa and charta of the Antarctic.

C. To make operational testa of photogrammetrie methods, proce-
dures, and equipment in an unknown area with a minimum of ground
control.

D. To provide operational photographic reconnaissance training
under conditions peculiar to polar areas for aviation personnel,
especially pilots, navigators and photographers.

in. PLANNING AND PREPARING FOR FHHOQRAUHETRIC OPERATIONS

Ho photogravetrlsts were assigned duty in the Task Force until
after operations had begun, therefore all plana end preparations for
photogravetrie activities on Operation HIGHJUMP were designed and
executed by various mashers of the Staff, with advice from the Hydro-
graphic Office. There were no Naval photogranoetrlc Officers avail-
able for duty. The billet for staff Photograimetric Officer was
filled by a reserve officer who reported for duty to the Staff, Task
Force 68 as it passed through the Canal Zone on lte way south.

While much preparatory work had been completed, no method is
practicable, as yet, by which ground control of the aerial photography
can be secured in the Antarctic or. eueh short notice.
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Note* rtoXor to Annex Two tor more detailed information concerning
the planning and preparation of photogrammetrie operations and the
design, use, and performance of all napping cameras and associated
equipment.

Between the Canal Zone and Little America, the Photogrsmaatrist
familiarised himself in detail with what had previously transpired
and studied the aerial photography taken on previous expeditions,
planned tentative flight lines based upon the range of the aircraft,
probable number of flights, and areas of priority, and studied the
locations and accuracy of previous ground control*

Discussions were held between the Staff Photogrsmaetric
Officer and other members of the Staff and observers concerning the
possibilities of obtaining ground control with the equipment avail-
able* After considerable thought and Interchanges of views, it was
established that within the time required and with the equipment
at hand, ground control could not be obtained*

Operations in Task Groups 68.2 and 68*3 began on 2i* December
191*6 approximately one month and a half before similar operations
commenced in Task Group 68*5 based at the Bey of Whales. Flight
information was dispatched as it occurred to CTF 68 and transferred
to specially prepared logs, charts, and overlays* Among the types
of information placed on charts were the indicated flight tracks,
photo coverage, exploration and discovery, changes in coastline, and
the daily positions of the Seaplane Tenders,

17. PHOTOGRAUUBTRIC FIELD OPERATIONS IN THE ANTARCTIC

A. Location of the Base

The Bey or Whales, site of three previous United States
Expeditions, was chosen as the site for the base camp and airfield
of the Central Group. One of the determining factors in locating
the base at Little America was the knowledge that if the Bay of Whales
was accessible to the icebreaker, it would be possible to unload the

necessary cargo for camp construction, remove this heavy cargo to the

ice shelf, and find a suitable location for an airfield nearby. Unfor-
tunately, however, the Bay of Whales is in the center of a relatively
well-explored area in the Antarctic* This factor meant that the air-
craft had to fly 1*00 miles before reaching the area in which the

reconnaissance photography was to be performed, and to return over

that same 2*00 miles after the mission had been accomplished. Oils

fact considerably decreased the effective area to be photographed*

For example, twelve missions averaging I*. 2 hours each never did get

out of known territory either because of woather changos, mechanical

difficulties, or because the particular mission did not warrant a trip

of more than 1*00 miles way from base.
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B. Office Space and Security

Upon establishing the airfield, quarters were assigned the Staff
Photogrammetriat and the Squadron Navigator In the already overcrowded
Quonset hut provided for aircraft maintenance. Drafting and chart
tables were built, electric lights rigged, and storage areas and shelves
for charts and equipment were Installed.

Effective use of the quarters for photogranmjatrie, cartographic,
and navigation operations was hampered by use of the same space for
briefing of the crews, by the operations duty officer, and by all hands
as a general refuge from the cold.

Security for classified material and for the chronometers and
other valuable navigation instruments was provided by use of padlocked
parachute bags.

After eighteen flights had been completed, photogrammetry was
moved to a large tent which provided ample space for ell photogrammetrie
and cartographic field office activities. The temperature in this hat
was seldom above J>0°F. even with the oil stove turned to Its maximum.
Such temperatures made working with acetate ink and metal drafting
instruments upon cellulose acetate a very slow and difficult process.
Also this space was considerably removed from the airfield and made
contact with the navigators, pilots, and photographers difficult, since
there was no camp telephone system available.

C. Photographic Reconnaissance Aircraft

Six r1*D-5 aircraft ware used by the Central Qroup as photo-
graphic reconnaissance aircraft. While these planes were of pre-
war design, they had many advantages not shared by some of the more
modern designs. However, in so far as exploration and reconnaissance
were concerned these aircraft also had several Important disadvantages.
They did not have a long enough range, nor were they able to fly
sufficiently high to make a practical trl-setrogon reconnaissance of
tha 10,000 foot high polar plateau and mountains. The average ground
speed of apprmxaately 120 knots increased tha time necessary to be In
tha air. Moat important, however, was the limited carrying capacity.
After loading the hull fuel tanks, emergency gear, camera assemblies,
and a crew of five members, it was not safe to place additional crew
members and their equipment aboard considering the planned range. This
prevented the use of two additional crew members whose presence would
have contributed to a more successful operations (1) A second photo-
grapher to help manage the assembly of eight cameras, from six to eight
of which were designed for simultaneous action; and (2) A trained
technical observer to operate the wire recorder and to establish com-
plete control information necessarily neglected by the various crew
meabora, each of whom was assigned to perform a part of it, in the
interest of paying full attention to their regular duties to get the
plane out and back successfully.

k
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D. Pilota

The naval aviators selected as RltD photo reconnaissance pilots
for Operation HIOHJUMP did not possess the requisite training and
experience necessary for such an operation. With but two exceptions,
none of these officers had previously flown aerial photographic flights.
1 sufficient number of pilots with a combination multi-engine and photo-
mapping background could not be obtained. A serious effort was made
to train the officers selected but the artniima requisite time necessary
for this purpose was not available before the sailing date. Both the
quality and quantity of reconnaissance photography obtained could have
been materially increased by the selection of experienced photo pilots.

E. Navigation Aids

The Navigators were considerably handicapped by a total lack
of many of the navigational aids considered a necessity in ordinary
naval aviation. It was plained to use as navigational aids, the Qffl,

the specially prepared Inverse Mercator charts, and the radar and
radio from tha U.S.S. IOINT 0I3MF0S* Haveror, the QFN could not be
grounded in the ice and its signals ware frequently not picked up
until the base was within sight. His charts were ruled and numbered
by band for flying the grid system and served as good plotting sheets,

but the planeoetrlc and topographic details were so Inaccurate they
could only be used ms a general guide. The navigators were so accustom-
ed to accurate charts that it was difficult to make them believe that
sometimes they wars right end the chert was wrong. The MOUNT 0I2MPUS
was forced to retire from the Ross Sea by ioe conditions end its long
range radio and radar wars not available for use in connection with
the reconnaissance program. Tha magnetic compass could not always
be relied upon. Thus the only tools at the command of the navigator
for use in establishing control data for the photography as wall as
for the safety of the plane, consisted of an astro-compass and s chart
with good navigation and terrestrial grids but inaccurate detail.

F. The Photographers

Tan of the twelve photographers in the Central Group also
acted as aerial photographers. The fact that these man had bean
well trained in their duties is evident from the excellent quality
of their work. Their work was not perfect, however, but repetition
of imperfections in later flights was caused by tbs lack of a photo-
graphic laboratory at the base, where such errors would have been
discovered and corrected. Sample errors ctmnitted included an oblique
camera which was accidently stopped all the way down to F.22, and the

failure to insert some sort of marker in the tri-oetrogon and gremlin
cameras to mark the beginning and end of runs far correlation of the

part, vertical, starboard, and gremlin photographs.

The photographic situation which adversely effected photo-
grsaMtry was the fact that mbs RliD'e were equipped with too many
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caaaras for the single photographer allowed in the crew. As a result,

the oblique, movie, and radio altimeter cameras as well as the field
data sheets, suffered at the expense of operating the tri-aetrogon

assembly. The supplementary photography and the field data sheets

are especially important to the photograanetrist since it is the
combination of these and the navigators records that makes the aerial
photography useful for mapping purposes.

0. Photogranmetrie Flight Performance

According to the Operations Plan, sapping missions were to be
flown at an altitude of 10,000 feet above the terrain. When the air-
craft left the U.S.S. PHILIPPINE SEA all unnecessary gear including
oxygen equipment was removed to insure a safe take-off. Later it was
impractical to replace this oxygen equipment. Without the oxygen the
aircraft were able to fly at 10,000 feet above the shelf ice but
averaged approximately only 2000 feet above the 10,000 foot high
plateau.

Tri-aetrogon photography is not considered practical at alti-
tudes less than 5,000 feet and is usually flown from 10,000 to 25,000
feat above the terrain. The 2,000 foot relative altitude considerably
limited the amout of land photo-mapped In each photograph as well as
on each photographic flight, and also caused the expenditure of a con-
siderably larger amount of fils than would have been necessary to map
the territory had higher altitude flights been possible.

Photographs of mountainous areas and rugged terrain taken at
these low relative altitudes will therefore be very difficult to
process, since the difference in elevation between mountain ridges and
valleys In any one photograph will somatimes be greater that the
difference in elevation between the mountain ridges and the aircraft.
This means that working out scales for individual photographs, and
even sections of Individual photographs will involve extra time and
additional technical difficulties.

H. The Effect of Antarctic Weather upon Photographic Reconnaissance.

The lack of a sufficient nuaber of weather stations, lack of
detailed knowledge of the climatic habits of the Antarctic, and a
paucity of weather records made prognostication of flying weather
very difficult. The effect upon photographic reconnaissance was
felt in many ways. Weather came in "bunches". Several good days
were very suddenly followed by many bad ones. During the good days,
the air and ground crewa wore themselves out to the point of exhaus-
tion trying to take advantage of the twenty-four hours of daylight
each day. There was no time for Interrogation or reworking navi-
gation logs while the details were still fresh.

All too frequently a plane on an assigned flight Him was forced
to turn off that line because of inclement weather, or clouds which
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prevented photography. The investment In t-i«« end effort which had
pieced the Aircraft that far along woe too great to waste, however,
ao In meet cases the plane turned and traveled to an area of accept-
able weather and photo-mapped the terrain there. Thle caused a constant
Juabling of flight lines and helped cause an undue amount of photo
reconnaissance In certain areas in relation to other, non-photographed
areas.

Ihen photographs were taken with clouds or haze above the air-
craft, the resulting photography was frequently not of mapping quality.
(See Appendix to Annex II: "White Days") Whan photographs ware taken
with clouds or haze under the aircraft, it was frequently impossible
to differentiate between the white haze and the white snow showing
through the breaks in the clouds* Sometimes Important photography
was taken during cloudy days, for example, the aerial photographs
of previously uncharted mountains emerging through thick undercast at
12,000’altitude.

I. Laboratory Facilities.

The lack of laboratory facilities at the base caused difficu..vi:)S.

As mentioned previously, some errors were constantly repeated since
they were not discovered until the film was finally processed. Air
crews could not be intelligently interrogated by use of the processed
photography until after the ships left Now Zealand, weeks after the

flights were made. By this time the incidents of individual flights
had become hazy and crews were not able to answer detailed questions.
Similarly, the navigators did not get an opportunity to check their
charts against the photography until after all the flights had been
completed.

J. Bay of Whales Mapping Project.

Many aerial photographs were taken over the Bay of Whales.
These Included vertical photographic runs at 10,000 and 2,000 feet,
hundreds of hand-held oblique photos, and a tri-metrogon photo circle.
Representatives of the Hydrographic Office, the Coast and Geodetic
Survey, and the Tar Department calculated the new geographical position
of the old base line and measured the directions and speeds of the
shelf ice movements.

From this data it will now be possible to make an excellent
map of the Bay of Whales as of February 19U7 and, with some degree
of certainty, to project a map as to how it may appear at any given
date within the next few years.

During the last Antarctic Summer the geographic position of
the Base Camp established st the Bay of Whales was determined to be:

78° 26* 09" South Latitude
163° 55' 16" West Longitude
This position Is believed to have moved more than 8300' in the seven
years since 19h0.
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V. SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

A. Aerial Reconnaissance Mapping Missions and other Pights.
Weather

Mapping Rescue and Total
Flights Teet Flights Flights

Eastern Group- 10 11 21
Central Group- - - - - 28 3R 1*6

Western Group- 26 8 31*

Total- 3* 37 151

B. Approximate Number of Hours Spent in the Air.

Eastern Group- ------ 137
Central Group- ------ -260
Western Group- — 228
Total 625

C. Approximate Number of Aerial Reconnaissance Photographs for
Mapping Purposes.

Eastern Group- 9,000
Central Group- 21,000
Western Group- ------ 1*0,000

Total 70,000

D. Number of Aviation Personnel Trained in Polar Riotographic
Reconnaissance.

Pilots Navigators Photographers

Eastern Group 6 2 i*

Central Group- 1? 7 10
Western Group- - — 9 3 16
Total 3t 12 jSS

E. Preliminary Estimate of Approximate Number of Square Miles
Visible to Occupants of the Aircraft.

Easters Group- ----- -675*000
Central Group- ----- -700,000
Western Group- ----- -125,000
Total 1,500,000

F. Preliminary Estimate of Approximate Number of Square Miles
Discovered.

1. Total Estimated 350,000 Sq. miles
2. Total Possible 700,000 Sq. miles
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G. Coastline Investigated.

Approximately 60? (by longitude) of the Antarctic coastline

vas photo mapped by aircraft of Task Force 68. This coastline
measured some 5500 miles by airline connecting each degree of longi-
tude and did not Include any large areas of shelf ice. A quarter of

this coastline vas sighted for the first time by personnel of Operation
HlGliJUUP. Forty percent had been sighted before but charted incorrectly
or, as in some cases, the previous mariners had plotted shelf ice think-
ing it to be coastline. Only thirty-five percent of the coastline
Investigated corresponded to the charts and navigation of Task Force
68. In addition a considerable amount of the Antarctic Pack Ice vas
explored. Many of the Shelf ice barriers, vere photographed includ-
ing the ItOO mile Ross Barrier.

H. Other Oeographic Discoveries.

Aside from the hundreds of peaks seen for the first time in
the mountains south and vest of the Ross Ice Shelf, at least 18 other
mountain ranges or groups of mountains and 10 or more individual moun-
tains of Importance vere discovered by members of Operation HIGHJD1IP.

Soma of these mountains average between 15,000 and 20,000 feet. The
nsv naps will show numerous glaciers, nunataks and skerries along the
coastline as veil as 12 newly discovered (or enlarged) bays and 9 capes.

Unusual features explored, included a series of dry glacial
valleys continuing tarns and ice falls in Victoria Land and two so-
called "Oasis" new the Indian Ocean Coast. The latter consisted of
bare rock areas as much as 20 miles on a aide completely surrounded
by the usual ice topography. Each "Oasis" contained several lakes
of various colors, probably caused by the algae in the water. Some
of the lakes vere frozen and some not. One of the PBM aircraft
landed in a lake and took water samples. The bare rock vas not
examined but did not contain visible vegetation although lichens
may not have been visible at that distance. There vas no evidence
of thermal activity in these areas.

The Ross Ice Barrier, and the Bay of Whales area in particular,
vas photographed in order that changes in the position of the ice front
and rates of movement of the various sections of Shelf ice could be
determined. New tension cracks ware discovered in the barrier. The
Bay of Whales vas found to be considerably sail ler than on previous
expeditions. This movement had been discovered before, but the
actual rate of closing vas determined this time to be between it.5 and
5 feet a day. As a matter of fact the already narrow entrance to the
Bay of Whales closed in by 200 feet (more than 1/5 of its width) during
the six weeks the Central Croup occupied the area. The vails of shelf
ice guarding the entrance will probably close this Antarctic winter
causing a pressure ridge and the breaking away of a tabular berg thus
providing a new entrance to tha Bay of Whales.
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Our knowledge of the polar plateau and Ice cap was increased
by several flights of the Central and Western Groups. The pole had
only been approached from tho Boss Ice Shelf. It has now been
established that there are no mountains within at least 180 miles of
the South Pole in a clockwise direction from 50° W. to 150° g. longi-
tude. Completing the circle from 150° S. to 5>0° W. longitude moun-
tains appear at the extremity of this 3° radius, many of which will
be charted for the first tine by means of HIGHJUMP aerial photography.

This great ice cap is believed to continue north 100° and l£0°
W. longitude almost to the very coastline at elevations of 8500 ‘or

higher. Host of this area has never been seen except the south and
east, sectors which were seen by members of the Central Group and
the north sector over which personnel from the Western Group flew.

Aviation personnel of the Whstern Group deduced from their
flights in its vicinity, that the South Mag 'otic Pole bad migrated
to the north and west of where it is indicated on H.O. chart 2652.
However, this data is not certain since there was no physicist or
special magnetic equipment aboard the aircraft.

Detailed exploration by aerial photography was carried on
in the mountainous areas south and west of the Boss Shelf Ice. The
tall peaks in these areas had been discovered by previous explorers
operating from the Ross Shelf Ice and from the Beardmore and Thorne
Glaciers. Wow many of the lesser peaks and valleys which were in
defilade from these explorers have been discovered and photographed.

Important work was performed in confirming locations of physical
features which had not been thoroughly investigated on previous expedi-
tions. Some features, however, had been incorrectly located in rela-

1 tion to the charts and navigation of the HIGHJtJMP aerial explorers.

It is quite probable, for instance, that Mount Siple, an important
land mark, confirmed by this expedition to be 15, 000 ' high, will bs

relocated considerably to the south and waat of its present position
on ths asp. Similarly, the Novllle Mountains and Cape Dart Bist be
relocated. In some instances features previously on the map were
proven to be non-axis tant. The Eastern Group proved that a large por-
tion of George Getz Shelf Ice just did not exist and the Western
Group finally settled the doubtful existence of Thorshanmer Island,

by flying over the location of that non-existent feature.

I. Mapping By Use of the Aerial Magnetometer.

A geo-physicist from the U.3 .Geological Survey operated an

Aerial Magnetometer synchronised with the tri-metrogon napping cameras.

This instrument records intensity and area of magnetic bed rock. Magna

-

tometry recordings confirmed the known presence of burried Roosevelt
Island and helped confirm the presence of islands thought to be burried
under the Ross Shelf Ice and causing such formations as Hainan Bay. By
the same method, evidence was given to indicate one such burried island

I
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does not exist. The Eastern shoreline of the Ross Sea is covered over
by the Shelf ice and lta exact location io not known. The magneto-
meter established evidence that it is probably further to the east at
least between latitudes 81° and 82° South.

J. Sumary i It is believed that because of the quality and quantity
of serial reconnaissance photograph with the resulting maps to be made
by the photogrammetriota, that the knowledge of the areal geography of
the Antarctic Region has been advanced more by the U. S. Naval Expedi-
tion, 19U6-19U7, than by any other expedition. Id apite of the short

time of this operation. Rad more time been available for the proper
preparation of trained photographic reconnaissance groups and the
construction of a runway* the quality and quantity of that reconnaissance
could have been materially increased.

VI. THE CARTDORAPHIC PROGRAM

The work of nary previous erpeditions has bean lost because there
was no agency prepared to receive the row data upon the return of the
explorers, analyse that data, and publish the results. The material
usually ended in rough manuscript form in the archives or in the files
of some government or private office. This time a program has been
prepared in advance to publish the scientific and cartographic data.

n

The Chief of Naval Operations had designated the Hydrographic
office as the central clearing house and coordinating agency for
Operation HIGBJUMP hydrographic, scientific, and mapping data. To
help finance this program the office of Naval Research has alloted the
Hydrographic office an initial sum of 9100,000.

The Hydrographic Office does not hove the space and equipment
necessary to make a rapid tri-aetrogon assembly of the 70,000 photo-
graphic exposures. Furthermore, the money allotted may not be used
to pay Navy Department salaries. For these reasons the Hydrographer,
has contracted with the Aeronautical Chart Service for the services of

the Tri-metrogon Section, Topographic Branch of the U.S. Geological
Survey to do the following work on the Operation HIGHJUHP photography:

a. Indexing, of tri-metrogon photography.
b. Evaluation, of tri-metrogon photography.
c. Compilation, by photograaaetrlc methods of planimetric

and topographic data at a scale >f I >500, 000 of Antarctic
Coastal areas and other photographed areas of special
interest to the U. S. Navy.

d. Furnish compilation sheets and negatives for Base Prelimi-

nary Maps.

The Hydrographic Office has- furnished, through the Naval Photographic

Cantor, one set of 70,000 contact prints suitable for indexing and

evaluation purposes. In the near future a set of contact prints of

good photographic quality on double-weight waterproof paper will be

r*
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provided vie the some channels.

During Jane, 191(7, representatives of the Task Force, Hydro-
graphic Office, Aeronautical Chart Service, and U.S. Geological Survey
thoroughly Investigated control data and map Information necessary for
photogrammetrie compilation.

The Aeronautical Chart Service has the option of compiling maps
by photograanatric means from the photographs of the Continental Interior,
Credit for the photography oust be accorded to the U,S. Navy.

The Staff Fhotogrommatrlc Officer has been designated liaison
officer between the various Naval and other government agencies working
on the cartographic program. In this capacity he la coordinating the
activities of these agencies under the direction of the Bead Engineer
of the hydrographic Office,

The Fhosographic Interpretation Center will detail aerial photo
interpreters to aid In the Interpretation of planemetrlo and topo-
graphic data and photogrirnwetriota to aid in the solution of any
unusual polar photogrammetrie problems.

The U.S. Geological Survey will assist by plotting maps based
upon the work- of the aerial magnetometer and with the geological Inter-
pretation of the aerial photographs.

The hydrographic Office will supply the oceanographic data.

It Is estimated that the photogrammatrie and cartographic
compilation period prior to the publication of the new maps and charts
will take a ainiwna of two ywara time. The $100,000 initial allotment
will have to be supplemented in order to c oopiate the planned production
of sailing and aeronautical charts, sailing directions and serological and
other scientific information.

VII. ANTARCTIC PUCE NAMES IN RELATION TO TASK FORCE SUIT EIGHT.

The important natural features discovered by personnel of

Task Force 68 must be named before the publication of the new nape

and charts. Eowsver, sines for the moat pert It is not known Just
what features hove been actually discovered until the photogrammatrie

compilation of planonetrlc and topographic data has bean completed,

this naming will not take place until that time.

The Board on Geographic Names, has the responsibility for

place names appearing on maps and in publications of the U.S.

government. Anyone may submit a proposal for a name. The final

decision will bo made by the Board based upon its "Statement of

Policy Covering Geographical Names in Antarctica11

, a copy of which

is attached to this Annex as Appendix A.

w
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Generally speaking, this policy provides for three categories

of importance of natural features and three categories of importance

of personnel connected with Antarctic Exploration. Features of the

first category may be named for personnel of the highest category and

so forth. Any member of Task Force 68 or anyone who has assisted in
the analysis of the technical data derived from the expedition is

eligible for at least a third order feature, such as a mountain to be
named after him. This imposes no obligation on the government to
mm features after any particular Individual, nor to give names to
unimportant geographical features where names would be of little use,

merely for the sake of naming them.

Unacceptable names include those suggested because of relation-

ship or friendship, those of pete, those which advertise comarcial
products, or those of personnel of high rank or prominent position un-
less otherwise qualified.

A number of proposals for names of features have been received
from various members of the Task Force by the Staff Fhotogrataetrie
Officer who also acted as Expedition Geographer. These names, along
with others, will be submitted to the Board with the recomaendation
that the sponsors of the names, rather than the azms they sponsored,
be used for naming appropriate features.

Appendix A to Annex III

STATEMENT OF POLICY COVERING
GEOGRAPHICAL NAVES IN ANTARCTICA

These policies are for the guidance of the Board in deciding
cases and for the guidance of explorers and others in proposing names
for natural features in Antarctica.

The problem of geographic nomenclature is different for
Antarctica than for any other part of the world.. It has no permanent
settlements. Even in the explored portions of the continent many of
the features are unnamed, and still others have never been seen by
man. Antarctica has been visited and explored by the nationals of
many nations, who, by their heroic efforts to broaden man's knowledge
of this land of ice and snow, have fully demonstrated the international
nature of the world of science. Names, therefore, will be considered
without reference to the nationality of the person honored.

Under the policy here set forth, decisions on Antarctic names
will be baaed on priority of application, appropriateness, and the
extent to which usage has become established. The grouping of natural
features into three orders of magnitude, with corresponding categories
of persons according to tbs type of contribution which they have made,

is intended to provide the greatest possible objectivity in determining
the appropriateness of a name. It does not, however, exclude the use
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of other than personal names when appropriate. Non-personal names
are discussed under a separate heading.

Types of Natural Features

First-order features
Plateaus
Coasts
Regions or "lands"
Extensive mountain ranges
Ice shelves
Large glaciers
Seas
Major submarine deeps, ridges, plateaus, or swells

Second-order features
Peninsulas
Maintain ranges, except the most extensive
Qreat or prominent mountains
Glaciers, except the largest
Large bays
Gulfs
Prominent capes
Islands
Straits or passages
Harbors
Extensive submarine reefs, shoals, or shallows

Third-order features
Glaciers )

Bays (except the greater or more prominent ones
Capes )

Points
Coves
Rocks
Minor shore features
Cliffs
Minor mountains and hills
Nunataks
Anchorages
Parts of these features
Submarine reefs, shoals, and shallows of small extent.
Camp or camp sites and depots (not natural features and not

necessarily permanent).

Features having special significance or prominence in geographic
discovery, scientific investigation, or the history of Antarctic may
bo placed in the next higher category than their magnitude alone would
warrant.

imVi
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Scheme for Application of Personal Hamgg to these Features.

First-order features

The leader or organiser of an expedition to Antarctica.

Persons who have made discoveries of outstanding significance

in Antarctica, or leaders of field parties, or captains of ships,

that have made such discoveries*

Perbone who, through their work with Antarctic expeditions,
have made outstanding contributions to scientific knowledge or to
the techniques of Antarctic exploration*

A parson who has provided the major financial or materials
support to an expedition, thereby making such an undertaking possible*

Second-order features.

Persons whose outstanding heroism, skill, spirit, or labor
has made a signal contribution to the success of an expedition.

Persons who have made important contributions in the planning,
organisation, outfitting, or operation of expeditions to Antarctica.

Ship captains or leaders of field parties of such expeditions.

Persons whose contributions to the knowledge of the Arctic
either have advanced our knowledge of Antarctica or here expanded the
possibilities of Antarctic exploration.

Parsons who have made outstanding contributions to equipment
for polar exploration.

The directors or heads of learned societies that have given

significant support or made material contributions to Antarctic

exploration.

Persons who by substantial contributions of funds or supplies
have made possible an Antarctic expedition.

Parsons who have done outstanding work in the utilisation of

data, identification of specimens, or interpretation of the results

of Antarctic exploration.

i
Third*order features

Persons who have assisted in the work of organising or con-

ducting Antarctic exploration, or who have assisted in analysis of

information gathered in the course of such exploration.
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Members of expeditions, including ship-based personnel.

Persons whose contributions to knowledge in their respective
fields have facilitated the discovery, recognition, identification,
or recording of Antarctic phenomena.

Persona who have made material contributions In any form to
Antarctic expeditions, and who have by their words or actions demon-
strated an interest in furthering scientific exploration rather than
in seeking comaerclal exploitation of such contributions.

The Application of Kon-personal Names .

In accord with the tradition of Antarctic exploration, it is
considered appropriate to apply non-personal names to natural features •

Examples of non-personal names are:

1. Names which commemorate events (e.g., Scott's "Arrival Bay" and
Boss' "Possession Island* )•

2. Names of ships from which discoveries have been aade (e.g., "Dis-
covery Inlet" and "Peacock Bay").

3* Names of organisations which hove sponsored, supported, or

S
ven scientific or financial assistance to Antarctic expeditions.

,g., "Royal Society Range," "Admiralty Range," "Benzare Coast.")

U. Names which are peculiarly descriptive of the feature named.
(e.g., "Deception Island"). Descriptive names which are not
unique, nor particularly appropriate, and for which there are
likely to be duplicates are, however, undesirable.

5. Any other non-personal name which because of its acknowledged
importance occupied a mAJor role in Antarctic exploration or
Antarctic histoxy.

Names in the above categories may be appropriately applied to
a feature in any order of magnitude with which there is association.

Criteria of Appropriateness

Newly proposed names will be considered for features of the

first-, second-, or third-order, as described above, in the light
of their appropriateness, as evidenced by the f ollowing factors

arranged in order, of weight*

1. Chronological priority of discovery, naming, or other relevant
action.

2. Actual association of the person, ship, organization event, etc.,
with the feature.

1—
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3. Association of the person, ship, organisation, event, etc.,

with Antarctic exploration.

ti. Contribution of the person to the knowledge of Antarctica.

5. Association of the parson, ship, organisation, event, etc.,

with other polar exploration.

6. Contribution of the person to relevant fields of knowledge.

7. Ectent to which financial or material contributions have contri-

buted to the success of an expedition, or to the collection of

valuable scientific data.

8. Previous recognition through a geographic name in Antarctica.

a. To prevent confusion, it is considered advisable,

in the future naming in Antarctica, to apply the

name of one person or the names of. persons having

the came ouroame, to no more than one feature of
a kind.

9. The possibility of ambiguity or confusion with names already
in use.

a. The duplication of names already in current usage
is undesirable, and, except in special cases,

is to be avoided.
b. Since descriptive names are often ambiguous and

easily duplicated, they should be avoided, unless
a descriptive nano is peculiarly appropriate.

c. The duplication in Antarctica of names well known
in other parts of the world is undesirable even
though qualified by adjectives such as "new",
"south*, and "little".

Names already in use will be considered in the light oft

1. Appropriateness, as outlined above)

2. Videness of acceptance, as evidenced by use in scientific and
popular map and other literature. Usage which is considered
sufficiently fixed and/or unanimous may bn accepted as valid
grounds for approval of a name which would not otherwise
qualify.

Helds of Knowledge Pertinent to Antarctica

The following is a list of fields of knowledge in which out-
standing contributions may be considered justifications for cotnenore-
tion in an Antarctic place name. It is to be considered neither
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Selection of the 3ue

The shore bases should be selected with regard for the accessi-
bility to supply ships, the availability of air operation facilities,
aiid the geographical relationship to the actual area most important to
photograph.

In polar operations, and particularly in the Antarctic, floating
bases such as seaplane tenders should be accompanied by an icebreaker.
The addition of this vessel would increase the effective range of the
photographic survey aircraft from two hundred to six hundred alias by
allowing the tender to launch its seaplanes from positions south of the

pack ice. It would also permit terrestrial photograaaetry end ground
control parties*

Physical Layout of the Land Base

Quarters for photogrannatry should be established close to the

sir operations quarters in order to facilitate briefing, interrogation,
frl technical observation. It is essential that the quarters for
i-..igatlon and photography be within the same immediate area, and that
the ready rooms for pilots and air crewmen be within reasonable distance.

fhotogramnetric Space Required

Far mapping operation of RKSUUHP proportionalboth shore and

ship bases should have approximately 150 square feet of unobstructed

floor space devoted to photograaaetrlc purposes. This room should be
equipped with the appropriate 'necessary equipment.

Photographlo Laboratory

The presence of a photographic laboratory at the base of

operations is necessary to insure proper photographic mapping cover-

age.

Selection of Aircraft

Photographic reconnaissance and mapping aircraft should be

selected for two primary uses. These uses and the basic criteria

relative to photogramstry by which the aircraft should be chosen for

each function are listed below:

1. Survey Aircraft.

a. Ability to take off and land on surface selected by expedi-
tion.

b. Sufficient range to cover areas to be mapped.

c. A ceiling of 20,000 feet, to make exploratory photography

practicable over high elevation terrain.

d. Large enough to carry the emergency, camera, and scientific

gear, necessary crew, two photographers, and a technical

observer.
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e. It la suggested that a plane similar to the P2V might be
conformed for auoh purposes. A pressurizod cabin would
be an advantage over oxygen gear.

2. Control Aircraft

a. Ability to take off or land on ice or snow.
b. Sufficient range to cover area for which control is to

be obtained.
c. Just large enough to carry one set. of tri-metrogon cameras,

emergency gear for two, and magnetic and surveying instru-

ments.
d. Crew to consist of one photographic pilot and one geographic

surveying engineer, both with navigation experience and
training.

e. It is suggested that the TBU might be redesigned for this
purpose to operate from a shore base, fly to the desired
point, land and take the geographic position, and return
to the base.

f . Helicopters could also be designed for this purpose as

based upon ice breakers or protected seaplane tenders
operating inside the pack ice. Control would be limited
to coastal points by this system.

Selection of Aviation Personnel

The pilots selected should be trained photo-mapping pilots, with
exp arlence in flying actual mapping photography as opposed to war time
photographic reconnaissance. If the aircraft are designed for co-pilots,
only one-half of the pilots selected need meet this classification.

The navigators selected should be experienced in navigation
without the aid of radio beams and accurate charto. In addition they
should pass a thorough course of instruction in the problems peculiar
to polar navigation.

Qualified Technical Observers in Each Aircraft

A qualified technical observer should accompany each flight
as a member of the aerial photographic crew. This man should be
trained in photogramatry with a background in geography, cartography,
geology, or geomorphology and would serve to assemble, organize, and
correlate all control and descriptive data accrued by individual
members of that flight. Thin photogrammetrie observer would operate
the wire recorder: advise the plane commander concerning the value of
alternate flight lines; advise the aerial photographer concerning
ehlch portions of the terrain to photograph, the altitude for best
mapping photography and the kinds of supplementary photography most
useful in individual eases. At the end of the flight, it would be the
duty of this pho togrammetrie observer to collect the navigation charts
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and logo, the photographic data sheets, the pilot' a logs, the wire
reoordar opools, and hia own notes and sketches. Ha would be respons-
ible to sea that the navigator and the photographer reworked their
figures together and in his presence. If reworking mas needed. Ha
would view the photographs and chart the area covered by them. He
would maintain a record of the statistics of each flight* And he would
be responsible for the preservation of this data until it reached the
rear echelon at which point he would be instructed to sake it avail-
able to the agencies which prepare the aapa and to assist those
agencies in placing the topographic and pianinotrio detail on the asps*

Design of logs and Data Sheets in Advance

Before the expedition leaves the United States the types of saps
to be produced should be considered in relation to the Hrm« of photo-
graph/ which are to be undertaken and a series of appropriate log and
data sheets oust be devised to allow the marlmm information to reach
the rear echelon pbotogranaetriats and cartographers*

Those whose duties include keeping of one or wore of these
logs and data shoots should be trained in the meaning and importance
of each column*

Data Sheet designed for Supplementary Camaras

A special photographic data shast should be designed for aerial
motion picture cameras which are used to supplement trl-ostrogon photo-
graph* Exact OCT time and the angle of shooting in relation to
of flight must be recorded if the photography is to serve as an aid to
interpretation and mapping*

Radar cameras, radio altimeter cameras, and other supplementary
camera* also require special dsta shafts to obtain full value from the
photography* A chronometer should be set in all cameras photographing
instruments.

Use of Planned Fliahtlinea and Alternates

Fllghtllaes should be drawn during the planning stags of the
operation upon the best serial navigation charts available* In the

ease of the polar regions these charts should be grldded and numbered
for flying by the grid method. Care should be exercised that either

the vertical or horlsonhal grid lines are also rhuabllnes

.

Illghtlines over unexplored territory are difficult to draw
since there Is no knowledge of the type of terrain or its elevation
above sea level. They are more difficult to fly because of the
absence of landmarks and navigation aids* Tat it is essential that a
practical set of fllghtllnea be planned and followed in a systematic
fashion if acceptable mapping photography ia to be secured* When
weather conditions during flight make it impractical to continue on one

t
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flightline, the pilot should change his course to a first or second
alternate which has been prepared in advance for his navigator. Only
In the event that all courses are weathered in or If there are instru-
ments or mechanical failures, should the pilot fly a course of his
own choice.

instruction of lir Crews in Geography of Area

In the photomapping operations of partially explored areas all
flying personnel should be Instructed in the geography of the area.

Geographic Cbnervations during Kxploritory Flights

Heafcers of exploratory photo-reconnaissance missions should
include a description of the local geography of each flight for use
by the rear echelon cartographers. Ibis information could be secured
either by including a trained observer in the crew or by training the
crew members to fill out prepared forms in addition to their other
duties while in flight.

Briefing and Interrogation

Briefing and interrogation should be complete for reconnaissance

flights in unknown territory. Suitable briefing quarters should be
Installed in which there is sufficient seating capacity for all personnel
who may be required to be In the air at one time. A large table end a
chalk-board should be provided. Neither the briefing before nor the
Interrogation after the flights should be rushed. It night pay divi-
dends to provide hot coffee and sandwiches, especially during the poet-
flight interrogations.

It is important that the crews be briefed and interrogated
systematically. The crews should recognise these to be as much a part
of the flight as the actual operations in the sir.

It is also important that the crews be briefed and interrogated
as a unit instead of individual conferences with the plane commander
and the navigator and cession of the remainder of the crew.

Inverse Mercator Charts

Ihe Inverse llercator Chart is a fora of transverse Uercatorism
in which the equator of the fictitious grid extends around the earth
from pole to pole along the 90° meridians. This grid alone, however,
is insufficient since it shews no true geographical positions, and is
therefore usually over printed on a normal polar system of meridians and
parallels. Five such charts of Antarctica were developed by the
tydrographic Office and submitted in quantity to Task Force Sixty Eight
before operations commenced. These charts were used for navigation by
Task Group 66.5 and the following recommendations are submitted.
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(1) The inverse Mercator grid should be printed for each J degree
of latitude and longitude* This will eliminate Inaccurate
hand grlddlng fay navigators who are flying a grid system*

(2) Over print the Inverse Mercator grid In a different color
for each of the four polar quadrants, as an aid In flying
the grid aysten.

(3) Establish letter values as well as fictitious number values
for either the latitude or longitude*

(it) Extend the quadrants or sheets to Include all areas south of

65 S. for the Australian and African Quadrants, all areas
south of 70 o. for the American and Pacific Quadrants, and
special charts for the Palmer Peninsula and all areas south
of 82° S.

(5) The inverse Mercator grid should be dram true or have light
dotted lines showing the true positions of the meridians In
order to possess the navigation value of great circles*

(6) Supply- a comber of charts equal to a minimum of three times
the number of flightlines appearing oa any quadrant*

Geographic Detail on Polar Aeronautical Charts

At the present time, personnel unacquainted with the minute
details of the history of Antarctic exploration have not the ability
to determine what parts of the charts are really reliable and what
parts represent conjecture*

Therefore the topographlo and planlmetrlc detail on aeronautical
charts of the polar regions should be Indicated In such a manner that
the rollsblllty of the Information is expressed along with Its supposed
geographic position*

There are severs! methods of doing this* It may be practicable
to use a system of heavy, medium, and light solid, dashed and dotted
lines* Various colors could be used* Straight letters versus reverse
slant or reverse Italics is another possibility* A key chart in the
legend would be a eolation* All definitely fixed point* should be
indicated by an appropriate symbol.

The areas explored should be Illustrated in a mors qualitative
manner to differentiate between those areas relatively well known
and those areas merely "glimpsed thru a rift In the clouds”*

Navigation Aids

It Is Impossible to make flights of 1500 miles in a polar
region fay crossing doad-rackonalng Unas with sun lines for "fixes"
sad return with an accurate flight track chart* And without an
accurate flight track chart, the photography la almost valueless*

Prlft meters are frequently useless since there are no objects
In the white surface by which to Judge drift* The magnetic cocapass will
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not perfont vail is all these regions and variation changes rapidly.
Meridians are so close together that the true course of a plana flying
a straight line (or great circle) is constantly changing unless it
la due noi-th or south. Landmarks for the nost part do not exist.

For all these reasons, it is essential to good photographic
reconnaissance that all navigation aids such as Loran, Radar, and radio
be installed share ever possible. Loran stations could be established
along the shore of each quadrant. Fixes from any two of these stations
crossed with a sunllne would be a sufficient "fix" for exploratory
napping purposes.

A gyro compass should be installed in front of the co-pilot as
well as the pilot In order to eliminate navigation errors caused by
parallax Aron the co-pilots' position in the Rl|D it was not possible
to road the gyro coapass within two degrees.

Eetahliahaent of Ground Control

It is aost necessary to establish ground control for accurate,

precision napping. Ihe complete absence of this on Operation HXGBJUUP
at once reduced the aerial photography from mapping to merely reconnais-
sance in value. Although ground control presupposes frequent positions
of accurate geographic location, it would be possible to produce suit-
able nape and charts of a desert area like Antarctica with a fraction
of the nuaber of points ordinarily required*

It is suggested that a naans of providing ground control be
worked out in advance of any future operations # Methods nay involve
sledging or amphibious tractor parties, specially equipped aircraft
as previously nsntionod, possibly the use of a senith-nadir camera,
or an icebreaker landing control parties at various points along
the coast.

Orenlln Photography

It is rocoanaaded that the cognisant naval organisation be
instructed to develop a recording canara for use in obtaining readings
froa various lnstmaaats each tine the trl-ywtrogon caneras are tripped.

This new "Super-Gremlin* would have the following features:

.

(1) The sane nuaber of exposures as the K-17, 6" Tri-
canaras.

(2) 9 X 9 or 9 X 18 film exposure

(3) A divided instrument panel containing:
a- Proasura Altlnetar
b- Thermonotor (to sinus 60°F)

c- Inclinometer far tilt

strogon
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d- Inclinometer for tip
e- Chronostater

f- QyTo-compass
g- Magnetic campass (?)
h- indicated Mr Speed
i- Data Card

J- Radio 11tineter
k- Possibly a radar scope

Provision should be made for this device to function without
trl*«etrogon cameras when flying over an undercast*

Location of Photographer in Airplane

It would be desirable to mount the tri-metrogon cameras near
the nose of the airplane, If the type construction permits. Tula
would allow the photographer use of a plastic nose window to see what
terrain would be passing under his casern so he could adjust the controls
In advance* It would also be easier to heat the photographic compart-
ment, to converse with the others in the crew, and it might eliminate
wing tips in the oblique photography.

Trl-tfetrogon Mount

The tri-aetrogon mount should be specifically designed for the
plane in which the cameras are to be installed* Benefits of such
changes in design would bet

(1) Proper orientation of the starboard camera.

(2) Ability to insert magazine with dark slide in place to keep
the eallbration narks Intact.

(3) A non-rigid mounting so that the entire mount may ba adjusted
for tilt*

The photographic officer has submitted new designs to eliminate
the present feature which effect the photograsnetric value aa well as

the photographic quality of the exposures.

Use of the Wire Recorder

The benefits from the use of the wire recorders from the few
flights on which they were properly used make these instruments valuable
accessories on photographic and exploratory mlssiona. It is recommended
that one of these instruments be. Installed in each survey aircraft; it

is suggested that the aviation personnel concerned be instructed in the

simple mechanics involving its use and that they be given a check list
of the UnAi of items to record.

Relative Altitude of Survey Aircraft

It is reconaended that the Aerial Photographic reconnaissance

JwBij
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mapping aircraft remain at a relatively constant altitude of 10,000
feet above the terrain. When this is impracticable it is recommended
that the aircraft maintain not lees than 5000 feet altitude above the
terrain. These altitudes mill require the use of oxygen equipment or
pressure cabins.

oration of the Plan* and Crew as a Unit.

It is recommended that the aircraft and crems be selected at
an early period during the planning operations and be given consider-
able experience in working together as a unit while performing actual
missions similar to those planned for the operations. Six weeks of
photo flight practice as a unit should be required in order to eliminate
the "rough-spots".

Space is at a premium in aerial survey planes. Only those most
qualified to produce the information require should be allowed to go
on such missions* To insure this when the Task Force is operating in
separate groups, the Task Force Commander's established policy indicat-
ing flight crews, scientifically trained observers and passengers,
regardless of rank, should be communicated to the personnel concerned.
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Fligbt of Thurauay ?C February !

ilrrl are 0 17iy ’

Plane Cdr, fiawfce'
, Ldr.

Pilot Anderson, Lt.

fo-Klot Salyer, Lt. Jdr.

Radio Nyhan, ARM 1/c
Phor.o Swain

, PHOM
ibeerv Rcaroe, Lt. Ail Timee C.> ,T.

22.t‘. Off little America (11 .*5 Local.
Orid Hdg C7L Cruising 5000 ft. tea; - 10 deg cent.
Barom. Proa. ?9.1C

<530 On instruments during cllnt to top overcast. Light to

moderate Ice encountered at 10000 . whanged course 60
deg to atbd in attempt to find clear area nearer bar-
rier,

23L5 Chgdto Chid Cue lOu Dog.

2351 To grid cue 07b. Port Aft fuel tank on.

21 Peb 19b7
0020 Sighted humpe in cloude In far distance believed to

be the Western Range.

0035 Sighted first mountains to atbd bsarlng 30 deg. Uta.

Erebus and Terror sighted at 50 dag. relative to Stbd.
OIL2 Plenty mountains in sight both to port and etbd extend-

ing thru overcast.
0152 Over foothills. Crevasses to port. Hull tanks on.

020L High snow and glacier-covered irregular mountains ahead.
Ut. UcClintock abeam on port hand.

0206 Radar altitude 7500 plane altitude 10280
0207 7000 1028C
0210 liOOO 10300
0212 2700 10L0C

C2b9 Radar altitude averages 2300-2500 feet, airplane 990G.
Plateau height about 7600 feet.

C325 Radar LOOC' Plane 10900
0326 L500 1090C Grid hdg 22b flying behind tne

Western Range — Entire plateau solid overcast with to;

at 9000 plus

0332 Took lb sb. movies i.f Western profile of Western Ha/ige

12 feet film.

OILS In tnis vicinity all surface lcs noted to be clear when
on Eastern aide of low ridges. That on west aide is ell
saow covered.

03L8 North edge of Roes Island noted to be directly ahead with
Grid hdg 22b.

0352 Camaras co altitude 11000

0353 16 mm film cf dry Valley showing well-defined rock

strata.

Flats lb

Pilots Log cf flifcht lb Task Irojj 65.3.
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0355 TO grid r.dg Z?t

01*00 Circled to chant** '’‘i-it&l Camera hd b

0l*08 Contacted V5 00 7HF. Advised V5 tc P.**.*ceed north arid

cover east face of Range ao far as Terra Nova 607 if
possible.

01*12 Requested Altimeter setting from Burton Island.
0l*l6 Magazines O.K. Cameras on to heading litO grid at 01*16

Cameras set for radar altitude of 6000 feet account
irregular terrain.

01*19 Altimeter setting 29.11 (Same as at L. A. on takeoff)
01*26 Radar alt 6700 Plane 11900
01*33 16 MM of Rock plnnicles — then out of film
01*1*1 Chg cub to?

01*1*3 Radalt 5300 Plane 121*00

01*1*1* Vertical and Port Cameras off. nothing except flat
Plateau to port with no distinguishing features.

0516 Advised Alpaca of poeition. Few isolated peaks, not
very high, visible to Northwest. High range visible
to Northeast estimated not in excess of 100 sdlee.
At bottom of chart and fuel more than half expended.

0525 Passing over dull Maroon-colored mountains - Trimete
still in action. Peculiar rounded bare surfaces —
May be tops of cirques (this inserted by Lt. Roscoe)

0532 Circled to load Gremlin, resumed 330 Qrid.

051*7 Weather received from Base 500* celling unllm visit.
Advised Oremlln and kl7 not on since reloading.

0605 iUrned to 287 grid to return to base. Sighted Erebus.
0628 Over Burton Island at 5000.
061*1 Passing Terror.
061*3 Passing Cape Crosier. Proceeding along Barrier for

photo surrey of edge. Port oblique on.

0705 Over cove in barrier for vertical sbote.

0937 On chocks L.A. (2237 local)

Plate Mo. 15

Pilots log of Flight U* Task Group 68.5, ( Continued

)
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\AV£ »O0p0SL[; BUNGER1

CESCOP-i0% r, rj -. •. j'ji. ROCK A TaRN AREA e6° 27'
, .

100° 42' „
» W

-a-* :ar - S 4 E of Shaokleton Shelf XX

\*jo flf*«fice i-f :*]'• h ~ r'j'* -» ;c
• * * et. H-O. 2562, H.O» (BA) 31 7

!, AAF LR>M Chart

t

RILKES LAtlD, ETC!

S** , »fyir<j C**a»5C^€#,S* Cf ! i It 1"3Pt
, .

* flrh * 9V e’T ,

TSICh lifl 20 dHo9 OH A Side with

a deoadent gaoler to the west and loo cap on the reiraininr. sides which riaog

to the south end east^ an(j then peak toe to the north. Lakes 200*250 feet hid'-

B *i9,o R«<crtrc« i.wo ,;e s>« ,5'ef
) Flight* Etghtapn or.d nineteen of Task Group 68.2

See Photographs submitted.

Waie'ioli Subriites _TSI—lETiKMON AND COLOR AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS BS attaohed.

SUPPORTING DAT* Rcaton foi cis c« Lt. Cmdr B0NG5H oannanded the patrol bomber from

srhloh the ioe free area ma disoovered. Two days later tkndr. HUNGER landed

his airoraft in one of the lakes therein. Subsequent news dlapatohes have

mad a this name one of ooareon usage, even.though It Is not teohnioallv an oasis.
Ocu ea.o.e'ea

,
i«a .rctofSed .mjopjs ,e': Tirst dlsooverod 11 February 1947, landed 13 Feb.

9>
.h8„ Lt. Ondr. fflNJER, USN and orow of PBH, RAKER ONE of TASK iduUF 68.2

°t'ioroi i« ,o.r'oiioa ' ol ^ono'ae DA7TD ELI HUNGER

1110 G Avenue, Coronodo, California

S.eos.T.o-' "ICT2D STATES NAVAL ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION 1946—1947 (H13H.IUMP)

S»*5D0M«q Oo'O Suhn'i ,,eo i

f
phc^ai

,

_

Motion Pio^’»roa and descriptions by aerlsl explorers*

iv9V' ? i to 9Y \j-re John H* Roacos

i 33 r ell Task Foroe 6B, US*S Navy

Fir st Lieut enant, USJICE

... JO .NC* WRITE IN SPAC£ BE.L

Q

W

CASE SEC^iCN ^CVvvvAT ov

»0 Ce re'wf'Sd

"cr re c« -fj-*«t

c .,e 1 June 1947

Plate No. 17

Sample form for Antarctic Name Proposal.
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